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 This dissertation examines the regional and local histories of dhammasattha, the 

preeminent Pali, bilingual, and vernacular genre of Buddhist legal literature 

transmitted in premodern Burma and Southeast Asia. It provides the first critical 

analysis of the dating, content, form, and function of surviving dhammasattha texts 

based on a careful study of hitherto unexamined Burmese and Pali manuscripts. It 

underscores the importance for Buddhist and Southeast Asian Studies of paying 

careful attention to complex manuscript traditions, multilingual post- and para-

canonical literatures, commentarial strategies, and the regional South-Southeast Asian 

literary, historical, and religious context of the development of local legal and textual 

practices. Part One traces the genesis of dhammasattha during the first and early 

second millennia C.E. through inscriptions and literary texts from India, Cambodia, 

Campå, Java, La kå, and Burma and investigates its historical and legal-theoretical 

relationships with the Sanskrit Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra tradition and Pali Buddhist 

literature. It argues that during this period aspects of this genre of written law, akin to 

other disciplines such as alchemy or medicine, functioned in both Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical contexts, and that this ecumenical legal culture persisted in certain areas 

such as Burma and Java well into the early modern period. Part Two examines the 

distinctive styles and formats of the earliest surviving Burmese dhammasattha 

manuscripts to discuss how their textual and literary features reflect the local 



 

circulation and reception of written law. It contends that an investigation of written 

law in practice must be attentive to features of manuscript culture, including aural/oral 

modes of reading, the role of versification, the status and function of Pali and 

vernacular languages, and the relationship between source-text and commentary. Part 

Three analyzes how legal and textual authority is imagined by the Manusåra-

dhammasattha (redacted 1651 C.E.) relative to other genres of Buddhist literature. It 

considers criticisms of and apologies for dhammasattha as either a “Vedic” or 

“Buddhist” corpus of texts. In so doing it presents a detailed analysis of the specific 

hermeneutic arguments marshaled to account for and accommodate dhammasattha 

and other varieties of Bråhmaˆical learning in premodern Burma. It concludes with an 

analysis of the centrality of moral conceptions to aspects of dhammasattha 

jurisprudence, arguing that Buddhist legal ethics was highly composite in textual 

terms and related to Sanskrit and Pali literature as well as vernacular normative ideals. 
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NOTE ON TRANSLATION AND TERMINOLOGY 

 

Most of the dhammasattha texts discussed in the following chapters were 

compiled in bilingual Pali-Burmese nissaya, a form of textual composition that is 

described in detail in Chapter Four. Usually nissayas are presented as interverbal or 

interphrasal vernacular glosses of preexisting Pali source texts. Yet in certain instances 

nissayas were compiled on the basis of vernacular sources, or both the Pali and 

vernacular portions were written simultaneously. Nissaya presents a particular 

challenge to the translator insofar as the meaning of source text and gloss are not 

always equivalent (and in fact their meanings are very often quite divergent). So as to 

avoid lengthy commentary on the semantic or syntactical disagreements between 

source text and gloss in most cases I have focused in translation on the accurate 

rendering of vernacular portions of nissaya texts. Where such disagreements are 

important to my argument these have been noted.  

The translation of Pali texts of the tipi†aka, commentaries, and ancillary works 

follows the Pali, although where possible I have tried to check readings against 18th 

and 19th century nissayas, which are noted in footnotes.  

Dhammasat (pronounced “dhammathat”) is the vernacular Burmese cognate of 

Pali dhammasattha. Throughout this dissertation I employ the term dhammasattha in 

reference to the genre as a whole, or in reference to Pali or nissaya texts, while I 

reserve the term dhammasat for references to particular vernacular treatises. 

 

 



 1 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

I. Dhammasattha: A preliminary definition 

Dhammasattha is a Pali, vernacular, and bilingual genre of Buddhist written 

law that has an attested history of transmission in Burma and other parts of Southeast 

Asia throughout the course of the second millennium C.E. Thousands of 

dhammasattha and dhammasattha-related manuscripts survive in Burma alone; and 

there are numerous witnesses to the genre in manuscript libraries in contemporary 

Yunnan1, Laos2, Cambodia3, and Thailand.4 What unites this diverse material is a 

shared reliance upon Pali as a language of expression alongside vernaculars, and also 

certain similarities in form, literary style, and scope of content. It was written utilizing 

the techniques of the prevailing manuscript culture in prose, verse, and Pali-vernacular 

nissaya styles.5 It was addressed, primarily, to an audience of judges or otherwise 

“Good People” (sajjana, sË tau ko ˙)—whether bhikkhus, brå˙manas, ministers, 

                                                
1 Yin Shaoting, Christian Daniels, et. al. A Synopsis of Tay (Chinese Shan) Old 
Manuscripts in the Dehong Autonomous Region of Yunnan, China, Kunming, 
Nationalities Publishing House, 2002. For dharmaßåstra (thaμmåsat-vatthu), cf. 257.  
2 The recently launched Digital Library of Lao Manuscripts contains no less than 14 
Lao, Lue, and bilingual (Pali-vernacular nissaya) dharmaßåstra texts, as well as 
numerous horå (astrological) and medical ßåstras. See http://www.laomanuscripts.net 
[Accessed Jan 13, 2010]. Compare Finot’s remarks that “the ßåstric genre is poorly 
represented in Laos” in “Recherches sur la littérature laotienne”, BEFEO, 17, 1, p. 
136. 
3 Cambodian manuscripts of scientific texts are poorly documented, though 
dharmaßåstra-related materials survive and are being inventoried by Olivier de Bernon 
of the EFEO, Phnom Penh. See certain entries in Au Chhieng, Catalogue du Fonds 
khmer, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale, 1953; especially mss. nos. 236-256. 
4 Lån Nå Literature: Catalogue of 954 Secular Titles Preserved on Microfilm at the 
Social Research Institute of Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Social Research 
Institute, 1986. 
5 On the form and significance of bilingual nissaya composition and other literary 
styles see Chapter Four. 
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sovereigns, or lay-folk—who would participate in legal disputes as arbitrators, 

witnesses, guarantors of oaths, or litigants.  

Dhammasattha is the Pali cognate of the Sanskrit term dharmaßåstra, literally 

“the (textual) science or discipline of Law”. Dharmaßåstra is a Sanskrit Bråhmaˆical 

legal genre that developed in the early centuries of the common era, though was based 

on more ancient textual materials such as the dharmasËtras. Inscriptions from the 

region reveal that from the middle of the first millennium C.E. patrons of Buddhism in 

Southeast and well as South Asia embraced aspects of dharmaßåstra idiom. Southeast 

Asian dhammasattha texts betray numerous parallels with dharmaßåstra, though this 

does not mean that they were directly modeled after Bråhmaˆical prototypes 

“imported” from India. By the 13th century, which is when we find the earliest 

reference to the genre in Burma, dharmaßåstra had already been regarded for several 

centuries or more in Southeast Asia as a variety of Buddhist discourse. We cannot be 

certain when or where the genre was first redacted in Pali or any Buddhist vernacular. 

The most likely candidates are however the Pali-using Buddhist communities of 

Southern India, Sri Lanka or the central Irrawaddy or Chao Phraya river basins, 

sometime before the end of the first millennium.  

Dhammasattha is concerned with the articulation of legal rules and remedies 

that are principally organized into eighteen “titles of litigation” called vyavahårapadas 

in Sanskrit, mËlas (“roots”) in Pali, and amracs (“roots”) in Burmese. These eighteen 

roots are further elaborated to include hundreds if not thousands of sakhas or “branch” 

laws, which allows the core structure to expand to encompass almost infinite 

digressions on nearly any title of law. There is little difference in terms of the overall 

structure of the organizational framework of the eighteen titles according to 
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Bråhmaˆical and Buddhist texts.6 The main difference between them is that this is 

virtually the only type of content dealt with in dhammasattha. Many, though not all, 

Sanskrit dharmaßåstras discuss a wealth of material aside from the vyavahårapadas, 

for example rules incumbent upon a bråhmaˆa at various stages of life (varˆåßrama 

dharma) or rituals of penance (pråyaßcitta), which are entirely unknown to the 

Buddhist law texts. There are also numerous Sanskrit dharmaßåstra commentarial texts 

and “digests” (tattvas, nibhandas, etc.) dating from the late 1st millennium C.E. 

onwards, which exerted no influence whatsoever in mainland Southeast Asia.7  

According the Burmese and mainland Southeast Asian tradition, 

dhammasattha was not understood to represent a “universal” account of the law, and 

the texts admit other categories of legislation (e.g. råjasattha, or “legislation by the 

king”) which fell outside of its purview. The function of dhammasattha texts was 

primarily pedagogical and exhortative. They explicitly state that they are compiled for 

the betterment of judges who are to bear their provisions in mind (nha luμ˙ sva ˙) in 

their juridical activities. There are long-standing debates among scholars of Indic legal 

traditions concerning the degree to which written law was utilized in “actual” cases of 

dispute as repositories of “positive law”.8 What is at stake in such debates is an 

attempt to come to terms with the purposes of written law, why it was written, and 

who its audience(s) may have been. In Burma dhammasattha was referred to and cited 

                                                
6 On variability in the organization of the eighteen vyavahårapadas in major Sanskrit 
sm®tis, see Olivelle, MDh, “Introduction”, p. 14. In Burma, this organizational scheme 
is more or less prominent depending on the text, and will be discussed further in 
subsequent chapters.  
7 On the potential circulation of nibandhas in Java, see Chapter Three. 
8 Cf. Ludo Rocher, “Law Books in an Oral Culture”, Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society, 137, 2, (1993), pp. 254-67; Donald R. Davis, Jr., “Law and 
‘Law Books’ in the Hindu Tradition”, German Law Journal, 9, 3 (2008), pp. 309-325; 
J. Duncan M. Derrett, “Two Inscriptions Concerning the Status of Kammålas and the 
Application of Dharmaßåstra”, in Essays in Classical and Modern Hindu Law, Vol. 1, 
Leiden, Brill, 1976, 86-105. 
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as authoritative in countless recorded legal cases from the 13th to the 19th centuries. 

Dhammasattha texts themselves state that whether a case has been adjudicated 

properly or not may be determined by reference to the “letter of the law” contained in 

the dhammasattha, which is of final authority. Yet as far as can be established from 

our comparatively rich yet still fragmentary record of legal practice, it is certain that 

the majority of disputes in Burma were not tried through direct reference to texts, and 

in fact the judges who presided over them were typically village elders or headmen 

with little familiarity with written jurisprudence. As a legal maxim frequently found in 

dhammasattha and other Burmese materials has it, the purpose of litigation was 

arbitration and the mitigation of disputes, not the precise execution of written rules. It 

was only in such instances where a mutual settlement could not be reached that 

reference to dhammasattha became necessary.  

Simply because texts may not have been explicitly cited or applied in disputes 

certainly does not mean that they had no effect on actual legal practice. Dhammasattha 

served as a manual of instruction for those who would act as judges, whether they did 

so in a professional or institutional capacity (e.g., as a royally appointed judge) or not. 

The monastic Vinaya literature functioned in a closely parallel way. Both Vinaya and 

dhammasattha stipulate that the text of the law operates as a final authority, as 

mediated through the figure of the judge who is established as such due to educational 

and moral criteria.9 Both of these genres attribute a great deal of importance to written 

                                                
9 The Vinaya analogue to the judge here is the vinayadhara, who is defined in the 
Catubbidhavinayakathå of the Sp as one who has learnt the “fourfold Vinaya.” This 
“fourfold Vinaya” is grounded in 1. the entire text of the Vinaya, 2. that which is 
consonant with the Vinaya (defined according to the four mahå-apadesa or “great 
authorities”), 3. the opinions of the commentators (åcariyavåda), and 4. individual 
judgment (attanomati) of what accords with the texts and commentaries. Sp I, 230 ff.; 
Ma AË Sayadaw, Påråjikaˆ-a††hakathå-nissaya-sac, Vol 3., ed. Ú˙ Thvan˙ Raññ, 
Mandalay, Kavilakkhaˆa, 2002 [from a ms. dated 1867], pp. 120 ff. Perhaps not 
incidentally, this formula parallels in many respects the fourfold “root” (mËla) of the 
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law while stating that law in practice is to be determined by learned mediators. We 

have records of 18th and 19th century court cases where the Vinaya was cited in cases 

between monks; where monks were tried by dhammasattha; where non-monastics 

were tired by dhammasattha; and of course many examples where texts are not cited at 

all.10 In theory at least the assumption was always that the written law contained rules 

that conformed to “right practice” as it would be decided in the course of a dispute, 

even if a text was not directly applied.  

  

II. Law and written law 

 There are few words in the Burmese language more polysemic than that 

glossed in the following pages as “law”: tarå˙. In a general sense tarå˙ may be 

understood as the vernacular counterpart to the Pali term dhamma. In Old Burmese 

(OB) epigraphy tarå˙ is found spelled tåryå, taryå, tåyå, and tryå, and while its 

meanings in various contexts are quite clear, its etymology is far from certain.11 Tryå 

is first attested in a securely dated inscription from 1112 C.E., where it seems to be 

used as an element in a title of a donor: tryå jeyya sa ghåbhuiv. Here tryå jeyya may 

be a vernacular-Pali parallel to the Pali dhammajeyya (~Skt. dharmajaya), “victory of 

dhamma”, though the inscription is fragmentary and the precise referent is uncertain.12 

As Than Tun has noted, in Pagan-era epigraphs (c. 12th-14th centuries) “the word tryå 

means firstly the Buddhist scriptural texts synonymous with the tipi†aka, secondly the 

                                                                                                                                       
law according to Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstras such as the MDh, on which see Chapter 
Three, although of course here the Veda is replaced by the Vinaya. 
10 See in particular, Bha So ˙, “Kun˙ bho  khet tarå˙ upade, 1750-1885”, 
Unpublished MA Thesis, Mandalay University, 1975. 
11 Of these tryå is the most common OB spelling. Tåyå, tåryå, and taryå are all used in 
three different statements of the triple-gem formula in a single inscription from 1222 
C.E. See RMK 1, p. 143. 
12 RMK, I, p. 8, ln. 7; The paleography of this epigraph is discussed briefly in the 
Report of the Director, Archaeological Survey, Burma, 1955-56, pp. 18-19.  
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preachings whereby the monk tries to explain some part of the teachings of Gotama to 

his congregation, thirdly a law suit, fourthly the judges themselves and lastly to 

describe a natural phenomenon such as death, atañ may so tryå—the law of 

impermanence. Thus the medieval Burman used the word tryå in connection with all 

applications of law or discipline ranging from khui[v] tryå ‘a petty theft case’—to 

akl[v]at tryå—the attainment of nirvana. But the origin of this useful an 

comprehensive term is still an open question.”13 It is also the word used to gloss 

dhamma in the vernacular formulation of the triple gem buddha dhamma sa gha (e.g. 

purhå tryå sa ghå ratanå suμ bå).14 There are numerous examples attesting to this 

range of meanings of the term tryå in the early vernacular epigraphy, and Than Tun 

provides an extensive discussion of many instances.  

Tarå˙ has been provided variously Indic, Mon, and Tibeto-Burman 

derivations, none of which are fully satisfactory. Luce has asserted that the term is “a 

spoonerized form of Hindu [sic.] ®ta”, which is neither historically nor etymologically 

likely.15 Taw Sein Ko proposed a more improbable derivation from Sanskrit dharma 

via Chinese, evidence he used as support for his theory that Buddhism was propagated 

in Prome and Pagan by “Chinese missionaries”.16 A more plausible etymology has 

been suggested by U Hpo Lat who sees the term as a combination of two elements (ta 

and rå or rhå) which he traces in various forms across a range of Tibeto-Burman 

languages, meaning roughly that which is “right” or “proper”.17  

                                                
13 Than Tun, “History of Buddhism in Burma, A.D. 1000-1300”, JBRS, LXI (Dec 
1978), p. 77. 
14 RMK, II. p. 181, ln. 2. 
15 G.H. Luce, “Old Kyaukse and the Coming of the Burmans”, JBRS, XLII, i (June, 
1959), p. 101. 
16 Taw Sein Ko, Burmese Sketches, Rangoon, British Burma Press, 1913, pp. 27-31. 
17 Phui˙ Lat, Mran må ca kå˙ aphva . kyam˙, Vol. 1., Yangon, Paññånanda, 1962, pp. 
253-262. 
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A similar form tra˙ is also found in PyË (c. 5th-12th centuries). On the PyË 

Face of the quadrilingual Myazedi Inscription dated 1112, tra˙ is used as an element 

in an honorific (tra˙ b.å˙) meaning something like “lord” or “venerable” perhaps in 

apposition to the term sa gr¥ (probably from sa gha kr¥˙ ~ “great [member of the] 

sa gha” or sakha  kr¥˙ ~ “great lord”) in the parallel Burmese text.18 Blagden noted 

that “it might conceivably be the same as the Burmese tarå˙”.19 There are other 

locations in the inscription where the same form is used, but where it seems to mean 

“slave”, at least according to the readings of Blagden and U Tha Myat, which sought 

to reconcile the meaning of the PyË text with that of the Burmese, Mon, and Pali 

faces.20 In recent work on the Myazedi and other PyË inscriptions Bhun˙ Ta . Kyau 

has challenged this interpretation, and suggested that the form tra˙ should have the 

meaning of “noble” or “venerable” in all cases.21  The term may also be used as an 

honorific of a king in an PyË burial urn epigraph dated around 700 C.E. although the 

text is somewhat damaged and the reading conjectural.22  

We might add yet another speculation by noting the distinctiveness of the OB 

forms, which may be of some significance. In OB the conjunct -ry- is extremely rare 

in medial or final position in polysyllabic words, and found almost exclusively in 

                                                
18 Shafer takes the term to mean “teacher”, “scholar”. Robert Shafer, “Further 
Analysis of the Pyu Inscriptions”, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 7, 4 (1943), p. 
334. 
19 EB, I, i. p. 66. 
20 For U Thaw Myat’s readings see PyË phat cå, Pyu Reader, Yangon, National 
Printing Works, 1963. 
21 Bhun˙ Ta . Kyau, PyË cac lhya  mran må, Yangon, Kaμ. kau vat raññ, 2007, p. 
107.  
22 Bhun˙ Ta . Kyau, p. 103, takes it in this sense. Cf. Blagden, “The ‘Pyu’ 
Inscriptions”, EI 12, p. 129, Plate A, ln. 1; U Tha Myat, p. 50, no. 1; Shafer, p. 338. 
There are of course other PyË inscriptions yet to be read which may also contain the 
term. Cf. Luce, OBEP, p. 391. 
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words of Indic origin.23 Aside from the tryå variants the most common word to 

contain -ry- is chryå or chryiå (“teacher”, both forms are found and derive from Pali 

or Middle Indic åcariya or Skt. åcårya). Chryå and chryiå, like tryå, are repeatedly 

found in epigraphy until the 17th century. Similar instances of -ry- in Indic loanwords 

from the inscriptions dated to the 13th century and earlier include: 

 
1192 C.E. aryå < Pali ariya, Skt årya (RMK 1, p. 55) 
1204 CE: tryåk rå < Skt. tiryag-niraya, “animal-hell” (RMK 1, pp. 75-6). The same 
inscription also writes the same phrase as trak rå. The word tryå is also used in this 
epigraph in its meaning of “sermon”. 
1216: mahåmittryå < mahå-maitreya (RMK 1 p. 117)  
1223: sa saryå < Pali/Skt. saμsåra (RMK 1 p. 143) 
1224: mattarya < Skt. amåtya, “minister”, etc. (RMK 2, p. 71)24  
1267: ca kryaμ < Skt. ca krama, “monastic ambulatory” (RMK 3, p. 39) 

 

We see a great deal of variation when Indic terms with the medials -ry-, -r-, or -y- are 

adopted into Burmese. Any one of these forms might produce -ry- as a potential 

outcome.25 Given this we might look for possible derivations from Pali or Sanskrit 

forms that begin t- and are followed in second position by -r/y-. Here the closest 

etymon on semantic and morphological grounds might be some element in the 

genealogy of Vedic tåra, trå “protector”, from the Skt. root t•, which in addition to 

the meaning of “conquer,” save”, “protect”, also implies “cross over”, “surmount”, 

etc. Indic d- in initial position is often exchanged for OB t- (e.g. tåyakå for Pali 

                                                
23 Note that there are initials in ry-, such as the monosyllabic terms ryak, “day”, ryå, 
“hundred”, and ryå, “field”. A rare disyllabic word containing -ry- in second position 
is si-ryak, “mango”. For a discussion see Yoshio Nishi, “OB ry nitsuite 1”, Shiroku, 8 
(1975), pp. 1-16. Nishi characterizes tryå as a loanword with no cognates in Lolo-
Burmese.  
24 This inscription is very damaged so this reading is somewhat questionable. 
25 For a fuller discussion of this change see Win Than Tun, “Pali and Sanskrit Loans 
in Myanmar Language”, Unpublished MA Thesis, Tokyo University of Foreign 
Studies, 1992, pp. 145-48. 
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dåyaka “donor”), so Pali or Sanskrit words beginning with d- are also candidates. For 

semantic reasons we might want to construe tryå as derived from Skt. dharma. 

Although initial Indic dh- sometimes produces OB voiced th-, there are no instances of 

any medial nasal resulting in -y- or -r-.26 Or, it could also be that tryå results from a 

form of dharma in another Indian language, perhaps Tamil tarumam, though again 

here we are still troubled by the absence of the nasal. 

 It is unlikely that this etymological question can ever be conclusively 

answered, and since we have such rich evidence for the early meaning of tarå˙ this is 

of little consequence. As the most common gloss in lexica and bilingual texts for the 

Pali and Sanskrit words dhamma and dharma, tarå˙ carries a range of meanings that 

is not easily captured by the translation “law”. The c. 13th century Pali lexicon 

Abhidhånappad¥pikå and its sub-commentary (†¥kå), perhaps written in Burma during 

the 14th century27, provide 14 meanings of the term dhamma as follows: 

 
1. Fixed identity (sabhåva) 
2. The study of the texts of the Vinaya, Abhidhamma, and Sutta (pariyatti) 
3. Wisdom (paññå) 
4. Propriety with respect to the path, etc., together with praxis (pa†ipadå) 
5. Truth (sacca) 
6. Nature (pakati) 
7. Merit (puñña) 
8. What is to be known (ñeyya)28 
9. Virtue (guˆa) 
10. Right conduct (åcåra) 
11. Concentration (samådhi) 
12. Not having the identity of a living creature (nissattatå) 
13. A Vinaya offence (åpatti) 
14. Cause (kåraˆa) 

                                                
26 Cf. Win Than Tun, “Loans”, pp. 138-43. 
27 On the dates of these texts see Medagama Nandawansa, Abhidhånappad¥pikå: A 
Study of its Text and is Commentary, Pune, BORI, 2001, pp. x-xxii. 
28 The †¥kå explains this as “five-fold, consisting of aggregation (sa khåra), alteration 
(vikåra), characteristics (lakkhaˆa) [of impermanence, suffering, and non-self], 
nibbåna, and concept (paññatti)”. 
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This list is qualified by ådi, “and so on”, signifying that there are yet more meanings 

of dhamma.29 As the vernacular analogue of dhamma, tarå˙ thus refers in its most 

expansive usage to the True Law (sacca-dhamma) discovered by the Buddha and the 

broad range of concepts this paradigm implies.30 Dhamma conjures overlapping 

meanings connected to education, ethics, law, mental cultivation, the calculus of merit, 

epistemology, ontology, and soteriology.31 In the following chapters we will be 

principally concerned with dhamma and tarå˙ in the sense of what the above lexicons 

refer to as åcåra, “right conduct”, though ideas of, especially, virtue, wisdom, 

propriety, and merit are also very important. Insofar as tarå˙ is concerned with 

legislation and legal remedies, we come closer to the above meaning of dhamma as an 

offence (åpatti) against the monastic Vinaya which the early Burmese Pali 

grammarian Aggavaμsa defines according to the commentaries in his Saddan¥ti as 

“offences such as those leading to expulsion (påråjika) or suspension (sa ghådisesa) 

from the order”.32  

 It is important to underscore that there is some degree of dissonance between 

the way tarå˙ and dhamma are understood in dhammasattha and the way dhamma is 

                                                
29 Abh-†, 784. Aggavaμsa’s Saddan¥ti, written at Pagan in the 12th or 13th century 
(see Ch. 2 for a discussion of its date), provides a similar definition: sabhåva, paññå, 
puñña, paññatti, åpatti, pariyatti, nissattå, nijj¥vatå, vikåra, guˆa, paccaya, 
paccayupaˆˆåd¥su | “identity, wisdom, merit, concept, Vinaya offense, texts, non-
being, lifeless, alteration, virtue, condition, conditioned phenomena, etc.”. Sadd-
dhatumåla-Bse, p. 337. 
30 The term saccadhamma as it is found in dhammasattha texts is further explored 
below. 
31 For a more detailed discussion of these various meanings and their historical 
development through the commentaries see John Ross Carter, Dhamma: Western 
Academic and Sinhalese Buddhist Interpretations, A Study of a. Religious Concept, 
Tokyo, Hokuseido, 1978; Rupert Gethin, “He Who Sees Dhamma Sees Dhammas: 
Dhamma in Early Buddhism”, JIP, 32 (2004), pp. 513-542. 
32 Sadd-dhåtumålå-Bse, pp. 338. See the next chapter for a discussion of the date of 
this work. 
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variously used by the Pali commentarial tradition. The terms have an elective affinity 

but are not identical; or rather in the dhammasatha context the juridical significance of 

tarå˙ and dhamma is elaborated. This is so in simple linguistic terms insofar as tarå˙ 

designates such things as “judges” and “lawsuits” (meanings which are unattested in 

commentarial Pali, where these terms are rendered akkhadassa, etc., or a††a). Yet in a 

broader, jurisprudential sense we can see differences between tarå˙ and commentarial 

accounts of dhamma in light of the way legal authority is imagined. The authority of 

the laws (tarå˙) contained in dhammasattha was justified in explicitly textual and 

cosmological terms. The text of the law was carried in uncorrupted transmission down 

to earth from the boundary-wall of the universe (cakkavå¬a) by ® is (“sages”) who 

possessed supernormal powers due to their meditative attainments. As described in 

Chapter Six, from the 17th century (if not earlier) this mythology was frequently 

criticized as illegitimate or in need of adjustment according to the perceived higher 

authority of narratives concerning the origins of Buddhist legislation contained in the 

Pali tipi†aka and its commentaries. Such critics argued that dhammasattha was not 

easily reconciled with the dhamma of the Pali tradition, and should be viewed as 

analogous to the Vedic corpus—treatises on medicine, astrology, mathematics, 

alchemy, etc.—as it was construed in the Burmese imagination. According to them, 

these treatises were of human origin, the product of the legislative activity of ® is, 

Buddhist kings, and wise men (paˆ itas, paññå rhi) to promote the welfare and 

prosperity of the world. In such criticisms we are provided a rare glimpse of Burmese 

authors attempting to come to terms with a genre and its self-justifications that did not 

sit comfortably alongside understandings of Buddhist tradition garnered from the Pali 

commentaries and sub-commentaries. Dhammasattha required re-description to bring 

its own accounts of authority in line with orthodox narratives. 
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 In the following pages I am principally concerned with law as it is expressed in 

writing, and specifically as it is expressed in the dhammasattha genre. There were 

many other forms of written law in premodern Burma that I only discuss in passing. 

The monastic Vinaya and its vinicchaya (“decisions”) literature, royal edicts, legal 

judgments (phrat thuμ˙, kok khyak, etc.)33, and late Konbaung-era upadesa laws, 

constitute extensive corpora of written law that are distinct from dhammasattha and 

deserve separate treatment. Moreover, there are many ways in which writing was 

utilized in Burmese legal culture, for example in the drawing up of contracts (cå 

khyup, etc.) or in written submissions of testimony or oaths. The structure, content, 

and ideology of each of these forms have very different genealogies that any 

comprehensive history of written law would have to engage in detail. What follows, 

therefore, is not an account of written Buddhist law in any general sense. In fact, I do 

not think that there is much value in speaking of “Buddhist law” as a definable 

phenomenon or univocal idiom. Buddhist cultures in history produced multiple 

accounts of law and legality that were expressed and understood variously within 

different contexts. The legal imaginaries underpinning the monastic Vinayas, the 

royally-sponsored legislation in the edicts of Aßoka, or Tibetan Buddhist conceptions 

of sovereign legislation offer theories of law which are quite different from (and 

perhaps at times at odds with) that found in Burmese dhammasattha.34  

                                                
33 The “judgments” or phrat thuμ˙ literature may refer to records of actual trials as 
well as digests of legal opinion. 
34 Oskar von Hinüber, “Buddhist Law According to the Theravåda-Vinaya: A Survey 
of Theory and Practice”, JIABS, 18, 1 (1995), pp. 7-45; Jules Bloch, Les Inscriptions 
d’Asoka, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 2007; G. Uray, “The Narrative of Legislation and 
Organization of the Mkhas-pa’i Dga’-ston” Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, XXVI (1), pp. 11-68. Anthropological literature on more recent 
expressions of law in Tibetan Buddhist contexts also draws vastly different 
conclusions as to the nature of legal culture, particularly in terms of its intersection of 
legality and religion. Compare Fernanda Pirie, “Secular morality, village law, and 
Buddhism in Tibetan societies”, Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, New 
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Among legal historians written law often signifies written legislation. 

However, the concept of legislation is somewhat problematic in application to 

dhammasattha. The English verb legislate, according to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, is a back formation of the noun legislation, which is composed of two 

derivations from Latin: legis, the genitive of lex, and låtio, from the present participle 

of the verb ferre, “to bring”, or “carry”. Lex, of course, means “law” (often law that is 

written), thus literally the term “legislation” describes the act of “bringing a (written) 

law” or “proposing a (written) law”.35 More specifically the significance of lex 

according to the Latin tradition is rather variable; different attempts were made by 

medieval theological jurisprudence to connect lex etymologically (and thus 

conceptually) to the Latin verbs legere (cf. PIE {Pokorny} *leg-, “to gather”, Greek 

, etc.), “to write”, and ligare (cf. PIE {Pokorny} *leig-, Skt. lag?), “to bind”. 

The law is that which is written down and read and/or that which binds creation, in the 

sense of a lex aeterna (“eternal law”) ordained by God.36 This sense of law as lex and 

as intimately related with literacy is different from the English term law (it is closer to 

the French loi), which perhaps derives from an Old Icelandic root meaning “something 

fixed”.37 Legislation signifies the act of enacting written law, a law which is 

understood as law precisely because it is enacted (or “legislated”) in writing by 

                                                                                                                                       
Series, 12 (2006), pp. 173-190 with Rebecca Redwood French, The Golden Yoke: The 
Legal Cosmology of Buddhist Tibet, Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1995. 
35 The Latin verb ferre is used in a variety of forms in connection with lex and related 
acts of legislation. See references in Lewis and Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1879, s.v. fero. 
36 On the medieval theological-jurisprudential arguments in whose service these 
various etymologies were put see Jean-Robert Armogathe, “Deus Legislator”, in 
Natural Law and Laws of Nature in Early Modern Europe: Jurisprudence, Theology, 
Moral and Natural Philosophy, Lorraine Daston and Michael Stolleis, eds., Surrey, 
Ashgate, 2008, pp. 265-277. 
37 OED, s.v. Compare also the discussion of these etymologies in Jack Goody, The 
Logic of Writing and the Organization of Society, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1986, ch. 4. 
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individuals recognized as having the authority to act as legislators. Law on this 

reading is a specialized form ius, “right” or “justice”, which for the Romans and later 

Christian theologians signified a conception of law that also encompassed unwritten 

legal norms or even custom (ius non scriptum, mos).38  

Dhammasattha law has a special relationship with writing. The idea of lex as 

law which is authoritative because it has been put into writing goes a long way in 

capturing the positive nature of dhammasattha law.39 But there are problems with this 

comparison insofar as the laws contained in dhammasattha are not framed as 

legislative pronouncements in the same way that a royal order or decree might be, and 

they are not in any obvious sense “promulgated” by an authority, such as a king, the 

                                                
38 The relation of lex and ius is complex, and has been argued differently by different 
historians. See in particular A. Arthur Schiller, Roman Law: Mechanisms of 
Development, The Hague, Mouton, 1979, Ch. 7; Adolf Berger, An Encyclopedic 
Dictionary of Roman Law, Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society, 1953, s.v.; 
also, G.R. Evans, Law and Theology in the Middle Ages, London, Routledge, 2002, 
Ch. 5; Shirley Robin Letwin, On the History of the Idea of Law, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2005, Ch. 3.  
39 My use of the term “positive” here relates to twin theses central to the jurisprudence 
of legal positivism. First is the “separation thesis” which posits a distinction between 
what is law and what ought to be law; i.e., that one of the fundamental distinguishing 
features of law is that it has no necessary connection with morality (so-called “soft-
positivism”). The corollary to this is the “social thesis”, which argues that law 
originates in the fabric of social life, in social institutions (rather than in the dictates of 
reason, ethics, religion, etc.), and most ostensibly in the “command” of the sovereign 
(according to early positivists like John Austin), state, or other properly constituted 
juridical authority. Positivists argue that together these theses allow us to distinguish 
“law” from other types of norms. Law is law not because it is derived from principles 
of what is right or just, but because it is enacted through the ostensibly legislative 
activity of certain human beings. There are numerous exceptional studies of legal 
positivism and its criticism by natural law theorists. See for example Joseph Raz, The 
Authority of Law: Essays on Law and Morality, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
1979, Chapter 3; Brian Leiter, “Realism, Hard Positivism, and Conceptual Analysis”, 
Legal Theory, 4 (1998), pp. 533-547; Mark Tebbit, The Philosophy of Law: An 
Introduction, London, Routledge, 2005; Brian H. Bix, “Legal Positivism”, in The 
Blackwell Companion to Philosophy of Law and Legal Theory, eds. Martin P. Golding 
and William A. Edmundson, London, Blackwell,  2005, pp. 29-49.  
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Buddha, or an inspired ® i, who acts as legislator.40 Here we encounter a major 

difference between Vinaya and dhammasattha jurisprudence; in the former context the 

Buddha’s legislative acts implicitly sanction all legal rules. Dhammasattha was not 

seen as enacted by kings, ministers, or jurists, and was viewed as a legal tradition that 

developed independently of influence from the “state” or other worldly institutions.41 

In this sense the 17th through 19th century critics of dhammasattha who argued that 

the genre should be seen a variety of human legislation did so in explicit critique of 

dhammasattha accounts of their own authority. Similarly, it would be wrong to view 

dhammasattha as a distillation of more general normative principles, as the legal 

instantiation of a moral order or abstract conception of dhamma that guarantees the 

legitimacy of law.42 There is no legislative source that stands behind written law; the 

law is the text of the law. This of course does not mean that dhammasattha is wholly 

unconnected with ethics. As we shall see, one of the stated aims of the literature is that 

written law serves the purpose of increasing human welfare (hita; akyui˙ c¥˙ phvå˙) in 

                                                
40 Although in certain cases dhammasattha does attribute the statement or discovery of 
individual laws to Manu or other learned ® is or paˆ itas, such individuals are not 
characterized as the source of law. The construction of the authority of law in 
dhammasattha will be explored in Chapter Six. 
41 It must be acknowledged that the compilation of new legal texts was sometimes 
sponsored by kings, however it is by no means certain that this had any direct impact 
on the shape or content of law.  
42 In this respect my understanding of dhammasattha written law resonates with Paul 
Hacker’s insights concerning the “empirical” character of Bråhmaˆical dharma 
discussed in Chapter Three. Most commentators make the opposite claim, that 
Burmese law was basically a system of morality. Robert Taylor has asserted that in 
precolonial Burma “law and custom were little distinguished and legal codes were 
intended more as guides to moral conduct than as principles of decision and right.” 
While I agree with Taylor’s broader argument that the “state” had little impact on 
dhammasattha law, I cannot support his characterization of written “codes” as “guides 
to moral conduct”. Robert Taylor, The State in Burma, Honolulu, University of 
Hawaii Press, 1987, p. 53. For a similar statement that premodern Burmese law was 
inherently an ethical system, see Hla Aung, “The Burmese Concept of Law”, JBRS, 
LIII, ii (1969), pp. 27-41. 
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the world. Even more importantly, the practical application of dhammasattha is left to 

judges who are qualified to act as arbiters of law in part because of their moral 

standing.  

Definitions of law that attempt to arrive at a general meaning of the term are 

manifold, and there is far from any consensus among scholars as to how the term 

should be properly understood.43 Since the late 18th century Burmese dhammasattha 

texts have been characterized by Euro-American and some Burmese commentators as 

“law codes” or repositories of “customary law”.44 In almost all instances 

dhammasattha were seen as containing “Buddhist law” according to the British 

colonial tactic of distinguishing the limits of jurisdiction according to religion. In 

applying these labels such commentators drew on definitions of law which derived 

from distinctive traditions of European jurisprudence, and particularly ideas filtered 

via Blackstone, Bentham, Austin, and Maine, which offered a framework for the 

discrete comparative analysis of colonial “legal systems” in terms of the separation 

between positive and natural law, theories of legal obligation, the relationship between 

religion and law, and the distinction between codification and custom.45 It is now very 

                                                
43 For a concise treatment of the varying perspectives on law in recent jurisprudence 
see Brian Tamanaha, “Law”, St. John’s University Research Paper Series, Paper 08-
0095, January 2008.   
44 The utility of the terms “code” and “codification” depends of course on the way 
they are defined. Among legal theorists “codification” usually signifies the authorized 
redaction of previously judge-made law into an arranged text, which is then applied 
within juridical contexts (e.g. in disputes or trials). This is conception of “code” is far 
too narrow to be of use in the analysis of dhammasattha. Yet there are still other ways 
of thinking about code and codification. See the excellent discussion by Martha Roth 
in “The Law Collection of King Hammurabi: Toward an Understanding of 
Codification and Text”, in La Codification des Lois dans L’Antiquité, Actes du 
Colloque de Strasbourg, 27–29 novembre 1997, ed. E. Lévy, Paris, De Boccard, 2000, 
pp. 9–31.  
45 For a good overview of Austinian preconceptions regarding the makeup of a legal 
system see Joseph Raz, The Concept of A Legal System: An Introduction to the Theory 
of the Legal System, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1980. The roots of comparative 
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well documented how in colonial legal regimes such biases gave rise to gross 

contortions.46 Still, nearly all varieties of jurisprudence within the academy today 

(whether within law schools or philosophy departments) take as their focus legal 

institutions and concepts derived from Greco-Roman traditions. There are all too 

obvious vocational and political reasons why this is the case. (Though, for the same 

reasons the study of Islamic law is increasingly the object of more mainstream 

scrutiny). We forget that the oldest surviving legal documents originate not in Europe 

but in Egypt and the Ancient Near East in the early 3rd millennium B.C.E., and that 

this tradition contained the seeds which germinated into both civil and common law 

traditions that are now taken as exemplary in standard discussions of law.47  

As Pollock and Maitland advise at the outset of their classic work on the 

history of English law, “it has been usual for writers commencing the exposition of 

any particular system of law to undertake, to a greater of less extent, philosophical 

                                                                                                                                       
law were of course far more ancient in Europe before its “science” began to be applied 
to colonial legal cultures in the late 18th century. On this history see Walter Hug, “The 
History of Comparative Law”, Harvard Law Review, 46, 6 (April 1932), pp. 1027-
1070. 
46 There is a growing literature on this subject from the perspective of many different 
colonized regions. See Bernard S. Cohen, “Law and the Colonial State in India”, in 
Colonialism and its Forms of Knowledge, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1996, 
Ch. 3; Tamara Loos, Subject Siam: Family, Law, and Colonial Modernity in Thailand, 
Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 2006; Nandini Bhattacharyya-Panda, Appropriation 
and Invention of Tradition: The East India Company and Hindu Law in Early 
Colonial Bengal, New Delhi, Oxford University Press, 2008; Noor Aisha Abdul 
Rahman, Colonial Image of Malay Adat Laws, Leiden, Brill, 2006; Sally Falk Moore, 
Social Facts and Fabrications: “Customary” Law on Kilimanjaro, 1880-1980, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1986; Laura Benton, Law and Colonial 
Cultures: Legal Regimes in World History, 1400-1900, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 2004; Talal Asad, “Reconfigurations of Law and Ethics in Colonial 
Egypt”, in Formations of the Secular: Christianity, Islam, Modernity, Stanford, 
Stanford University Press, 2003, Ch. 7.    
47 Cf. Russ VerSteeg, Law in Ancient Egypt, Durham, Carolina Academic Press, 2002. 
Raymond Westbrook, “The Character of Ancient Near Eastern Law”, A History of 
Ancient Near Eastern Law, Raymond Westbrook, ed., Leiden, Brill, 2003. 
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discussion of the nature of laws in general, and definition of the most general notions 

of jurisprudence”. Like them, and to the extent that it is possible, here I “purposely 

refrain from any such undertaking”.48 I do however use the word “law” in both the 

title of this dissertation and repeatedly in the pages that follow; and there is a great 

deal of technical terminology that I translate by words that may in some cases too 

readily suggest similarities with modern legal ideas and institutions: “court”, 

“tribunal”, “judge”, “testimony”, “appeal”, “jurisdiction”, “witness”, etc. I have tried 

in all instances to provide extended commentary on how the underlying Burmese 

terms were understood in their historical and literary context. The reason for applying 

this terminology, which is so thickly laden with the “baggage” of European 

jurisprudence is not because I want to emphasize modern analogues or intervene in 

debates in legal philosophy—whether we can construe dhammasattha law as a form of 

natural law, positive law, etc. I do this partly for lack of better choices but more 

importantly to lay the groundwork for comparison. For example, without assigning 

such phantom etic terms as “judge” to a host of family resemblances, it would be 

impossible to explore the comparative historical diffusion and significance of emic 

practices and ideas associated with vohårika, dharmådhikårin, akkhadassa, tarå˙ sË 

kr¥, khuμ ma ˙, etc. 

 

III. Manuscripts, texts, and Buddhist history 

 Manuscripts formed the textual basis of literate Buddhist and legal culture in 

premodern Burma and Southeast Asia. Despite their overwhelming importance, 

scholars have hardly begun to explore either their form, content or significance in any 

adequate detail. Pali or Vernacular texts that have been “edited” by Burmese scholars 

                                                
48 Frederick Pollock and Frederic William Maitland, The History of English Law 
Before the Time of Edward I, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1899, p. xxiii. 
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are often the result of work with only very few manuscript witnesses. The only 

Burmese manuscripts that have been critically edited by foreign scholars remain those 

of Pali canonical and commentarial literature. Vernacular literature and Burmese-Pali 

nissayas have received far less critical attention on an international scale.  

There are a number of reasons for this. A pragmatic obstacle is the 

inaccessibility of the manuscripts themselves. Major collections of the most easily 

accessible Burmese manuscripts are kept in large research libraries or government 

archives in Myanmar and abroad. Even when it is possible to obtain research 

permission to read materials in such locations, often reproductions can only be 

acquired via time-consuming hand transcription methods or very costly reprographic 

services, if at all. An even greater problem is the fact that in Myanmar (as elsewhere in 

the region) the locations and contents of monastic and private collections are very 

poorly documented. It is usually impossible to determine in advance whether a 

monastery has a manuscript library and, if so, what it contains. If a researcher wants to 

know whether a manuscript may exist in a monastery of interest all they can do is go 

there and search through the manuscript chests personally. One learns a great deal 

from such work, and I would not prefer a digital copy easily accessible via some 

centralized internet database. Historically, manuscripts were not equivalent to the texts 

they contain, but were a function of the multiple contexts in which they circulated; 

they were preserved in chests alongside other manuscripts of different texts, often in 

monasteries which were part of local patronage networks, or in semi-private 

collections of village magistrates, officials, or of the king. Thus they reflect certain 

determinate habits—of making, copying, collecting, organizing and reading texts—

and intellectual predilections of the people who came into contact with them. One of 

the disadvantages of the modern archive or database is that, except in only very rare 

cases, none of this contextual information is transmitted alongside the manuscript. The 
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manuscript has been uprooted from its locale and removed to an institution where all 

supports are treated equally, merely as vehicles for the transmission of content.49 With 

some Burmese manuscripts we might be fortunate enough to encounter the name of a 

scribe, donor, monastery or owner within the manuscript itself or on its binding 

ribbon, but this is all too rare, as are premodern records inventorying manuscript 

libraries or the contents of donations of manuscripts.  

With the exception of ornamental kammavåcå (on which see Chapter Four), 

manuscripts are no longer produced in Burma; the last black parabaik manuscripts 

were used in the 1960s, and the making of palm-leaf came to an end in the early 20th 

century. So today the majority of remaining monastic libraries cannot without some 

qualification and detective work  be viewed as representative of intact historical 

collections as they were when manuscript culture was still a viable tradition, as in the 

middle of the 19th century or earlier. Manuscripts traveled. They still travel. Some 

monasteries contain manuscript chests that are fitted with wheels to enable the 

movement of large collections of texts. Many monks are avid collectors, even when 

they aren’t interested in reading manuscripts. Larger monasteries with relatively more 

resources of space and patronage have continued to serve as local repositories for 

manuscripts de-acquisitioned from smaller monastic libraries. To an extent, a similar 

dynamic was always the case; if a monastery or library could for whatever reason no 

longer afford the luxury of housing manuscripts they would be donated elsewhere. But 

the past 100 years have witnessed unprecedented intensive migrations on a massive 

scale. Urban scholars, collectors, and monks have scoured the countryside and 

centrally warehoused manuscripts stripped of their provenance at urban monasteries 

                                                
49 A major exception to this is the Digital Library of Lao Manuscripts 
<http://www.laomanuscripts.net> which in many cases has at least preserved details 
on the original location of the manuscripts in its database. 
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and libraries. Tens of thousands of manuscripts have been sold to antique dealers for 

sale to tourists and collectors in curio shops in Hong Kong, Chiang Mai, and Bangkok. 

 Yet a more entrenched intellectual bias has given rise to our current lamentable 

state of affairs regarding Burmese manuscript research, which relates to long-standing 

prejudices among researchers in both Buddhist and Southeast Asian Studies. Although 

there is some excellent work on both Pali texts and premodern vernacular texts and 

histories these areas are too often seen as distinct fields of inquiry, each with its own 

forms of training and specialization. Despite recent critiques of the field, students of 

Pali Buddhism are for the most part still preoccupied with mainstream Pali literature, 

defined particularly in terms of the root-texts (mËla) of the Pali canon (tipi†aka), and 

their later commentaries (a††hakathå) and sub-commentaries (†¥kå, etc.).50 The term 

“Theravåda” continues to be uncritically applied in scholarly literature to the 

Buddhisms of premodern South and Southeast Asia as though it accurately 

encapsulates an authentic historical reality of Buddhist culture and practice. If 

anything, the term is at best meaningful in the description of monastic ordination 

lineages, which did not necessarily determine the proclivities and habits of regional 

Buddhist communities (lay or monastic) in a broader sense.51 When the core texts of a 

                                                
50 For similar criticisms of the over-reliance among Buddhist studies scholars on early 
Pali texts see Charles Hallisey, “Roads Taken and Not Taken in the Study of 
Theråvada Buddhism”, in Curators of the Buddha, ed. Donald S. Lopez, Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 1995, pp. 31-61; Anne M. Blackburn, “Looking for the 
Vinaya: Monastic Discipline in the Practical Canons of the Theravåda”, Journal of the 
International Association of Buddhist Studies, 22, 2 (1999), pp. 281-309; Justin 
Thomas McDaniel, Gathering Leaves & Lifting Words: Histories of Buddhist 
Monastic Education in Laos and Thailand, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 
2008, Chapter Six. 
51 A good survey of ideas concerning ideal Theravåda doctrine and orthopraxy may be 
found in Kate Crosby, “Theravåda”, in R. Buswell, ed., Encyclopedia of Buddhism, 
New York, Macmillan, 2004, pp. 836-841. The term “Theravåda” was not used as a 
descriptive label of Buddhist identity in premodern Burma or elsewhere in Southeast 
Asia. For an important critique of this term see Peter Skilling, “Ubiquitous and 
Elusive: In Quest of Theravåda”, Unpublished mss (2007). For a catalogue of early 
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vastly diverse and dynamic set of traditions are defined, as they often are, according to 

a neat corpus that was edited nearly in its entirety over one hundred years ago, there is 

very little incentive for students to pursue further research on lesser known texts in 

manuscript. As a genre of Pali literature dhammasattha has been neglected by the 

undue emphasis placed by scholars on such supposedly canonical materials.  

Pali and nissaya astrological, medical, and alchemical treatises have suffered a 

similar fate, as has the relationship of Southeast Asian Buddhist literatures to Sanskrit 

materials. We might cite as another example here the extensive literature of the 

vijjådhara (or vijjå, “weikza”) tradition in Burma. Perhaps in part because there are 

but few references to vijjådhara in the Pali tipi†aka and commentaries, scholars have 

not concerned themselves with the premodern textual foundations of this tradition, 

viewing it instead as a form of “occult” or “folk” Buddhism largely disconnected from 

any corpus of written learning. Although the identity of the vijjå is arguably in certain 

respects a modern phenomenon, there are thousands of extant manuscripts associated 

with vijjådhara-type practices in Burma—particularly concerning medicine and 

alchemy—that one would expect to constitute the primary field of research for anyone 

interested in understanding the history of these traditions.52 Though to my knowledge 

no scholar of vijjå has ever explored a single one of these sources in any detail. This 

has serious implications not only for the possibilities of understanding the historical 

development of vijjå but also for its comparative study with regional forms. One of the 

main reasons for all this, to be sure, is the convenience of relying on Pali canonical 

                                                                                                                                       
and commentarial uses see Oliver Abeynayake, “The Theravåda Tradition: Its 
Identity”, Journal of the Centre for Buddhist Studies Sri Lanka, VII (2009), pp. 90-
100.  
52 Not to mention the extensive range of Sanskrit Buddhist material relating to 
vijjådhara traditions in India, on which see inter alia David Gordon White, The 
Alchemical Body: Siddha Traditions in Medieval India, Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 1996; Ronald M. Davidson, Indian Esoteric Buddhism: A Social 
History of the Tantric Movement, New York, Columbia University Press, 2002. 
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texts for an understanding of Burmese Buddhism; they come in handy volumes edited 

by the PTS, and English translations are always available (and this is possibly why the 

commentaries are far less commonly discussed—most of them are not translated). 

There are important exceptions: scholars like Padmanabh Jaini, François Bizot, 

Madhav Deshpande, Petra Kieffer-Pülz, Anne Peters, Peter Skilling, John Strong, 

Heinz Braun, Nyunt Maung, Tin Lwin, and Eugène Denis, just to name several, have 

concentrated efforts on texts that aid an understanding of the distinctiveness of the 

Burmese Buddhist tradition or bringing to light data on the compilation and 

transmission of so-called “post-“ or “para-” or “non-” canonical Pali literature in 

Burma and Southeast Asia. But there is still a vast amount of work to be done, 

particularly on the corpora of Pali and nissaya texts associated with lokiya-sattha 

materials. 

Dhammasattha is such a genre. Oskar Von Hinüber’s Handbook of Påli 

Literature does not mention dhammasattha in its catalogue of Pali texts, which 

purports to deal “with the whole of the literature in Påli”. Since most of the surviving 

Pali and Pali nissaya dhammasatthas have never been edited this is excusable. But the 

fact that dhammasattha is one of the largest corpora of literature from premodern 

Burma and remains virtually unstudied by Buddhism and Pali scholars is less so. This 

disregard is directly related to the longstanding prejudices of our field. Moreover, 

despite ever-increasing academic attention to the intersections between Buddhism and 

modern science, the importance of premodern scientific or ßåstric disciplines to 

Buddhist cultures in history is grossly neglected.53 Scholars continue to imagine Pali 

Buddhism as unconnected with ßåstric learning, despite the fact that many kings, 

monks and Buddhist laypersons actively engaged in the patronage, study and 

                                                
53 On debates over the connection between Buddhism and modern science, see Donald 
S. Lopez, Jr., Buddhism & Science: A Guide for the Perplexed, Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 2008.  
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translation of such material. A reader of the Cambridge History of Southeast Asia, 

Coedes’ Les états hindouisés, or nearly any other history of premodern Southeast 

Asian Buddhism might be forgiven for concluding that there was no written scientific 

culture to be found, certainly not one that was so fundamentally interwoven with 

Buddhist practice. 

A different though related set of difficulties exists within the field of Southeast 

Asian Studies. Here the issue is that during the past seventy-five years or so the study 

of Pali and Sanskrit and an emphasis on textual criticism and philology has been 

increasingly in absentia. Southeast Asian Studies, particularly as it has been construed 

at universities in the United States, and perhaps paradigmatically at Cornell, is 

overwhelmingly preoccupied with history in the vernacular. Vernacular culture is 

approached as somehow separable from Pali, Sanskrit, Chinese, or Arabic culture, as 

though it were not a fact that, for example, many premodern Burmese authors were 

literate and wrote both in Pali and Burmese. Monastic education throughout mainland 

Southeast Asia was thoroughly bilingual. As discussed in the following two chapters, 

the interventions of such scholars as van Leur, Wolters, and Geertz, who were 

instrumental in arguing the case for the vernacular “autonomy” of Southeast Asia, 

articulated what was in their time a much-needed critique of earlier positions—

especially prominent among both French Colonial and Indian Nationalist historians—

which viewed Southeast Asia, inaccurately, as merely a refraction of Indic civilization. 

Yet this reaction and the resulting emphasis on local knowledge and local languages 

came at a high cost; graduate students working on the history of Burma, Laos, 

Thailand, and/or Cambodia today only very rarely accord any importance to the study 

Sanskrit or Pali in addition to vernacular languages. It is seen as perfectly natural that 

someone could conceivably write a dissertation or monograph exploring aspects of the 

history of Burmese Buddhism without engaging a single Pali source. Pali alone is also 
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insufficient, and increasingly it will become necessary—no less in work on 

dhammasattha—to engage texts written in multiple vernaculars as well. Fortunately, 

the expectations concerning the requisite techniques for the study of premodern 

Southeast Asian religion and history are changing, due in part to the increasing 

recognition of the multilingualism of the region. The recent work of Anne Blackburn, 

Justin McDaniel, William Pruitt, Ronit Ricci, and Anne Hansen, among others, 

highlights the insufficiency of monolingual approaches to texts and histories. The 

criticism here is not profound; that a scholar should be equipped with such tools went 

without saying in the best of early 20th century colonial scholarship, and has remained 

to a large degree preserved in the work on Southeast Asia emanating from the EFEO.  

A corollary to this linguistic critique is an urgency to reevaluate of the nature 

of historical and literary sources themselves. The reliance of earlier generations upon 

unedited printed materials as value-neutral textual supports for the conveyance of 

brute historical facts is no longer viable. Of course manuscripts are important in a 

basic sense because they are our primary evidence for texts and textual variants. This 

fact has been known for centuries to Biblical scholars and for quite a long time to 

students of Sanskrit literature, though it is something Burma Studies is only recently 

beginning to realize. Work on Burmese manuscripts by Htun Yee, Alexey Kirichenko, 

Toe Hla and others highlights the possibilities of taking the manuscript tradition 

seriously. As Peter Skilling has remarked, what is needed is a holistic approach to 

manuscripts that takes into account their roles in social and religious practice.54 Also, 

more attention must be paid to the formal aspects of manuscripts as vital historical 

sources in their own right. As Chapters Four and Five argue, we can learn a great deal 

about the function of texts by paying close attention to their manuscript form.  

                                                
54 Personal communication, February, 2009. 
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This dissertation takes up similar challenges posed by recent scholarship in 

Buddhist and Southeast Asian studies that seek to explore multilingual texts in the 

context of neglected manuscript traditions. The analysis of dhammasattha presented in 

the following chapters is based almost exclusively on unpublished manuscript sources. 

We cannot make adequate arguments about the history of dhammasattha or written 

law in premodern Burma without taking this multilingual manuscript culture seriously. 

This means paying close attention to the ways that Pali texts were read and glossed in 

the vernacular. To this end I have tried to privilege Burmese readings in my analysis 

and translation of Pali and nissaya material. As I discuss in Chapter Four one of the 

primary functions of nissaya was the explanation of source texts through the 

elaboration of linguistic and semantic meaning. A single Pali word might receive 

several lines of vernacular commentary in a nissaya. The meanings of the Pali and 

vernacular (or Sanskrit and Pali) portions of some nissayas are quite divergent, and 

this is especially the case in the dhammasattha genre. By focusing on such vernacular 

interpretations we are gain access to the specific meanings certain Pali terms, phrases, 

and texts held for their local audiences in history. Thus, wherever possible my 

translations from Pali have been checked against 18th and 19th century Pali nissaya 

versions from Burma, and often rechecked against commentarial understandings of 

Pali terminology in Pali literature composed during the second millennium in Burma. 

Here Aggavaμsa’s Saddan¥ti, the Abh-†, and numerous nissayas of Pali and Sanskrit 

lexica have been invaluable resources.  

Furthermore, this dissertation might be read as indicating the rich possibilities 

for research and comparative study that lie in wait in Southeast Asian manuscript 

chests for future students. Dhammasattha is but one of a vast body of literature 

connected with Buddhist disciplinary knowledge. Although there has been some work 

on regional medical and astrological and other ßåstric traditions, there have been no 
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close studies of any of these genres and their manuscripts. Scholarship is urgently 

needed on the various texts of the Pali sattha-related corpora in premodern Southeast 

Asia, their significance for regional communities, complex relationship to Indic 

materials, and vectors of transmission.55 These materials are important not only 

because they provide a fruitful context for investigating the transformation of broader 

Southern Asian knowledge systems, but, most importantly, because they constitute our 

primary archive for some of the most salient yet hitherto unexplored features of the 

history of Buddhist cultures in Southeast Asia. 

 

IV. Sources and historiography 

 Dhammasattha is a vast literature on which there has been frustratingly little 

philological or text-critical research. I say this knowing full well that such a complaint 

could extend to almost any area of premodern Southeast Asian literature or history. 

Nearly everything that has been written on the genre has relied on faulty editions 

published in the late 19th century (or slightly later). There has been far too much 

emphasis placed on the few texts (such as the Manu Kyay) that had the good fortune of 

being translated into English by missionaries or colonial officials though which are not 

representative of the diversity of the tradition or even the most popular or widely 

copied texts. For the past six years I have worked to inventory and in many cases 

digitally preserve all the Burmese dhammasattha and related legal manuscripts in 

government, private, and monastic libraries inside and outside of Myanmar. 

                                                
55 Some recent scholarship has begun to explore the significance of ßåstric genres in 
the Sri Lankan context. See Heinz Bechert, Eine regionale hochsprachliche Tradition 
in Südasien: Sankskrit-Literatur bei den buddhistischen Singhalesen, Vienna, Austrian 
Academy of Sciences, 2005; Anne M. Blackburn, “Íåstra & Civilization: Language, 
Science and Colonialism in 19th-century Sri Lanka”, Presented at the Annual Meeting 
of the Association of Asian Studies, 2009; Anne M. Blackburn, Locations of 
Buddhism: Colonialism and Modernity in Sri Lanka, Chicago, University of Chicago 
Press, 2010, Ch. 2. 
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Government archives, archaeological museums, and university manuscript libraries in 

Yangon, Mandalay, Pagan, and Meiktila have been surveyed and in many cases 

catalogued and partially digitized. I have read, transcribed, or digitized manuscripts in 

private collections of scholars throughout Myanmar. Manuscript chests in monasteries 

in Yangon, Mandalay, Sagaing, Mingun, Salingyi, Salay, Prome, Beikthano, 

Pakhangyi, Pakkoku, Mondaing, Taunggyi, Kengtung, Thaton, as well as in rural 

locations in between these places, have been explored and relevant manuscripts have 

been examined or digitized. But there are still dozens if not hundreds of monastic 

libraries of various sizes I have not yet had the opportunity to visit. I have also worked 

extensively with all the legal manuscripts in the British Library, and have taken 

account of all the other collections outside of Myanmar, including those in India, 

Japan, France, Germany, and at the Fragile Palm Leaves Foundation in Nonthaburi, 

Thailand. Barring the future unearthing of any major caches of Burmese manuscripts 

the claims put forth by this dissertation are based on varying degrees of close 

encounter with a reasonable majority of extant palm-leaf dhammasattha manuscripts 

which number somewhere in the region of around 600, depending on how one counts.  

In addition to dhammasattha texts and commentaries proper, the not-so-precise 

boundaries of which are discussed in Chapter Four, there are thousands of surviving 

related legal manuscripts that are not engaged in detail in the present study. These 

principally include digests, comparative collections (khvai puμ, po ˙ khyup, etc.), and 

records of legal rulings (kok khyak, phrat cå, etc.). There is a vast wealth of juridical 

miscellanea related to dhammasattha which survives mainly from the 18th and 19th 

centuries, including records of contracts, oaths, depositions, letters of judicial 

appointment, etc. While they occasionally circulated in palm-leaf, such texts were 

often written with white steatite chalk on black mulberry paper folding parabaik 

(purapuik) manuscripts. Arguably these constituted the types of manuscripts that were 
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used in the most immediate practical contexts of dispute resolution, at least during the 

Konbaung period. The study of digests, rulings, and juridical miscellanea is at its 

infancy, though recent work discussed in the following pages by Toe Hla, Htun Yee, 

Thu Nandar, and Thein Swe Oo has begun to explore some of this material in critical 

detail.  

 The historiography of dhammasattha is bedeviled by countless misconceptions 

and groundless assertions, even in regard to the most basic chronology of the 

surviving texts. There is no evidence whatsoever that any surviving dhammasattha text 

was compiled before the 17th century. Certainly, there is continuous evidence for the 

circulation of dhammasattha in Burma from the mid-13th century. And the earliest 

vernacular literary texts (excluding epigraphs)—poetry dating to not earlier than the 

very late 15th century—mention the genre repeatedly. Yet only two surviving treatises 

(the DhV and MSR) can be reliably dated to the 17th century. Commentators persist in 

attributing named texts to earlier eras, even to Pagan. The reasons for this state of 

affairs are manifold. A nearly total inattention to the vast archive of surviving 

manuscript witnesses is perhaps mainly to blame. But scholars also tend to rely far too 

heavily on late Burmese bibliographical accounts of the history of the genre.  

 The Burmese records that describe the history of dhammasattha begin in the 

late 17th century, with a brief description of nine legal texts alongside so-called 

“Vedic” treatises at the very end a Pi†akat samui ˙ (“History of the Pi†aka”) 

bibliographical text written by the Anok Van Sayadaw Rha  Uttamasikkhå in 1681.56 

                                                
56 The text was complied by Uttamasikkhå and recited to the Rhve U Ma  Sayadaw 
MahåsËratanådhigahala kåra after an inquest into the status of various Buddhist 
literatures by the king (presumably Ma ˙ Rai Kyau Tha ) in 1681. See UCL9171. 
Compare also Museum für Indische Kunst, Berlin, Hs-Birm. 8. Bechert, et. al. in 
Burm-MSS vol. 1 (pp. 170-2) provide a misleading attribution to this text, and mis-
transcribe the names of other monks mentioned in connection with compilation (i.e. 
Saddhammayasamahåråjaguru for what should be Saddhammaghosamahåråjaguru; 
MahåsËratanåvighala kåra for what should be MahåsËratanådhigahala kåra). 
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This section of the bibliography will be translated in full and discussed in more detail 

in Chapter Six, but for present purposes will be instructive to briefly note the texts and 

attributions it mentions: 

 
1. ManËssika dhammasat, written by an unnamed ® i during the reign of 
Mahåsammata 
2. Manosåra dhammasat, written by an unnamed ® i during the reign of Mahåsammata 
3. ManË dhammasat, written by an unnamed ® i during the reign of Mahåsammata 
4. ManËss¥ka akray, written by paˆ itas during the reign of PrË Ma ˙  
5. Atitrå [Óditya] dhammasat, written by paˆ itas in Arakan during the era of the 
Buddha Kassapa 
6. Manu akyay dhammasat, written by paˆ itas during the reign of King Tvattapo  
7. Dhammavilåsa dhammasat, compiled by the individual Dhammavilåsa during the 
era of the [present?] Buddha 
8. Manosåra akray dhammasat, written by paˆ itas during the reign of PrË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ 
9. Jåli Ma ˙ dhammasat, which came from Lanka 

 

The bibliography goes on to note one other text called Dhammasat Kyau, which it 

says was written during the reign of Cha  PhrË Rha  (Bayinnaung, fl. 1551-1581), 

and also that the Manosåra akray dhammasat was edited during the reign of King 

Thalun (fl. 1629-1648).57 The named kings during whose reign several of these 

treatises are said to have written are apocryphal, attested only in post-15th century 

historical materials, at least a millennium after they are said to have reigned. 

According to Burmese chronicles, Tvattabo  (i.e. Dvattapo , etc., or “Duttabaung”) 

was the mythic founder-king of Ír¥ K etra, who together with Sakka, Ganeßa, and 

other deities established the polity in 444 B.C.E. PrË Ma ˙ Th¥, either the first or third 

                                                                                                                                       
Furthermore, in their notes they mention that “this work is different from the hitherto 
known Burmese bibliographical compendia, viz. the Pi†akat samui ˙ by Pa†hama 
Mo ˙ tho  charå tau (1755-1832 A.D.) [...].” This claim is incorrect, this bhikkhu is 
not known to have complied any such bibliographic text.   
57 UCL 9171, f.jhå˙(r); Hs-Birm 8, MIK Berlin (Burm-mss. #116), ff.khu(v)-khË(r). 
The texts attributed to these to latter kings will be discussed in Chapters Four and 
Five.  
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king of Pagan, is said in the same chronicle literature to have flourished no later than 

the middle of the second century C.E.58 Setting aside the specific argument that the 

compiler of this bibliography is attempting to make by noting the “historical” 

attribution of these texts, which is itself of importance to late 17th century 

understandings of written law, I want to stress that it is upon such bibliographies that 

the understanding of the history of dhammasattha now rests. This list is not meant to 

be an objective account of the tradition; and except for the references to the 

compilations written during the reigns of Bayinnaung and Thalun, which were roughly 

contemporary with the biography itself, it would be of little assistance in trying to 

construct a valid chronology of surviving texts.  

 Lists such as these proliferated in the 18th and 19th centuries. Very often they 

are found written in parabaik manuscripts unaccompanied by the name of a compiler, 

and without any attribution. It is in most cases impossible to trace their direct 

interrelationships, except to say simply that these were popular histories of the 

development of the genre that had wide currency. Details of chronology, authorship, 

length, and first lines—when they are provided in bibliographies—differ considerably. 

Below I provide a translation of several lists as examples of the shape and 

development of the Burmese historiography of the dhammasattha tradition. 

 

A. Vinicchaya-pakåsan¥-nissaya 

One of the earliest surviving lists falls within the fifth book of the Vinicchaya-

pakåsan¥ (VinP), a bilingual Pali-Burmese nissaya dhammasattha written in 1771 as a 

commentary to a mid-17th century legal text, the Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙ (MRK). The text 

cites a series of Pali verses which provides the names of 18 dhammasattha texts and 

                                                
58 Further details on the dates for both of these figures will be discussed in Chapter 
Two. 
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describes the individuals connected with their compilation. These gåthås are then 

followed by a vernacular nissaya gloss, which I translate as follows59: 

 

[As for the ‘nine dhammasats’:] 
[1]. Manu Dhammasat 
[2]. Mano Dhammasat 
[3.] Manusåra Dhammasat 
[4.] Manosåra Dhammasat 
[5.] ManËssika Dhammasat 
[6.] Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat 
[7.] Atityå Ma ˙ Dhammasat 
[8.] Dhammasat Kyau60 
[9.] Jålika Ma ˙ Dhammasat 
 
These nine dhammasat treatises should be known. Also, the following nine should be 
known:  
 
[10.] Påsåda Dhammasat 
[11.] Dhammasat Kyau 
[12.] Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat 
[13.] Atityå Dhammasat 
[14.] Ódåsako Dhammasat 
[15.] Petåla Dhammasat 
[16.] Cha  PhrË Rha  [Bayinnaung, fl. 1551-1581] Dhammasat61 
[17.] Nan Tau Myå˙ Ma ˙ [Nadaungmya, fl. 1211-1234] Dhammasat62 
[18.] S¥ha¬a Dhammasat 
  
The Manusåra Dhammasat was compiled on the basis of these nine dhammasats. The 
teachers (charå˙) who compiled these treatises are called the ‘nine teachers’. This has 
been demonstrated by Manuråja [in the MRK].63  

                                                
59 UCL 6526, Book Five, f.ko(v) ff., UCL 9831 f.j¥(v) ff.. In the reorganized colonial 
printed edition this falls on p. 153 ff., Moung Tetto, ed. The Wini-tshaya Paka-thani 
Dhammathat, Rangoon, Govt. Printing, c. 1879. The VinP and the character of these 
colonial editions will be discussed briefly in Chapter Five.  
60 Here the Pali name for this text is Nicchayattavibhåvani. 
61 The Pali title is given as Seta-någinda-satthaka. 
62 The Pali title is given as Mandira-baharåjaka. 
63 The reference here is to the statement in the MRK that “the noble compilers of the 
nine dhammasat treatises are known as the ‘nine teachers of the law’” kui˙ co  so 
dhammasat tui. kui c¥ ra  so sË mrat tui. kui | tarå˙ charå 9 roμ hË på saññ | UCL 
14879 f. jhu(r). Note that the MRK says nothing about the names of these compilers.  
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[As for the identity of these teachers:] The Mano Dhammasat, the Månussika 
Dhammasat, the Manu Dhammasat, and the Manosåra Dhammasat originated at the 
beginning of the world (kambhå). The Påsåda Dhammasat was compiled at Ketumat¥ 
[Taungoo] town (mrui.). The Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat, the Dhammasat Kyau, were 
compiled at Haμsåvat¥ [Bago] town. The Atityå Dhammasat was written during the 
time of the Kakusandha Buddha (kakusan bhurå˙ rha  e* kåle). It has the name 
Gajådhipati (“lord of elephants”). Because new recensions were compiled by Cha  
PhrË Rha  and Nan Tau Myå˙, the Cha  PhrË Rha  Dhammasat and Nan Tau Myå˙ 
Dhammasat are known by their names. Because the Ódåsaka Dhammasat was 
compiled by King Ódåsamukha it is known by his name. Because the Petåla 
Dhammasat was compiled by King Petåla it is known by his name. Because the S¥ha¬a 
Dhammasat came from the Island of S¥ha¬a (sih khuiv kyvan˙) it is known by that 
name. Although this is said, because the tradition (or “lineage”, vaμsa, achak 
anvay) [of these texts] is broken (chinnaka, prat lvan.) and has faded away, what 
is shown here is only based on available knowledge; if it is true it should be 
accepted, if it is false it should be rejected.64  

 

Vaˆˆadhamma’s final statement in this passage serves as an important warning even 

to contemporary dhammasattha scholars. Here the most prolific and influential jurist 

of the late 18th century admits his uncertainties about the received genealogy of the 

genre. He explicitly says that the tradition has been broken, implying that the treatises 

mentioned no longer survive and that their attributions cannot be determined with 

certainty through reference to the texts themselves. The history he has outlined is 

based not on fact but on available knowledge, that is, on bibliographical or chronicle 

accounts or on the opinions of the learned. But Vaˆˆadhamma cautions that it should 

not be believed unless it is true, a proposition that he leaves entirely open to question.  

 

B. Dhammasat atui kok “Abridged dhammasat” 

                                                
64 Emaphasis mine. This crucial final sentence reads: iccapi | i sui. chui sau laññ˙ | 
vaμsachinnake | achak anvay prat lva . khra ˙ kro . | yathå di††haμ va | tve. bhË˙ 
mra  bhË˙ sa mhya kui så lhya  | dassitaμ | pra ap e* | saccaμ | mhaμ mË kå˙ | 
gåheyya | yË rå e* | na vå saccaμ | ma mhaμ mË kå˙ | no gåheyya | ma yË rå cvan. 
phrac rå e* || 
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This work is a brief (~15-20 folios) digest that survives in many palm-leaf and 

parabaik manuscripts. It was written in 1792 by the judge (tarå˙ sË kr¥˙) Lak Vai 

Sundara.65 At the very beginning of the digest Sundara provides the name and 

attribution details for fourteen dhammasat texts, and then goes on to claim that it is 

upon the collected dhammasats that his digest is based:  

 
[1.] The Manu Ra ˙ (“Original Manu”) beginning with the gåthå inako issaro ceva 
was compiled during the reign of Mahåsammata. It was copied (cho  yË) off the 
boundary wall of the world-system (cakrava¬å) by the ® i Manussara. {[The text is] 
one fascicle (a gå)66 in length}67.  
[2.] The ® i Manosåra copied [off the boundary wall] the Manusåra [Dhammasat] 
beginning with the gåthå {a}nantaññåˆaμ gocaraμ. [The text is] seven fascicles in 
length.  
[3.] The ® i Manus¥ka copied [off the boundary wall] the Manus¥ka Dhammasat 
beginning with the gåthås iˆako såsiko ceva. Four fascicles. 
[4.] During the dispensation of the Lord Kassapa Buddha, PhrË Ma ˙68, Gavaμpate. 
[Gavåμpati], Ù i, and Sakka purified the Manus¥ka for the sake of the benefit of the 
human world. [Their text is] the Manus¥ka Akyay (“Extended Manus¥ka”), beginning 
with the gåthå kiccakut [gijjhakË†a] pappate, in twelve fascicles.  
[5.] During the reign of King Atitrå who ruled Sarekhettarå [Ír¥ K etra] two Arahants 
compiled the dhammasat beginning with the gåthå abhiññådibbena, in two fascicles. 
[5.] During the era of the future omniscient Buddha Prince Vesantarå, during the reign 
of King Jål¥, eight ® is who had achieved supernormal power [ta khui˙, i.e. iddhi] 
compiled the dhammasat beginning with the gåthå attano ete, in three fascicles. 
[6.] During the reign of King Dvattabho 69 three thousand Arahants compiled the 
dhammasat beginning with the gåthå apåyaμ gatim uppåyaμ, in four fascicles. 
[7.] PrË Ma ˙, Gavaμpate., Ù i, and Sakka, who together ruled Great Pagan, purified 
the dhammasat in {eight}70 volumes and compiled [the dhammasat] beginning with 
the gåthå da††hesu våna††he, in twelve fascicles. 
[8.] During the reign of King Våruiru [“Wagaru”] who ruled the Mon realm (ta lui  
praññ) of Muttama [Martaban], the dhammasat beginning with the gåthås saccanå | 
saccanå ceva71 was compiled, in eight fascicles.  
                                                
65 MORA 4888 f.ka(v)ff.; UCL 6228 f.ka(v)ff.; UCL 11843 f.ka(v)ff.; UCL 149165 
f.ka(v)ff. 
66 One a gå or fascicles comprises 12 folios.  
67 Not in MORA 4888. 
68 See the following chapter for details on this king. 
69 See the following chapter for details on this king. 
70 UCL 6228 reads “seven”. 
71 The introductory pada to the MSR, i.e. sajjanåsajjanå sevaμ | 
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[9.] During the reign of the Bhuiv˙ Tau Cha  PhrË Rha  [Bayinnaung, fl. 1551-1581] 
who ruled over the one hundred and one people (lË) together with Råmañña [Mon] 
Country (tui ˙) Arha  Buddhaghosa translated the Manosåra Dhammasat from Mon 
into Burmese and gave it to the king. Eight fascicles. 
[10.] The Manusåra Dhammasat beginning with the gåthå ahaμ åvuso was compiled 
by twelve Sayadaws after a request from the king, in seven fascicles.  
[11.] During the reign of ‹å˙ ChË Dårakå the son of Cha  PhrË Rha  [i.e.,  
Nandabayin, fl. 1581-1599] judges from La  Ja  [Lanxang], Ja ˙ May [Chiang Mai], 
Dvåråvat¥ [Arakan], {Haμsåvat¥ [Bago]}72, purified [the texts] and compiled the 
dhammasat beginning with anantaññåˆaμ paravaμ, in five fascicles. 
[12.]  The Sayadaw Dhammavilåsa compiled the dhammasat beginning with iˆako 
pathato, in twelve fascicles.  
{[13] During the reign of the RåjamanicË¬a Dårakå [Thalun, fl. 1629-1648], {Sayadaw 
Tipi†akala kåra and the minister Manuråjå}73 edited the Pali verses of the golden text 
(rhve cå) in twelve volumes (tvai) and compiled the dhammasat beginning 
{mamalintena}74, in twelve fascicles.}75   
 
The [14.] Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha  Kyam˙76 was composed (phvai. thå˙) without 
deviating from the laws (tarå˙) contained in these dhammasats. The lord judge (tarå˙ 
sË kr¥˙ ma ˙) Lak Vai Sundara composes [the present] treatise (kyam˙) in accordance 
with the collected dhammasats and from [the laws of] the Manuvaˆˆanå and the 
Mahåråjasat, which contains the judgments of the minister Manuråja, so that the 
various judgments (vinicchaya) about the different titles of law (tarå˙ prå˙) will be 
made known. 

 

This manner of appealing to the authority of earlier dhammasats is very common in 

introductions to various treatises, and in most instances it is difficult to know whether 

it implies any direct familiarity with the treatises invoked. As Chapter Four discusses 

the citation of and reference to named legal texts is often meant merely to suggest the 

                                                
72 Not in UCL 11458. 
73 From UCL 6228 and UCL 11847; MORA 4888 says this text was written by 
Manuråjå “in the era (lak thak) of Tipi†akala kåra”.  
74 Cf UCL 11847 mamalivanda? 
75 This entire section is not included in UCL 11458.  
76 A reference to the Manuvaˆˆanå Dhammasat, an extremely popular Pali nissaya 
digest also written by Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha  in 1763. See below for some 
surviving manuscripts. It was published in reorganized form with the vernacular and 
Pali portions separated from the nissaya as The Manoo Wonnana Dhamma-that or 
Digest of Burman Law by Wonna-Dhamma-Kyaw-Deng, ed. Moung Tetto, Rangoon, 
Govt. Printing, 1878.  
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correspondence of content, that the laws of a particular treatise agree with the legal 

provisions of another text. Citation or reference does not necessarily signify a direct 

relation in the sense that the compiler was citing verbatim from another text, or indeed 

that a compiler had any first-hand experience with the reference text at all.  

 

C. Kui˙ co  khyup dhammasat — Navadhammasattha, “Digest of Nine Dhammasats” 

The date of this text is uncertain, although in one manuscript the compilation is 

dated to 1838 (s.1200).77 All surviving manuscripts of this text bear copy dates after 

1838.78 It is a brief (~20 folios) nissaya digest compilation discussing the 

mËlå††harasa (“eighteen titles of law”) from twelve named dhammasattha texts, whose 

titles I give here in their Pali forms: 

 
1. Manu-dhammasattha 
2. Mano-dhammasattha 
3. ManËssika-dhammasattha 
4. Titya-dhammasattha 
5. Tvattaråja-dhammasattha 
6. Jåliråja-dhammasattha 
7. Påsådha-dhammasattha 
8. Dhammavilåsa-dhammasattha 
9. Kitti-dhammasatta 
10. ManËsåra-dhammasattha 
11. Manosåra-dhammasattha 
12. Abhinnå-dhammasattha 

 

D. Dhammasat Phrat Thuμ˙ “Dhammast Judgments” 

This is a digest of laws extracted from various dhammasatthas written by the 

judge Mo  Rhve Krå of Yangon. Unfortunately it is also undated but the three 

                                                
77 UCL 105674 f.khå(v). 
78 UCL 105674 copied 1874; UCL 6082 copied 1872; UCL 8039 copied 1870; UBhS 
34-608 copied 1887.  
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manuscripts I have consulted contain copy dates from 185079, 187180, and 188181. It 

may very well date to prior to the Konbaung period, since none of the texts it mentions 

were written, according to its attributions, after 1750. It begins with a condensed 

history of the dhammasattha tradition which includes an account of certain judgment 

texts: 

 
The nine dhammasat treatises that derive from the beginning of the world-system 
(kambhå), namely: Manu, Dhammavi[låsa], Manussika, Manosåra, Dhammasat 
Kyau, Manusåra, Tityå Ma ˙, Jal¥ Ma ˙, Dvattapo  Ma ˙, were redacted Panya town 
(mrui.) in ink from S¥ha¬a82 by the famous monks (pugguil kyau) Suma gala and 
Uttama. Later Manujå-sa gara [?] was translated into Burmese. The Judgments (phrat 
thuμ˙) of Bago (Pai kË) Sa  PhrË Rha , The Judgments of King Upåli, {the 
Judgments of King Håsåda, The Judgments of King Petadhamma, The Judgments of 
King A††hasamukha, The Judgments of Princess Sudhammacår¥}83, The Judgments of 
King Nå˙ Tho  Myå˙, The Judgments of King VårirË, The Judgments of King KË Nå, 
the Judgments of King Kakva Vaˆˆa, The Judgments of Kin Saμ Vaμ Lakyå˙, The 
Four Volume Dhammasat based on Manusåra, Dhammasat Kyau, Manu, and 
Dhammavilåsa, a conspectus of all the great judgments84, Manussika Akray 
[Dhammasat], Manu Akyay [Dhammasat], the Judgments of Manuråja, the Judgments 
of the Pugaμ Pyaμ Khy¥—Sovereigns (ma ˙), ministers, governors (mrui. van), 
military officers (cac kai.), judges and pleaders who protect the realm, are ignorant 
and powerless without them. 

 

The text then continues to describe the compilation of the Manu Ra ˙ (“Original 

Manu”) during the reign of King Mahåsammata, and then moves to discuss a number 

                                                
79 UCL 5785 f.ghË(r). 
80 UCL 11205 f. i(v). 
81 UCL 105682 f.ghaμ(r).  
82 UCL 5785 f.ka reads s¥hui¬ thvak mha  sac saññ nha . re˙ thå˙ | UCL 105682 f.ka 
reads s¥hui¬ thvak ma ˙ akkharå, though accepting ma ˙ (“king”) in this context 
makes little sense.  
83 Only in UCL 105682. 
84 dhammasamahåvinicchaya mra  kvan˙ mra  ay | 
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of points of law in detail. Appended to the end of the text there is another list of legal 

texts, which gives the following details on twenty-eight works:85 

 
[1.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå iˆako nissayo ceva was compiled by the 
® i Manu who resided on the Cintå Mountain during the reign of the first 
Mahåsammata.86 Seven fascicles in length. 
[2.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå anantaññåˆagocara {gåcaraμ}87 was 
written during the reign of the second Mahåsammata by the ® i Manosåra. Seven 
fascicles in length.  
[3.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå iˆako så{dha}ko ceva was written 
during the reign of the third Mahåsammata by the ® i ManËss¥ka. [It is known as the] 
ManËss¥ka Dhammasat, three fascicles in length. 
[4.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå ahaμ åvuso kiccaku†e {=gijjhakË†e} 
pabbate was compiled during the era of the Buddha Kassapa by king PrË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, 
Gavaμpate {=Gavåμpati}, Ù i, and Sakka, based on the original ManËss¥ka 
Dhammasat. The ManËss¥ka Akyay, five fascicles in length. 
[5.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå abhiññå dibbabhedena was compiled by 
an Arahant (rahantå) during the era of the Buddha Kassapa for King Atitrå {=Adityå}, 
who ruled over all of Jambud¥pa. The Atitrå Ma ˙ Dhammasat, twelve fascicles in 
length. 
[6.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå attho etenåtipadaμ taμ was compiled 
during the reign of King Jål¥ by a ® i who had attained jhåna-åbhiññå.88 The Jål¥ 
Ma ˙ Dhammasat, three fascicles in length. 
[7.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå iˆako va tato ceva was compiled during 
the era of our Lord Buddha (i.e. Gotama Buddha) by an individual [bhikkhu] named 
Dhammavilåsa. The ManË Akyay Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat, eight fascicles in 
length. 

                                                
85 From UCL 105682 f.gho(v)ff.; UCL 11205 a(v)ff. This section is not appended to 
UCL 5785. The section in 105682 is quite confused, so I principally follow 11205. I 
am translating the text verbatim, although there are some lengthy digressions I have 
omitted. See below for a discussion of these. 
86 The theory of multiple reigns of a succession of Mahåsammatas is common in 
cosmogonic accounts. Each of the various ® is associated with the compilation of 
Vedic texts in the Pali commentaries (on which see Chapter Six) is thought to have 
flourished during the period of the first eleven Mahåsammatas. See Rhve Nau, 
Ódikappa kambha Ë˙ kyam˙, Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1958, pp. 2ff. This work is based on 
a late 19th century version but earlier recensions of Ódikappa cosmological treatises 
are common.  
87 This latter element is not typically included in conventional lists of first lines; it may 
be a scribal mistake.  
88 On the importance of jhånas in connection with dhammasat see Chapter Six. 
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[8.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå apåyågatim upåyå was compiled 11189 
years following the parinibbåna of the Buddha, during the reign of King Duttabaung, 
by three hundred Arahants in the ® i country (rasse. praññ) named Ír¥ K etra. The 
Dvattabo  Ma ˙ Dhammasat, four fascicles in length. 
[9.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå atthesu navasuddhasattesu was 
compiled at Arimaddana-Pagan {[1]155}90 years following the parinibbåna of the 
Buddha, during the reign of PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, in the monastery of Gavåμpati, by 
[Gåvaμpati], PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, and Sakka. It was based on [the above] eight treatises. 
The Manosåra Akyay, eighteen fascicles in length. 
[10.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå saccånå saccånå sevaμ was compiled 
during the reign of Haμsåvat¥ Cha  PhrË Rha  [Bayinnaung, fl. 1551-1581]. It was 
translated by the mahåthera Buddhaghosa into Burmese from a Mon (ta lui ) 
language dhammasat from Muttama [Martaban]. The ManËsåra Dhammasat, eighteen 
fascicles in length.  
[11.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå ahaμ åvuso was compiled in the year 
93[0] during the reign of Haμsåvat¥ Cha  PhrË Rha  by twelve mahåtheras after a 
request. The ManËsåra Dhammasat, seven fascicles in length.  
[12.] The dhammasat beginning with the gåthå anantaññåˆaμ {pavaraμ?} was 
compiled during the reign of Cha  PhrË Rha ’s son, the To  ‹Ë Rok Ma ˙ (Taungoo 
Yauk Min = Nandabayin, fl. 1581-1599). It was compiled by eight jurists from the 
eight realms (praññ) of Rammå[-vat¥] [=Taungdwin], Ketumadi [=Taungoo], 
Tharekhettarå [=Ír¥ K etra/Prome], RatanåpËra [=Ava], Suvaˆˆabhumma Ja  May 
[=Chiang Mai], Dvåravat¥ [=Arakan], and Khemåvara [=Kengtung], from the basis of 
the Pali gåthås of the [above] eleven treatises. The Dhammasat Kyau, nine fascicles in 
length. 
[13.] The dhammasat beginning kui gåmassa{ph}alindena was compiled during the 
reign of King Sålvaμ [Thalun, fl. 1629-1648], the donor of the RåjamaˆicËlå Pagoda, 
under the guidance of the Sayadaw Èipitakåla kåra and in accordance with fifteen 
volumes of the ManËråja Dhammasat [i.e., the MRK]. The Rhve Mra  Dhammasat 
[i.e. the MSR], twenty-five fascicles in length.  
 
These are the thirteen dhammasat treatises. 
 
[14.] During the reign of Mra  Cui  Rhve Nan Rha  [fl. 1501-1527] Saddhammapåla-
guru-chrå˙ wrote the ManË Prui [i.e. pyui.].91 
[15.] During the reign of To  ‹Ë Rok Ma ˙ in Myi  gvaμ [= Myingun], 
Dhammavilåsa compiled the ManË Prui˙ beginning with kui˙ på˙ nava guμ 
 
These are the two verse dhammasat texts; altogether 15. 

                                                
89 The usual date in the chronicle literature for Duttabaung’s accession is 101 years 
after the death of the Buddha. 
90 The date here reads 15155. See the following chapter for a discussion of chronicle 
accounts of PyË Ma ˙ Th¥’s reign.  
91 A verse dhammasat, see Chapter Four. 
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[16.] Pagan Praμ Khyi compiled a judgment (phrat thuμ˙, here as a “digest”) on the 
Pali gåthås from five dhammasats, in fifteen fascicles. 
[17.] Manujå compiled a digest on the five dhammasats, in five fascicles. 
[18.] Rha  Ññåˆavilåsa [=Ñåˆavilåsa] compiled the Le. Co . Tvai Dhammasat 
(“Dhammasat of Four Volumes”) on the basis of ManË, Mano[såra], 
[Dhamma]vilåsa, and the Dhammasat Kyau while residing at the Mahå Mrat Muˆi 
Anoμ Mroμ Rham. [Monastery].92 
 
According to the paˆ itas: [19.] The Judgments of Kraññ Ma ˙, [20.] The Judgments 
of Kåmavaˆˆa Ma ˙ Kr¥˙, and [21.] The Princess Sudhammåcår¥ Judgments are not 
concerned with legal matters (tarå˙ sui. ma va ).  
 
According to the paˆ itas: [22.] The Judgements of Alo  Ce SË [Alaungsithu, fl. 1112-
1167], [23.] The Judgments of Nå˙ To  Myå˙ [Nadaungmya, fl. 1211-1234], [24.] The 
Judgments of S¥hapate  [fl. 1255-1286], [25.] The Judgments of King Cha  PhrË 
Rha , [26.] The Judgments of To  ‹Ë Roμ Ma ˙, [27.] The Judgments of the Judge 
Rha  Kyau SË, [28.] The Judgments of Lakyå˙ Praμ Khy¥ are concerned with legal 
matters (tarå˙ sui. ca  sañ). 
 
One should take note in order to become skilled in the list of dhammasats and 
judgments (phrat thuμ koμ phyak).  

 

In the course of this description the author digresses at length in certain instances to 

explain precisely how the history (a††huppatti, “arising”) of specific texts has been 

determined. For example, in the case of number six he tells us that the attribution of 

the text is confirmed by “the Mahåråjava  written by the monk (bhun˙ tau kr¥˙) 

Mahås¥lava sa”, that is, the Råjava  Kyau (RK) written in the early 16th Century by 

Mahås¥lavaμsa. We know the history of dhammasat number seven he says “because 

of the Dvattabo -Råjavan Kr¥˙ Tui. (the Royal Chronicles [which report facts about] 

King Duttabaung). The details of text number 11 come from the “extended history of 

[King] Cha  PhrË Rha ”. It is thus clear that this information has nothing to do with 

actual text criticism or the perusal or colophons. While some chronicle accounts do 

                                                
92 The Mahamyatmuni Anaukmyauk Monastery at Ava, built by King Ñño  Ram˙ 
(Nyaungyan, fl. 1600-1606).  
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mention the compilation of dhammasatthas under the auspices of certain ancient 

Burmese kings (as discussed in the following chapter), it is likewise clear that Mo  

Rhve Krå is simply associating texts with names found in the chronicle literature. 

While the Råjava  Kyau does mention King Jåli as a Sakyan monarch and descendant 

of Okk ka at Kapilavatthu (largely following the account in the Mahåvaμsa), 

nowhere does it indicate his connection with dhammasat.93 

 A different text that provides a closely parallel version of this account is a 

bibliography entitled Pi†akat Kre˙ Muμ (“Pi†aka Mirror”). This text is dated but only 

quite problematically so: the copy date of the manuscript is 1910 (s.1272) and the date 

of compilation is given as 1931 (s.1293)—twenty-one years after the copy-date! The 

text states that it was written by a certain Sayadaw with the title 

Guˆamunindåbhisaddhammadhajamahådhammaråjådhiråjaguru. Unfortunately there 

are a number of monks to whom this might possibly refer. Perhaps the author is the 

Bhut Kan Sayadaw94, the Ma ˙ Aui Sayadaw95, or the Man Laññ Sayadaw96, all of 

whom received similar titles and were active in the late 18th and early 19th centuries? 

Yet a curious feature of the work is that its introductory section parallels almost 

verbatim the introduction to a number of bibliographical treatises dated to circa 1681, 

such as that by Uttamasikkhå described above, so it may date quite a bit earlier. In any 

case, it adds one additional text Mo  Rhve Krå’s list, a Dhammasat-la kå written by 

the disciple of the [Rhve] Caññ Kuμ Kyo ˙ Sayadaw during the reign of Mra  Kvan˙ 

Rhve Nan˙ Rha .97 

                                                
93 RK, pp. 15-6.  
94 Mo  Mo  Ta , Kun˙ Bho  Chak Mahåråjava , II, p. 179. 
95 SåsC, p. 197. 
96 Arha  Kelåsa, Såsanåva  Bhvai. taμ chip tau myå˙ samui ˙, Yangon, MORA, 
1981, p. 24; SåsC, p. 197. 
97 A Dhammasat-la kå associated with Mra  Kvan˙ (Myingun) is usually attributed to 
the bhikkhu Dhammavilåsa. Cf. Pi†-sm, p. 244 where this text is dated to 1650.  
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Above I have listed only several of some of the more common lists of 

dhammasatthas that achieved wide circulation. There are many more such lists 

particularly on parabaik,98 many of which contain significant variations. It is certain 

that few if any of them were compiled on the basis of first-hand familiarity with actual 

texts. The vast majority of the dhammasatthas mentioned are no longer extant, and I 

assume, following Vaˆˆadhamma’s remarks, their disappearance was already widely 

recognized in the 17th and 18th centuries. They are simply reproductions of popular 

bibliographic histories. Dhammasatthas written (and thus still in circulation) in the 

18th or 19th centuries were of course much easier to date, and later lists compiled 

during the 19th century typically attribute such texts accurately. These attributions can 

be easily corroborated through an examination of authorial colophons in surviving 

manuscripts.  

 One of the most thorough 19th century lists is that of the 

Nånåvinicchayapakiˆˆaka, written 1832, which parallels the list found in the 

Dhammasat Phrat Thuμ˙  (D, above). However, after providing the details on #18, 

the Le. Co . Tvai Dhammasat, the compiler extends the list to attribute six more 

texts99: 

 
[1.] The Manu Ra ˙ Rhve Myañ˙, written by the Chuμ Thå˙ Sayadaw100 
[2.] The Manuvaˆˆanå, written by Ma ˙ Vaˆˆa (i.e. Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha ) 
[3.] The Manusåra Rhve Mya ˙, by Ma ˙ Vaˆˆa 
[4.] The Vinicchayapå†h Anak (i.e. the VinP), by Ma ˙ Vaˆˆa 
[5.] The Vinicchaya-la kå, by Lak Vai Sundara101 

                                                
98 For one such list see Htun Yee, Collection of Hpyat-sa, III, pp. 310 ff.  
99 UCL 55058 f.ˆå(r).  
100 This nissaya dhammasat by the Chuμ Thå˙ Sayadaw Rha  Nandamålå was written 
in 1770 and although it is somewhat rare still survives. It will be discussed in Chapter 
Five.  
101 This is a verse version of the VinP. It was an extremely popular text, and was 
printed early in Yangon in 1881: Vinicchayapakåsan¥, Rangoon, Burma Herald Steam 
Press, 1881.  
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[6.] The Manu Kyay, written by the Kyuμ˙ Van Ma ˙ Kr¥˙102 

 

This brings the total number of texts discussed by this account to 37. These six texts 

were written within a century of the compilation of the list, and would have still been 

in circulation. It is thus no surprise that the author of the Nånåvinicchayapakiˆˆaka 

provides accurate attributions for them.  

One of the longest and most detailed bibliographies I have come across is 

found in a palm-leaf manuscript entitled Yuvadhåraˆa-kyam˙, which as the title 

implies is a school manual, a treatise for the “support of youth” compiled by the 

Katt¥påguiˆ Sayadaw.103 The text is undated, but must have been written towards the 

end of the 19th century, if not later, since it mentions the most recent dhammasat 

compilations by the Ka ˙ Van Ma ˙ Kr¥˙ Ú˙ Ko ˙ (Kinwun Mingyi U Kaung), e.g. 

the A††asaμkhip-dhammasat-la kå, written in 1868.104 The Yuvadhåraˆa gives a 

detailed list of 46 dhammasat texts, 15 verse (la kå) dhammasats, 33 phrat thuμ˙ or 

judgment texts, and 6 khvai puμ or tabular-comparison texts. Its account is very close 

in most respects to that of the Pi†akat Tau Samui ˙ (Pi†-sm) by MahåsirijeyyasË Ú˙ 

                                                
102 Perhaps the most well-known dhammasat outside of Burma, the Manu Kyay was 
written in 1753 by Alaunghpaya’s minister of moats Mahåsiri Uttamajeyya Sa kraμ. 
It was translated by David Richardson and published at the American Baptist Mission 
Press in Moulmein in 1847 as The Dhammathat, or the Laws of Menoo. This work is 
the subject of an upcoming book by Ryuji Okudaira, which I have unfortunately been 
unable to consult. Ryuji Okudaira, Kingship and Law in Early Konbaung Period 
(1752-1819) of Myanmar: A Study of the Manugye Dhammathat, Bangkok, Orchid 
Press, forthcoming 2010.  
103 UCL 147111. 
104 The reference is on f.kË(v). This verse dhammasat written in 1868 is also extremely 
common to find in manuscript collections. It was published in 1881 by the Ma galå 
Kyau Press in Yangon. It was followed in 1881 by a longer prose commentary, the 
A††asaμkhepa-vaˆˆanå, also written by Kinwun Mingyi, which was published almost 
immediately after its compilation by the Royal Printing Works at the Mandalay Palace 
in 1882. The Yuvadhåraˆa does not mention the commentary, so it may be that it was 
compiled sometime between 1868 and 1881.  
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Yam, which is by far the most influential Burmese language chronology.105 Like many 

premodern Burmese bibliographies the Pi†-sμ had its origins in a project to copy or 

edit the texts of the tipi†aka— in this case King Mindon’s Fifth Council recension of 

the canon—a process that required an organized accounting of relevant texts. As in the 

1681 Pi†akat Samui ˙ discussed above, MahåsirijeyyasË includes a discussion of legal 

literature,106 and he mentions 46 dhammasats, 34 judgment texts, 6 tabular comparison 

texts, and 16 verse dhammasats. Yam’s section on dhammasattha circulated in 

parabaik manuscripts independently, often attached to digests of individual titles of 

law.107 Both the Yuvadhåraˆa and the Pi†-sam draw heavily on the earlier lists 

discussed above, while providing securer attributions for dhammasatthas written 

closer to their era.  

The bibliographies that have had the most impact on the development of 

scholarly understandings of dhammasattha history are those in English. Perhaps the 

earliest such list is the “Civil Circular No. 12, dated 25th September 1892 of the 

Judicial Commissioner, Upper Burma”, which was published in Mandalay in 1894 as 

an appendix to a colonial legal handbook.108 This work provides the titles and in 

certain cases attribution details for seventy prose and verse dhammasats. For materials 

written prior to the 18th century it closely follows the list of the Mo  Rhve Krå  phrat 

thuμ˙ (D.) above, although it contains several attributions not found in earlier lists. It 

is uncertain where the information in this text came from and no directly parallel lists 

                                                
105 Pi†akat Tau Samui ˙, Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1959. 
106 His understanding of the history and nature of the dhammasattha in light of the Pali 
commentaries, which he describes in his introduction to the section on legal literature, 
closely mirrors that of Ódiccaraμs¥, discussed in Chapter Six. 
107 Cf. Arap rap dhammasat atui koμ, NL parabaik mss. 1253, 1191, 239, 240, 241. 
108 Henry M. Lütter, A Manual of Buddhist Law being Sparks’ Code of Burmese Law, 
Mandalay, Star of Burma Press, 1894. 
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have been found in surviving manuscripts.109 However, it is certain the list was written 

after 1858, since it contains a reference to “The Manu in poetry, commencing with the 

verse ‘mahåparama’”. The text in question is the Manu Ra ˙ Dhammasat-la kå, a 

very common verse dhammasat written in 1858 by the Tva ˙ Sa ˙ Ma ˙ Kr¥˙ Mahå 

CaññsË whose date and authorship is attested in surviving colophons.110 In its 

depiction of the history of later dhammasatthas this work is extremely close (in terms 

of content, not in organization) to that of the Yuvadhåraˆa and Ú˙ Yam’s 

bibliography. 

The list that has achieved canonical status among scholars is that is included in 

U Gaung’s A Digest of Burmese Buddhist Law Concerning Inheritance and Marriage 

(DBBL). This massive two volume digest of thirty-six dhammasattha provisions on 

family law was published in Burmese in 1898 (“Inheritance”, Vol. I) and 1899 

(“Marriage”, Vol. II) and subsequently provided a slightly abridged English 

translation in 1902 (Vol. I) and 1909 (Vol. II). Although this work was compiled to 

serve the specific purposes of the British colonial courts—which as in India required 

that cases of “family law” be adjudicated according to “customary law”—it did not 

entirely depart from early Burmese models.111 Treatises and digests devoted 

                                                
109 For a discussion of this list as well as two other late 19th century colonial English 
language lists see Andrew Huxley, “Three Nineteenth-Century Law Book Lists: 
Burmese Legal History from the Inside”, Journal of Burma Studies, 13 (2009), pp. 77-
105. It should be noted that there is no evidence for the attribution of the “Civil 
Circular No. 12” list to the early 19th century or to Maungdaung Saydaw U Ñåˆa (on 
whom see Chapter Six), as Huxley claims. He cites Bechert, et. al. in Burm-mss. to 
make this connection, on which see the note supra. Also, evidence internal to this list 
makes it clear it was written after 1858, thus after the death of this monk. 
110 Cf. UCL 12274, f.khå˙(r). 
111 From the prefatory note to the first Burmese volume by the Judicial Commissioner 
Douglas Burgess: “The Digest is confined to those branches of Buddhist Law which 
are of the greatest practical importance, and are most frequently brought under the 
consideration of the Civil Courts, namely, Succession and Iheritance, and the 
Domestic Relations, that is to say in reality, Marriage and Divorce”. DBBL, I, p. i.   
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exclusively to comparing inheritance laws excerpted from various dhammasatthas, for 

example, dated to at least the late 18th century, if not earlier.112 U Gaung was a major 

figure in the administrative reforms initiated during the reigns of Kings Mindon and 

Thibaw and had travelled to Europe as an ambassador from the Burmese court in the 

early 1870s. Following the final annexation of Upper Burma in 1885 he served the 

British as a member of the colonial legislative council.113 The DBBL was compiled 

not by U Gaung but by a team of scribes working under his supervision, and several 

hundred black parabaik manuscripts on which the printed edition was based still 

survive in the National Library of Myanmar.114 The digest was compiled from thirty-

six dhammasats and in the second chapter of the DBBL these texts are listed along 

with the languages in which they are written, their dates, first lines, and the names of 

their compilers.115 The attributions of texts in the DBBL are largely sourced from 

Yam’s bibliography, although in certain cases additional information is drawn from 

colophon data provided in the single manuscript witness used.116  

                                                
112 Cf. Amve khan˙ dhammasat la kå [“Verse Dhammasat on the Chapter of 
Inheritance”], UCL 14590, copied 1786; Amve tarå˙ thup nhut khyak [“Commentary 
on Inheritance Laws from the Dhammasat”] UCL 6772, copied 1789. 
113 On his activities connected with precolonial reform see Thant Myint-U, The 
Making of Modern Burma, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001; Myo 
Myint. “The Politics of Survival in Burma: Diplomacy and Statecraft in the Reign of 
King Mindon, 1853-1878”, Unpublished PhD Dissertation, Cornell University, 1987; 
Maung Maung Tin, Ka ˙ Van Ma ˙ Kr¥˙ Samui ˙, Yangon, Burma Research 
Society, n.d.   
114 For a portion of these see NL parabaiks 393-603.  
115 Cf. DBBL, I, pp. 4-9. On the dates of the manuscripts used see the page following 
Burgess’ “Prefatory Note” in the same volume.  
116 A thorough criticism of this work is beyond the scope of the present introduction, 
and would require a closer look at the actual manuscripts used in the compilation of 
the text, many of which still comprise part of the Kinwun Mingyi collection at the NL. 
However, we should caution that some of the texts it cites may not in fact be different 
compilations at all, but merely different versions or translations of the same 
dhammasat. This is most noticeably the case with the two texts it alleges are the 
earliest—the Manosåra and Manussika—which appear to be nothing more than 
slightly different versions of the MSR (on which see Chapter Five), the former a 
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Scholarly accounts of surviving dhammasattha traditions are largely based on 

lists of legal texts used in the DBBL or on the Pi†-sm. Such histories rarely take into 

account lesser-known dhammasattha treatises that describe the history of the tradition 

such as those translated above, nor do they attempt to engage directly with the 

manuscripts, comparing versions of texts and colophon information. The DBBL 

mentions only 36 dhammasatthas and does not attempt a critical history of the 

authorship of the texts it cites, relying in most cases on the Pi†-sm or on colophon 

information in its historical attributions. The DBBL utilized only one manuscript 

witness to each text; and while is not certain whether the Pi†-sm was compiled on the 

basis of an investigation of actual manuscripts, this seems highly unlikely. Many of 

the texts mentioned in Pi†-sm no longer survive, and one wonders whether U Yam was 

perhaps not simply rehearsing traditional attributions of texts without searching for 

manuscripts. All of the histories discussed above present dhammasattha as a corpus 

that appears far more historically tidy than it is in actuality.  

Sadly, to date there has been only one critical appraisal of these traditional 

attributions based on an investigation of actual manuscript colophons. In 1989 Ta  

Mo  Khyui, a young scholar at the Universities’ Central Library, Yangon compiled a 

brief but excellent annotated catalogue of 78 Pali, nissaya, and vernacular prose 

dhammasatthas and 26 verse dhammasats.117 This unpublished work cites information 

about some texts that are no longer extant but attested in traditional bibliographies, but 

wherever possible the author has tried to compare traditional attributions with data 

from surviving manuscripts in the UCL and NL collections. Unfortunately more 

detailed studies were cut short by Ta  Mo  Khyui’s untimely death. 

                                                                                                                                       
nissaya and the latter a vernacular version of that text. Also, none of the dhammasats 
in the DBBL are written in “Pali” as the information it provides asserts. All the so-
called “Pali” texts it cites are nissayas.  
117 Ta  Mo  Khyui, Dhammasat cå ra ˙, Unpublished Catalogue, December, 1989. 
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Here I provide a résumé of surviving dhammasattha palm-leaf manuscripts 

from collections around Myanmar and in the British Library. This list is not meant to 

be exhaustive, particularly in terms of providing the location on all the manuscripts—

such an accounting would run into the tens if not hundreds of pages. When texts have 

more manuscripts associated with them this represents that, overall, they survive in 

more manuscript versions. Because the titles of texts are extremely unreliable means 

of determining textual relationships, I have included only manuscripts that I have been 

able to verify as belonging to a particular tradition by direct comparison. This list 

provides an accurate reflection of the dhammasattha treatises which survive based on a 

reasonably detailed search of most of the major manuscript repositories in Myanmar. 

Yet there are a number of dhammasattha-related texts this list does not contain: most 

judgment texts, tabular dhammasats, comparisons, and “manual texts” (as described in 

Chapter Three), as well as dhammasatthas written on other supports such as parabaik, 

are not included. 

 
1. Kui˙ co  khyup dhammasat UBhS 34-608; UCL 105674; UCL 9843; NL Bhå˙ 

794 
 

2. Kui˙ co  khyup dhammasat la kå UCL 6082 
 

3. Kui ˙ cå˙ manuråjå lhyok thuμ˙ [Mahåråjåsat kr¥˙] UCL 139125; UCL 
13143; UBhS 88-610; NL Ka ˙ 72; NL Bhå˙ 43; Rhve 976; UCL 8270; UCL 
7121; NL Bhå˙ 237. See Chapter Five. 

 
4. Kyok tui  dhammasat UCL 13003. See Chapter Four. 

 
5. Kyam˙ nak dhammasat NL Ka ˙ 143; NL Bhå˙ 793? See Chapter Four. 

 
6. Gaˆ†hi dhammasat NL Ka ˙ 67; NL Ka ˙ 68 (NL 2096) 

 
7. Ta chai. rap dhammasat la kå UCL 6514 

 
8. Tva ˙ sa ˙ dhammasat UCL 63447; UCL 13215 
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9. Dvattabo  ma ˙ phrat thuμ˙ UBhS 36-612; UBhS 332-585. The text states 
that is contains the judgments of the PyË king Dvattabo . Contains 37 laws. 
See Chapter Two. 

 
10. Dhammacet¥ phrat thuμ˙ UCL 96325; UCL 8203  

 
11. Dhammavilåsa dhammasat UBhS 163-582; UCL 9926; UCL 14782; UCL 

7490; BL OR Add 12249; BL Add 12248; BL Or 11775; NL Ka ˙ 18; NL 
Bhå˙ 2073; NL pu 402; NL pu 530; [MDT 3]. These are all the known extant 
manuscripts of this text, although there are several other closely related 
traditions. See Chapter Five and DhVD for more information.  

 
12. Dhammavilåsa dhammasat pyui. Buil 1475 

 
13. Dhammavilåsa dhammasat la kå UCL 139258 

 
14. Dhammavilåsa phrat thuμ˙ UCL 9348; NL Bhå˙ 1979 

 
15. Dhammasat atui kok (Lak Vai Sundara) UCL 167702; UCL6228; UCL12772; 

MORA 4888; BL Add 27458; NL 1433; NL Bhå˙ 28; NL 2860; NL Ka ˙ 65; 
NL Bhå˙ 15 

 
16. Dhammasat kvaμ khrå kyam˙ UCL 105675; UCL 8411; UCL 44758; UBhS 

90-609 (Gambh¥såra amve tarå˙); NL Bhå˙ 2074  
 

17. Dhammasat kvaμ khrå UBhS 89-610 [Cf. Pyaμ khy¥ dhammasat] 
 

18. Dhammasat kyau UCL 11841 
 

19. Dhammasat kyau UBhS 582-151 
 

20. Pakiˆˆaka dhammasat UCL 8726; UCL 11842; UBhS 74-615 
 

21. Pakiˆˆaka ovåda dhammasat UBhS 43-623 
 

22. Pyaμ khy¥ dhammasat phrat thuμ˙ UCL 44758; [Dhammasat kvaμ khyå] 
UCL 105672. 
 

23. PrË ma ˙ th¥˙ dhammasat la kå UCL 5320; UCL 5220 
 

24. Bhaya kyau sË dhammasat khvai puμ UCL 73; UBhS 582-151 
 

25. Manu kyay UCL 167696; UCL 14953; ManM 154; BL ManBur 3429; NL 
Ka ˙ 19; NL To  2784 
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26. Manu krak rui˙ dhammasat NL Bhå˙ 60 
 

27. Manu ra ˙ dhammasat [på†h anak] UCL 8000;  UCL 7458. See Chapter Four. 
 

28. Manu ra ˙ dhammasat nissaraññ˙ (nissaya) UCL 5517 Written s.1221/1859 
by La kåråma Sayadaw. See Chapter Four for a brief discussion. 

 
29. Manu ra ˙ la kå (Manu rhve nå˙ tau sva ˙) UCL 8098; UCL 12274; UCL 

6319; UCL 12039; UCL 105681; UCL 136910; UCL 56904; UBhS 247-475; 
BL Or 4784. Compiled by Kavisåra Thera after a request from the minister 
Kyau Tha  [cf. UCL 12039 f.kha(v)].  

 
30. Manu ra ˙ la kå pyui. (Ma galå tui  bhË˙) UCL 178397; BL ManBur 3472 

 
31. Manusåra (Vaˆˆadhamma) UCL 105683; UCL 9267; UCL 14784; UCL 

105684; UCL 5085; UCL 6751; UCL 6544; UCL 13227; UCL 11228; UCL 
7486; UCL 6227; UCL 158021; Buil 529; MORA 4746; MORA 7057; Rhve 
756; Rhve 1591; KMK 41; UBhS 146-619; UBhS 221-632; FPL 3740; FPL 
2630; NL Bhå˙ 10; NL Bhå˙ 794; NL Bhå˙ 1977; NL Ka ˙ 134. See Chapter 
Five. 

 
32. Manusåra Rhve Myaññ˙ (To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråjå). See Chapter Five for an 

extensive discussion of this text and its manuscripts based on all the surviving 
versions.   

 
33. Manusåra rhve myañ˙ la kå UCL 7481 

 
34. Manuvaˆˆanå UCL 50919; UCL 178333; UCL 178410; UCL 6332; UCL 

1391; UCL 9927; UCL 6229; UCL 6418; UCL 105689; UCL 11227; UCL 
178333; UCL 8208; UCL 119438; UCL 139161; UCL 7472;  UCL 11618; 
UCL 56919; UCL 7834; UCL 12992; UCL 8294; UCL 11619; UCL 6332; 
UCL 10465; MORA 4746; Rhve 645; FPL 3740; FPL 10590; BL Or 14052; 
BL OR 16018; NL To  2209; NL Bhå˙ 59; NL Ka ˙ 152. See Chapter Five . 

 
35. Manuvaˆˆanå-la kå UCL 105692 

 
36. Manuvaˆˆanå-pyui. UCL 6726; BL ManBur 3472. Written by Bho ˙ La ˙ 

Rha  Ñåˆasaddhamma, cf. UCL 6726 f.gho(r) ff.. TMKh s.v. attributes the 
text to s.1121/1759. 

 
37. Mahåbuddha kËra dhammasat (Dhammasat kyau) UCL 14879; NL 2070. See 

Chapter Four. 
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38. Mohavicchedani dhammasat UBhS 41-622; NL Ka ˙ ?118 
 

39. Råjabala dhammasat phrat thuμ˙ UCL 5790; BL Or 6452a 
 

40. Våru ma ˙ dhammasat NL Bha˙ 36 
 

41. Våru ma ˙ (Vår¥yË, etc.) dhammasat phrat thuμ la kå UCL 5709; NL Ka ˙ 
39 

 
42. Vicårachinda dhammasat UCL 12069 

 
43. Vinicchayadhammayadhammarås¥ (Vinicchayarås¥) dhammasat pyui. (Puppå˙ 

Mai Thi˙ Sayadaw, Rha  Khemåcåra) UCL 12073; UCL 119441; UCL 
115043; UCL 8217; UCL 5837; SRM 25; BL Or 6456b  

 
44. Vinayarås¥ dhamamsat (Atula Sayadaw) UCL 15144 

 
45. Vinicchayapakåsan¥ (Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha ) UCL 6526; UCL 9831; NL 

Ka ˙ 60; NL Ka ˙ 37 
 

46. Vinicchayadhammasat kvan khyå akhyup UCL 149165 
 

47. Vinicchayapakåsan¥-la kå (Lak Vai Sundara a.k.a. Lak Vai Nandamit) UCL 
9034; UCL 8207; UCL 9338; UCL 5500; MORA 95; Rhve 409; FPL 2630; 
FPL 2771 

 
48. Vo kyuiv dhammasat UCL 14880 

 
49. Sa lvan phrË (Sayadaw) phrat thuμ˙ UCL 3767; UCL 10716; UCL 3774; 

UBhS 37-611; NL Bhå˙ 48 
 

50. Sådhina dhammasat UCL 11230 
 

51. A arås¥ dhammasat la kå UCL 8271; UCL 8297; UCL 5007; UBhS 33-614; 
FPL 10232 

 
52. A asa khep-la kå Buil 1275; FPL 7215 

 
53. A asa khepavaˆˆanå UCL 8199; UCL 8726; UBhS 66-615 

 
54. Atula sayadaw (rha  yasa) phrat thuμ˙ UCL 10121; UCL 12137; UCL 4648; 

UCL 9928; UCL 10509; UCL 10716; UCL 13003; UCL 15579; UCL 102771; 
MORA 5677; UBhS 29-580 

                                                
118 I am not certain of the correct accession number.  
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55. Amve khan˙ dhammasat la kå UCL 14590 

 
56. Amve kvai puμ kyaμ˙ UCL 11614 

 

V. Dhammasatthas securely dated before 1750 

The attributions of texts in the DBBL and Pi†-sm compiled after 1750 can 

usually be taken as reliable as they are typically confirmed by authorial and scribal 

colophons in surviving manuscripts or backed by considerable external data. Yet when 

it comes to texts allegedly written prior to 1750 we encounter an array of problems. 

Many of their manuscripts contain quasi-historical attributions that must be regarded 

as apocryphal. For example one of the texts which provides a very early internal date 

of authorship is the brief (~20 folios) digest, the Pyaμ [or Praμ] khy¥ dhammasat 

phrat thuμ˙ which is also known in manuscript as the Dhammasat kvaμ khyå phrat 

thuμ˙. In UCL 44758 the colophon says it was compiled on the basis of a text 

compiled in the year 673 C.E. (“sakkaråj 35”) by a Lord of Pagan who carried the title 

Praμ khy¥, on the basis of four earlier texts, the Manu, Manosåra, Dhammavilåsa, and 

Månussika. The manuscript itself was copied only in 1869.119 Pyaμ khy¥ is a very 

common royal title associated in chronicle literature and epigraphy with numerous 

figures (though none of whom from such an early era), although this date is far to 

early to be reliable.120  

Dating surviving Burmese texts on linguistic grounds is tricky since in the 

course of copying manuscripts scribes would update orthography and “correct” 

readings. In many cases it is possible when comparing difficult passages in multiple 

manuscript versions to see clearly how different scribes construed an underlying word 

                                                
119 UCL 44758 f. kha(v). 
120 A possible resolution to this problem may be that this date is meant to be read as 
s.1035, thus 1673 C.E. 
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or phrase differently, hoping to arrive at the intended meaning of a passage. Dating 

texts on the basis of citations in digests—a strategy that is very useful in attributing 

Sanskrit dharmaßåstra material—is of little help since all the surviving digests 

themselves can be securely dated only to the mid-18th century or later. The most 

secure approach to dating is of course in terms of manuscript scribal colophons, since 

texts must date to a period before they were copied. In establishing texts that may date 

before 1750 this approach is of some help, but such efforts are troubled by the fact that 

the vast majority of surviving Burmese manuscripts (of any genre) date from the late 

18th century or later. The earliest manuscript copy of any dhammasattha is that of the 

Våru ma ˙ dhammasat (NL Bha˙ 36), a short nissaya dhammasat text that survives 

only in a single version copied in 1707 C.E.121 Thus it is certain that this text was 

written at the very beginning of the 18th century if not earlier. The authorial colophon 

to this text states that it is a Burmese translation of an earlier Mon work, though 

presumably what is meant is that the source text was a Mon-Pali nissaya, the 

vernacular portions of which were translated into Burmese. The date of the 

compilation of the text is itself undated. According Pi†-sm and the DBBL, relying 

upon a chronicle text, it was written in the late 13th century during the reign of king 

Vår¥rË (“Wagaru”).122 Utilizing the same strategy of analyzing scribal colophons it is 

also possible to date the Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat to earlier than 1628 on the basis 

of BL OR Add 12249, which is discussed in Chapter Four.123  

                                                
121 This text was published virtually unedited with a translation by E. Forchhammer as 
Manudhammasatthaμ khau Manu Dhammasat kyam˙ King Wagaru’s Manu 
Dhammasattham: Text, Translation, and Notes, Rangoon, Govt. Printing, 1892. I have 
compared the NL mss with this edition and they are largely identical. 
122 The DBBL cites the chronicle Råjådhiråj are˙ tau puμ, for which see Nai Pan Hla, 
ed., Råjådhiråj Are˙ tau puμ, in Mran må ma ˙ myå˙ are˙ tau puμ, Yangon, Rå 
praññ., 2005, p. 119.  
123 See also Lammerts, DhVD. 
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Authorial colophons are also very helpful references although they are far less 

reliable than scribal colophons. Here we are faced with the problem of trying to 

determine whether an authorial colophon may not simply be trying to fake an 

attribution to bolster the legitimacy of a compilation, perhaps by associating it with the 

sponsorship of a particularly renowned or righteous sovereign. Legal texts associated 

with the reigns of PrË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ or Dvattapo  discussed in the next chapter are 

perhaps compilations of this sort. In fact, among treatises that provide pre-1750 

attributions in authorial colophons only three can be relied upon with any degree of 

certainty. One of these, discussed in Chapter Four, is the Mahåbuddha kËra 

dhammasat (Dhammasat kyau), probably compiled sometime during 1733-52. The 

other two are both associated with the mid-17th century jurist Kui ˙ Cå˙. These are 

the vernacular Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙ or Kui ˙ cå˙ manuråjå lhyok thuμ˙ (MRK), written 

during the reign of King Thalun, and the Pali and Pali-nissaya Manusåra 

dhammasattha written in 1651. Both of these texts are discussed in detail in Chapter 

Five.  

Thus, out of the fifty-six dhammasattha texts whose manuscripts are listed 

above, only five can be securely dated to before 1750 C.E. It must be noted that a 

number of these manuscripts carry no attribution details. My claim here is not meant 

to suggest that there are no other treatises dated before 1750, but simply that on the 

basis of current research these five are the only texts which can be reliably considered 

early.  

 

VI. A brief outline of the study 

The remainder of this dissertation is divided into three parts, which move 

approximately from the general to the specific. Part One, “Situating Dhammasattha”, 

examines the associations between written law and religion in Burma and Southeast 
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Asia before the 15th Century. Following a review of earlier theories concerning the 

origins of Buddhist dhammasattha in Southeast Asia Chapter Two, “Dhammasattha 

and Sanskrit Learning in Early Burma”, begins with an examination of a reference to 

dhammasattha as an authoritative repository of inheritance law in an epigraphic record 

of a legal dispute from 13th Century Pagan. It questions the assumption that this 

citation implies a text with a Pali, Sanskrit, or vernacular genealogy, a critique which 

is further elaborated in light of a discussion of the transmission of Indic literature in 

Burma before 1442 C.E. and certain textual histories contained in manuscript 

colophons. Here I argue that the approach to the early history of dhammasattha until 

now has been constrained by an unwarranted insistence on the necessary connection 

between Buddhism, defined in opposition to Bråhmaˆism, and written law. Chapter 

Three, “Buddhist Dharmaßåstra”, advances a new argument that dharmaßåstra law, 

akin to other disciplines such as alchemy or medicine, had meaning in both Buddhist 

and Bråhmaˆical contexts throughout South and Southeast Asia during the first and 

early second millennium C.E. It traces the early genesis of Buddhist dharmaßåstra on 

the basis of inscriptions from India, Cambodia, Champa, Java, Sri Lanka, and Burma 

and investigates its relationship with the Sanskrit Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra tradition. 

I suggest that this “ecumenical” legal culture persisted in certain areas such as Burma 

and Java well into the early modern period.  

In Part Two, “The Manuscripts of Written Law”, I turn to an analysis of the 

surviving Burmese dhammasattha manuscripts themselves. Chapter Four, 

“Manuscripts, Textual Form, and the Organization of Legal Knowledge”, begins with 

an overview of Burmese manuscript culture, outlining the scope of genres that 

circulated, the literary and formal techniques that compilation entailed, and the 

contexts of the production, recitation, and copying of manuscripts. I highlight the vital 

importance of written treatises (kyam˙) to premodern Buddhist learning while 
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exploring the practical implications of different manuscript formats and textual 

supports. Then I describe the way certain features of the broader manuscript culture 

were utilized in the production of written law, taking five examples of legal texts that 

engage with the “tradition” of the Dhammavilåsa-dhammasat (DhV, probably 

compiled before 1628). Here I show that dhammasattha was structured in a rich 

variety of ways, and that variable relationships between source-text and commentary, 

different modes of citation, and preferences for certain languages and literary styles 

provide important clues about how legal texts functioned and how their 

interrelationships were imagined. In Chapter Five, “Manusåra”, I turn to the formal 

features and organization of a single treatise, the Manusåra-dhammasattha (MSR, 

compiled in 1651), which comprises two different recensions—one in Pali (MSRP) 

and one in nissaya (MSR-nis)—on the basis of an examination of over twenty 

manuscript versions. I provide a close comparative analysis of the relationship 

between the Pali and nissaya recensions to show the degree to which glosses were 

used to creatively supplement source-texts to suit new purposes. I then investigate at 

length the attribution of the MSR and the historical identity and activities of its 

compilers in mid-17th Century Burma.  

Part Three, “Dhammasattha and Textual Authority”, addresses the different 

ways that the MSR conceives of legal authority in relation to textual authority. 

Chapter Six, “Dhammasattha and its Discontents”, examines Pali canonical and 

commentarial conceptions of the beginnings of Buddhist kingship and law-making 

through an analysis of narratives concerning Mahåsammata and Manu. These 

representations are then contrasted with depictions of the authority of written law 

contained in the mythic account of the origin of dhammasattha in the MSR. The 

second half of this chapter proceeds to explore Burmese understandings of 

dhammasattha as a “lokiya-sattha” or mundane textual discipline in light of a detailed 
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account of early Buddhist hermeneutics that argued for different conceptions of 

scriptural authority based on a distinction between mundane and supermundane texts. 

After describing the scope and history of the mundane disciplines (sattha, atat) in 

Burma, I show how certain authors during the 17th through early 19th centuries 

mobilized this distinction in their criticisms of dhammasattha. According to such 

critics, the cosmic and textual authority of written law claimed by dhammasattha 

could not be fully supported on a basis of the Pali tipi†aka and its commentaries. The 

genre required redescription to reconcile it with this corpus.  

In Chapter Seven, “Judges, Good Men, and Composite Legal Ethics” I 

investigate the diverse textual sources invoked in representations of judges and 

witnesses in the MSR. This section begins with a background survey of the legal 

function of different social classes attested in non-dhammasattha juridical and 

administrative documents from premodern Burma. Then, I explore the theory of the 

all-important figure of the judge (akkhadassa, tarå˙ sË kr¥˙) according to the MSR. 

Judges were the principal audience for dhammasattha, and they were responsible for 

the exercise of written law. Here I show that the qualifications of a judge were 

determined by both educational and moral criteria with parallels in a wide range of 

Pali and Sanskrit dharmaßåstra materials. To further explore the role this textually 

composite ethics plays, in conclusion I turn to the theory of the witness, whose 

testimony is meant to be reliable insofar as they are a “Good Person” (sË tau ko ˙, 

sajjana). In this section I argue that it is precisely in the character of these two types of 

practical legal authorities that moral considerations are foregrounded by 

dhammasattha, and that this jurisprudence is informed by both Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical textual sources. 

  Chapter Eight, “Death of a Thera”, recapitulates the principle arguments of the 

dissertation. It briefly discusses the nature of the increasing conflict between 
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dhammasattha and Vinaya in the context of laws concerning monastic inheritance over 

the course of the 17th through 19th centuries, and outlines prospects for extending the 

study in future research. These chapters are followed by two appendices. Appendix I 

presents the complete Pali text of the MSRP; Appendix II presents the complete 

nissaya text of the a††huppatti section of the MSRnis, Book One. 
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PART ONE 
 

SITUATING DHAMMASATTHA: 
WRITTEN LAW AND RELIGION IN BURMA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA 

BEFORE 1500 C.E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All this seems simple enough. And yet here lies probably the greatest obstruction to a straightforward 
study of adat law, an obstruction which has, in fact, blocked the way to this study until recent years. It 
can be put in one sentence: it is the wholly erroneous supposition that law follows religion, that the 
pagan Indonesian therefore has pagan law, the Hindu Hindu law, the Moslem Moslem law, the 
Christian native Christian law (insofar as this may exist)—a supposition which is based on nothing, 
which is emphatically contradicted by the facts, but which, both in our Indies and elsewhere, has 
wielded, and is still wielding, its obnoxious influence. 
      

C. Van Vollenhoven, “The Elements of Adat Law”, 1906 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DHAMMASATTHA AND SANSKRIT LEARNING IN EARLY BURMA 

 

The earliest datable recensions of Burmese dhammasattha texts were complied 

in the middle of the 17th century, and survive in 18th and 19th century manuscripts. 

The literary history of dhammasattha—when we begin to find mention of the genre in 

other poetry and prose texts transmitted in manuscript—begins only in the late 15th 

century. These and other legal and literary texts and their manuscripts will be 

examined in detail in the second and third sections of this dissertation, and constitute 

the primary archive of sources for developing an understanding of the content, 

meaning and function of dhammasattha in Burma. Yet our surviving dhammasattha 

did not arise out of nothing, and the genre has an attested history in Burma dating back 

to at least the early 13th century. The present section, comprising chapters two and 

three, sketches a history of dhammasattha written law and its relation to literary and 

religious culture in Burma and Southeast Asia up until the 15th century, to illuminate 

the complex background that gave rise to, and left an enduring impression upon, our 

surviving texts. What is the genealogy of the Pali and vernacular dhammasattha 

corpus? What are its regional textual, linguistic, and jurisprudential analogues, and 

vectors of transmission? What is its relationship to other forms of Buddhist or 

Bråhmaˆical literature, not least to Sanskrit dharmaßåstra? Answers to these questions 

continue to elude scholarship, and there is a great deal of uncertainty and confusion 

surrounding them. Yet they are important not just for the legal history of Burma or of 

Pali-using Buddhist cultures and questions concerning the conjunction of Buddhism 

and law, but also because they relate to long-standing and still unsettled debates 

surrounding the meaning, status and authority of Indic cultural forms in Southeast 

Asia and the vernacular autonomy of early Burmese, Khmer, Cham, and Javanese 
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polities and literatures. They also have bearing on historical understandings of early 

Southeast Asian religious attitudes and interactions among variously Bråhamaˆical 

and Buddhist political theologies and ritual and textual practices. 

I contend that the early history of dhammasattha in Burma can be made sense 

of only when placed in a regional, multilingual, and multi-“religious” context, rather 

than in the narrowly nationalist, sectarian, and vernacular frameworks that have 

hitherto dominated scholarship. Thus in Chapters 2 and 3 I address materials compiled 

over a period of approximately 1500 years in Pali, Sanskrit, and vernacular languages 

in Burma, mainland and insular Southeast Asia, India, and Sri Lanka. My goal is not 

to trace the genesis of dhammasattha to discover the locus of some legal-textual 

archetype or original domain of legal invention. Such a project is impossible in the 

first instance because of the problematic and fragmentary character of our (known) 

sources for regional legislation, textual compilation and transmission. But more 

importantly, the claims I advance in the following pages suggest that there is perhaps 

no one place where dhammasattha-related discourse properly originates.124 My 

argument is that we must understand dhammasattha as a function of an early regional 

legal culture that has a complex, adaptive relationship with Sanskrit, Pali, and 

                                                
124 The same argument could be made for other Buddhist, Bråhmaˆical, Islamic, 
Christian, or Ancient Near Eastern traditions of written law. Such practices have no 
true origin in the strict sense, but are products of processes of historical miscegenation, 
creativity, resistance, and appropriation. The study of the interrelatedness and 
difference of Southern Asian legal cultures in premodernity has hardly begun. The 
following chapter will address recent studies in this direction as concerns Buddhist 
and Bråhmaˆical law. On, for example, the Ancient Near Eastern context of early 
Islamic law see Wael B. Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law, 
Cambrdige, Cambridge University Press, 2005, ch. 1. It is well beyond the scope of 
this dissertation but certain pre-Islamic Persian written law sources and dharmaßåstra 
might be fruitfully compared, e.g. sections of the Måtakdån ¥ Hazår Dåtastån (Book of 
a Thousand Judgments), edited and translated by Anahit Perikhanian, Mazda and 
Bibliotheca Persica, 1997. See also Jany János, “The Four Sources of Law in 
Zoroastrian and Islamic Jurisprudence”, Islamic Law and Society, 12, 3 (2005), 291-
332.  
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vernacular languages as well as with Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical traditions. The 

recognition of this fact does not mean that we are blind to the very significant 

differences among the multiple expressions of law that developed in response to  

common jurisprudential and literary features—for example the influence that 

particular Pali texts or local forms of socio-political organization have exerted upon 

the development of Burmese dhammasattha. The second and third sections of this 

dissertation will be concerned with precisely the individuality of the Burmese genre in 

the context of its regional relationships. 

Claudine Bautze-Picron has recently written that “Pagan appears as a place of 

transition, where Indian models, both contents and forms, were assimilated and 

transformed into a genuinely local formulation”.125 This statement, although made in 

reference to the iconography and technology of mural painting, reflects much of the 

prevailing wisdom on the origin of dhammasattha literature in Burma. Most who have 

grappled with the question of the development of written law in Burma or Southeast 

Asia have concluded that the texts are to some extent “based on” more or less 

proximate “Indian” models of Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra texts written in Sanskrit. 

These texts were imported to Southeast Asia through unspecific channels (but often 

connected with seaborne or coastal Indian traders among the Mon) and then 

transformed over time, in light of local legal knowledge and “Theravåda” Pali 

ideology, into the historical corpus of Buddhist dhammasattha that has come down to 

us through manuscripts surviving in Burma, Siam, Lan Na, Laos, Cambodia and 

Yunnan.  

Scholars who have attempted to trace early dhammasattha in Burma have 

relied primarily upon late Burmese bibliographical and chronicle accounts of dubious 

                                                
125 The Buddhist Murals of Pagan: Timeless vistas of the cosmos, Bangkok, Orchid 
Press, 2003, p. 3. 
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authority to date texts in the tradition to Pagan or other moments in Burmese 

history.126 A central preoccupation of this scholarship asks: was dhammasattha written 

at Pagan and, if so, by whom and after what prototypes? Much ink has been spilt over 

this question, which is on my reading—for a number of reasons that will hopefully 

become clear in the pages that follow—not terribly fruitful. The earliest Burmese 

bibliography (pi†akat samui ˙) that provides “historical” attributions for named 

dhammasattha texts is that by the Anok Van Sayadaw Rha  Uttamasikkhå in 1681 

C.E.127 Yet the most frequently-cited bibliographies are those published in English by 

colonial authority in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, principally the list 

published as “Civil Circular No. 12” by the Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma in 

1892 and the list of thirty-six dhammasatthas in the DBBL. As noted in the 

introduction, the histories contained in these and similar sources must be used with 

extreme caution. Students of Burmese law continue to reproduce such attributions as 

though they were based on sound historical scholarship.  

Chapter Two begins with a review of earlier theories concerning the ursprung 

of dhammasattha in Burma and Southeast Asia and the relation of the genre with 

Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical culture and Sanskrit and Pali. It then isolates one of the key 

elements in these arguments—namely, the thesis that Pagan was a moment of 

transition and translation—which it interrogates in light of readings of the earliest 

epigraphic and textual references to dhammasattha and Sanskrit learning in Burma. 

The aim of this chapter is to bracket the data concerning the authorship and attribution 

of texts that has come down to us in late bibliographic and chronicle accounts and in 

secondary historiography and to examine the securely datable evidence for the early 

history of the genre. On the basis of these sources alone, we can make only modest 

                                                
126 See the introduction for a more detailed discussion of these dubious authorities. 
127 See Chapter Six for a further analysis of this text.   
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and tentative claims about the character and function of dhammasattha written law and 

its relationship to Sanskrit dharmaßåstra in pre-15th century Burma. Certainly, dated 

inscriptional sources do not allow us to draw any convincing parallels between early 

dhammasattha and surviving manuscript texts or, even less, make any strong claims 

about authorship.  

In the final section of this chapter I briefly assess evidence from the 

introductions to two manuscript traditions that contain attributions to early Burma. 

Even though these narratives must be regarded with suspicion, they reveal important 

clues about the local histories of the genre. The collective evidence presented in this 

chapter suggests that a narrow focus on Burmese or Pali-language evidence from 

Pagan, Pa yå, or Ava—the major central Burmese polities between the 12th and 15th 

centuries—is insufficient to account for the early history of dhammasattha in Burma. I 

propose, therefore, that we see early Burmese citations of dhammasattha in another 

light: not as a point of origin but rather as part of an ongoing regional process of the 

transmission, adaptation, and application of dharmaßåstra literature among both 

Bråhmaˆical (principally Íaivite) and Buddhist communities in Southeast Asia, a 

process that is attested from the middle of the first millennium C.E. through to the 

15th.128 Chapter Three continues to elaborate this argument along these lines.  

 

I. Textual genesis and “Indianization” 

It has become a scholarly commonplace to refer to the variety of Southeast 

Asian dhammasattha- and dharmaßåstra-type traditions as generally derivative of Indic 

                                                
128 And arguably later; though as the conclusion in Chapter Eight notes in the early 
19th century Burmese monarchs made a conscious attempt to separate different 
jurisdictions for laity (based on dhammasattha and royal law), monks (based on 
Vinaya and vinicchaya texts), and bråhmaˆas (based on the “communal traditions” of 
such communities).  
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models. Yet on close examination what this statement actually means is quite unclear. 

The most obvious question such an assertion raises is: what is meant here by “Indic”? 

Historians of culture in early Southeast Asia have largely neglected to reflect on the 

boundaries of “India” as a cultural entity and its relationship to “Southeast Asia”. Both 

of these terms remain poorly defined, and only recently have scholars of India begun 

to complicate the geographical, cultural, and literary boundedness of the Sanskrit 

tradition, and focus in detail on its spread throughout the subcontinent, in a process 

that we might term the “Indianization of India” during the early centuries of the 1st 

millennium C.E.129 In his authoritative statement on the Indianization of Southeast 

Asia, Coedes presupposes an imaginary meridian passing approximately down the 

western border of Burma which separates East from West, and a properly Indian 

cultural sphere from the “autochthonous societies” that can only be understood as 

Indic in a hybrid or syncretic sense, thus: Indo-Javanese, Indo-Khmer, etc.130 He never 

asked to what extent India or Sanskrit culture itself was hybrid. In the imagination of 

earlier generations of writers, India was equated with a generalized Bråhmaˆical and 

Sanskritic culture, emanating from the South Asian subcontinent (excluding Sri Lanka 

which, in the same imagination, was the locus of a distinctive manifestation of Pali 

Buddhism that exerted a different set of influences in Southeast Asia). This culture is 

thought to have been well-established, if not fully formed, prior to its imposition or 

adaptation in Southeast Asia, where it signified the emergence of literacy and, on 

some accounts, the rise of “civilization”. In the work of Himanshu Ray and others, the 

                                                
129 See particularly, Johannes Bronkhorst, Greater Magadha, Leiden, Brill, 2007; 
Sheldon Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men, Berkeley, 
University of California, 2006; H. Kulke, “Indian Colonies, Indianization, or Cultural 
Convergence”, Semaian, 3 (1990), pp. 8-32. Pollock, The Language of the Gods, pp. 
535-7. 
130 G. Coedes, “Indianization”, in The Indianized States of Southeast Asia, Honolulu, 
University of Hawaii Press, 1968, pp. 14-35. 
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geography of this India responsible for imparting Indic models to Southeast Asia has 

been further specified, and the very trade routes along which texts, religious and 

political ideas, and persons are thought to have travelled have been mapped in 

detail.131  

But trade and transportation networks alone cannot be responsible for the 

transmission of texts or culture. Indianization theory is further complicated when we 

inquire about the precise mechanisms through which alleged Indic models such as 

dharmaßåstra were propagated and translated in Southeast Asia. There have been 

numerous answers to this question, ranging from theories of the ‘colonization’ of 

Southeast Asia by k atriyas in strands of colonial French scholarship and the work of 

Majumdar and the Greater India Society,132 to those who saw this process motivated 

by the local genius and initiative of Southeast Asian rulers themselves, as represented 

by the classic studies of van Leur, Wolters, and others.133 Each theory differs 

considerably in its understanding of the function and authoritativeness of imported 

Indian models. For colonization theorists, Southeast Asian representations of Sanskrit 

or Bråhmaˆical motifs or rituals were interpreted as a direct analogue, in form, 

                                                
131 Himanshu P Ray, The Winds of Change: Buddhism and the Maritime Links of 
Early South Asia, New Delhi, Oxford University Press, 1998; The Archaeology of 
Seafaring in Ancient South Asia, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003.  
132 Susan Bayly, “Imagining ‘Greater India’: French and Indian Visions of 
Colonialism in the Indic Mode”, Modern Asian Studies, 38, 3 (2004), pp. 703-44; R.C. 
Majumdar, Ancient Indian Colonization in South-East Asia, Baroda, University of 
Baroda Press, 1955. 
133 J. C. van Leur, Indonesian Trade and Society, The Hague, Bandung, 1955; O.W. 
Wolters, “Khmer Hinduism in the Seventh Century”, in R.B. Smith and W. Watson, 
eds., Early South East Asia, New York, Oxford University Press, 1979, pp. 427-442. 
For a good, concise survey of the parameters and development of the Indianization 
debate see I.W. Mabbett, “The ‘Indianization’ of Southeast Asia: Reflections on the 
Historical Sources”, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies 8.2 (1977), pp. 143-161; Paul 
Wheatley, “Presidential Address: India Beyond the Ganges—Desultory Reflections on 
the Origins of Civilization in Southeast Asia”, Journal of Asian Studies, 42, 1 (Nov. 
1982), pp. 13-28. 
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content, and significance, of thier alleged Indian prototypes. The citation of 

dharmaßåstra in early Cambodian inscriptions, for example, meant that the early 

Khmer had been “Hinduized” and followed Bråhmaˆical law according to the dictates 

of their religion just like the kings of India. By contrast, for scholars such as Wolters 

who privileged local initiative and the persistence of vernacular culture, the 

appropriation of Indian forms was a function of “traditional”, “Southeast Asian” 

regional modes of pre-Indic power. On such a reading the use and meaning of Sanskrit 

was thoroughly invested with vernacular, pre-Indic political and theological concepts, 

and had little to do, except on a superficial formal level, with India.  

In light of the following analyses of the early history of dhammasattha in 

Burma, Southeast Asia, and India, I have come to see this problem of the 

interrelationship between South and Southeast Asia, and between Sanskrit, Pali, and 

vernacular languages differently. I will return to this point in Chapters Three and 

Seven. First it is necessary first to survey how the overarching problematic of 

Indianization has conditioned the study of Burmese dhammasattha, and how various 

authors writing about Burmese traditions of written law have understood the 

connection of the genre to India, Sanskrit, and Bråhmaˆical culture.  

16th century travelers such as Frederici, Varthema, and Fitch reported 

observations about the practice of “justice” in the coastal areas of Pegu and 

Tennaserim, and the former even noted the role played in tribunals by “supplications” 

written on palm-leaf. During the 17th through early 18th centuries, although we have 

relatively detailed accounts of Arakan by Manrique and some Dutch narratives of 

judicial and literary activity in Burma, European observers were silent on the existence 

of written legal traditions.134 It seems that the first mention of dhammasattha in a 

                                                
134 The accounts of Frederici, Varthema, and Fitch are reproduced in the SOAS 
Bulletin of Burma Studies, 2, 2 (Autumn 2004). For Manrique on Arakan see 
Itinerario de Sebastião Manrique, 2 vols., ed. Silvera, Lisboa, 1946. For some 17th 
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European record is that of Michael Symes in his Account of an Embassy to the 

Kingdom of Ava (c. 1795), and he explicitly connects the tradition to imagined 

“Hindoo” origins.135 This was followed by similar reports by William Francklin (c. 

1811)136, Sangermano (c. 1818)137, and Crawfurd (c. 1827)138, while the earliest 

colonial administrative report on the use of written law in the Burmese provinces 

annexed to India following the first Anglo-Burmese War (1825-6) is that of Maingy, 

the first commissioner of Tennaserim.139 The lateness of these reports suggests that 

                                                                                                                                       
century Dutch references to the legal system, see Wil Dijk, Seventeenth-century 
Burma and the Dutch East India Company, 1634-1680, Singapore, Singapore 
University Press, 2006, pp. 25-33.  
135 Account of an Embassy to the Kingdom of Ava in MDCCXCV, Vol. II, Edinburgh, 
Constable and Co., 1831, p. 39. Symes’ remarks from his 1795 embassy are worth 
repeating in their entirety: “The laws of the Birmans, like their religion, are Hindoo; in 
fact, there is no separating their laws from their religion. Divine authority revealed to 
Menu the sacred principles in a hundred thousand slocas, or verses. Menu 
promulgated the code. Numerous commentaries on Menu were composed by the 
Munis, or old philosophers, whose treatises constitute the Dherma Sastra, or body of 
law. The Birmans generally call their code Derma Sath, or Sastra; it is one among the 
many commentaries on Menu. I was so fortunate as to procure a translation of the 
most remarkable passages, which were rendered into Latin by Padre Vincentius 
Sangermano, and, to my great surprise, I found it to correspond closely with a Persian 
version of the Arracan code, which is now in my possession. From the inquiries to 
which this circumstance gave rise, I learned that the laws, as well as the religion of the 
Birmans, had found their way into the Ava country from Arracan, and came originally 
from Ceylon”. Symes continues to cite several passages from his Persian version of 
the “Arracan code”.  
136 Tracts, Political, Geographical, and Commercial on the Dominions of Ava, 
London, Cadell and Davies, 1811, p. 153. 
137 Relazione del Regno Barmano, Roma, Francesco Bourlié, 1833, p. 104. The 
Burmese Empire a Hundred Years Ago, Bangkok, Orchid Press, 1995, p. 87. 
Sangermano was resident in Burma (mainly in Rangoon) from 1783 to 1808. The 
various parts of his account were written in Italian prior to 1818 but published in 
English translation only in 1833.  
138 Journal of an Embassy to Ava in 1827, London, Colburn, 1834, pp. 156-7. It is 
worth noting that Crawfurd appears to be one of the earliest observers to have noted 
major differences between the content of the “Hindu codes” and the Burmese texts.  
139 “Mr. Maingy’s Report on the Tenasserim Provinces”, The Asiatic Journal and 
Monthly Miscellany, Oct 1834, p. 70.  
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European observers may have begun to recognize Burmese “law codes” only 

subsequent to the effects of work initiated by colonial officials in Bengal, who since 

the later half of the 18th century had been active in constructing examples of native 

written law that culminated in the publication of the “Code of Gentoo Laws” in 

1776.140 However, it was not until 1849 that a notice appeared in the Journal of the 

Royal Asiatic Society, which marked the entrance of the subject of the Burmese 

dhammasattha texts into the sphere of mainstream European Indological discourse: 

 
The Council adverts with pleasure to the edition of a code of laws in the Pali language, 
which is in course of preparation by Dr. Rost, under the auspices, and at the expense, 
of the Right Honourable the President of the Society. This code, the existence of 
which has been unknown to Europeans, was discovered by Dr. Rost among the 
Manuscripts at the British Museum. It claims to have been promulgated in the 5th 
century of the Christian era, and is, at all events, of considerable antiquity, though its 
form and contents shew it to have been founded on the laws of Manu, as might be 
inferred from the name of its reputed author, Manusara [sic.]. It is accompanied by a 
translation and commentary in the Burmese language, adapting its provisions to the 
wants of more recent times; and appears to be the text book of the Burman courts of 
law, as well of those of the other Buddhistic countries beyond the Ganges.141 

 

 Reinhold Rost was then the librarian of the British Museum and while his 

planned edition of the Manusåra unfortunately never materialized he did publish, in 

the inaugural issue of Indische Studien the following year, a brief study of the Pali 

section of the text, which holds the honor of being the earliest academic article on the 

subject of Burmese dhammasattha.142 Rost examined the first book of the 17th century 

                                                
140 On this process in Bengal see Nandini Bhattacharyya-Panda, Appropriation and the 
Invention of Tradition: The East India Company and Hindu Law in Early Colonial 
Bengal, Delhi, Oxford University Press, 2008, chs. 2-3. 
141 JRAS XI (1849), p. ix. Reference was made to this notice the same year in 
Germany in a brief communication, “Das Gesetzbuch des Manusara”, in Zeitschrift 
der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, 3 (1849), p. 465  
142 Reinhold Rost, “Ueber den Manusåra”, Indische Studien, I, pp. 315-20. James 
Low’s article that deals with Siamese dhammasattha, to which Rost refers, had 
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Manusåra (MSR), which is entirely in Pali. The subsequent 10 books of the MSR 

comprise an elaborate vernacular commentary (nissaya) on the first Pali book.143 He 

appears to have utilized only one manuscript, presumably that currently catalogued as 

BL Add 12241, which, judging from the purchase information written in pencil on the 

first folio of the manuscript, entered the British Museum collection in 1843. Rost’s 

short article gives very little critical consideration to the genesis of the text, but for 

him it goes without saying that the Burmese code must be closely related to the 

Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstras. He is of the opinion that the text is based on Manusm®ti, 

although he notes that “even where the sense (Sinn) is identical with Manu, [the MSR] 

rarely uses the same words as Manu; however this is not evidence that [the compiler] 

had an earlier recension of Manu in front of him. Some passages appear to be taken 

from a Buddhist moral book (possibly the Dhammapada).”144  

 Another more detailed, descriptive article was published in two parts by A. 

Führer in 1882, which also deals with BL Add 12241, though apparently he had access 

to, or knowledge of, the later 18th century redaction of the Pali book of the MSR, the 

VDhM.145 Although much of Führer’s article echoes Rost’s views, with additional 

(and occasionally dubious) descriptions of the text, he makes one remark that is 

worthy of reproduction here: 

                                                                                                                                       
appeared three years previously: “On the Laws of Mu’ung Thai or Siam”, Journal of 
the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, 1 (1847), pp. 327-429. 
143 On this text and its surviving manuscripts see Chapters Five through Seven below. 
144 Rost, “Ueber den Manusåra”, p. 318 
145 Alois Anton Führer, “Manusåradhammasa††ham, the only one existing Buddhist 
law book, compared with the Brahmanical Månavadharmaßåstram”, JRAS Bombay, 
XV (1883), I, pp. 329-38; II, pp. 371-82. His familiarity with the VDhM is indicated 
by remarks on p. 335. The MSR and its relation to the VDhM will be discussed in 
Chapter Five. As Andrew Huxley has pointed out in personal communication, Führer 
was something of a fraudster; his exploits connected with a deceptive identification of 
relics from the Piprahwa stupa have been documented in Charles Allen, The Buddha 
and Dr. Führer: An Archaeological Scandal, London, Haus, 2009. 
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The pre-eminent importance of the Manusåradhammasa††ham makes it necessary to 
treat its relation to the Brahmanical Code of Manu as fully as the limits of a short time 
would allow; therefore I shall give to-day as briefly as possible the contents of the 
only one existing Buddhist law book, and I shall try to show in a following paper how 
far the relation extends to the Månavadhammaßåstram and to the Codes of 
Yajñavalkya [sic.], Nårada and B®ihaspati, and more especially that Manusåra used a 
more ancient version of Manu than that we now possess.146 

 

Führer’s subsequent comparative paper was never published, so we cannot be sure 

what evidence he had planned to present to prove the antiquity of the Burmese text 

and that it was “more ancient” than existing versions of Manu.147 Over the course of 

the following several years other major and still influential studies on Burmese 

dhammasattha appeared, most notably John Jardine’s Notes on Buddhist Law and E. 

Forchammer’s Jardine Prize Essay.148 These works are problematic in many respects 

and are based on what scholars now rightly regard as deeply misguided conceptions of 

the “Hindu colonization” of Southeast Asia and a romanticization of India’s “ancient” 

past via-à-vis its decadent present, not to mention an obsolete understanding of history 

of regional interactions among literary and religious cultures.  

Jardine and Forchhammer worked as something of a team on the Notes and 

many of their insights concerning the early history of the genre are outlined in the 

latter’s Essay. For present purposes it is sufficient to note that Forchhammer was of 

the opinion that a distinctively Burmese tradition of written law emerged during the 

Pagan era (11th-13th c. C.E.) and was based on earlier Mon dhammasattha textual 

                                                
146 Führer, “Manusåra”, p. 333 
147 It is, furthermore, unclear to me how such an argument could be sustained in light 
of his conclusion on p. 338 of this article that his analysis “proves as distinctly as 
possible the presumption that Manusåra used for the compilation of his work not only 
the Code of Manu, but also the more recent Codes of Yajñavalkya and Nårada”. 
148 John Jardine, Notes on Buddhist Law, 7 vols., Rangoon, Govt. Printing, 1882-3; E. 
Forchhammer, The Jardine Prize, an Essay on the Sources and Development of 
Burmese Law [...], Rangoon, Govt. Printing, 1885. 
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traditions which were themselves based on Sanskrit dharmaßåstra that had been 

imported to the “Hindu colonies” that, he asserts, existed along the western coast of 

Southeast Asia during the first millennium C.E.149 For Forchhammer, as for many 

colonial scholars on Southeast Asian cultures in general, the Burmese and Mon were 

illiterate “tribes” before being brought into the light of civilization by their contact 

with “Hindu” learning. Although Forchhammer points out a number of textual 

parallels between the Burmese and Bråhmaˆical texts he also highlights certain 

features of Burmese dhammasattha that he attributes to “native” influence. Some of 

these, he claims, were pre-Buddhist customary practices that were absorbed into the 

legal literature at an early date; others, such as what he refers to as the “Buddhist 

element” of Burmese dhammasattha, are only found in texts attributed by him to after 

the 16th century. This is a common and enduring feature of much of the scholarship 

on dhammasattha: whatever rules cannot be traced to a parallel in extant Bråhmaˆical 

Sanskrit dharmaßåstra are attributed to “native custom”, “oral law”, despite the fact 

that texts like the MSR make no mention of custom or unwritten law as a source of 

law. Forchhammer is of the opinion that the laws contained in the Burmese and Mon 

texts “can nearly all be traced to Hinduic India”, but notes that they display none of 

what he refers to as the “neo-Brahmanical” characteristics of extant dharmaßåstra 

texts.150 This leads him to note the following in his discussion of the Wagaru 

dhammasattha, written according to him in the 13th century and translated into 

Burmese and Pali in the 15th:  

 

                                                
149 Jardine Prize, pp. 24-6, 106; Notes, III, p. ix. It should be noted that 
Forchhammer’s use of “Hindu” does not always presuppose a religious, but rather a 
geographical, identity, e.g. in the citation below he speaks of the “Hindu as a 
Buddhist”.  
150 Notes, p. ix. 
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The Wagaru is a code of law which admits of no direct comparison with the law-
books of the neo-brahmanic period, as instituted by the “Code of Manu” in its 
present form, and by Yajñavalkya [sic.]; it is based upon a source which was probably 
also that of the latter two; both are near related; yet one applies to the Hindu as a 
Buddhist and the other to the Hindu of the later Brahmanic cults. In Manu and 
Yajñavalkya [sic.] we behold the authorities of the Vedas and the Brahmans struggling 
for general recognition and exclusive supremacy; in the Wagaru we have a work 
which bears as yet no sign of the struggle between Buddhism and Brahmanism, a 
code which is the necessary and natural emanation of social and religious conditions, 
such as must have prevailed in India during the long period of religious and political 
supremacy of Buddhism in that country. [...] [The Wagaru] is therefore a Hindu 
dhammasattham in its roots and its constant element, and probably the only survivor 
of the original Månava school of India, which must have flourished when Buddhism 
was prevailing throughout the Peninsula. It would indeed be strange if Buddhistic 
India, which cultivated every branch of learning, developed the mightiest and most 
extensive native empires and covered the land with architectures of wonderful and 
stupendous magnitude, should have left us no record of its civil institutions.151 

 

 Despite the fact that this observation is clearly flawed in a number of different 

respects—most notably in the ill-defined characterization of the Manusm®ti as a “neo-

brahmanic” text and the presumed antiquity of the Wagaru152—Forchhammer, 

echoing Führer’s brief comment, offers an insight worthy of further examination. Here 

we find perhaps the first clear statement of the hypothesis of the circulation of 

dharmaßåstra or dhammasattha texts among non-Bråhmaˆical communities in India. 

This proposition has never been adequately examined, and I return to it in detail in 

Chapter Three. Taking the direction in which this suggestion points seriously does not 

require us to agree with Forchhammer’s periodization of these materials, or with his 

hypothesis that the Burmese texts may represent a particularly early, let alone a pre-

neo-brahmanic recension of Manu or any dharmaßåstra text.153  

                                                
151 Jardine Prize, p. 38; my emphasis. 
152 As noted in the introduction, the date of this text is far from certain; it survives as a 
Pali-Burmese nissaya in a single manuscript copied in 1707. 
153 This is something that interested Julius Jolly about the Burmese material, and 
although he produces parallels between Burmese texts with the “latest productions of 
the sm®ti epoch” to show that they could not have been earlier than MDh, he went as 
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A major problem with Forchhammer’s argument is that he presupposes that if 

a legal text were written in a context where Bråhmaˆism and Buddhism were in 

contact, then the text should bear signs of a “struggle”. The absence of traces of this 

struggle signifies the historical priority of the text to that era of contact and its 

attribution to “the long period of religious and political supremacy of Buddhism in 

[India]”. We now know that this understanding of the history of Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical relations in India is quite flawed; what is important to keep in mind is 

Forchhammer’s supposition that written law must necessarily relate to one “religion” 

to the exclusion of others lest it embroil itself in a Hegelian struggle for survival 

which would necessarily leave some mark on the text itself. He is incapable of 

considering the possibility that a law text might in fact not display sectarian features of 

a religious community, or that such features might not be of primary importance, 

particularly if it was destined to be used in a context where a legal culture 

encompassing both Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical communities flourished.   

 Throughout much of the early and mid 20th century in Burma, the study of 

dhammasattha languished, or became embroiled in nationalist narratives of the 

exclusively local development of the texts that turned attention away from 

comparisons with regional Pali, Sanskrit, or vernacular material.154 Aside from what 

                                                                                                                                       
far as concurring with Forchhammer that “the hypothesis of a non-Brahmanical Indian 
original of the Dhammathats is by no means irreconcilable with the theories put forth 
in the present volume regarding the high antiquity of the Code of Manu in its present 
version, and its existence prior to the compilation of the Dhammathats. A Buddhist 
version of the Code of Manu might have existed in India by the side of the 
Brahmanical version. The Buddhist version might have been transferred into Burma, 
together with other standard works of the Buddhists. It might have been lost, in after 
times, in India, whereas the Talaing [i.e., Mon] and Burmese translations of it were 
handed down to posterity.” Outlines of an History of Hindu Law, Calcutta, Thacker, 
Spink and Co., 1883, p. 293 and ff. 
154 These perspectives are exemplified by the work of Maung Htin Aung, E Maung, 
and Kyin Swi, who were harshly critical of Forchhammer’s Indian origins thesis and 
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appears as a brief flurry of excitement regarding the regional connections of this 

literature with Sanskrit dharmaßåstra, or with India, in the late 19th century, such 

questions were never really pursued. Robert Lingat, however, in the late 1940s and 

early 1950s briefly recuperated the issue. After describing how Bråhmaˆical 

dharmaßåstra could have had no value for lay Buddhists in the Buddhist regions of 

Southeast Asia, he states: 

 
Remarquons que, dans l’Inde propre, la question, pour autant que l’on puisse s’en 
rendre compte, se présentait d’une manière différent. La Bonne Loi que prêchait le 
Bouddha s’adressait bien à tous. Mais elle ne devenait véritablement une loi et ne 
portait pleinement ses fruits que pour ceux qui, entièrement convertis à la religion 
nouvelle, abandonnaient leur foyer et répudiaient leurs droits et leurs devoirs de chefs 
de maison pour adopter la vie de moine mendiant au sein d’une communauté 
bouddhique. [...] Mais, tant qu’il n’avait pas revêtu la robe jaune et pris le bol des 
moines mendiants, le bouddhisme ne constituait encore pour lui qu’une discipline 
intérieure, qui ne l’empêchait pas de vivre comme il avait été accoutumé de faire avant 
sa conversion. Il continuait à être soumis à la même condition juridique, c’est-à-
dire aux règles de sa caste, de sa corporation, de sa famille ou de sa province.155 

 

Here Lingat suggests that lay Buddhist “converts” in India, if they remained outside 

the monkhood and thus outside the purview of the “real law” of the monastic Vinaya, 

continued to exist in the same legal condition as that prior to their conversion. In 

effect, this amounts to a claim that even Indian Buddhists, so long as they were not 

monks, would have remained under the jurisdiction of dharmaßåstra law. Yet like 

others who have remarked on this subject, Lingat’s remarks are qualified with a “pour 

autant que l’on puisse s’en rendre compte”, and he doesn’t delve into the matter in any 

                                                                                                                                       
emphasized local Mon or Burmese factors in the development of the genre. Something 
of an exception to this is Shwe Baw’s 1955 dissertation. 
155 Lingat, “La conception du droit dans l’Indochine h¥nayåniste”, BEFEO, 44, 1 
(1951), p. 164; my emphasis. This statement is put slightly differently in an earlier 
article in English, “The Propagation of Hindu Law in Hinayanist Indochina”, ABORI, 
30 (1949), pp. 285-6.  
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additional detail. On Lingat’s account, Buddhist Southeast Asia did not have its own 

written tradition of laws, so it was necessary for the lay Buddhists there to fashion 

their own dhammasattha after the model of the Sanskrit dharmaßåstra texts; in 

Southeast Asia “le bouddhisme devait avior, lui aussi, ses dharmaßåstra.”156 Why this 

necessarily follows given his statements about the applicability of dharmaßåstra to lay 

Buddhists in India is not explained, but apparently his logic derives from the 

supposition that Southeast Asia was a sufficiently different socio-religious context, not 

determined by the same life-stage (åßrama) and caste (varˆa) provisions as in India, 

such that it required a written law besides that which was embodied in the 

dharmaßåstra traditions. For Lingat as for Forchhammer and virtually all other 

commentators, the task of this compilation fell to the Mon of Råmaññadesa.157  

 All of the foregoing narratives of the development of Buddhist dhammasattha 

texts in Burma or Southeast Asia emphasize that they are based on originally 

Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra written in Sanskrit and then translated into Mon, Pali, or 

Burmese at some point in early Burmese history. However, I have also tried to 

highlight some comments that hint at the possibility of a relationship to a hypothetical 

Indian Buddhist dharmaßåstra. According to Andrew Huxley, who has studied this 

scholarship in detail and noted these positions, the idea that an Indian Buddhist 

dharmaßåstra “served as a model” for the Southeast Asian texts is “no more likely than 

the traditional view that they were magically transported from the walls at the edge of 

                                                
156 Lingat, “La conception”, p. 165. 
157 See Nai Pan Hla, The Significant Role of the Mon Version Dharmaßåstra, Tokyo, 
Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, 1991. For an 
important critique of the primacy of Mon “civilization” in early Burma and Thailand 
and its presumed role as a culture-broker between Indic and local traditions see 
Michael Aung-Thwin, Mists of Råmañña: The Legend that was Lower Burma, 
Honolulu, University of Hawai’i Press, 2005. 
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the universe”.158 Huxley argues that “the four earliest dhammathats already divide into 

two written in Pali and two written in Burmese. The dhammathat genre is vernacular 

as early as we encounter it.”159 Although it has yet to be proven how the language in 

which our extant texts are written relates in any direct way to their possible origin, as 

the translation of texts over time (e.g. from Pali to Burmese, Burmese to Pali, Mon to 

Burmese, or again from Sanskrit to Javanese) was a common feature of the history of 

their transmission, my reservation with this argument is that its understanding of the 

“four earliest” texts seems to be based on late 19th century bibliographies, as 

enshrined in the DBBL.160 The DBBL account is unreliable and only one of the four 

texts it lists as the earliest survives and may be attributed to the 17th century (the 

mostly vernacular DhV); the other three are apocryphal, or at least have not been 

clearly identified in any manuscript versions. In the same article Huxley maintains that 

“no known text from outside S.E. Asia even closely resembles [the dhammathat genre 

of law texts], though the general inspiration, and some 3% of the text, comes from the 

Indian dharmaßåstra tradition”.161 While I agree that there are extensive and significant 

differences between Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra and Burmese dhammasattha, which 

require enumeration, his comments here need to be approached with caution. Most 

importantly it is necessary to clarify what we mean by “Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra”, as 

this is, arguably, not a univocal tradition equally represented across all surviving texts. 

The question of the relationship between dhammasattha and dharmaßåstra cannot be 

reduced to a game of percentages of legal or textual parallels. There are divergences in 

form and content between different texts even within the Sanskrit sm®ti tradition, so 

                                                
158 Andrew Huxley, “The Reception of Buddhist Law in Southeast Asia 200 BCE-
1860 CE”, La Réception des Systèmes Juridique: Implantation and Destin, ed. M. 
Doucet and J. Vanderlinden, Bruxelles, Bruylant, 1994, p. 193. 
159 Huxley, “Reception”, p. 193. 
160 DBBL, ii., p. 4. Compare my remarks concerning this work in the introduction.  
161 Huxley, “Reception”, p. 193. 
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the fact that the Burmese texts may, and often do, contain different rules or textual 

characteristics should not surprise us in the least. Moreover, even when parallel rules 

are found these are not sufficient to establish direct lines of transmission. The 

suggestion that Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra, however, does not even “closely resemble” 

dhammasattha is an overstatement. Indeed, if we neglect to see the formal structure 

and conception of the scope of legal practice and procedure of these texts as closely 

related and pointing to a shared legal culture, we risk losing valuable insights into the 

history of the genre in Southeast Asia and perhaps in India as well.  

 Huxley’s understanding of the development of the Burmese dhammasattha 

tradition is that it was originally loosely based on Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra that was 

influential in what he, following Higham and others, calls the “mandala kingdoms” of 

the “classic period” of Southeast Asia, c. 100-900 C.E. Although he acknowledges 

that some early inscriptions cite formulae that may be traced to dharmaßåstra 

literature, he asserts that “Indian legal ideas [in Southeast Asia] in 500 CE are nothing 

more than a loose intellectual wrapping around an endogenous content.”162 This 

comment echoes the well-known criticisms of “Hinduization” theories by scholars 

such as van Leur, Smail, and Wolters regarding the function of Indic religions in early 

Southeast Asia; namely, that Buddhist or Bråhmaˆical language functioned more as an 

idiom through which authentically “Southeast Asian” (Cham, Khmer, Javanese, etc.) 

political and chthonic ideals were expressed. Based on evidence of the increasing 

citation of dharmaßåstra-related material in epigraphic records of judicial disputes 

from Java and Campå during the 8th and 9th centuries, Huxley contends that in this 

period the implantation of “Hindu law” reached a high-water mark, and that it was 

only at this late date that legal texts began to function in the context of dispute 

                                                
162 “Reception”, p. 180. 
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settlement.163 He states that it was in the polities of Pagan and Angkor of mainland 

Southeast Asia these texts began to develop differently through the ensuing centuries 

untouched by the influence of Indian texts. As Huxley notes, “the parts came from 

India long ago, but the parts are assembled by S.E. Asians to a local design. We 

should understand the phrase ‘reception of Indian law’ to mean ‘the do-it-yourself 

assembly of a legal system out of bits received from India.’”164 In a related discussion 

in another article Huxley describes what he understands to be the three principle 

sources of the dhammasattha tradition.165 The earliest and most enduring of these is 

what he calls “local custom” or the “oral law of the rice-plain” dating from the period 

prior to the 3rd century C.E. and the introduction of Indic scripts in Southeast Asia.166 

The problem with this hypothesis is that there is no clear record of what this 

customary law may have looked like, aside from written witnesses to legal culture in 

texts (in, e.g., dhammasattha or inscriptions) that emerge well after the arrival of 

Sanskrit, Pali or Prakrit traditions. Thus trying to trace the origins of such pre-literate 

rules or practices can be tricky business. How do we separate custom from such 

written records of law, already laden with Indic Bråhmaˆical or Buddhist overtones, 

not to mention their employment of Indic scripts? Is anything in the dhammasattha 

that cannot be traced directly to an extant Sanskrit dharmaßåstra or Pali literature to be 

considered immemorial oral custom? His second source is “Sanskrit law” which, 

revising his earlier estimate, he now reckons to account for approximately “5% rather 

                                                
163 Much of the first millennium epigraphic evidence will be reviewed in Chapter 3.  
164 “Reception”, p. 199. 
165 Andrew Huxley, “Thai, Mon, and Burmese Dhammathats—Who Influenced 
Whom?” in Thai Law: Buddhist Law, ed. Huxley, Bangkok, Orchid Press, 1996, pp. 
81-131. 
166 Huxley, “Who Influenced Whom?”, p. 106. 
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than 50%—it is marginal rather than essential”.167 Huxley’s final source is the Pali 

canonical literature, and particularly the Vinaya.168   

 The general chronology Huxley proposes is reasonable, if not in all the precise 

details. It is entirely certain that dharmaßåstra circulated among both Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical communities in Southeast Asia during the 1st and early 2nd millennia 

C.E.—though the extent to which such communities were at all mutually exclusive is 

a matter of important debate—and it was presumably early during this period that 

dharmaßåstra, as a legal genre and term of jurisprudential art, entered the various 

political and cultural vocabularies of various Southeast Asian polities. Two points in 

Huxley’s argument require further attention. The first is that he insists upon 

understanding Indian dharmaßåstra in its most expansive and theological sense, as a 

genre that “defines the orthodox stream of Hindu religion” and which is “concerned 

above all with caste purity and the elevated role of Brahmans.”169 While this definition 

is certainly accurate for parts of particular texts and for m¥måμså-inflected 

commentarial understandings of the genre, it is also possible to conceptualize the role 

and function of dharmaßåstra, particularly as it seems to have operated in certain South 

and Southeast Asian contexts, as more narrowly related—perhaps exclusively so in 

some cases—to issues of vyavahåra or legal practice. As the following chapter will 

show, the significance of legal practice rather than theological speculation or ritual 

activity in the development of dharmaßåstra in India should not be underestimated, 

and this fact has important implications for the development of the genre in Southeast 

                                                
167 Huxley, “Who Influenced Whom?”, p. 106. 
168 In another article Huxley even goes so far as to claim that at Pagan the “vinaya 
[inspired] the production of dhammathat texts to regulate the Burmese laity”. See 
Andrew Huxley, “Buddhist Case Law on Theft: The Vin¥tavatthu on the Second 
Påråjika”, Journal of Buddhist Ethics, 6 (1999), p. 325. There are of course no 
dhammasattha texts that are plausibly datable to Pagan.  
169 “Reception”, p. 199. 
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Asia. Any instance of the presence of dharmaßåstra-type law among Buddhists in 

Southeast Asia does not necessarily signify a moment of inter-religious, Buddhist vs. 

Bråhmaˆical struggle or require the “conversion” of texts from one or another religion. 

Rather dharmaßåstra as it functioned in early Southeast Asian contexts was 

predominantly a vyavahåra-type discourse that was not essentially bounded in terms 

that were exclusively either Buddhist or Bråhmaˆical.  

Secondly, although Huxley appears to agree with Lingat that lay Indian 

Buddhists may have come under the jurisdiction of dharmaßåstra law, he nonetheless 

insists that such law would have been inadequate for Buddhists in Pagan. He writes 

that “Pagan’s achievement was to construct a ‘Buddhist law for the laity’ when no 

such thing had been needed in India.”170 As above with Lingat, by this Huxley appears 

to mean that the distinctively Bråhmaˆical provisions of dharmaßåstra would have 

been rejected by Southeast Asian Buddhists, and that they therefore developed their 

own texts incorporating rules derived from Buddhist and customary sources. While, 

quite naturally, Burmese dhammasattha texts (to say nothing of the Siamese, Lao or 

Javanese texts) were influenced both by Buddhist texts and by local administrative and 

juridical realities, this argument can be taken too far. There is nothing anti-

Bråhmaˆical about the legal content of the majority of our surviving dhammasattha 

texts, or any provisions in them that suggest that they were meant to be applied 

exclusively to a Buddhist jurisdiction. Or rather, the conception of jurisdiction they 

insist upon includes bråhmaˆas. This is evident from numerous provisions relating to 

bråhmaˆas in the Manusåra (MSR) and later texts. For example, according to the 

MSR bråhmaˆas and bhikkhus are noted as the two groups of individuals whose 

manumitted slaves are exempt from dåsakamma, the typical laws governing 

                                                
170 Huxley, “Reception”, p. 200 
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slavery,171 and the property of bråhmaˆas is to be treated akin to royal property in 

cases related to debt and found property.172 Later 18th century texts make allowances 

for distinctive inheritance rules for bråhmaˆas.173 These and other regulations suggest 

that bråhmaˆas were situated well within the jurisdiction and audience for 

dhammasattha law, and that it was only in certain cases that separate rules for them 

were necessary.  

A corollary to this is the fact that we know of several Sanskrit sm®ti texts, such 

as the Nåradasm®ti, which do not foreground matters that would have had relevance 

for exclusively Bråhmaˆical communities, issues such as varˆåßrama duties or rituals 

of expiation (pråyaßcitta).174 And again, although we have sufficient evidence for the 

circulation of dhammasattha texts concerned with inheritance law at Pagan, none of 

the manuscripts or inscriptions indicate that any surviving texts were compiled during 

that era. As the rest of this chapter and Chapter Three will argue the idea that Buddhist 

dhammasattha originated in Pagan is unsustainable. The late, 19th century 

bibliographic imaginings of Pagan-era legal composition, which have been largely 

swallowed whole by scholars of Burmese dhammasattha, are not supported by any 

evidence aside from those late bibliographies themselves, whose reliability 

Vaˆˆadhamma already regarded as suspect in the late 18th century. 

 

II. Dhammasattha in 13th Century Burma 

The remaining portion of this chapter is concerned with the evidence for 

dhammasattha in Burma at Pagan and elsewhere up to the middle of the 15th century. 

                                                
171 MSRh-nis., f.gh¥(v). 
172 MSRh-nis., ff.thu(r)-thË(v).  
173 Maung Tetto, ed. The Manoo Wonnana [Manuvaˆˆanå] Dhamma-that or Digest of 
Burman Law by Wonna-Dhamma-Kyaw-Deng [Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha ], Rangoon, 
Govt. Printing, 1878, sections 4, 83; DBBL, I, sections 389-393. 
174 For more on this point see Chapter Three. 
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It questions whether any of the foregoing claims concerning the emergence of a 

uniquely Burmese tradition of the genre at Pagan are corroborated by evidence 

securely dated to early Burma. Although there are several dozen Burmese inscriptions 

from prior to the 15th century which report details about legal tribunals and disputes, 

some of which describe the roles played by writing or documents in the legal 

process175, there is only one explicit mention of dhammasattha in Pagan-era sources, 

in an inscription from Pagan dated s.611 (1249 C.E.). This fact alone is worth bearing 

in mind. The vast majority of dispute-related sources show that legal culture at 

Pagan—as in India, Java, and anywhere else in South or Southeast Asia for which we 

have early evidence—did not rely in practice on the direct citation and application of 

written law understood as a code. The predominantly aural/oral nature of dispute 

settlement persisted for centuries. This of course does not mean that written law was 

of little consequence in dispute settlement, and I will return to this point in the 

following chapters. For present purposes, I will concentrate on the single epigraph that 

cites dhammasattha, which was produced to enumerate the slaves, fields and other 

forms of property that had been donated to or successively acquired by a monastery 

since 1228 C.E. (sakkaråj 590). The inscription is divided into three sections 

describing proceedings that took place in 1228, 1232 (s.594), and 1249 C.E. (s.611)176. 

It appears from the organization of the text on both sides of the stele and the 

uniformity of the handwriting that the entire inscription was composed at the same 

time, presumably at some point in or after 1249. The first of these sections, which is 

translated in its entirety below, records important details of a dispute that took place in 

                                                
175 On which see Than Tun, “The Legal System in Burma, A.D. 1000-1300”, Burma 
Law Institute Journal, I, 2 (June 1959), pp. 171-184; Than Tun, Khet ho ˙ mran må 
råjava , Yangon, Mahådaguμ, 1969, ch. 12; Tilman Frasch, “Inscriptions bearing on 
the Legal System in Early Burma”, Unpublished manuscript.   
176 s.590 (1228 C.E.): lines r. 1-18 (translated below); s.594 (1232 C.E.): lines r. 18-v. 
4; s.611 (1249 C.E.): lines v. 4 - v. 30. 
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1298 over a portion of the lands and slaves in question before they were donated to the 

monastery in 1232 by the victors in the case. The remaining two sections of the 

inscription that bear directly on the dispute are also translated: 

 
Jeyapikraμ mo  nhaμ inscription177 
[I.] 
recto 1} Sakaråj 590, nhåc (nak atra) of Phlaguin, 5th waning Kuchan, Wednesday. 
‹å ‹a[y], son of Phi Yo , said to the king (ma )178: 
2} ‘My uncle gave [the slaves and fields] to my father. My father gave [the slaves and 
fields] to me. I would like an official decree179 [initiating proceedings to prove this 
statement]180.’ 
3} Thus, Kaμ phå mi181 issued the decree. Judgment was carried out in the eastern 
pavilion of justice182. Så puμma183 Pitarac, Kvaråc, and Anandapatiy, 

                                                
177 Also known as the Mut GË Bhurå˙ inscription; currently in the collection of the 
Pagan Museum, inscription no. 47. The inscription has been published four times: 
Inscriptions Collected in Upper Burma, vol. 1, Rangoon, Govt Printing, 1900, pp. 
186-90; E Maung, Pugaμ kyok cå lak rve˙ ca , Yangon, Paññånanda, 1958, pp. 170-
76; Inscriptions of Burma, Portfolio II, nos. 174-5; RMK II, pp. 104-10. My reading is 
based principally upon the transcription in RMK and on a rubbing made for me at the 
Pagan Museum in 2005. The inscription has been translated in full by Tilman Frasch 
in “Some Reflections on the Burmese Dhammasats with Special Reference to the 
Pagan Period”, in Gärtner and Lorenz, eds., Tradition and Modernity in Myanmar, 
Hamburg, Lit, 1994, pp. 53-4. Frasch’s work has been instrumental in my own 
translation. Part of the text has also been translated into English or discussed in Than 
Tun, “The Legal System in Burma”; Michael Aung-Thwin, Pagan: The Origins of 
Modern Burma, Honolulu, University of Hawai’i Press, 1985, pp. 120-1; Than Tun, 
Khet ho ˙ mran må råjava , ch. 12. 
178 This term may also mean “lord” or “sovereign”, implying someone of royal or 
khattiya status. It will be discussed in detail in later chapters. Given the additional 
references in the epigraph it is likely that it means king here.  
179 thuy tåv 
180 To make sense of this in light of the following line it seems necessary to assume 
that here ‹å ‹ay asks for a order initiating the investigation of his claim (i.e., he is not 
requesting a decree attesting to his ownership of the land).   
181 It seems like this should be a title of an official. 
182 Here literally “pavilion of satisfaction”, although cf. tryå kvan så yå, “pavilion of 
judicial satisfaction” at RMK 1, p. 173. 
183 Spelled variously sa  (prob. lord, etc.) + phama, pha ma, phma, puμ ma, etc. A 
common term for a type of magistrate or judicial officer associated with investigating 
and deliberating in disputes; often inaccurately translated as “judge”. The etymology 
is uncertain.  
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4} these 3 sa puμma, made inquiries. Upon being questioned, the sister-in-law (mi r¥) 
of Lord Phi Yo  said: ‘My husband died when I was over (mlat) 20 years of age; I 
used his  
5} slaves and lived off his fields.’ AnËråthå replied: ‘my paternal aunt knows that my 
uncle gave [the slaves and fields] to my father.’ 
6} The wife of Någårac was made a witness (saksiy). When 4 sa phuμma questioned 
this witness as a good person (su ko ), she said: ‘I am the younger sister of Lord Phi 
Yo .  
7} My middle brother (i.e. the husband of the sister-in-law in ln 4), who was higher 
than me [in terms of inheritance rank?]184, died. I gave my middle brother his wife in 
marriage.  
8-10} My younger brother (i.e. Phi Yo ) also died. Since you ask me, I did not hear 
whether my middle brother gave [the slaves and fields] to him. I heard that when my 
sister-in-law gave my nephew the daughter of Jeyyasa kraμ [in marriage], she [also] 
gave [the slaves and fields] to him. After my nephew died, I again heard that my 
sister-in-law gave [the slaves and fields] to Jeyyapikraμ and his wife in front of 
Råjåsa kraμ.’ Having heard the testimony Pitarac, 
11} Kvaråc, Anandapatiy, and Kaμphåm¥, these 4 sa phuμma repeated it to the 
king, as follows: 
12-14} ‘In the dispute (tryå) which we are judging between ‹å ‹ay, the son of Phi 
Yo , and the younger brother of Råjåsa kraμ: As regards the younger brother of 
Råjåsa kraμ, Lord Phi Yo ’s sister-in-law had the slaves that were given. As 
regards ‹å ‹ay, the son of Phi Yo , his paternal aunt has served as his witness. The 
aunt said that she did not hear whether they were given to ‹å ‹ay’. 
14} The king (purhå rha ) spoke— ‘Given this testimony, take the dhammasåt and 
judge’.185 
15-16} According to the judgment of the 4 sa phuma, Jeyyapikraμ, the younger 
brother of Råjåsa kraμ, won the dispute (tryå sra ). Ph¥ Yo ’s son ‹å ‹ay, 
together with his elder and younger sisters who are sustainers (san put saññ) [of the 
sa gha], lost the dispute (tryå yhuμ kha). In the place where [the verdict?] was 
established186, a seal was requested by (or from) the ministers (amat) and affixed 
[upon the written verdict?]. 
17-18} [The verdict was that?] It is true that Jeyyapikraμ, the younger brother of 
Råjåsa kraμ, and his wife won the slaves and fields. It is true that Ph¥ Yo ’s son ‹å 

                                                
184 å ta  thak lhya  te | Frasch translates this phrase as “passed away [lying] on my 
knees”, but he notes the translation is uncertain.  
185 The wording here is not as clear as we might hope. See discussion below. 
186 The meaning here is a bit uncertain. I assume (på) taññ så nhuik  refers to the place 
where the verdict was reached. A similar phrase is used below in ln 27 (not translated 
here) in reference to a kan (lake, pond, pool, or water tank), where perhaps it means a 
man-made tank instead of a natural pool? Or again this could be an entirely different 
term. 
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‹ay, together with his elder and younger sisters who are sustainers (san put saññ) [of 
the sa gha], lost the dispute (tryå yhuμ kra).  
 
II. 
18-19} [The following was] established (dhåpanå)187 on Sakkarac 594, nhåc 
(nak atra) of Ósat, full moon of Tan cho  mhun, Friday: Jeyyapikraμ and his wife 
donate [to the monastery] the monastic slaves and fields. 
[r.19 - verso 4 enumerates the slaves other property contained in the donation] 
 
III. 
verso 4-5} [...] Sakarac 611, nhac (nak atra) Mruiksuir, 12 waxing Naμkå, Thursday 
[...] 
[v 5-18 enumerates additional property acquired by the monastery since s.611 and then 
continues with a recapitulation of the details of the dispute:] 
18-19} [...] The land at Uttva  belonged to Kha  Un Auin ‹rim Sa 188. The middle 
Phi Yo  was the eater (i.e. owner) of the land. When he died his wife became eater. 
She  
20} again gave the land to Phi Yo ’s son and [her] niece. After Phi Yo ’s son died 
21} [she] again gave a wife and the land to Jeyyapikraμ and his wife Jeyyamiyå189. 
Jeyyapikraμ and his wife 
22} donated the slaves, fields, and a water pool/tank to the monastery (phurhå). These 
monastic slaves, monastic fields, monastic gardens, monastic betel and  
23} coconut [fields] shall be subject to the needs of the threefold Buddha, Dhamma, 
and Sa gha (purhå tryå sa ghå) [...] 
[the text concludes with a standard curse for anyone who would violate the dicta of the 
inscription.] 

 

 The details of this dispute are somewhat complex, so I will briefly summarize 

the main points of the proceedings: 

 

1. ‹å ‹ay, the son of Phi Yo , claims that certain property was given to him by his 

father. He claims that his father received the property from his uncle. 

                                                
187 Cf. Win Than Tun, Pali and Sanskrit Loans in Myanmar Language (Pagan 
Period), s.v. thåpanå 
188 Perhaps the daughter of king Kyanzittha. See Frasch, op. cit., p. 47. 
189 lit. “the wife of Jeyya”. The syntax of this line is not as clear as it could be, but it 
seems that this must be the meaning.  
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2. The proceedings reveal, however, that there is no evidence aside from ‹å ‹ay’s 

own testimony that the property belonging to ‹å ‹ay’s uncle was given to ‹å ‹ay’s 

father. The uncle’s wife claims in a statement that she inherited the property upon his 

death.  

3. The testimony of the wife of Någårac supports this. She claims that she did not hear 

that the property was given to ‹å ‹ay’s father, and further that she thought the wife of 

‹å ‹ay’s uncle gave the property as a marriage gift to (presumably) her son and the 

daughter of Jeyyasa kraμ. When this son died the property was given to Jeyyapikraμ 

4. The officials relate the evidence to the king, who tells them to consult the 

dhammasåt to come up with a judgment in the case. 

5. The officials decide that the property rightfully belongs to Jeyyapikraμ. 

 

It appears as though the case was initiated by ‹å ‹ay, who sought to recover 

property in the possession of Jeyyapikraμ that he believed himself to have some right 

to. It is clear that the legal question at issue concerns inheritance ranking among a 

range of co-heirs and whether or not an individual has the right to alienate property as 

a gift, even if that gift violates inheritance rules. The evidence presented in the 

proceedings establishes that the property was given not by ‹å ‹ay’s uncle to his 

father to him, but passed upon the death of his uncle to his aunt, who freely gave the 

property to her son and then, after his death, to Jeyyapikraμ. But all this testimony 

proves is that this is the way things probably happened. The important question in 

terms of resolving the dispute is whether or not this was the appropriate way in which 

the property of ‹å Nay’s uncle should have been distributed after his death. Was it 

right that the uncle’s property passed to his wife upon his death? Did his wife have the 

right to give the property to whomever she chose? Did ‹å ‹ay have any claim to his 
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uncle’s property, even if it was never given to him or his father? This appears to be the 

reason why the king calls for reference to the “dhammasåt”.  

This reference clearly signifies that dhammasattha was not only in circulation 

in 13th century Burma but that the text or genre was viewed as an authoritative source 

of written law, employed in the context of dispute settlement, and that its contents, at a 

minimum, dealt with matters concerning gifts and inheritance. Here it is unclear 

whether a rule excerpted from the dhammasattha was directly cited and applied in this 

instance, or whether the text was used, instead, to guide the judgment of the four 

sa phuma. There are a range of citations from later dhammasattha texts which support 

the ruling of the officials in this dispute, and I refer to several here just to show that 

there are potential parallels in these texts that would be applicable. I note that the 

details concerning these matters are quite complicated and I risk oversimplifying these 

rulings by citing only their most general shape as grouped according to the artificial 

subject headings listed in DBBL, to which I refer merely for the sake of easy 

reference: 

a) Property given to individual children by parents cannot be claimed by his or 

her siblings.190 This is a very common ruling concerning the separate property of 

children extant in many texts. Thus if the property was recognized as initially a gift 

from Kha  Un Auin ‹rim Sa  to ‹å ‹ay’s uncle then ‹å ‹ay’s father would have no 

immediate claim on it in the event of his death.191 

b) Property passes to the wife (or wives) in the event of the death of the 

husband.192 Although in certain texts there are exceptions to this rule193, it is clear that 

                                                
190 DBBL, vol. I, section 115 
191 More precisely, according to dhammasattha he could have a claim if there were no 
higher-ranking heirs, but this was certainly not the case here.  
192 Cf. DBBL, vol. II, section 375. 
193 Cf. DBBL, vol. II, sections 30, 112.  
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if there is a surviving spouse property should not pass to a sibling (unless the spouse 

can be shown to be unfit to inherit). It is possible that if there were a child and 

depending on the type of property in question (i.e. whether it was considered joint 

marriage property or the individual property of the deceased) the child might have a 

valid claim to inherit, but this is clearly not an issue here.  

Other parallels between this epigraph and the extant dhammasattha 

manuscripts relate to aspects of the legal process, all of which are clearly elucidated in 

the later texts, including: the important function of testimony and witnesses and the 

significance of calling witnesses who are classified as “good people” (sË ko ˙). For 

present purposes we must consider what else, if anything, this epigraph can tell us 

about the nature of dhammasattha in 13th century Burma and the role it played in 

dispute settlement. Unfortunately, there are a number of difficulties with the 

interpretation of the latter half of line 14, which reads in its transcription in RMK II, p. 

105:  

 

purhå rha  hË e* thuiv suiv hË mË kå nå  tuiv dhammasåt rhuy rËy cha  

 

I have translated this as “The king (purhå rha ) spoke— ‘Given this testimony, take 

(rhuy) the dhammasåt and judge’”. The uncertain reading here concerns the phrase 

dhammasåt rhuy rËy cha . Commentators who have read this passage agree with this 

transcription of the text,194 and Than Tun has take rhuy rËy cha  to mean ‘consult (the 

dhammasåt) and decide’ (modern Burmese rhu r* cha )195. While I agree that this is 

an accurate reading of the text as it is written, the main problem with this translation is 

                                                
194 Cf also E Maung, Pugaμ kyok cå, p. 171; Than Tun, Khet ho ˙, p. 157; UB gives a 
slightly different reading of this line in its updated transcription of the text: 
dhammasåt rhuy. ruay. cha  
195 Than Tun, Khet ho ˙, p. 157. 
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that it takes OB rhuy as the equivalent of MB rhu when, according to the most typical 

morphological transformations of the OB sequence rhuy, this should instead produce 

MB rhve, or similar (e.g. rhve., rhve˙). I have consulted both a squeeze of the stone 

and the original stone itself and it seems that the reading rhuy must be correct; but if 

this is so, it is highly unlikely that the meaning could be ‘look’, ‘consult’, as implied 

by MB rhu (which in OB should not contain the -y final).  

Michael Aung-Thwin seems to have noted this problem, and has made the 

interesting suggestion that by dhammasåt rhuy is implied a “golden dhammasat”, as 

rhuy is the most common OB spelling of MB rhve meaning “gold”, “golden”. He has 

translated line 14 as: “If that is the testimony, you [judges] arrange [the verdict] 

according to the Golden [Shwe Myañ] Dhammasat.”196 From documents securely-

dated to the 17th century and later we know of the existence in Burma of a dhammasat 

called the Rhve Myañ (i.e. Shwe Myañ)197, and it is presumably on this basis that 

Aung-Thwin offers this interpolation. However, Tilman Frasch has argued that this is 

unlikely because this reading would force us to read rhuy as a noun or adjective when 

the word immediately following it, the conjunctive and subordinate clause-marking 

particle rËy (MB r*), seems to require that rhuy is a verb.198 Citing Aung-Thwin’s 

remarks, Frasch comments: 

 
As the inscription has the reading (...) dhammasåt rhuy rËy chaˆ (...), it has been 
suggested that a “golden dhammasat” or Shwemyin-Dhammasat, which we know as a 
work of the 18th century, was meant. If rhuy was to mean “golden”, it should have 
appeared in front of the noun, whereas the following rËy (mod. rwe.) “and” followed 
by cha  “to consider” clearly shows that the preceding rhuy must be a verb. There is 
no verb rhwe in modern Burmese which would fit meaningful[ly], so we must take it 

                                                
196 Pagan: The Origins of Modern Burma, Honolulu, University of Hawai’i Press, 
1985, p. 120. 
197 The earliest extant version of this text is the MSR, discussed at length in the 
following chapters.  
198 Frasch, op. cit., p. 48.  
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as a writer’s mistake who was influenced by the verb-particle rwe. that follows. 
Perhaps he wanted to write ruy (mod. rwe:) “to select” or rhu “to look at”. Both 
conjectures render an acceptable translation of the king’s order [...]From this 
interpretation it will become obvious that there was no “Golden dhammasat” referred 
to in this inscription.199 

  

 Although the first part of Frasch’s criticism—that rhuy should appear before 

the noun if it were an adjective meaning “golden”—is correct according to old and 

modern Burmese syntax, this does not necessarily mean that the complete phrase 

“dhammasåt rhuy” could not have referred to a title of a text in 13th century Pagan. In 

later eras the phrase dhammasat rhve kyam˙ (lit. dhammasat-gold(en)-treatise) as an 

alternative title for the MSR and VDhM is commonly found in manuscripts, and we 

can not rule out the possibility that dhammasat rhuy might have functioned in some 

contexts as an alternative form of such a title. This is the only reference to 

dhammasattha, and one of the very few references to any named texts, in pre-15th 

century Burmese, so it is very hard to be certain of what naming conventions actually 

may have been. However, Frasch’s remarks concerning the conjunctive particle rËy 

(MB r*) are more conclusive; as he notes, this particle can only follow verbs. In this 

case rhuy must be a verb unless something besides rËy (MB r*) is meant by the 

following word. The only likely candidates for a modern verb resembling OB rhuy 

would seem to be MB rvhe. or rvhai. The first of these means ‘to move from one place 

to another’200; the second means ‘to be wet’.201 Of these it is plausible that the former 

is meant, thus the translation of the passage: “move (i.e. take?, get?) the dhammasat 

and judge”. 

                                                
199 Ibid. 
200 Mran må abhidhån akyañ˙ khyup, vol. 4, s.v. Perhaps historically the transitive 
form of the verb rve˙ in the third example below.  
201 Voharåratthapakåsan¥, p. 439; Mran må abhidhån akyañ˙ khyup, vol. 4, s.v. 
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But it is also possible that rËy is not a conjunctive particle at all and means 

something besides MB r*. First we might note that the spelling of rËy in this line is 

somewhat unusual. Typically, MB r* is spelled ruy in OB, of which there are 

hundreds of examples in the early inscriptions. Spelling can be quite inconsistent, so 

this alone doesn’t reveal much.202 And in certain cases in both old and modern 

Burmese it is common for r*/ruy to be omitted in joining two verbs, particularly in 

cases where simultaneity of action is emphasized. If we take rhuy to mean ‘golden’ 

and rËy cha  as a compound verb, the following are perhaps the most likely MB 

outcomes: 

 
dhammasat rvhe. [kyam˙] rve. cha  “move (get?) the Golden Dhammasat [text] and 
decide” 
 
dhammasat rvhe. [kyam˙] rve˙203 cha  “choose the Golden Dhammasat [text] and 
decide” 

 

 Without a much more thorough examination of the use of these and similar 

terms across the 13th century corpus I feel that it would be premature to try to pass 

final judgment on the meaning of this passage. We can be certain that the correct 

interpretation, at a minimum, signifies that the king instructed the ministers to 

deliberate or judge ([tryå] cha ) in relation to the dhammasåt. Perhaps the reading that 

encounters the least amount of resistance in terms of syntax and orthography is MB 

 

                                                
202 MB r* even appears to be spelled as rhuy (i.e., identical to the word for ‘gold’) at 
one point! Cf. Ohno, “The Structure of Pagan Period Burmese”, p. 263. 
203 Aung Myint U, Pugaμ khet mran må cå are˙ aså˙ ca nac, Unpublished PhD 
Dissertation, Yangon University, Nov. 2000, p. 177; RMK I, p. 258 ln 24. Yet another 
possibility, albeit more remote, might be dhammasåt rhuy rvay cha  “be intent upon 
the Gold Dhammasat and decide”, although I haven’t been able to locate another use 
of this verb in the corpus; cf. Voharåratthapakåsan¥, p. 610 
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dhammasat rvhe. r* cha : “move (lit. ‘displace’, i.e. get, take) the dhammasat and 
judge” 

 

But other interpretations cannot be entirely ruled out when we consider the many 

irregularities that plague OB epigraphic orthography:  Aung-Thwin’s reading is strong 

since it does not require us to read rhuy as an error, but it does ask us to view this 

phrase as the proper name of a text and also to take rËy as a verb rather than as the MB 

particle r*. In any case, even if Golden Dhammasat is meant, there is no way of 

knowing whether this text looked much if anything like the MSR of the 17th century 

or its later 18th century redaction, the VDhM. Frasch’s criticism that the conjunctive 

rËy requires a verb is equally compelling, although its acceptance requires us to read 

the preceding rhuy either as MB rvhe. ‘move’ or to view it as a scribal error for some 

other verb.  

 One feature of line 14 that has not been remarked upon, as far as I am aware, is 

the fact that the name of the dhammasattha genre is a) in the vernacular and b) spelled 

dhammasåt, with a long -a- in the final syllable. This spelling is not found in any other 

central Burmese dhammasattha manuscripts, nor in any other Burmese texts or 

inscriptions citing the term, at any other point in history. But the long -a- is a 

component of the typical spelling of the genre in Mon as known from later manuscript 

sources.204 That the referent here might be a Mon language text, although it cannot be 

entirely discounted, seems unlikely, for the simple reason that the dispute seems to 

have been entirely a vernacular Burmese affair, judging from the transcriptions of 

reported speech in the epigraph. Significantly, however, this form points towards a 

                                                
204 Cf. Nai Pan Hla, Eleven Mon Dhammasåt Texts, Tokyo, Toyo Bunko, 1992. 
Interestingly in Mon the term dhammasåt, with the long -a-, is used even to gloss Pali 
dhammasattha, without the long -a- (cf. p. 6; p. 460). The long -a- is also a feature of 
various Tai usages, although these preserve additional features that signal their clear 
connection with Skt. ßåstra (e.g. central Thai dharrmaßåstr). Many Shan spellings, 
including those in Yunan, parallel the Burmese.  
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non-Pali, Prakrit or Sanskrit derivation of the second term of the compound, -såt, here 

clearly related to ßåstra, rather than to the Pali cognate sattha, which lacks the long -a- 

in its first syllable. We can probably make little of this fact given the lack of further 

evidence for the use of -såt for ßåstra or -sat for sattha in early Burmese inscriptions, 

but it does raise the issue of the genre’s connection to Sanskrit or other non-Pali Indic 

texts. These echoes may have originated with the Sanskrit Bråhmaˆical sm®tis 

themselves, as many scholars have supposed, but it seems to me equally possible, 

given the traces of the circulation of Buddhist dhammasattha (or vyavahåra-related) 

texts in the broader region, to propose that such texts may not have been tied, 

necessarily, to Bråhmaˆical or Vedic commitments, even if they were associated with 

Sanskrit. The additional fact that the term ends in a final -t unfortunately does not 

prove anything regarding the language in which the text itself may have been written, 

as there are numerous parallel examples that vernacular text titles were common even 

for texts written in Pali.205 

 

III. Pali Buddhist literature in early Burma 

 What might further evidence about the literary culture in the 13th century be 

able to tell us about the character of this “dhammasåt” and its possible connection to 

Sanskrit, Pali or Prakrit? There are approximately 500 published lithic inscriptions 

attributable to Pagan from roughly the early 12th century (some perhaps earlier)206 

                                                
205 The clearest evidence of this comes from the many instances in the vernacular 
inscriptions where we find text names such as “pi†akat” (pi†aka), “sut” (sutta), nikåy 
(nikåya), or “vinañ” (vinaya). It is possible that in some cases these texts may have 
been written in Burmese (or nissaya), but it seems more likely that these were simply 
the accepted vernacular transcriptions of the Pali titles and that they don’t necessarily 
imply anything about the language in which the texts were written. 
206 The history of early settlement and culture in Pagan before the 11th century is 
murky; there is an urgent need for philological study of the language of potentially 
pre-11th century old Burmese inscriptions by competent linguists. 
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through the late 13th century. This number comes from our most complete collection 

of published transcripts of the epigraphic texts, but there are certainly more 

inscriptions that have yet to be excavated or read or published.207 In this considerable 

corpus only a small number of surviving epigraphs offer explicit information about the 

character and content of the literary culture at Pagan. Here our most valuable 

documents are those that inventory the contents of donations of manuscripts to 

monastic establishments. Among these the 1227 C.E. inscription that records the 

donation of Buddhist texts to a monastery constructed by Lord Si ghav¥r Sujjabuil is 

by far the most detailed, and will be taken as a representative example below. While 

there are a number of other Pagan-era inscriptions that represent the making and 

donation of manuscripts, some of which briefly mention the names of texts, the 

Sujjabuil inscription is particularly significant because of its length, and in many ways 

the amount of detail provided makes it somewhat exceptional.208 Here it must be 

underscored that this epigraph provides us with insight into only one among many 

different practical dimensions of the literary landscape of Pagan Buddhism. The texts 

given in the list (or indeed in any such list) should be approached with caution and not 

uncritically taken as a final statement of the general literary predispositions of the 

various monastic communities at Pagan but rather as a distinctive expression of 

literary values held by the donor and the immediate monastic recipients of the 

donation. I do believe it is representative of the book-donation inscriptions, but it 

would not be difficult to marshal extensive evidence—murals, captions, ink 

inscriptions, and other textual, iconic and narrative forms of representation (such as 

                                                
207 RMK, vols. 1-3.  
208 For a non-exhaustive survey of some of the other inscriptions mentioning the 
donation of manuscripts, see Than Tun, “The Bagan Libraries”, in San˙ Thvan˙ rhac 
chay praññ., Yangon, Can˙ ro  rhin cå pe, 2003, pp. 81-92. Also, RMK I, p. 290; II, 
p. 81, 89.  
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wood carving, tapestry painting, and statuary)—to shed light on further textual 

predilections of other donors and monasteries which would undoubtedly greatly 

complicate the picture presented here.  

 

Manuscript bundles (klyaμ) donated to the Si ghav¥r Sujjabuil Monastery in 

1227 C.E. 
 
11 texts (klyaμ)209 of the viney [vinaya]  
9 texts of the d¥ghanikay [d¥gha nikåya]  
9 texts of the macyimanikay [majjhima nikåya]  
9 texts of the sa yuttanikay [saμyutta nikåya] 
10 texts of the a guttaranikåy [a guttara nikåya] 
2 texts of the visuddhimagg [visuddhimagga] 
29 texts of the khuddanikåy [khuddaka nikåya] 

                                                
209 Klyaμ (MB kyaμ˙) appears in this inscription to refer to texts as physical objects 
(i.e. manuscripts or manuscript bundles) not as conceptual entities related to the 
perceived organization or division of textual material (chapters, volumes, etc.). It is 
clear that a number of these individual texts must have been donated bundled together 
into a single klyaμ, otherwise there would be more than 113 total klyaμ. (Counting 
each named text as a “volume” rather than a manuscript yields a total of 119 texts). 
Thus the line viney 11 klyaμ should not be interpreted as “11 volumes [in an uncertain 
number of manuscripts] that comprise the Vinaya” but as “11 manuscripts on Vinaya”, 
which may have comprised more (or less) than 11 distinct divisions of the texts. I do 
not think that in the case of this inscription we have sufficient information to assert 
whether or not the manuscripts listed as comprising a category are intended to be 
exhaustive. We cannot know whether the compilers of this inscription viewed the 
Vinaya as made up of a total of 11 different textual divisions. Alexey Kirichenko, 
whose reading of the inscription I am mainly in agreement with, suggests that at least 
in the case of the d¥gha nikåya and the majjhima n¥kaya the reference to 9 texts 
implies the threefold divisions of the på†ha texts (into three vaggas and paˆˆåsas, 
respectively) and their respective commentaries (a††hakathå and †¥kå) equaling a total 
of 9 volumes comprising each division. This is a clear ninefold division of these 
nikåyas, and I agree that we have evidence that such a ninefold division is found 
enumerated in later book lists, although I am not sure that there is enough evidence 
from this inscription (or indeed other Pagan inscriptions) to support this reading here. I 
caution that we should be careful about trying to speculate about the identity of 
various texts and their conceptual divisions in this list based on later sources. Cf. 
Kirichenko, Alexey, “Classification of Buddhist Literature in Burmese Inscriptions 
and ‘Histories of Pitakat’ (Pitakat Thamaing)”, Unpublished paper read at the Burma 
Studies Conference, Oct. 2008, Northern Illinois University. 
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2 texts of the påt a†hakathå nettipprakuir [nettippakaraˆa på†ha (and) a††hakathå] 
milindapaññhå [milindapañhå] 
[1 manuscript containing:] {pat anågatavå  [anågatavaμsa] 

{a†hakathå amatådhårå [a††hakathå amata{rasa}dhårå] 
{maññjussa†¥kå [{maˆisåra-? paramattha-? nirutti-?}mañjËså†¥kå] 

{dhËpava  [thËpavaμsa] 
{bodhivå  [bodhivaμsa] 

påt a†hakathå mahåvå  [mahåvaμsa på†ha and a††hakathå] 
tathåkatuppatti [tathågatuppatti] 
kaccay [kaccåyana på†ha?] 
ññay [nyåsa] 
†¥kå mahåther{a}  
†ikå saμbya   
cu¬asandhi 
[1 manuscript containing:] {sandhivisodhanå  

{ku †¥kå mahånamakkår [mahånamakkåra †¥kå]  
7 texts of the jåt ta nraññ [jåtaka {nissaya?}] 
15 texts of the abhidhammå 
Total 113 texts of pi†aka texts were made by the wife (kha  un) of Sujjabuil  
 
The son of Si ghavir Sujjabuil made the donation of the following pi†aka: 
The påt, a†hakathå and †¥kå of the vinay, a total of 15 texts 
visuddhimagg a†hakathå, †¥kå, and grandhapuit [gaˆ†hipada], a total of 3 texts 
abhidhammå pi†akat, a total of 15 texts 
2 texts of the lakyhaˆ210 ku †¥kå [lak aˆa †¥kå] 
9 texts of the d¥ghanikåy påt, a†hakathå, and †¥kå 
15 texts of the sa yuttanikåy påt, a†hakathå, and †ikå 
10 texts of the a guttaranikåy påt, a†hakathå, and †¥kå 
The khuddakanikåy påt, a†hakathå, and grandhapuit, total 28 texts 
kåccåy mahånuirut [kaccåyana mahånirutti] 
†¥kå mahåther 
†¥kå mahåsampe  

                                                
210 Presumably laksan subcommentaries, often associated with abhidhamma. The 
reading provided in NTKCM is lakyvaˆku †¥kå, although it seems probable that the 
conjunct -yv- is not the only possibility. In the reproduction of the squeeze (NTKCM, 
p. 25) there is a slight difference in the way the conjunct -yv- is written in kyvan 
(‘slave’) on v-5 and the shape of the conjunct here in v-21. It is thus plausible that this 
instance in v-21 is in fact -yh-, a conjunct commonly used to transcribe the Sanskrit 
akßaras  or ß (e.g. in later eras ßåstra is commonly written syhåttra). Unfortunately 
there are no other instances of -yh- written in this hand to confirm this. However, 
further supporting this reading is the placement of laksan in the 1442 inscription, 
grouped among texts of the abhidhamma (RMK, V, p. 28, ln. 40-1). Kirichenko reads 
the conjunct as -khya-, thus: lakkhyaˆ{a}, which seems plausible graphically but raises 
a question as to why the -y- would be present.  
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mahårupasiddh¥ [mahårËpasiddhi] 
†¥kå mahårËpasiddh¥ 
maññjËssa†¥kå 
byåkhyan mahånirut [vyåkaraˆa mahånirutti] 
†ikå byåkhya(...) [†¥kå vyåkaraˆa] 
nirut [nirutti] 
cË¬asandhi 
sandhivisodhanå ku †¥kå 
mahånamaggår(...) [mahånamakkåra] 

 

 Although the exact identity of some of these texts must remain uncertain, a 

number of insights can be drawn from this list. The first is the rather expansive 

definition of pi†aka at work. Here pi†aka does not refer exclusively to those texts 

understood as belonging to modern editions or understandings of the tipi†aka (the 

“Pali canon”), but encompasses a range of commentarial, “paracanonical”, and 

grammatical treatises. Secondly, we must note that it is not entirely certain whether all 

of these texts were written in Pali or vernaculars (presumably Burmese, but perhaps 

also Mon?). The term på†ha  (lit. “recitation”) attached to the name of some texts in 

this context designates a mËla or “source” or “root” text (i.e. a text that is the recipient 

of a commentary) as opposed to an a††hakathå (commentary) or †¥kå 

(subcommentary). In all known usages this term always signifies a Pali language text, 

and we may surmise that the same applies here.211 In any case, we should underscore 

                                                
211 The meaning of på†ha in this sense is very common. Compare the entries for 
manuscripts of Pali texts with på†h in the title in PSS, passim. The usage of the term in 
this inscription to designate a mËla text written in Pali is interesting. In later usages 
på†ha signifies primarily a Pali recension as opposed to a nissaya or vernacular 
translation and can be applied to commentaries (a††hakathå) or subcommentaries 
(†¥kå). There are many examples of this. For the use of a††hakathå-på†ha see Burm-
mss. (IV), p. 55, #780 (Cod.birm. 46. BSB, Munich), “Påråjikaˆ a††hakathå på†h” to 
refer to manuscripts of the Sp. For †¥kå-på†ha see Burm-mss. (IV), pp. 143-4, #841 
(Cod.birm. 294. BSB, Munich), “Khuddasikkhå †¥kå på†h”. In this inscription however 
på†ha seems connected with ideas of commentarial practice divided into root text, 
commentary, and subcommentary. This may, conjecturally, relate to the possibility 
that in the 13th century nissaya was not yet an established practice, and that with the 
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the apparent absence of texts written in Sanskrit, with the potential exception of the 

reference to a lak aˆa-†¥kå, yet this despite the name is most likely a laksan (further 

vernacularized as lak san, ‘finger manual’), Burmese-Pali subcommentarial manuals 

on various aspects of the tipi†aka.212 Indeed, in none of the donative inscriptions from 

Burma dated prior to 1442 is there a clear mention of a single text that is obviously 

written in Sanskrit.213 This of course should not suggest that Sanskrit texts were not 

circulated, read, and translated at Pagan, or that Sanskrit learning was unknown, 

although the evidence of the textual record from the 11th-13th centuries strongly 

argues that vernacular Burmese or Pali (or some combination thereof) was the 

privileged linguistic medium of public lithic expression and Buddhist literary learning.  

Another interesting feature of the 1227 book list epigraph is the prevalence of 

named Pali chronicle and grammatical texts. From the first list we notice that of the 

named and presumably single-treatise texts 7 are vaμsas (some, such as the 

ThËpavaμsa, Bodhivaμsa, and Mahåvaμsa are connected with the Sinhalese 

Mahåvihåra lineage), 5 are grammatical texts, 2 are somewhat uncertain, and 1 is a 

panegyric verse text (the Mahånamakkåra)214.  In the incomplete second list all of the 

named and presumably single-treatise texts are grammatical works except for the 

Mahånamakkåra and the somewhat uncertain †¥kå mahåther{a} although the 

placement of the last text, both in this inscription and in the later 1442 Tak nvay 

                                                                                                                                       
emergence of nissaya composition later the meaning of på†ha as applied to text shifted 
somewhat to indicate texts exclusively written in Pali as opposed to nissayas.  
212 For surviving texts understood as related to this corpus see PSS, pp. 173-195. 
213 1442 C.E. is the date of the important Tak Nvay Monastery Inscription, which 
inventories the donation of approximately 300 texts. For the text see RMK, vol. V, pp. 
21-33. The list portion of the epigraph has been transcribed and translated in G.H. 
Luce and Tin Htway, “A 15th Century Inscription and Library at Pagan, Burma”, 
Malalasekera Commemoration Volume, ed. O.H. de A. Wijesekera, Colombo, 1976, 
pp. 203-256. See below for a further discussion. 
214 For the text of what is presumably implied by the latter see H. L. St. Barbe, 
“Namakkåra, with translation and commentary”, JRAS 15 (1883), pp. 213-20. 
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Monastery epigraph, might indicate that it is a grammatical text as well.215 The 

arrangement and grouping of the texts in this list may have some significance, 

however I would argue that we should not make too much of the fact that in the first 

list the chronicles and grammatical texts are listed prior to the jåtaka or texts of the 

abhidhamma, or to infer that the relative placement of texts in this list reflects on 

understandings of canonicity or textual authority. In the second list the placement of 

the abhidhamma is reversed.  

Finally we should note that the majority of the texts named here, including the 

nikåya på†ha texts and their commentaries, were not locally composed in Burma.216 It 

is impossible to know to what extent they were perceived as such by residents of 

Pagan in the 13th century—indeed, it is impossible to know the extent to which any of 

these texts closely resembled the more recent manuscript versions which form the 

basis of modern editions—or what the implications of such perceptions may have 

been. In sum, the picture presented by this inscription attests to the popularity of 

Buddhist texts associated with Pali traditions. Although the contents of these 

manuscripts cannot be determined with certainty, there in nothing in this and other 

such donative book-lists which suggests the presence of Buddhist literature written in 

Sanskrit or Prakrit, or indeed any title or genre known only to schools of Sanskrit 

Buddhism. Such a state of affairs should not surprise us: the earliest manuscripts 

found in Burma, at Ír¥ K etra, and dated to the 5th-6th centuries, contain brief Pali 

texts. Given these documents and other early Pali epigraphs, it is clear that Pali texts 

were transmitted and that Pali literacy was known in this region very early on.217  

                                                
215 Cf. Luce and Tin Htway, p. 233. 
216 The Tathågatuppatti is attributed in some late bibliographies (e.g. Pi†-sm) as a 
work compiled in Pagan.  
217 For other examples see Peter Skilling, “The Advent of Theravåda Buddhism to 
Mainland Southeast Asia”, JIABS, 21 (1997), 93-107. 
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IV. Íåstras and Sanskrit learning 

Yet in addition to such evidence there is some reason to assume on the basis of 

other materials that some degree of Sanskrit learning, alongside Pali texts and their 

translations, may have been a feature of the Pagan intellectual landscape. 

Unfortunately we are severely handicapped in trying to address this question, as 

donative inscriptions are typically silent on the prevalence of Sanskrit-affiliated 

literature. In one inscription dated 1278 we find mention of monastery donated by a 

certain minister named Catura gabijay (Skt. Catura gavijaya), who is described as 

“learned in the three pi†akas and in sa skruit (saμsk®ta, Sanskrit) astrology (horå)”.218 

We can of course also point, as Luce and others have done, to material that seems to 

suggest the influence at Pagan of what many scholars of the 20th century have 

regarded as a distinctively “Sanskrit Buddhism” or “Tantric Buddhism”. Here authors 

cite the evidence of the use of Sanskrit, often written in någar¥ script, on sealings or 

“votive tablets” dating from early Pagan period, many of which date to the reign of 

Anaurathå, which have been discussed by Luce, Mya, Skilling and others.219 However, 

in all cases when Sanskrit text is found on sealings it is stamped into the tablet in 

någar¥ characters below the image at the time of manufacture. Only någar¥ is used to 

write Sanskrit, whereas the old Mon-Burmese script is used for Pali or vernaculars. 

Some sealings contain both stamped Sanskrit in någar¥ and inscribed Burmese-Mon 

script, which would have presumably been added post-manufacture.220 This is perhaps 

                                                
218 RMK III, p. 120. 
219 See in particular Mrå˙, Aut khvak rup pvå˙ cha ˙ tu tau myå˙ akro ˙, 2 vols., 
Yangon, Dept. Of Archaeology, 1961; Luce, Old Burma: Early Pagan, vol 1. 
220 Compare Anaurathå’s tablet depicting Lokanåtha in Mrå˙, Aut khvak, plates 2 and 
3 and Luce, Old Burma: Early Pagan, vol. 2, plate 7. In this case the Sanskrit ye 
dharmå hetu prabhavå... formula is stamped in någar¥ beneath the image. On the base 
is inscribed by hand (i.e. not stamped) the Pali line eso lokanåtho mahåråja sir¥ 
aniruddhadevena kato vimuttatthaμ sahatthenevå ti  “This lokanåtha was made by the 
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significant, and may mean that the use of Sanskrit was a rather distinctive feature of 

the technology of the production of sealings, part of the “genre” of that particular 

medium. These tablets were made locally for local audiences (i.e. not as pilgrimage 

souvenirs), though it is unlikely that there was any widespread utilization of någar¥ in 

other contexts.221 Furthermore, there are a few instances where minor sections of 

inscriptions contain Sanskrit passages, typically recording astrological data, such as in 

the final three lines of the long 1131 C.E. Shwegugyi Inscription, the rest of which is 

in Pali.222 Sanskrit is most commonly used in the inscriptions for brief invocatory 

phrases, but even these are very rare.223 The most common of such phrases is the brief 

Ír¥, mainly found mainly in the earliest among the dated Old Burmese inscriptions 

which appear around the latter half of the 12th century.224 Other instances of 

Sanskritisms in invocatory positions include: 

                                                                                                                                       
great king Aniruddha by his own hands for the sake of emancipation.” A number of 
the same tablets have been found with only the stamped någar¥ and without a Mon-
Burmese script inscription.   
221 On the local production, use and installation of Buddhist sealings in Southeast Asia 
see Peter Skilling, “‘Buddhist Sealings’: Reflections on Terminology, Motivation, 
Donors’ Status, School-Affiliation, and Print-Technology”, South Asian Archaeology 
2001: Proceedings of the Sixteenth International Conference of the European 
Association of South Asian Archaeologists, Paris, Éditions Recherche sur les 
Civilisations, 2005, pp. 677-85; “Buddhist Sealings in Thailand and Southeast Asia: 
Iconography, Function, and Ritual Context”, in Interpreting Southeast Asia’s Past, 
Elisabeth A. Bacus, Ian Glover, and Peter D. Sharrock, eds., Singapore, NUS Press, 
2009, pp. 248-262 
222 For a reading and translation of the text see G. H. Luce and Pe Maung Tin, 
“Inscriptions of Burma, Portfolio I, Plates 1 and 2, Edited and Translated”, Bulletin of 
the Burma Historical Commission I, 1 (1960), pp. 1-28. 
223 Aside from the following all of the invocatory words and phrases found in Pagan-
era inscriptions are in Pali, and conform to common formulations e.g.: namo 
buddhåya, namotassati, namobuddhassa, etc. Less common openings are namo 
lokanåthåya, sotthi hotu, sotthi, and siddhaμ. However, the vast majority of Burmese 
inscriptions, of any era, do not contain invocations, and merely commence in Burmese 
with the date: sakarac...  
224 According to the RMK corpus, Ír¥, sometimes followed by an additional Pali 
invocation such as namo buddhåya,  appears 9 times in that spelling (i.e., not Sr¥, 
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namo sabba jaññåya (RMK I, p. 322; 1067 C.E.) 
nama˙ sarbba ññåya (RMK I, p. 347; 1183 C.E.) 
namo sarbba jaññaya (RMK I, p. 352; 1185 C.E.) 
svatthi (RMK III, p. 364; 1329 C.E.) 
namå ßbarbba rññåya225 (RMK III, pp. 350; 1334 C.E.) 

 

In addition to these there are only a handful of other brief instances of Sanskrit in the 

Pagan inscriptions226, including an invocatory line in a Tamil-language epigraph 

recording a donation to the only (documented) Vi ˆu temple at Pagan.227  

Duroiselle once commented that “the opening lines of some Burmese 

inscriptions are in pure Sanskrit”.228 This is a gross exaggeration. Sanskrit invocations 

                                                                                                                                       
which appears on a few other occasions) during this period (RMK I, pp. 1ff., 8, 11, 29, 
35, 59, 81). During the next 130 years or so the invocation appears again only once 
(RMK II, p. 157). Ír¥ is found during this period as a part of royal epithets, however 
(e.g. RMK II, p. 99; III, pp. 248, 249) 
225 This very interesting inscription continues with a praßasti-type panegyric to the 
king (who has donated a vihåra as well as “pi†aka” manuscripts) in four lines of 
“Sanskrit” intermixed with Pali forms, which is then glossed in a subsequent Burmese 
nissaya. The entire text of the Indic section, which is a good a representation of the 
hybrid quality of early second millennium C.E. Burmese Sanskrit, is as follows 
(reproduced from the transcription in RMK): ßr¥mådbuddhambuvåhas-tribhavana-
gagaˆe byåma-raßmy-endre tavå | pËretvå buddhadhamme pahitam itayuge sarbba-
sattårtthahete | ß¥la-sakandhådi nånåvaraguˆa bhu abbad-gajjita jññåˆavajra˙ | 
vithvastakleßa gharmmaññ cira -abhibhavitan dharmmabb-a på-prajågaμ | tasyåbja 
ßåsana varasya subodhakåra˙ | gandhåraßenya-gajah-bannapa-siha-va ßa˙ | ßrimåt-
praßastam avitikrama kirtti teja˙ | sampråpyarajya vibhavambara tåmradeße | 
soˆˆaddi tulyaμ kåresi vihåraμ | sudhammaμ pi†aka-po††hake cå pi 
226 For example RMK I, p. 257 (1235 C.E.): dånapati vaißava{μ} | yeta{μ} nyesatva 
råßaya˙ vantu sadårsokhya | mayurå rogya saμ ha˙ | The only published work on 
Sanskrit in the Pagan corpus is unaware of most instances: C. Duroiselle, “Inventaire 
des inscriptions Pålies, Sanskrites, Mon, et PyË de Birmanie”, BEFEO, 12, 1 (1912), 
pp. 19-34. See also Co LË, Pugaμ khet mran må cå, Vol 2, Yangon, Cå pe bimån, 
1996, pp. 235ff. 
227 E. Hultzsch, “A Vaishnava Inscription at Pagan”, EI, VII (1902-3), pp. 197-8. We 
might also note that this claim is meant to apply to also the few Mon language 
inscriptions from Pagan, which do not contain Sanskrit aside from the rare invocatory 
statements mentioned above. Cf. Khyac Sin˙, Mvan kyok cå po ˙ khyup, Yangon, 
Dept. of Archaeology, 1965. 
228 List, p. ii 
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begin only around a dozen of the over 500 12-13th century inscriptions, very few of 

which contain even Pali. And in each instance it is generous to refer to the language of 

these texts as “Sanskrit” in any straightforward sense; rather, the language displays 

characteristics of an inconsistent mixture of Palicised Sanskritic forms. The same 

holds for the quality of the Sanskrit in many of the sealings of Anaurathå and others. It 

seems to me that such forms were highly idiosyncratic and determined by immediate 

factors surrounding the production of a text, rather than entrenched linguistic practices 

or cultural affinities for one or another language. On their own, they most certainly do 

not seem to reflect any widespread literacy in Sanskrit. Most importantly, it is reckless 

to infer that the employment in such very few instances of Sanskritized words or 

phrases (i.e., instances of Indic text that do not readily recall standard Pali) somehow 

indicates sympathies with “Northern”, “Mahåyåna”, or “Tantric” practices or concepts 

or the popularity of Sanskrit literature at Pagan, as has been suggested by some 

commentators.229 

                                                
229 This is typified in the remarks of Niharranjan Ray, Sanskrit Buddhism in Burma, 
Bangkok, Orchid Press, 2002 [1st ed., Leiden, 1936], pp. 37ff. Duroiselle’s article 
“The Ari of Burma and Tantric Buddhism” (ARASI, 1915-16, pp. 79-93) was 
influential in the early formation of such perspectives. The arguments, based on 
iconographic or architectural evidence, for the presence of “Tantric” Buddhist and/or 
Bråhmaˆical tendencies at Pagan, for example on the murals of the Abeyadana 
Temple, is well known, and there is no need to recite them here. The best single 
survey of this material remains Luce, Old Burma: Early Pagan, vol 1, chs. X-XI. For 
Bråhmaˆical traces see P. Gutman, “Vi ˆu in Burma”, in Art of Burma: New Studies, 
ed. Stadtner, Mumbai, Marg, 1999, pp. 29-36; “Íiva in Burma”, in Interpreting 
Southeast Asia’s Past, Elisabeth A. Bacus, Ian Glover, and Peter D. Sharrock, eds., 
Singapore, NUS Press, 2009, pp. 135-141. It is important to note the here the 
circumscribed nature of the visual evidence that can be traced exclusively to Sanskrit 
sources, and also to keep in mind that simply because a reference to certain 
representations cannot be located in the corpus of known Pali texts, this should not 
imply that such representations necessarily derived from Sanskrit, or materials that 
were simply “Northern Buddhist” or “Mahåyåna” or “Bråhamaˆical” in any 
straightforward sense.  
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Yet, Mabel Bode noted long ago that the Dhåtumålå of Aggavaμsa’s famous 

Pali grammar, the Saddan¥ti, written, according to her late (post-18th century) sources, 

in 1154 C.E., “gives the Sanskrit equivalents of the Pali forms”.230 Unfortunately there 

have been virtually no historical studies of the Saddan¥ti, and no one has yet 

conducted a systematic survey of the vast number of textual sources cited in the 

work.231 But the Dhåtumålå is reliant upon the Sanskrit Påˆin¥ya Dhåtupa†ha232 and 

all three volumes of the text explicitly mention the relation of certain Pali forms with 

forms in “sakka†abhåsa” (Sanskrit).233 Furthermore, although the vast majority of all 

citations in the text refer to well-known Pali texts and commentaries, there are a range 

of direct and indirect references to Sanskrit literature across all three volumes, 

including direct citations by name (although at least in our modern editions the titles 

and citations have become Palicized) of the grammatical and lexicographical works 

the Kåtantra,234 Patañjali Mahåbhåsya,235 Amarakoßa,236 and the Ekåk arakoßa.237  
                                                
230 Bode, Pali Literature of Burma, p. 16; also, Bode “Early Pali Grammarians in 
Burma” JPTS 1907, p. 88. Characteristically, most of Bode’s dates derive from her 
reading of the Såsanåla kåra, Pi†-sm, and Minayeff’s edition of the Gandhavaμsa, all 
of which should be approached critically.   
231 The only historical study I am aware of is a brief conference paper by Tin Lwin, 
“The Saddan¥ti and its date”, in Texts and contexts in Southeast Asia, Part II, Yangon, 
Universities Historical Research Centre, 2003, pp. 96-100. There have been several 
valuable studies of the text from a Pali grammatical and philological perspective. See 
most recently, Kahrs, “Exploring the Saddan¥ti”, JPTS, 17 (1992), pp. 1-212.   
232 S¥lånanda, Pali Roots in Saddan¥ti, ed. Bhikkhu Nandisena, Centro Mexicano del 
Buddhismo Theravada, 2005.  
233 e.g. Sadd-bse I, p. 124-5, 247; II, p. 10, 13, 18, 77 
234 Sadd-bse I, p. 77  
235 Sadd-bse III, p. 140-1 
236 Among these and related Sanskrit grammatical and lexicographical texts 
Amarakoßa retains a fair amount of popularity throughout the next 600 years. There 
are still a number of manuscripts of this text and its nissaya in monasteries throughout 
Burma. The circulation of particular types of Sanskrit texts (mainly having to do with 
grammar, astrology, or astronomy) in later centuries will be discussed in detail in 
following chapters.  
237 Sadd-bse I, p. 321; The title of the text is spelled Ekakkharakosa, which is the same 
as that of the Pali lexicon compiled in 16th century Burma by Saddhammakitti. The 
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The date of the Saddan¥ti is difficult to establish, despite Bode’s apparent 

confidence in following the dates provided in the late Gandhavaμsa and 

Såsanavaμsa.238 But this text more than any other may have a reasonable chance of 

actually dating to Pagan or thereabouts. The Gandhavaμsa as well as other Burmese 

bibliographic treatises and manuscript colophons of the Saddan¥ti support the 

attribution to Arimaddanapura (Pagan) reading “arimaddanapuravåsinå 

aggavaμsåcariyena kataμ saddan¥tippakaraˆaμ ni††hitaμ” (“the text of Saddan¥ti, 

compiled by Acariya Aggavaμsa who dwells in Arimaddanapura, is concluded”)239. 

The text further states that the author was a disciple (sissa) of and took higher 

ordination from a preceptor (upajjha) with the title Mahåggapaˆ ita and that he is the 

nephew (bhågineyya) of another monk called Aggapaˆ ita.240 Unfortunately the text 

does not give a date of composition, and so, theoretically, it could very well have been 

written several centuries after the 12th century.241 Tin Lwin, following the 

Mahådvåranikåya-såsanavaμsa, assembles evidence taken from the 1187 C.E. 

Mahåggapaˆ ita Cet¥ Inscription which records the death of a certain Mahåggapaˆ ita 

upon a return journey to Pagan from Bodh Gaya in 1173. The inscription further 

mentions that a pupil of this monk had the title Aggapaˆ ita, and on this basis Tin 

Lwin concludes that these individuals must be identical to those mentioned in the 

                                                                                                                                       
Sadd quotes (or misquotes) the third pada of the final gåthå of the Ekåk arakoßa by 
Puru ottama: ma˙ ßivaß candramå vedhå as mo sivo candimå cevå. Here the Sanskrit 
text is taken from Ram Kumar Rai, ed., Dictionaries of Tantrashastra, Benares, 
Prachya Prakashan, 1984 input by Oliver Hellwig at GRETIL [http://www.sub.uni-
goettingen.de/ebene_1/fiindolo/gretil/1_sanskr/4_rellit/saiva/purekaku.htm]. 
238 Bode, Pali Literature, p. 16-7; Minayeff, ed., Gandhavaμsa, JPTS 1886, p. 67; 
Sås., p. 74. 
239 Sadd-bse III, p. 432. 
240 ibid. 
241 In Burma the text is first mentioned in the epigraphy in the Tak Nvay Monastery 
book list dated 1442, so I assume it must have been written at some point prior to this.   
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Saddan¥ti colophon. He therefore dates the text to sometime during the early 13th 

century.242  

 From these few sources that shed some light on the nature of Pagan-era 

literary culture we can draw several conclusions. I want to again underscore that these 

conclusions require us to make assumptions about a general state of affairs based on a 

survey that is far from exhaustive, and so must be understood as provisional. But it is 

probably fair to say that at Pagan there was little value accorded to Sanskrit as a 

medium of public expression, particularly for use in recording donations in lithic 

inscriptions, which make up the majority of our written sources from the period. As 

far as we know from both epigraphic and later chronicle and bibliographic accounts, 

no original texts were compiled in Sanskrit at Pagan (or indeed at any other locale in 

Burma during the second millennium). There are also no references in the early 

epigraphy before 1442 to the donation of texts that are clearly written in Sanskrit. Pali, 

or perhaps vernacular translations from Pali, appears to be the exclusive linguistic 

medium for nearly all forms of Buddhist practice and literature. However, the 

Saddan¥ti, which among the various texts attributed to Pagan by later sources has a 

comparatively high likelihood of actually dating to the 12th or 13th centuries, displays 

a level of advanced familiarity with Sanskrit lexicographical and grammatical texts, 

and from this we must conclude that Sanskrit learning, at least in terms of Sanskrit 

traditions dealing with such disciplines of technical knowledge (ßåstra) as grammar, 

must have been relatively developed among at least a small percentage of persons.243  

                                                
242 Tin Lwin, op. cit., pp. 99-100. For the chronicle account see Sir¥sobhana, 
Mahådvåranikåya-såsanavaμsad¥pan¥, Yangon, Lay t¥ maˆ ui , 1974, s. 36; for the 
inscription in question, see Inscriptions Collected in Upper Burma, Vol. II, Rangoon, 
Govt Printing, 1903, pp. 190-196.  
243 On the definition and scope of ßåstra and their significance in Burmese and 
Buddhist contexts see the following chapter. 
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By the mid-15th century we have very firm evidence of the transmission of 

ßåstric texts in Burma from the Tak nvay kyo ˙ inscription, which records the 

contents of a donation of approximately 300 manuscripts to the Pagan monastery.244 

Roughly 80 of the approximately 300 total manuscripts mentioned comprise texts 

either written in Sanskrit or translated into Burmese or Pali from Sanskrit.245 In the list 

the manuscripts appear to be grouped according to certain systems of classification, as 

was common in the earlier 1227 inscription discussed above, though the precise 

significance of some of these groupings is not entirely evident. The manuscripts are 

organized into the categories of vinaya, abhidhamma, d¥ghanikåya, majjhimanikåya, 

saμyuttanikåya, a guttaranikåya, khuddakanikåya, nissayas, ßabda-class (sabtå 

myuiv)246, and sutta-class (sut myuiv). Sanskrit or Sanskrit-derived works are placed in 

the latter category. The majority of these include ßåstric texts and commentaries on 

language or lexicography, such as Kalåpa, Amarakoßa, and V®ttaranåkara; works on 

medicine, including the Dravyaguˆa and Roganidåna; and astrology: B®hajjåtaka and 

Råjamårtaˆ a. None of the titles of any of the Sanskrit or Sanskrit-derived works are 

spelled perfectly “correctly” in forms that preserve all the Sanskrit phonological 

features, which may mean that they were not actually written in Sanskrit but were 

rather translations into Pali or Burmese. We also do not know how complete any one 

of these manuscripts would have been. A number of bilingual glosses to Sanskrit-

derived works are also mentioned, and these are called either nissaya or amh¥. The 

latter term is in later years a common vernacular equivalent of the term nissaya, yet it 

                                                
244 Cf. RMK V, pp. 21-33; Luce and Tin Htway, “A 15th Century Inscription”; Alexey 
Kirichenko, “Classification of Buddhist Literature”.  
245 Luce and Tin Htway, p. 250. 
246 The title of this category would suggest some relationships of the included 
grammatical texts to Sanskrit grammar, but apparently the majority, if not all, of the 
texts included are Pali grammatical treatises. Sanskrit grammar is placed in the 
category of “sutta-class” texts.  
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is not certain whether in this inscription amh¥ might refer to a specific type of 

vernacular gloss distinct from nissaya.247  

Many of the Sanskrit-derived texts mentioned continued to be transmitted in 

Burma and are still extant in manuscript libraries.248 “Dhammasat” is mentioned with 

the modern, vernacular spelling,249 as are several texts conventionally related to the 

dhammasattha tradition, including the N¥tisåra, and, judging from their titles, perhaps 

two texts entitled Satthaprayutta and Atthaprayutta.250 The placement of 

dhammasattha in the list among “sutta-class” texts might suggest that the text was 

written in Sanskrit or that genre was regarded as derived from Sanskrit, but there is in 

fact some evidence to the contrary. There are numerous Pali texts included in the 

section of “sutta-class” texts, including an unnamed kammavåcå, which is listed 

immediately before “dhammasat”, and also the Subodhåla kåra and the 

Milindapañhå.  

                                                
247 We should note that the term nissaya does not signify only vernacular bilingual 
glosses from Pali, but is applied to Pali nissayas of Sanskrit texts as well. So these 
references may have been to nissayas in bilingual Sanskrit and Pali. 
248 For mss of the Dravyaguˆa and Roganidåna, as well as many other Sanskrit-
derived medical manuscripts see Mo  Mra Ññvan., Mran må. che˙ kyam˙ myå˙ cå cu 
cå ra ˙, Unpublished diploma thesis, Library Science, Yangon University, 1973. Mss 
of the B®hajjåtaka (Bryihat kyam˙) are held at UCL 4682, 5609, 5861, 105615, etc. 
and of the Råjamårtaˆ a (Råjamattaˆ) at UCL 4286, 8718-ka, 8718-kha, 139177, 
etc.; a version of the latter text has been published as Råjamattaˆ a nissaraññ˙ 
kyam˙, Yangon?, n.d. [from a ms dated 1846]. There has been less documentation of 
Sanskrit-derived grammatical texts in Burma. For mss of the Kalåpa (Kalåp) see KVC 
Bhå 175, FPL 4747; Amarakoßa: MORA 2854, UBhS 650/314, 82/631, and 
Aggadhammåbhivaμsa, Amarakoßa˙, Mandalay, 1938.  
249 The transcription in RMK V, p. 31, ln. 29 which reads “dhammacak” is incorrect. 
The inscription very clearly reads “dhammasat”. I thank Alexey Kirichenko for 
sending me a photograph of the relevant section of the stone.  
250 “[Text] connected with the sattha (Skt. ßåstra)” and “[text] connected with the 
attha (Skt. artha)”, respectively. On the terms ßåstra and artha and their connection to 
legal literature see chapter 3.   
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We should finally note, briefly, additional evidence for a more remote 

historical connection between Sanskrit learning and old Burmese culture. The 

evidence for this is twofold. First, there are a range of central Burmese and Arakanese 

epigraphs from the mid to late 1st millennium that indicate that among both the PyË251 

and more intensively in Southwest Burma surrounding Veßål¥ and Mrohaung252 

Sanskrit must have functioned as a relatively important literary language, and was 

most likely connected with Buddhist (as well as perhaps Bråhmaˆical) religious 

practices. Current research on these sites suggests that there may have been a 

reasonable amount of continuity between early Pagan and PyË culture, at least in terms 

of certain architectural and sculptural predispositions, if not in terms of literary 

traditions.253 Second, there are a fair amount of non-Pali Indic (Sanskrit or prakrit) 

loanwords in the Old Burmese (and Old Mon) language, which suggest a proximity, at 

one point presumably prior to the 12th century when such loanwords are already 

                                                
251 Some of the PyË inscriptions remain undeciphered, and are not all collected or 
published. For details on Sanskrit in PyË inscriptions see G. H. Luce, Phases of Pre-
Pagan Burma, vol 1, Oxford, 1985, pp. 65-6; Niharranjan Ray, Sanskrit Buddhism in 
Burma, pp. 22-6. Some transcriptions are collected in Tha Myat, Pyu Reader, Yangon, 
National Printing Works, 1963, and more recently (with some Burmese readings) in 
Bhun˙ Ta . Kyau, PyË cac lhya  mran må, Yangon, Kaμ kau vat, 2007. On a 
bilingual Sanskrit-PyË nissaya-style inscription around the base of a stone Buddha 
image at the Kan Vak Kho ˙ mound at Ír¥ K etra see IOB, iv, pl. 356a; ARASI, 1927-
28, pp. 128, 145; Luce, “The Ancient Pyu”, JBRS, XXVII, iii, pp. 243; Tha Myat, 
Reader, pp. 41-3. Our knowledge of all this is imperfect, but judging from the 
available sources the use of Sanskrit among the PyË was less widespread than Pali.   
252 All of the lengthy lithic praßasti from early Arakan are written in Sanskrit. There 
are however shorter “Pali” or quasi-Sanskrit texts found on sealings and pillars dating 
perhaps from the 6th century onward. Gutman notes that stronger Pali influence is 
discernable in materials from the Southeast (closer to Ír¥ K etra) rather than in the 
Northwest. See P. Gutman, Ancient Arakan, PhD Dissertation, ANU, 1976, ch. 2. 
253 Michael Aung-Thwin, The Mists of Råmañña, ch. 2; Bob Hudson, “The Origins of 
Bagan: The Archaeological Landscape of Upper Burma to AD 1300”, PhD 
Dissertation, University of Sydney, 2004.  
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widespread, to Sanskrit or Prakrit terminology related to Buddhist as well as ßåstric or 

technical knowledge.254  

 

V. Later manuscripts as a witness to history 

The foregoing provides a survey of early references to dhammasattha in Burma 

based on materials datable to the mid-15th century and earlier. In light of these sources 

alone this history is extremely fragmentary. It is only when we begin to draw out 

further hypotheses in light of later manuscript material that more historical detail 

begins to come into focus. Yet relying on such material as evidence for the early 

history of the genre is troubled by numerous problems of interpretation. To what 

extent are the accounts of the origins of dhammasattha represented in the later 

manuscripts themselves reliable? Are there any reasons for taking seriously 

attributions of dhammasatta texts in late 18th or 19th century bibliographical or 

chronicle accounts? A perfect example of the dangers associated with such an 

approach is the common attribution of the Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat to Pagan by 

scholars such as Forchhammer, Bode, Huxley, Toe Hla, Okudaira, and others. This 

attribution is “supported” on the basis that the manuscripts name the author of the text 

as a monk named “Dhammavilåsa” and that the 15th century Kalyåˆ¥ Inscriptions 

mention an important monk by that name at Dala and Pagan in the early to mid-13th 

century, and that there are a few references, stretching well over a 100 year period, to 
                                                
254 Win Than Tun, “Pali and Sanskrit Loans”. Of course most Indic loanwords in Old 
Burmese come from Pali, but some very basic Buddhist terms are derived from 
Sanskrit or hybrid Sanskrit, e.g.: kramma (Skt. karman, Pali kamma); kambha 
(kalpa/kappa); sikrå (ßakra/sakka), sa phut (sambhoja), etc. Most of the ßåstric 
terminology found in the inscriptions relates to jyoti˙ßåstra (astronomy), particularly 
astrological phenomena connected with the calendar, such as knowledge of the 
nak atras (on which see D. Pingree, “History of Mathematical Astronomy in India”, 
Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 15, New York, Scribner’s, 1978, pp. 533-633). It 
should be noted that Indic loanwords are found also in PyË but appear to derive 
exclusively from Sanskrit (or hybrid Sanskrit); cf. Luce, Phases, p. 64. 
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monks with the same name in Pagan epigraphy.255 Beyond these mere coincidences, 

there is no evidence whatsoever in the Dhammavilåsa itself, in related legal and 

historical manuscripts, or in the epigraphy that supports this attribution. 

In Chapter Six I will discuss at length how origin narratives in dhammasattha texts 

played a key role in articulating the authority of written law. Here I would like to ask 

whether there any surviving texts in which such narratives may also encode historical 

insights concerning genealogy and transmission or connections with Sanskrit learning. 

Interestingly, the compilers of only very few of the extant dhammasatthas explicitly 

associate their texts with named historical or even quasi-historical epochs, events or 

individuals in the early history of the Burmese, Mon, Arakanese, or PyË kingdoms. 

The majority of dhammasatthas claim to originate either during the mythical past of 

king Mahåsammata (thus claiming coeval status with the very beginning of human 

social and political organization) or provide only scant details concerning the history 

of their particular recension (such as the name of the compiler or translator). The 

central Burmese versions of the DhV transmit a text of this sort, which states only that 

it was originally compiled by Manu during the reign of Mahåsammata, and that this 

original text was later abridged by the Thera Dhammavilåsa at some unspecified time 

and place. But there are two texts that do provide an origin narrative that includes a 

reference to early Burma and genealogies associated with the early kings PyË Ma ˙ 

Th¥˙ (or PyË Co Th¥˙) and Dvattabo . The first of these is the Manusåra, written in 

1651:256 
 
Mahåsammata, king of men at the beginning of time (ådikappa), desirous of the 
welfare of all mortal beings, endowed with the wisdom (paññå) of all that is to be 

                                                
255 This attribution was first made in 19th century Burmese texts, and later accepted by 
scholars such as Forchhammer. See DhVD for details.   
256 Principally following MSRa (MORA 95), ff. ka(r)-ki(v), and related manuscripts. 
Variants from other mss referred to in footnotes will be discussed in Chapter Five.  
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done, requested <according to his wish>257 judgment about the law (tarå˙). <That 
request was his judgment.>258 Starting with king Mahåsammata the succession of 
kings spread out over the JambË plain. In Sunåparaμ (P. Aparantajanapada), the 
crown of the strong and proud island of victory259, the royal lineage arrived with the 
coronation of king PyË Ma  Th¥˙. So that the judgments of the dhammasat kyam˙ 
would be well understood, king PyË Ma  Th¥˙, Sakka, king of the Devas, and a 
® i260—three noble men possessing great power (tan khui˙)—set down (†hapesuμ, 
thå˙ pe kun) an abridgement (sa khepa) in pure På¬i (sak sak Mågadhabhåså).261 
When the judgments of the dhammasat kyam˙ arrived in Råmañña country from 
Sunåparaμ, so that they would be well understood they were established (†hapito) in 
Mon (Råmaññadesabhåså) by a noble pugguil <named Raˆˆavaμsa>262 staying at the 
Kyo  Ú˙ vihåra. During the reign of the great king of the law (tarå˙) Cha  PrË Myå˙ 
Rha  (P. SetanågindabhË), the first-born son (orasa)263 of that lord of white elephants, 
great king of the law, lord of life, the crown prince (uparåja), endowed with reflective 
wisdom (acha  akhya  paññå) and desirous of the meritorious welfare (akyui˙ c¥ 
pvå˙) of his subjects (praññ. sË), requested Mahåthera Buddhaghosa to compile (c¥ 
ra ) a dhammasat kyam˙ <from the old Mon dhammasattha>264, whose judgments 
were in accordance with the law (tarå˙),265 so that it would be well understood. 
 

There are several important features in the passage worth of note. The first is 

that the origin of the dhammasat is placed within the reign of the mythic first king 

Mahåsammata. The narrative of the origins is described in full later on in the MSR, 

and will be discussed in detail in Chapter Six. The dhammasat arrived in Sunåparanta 

                                                
257 MSRe only. 
258 MSRe only. Here the implication seems to be that although MS did not himself 
judge the law, his request for a judgment (achun aphrat) constituted a sort of 
judgment (achun aphrat) in itself.  
259 “kyam˙ mån ao  nhip kvan Ë thip n*”; kyam˙ = MB kyan˙ (less possibly kram˙). 
Cf. VTA s.v. kyan˙ for “kyan˙ mån”. 
260 MSRe reads “Pru Co Dh¥˙, Sakka, king of the Devas, and the Sakka-master ® i”. It 
is somewhat unclear from the usage whether “Sakka-master” (sikrå˙-charå) should 
imply that the ® i was Sakka’s teacher or preceptor.  
261 Note the på†ha text reads “suddhamågadhå suddhamågadhåya”, thus the 
abridgement was made from an original that was also in “pure” Pali. 
262 MSRe 
263 MSRb ra  nhac saññ˙ krå˙, “offspring”; “first-born” is implied by the term orasa. 
264 MSRa. only 
265 MSRa. “a dhammasat kyam˙ whose judgments were in accordance with the 
dhammasat” 
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(~central upper Burma)266 with the first king of the Burmese branch of this lineage, 

PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙. Aided by Sakka, devas, and a ® i, this king was responsible for a 

recension of the text.267 It is not stated what the original language of the text was, but 

the language of the recension produced in Sunåparanta was Pali. PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ 

himself was according to certain texts the founder-king of Pagan and is at best a quasi-

historical figure. There has been some speculation about the origin of the name PyË 

Ma ˙ Th¥˙, which is also found spelled PyË Co Th¥˙. The different components of 

name are: PyË (clan name?, toponym?) Ma ˙ (“soverign”, “lord”, “king”, etc.) Th¥˙ 

(parasol; a symbol of sovereignty)268. All the securely dated 17th or pre-17th century 

references to this name I have been able to locate are spelled PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙.269 In 

certain later chronicles it is found written PyË Co Th¥˙, which contains the Shan-Tai 

co, “sovereign” (i.e. Chao, Saw, etc.) commonly found in the names of rulers from 

various Tai polities in the Shan States, Laos, Thailand, and Yunnan.270 As some 

scholars have suggested, features of how PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙’s immediate lineage 

                                                
266 Of course the precise boundaries of this geographical entity are not entirely certain, 
and different texts give different details. The early 16th century Råjava  Kyau, which 
is roughly contemporary with, or perhaps prior to, the MSR, defined Sunåparanta as 
the “northern side of the Irrawaddy river”, in distinction to Tambad¥pa, on the 
“southern side” (p. 121). See also ROB, I, p. xi; X, pp. 2, 5, 12-3. 
267 Assistance given by Sakka as well as other devas and ® is is a common rhetorical 
component of Burmese foundation narratives, associated also with the establishment 
of royal realms. 
268 The idea of the th¥˙ in dhammasattha more specifically symbolizes the 
concentration of political authority in a realm and, more locally, in a palace. In a sense 
the parasol is a type of palace itself and marks the centre of the royal sovereignty. 
269 RK, p. 123; Jåtå tau puμ råjava , ed. Hla Tin, Yangon, Ministry of Culture, 1960, 
p. 37; Also the versions of the MSR. Kulå˙, although slightly later, seems to prefer 
this name as well, cf. MRKr, I, p. 133. 
270 The MMR states that as a boy he was known as Co Th¥˙, but after it was 
recognized that he was of royal lineage his name was changed to Ma ˙ Th¥˙. Cf. p. 
110-1. PyË Co Th¥˙ is also how he is called before he is consecrated king in the late 
18th century New Pagan Chronicle, but then is occasionally referred to as Ma ˙ Th¥˙ 
once he is on the throne. Pugaμ Råjava  sac, UCL 5995, e r. 
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preserves patronymic elements in their names may point to a relation with customary 

naming practices documented in late 1st millennium Yunnan.271 

Different chronicles give only slightly variable dates for his reign and for the 

founding of Pagan. According to one of the earliest datable accounts in the Råjava  

Kyau, PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ was the first or third king of Pagan, which was established 700 

years after the parinibbåna of the Buddha, or 156 C.E.272 Kulå˙ and the Mhan nan˙ 

give the date of his accession as Mahåsakaråja 89 (152 C.E.).273 According to Kulå˙, 

PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ was the son of a female någa (serpent) named Jaμs¥˙ and the Sun 

prince who was hatched from an egg. Prior to his birth, a ® i prophesied that he who 

would emerge from the egg would be “complete in meritorious power (bhun˙), 

                                                
271 Harvey, p. 312; Hudson, “Origins of Bagan”, p. 189. The sequence involves the 
preservation of the final element of a father’s name as the first element of the son’s 
name e.g.: PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ > Th¥˙ Ma ˙ Yañ > Yañ Ma ˙ Puik > Puik Señ Laññ > 
Señ Laññ Kro  > Kro  TË Rac > etc. This process is most clearly evident here but also 
is found in the naming conventions of the Ír¥ K etra dynasty as well as in later Pagan. 
It is, however, not at all clear to me what this parallel patronymic process might prove 
beyond some relation of uncertain character and distance—certainly not the 
“community of race” that Harvey imagines.  
272 p. 123; S¥lavaμsa addresses what was perhaps an uncertainty regarding the 
memory of the founder kings of Pagan when he writes: “as for the kings of Pagan— 
beginning with PyË Ma ˙ Dh¥˙ (i.e. PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙) up to Tarup Pre˙ Ma ˙, there 
are 50; although including 5 others—Samuddaråj and Rase Kro ˙, who preceded PyË 
Ma ˙ Dh¥˙, and Nan˙ Kya Kyau Cvå, Co Nac, and Co Mvan Nac, who followed 
Tarup Pre˙ Ma ˙—there were 55 kings in Pagan.” p. 123.  
273 MRKr I, p. 136; MMR p. 117. Also Kulå˙, Råjava  khyup, NL Bhå˙ 764, f. ke(v). 
Some scholars have tended to be confused by the mention of this date in certain 
chronicle texts. Bagshawe’s translation of the Maˆiratanå puμ kyaμ˙, for example, 
mistakes the Mahåsakkaråj date 89 given for his accession with the CË¬asakkaråj 
calendar, thus leading him to interpret this as 727 C.E., which must be incorrect on the 
internal evidence of that text, which states that the Mahåsakkaråj date 446 of the 
accession of Såra Mvan was roughly contemporary with the reign of the Sinhalese 
King Mahånåma in the early 5th century C.E. Cf. L.E. Bagshawe, The 
Maniyadanabon of Shin Sandalinka, Ithaca, Southeast Asia Program, Cornell 
University, 1981. I have not been able to locate any texts that clearly date PyË Ma ˙ 
Th¥˙’s reign according to the CË¬asakkaråj calendar beginning 638 C.E., and the 
attempts of Harvey and others to identify him as a vassal of a mid-8th century 
Nanchao chief are not supported by any Burmese evidence. Cf. Harvey, p. 308.    
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wisdom (paññå), and all the major and minor characteristics [requisite of a king], and 

will subjugate all enemies across the earth and protect and bear forth the såsana of the 

Master.”274 This origin narrative was harshly criticised one hundred years later by the 

compilers of the Mhan nan˙ because on the grounds that it is “contrary to those 

records that are in accordance with the Påli and its a††hakathås, and †¥kås”.275 They 

propose an alternative birth story for the king they call PyË Co Th¥˙, which provides 

him with a Såkiya lineage which runs via the kings of Tagaung back to king 

Mahåsammata.276 This alternative they further support with citations from a range of 

Pali and other chronicle texts.  

According to the MSR the dhammasattha originated in Upper Burma with the 

lineage of Såkiya kings descended from Mahåsammata. Chronicle evidence suggests 

that by the 17th century when this recension of the MSR was written, it was fairly 

commonly understood that these events took place at Pagan sometime in the early 1st 

millennium C.E., although no precise date is given in the dhammasat. This text was 

then translated into or “established” in Mon at some unspecified time prior to the reign 

of Cha  PrË Myå˙ Rha  (Bayinnaung, 1551-81 C.E.), during whose reign it was 

translated into Burmese by a monk called Buddhaghosa after a request from the 

prince, Bayinnaung’s son, who would succeed him on the throne as Nandabayin. It is 

not clear from this narrative whether the Burmese version was based on the earlier 

Mon version—this is explicitly stated only in MSRa-nis.—and this question will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter Five.  

                                                
274 MRKr, pp. 133-4; compare also Pugaμ Råjava  sac, UCL 5995, i v-r. 
275 MMR, p. 113 
276 On aspects of the narrative of the founding of Tagaung by Såkiyans see Michael 
W. Charney, “Centralizing historical tradition in precolonial Burma: the 
Abhiraja/Dhajaraja myth in early Kon-Baung historical texts”, South East Asia 
Research, 10, 2 (2002), pp. 185-215. It should be noted that already here in the MSR 
PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ is clearly provided with a Såkiya lineage traced to Mahåsammata.  
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 Although it is strictly speaking not a dhammasattha but a collection of thirty-

seven277 legal judgments (phrat thuμ˙) in disputes purportedly tried by the king, the 

Dvattabho  ma ˙ kr¥˙ phrat thuμ˙ (“Decisions of King Duttabaung”, hereafter, DPh) 

points towards an origin of the dhammasat texts in Burma during or prior to the reign 

of Duttabaung, the founder-king of Ír¥ K etra in 444 B.C.E. The introduction reads in 

part: 
 
[Namotassa...] One hundred years following the parinibbåna of the apogee (athva†) of 
the threefold lË, the noble Buddha, seven noble individuals (yok)—Ù i, Sikrå278, Nagå, 
Ga¬uμ, Cand¥ [and] Paramisvå279, and Mahåbinnai280—established in seven days the 
golden palace and the golden umbrella of the golden realm (praññ) of S¥rikhettarå [Ír¥ 
K etra]. Sikrå˙ and Nagå˙ cast aside the assembled bh¥lË and installed Tvettapo  Ma  
Kr¥˙ in the golden palace. Then the king was seated upon the golden throne 
(råjapalla ) where the seven noble individuals—Ù i, Sikrå˙, Nagå, Galuμ, Candi, 
Paramisvå, and Mahåpinnai—anointed him with a consecration (ma galåbhissik svan) 
which was called281 the “atissa sakara rasse.” (the “R i Sakara Atissa”?). The seven 
cakra282 were given [to him with respect to] Jambud¥pa island, the space above it for 
one yojana, the nagå realm, the asurå realm.283 [A., kå-r, 8802] He delighted in the 
golden palace and golden umbrella. As for the establishment of the seven jewels—
King Tvattabo , the lord of land and sea, the crown above the AsËrå and Nagå˙ kings 
[B. ga-r, 8496] ruled according to the ten laws of kingship and the four sa gaha 
laws284, with the desire for the meritorious welfare (akrui˙ c¥˙ pvå˙) of the class of 
                                                
277 This is at least the count in UBhS 332-585. 
278 Íakra 
279 The text reads only cand¥paramisvå separated by punctuation. I offer the resolution 
only to make the list add up to seven as seems necessary.  
280 > mahåvighna, i.e. Gaˆeßa 
281 Perhaps alternatively, “which involved the recitation of”? 
282 I.e. the seven treasures of a cakkavatti king. It is not frequently enough underscored 
that the theory of the cakkavatti is as much a regional and Sanskritic phenomenon as it 
is a Pali one. Thus the invocation of this ideology should not immediately signify 
intimacy with Pali canonical suttas on the subject of the cakkavatti. The theory is of 
course early in Sanskrit literature, see for example B®haddevatå (Macdonell ed. vol 2, 
p. 198), v. 123 on Ùg Veda vi. 74, I; also J. Gonda, “Ancient Indian Kingship from the 
Religious Point of View (Continued)”, Numen, 3, 2, (April 1956), 122-155. 
283 I.e., he ruled over these places as cakkavatti. The syntax is a bit unclear, but this 
seems to be the intent, particularly comparing with the account in Kulå˙, Råjava  lat 
(“The Middle Chronicle”), UCL 9486, kai-v (on which see further below).  
284 The four “great sacrifices” of assamedha, purisamedha, sammåpåsa , våcåpeyya 
which are the four sa gahavatthu or grounds of (royal) popularity. In their Buddhist 
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slaves.285 He did not accept the three kinds of bribes.286 He did not follow the four 
wrong courses (agati). He did not give preference to either of the two litigants in a 
case (amhu) and treated them with affection and respect (khyac kha  le˙ mrat) as 
though they were his own sons. His [judgments] were based on the dhammasats287 that 
were copied from the cow-sized letters (akkharå) upon the boundary-wall of the 
world-system by the ® i ManËråjå. In the golden palace, the two litigants could not 
exhaust [him]. They were [like] a blind person who hid both his eyes [A. kå-v, 8806] 
and just sat there without seeing even what was right in front of him. [The king] was 
like a person who had sight and could direct them and pull them along by the hand. He 
passed judgments that were a path to the law (tarå˙) for the litigants.288  

 

Unfortunately it is not known when this text was written. According to the current 

archaeology of the Ír¥ K etra, the walled city was probably inhabited during the 

middle of the 1st millennium C.E. but in the absence of more detailed excavations of 

lower layers of settlement and radio-carbon dating there is little reason to believe that 

the site could have been graced with a “golden palace” 1000 years earlier.289 There is 

in fact no reason to assume that this text was not a product of much later history, 

perhaps dating to the 18th century.  

However, in this narrative, as in the MSR above, the founding of the realm 

associated with the Duttabaung is linked to the intercessionary assistance of a “® i”, 

but here also of Caˆ i, Parameßvara, and Ganeßa. In other versions of this narrative 

the role of Ganeßa is played by Gavåμpati.290 The mention of Caˆ i, Parameßvara, 

                                                                                                                                       
commentarial meaning, implied here, they signify equitable taxation, judiciousness in 
bestowing favors, providing interest free loans to the poor, and affable speech. See It-
a, 27; P. Masefield, trans., The Commentary on the Itivuttaka, vol 1, pp. 234ff 
285 cha  rai så˙ kvan tau myui˙ tui. | The term cha  rai så˙ is the common gloss for 
Pali sudda, antavaˆˆa, vasala, etc. cf. KAN, 503. The presence of the term myui˙ 
indicates that this is a reference to the trope of the four vaˆˆas.  
286 cf. SMh s.v. taμ cui˙ 3 myui˙; Yas II, pp. 395-6.  
287 plural in the text 
288 Dvattabho  ma ˙ kr¥˙ phrat thuμ˙ A. UBhS 332-585, B. UBhS 36-612, C. NL 
To  256. 
289 Hudson, “Origins”, ch. 5. 
290 MMR p. 94. Kulå˙ replaces Ganeßa with Kumbhaˆ (Kumbhanda) and Parameßvara 
has become ParamesËrå. MRKr, I, p. 119. Compare also the version of this narrative 
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and Ganeßa, figures who do not derive in any straightforward sense from the tipi†aka 

and Pali commentaries, may also indicate that in terms of the way the history of this 

text was remembered, it was associated in part with non-Buddhist or para-Buddhist 

origins. Yet in saying this we must also remember that the DPh, like all extant 

dhammasat texts, displays parallels that indicate it was profoundly shaped by an 

encounter with the Pali Buddhist tradition; in this passage alone there are a number of 

references that are directly traceable to the texts of that tradition, such as the ten laws 

of kingship, the four sa gaha laws, and the four wrong courses. These features will all 

be discussed in later chapters.  

This chapter has shown that between the 13th and mid-15th century 

dhammasattha was already present in Burma and that certain texts of the genre dealt 

with matters relating to inheritance. In one instance “dhammasåt”—a vernacular form 

of the title that may or may not have signified a vernacular text—was explicitly cited 

in the adjudication of an inheritance dispute; though it seems that in all of our other 

records of disputes or tribunals, dhammasattha is not referred to. This suggests that in 

practical dispute contexts written laws were not typically applied as codes, even if 

they may have guided judgment on a more theoretical level. The curious presence in 

this citation of the final element of the name of the genre, -såt, which may derive from 

Sanskrit term ßåstra, provides a provocative if inconclusive clue as to the affiliation of 

this legal text with Sanskrit learning.   

Our limited inscriptional record of Pagan-era literary culture reveals that 

Burmese and, to a lesser extent, Pali were the privileged linguistic media for 

epigraphic and monumental expression, and that probably the majority of texts 

donated to monasteries were written in Pali or Burmese, not in Sanskrit. The few 

                                                                                                                                       
from the Mon-language Shwezigon Inscription, Epigraphia Birmanica, I, 2 p. 94-5; p. 
114.  
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Sanskrit terms that are attested in inscriptions are primarily associated with 

astrological reckoning. Sanskrit linguistic forms are preserved in several old Burmese 

terms associated with Buddhism, though the vast majority of the Indic-derived 

vocabulary comes from Pali (or closely related Prakritic forms). But the relative 

silence of the early epigraphic record must be placed in a broader context of other 

records of literary practice. From the example of the Saddan¥ti, a work written by a 

Buddhist monk with perhaps the most secure attribution to Pagan, it is clear that a 

number of Sanskrit texts circulated in the learned monastic culture, particularly ßåstric 

treatises on grammar and prosody. From the 1442 inscription we can be certain that a 

large number of Sanskrit texts, or Pali or vernacular translations of them, connected 

with other ßåstric disciplines such as astrology, horoscopy, and medicine were both 

transmitted in Burma and comprised an important part of monastic libraries. And 

Chapter Six will address in detail the transmission and translation of Sanskrit ßåstric 

materials during later centuries in Burma. Yet we have no direct evidence of the 

translation from Sanskrit to Pali or vernacular languages at Pagan, nor of any instances 

of independent Sanskrit textual composition in Burma, either during the 12th-15th 

centuries or at any other moment in Burmese history.291  

This evidence paints a complex picture of the Pagan intellectual landscape. An 

overly simplistic reading might conclude that although Pali-affiliated material was de 

rigueur in Buddhist monastic education during the 13th century, Sanskrit-affiliated 

material circulated, though perhaps in less mainstream contexts, and had a recognized 

importance for technical disciplines such as astrology or law. The problem with such a 

                                                
291 Of course, Sanskrit texts were provided with nissaya glosses into Pali or Burmese, 
and as Chapter Six shows there is ample evidence for this practice in later centuries. 
There are also some later examples of Sanskritic mantras in apotropaic and vijjå-
related materials (cf. Bayerische Staatsbibliothek-Hss Cod.birm. 286). But the writing 
of unique Sanskrit language literary texts in Burma is not attested.  
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conclusion is that it sets up a false dichotomy between properly “Buddhist” literary 

culture based on Pali texts on the one hand and Sanskrit disciplinary treatises 

connected with such sciences on the other. That such a division of intellectual labor 

along linguistic lines is illusory is suggested by Aggavaμsa’s work and by the 1442 

inscription, which clearly reveal the desirability of ßåstric texts for monastic 

audiences. Even in the example of the latter document, although we find Sanskrit-

affiliated materials classified alongside the Milindapañhå as “sutta-type” texts, we do 

not have enough evidence to make decisive claims concerning their textual authority 

relative to other genres in Pali or vernacular. There is however no evidence that monks 

or non-monastics at Pagan were hostile towards or skeptical of Sanskrit-affiliated 

texts, in whatever form, or recognized them as antithetical to Buddhist learning.  

 The foregoing analysis reveals little about dhammasattha translation or 

authorship. There are no contemporary textual materials or later manuscripts that 

attribute dhammasattha compilation to 11-13th century Pagan. That dhammasattha 

was written during Pagan, for example during the reign of Narapati-caññsË, is largely 

a figment of the 19th century Burmese bibliographic imagination, advanced in works 

such as the Kavilakkhaˆad¥pan¥ and the DBBL described in Chapter One. However, I 

have cited two relatively early manuscript traditions that make claims about 

authorship and attribute their texts to early Burma. Such mythopoeic accounts are 

hardly solid evidence in support of an attribution, and they are centuries too early to be 

corroborated by archaeological evidence for the construction of reasonably large 

settlements at either Pagan or Ír¥ K etra, but the suggestion that the genre arrived in 

Burma sometime in the earlier part of the 1st millennium, or at least prior to the 11th 

century when the epigraphic record for Burma begins in earnest, may not be 

implausible. The following chapter will explore such a possibility further by 
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investigating the evidence for the transmission of dharmaßåstra in Buddhist contexts in 

South and Southeast Asia during 500-1500 C.E. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

BUDDHIST DHARMAÍÓSTRA 

 

This chapter explores evidence for the employment of dharmaßåstra-related 

discourse and the transmission of Pali, Prakrit, Sanskrit, or vernacular dharmaßåstra 

texts among Buddhist communities in the Southeastern Asian region during the period 

c. 500-1500 C.E. On the basis of the citation of dhammasattha in the 13th century 

Burmese inscription discussed above it is possible, as some scholars have asserted, to 

view late Pagan as the starting-point of a uniquely Burmese and Buddhist tradition of 

dhammasattha written law. It is argued that this tradition is based upon that of the 

Mon, who acted as cultural brokers translating Sanskrit texts into Pali and adapting 

Bråhmaˆical motifs into a so-called “Theravåda” milieu during the late first 

millennium. Such assertions do not rest on solid evidence, and we must look 

elsewhere to trace the early history of the genre. The Mon, whether in the Dvåravat¥ 

region or elsewhere, may have been part of this process, but so presumably were the 

PyË, the Candras of Vesål¥ (Arakan), the Khmer, the Javanese and Sumatrans, and the 

inhabitants of the polities of Campå. Although my analysis is focused on Southeast 

Asia, preliminary research on Indian epigraphy suggests that a parallel process of what 

we might term ‘legal ecumenicalism’ may have been underway simultaneously in 

certain locales on the Indian subcontinent and also in La kå. In what follows I argue 

that as it was seen in particular regions of mid-1st millennium Southeast and South 

Asia both dharmaßåstra texts and dharmaßåstra-related discourse, particularly in 

connection with matters of råjadharma and vyavahåra, may have been quite 

commensurable with Buddhist rhetoric and institutions.  

There are two principal reasons for this. The first is that in areas of Southeast 

Asia both prior to and following the 15th century, as in certain regions of India, 
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strands of Bråhmaˆical thought and practice were regarded as highly amenable to, if 

not in many cases presupposed by, the majority Buddhist culture. The previous 

chapter suggested that although Sanskrit literacy was probably quite modest in early 

Burma, a number of texts associated with Sanskrit learning certainly circulated and 

were studied in Pagan monasteries. Chapter Six will return to later evidence for the 

transmission, translation, and appeal of ßåstric, “Vedic”, and Bråhmaˆical literature in 

later centuries. There is no reason to assume that such spheres of learning were 

regarded as incompatible with properly “Buddhist” learning; quite the contrary. There 

is a great deal of evidence that the same state of affairs held sway elsewhere in 

Southeast Asia.  

Second, it could be argued that dharmaßåstra law itself as it circulated in 

manuscripts throughout Southeast Asia was not necessarily presented or defined in 

terms that excluded one or another devotional community. Dharmaßåstra written law 

was understood as a form of authoritative socio-legal practice that transcended or 

encompassed diverse confessional attitudes. The genre articulated a charter for right 

conduct and legal process, for example, regardless of whether an audience patronized 

Íaiva or Buddhist institutions, or both. Certain traditions of written law—such those 

embodied in the monastic Vinayas or in dharmaßåstra provisions on ßraddha or 

pråyaßcitta—were immediately relevant only for specific subsets of religious 

communities, but not the basic category of vyavahåra (“legal practice”) as I elaborate 

it below. Unsurprisingly, in a context like that of Burma where Buddhist social 

concepts and texts were particularly popular and had a lasting endurance (more so 

than, say, in Bali), our extant manuscripts of dharmaßåstra-related law—themselves 

preserving texts that can be dated no earlier than the second half of the second 

millennium C.E.—display the marked influence of centuries of engagement with a 

complex Buddhist tradition with diffuse genealogies. Yet this does not mean that these 
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texts were always only relevant for Buddhist communities. There is nothing that 

suggests that in a 17th century Burmese dhammasattha, provisions for contract or the 

hiring of laborers, for example, were meant to apply only to “Buddhists”. Indeed, a 

number of our extant Burmese texts contain references to laws that explicitly pertain 

only to bråhmaˆas, and from this it is clear that only in certain areas of the law did 

either a Bråhmaˆical or Buddhist identity entail a separate set of legal practices.292 

Written law in Burma has always been “Buddhist” in the obvious sense that it was the 

written law of a region which since the mid-1st millennium C.E. was predominantly 

Buddhist, though perhaps this is a term whose full significance in the premodern 

Burmese context continues to elude us. The local and regional values and key Pali and 

vernacular texts of this community exerted the most influence on the development of 

dhammasattha. But this does not mean that the vocabulary, technology, genre, and 

authority of written law was seen as relevant only for Buddhists understood in strict 

sectarian terms, or that it had no significant relationship to broader regional 

manifestations of Sanskrit dharmaßåstra.   

At the outset I should admit that one of the shortcomings of the thesis of this 

chapter is that although there is extensive evidence for the utilization of dharmaßåstra-

related idioms and concepts by patrons of Buddhism in early Southeast Asia, there is 

little direct, contemporary evidence for the circulation of actual dharmaßåstra texts or 

manuscripts among Buddhist communities. We should note, however, that this 

problem is not unique to dharmaßåstra. In fact there is very little explicit evidence 

                                                
292 On Burmese bråhmaˆas (puˆˆå˙) see Dagun, Råjava  thai mhå puˆˆå˙, Yangon, 
S¥ri me, 2008. For a discussion of the their roles at court during the Konbaung-era see 
Jacques Leider, “Specialists for Ritual, Magic, and Devotion: The Court Brahmins 
(Punna) of the Konbaung Kings (1752-1885)”, JBS, 10 (2005/06), pp. 159-202. See 
Chapters Six, Seven and Eight for a further discussion of the complex ways in which 
bråhmaˆas and Bråhmaˆical texts and practices were negotiated by dhammasattha and 
Burmese commentators.   
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whatsoever for the circulation of any named texts or specific genres in early Southeast 

Asia. To get a sense of what general categories of literature were transmitted our best 

data comes from a careful reading of implicit references in the epigraphic record.  

 This chapter begins with the claim that an understanding of the character and 

development of Sanskrit Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra is essential to any study of Pali or 

vernacular Buddhist dhammasattha in Burma or elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Most 

authors (a notable exception being Robert Lingat) who have written about 

dhammasattha texts in any detail have misunderstood the basic history and 

jurisprudential claims of the Sanskrit dharmaßåstra texts and traditions as they have 

been elucidated by Indological scholarship. Dharmaßåstra is not a frozen discourse 

that sees no place for adaptation or innovation. Rather, creativity and a flexible 

responsiveness to novel juridical problems and circumstances is built into the very 

heart of the genre. It is true that on certain highly influential and historically enduring 

readings, both within dharmaßåstra texts and in commentaries on them influenced by 

arguments of the m¥måμså exigetical school of jurisprudence, the genre is thoroughly 

rooted in Vedic commitments and relevant only to Bråhmaˆical communities. 

However, such perceptions did not halt the diffusion of dharmaßåstra-related concepts 

and ideas—if not texts—among Buddhists in early Southeast Asia. The remaining 

portion of this chapter looks at the detailed history of the transmission of this literature 

among Buddhists throughout this broad region.  

 

I. Íåstra and the Indic disciplines 

 The term dhammasattha is the Pali name for the legal genre that is attested in 

both Burmese and Mon manuscripts. The element -sattha is the Pali cognate of the 

Sanskrit term ßåstra, which is derived from the Vedic root ßås, “command” or 

“order”. Íåstra has a long history, and is already mentioned in the earliest surviving 
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strata of Vedic texts, in the Ùg Veda, where its meaning is obscure, but is perhaps 

connected to the sense of “command” or “instruction”.293 Later texts, dated roughly to 

the mid-1st millennium B.C.E. and onward, use the term to signify an “instruction”, 

“teaching”, or “rule” and also in references to the Vedas.294 It is not certain when 

exactly the term may have come to be used to refer to written texts or treatises, 

although one of the principal meanings of ßåstra is as a written “instrument of 

teaching”.295 In many instances where ßåstra (and, as we shall see below, the Pali 

sattha) is employed it can be difficult to determine whether the intended referent is an 

oral “teaching” or a written “treatise”. For example, the Gautama DharmasËtra, 

compiled according to Patrick Olivelle perhaps circa the 3rd century B.C.E., provides 

that the administration of justice by the king “shall be based on the Veda, the Legal 

Treatises (dharmaßåstråˆi), the Vedic Supplements, Subsidiary Vedas, and the 

Puråˆa”296. Although “treatise” in English carries with it an old etymology that can 

signify both oral and written texts297, today the term is typically used to refer to 

written texts. In this passage the translation “treatise” perhaps belies the fact that it is 

not always certain that at this early date dharmaßåstra referred to a written as opposed 

to an oral tradition of instruction about dharma;298 even in later eras the precise 

meaning is sometimes uncertain.  

                                                
293 ÙV 8.33.16; Geldner translates the term by the German “belehrung”. Der Rig-
Veda, part 2, Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 34, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 
1951. 
294 Matthew R. Sayers, “An Early History of the Term Íåstra”, SAGAR, 13 (2002), 23-
52; Sheldon Pollock, “The Idea of Íåstra in Traditional India”, Shastric Traditions in 
Indian Arts, Vol. 1, ed. Dallapiccola, Stuttgart, Steiner, 1989, pp. 17-26.  
295 Sayers, “Early History”. 
296 tasya vyavahåro vedo dharmaßåstråˆy a gåny upavedå˙ puråˆam | Olivelle, 
DharmasËtras, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 2003, p. 147 (GDh, 11.19); Cited also in 
Sayers, “Early History”, p. 37. 
297 Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd Edition, Oxford, 1989, s.v. 
298 On the emergence of writing in India in general see Harry Falk, Schrift im alten 
Indien: Ein Forschungsbericht mit Anmerkungen, Tübingen, Gunter Narr, 1993. 
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 Íåstra designated a corpus of oral or written textual instructions connected 

with a variety of technical or theoretical subjects. Classical dharmasËtra and 

dharmaßåstra texts, for example, in addition to referencing the dharmaßåstra or the 

“ßåstra of dharma”, refer also to ßabdaßåstra299 (grammar), n¥tißåstra300 (statecraft), 

and vastußåstra301 (architecture, geomancy), as well as many other ßåstras.302 The total 

number of ßåstras was enumerated differently according to different authors writing in 

Sanskrit. In this usage the term is often translated as “science”, although the English 

term “discipline”, which implies both discipleship (the Bråhmaˆical ßi †a or “student”, 

a term also derived from ßås) and the element of rule or command, perhaps 

approximates more closely the sense often implied here303. This sense of ßåstras 

closely relates to Brahmåˆical catalogues of the vidyå-sthånas, often enumerated at 

fourteen or eighteen, which comprise ways of knowing dharma304; and according to 

medieval authors such as Jayantabha††a (c. 9th century C.E.), these terms were even 

equated.305 One of the earliest extant references to the vidyå-sthånas as a list of 

disciplines in Indic literature is given in the Chåndogya Upani ad 7, 1.2 where 

seventeen are enumerated as: gveda (Ùgveda) yajurveda (Yajurveda), s maveda 

(Såmaveda), tharva a (Órthavaˆa), itih sapur a  (histories and ancient tales), 

pitrya (ancestral rites) r i (mathematics), daiva (soothsaying, divination), nidhi (the 

art of locating treasures), v kov kya (dialogues), ek yana (monologues), devavidy  

(knowledge of the gods), brahmavidy  (of ritual), bh tavidy  (of spirits), k atravidy  

(of power or government), nak atravidy  (of astronomy), and sarpadevajanavidy  (of 

                                                
299 Vasi †ha dharmasËtra, 10.20 
300 AÍ 5.4.03 
301 B®haspati Dharmaßåstra, 1.1.47 
302 Sayers, “Early History”, p. 24. 
303 Hartmut Scharfe, Education in Ancient India, Leiden, Brill, 2002, pp. 232-3. 
304 See Kane, History, II, i, p. 355. 
305 Pollock, “Idea of Íåstra”, pp. 21-22. 
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serpent beings).
306 Shorter lists are found in other texts from the first half of the 1st 

millennium B.C.E., such as the Íatapatha Bråhmaˆa, and Scharfe notes that 

 
this list of arts, sciences and skills has grown steadily over the centuries with the rise 
of grammar, metrics, philosophy, medicine, veterinary medicine, tree care, statecraft, 
law, literature, aesthetics, architecture, sculpture and painting, music, and countless 
others, some with direct practical applications, others more theoretical. An older list of 
fourteen sciences was later expanded to eighteen; at the ‘ßåstras of the sixty four arts’ 
and the seventy-two arts mentioned in Jaina texts. In their beginnings, phonetics, 
etymology, grammar, geometry and philosophical speculations were clearly nothing 
but adjuncts to the study of the ancient [Vedic] hymns and the [Vedic] ritual, assuring 
their proper conservation and understanding, which may, however, not always agree 
with our historical interpretation. What is almost totally absent is the concept of a 
science or an art for its own sake, since even the seemingly most theoretical science 
has a goal—not the detached search for truth as we would have it, but deliverance 
through assimilation of the truth that has been revealed.307 

 

II. The meaning of Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra 

If we want to understand the early usages of the term dharmaßåstra and 

dhammasattha in Southeast Asia it is necessary to understand also precisely what 

dharmaßåstra, as a ßåstric discipline and legal-textual genre, signified in 1st 

millennium South Asia. According to traditional Bråhmaˆical theory dharmasËtra and 

dharmaßåstra texts were classified as sm®ti texts; that is, texts that were 

“remembered”, and of human origin (pauru eya), as opposed to, and of lesser 

authority than, the ßruti (“heard”) texts of divine origin, namely the Veda.308 In 

                                                
306 The Skt text is from Göttingen Register of Electronic Texts, which was checked 
against V.P. Limaye and R.D. Vadekar (Eighteen Principal Upanisads, vol. 1, Poona 
1958). The translation is partly from P. Olivelle, Upani ads, p. 156. Olivelle admits 
uncertainty with some of these titles. Olivelle dates this text to circa the 7th or 6th 
centuries B.C.E. It should be noted that in this particular context these fields of 
learning are not explicitly equated with the term ßåstra.  
307 Scharfe, Education, p. 59.  
308 On the development of the distinction between ßruti and sm®ti see Sheldon Pollock, 
“The ‘Revelation’ of ‘Tradition’: ßruti, sm®ti, and the Sanskrit Discourse of Power”, in 
Lienhard and Piovano, eds., Lex et Litterae: Studies in Honour of Professor Oscar 
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attempting to understand the nature of dharmaßåstra most scholars have concentrated 

their enquires on the sources and arbiters of dharma as represented in the principal 

dharma-related texts, particularly in the dharmasËtras (c. 4th-1st Centuries B.C.E.) and 

the early dharmaßåstras (c. 1st Century B.C.E.-500 C.E), occasionally in comparison 

with earlier Vedic conceptualizations of dharma.309 The logic here is that knowledge 

of the sources of dharma—where dharma derives its authority and/or its content—

somehow reflects the essential nature of the genre; to know the former is to know the 

latter. For the dharmasËtras, Patrick Olivelle has recently provided a convenient 

catalogue of textual instances recording the sources of dharma.310 Representative 

citations include the following: 

 

dharmajñasamaya˙ pramåˆam | vedåßca |  

“The authority (for the Laws) rests on their acceptance by those who know the Law 

and on the Vedas.” [Ópastamba DharmasËtra 1 1.2-3] 

 

vedo dharmamËlam | tadvidåμ ca sm®tiß¥le | 

“The source of the law is the Veda, as well as the tradition and practice of those who 

know the Veda.” [Gautama DharmasËtra 1.1-2] 

 

ßrutism®tivihito dharma˙ | tadalåbho ßi †åcåra˙ | 

                                                                                                                                       
Botto, Torino, CESMEO, 1997, pp. 395-417; David Brick, “Transforming Tradition 
into Texts: The Early Development of Sm®ti”, JIP, 34 (2006), pp. 287-302. 
309 On the history and dating of the dharmasËtra texts see Patrick Olivelle, 
DharmasËtras, pp. 1-17. On the dating of dharmaßåstras see Kane, History, I; Olivelle, 
MDh, “Introduction”; Lariviere, Når, II, “Introduction”. 
310 Patrick Olivelle, DharmasËtra Parallels: Containing the DharmasËtras of 
Ópastamba, Gutama, Baudhåyana, and Vasi †ha, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 2005.  
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“The Law is set forth in the Vedic (ßruti) and traditional (sm®ti) texts. When these do 

not address an issue, the practice of cultivated people [i.e. bråhmaˆas learned in the 

Veda, as in VaDh 6.43] becomes authoritative.” [Vasi †ha DharmasËtra 1.4-6] 

 

Thus, according to the dharmasËtras dharma has two principal sources: Vedic texts 

(and for Vasi †ha also the sm®ti) and the authoritative customs and traditional practices 

(åcåra, ß¥la) of bråhmaˆas who are learned in the Veda, the ßi †a. The 

conceptualization of the sources of the law within the dharmaßåstra tradition was 

further transformed over time, with later texts making certain additions. A frequently 

cited passage from MDh states that there are four sources of dharma: 

 

“The root of the Law (dharmamËlaμ) is the entire Veda (vedo ’khilo); the tradition 

and practice of those who know the Veda (sm®tißile ca tadvidåm); the conduct of good 

people (åcåraßcaiva sådhËnåm); and what is pleasing to oneself (åtmanas tu †ireva 

ca).”311 

 

Later, the Nårada Dharmaßåstra states: 

 

“The four feet of legal procedure (catu påd vyavahåro) are dharma, legal procedure 

(vyavahåraß), custom (caritaμ), and the king’s decree (råjaßåsanam); each latter one 

overrides the former.”312 

 

                                                
311 MDh, 2.6. These four are also enumerated in Yåjñavalkya, I.7. 
312 Når, 1.10. Note that there are divergent interpretations of this text. Lingat takes this 
not as a reference to the sources of dharma themselves but to the various sources of 
judgment in a legal dispute. Robert Lingat, “Les Quatre Pieds du Procès”, Journal 
Asiatique, 1962, esp. pp. 490-1. 
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The study and discussion of these passages, and others like them in various 

dharmaßåstra texts, has produced a variety of views as to the ultimate sources of the 

dharma prescribed by the texts and their relative hierarchy and authority. Many earlier 

scholars regarded the Vedas as, at least in theory, the primary and ultimate source of 

dharma. Julius Jolly states that “the Veda, in the theory of the Bråhmaˆical Schools, is 

the fountain-head of the sacred law. It has existed from eternity [...]. It will be seen 

presently, however, that the influence of the Vedas, practically speaking, on the 

growth of Indian Law has been very slight, because these religious works contain very 

little indeed about worldly matters.”313 Jolly goes on to elaborate that despite the 

significant influence custom appears to have had on the dharma tradition, it is still less 

a source of authority than texts connected with the Veda or its exegesis (sm®ti or 

ßruti). Only those customs “shall be given the force of law which are not opposed to 

the Íruti (Veda) and Sμrti; and the practice of eminently virtuous men (ßi †as) even 

has authority in those cases only which are not expressly provided for in the Veda or 

Sm®ti.”314 Yet, it is one thing to reproduce the claim of the sm®tis that the ultimate 

source of dharma is the Veda and the conduct of bråhmaˆas (understood as the 

embodiment of Vedic teaching), it is another entirely to account for the precise ways 

in which the Vedas and the dharma texts are related. This difficulty has given both 

traditional Sanskrit commentators on dharmaßåstra and modern scholars something of 

a hard time. Jolly has little to say about this, and other early scholars, most notably 

Max Müller and Georg Bühler, rather unsatisfactorily dispatched this problem by 

suggesting, as certain dharma texts themselves do, that the dharmaßåstras were 

                                                
313 Julius Jolly, Outlines of an History of The Hindu Law of Partition, Inheritance, and 
Adoption, Calcutta, Thacker, Spink, and Co., 1885, p. 31. 
314 Jolly, Outlines, p. 35. 
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originally directly linked to Vedic schools (ßåkhås) and that their legal content 

comprised elaborations of earlier dharmasËtra texts that are now lost.315  

Is it possible to more clearly construe the Vedas, which are after all liturgical 

texts and ritual manuals predominantly concerned with the proper achievement of 

sacrifice, as a source of the dharma literature that deals in part with such apparently 

mundane legal subjects as inheritance and debt? The authors who have tried to 

describe in more detail the relationship between the two have done so in a number of 

ways. Attempts have been made to trace the continuity in the dharmaßåstra of Vedic 

theological conceptions of law or order, such as ®ta,316 and some scholars have argued 

that the genre represents an extension and elaboration of Vedic “social theory” 

concerning caste (varˆa), which can be traced to the Puru a-SËkta of the Ùg Veda and 

other early Vedic texts, particularly the Bråhmaˆa literature.317 Other scholars have 

found support in the perspective of the PËrvam¥måμså, an exegetical tradition that 

often strongly advocated what has been called the principle of VedamËlatva (Vedic-

rootedness), which asserts that the source of all dharma (as contained in a 

                                                
315 “There can be no doubt, however, that all the genuine metrical Dharmaßåstras 
which we possess now are, without any exception nothing but more modern texts of 
earlier SËtra works or Kula-dharmas belonging originally to certain Vedic Charaˆas.” 
Note that the principal evidence in support of such claims comes from the texts and 
commentators within the dharma tradition itself, e.g. Ópastamba DharmasËtra, 
1.12.10 and Haradatta’s commentary on the text. Max Müller, A History of Ancient 
Sanskrit Literature, Edinburgh, Williams and Norgate, 1859, p. 135, p. 103; See also 
Bühler’s introduction to his translation of The Laws of Manu, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1886.  
316 Werner Menski, Hindu Law: Beyond Tradition and Modernity, New Delhi, Oxford 
University Press, 2003, pp. 93ff.  
317 Brian K. Smith, Classifying the Universe, The Ancient Indian Varˆa System and the 
Origins of Caste, New York, Oxford University Press, 1994, pp. 27-8. See also, 
Smith’s earlier article, “Canonical Authority and Social Classification: Veda and 
Varˆa in Ancient Indian Texts”, History of Religions, 32, 2 (1992), pp. 103-125. 
Smith has received criticism for overemphasizing the role of the Veda in “Hindu” 
culture generally, see Axel Michaels, Hinduism, Past and Present, Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 2004, p. 18. 
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dharmaßåstra text or otherwise) is to be found in the ahistorical authority of the 

Veda.318 The dharmaßåstra texts themselves state that interpretation is indispensable to 

establishing proper knowledge of dharma, and tradition viewed the modes of 

reasoning developed within m¥måμså as providing the relevant hermeneutic 

technique. Lingat notes how “Yåjñavalkya ranks M¥måμså amongst the bases 

(sthånas) of the knowledge of dharma, along with Nyåya (the system of formal logic) 

and the vedå gas. Vasi †ha (III.20), Baudhåyana (I.1.1.8), and Manu XII.111) call a 

m¥måμsaka to sit in the pari ads which are given the role of resolving controversial 

questions.”319 Thus m¥måμsakas such as Medhåtithi in his commentary on MDh (c. 

950 C.E.) sought to justify the VedamËlatva principle by arguing that the means of 

knowing the Vedas as the root of dharma is “considered as nyåyamËla, as being based 

upon reason” as understood by the PËrvam¥måμså tradition.320 Kisori Lal Sarkar 

remarks that “it has been seen that the positive law of the Smritis dealing with visible 

objects and regulating the natural inclinations of men, is presumed to be parts of the 

Vedic law. How can such a presumption be proper if such matters be foreign, nay, 

repugnant, to the scope of the Vedas?”321 Sarkar attempts to reconcile the dharma of 

the dharmaßåstras with the Vedas by pointing out that certain authoritative Vedic 

                                                
318 It should be noted that the extant commentaries on dharmaßåstra by m¥måμsakas 
are perhaps relatively late, dating to the second half of the 1st millennium C.E. 
(datings are in many cases uncertain but see Lingat, Classical Law, pp. 107ff.). This 
means that it is entirely plausible that certain exemplars of the dharmaßåstra genre 
arrived in Southeast Asia before they were engaged in detail by the m¥måμså tradition 
on the subcontinent. There is also relatively little evidence for the entrenched study of 
m¥måμså in Southeast Asia; although see Sachchidanand Sahai, Les Institutions 
politiques et l’organisation administrative du cambodge ancien, Paris, EFEO, 1970, p. 
11, for a potential 7th century C.E. Cambodian reference. 
319 Robert Lingat, The Classical Law of India, Berkeley, University of California 
Press, 1973, p. 148. 
320 Wilhelm Halbfass, India and Europe, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1990, p. 326. 
321 Kisori Lal Sarkar, The Mimansa Rules of Interpretation as applied to Hindu Law, 
Calcutta, Thacker, Spink, and Co., 1909, p. 50. 
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injunctions (naimittika and kåmya vidhis) “deal with visible and ordinarily desirable 

worldly matters” [...] “thus there are Vedic vidhis like the sm®ti vidhis [such as the 

legal rules of dharmaßåstra texts] dealing with visible objects and matters of ordinary 

inclination, though theoretically joined with the transcendental sanction.”322 However, 

stating that PËrvam¥måμså recognizes such distinctions among injunctions does little 

to determine the precise ways in which the dharmaßåstras may derive their actual rules 

from the Vedic corpus. Scholars frequently note that as a tradition of reflection on 

dharma and as a technique of textual hermeneutics embraced by dharmaßåstra 

commentators, PËrvam¥måμså has a history closely linked in many ways with that of 

dharmaßåstra, but this gets us nowhere nearer a clearer account of the Vedic sources of 

the dharma texts.323  

Kane has examined the PËrvam¥måμså account of the VedamËlatva principle 

but similarly provides little assistance in determining actual parallels in what is 

otherwise an excellent survey of m¥måμsaka attempts to reconcile the sources of ßruti, 

sm®ti, and custom. He reconstructs in detail the commentarial tradition on Jaimini’s 

PËrvam¥måμsåsËtras, I.3, which deals with the authority of dharmaßåstra relative to 

the Vedas and the conditions under which the good customs or usages (sadåcåra) of 

the ßi †as can be taken as authoritative.324 The m¥måμsakas advance the claim that 

sm®ti is based on the Veda, and as such sanctions right practice, however it does so 

with a lesser authority than ßruti itself. But what about those sm®ti rules which 

seemingly have no precursor in the Vedas? Kumårila (~7th c. C.E.), for example, 

argues that “the Vedic ßåkhås are scattered about as men are negligent and unmindful 

                                                
322 Sarkar, The Mimansa Rules, pp. 51-54. 
323 On how techniques of interpretation developed by Jaimini and his tradition became 
important in the development of dharmaßåstra exegesis, see A.B. Keith, The Karma-
M¥måμså, Calcutta, Association Press, 1921, pp. 97-107. 
324 Kane, History, for the former problems see III, pp. 827-43, for the latter see III, pp. 
843-55. 
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and as rules are declared in different contexts even when occurring in the same ßåkhå 

it is not always possible to point out the Vedic sources of sm®ti texts.”325 Vißvarupa, in 

his 9th century commentary on Yåjñavalkya, takes up this argument and claims that 

there are “thousands of sμrti rules that have their source in the Veda; he and Kumårila 

instance the rules against talking with (or coming into contact with) a woman in her 

monthly illness or the rule against assaulting a bråhmaˆa, or the rule about the sin of 

killing an åtrey¥ woman &c.”326 In his commentary on Manu II.6, Medhåtithi also says 

that the “authors of the sm®tis brought together for easy comprehension matters that 

are scattered about in the various Vedic texts, that are either not known to the students 

of the several ßåkhås or that cannot be brought together by men of ordinary or weak 

intellect.”327  

For PËrvam¥måμså the dharma texts are radically Vedic, and any sm®ti rule 

that could not be harmonized with the Veda through exegesis was illegitimate; 

however, m¥måμsakas recognized that the sm®tis are man-made, and as such were 

liable to include rules that were contrary to dharma. Rules contrary to dharma were 

those which conflicted with the Veda or could be shown to result from worldly or seen 

(d® †a) motives such as greed or sensual desire; rules based solely on the Vedas had 

otherworldly or unseen (ad® †a) motives and had only svarga or “heaven” as their 

ultimate result. Likewise, ßi †åcåra is accepted as an authoritative source of dharma 

only insofar as it does not contradict the Vedic texts and sm®ti and does not result from 

seen motives.328 Certain scholars have viewed this distinction as representing a clear 

separation of “secular” and “religious” law in the dharmaßåstra comprised of 

vyavahåra and Vedic injunctions (vidhi), respectively. Derrett cites the 

                                                
325 Kane, History, III, p. 830. 
326 Kane, History, III, p. 831.  
327 Kane, History, III, p. 831. 
328 Kane, History, III, p. 854-5. 
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Bhavi yapuråˆa which claims that there are five types of prescriptions in 

dharmaßåstra: “those which have a ‘seen’ purpose (serve a practical object only), those 

which have an ‘unseen’ purpose (whose object is not discerned by reason alone), those 

which partake of both characters, those which are based upon reason (i.e., propositions 

of logic and natural reason), and those which have no specifically injunctive force 

because they merely repeat a rule laid down in the Veda explicitly.”329 For Derrett the 

provision for prescriptions that have seen or “wordly” purposes is evidence that 

“religion is not the root of the rules which are comprised in the vyavahåra portions” of 

the sm®tis.330 Yet according to m¥måμså commentators the matter is not so clear cut as 

this. Kumårila, for example, argues that “visible and spiritual purposes are often 

inextricably mixed up [...] so even when an act has a seen purpose it may still have 

Veda as the basis.”331 Therefore, certain rules may entail both proximate or worldly 

benefits—in terms of kåma and artha—and be in accordance with dharma, that is, 

have an unseen result conducive to the attainment of heaven. This rhetorical move was 

perhaps meant to silence critics of the ßåstras who argued that they dealt only with 

worldly affairs and were therefore inferior to the higher aims of the Vedic injunctions. 

Kumårila effectively collapses the two realms, and claims that they are in certain 

respects inseparable.  

In recent years the role of the Veda as a source of dharmaßåstra law has come 

to be seen as far less important than the category of Bråhmaˆical tradition or custom. 

Scholars such as Paul Hacker, Wilhelm Halbfass, Richard Lariviere, Patrick Olivelle, 

and Donald R. Davis, Jr., have provided a reappraisal of the origin of the legal content 

of the dharmaßåstra texts that links them more with local practice than with the Veda 

                                                
329 J. Duncan M. Derrett, Religion, Law, and the State in India, London, Faber and 
Faber, 1968, pp. 98-9. 
330 Derrett, Religion, Law, and the State, p. 99. 
331 Kane, History, III, pp. 838-9.  
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or theological commentarial tradition of the m¥måμså.332 The shift may be traced in 

part to Paul Hacker’s influential remark in an essay from 1965 that “Der hinduistische 

Begriff des Dharma ist radikal empirisch.”333 Hacker’s reflections emerge from the 

consideration of a passage in the Ópastamba DharmasËtra, which he calls “the most 

concrete and precise definition of the Hindu concept of dharma”: 

 
Dharma and Adharma (that is, the opposite of dharma) do not go around saying, “That 
is us.” Nor do gods, Gandharvas, or ancestors declare what is dharma and what is 
adharma. Rather what the Óryas praise when it is done, that is dharma; what they 
condemn is adharma. One should model one’s conduct after the conduct that is 
unanimously approved in all countries by Óryas who are well-mannered, aged, and 
self-disciplined, and who are free from greed and deceit.334  

 

Hacker goes on to suggest that according to this definition dharma, “encompassing the 

entire realm of what is moral, ritual, legal, and customary, and effecting through its 

observance an otherworldly salvation, is not derivable from a philosophical principle 

or from a religious source, but rather only empirically ascertainable, whether from the 

Veda or from the consensus of the good with regard to geographical place.”335 He 

makes two important points here that should be borne in mind. First is the claim that 

dharma is “radically empirical.” This suggests that dharma is known not through some 

                                                
332 In what follows I have omitted an account of Olivelle’s important arguments, 
largely because they relate to the earliest stages in the development of dharmaßåstra 
literature. His work, which seeks to contextualize this development in terms of the 
Bråhmaˆical confrontation with early Buddhist conceptualizations of dharma, also 
serves to dislodge the Veda as the principle source of dharmaßåstra law in practice. 
See Patrick Olivelle, “The Structure and Composition of the M nava Dharma stra”, 
JIP, 30, 6 (2002), pp. 535-74; “The Semantic History of Dharma in the Middle and 
Late Vedic Periods”, JIP, 32 (2004), pp. 491-511. 
333 Paul Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduismus”, Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft und 
Religionswissenschaft, 49 (1965), p. 99. The translations from this important essay 
come from Paul Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, trans. Donald R. Davis, Jr., JIP, 34 
(2006), pp. 479-496. 
334 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, p. 485. 
335 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, p. 487. 
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esoteric source, moral principle, or according to pure reasoning, but is derivable only 

from experience and the observation of the actual practice of the Óryas in their 

specific geographical setting. This would seem to exclude the attempts of 

m¥måμsakas to derive dharma from the Vedas exclusively merely by means of certain 

techniques of interpretation; indeed, according to Hacker “a philosophy of dharma 

exists only in rudimentary attempts; the thought of Kumårila is one such attempt.”336 

The observed behavior and tradition of the cultured ßi †a ultimately determine what is 

dharma. In difficult cases or instances where there is disagreement “specific 

procedures are sometimes prescribed: the creation of committees that should consist of 

a certain number of members from different social classes.”337 One of the major 

impacts this essay had on subsequent studies of dharmaßåstra was in emphasizing this 

point: the practices of the good (sådhu), recognized by the Óryas and embodied in the 

person of the ßi †a who knows the Veda and whose traditions are (in theory) based 

upon it, determine what is and is not dharma. This idea of “recognition” seems to be 

the key aspect of what Hacker means in saying that dharma is empirical. Dharma is 

dharma only insofar as it is recognized as such by authoritative individuals within the 

Óryan community. Hacker does not deny that the Vedas are a source of dharma, but 

his argument suggests that other authors have perhaps overestimated its role. He 

proposes: 

 
[...] There are portions of [dharma] texts that were probably originally 

independent in which the Veda is not known as a source [of dharma] at all or appears 
only in second position. Viewed historically, I would like to hypothesize, those 
                                                
336 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, p .486.  
337 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, p. 486. Here Hacker is referring to Manu 12.110-
112 which prescribes that a legal assembly should be comprised of “one who has 
knowledge of the three Vedas (traividyo), a logician (hetukas), a hermeneut (tark¥), an 
etymologist (nairukto), a specialist in the law (dharmapå†haka) and three individuals 
belonging to the first three orders of life (trayaß ca åßramiˆa˙ pËrve).” Cf. Olivelle, 
MDh, 12.111. 
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sayings [in the dharma literature] which speak only of the practice or consensus of the 
good and the expert as a source of dharma are very old; they may stem from a time 
when the Veda was not yet seen by men as a closed, authoritative textual corpus, when 
they rather still lived in the Veda, when the Veda was sill evolving.338 

 

 Second, in saying that dharma is not derived from a religious source Hacker 

seems to mean that dharma does not emanate from either the “gods” or a set of 

theoretical propositions or ethical maxims. He states that it is “remarkable that 

[Ópastamba] explicitly denies that gods declare or expound dharma.” Yet, at the same 

time, Hacker wants to highlight the “transcendental, immaterial” nature of dharma and 

insist that it is “qualified religiously not only because the specifically religious 

tradition belongs to it, but above all because it has a connection to salvation.”339 

Hacker does not regard the way in which tradition viewed the source of dharma as 

transcendent, or the fact that the superiority of the customs of the ßi †a were contingent 

upon their intimacy with this transcendent source, as sufficient justification for taking 

these things as “religious” sources. Although the sources of dharma are not 

“religious”, dharma itself, insofar as it is concerned with salvation, is. A possible 

criticism here is that the soteriological significance of dharma might not be separable 

from the recognition of its rootedness in a transcendental source. In any case, Hacker 

does not fully elaborate this distinction. Elsewhere he writes that “dharma is the 

religious law or order. This includes not only ritual and moral matters, but also the 

whole legal system as well as a mass of custom. Thus dharma means, among other 

things, the whole outward side of religion [...].”340  

What Hacker asserts is something quite different from the VedamËlatva 

position. While he sees dharma as a transcendent normative system regulating a wide 

                                                
338 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, p. 485. 
339 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, pp. 486, 490, 483.  
340 Paul Hacker, Philology and Confrontation, Albany, State University of New York 
Press, 1995, p. 258. 
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spectrum of human life (morals, law, ritual, etc.) he emphasizes the extreme context-

dependency and tradition-bound character of law. The norms of dharma are 

transcendent not so much in their derivation from a “religious” source (i.e. the Veda), 

but in that they are communal and traditional and focused on salvation. This idea of 

dharma is radically conservative: 

 
As an expression of the self-awareness of Órya-ness, the concept of dharma was 
preserved over time, with several accommodations of more advanced ideas, but still 
little changes at its core. It was, in all its indeterminacy and empiricism, the unifying 
link of Órya-ness, the one thing that held together the multiformity of Hindu-ness.341 

 

Dharma is a function of Óryan identity, and this community, with the bråhmaˆas 

learned in the Veda at the top, is primarily responsible for judging what counts as 

dharma and what doesn’t. Taken further, this position amounts to seeing dharma akin 

to a form of enacted law prescribed by and sanctioned within a particular community.  

 The notion of the centrality of the community or Óryan identity to the 

development of dharma is a theme taken up by Wilhelm Halbfass. Halbfass argues 

that dharma “is the unique and exclusive norm and order of [Hindu] society, and as 

such, it is the framework and prototype of ‘righteousness’ and order per se. It is a 

framework and context in which the Óryan is an Óryan, and from which the mleccha 

is by definition excluded. Likewise, the mleccha stands apart from the one real and 

correct language—Sanskrit.”342 According to Halbfass, the dharmaßåstra tradition, 

therefore, should be seen as a function of Óryan, and principally Bråhman, attempts to 

assert and preserve a foundational religious authority and social identity. Dharma 

remains linked to Vedic conceptions of cosmological order; it is not cosmological 

order itself but the model for “upholding” this order in action. In the 

                                                
341 Hacker, “Dharma in Hinduism”, p. 493. 
342 Halbfass, India and Europe, p. 320. 
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varˆåßramadharma of the dharma texts this upholding is transposed onto the social, 

and the theory of duty becomes a key force in maintaining order and conserving 

identity within the bounded Hindu community. Dharma links certain individuals to 

particular modes of life and excludes them from others while regulating their “access 

to ritual performance, to the sources of sacred knowledge, and to the means of 

salvation.”343 Thus dharma is intimately related to the “complex xenology and the 

introverted traditionalism of Hinduism.”344 Although, like Hacker, Halbfass attributes 

a deep conservatism to the dharma tradition, he does not deny that the term was 

subjected to intense debate by various commentators. But what remains constant over 

time is the function of the term in defining, on the most basic level, the identity of the 

tradition that expresses it: “an ancient cosmogonic term becomes a vehicle of tradition 

and ethnocentrism.”345 Halbfass agrees with Hacker that the dharma of the m¥måμså 

and dharmaßåstra texts “is ‘positive’ law and ‘radically empirical.’”346 It is incorrect to 

view dharma as natural or moral law, as there is no set of religious or ethical principles 

from which dharmaßåstra law can be derived. What is dharma is precisely what the 

dharma texts prescribe. Dharma rules are textual models of that behavior which is 

praiseworthy among the Óryas, the perpetuation of which is central to the maintenance 

of Óryan social order and identity.  

 Richard Lariviere likewise displaces the Vedas as the central source of 

dharmaßåstra, although he does so in a far more radical way. He agrees that the 

customs of the Óryas comprise the basic content of the texts, and that bråhmaˆas 

and—importantly—kings served as the primary arbiters of dharma. But this, too, he 

states much more forcefully: “I believe that the dharmaßåstra literature represents a 

                                                
343 Halbfass, India and Europe, p. 321.  
344 Halbfass, India and Europe, p. 320. 
345 Halbfass, India and Europe, p. 332. 
346 Halbfass, India and Europe, p. 333. 
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peculiarly Indian record of local social norms and traditional standards of behavior. It 

represents in very definite terms the law of the land.”347 According to Lariviere, the 

“ultimate source of dharma in a legal sense was custom.”348 He considers 

dharmaßåstra a form of positive law, which he defines as “law enacted by a constituted 

authority for the government of society,” who in his analysis are kings or royal 

sponsors of the texts.349 What about the VedamËlatva principle? It is merely an 

“idiom” and “fiction” the dharma texts employ to “obfuscate” the fact that they are a 

record of custom.350 According to Lariviere, the dharma texts are enacted law based on 

local customs and traditions which comprise the “immediate source” of their dharma. 

Furthermore, the idea of the Vedic source of dharma is merely a fiction concocted by 

compilers to “integrate these practices into the Bråhmaˆical/Vedic weltanschauung the 

promotion of which was the basic motive for their recording the customs in the first 

place.”351  

In a series of important publications Donald R. Davis, Jr. has recently 

examined in detail how the interplay between custom and legal text may have played 

                                                
347 Richard W. Lariviere, “Dharmaßåstra, Custom, ‘Real Law’, and Apocryphal 
Sm®tis”, Journal of Indian Philosophy, 32 (2004), p. 612. 
348 Lariviere, “Real Law”. We should note that Lariviere is not the first to make this 
suggestion. As we saw above, the idea that custom is an important source of law is 
recognized both throughout the sm®ti literature and the scholarship. The difference 
here is that Lariviere wants to radically deemphasize the centrality of the Veda as a 
true source. Mention should also be made here of Ludo Rocher, who argues that 
“dharma, basically, is accepted custom” binding on different social groups. Rocher’s 
evidence for this claim is the fact that a text such as Manu contains numerous 
contradictory prescriptions on individual subjects, such as levirate. It should be noted 
that Rocher’s position on other issues in dharmaßåstra, such as the extent to which is 
was applied in practice, differs significantly from that of Lariviere. See Ludo Rocher, 
“Law Books in an Oral Culture”, Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 
137, 2, (1993), pp. 254-67. 
349 Lariviere, “Real Law”, p. 612.  
350 Lariviere, “Real Law”, p. 612.  
351 Lariviere, “Real Law”, p. 618.  
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out in practice in Indian history.352 Davis suggests that although the dharmaßåstras 

were never used as law codes, “the evidence that is available, however, seems to 

justify a claim that localized [legal] systems were influenced by the sacred texts of the 

dharmaßåstra tradition, not in the manner of a code but rather in the realms of legal 

education, legal reasoning, and jusrisprudence.”353 This statement corresponds well to 

what the available evidence suggests concerning the function of dhammasattha in 

Burma, as will be described in later chapters. Davis goes about establishing the 

relationship between dharmaßåstra and actual legal practice by investigating parallels 

between dharmaßåstra prescriptions and other juridical records.354  For example, in one 

article he shows that the comparison of certain types of contracts from late medieval 

Kerala reveals a “patterned parallelism” which “confirms the influence of 

dharmaßåstra provisions on the legal system”.355 He reveals how vernacular records of 

usufructory and custodial mortgages in this context reveal that they “are instantiations 

of mortgages found in dharmaßåstra texts.”356 Davis’ analyses suggest, furthermore, 

that these local practices were not only influenced by dharmaßåstra provisions, he 

                                                
352 Donald R. Davis, Jr., “Law and ‘Law Books’ in the Hindu Tradition”, German Law 
Journal, 9, 3 (2008), pp. 309-325; “A Realist View of Hindu Law”, Ratio Juris, 19, 3 
(2006), pp. 287-313; “Intermediate Realms of the Law: Corporate Groups and Rulers 
in Medieval India”, Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 48, 1 
(2005), pp. 92-117; The Boundaries of Hindu Law: Tradition, Custom and Politics in 
Medieval Kerala, Torino, Corpus iuris sanscriticum et fontes iuris asiae meridianae et 
centralis, 2004; “Recovering the Indigenous Legal Traditions of India: Classical 
Hindu Law in Practice in Late Medieval Kerala,” Journal of Indian Philosophy, 27 
(1999), pp. 159-213. 
353 Davis, “Law and ‘Law Books’”, p. 315.  
354 We should note that Davis is not the first to employ this methodology. See, for 
example J. Duncan M. Derrett, “Two Inscriptions Concerning the Status of Kammålas 
and the Application of Dharmaßåstra”; Richard Lariviere, “A Sanskrit Jayapattra from 
18th Century Mithilå”, in Studies in Dharmaßåstra, ed. R. Lariviere, Calcutta, Firma, 
1984, pp. 49-80. The advantages and shortcomings of this methodology will be 
discussed further in a later chapter. 
355 Davis, “Recovering”, p. 168. 
356 Davis, “Recovering”, p. 168. 
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provides compelling examples of how the content of dharmaßåstra texts was itself 

derived from custom.357  

Davis has also provided an analysis of the history of the engagement of the 

m¥måμså and dharmaßåstra traditions with the concept of “custom” (åcåra) to show 

that it is precisely the recognition of ßi †åcåra (the practices recognized as valid by the 

educated disciples of the Veda) as a source of dharma that the dharmaßåstra tradition 

was able to “meet the challenges of historical developments while preserving an 

orthodox theological view of the ‘roots’ of dharma as uniformly Vedic.”358 Davis 

provides a useful summary of his thesis which deserves being reproduced in full: 

 
In the jurisprudence of Dharmaßåstra, the rule of recognition [lending legal authority 
to a given rule] is based on the criterion of “Vedic-rootedness” (VedamËlatva), the 
idea that all rules of dharma emanate from the sacred Vedas, however imperfectly 
understood by humans. This rule of recognition is abstract and mostly limited to 
scholastic and theological discourses. Therefore, authorization of laws by reference to 
the Vedas does not appear to have been part of common discourses of law in practical 
contexts. However, another discourse of a more practical nature may be found in the 
related concepts of åcåra, caritra, maryådå, samaya, saμvid, etc., all referring to rules 
of a particular locality, community, merchant group, etc. [...]. These terms are found in 
both Dharmaßåstra texts and in the vocabularies of local and regional law in medieval 
India. The rule of recognition in these practical discourses is connected to the 
authority of certain elites, experts, or leaders of a given group who are empowered to 
                                                
357 Davis, “Recovering”, pp. 177-9; See also the arguments of “Intermediate Realms” 
pp. 108-9. His understanding of the role played by custom and its relation to m¥måμså 
hermeneutics is presented in detail in The Sprit of Hindu Law, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 2010. 
358 “Dharma in Practice: Ócåra and Authority in Medieval Dharmaßåstra”, JIP, 32 
(2004), pp. 813-30. Note that in this article Davis criticizes the understanding of åcåra 
as “custom” as it is conventionally understood. He writes (p. 826): “The idea that 
åcåra lacks specific content and corresponds to vague notions of ‘custom’ that float 
around legal theory circles must be reconsidered in light of the precise manner of 
expression and the clearly defined content of åcåra as it is discussed in the texts. In 
this way, åcåra constitutes perhaps the most significant source of dharma in medieval 
Dharmaßåstra. At the same time, the authority of åcåra itself derives in a tautological 
manner from the authority accorded to knowledgeable (ßi †a) and good (sat) people 
whose character is made impeccable and trustworthy by virtue of their Vedic study 
and education in the ßåstras.”  
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speak for the group and often to enforce their collective decisions. The discourse of 
these conventional dharmas (or åcåras, to use the most common technical term) as 
locally determined rule-systems is historically the closest to practical law because it 
was violations of these standards that would necessitate legal penalties or religious 
expiations.359 

 

That is, for Davis the theological aspirations of the dharmaßåstra corpus and their 

compilers are far less significant in practice as it might first appear. According to its 

most abstract, theoretical register in m¥måμså discourse dharmaßåstra was regarded as 

a “sacred” pursuit, directly related to the interpretation of the Veda; yet in the 

everyday working-out of legal problems and dispute settlement, such theological 

concerns were of far less importance and it was authoritative custom or practice, as 

determined by the learned elites of a given Bråhmaˆical community, that shaped the 

content of the texts and directed their application.360  

 

III. Dharmaßåstra seen from the East 

 If as the foregoing analyses suggest the dharmaßåstra tradition developed at 

least in part over centuries of engagement with instances of local legal practice in 

India, and that the recognition of what we might call “authorized practice” (ßi †åcåra) 

comprised perhaps the most significant source of law, this has important implications 

for the ways in which the genre was regarded as relevant for the regulation of specific 

communities, and for our reflection on the possible development of a Buddhist 

conception of dharmaßåstra in Southeast Asia. If, as Lariviere suggests, theological 

“fictions” could be layered upon texts that were originally records of customary legal 

practice then what obstacles would there have been for Indian Buddhists to similarly 

develop their own dharmaßåstra-type texts, layered with their own particular fictions? 

                                                
359 Davis, “Intermediate Realms”, p. 98. 
360 See also Davis, “Law and ‘Law Books’”.  
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If dharmaßåstra texts were records of custom, then why could they not have recorded 

Buddhist custom? There is however no conclusive evidence that this ever happened 

anywhere on the subcontinent. The extent to which scholars of dharmaßåstra regard 

the genre as a specifically “Óryan” or Bråhmaˆical tradition is apparent. Although 

they are critical of theological-exegetical apologetics for the genre developed by the 

m¥måμsakas, downplaying the significance of Vedic texts in the development of law, 

Hacker, Halbfass, Lariviere, and Davis nowhere suggest that the legal content of the 

dharmaßåstra is somehow separable from Bråhmaˆical commitments—indeed, for 

them it is precisely certain members of the learned Bråhmaˆical elite who are 

responsible for textualizing the approved customary practices of their communities; in 

a word: legislating. While the m¥måμså hermeneutic concerning the derivation of 

dharma from a Vedic source may on these accounts have been more of a rhetorical, 

legitimizing feature of the discourse, dharmaßåstra was in fact deeply rooted in the 

lived history of Bråhmaˆical communities. A conception of law defined in 

Bråhmaˆical terms pervades the content of the dharmaßåstra texts. If dharmaßåstra was 

originally a discourse that developed among Bråhmaˆical communities—perhaps 

initially, as Olivelle suggests, as a response to early Buddhist understandings of 

dharma—it was at its very earliest stage incorporated into the “Bråhmaˆical/Vedic 

weltanschauung”. It was, therefore, from its earliest inscription in texts an overtly 

Bråhmaˆical genre, connected in theory if not in practice with distinctively theological 

understandings of the authority of dharma and its relation to law that the Buddhists 

probably did not share.361 While this seems like perhaps the most reasonable argument 

                                                
361 Early Buddhist criticism of Vedic ideology and conceptions of dharma and its 
implications has been noted in a number of early Pali texts. See for example R. 
Gombrich, Theravada Buddhism, London, Routledge, 2002, pp. 66ff. In later chapters 
the Burmese conception of the “Veda” will be discussed, as well as the importance of 
vaˆˆa theory in Burmese socio-legal thought.  
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why Buddhist dharmaßåstra never developed in India (as far as we know), how do we 

then account for the emergence of such texts in Southeast Asia? Perhaps because 

m¥måμså travelled less well than the vyavahåra portions of dharmaßåstra texts?362 

We must begin by insisting on a working hypothesis that proposes, with all due 

respect to those scholars who view dharmaßåstra as a preeminiently Hindu cultural 

statement363, that it is not entirely certain whether certain aspects of the dharmaßåstra 

vocabulary and textual technique were not, to some extent, shared by a range of 

different groups in classical and early medieval India and Southeast Asia with 

differing religious commitments. Already the celebrated Håth¥gumphå inscription, 

written in Orissa in perhaps the middle of the 2nd century B.C.E., eulogizes the Jain 

king Khåravela as “skilled in correspondence, currency, finance, legal practice (Pkt. 

vavahåra; Skt. vyavahåra) and precept (vidhi), excellent in all learning”.364 What was 

the nature of this legal practice? Was it conceived of as embodied in a ßåstra as was 

the vyavahåra of the bråhmaˆas? There are a number of materials from mid-1st 

millennium Andhra Pradesh that seem to imply an adherence to both dharmaßåstra-

related prescriptions and Buddhism, such as some of the Vi ˆukuˆ i copper-plates 

found in Nalgoˆ a district. The copper-plates of Govindavarman I and 

                                                
362 As noted above, I am aware of only one unequivocal reference to m¥måμså in 
mainland Southeast Asia, in the 10th century Sanskrit inscription of Pre Rup, Angkor 
of Råjendravarman (K.806);  Sahai, Les Institutions politiques, p. 23. 
363 “Manu is the pivotal text of the dominant form of Hinduism as it emerged 
historically and at least in part in reaction to its religious and ideological predecessors 
and competitors. [...] it provides a direct line to the most influential construction of the 
Hindu religion and Indic society as a whole. No modern study of Hindu family life, 
psychology, concepts of the body, sex, relationships between humans and animals, 
attitudes towards money and material possessions, politics, law, caste, purification, 
pollution, ritual, social practice and ideals, and world-renunciation and worldly goals, 
can ignore Manu.” Wendy Doniger, with Brian K. Smith, The Laws of Manu, London, 
Penguin, 1991, p. xvii. 
364 K.P. Jayaswal, “The Hathigumpha Inscription of Kharavela”, EI, XX (1933), pp. 
71-89; cf. p. 79. 
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Vikramendravarman II, of the 5th and 6th centuries, respectively, were edited for the 

first time by B.N. Sastri  in a Telugu journal and published in an English-language 

journal by M. Rama Rao in 1965.365 Both grants record the royal support of both 

monks (bhik us) and bråhmaˆas (dvijas). The purpose of Govindavarman’s copper-

plate seems to have been to document a gift of two villages to the community of 

Buddhist monks (åryasaμgha) dwelling in a monastery (vihåra) donated by his chief-

queen. In the inscription the king is described as beloved (anurakta) by all the 

varˆåßramas and as thoroughly learned in the meaning of all the ßåstras.366 What is 

meant by the term “ßåstra” in this context is not entirely clear, and it may be that here 

the word is meant to refer to Buddhist scriptures rather than technical manuals on 

kingship, law, or other disciplines. The king is eulogized as a bodhisattva, 

characterized by the 32 mahåpuru alak aˆa, and as having mastered the four 

confidences (chatur-vaißåradya) and the 18 åveˆika buddhadharmas367. After 

describing the content of the king’s donation to the saμgha several lines follow, 

setting forth typical imprecations to befall anyone who would disturb the grant. Then 

there is the line bhavanti ca atra manug¥tåßlokå˙ — “concerning this there are the 

ßlokas sung by Manu”:  

 
a tiμ var a-sahasråˆi svargge vasati bhËmida˙ |  

åcchettå cånumantå ca tåny eva narake vaset || 1 
svadattåμ paradattåμ vå yo hareta vasundharåm | 
sa vi †håyåμ k®mir bhËtvå pit®bhi[s] saha pacyate || 2 
bahudhir vvasudhå dattå bahubhiß ca ånupålitå | 

                                                
365 M.R. Rao, “New Light on the Vi ˆukuˆ ins”, JIH, XLIII, Part I (1965), pp. 733-
46. Rao does not transcribe the entirety of the imprecatory verses which contain the 
reference to Manu below. For the complete text of the copper-plate, with the reading 
followed here, see Rao, et. al., Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa, Ananda Buddha 
Vihara Trust, Secunderabad, 1998, pp. 197-207. 
366 sakalaßåstrårthaßravaˆaparijñåna 
367 See Edgerton BHSD, s.v. åveˆika; Gray, ed. Jinåla kåra, §220; Jones, trans. 
Mahåvastu, vol. 1, pp. 127-8, p. 33 n. 
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yasya yasya yada bhËmis tasya tasya ta[då] phalam || 3 
 

A giver of land dwells in heaven for sixty thousand years;  
he who revokes it or allows [another to do so] dwells for the same period in hell. 
He who destroys land given by himself or another 
becomes a worm in excrement and rots along with his ancestors.   
Land has been donated repeatedly and maintained by many 
Its fruits belong to whomever possesses it at any time.368 

 

Identically parallel curses are found across a large corpus of donative epigraphs 

produced throughout the latter half of the second millennium. Not all of them are 

attributed to Manu; many, when attributed at all, are described as the words of Vyåsa 

or the “seers” (år å˙).369 Hopkins long ago discussed similar passages attributed to 

Manu and noted that there are no verses in our extant versions of MDh that directly 

parallel such formulae.370 But Sircar has noted textual parallels to these as well as 

other imprecatory or celebratory passages occurring in donative texts and has shown 

that some of them are attested in the dharmaßåstra-related corpus.371 For example a 

ßloka closely paralleling stanza 3 of the text attributed to Manu in the Govindavarman 

grant above can be traced both to certain Puråˆic texts that deal with dharmaßåstra, 

such as the B®haspatisaμhitå of the Garu a-puråˆa and, according to Aparårka, a 

12th century commentator on Yåjñavalkya, to the V®ddha-Gautama-dharmasËtra.372 

                                                
368 My translation here relies on Solomon’s translations in Indian Epigraphy of similar 
verses found in other contexts.  
369 On these and parallel curses see D.C. Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, Delhi, Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1965, pp. 170-201; Solomon, Indian Epigraphy, 4.1.2.3. The translation 
of the above passage follows Solomon’s translations of parallel verses in other 
epigraphs.   
370 E.W. Hopkins, “On the Professed Quotations from Manu found in the 
Mahåbhårata”, JAOS, 11 (1882-85), pp. 243-46. 
371 Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, pp. 170-201. 
372 The stanza as cited by Sircar is bahubhir vasudhå bhuktå råjabhi˙ sagarådibhi˙ | 
yasya yasya yadå bhËmis tasya tasya tadå phalam. Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, pp. 180, 
n. 2 
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 It seems that the explicit citation of Manu as an authority in epigraphs 

commemorating the patronage of Buddhism are not altogether rare. The same 

phenomenon occurs, again with the citation of stanzas also introduced by bhavanti ca 

atra Manug¥tåßlokå˙, in a copper-plate grant of P®thiv¥ Ír¥ MËlaråja, recording the 

construction of a mahåvihåra for the monks of the ßåkya bhik usaμgha, in 5th century 

Andhra.373 Furthermore, in this as in numerous other epigraphs that record royal acts 

of patronage towards Buddhism, kings are characterized as ardent supporters of the 

sa gha and eulogized as good Buddhists while simultaneously depicted as upholding 

the varˆåßramadharma and displaying learning in the sm®ti texts. This is evident both 

among these and other records of mid-1st millennium Andhra374, and, as Sanderson 

has recently shown, elsewhere among kings of dynasties of the Bhauma-karas, Pålas, 

and Candras during this period.375  

Furthermore, we know well that certain concepts, practices, and texts signified 

by the term n¥ti, which was regarded as a ßåstra, a “discipline” or written instrument 

of disciplinary knowledge by the Bråhmaˆical tradition, were popular among Jains 

and Buddhists during the first millennium C.E. The n¥ti genre was clearly associated 

in the minds of certain Sanskrit commentators with dharmaßåstra, and connected 

                                                
373 Note that in addition to the Buddhist epithets applied to the king, he is also 
characterized as a devotee of Íiva (Paramamahåeßvara). V.V. Krishna Sastry, “Three 
Copper Plate Crants of Prithivi-Sri-Mularaja from Kondavidu”, JESI, 16 (1990), pp. 
71-83; also, Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa, pp. 213-15. See lines 23lf. of the 
second set of plates. For the citation of parallel ßlokas in other epigraphs compare 
Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, pp. 170-201. 
374 Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa, p. 113.  
375 “Nor is it the case that royal devotion to the Buddha in eastern India during this 
period [roughly the second half of the first millennium] weakened in this region the 
traditional commitment of Indian rulers to the imposition and preservation of the 
caste-based brahmanical social order in which Íaivism was embedded”. Alexis 
Sanderson, “The Íaiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Íaivism during the Early 
Medieval Period”, in Genesis and Development of Tantra, ed. Shingo Einoo, Tokyo, 
Institutie of Oriental Culture, University of Tokyo, 2009, pp. 41-349; p. 116. 
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broadly, as the etymology of the term suggests, with principles or treatises concerned 

with “guidance” in the determination of right political and social conduct.376 This 

relationship does not exist only in the minds of the commentators: certain texts 

associated with n¥ti have a number of direct textual parallels with dharmaßåstra.377 N¥ti 

literature was transmitted extensively among the Buddhists and the Jains. There are 

eight principal n¥ti collections preserved in the Tibetan Tanjur.378 One of these is also 

extant in Prakrit and Sanskrit recensions, although the respective Jain and 

Bråhmaˆical texts attribute the work to different authors associated with their 

traditions.379 Despite the fact that many of the Tibetan n¥ti texts do not exist in exact 

Sanskrit versions, there are a range of textual parallels in them with Indian textual 

materials on n¥ti. These include a variant of the famous Cåˆakya-råjan¥ti-ßåstra, as 

well as texts that cite sections of the Mahåbhårata and the Pañcatantra (favorites 

among n¥ti authors) on statecraft and råjadharma, and even a text that contains 

explicit references to the Arthaßåstra.380 The work of Sternbach, Hookyaas, Bechert 

and Braun has been instrumental in bringing to light the wealth of n¥ti texts preserved 

among Buddhists in La kå and Southeast Asia.381 A fair portion of this material has 

parallels in preserved Bråhmaˆical texts such as the Kåmandåka N¥tisåra, Hitopadeßa, 

                                                
376 Kane, III, p. 8ff. 
377 L. Sternbach, “Månava-dharmaßåstra verses in Cåˆakya’s Compendia”, JAOS, 79, 
4 (1959), pp. 233-54. On the role of maxims in Indian legal education see Donald R. 
Davis, Jr., “Maxims and Precedent in Classical Hindu Law”, Indologica Taurinensia, 
33 (2007), pp. 33-55.  
378 L. Sternbach, “The Spreading of Cåˆakya’s Aphorisms over ‘Greater India’”, 
Journal of the Greater India Society, XVII (1959), pp. 364-5; S. K. Pathak, The Indian 
N¥tißåstras in Tibet, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1974, ch. 4. 
379 Pathak, p. 29. 
380 Pathak, chs. 4-5. 
381 Ludwik Sternbach, “Indian Wisdom and Its Spread Beyond India”, JAOS, 101, 1 
(1981), pp. 97-131; H. Bechert and H. Braun, Påli N¥ti Texts of Burma, London, PTS, 
1981; C. Hooykaas, “Kåmandak¥ya N¥tisåra etc. in Old Javanese”, Journal of the 
Greater India Society, XV, pp. 22-50; H. Bechert, “On the N¥tißåstravinißcaya, a 
Subhå -saμgraha from Sri La kå”, Indologica Taurinensia, 8 (1980), pp. 83-92. 
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and Cåˆakya-råja-n¥tißåstra, but much of it also cannot be traced to such texts. The 

evidence of the complex spread of this material suggests that in India, Tibet, Nepal 

and Southeast Asia n¥ti was a genre which signified certain conceptual themes and 

textual techniques, and that whatever their origins these texts were not regarded as the 

exclusive property of one or another linguistic or religious community. Jains as well as 

Indian, Tibetan, La kån and Burmese and Javanese Buddhists participated in the 

sponsorship, compilation and transmission of n¥ti throughout the 1st and early 2nd 

millennium C.E.  

The question all this raises is this: if for n¥ti why not for dharmaßåstra? If 

certain Sanskrit n¥ti texts dealing with issues such as social ethics, statecraft, or kingly 

conduct were transmitted among Buddhists in La kå and in Tibet, why is there little or 

no direct evidence for the transmission of dharmaßåstra-type texts among Buddhists 

except for the evidence of surviving legal manuscripts from Southeast Asia? This 

question goes to the heart of problems related to our understanding of the boundaries 

between textual genres and their relation to religious communities in premodern India 

and Southeast Asia. In a telling remark about one of the n¥ti texts in the Tanjur, 

translated into Tibetan probably sometime in the 13th century, Sternbach notes that: 

“similarly as most other Sanskrit sources which found their way to Tibet, [...] there is 

nothing Buddhistic about the [Subhå itarathanidhi], which contains material, 

arrangement and division of subjects similar to those of most other Sanskrit 

anthologies [...].”382 In regard to the Burmese Lokasåra Pyui., a vernacular n¥ti 

prerhaps compiled by the Kandaw Minkyaung Sayadaw (Kan tau ma ˙ kyo  charå 

tau) in c. 1500383, clearly in part on the basis of identifiable earlier Pali and Sanskrit 

materials, he states: “the whole chapter of [Lokasåra] on råjadharma is Hinduistic in 

                                                
382 Sternbach, “Spreading”, p. 376. 
383 Aspects of this text will be discussed in Chapter Six. 
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nature [... it] is basically Hinduistic and founded in the first place on the Brahmaˆic 

Månava-dharmaßåstra and other dharma- and artha-ßåstra-s, most of the rules [...] we 

find also in Indian sources.”384 Parallels between various Tibetan, Burmese, Pali, 

Javanese, etc. and Sanskrit texts can hardly be doubted, but Sternbach’s comments 

simply assume that the dicta enshrined in them is necessarily Bråhmaˆical or 

somehow out of proportion with Buddhism. Why this is relates to the fact that scholars 

like Sternbach have insisted upon looking mainly to so-called “canonical” rather than 

historical materials for their understandings of Buddhist social and political thought, 

and have taken these as representative of the Buddhist position at the exclusion of 

other texts. When texts such as n¥ti—not to mention the entire range of additional 

disciplinary or ßåstric material, including astronomy, grammar, medicine, etc.—are 

identified in a Southeast Asian Buddhist context, they are not seen as “really 

Buddhist” but as the mere appropriation, derivation, or development of forms of 

learning that are originally and properly Sanskritic and Bråhmaˆical.385 For scholars 

                                                
384 L. Sternbach, “On the influence of Sanskrit Dharma and Athaßåstras upon the N¥ti 
literature of Burma”, Charudeva Sastri Felicitation Volume, Delhi, 1974, p. 615. 
385 This perspective was paradigmatically represented in colonial approaches to 
Burmese and Southeast Asian Buddhist literature, which insisted on strict boundaries 
between “Buddhist” and “Bråhmaˆical” genres transmitted in the region, even when 
such boundaries were not upheld by their Buddhist audiences themselves. Southeast 
Asian varieties of so-called “Bråhmaˆical” or “Hindu” texts were invariably 
disparaged as corrupt and inferior imitations of their subcontinental counterparts. 
Compare Forchhammer’s remarks that in addition to Buddhist literature “there 
remains still to be mentioned a second branch of literature in Burma, the Brahmanical 
or Sanscrit works and translation from the latter. Though of far inferior value to the 
Buddhist literature, yet it is still more qualified to shed light upon the intercourse of 
Further India with India proper prior to and after the introduction of Buddhism in 
Burma. Works of Hindu origin are (1) a number of law-books; (2) medical, 
astronomical, and astrological, &c., works; (3) the Baiden-thon-bon or the three 
Vedas, in part identical with 2; (4) Histopadesa, Amara-kosha, ctr., and the original 
recension of Dhammaniti, Lokaniti, and Rajaniti. I have heard of a Burmese recension 
of the Ramayana, but I did not succeed in obtaining any [...]”. E. Forchhammer, 
Report on the Literary Work Performed on Behalf of Government for the Year 1879-
80, Rangoon, Govt. Printing, 1882, pp. 10-11. Later scholars of Burmese Buddhism 
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working on Southeast Asian materials, the construction of this fictional Buddhism 

derives from a bias towards early materials compiled in Pali, as well as the fact that 

manuscripts and epigraphs have largely been forsaken in preference for convenient 

published editions.  

But what were the texts, if any, upon which the Buddhist polities of, for 

example, the mid- to late- first millennium K® ˆa River Basin relied in the 

adjudication of disputes, to say nothing of their contemporary Buddhist communities 

in Campå or Java? Should the apparent absence of extant and explicitly Buddhist 

dharmaßåstra (or more precisely—vyavahåra- or råjadharma-related texts) be taken as 

an indication that their law was predominantly oral, or, worse yet, of lawlessness? 

What of the lay Buddhist devotees in such contexts? How were their inheritances 

apportioned, loans contracted, and marriages and divorces realized? What was the 

shape of judicial procedure? Conventional wisdom tells us that the Buddhist textual 

traditions, of whatever Vinaya school or soteriological orientation, had little if 

anything to say about such things, in contrast to what is rightly regarded in both Asian 

and comparative legal studies as the textual and jurisprudential behemoth that is 

Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra.  

Gregory Schopen has shown that in the case of the MËlasarvåstivåda Vinaya, 

and thus at some point probably in Northern India around the middle of the 1st 

millennium C.E., we witness a number of instances of Buddhist engagement with 

dharmaßåstra law. In areas of debt, contract, and inheritance this Vinaya and the sm®ti 

                                                                                                                                       
continued to endorse similar distinctions between “Buddhist” and “Hindu” genres 
circulating in Burma. See Melford Spiro, Burmese Supernaturalism, Philadelphia, 
Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1978, p. 148; E. M. Mendelson, Sangha and 
State in Burma, Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1975, p. 151. 
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texts “often speak the same language”.386 Upon Schopen’s reading the redactors of this 

Vinaya were clearly influenced by a legal culture that also had its expression in the 

Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstras; a “fundamental similarity” characterizes much of this 

legal thought.387 If thanks to these analyses it is now clear that monistic redactors 

would have allowed legal concepts and practices that were shared between them and 

non-Buddhist-monasticss (if not non-Buddhists) to figure so prominently in their 

monastic regulations, does it not seem probable that lay Buddhist devotees, also, 

would not have had reservations about participating in that same legal culture? As 

noted in Chapter Two, Robert Lingat proposed (though he did not fully explain his 

reasoning) that lay Buddhist “converts”—as he called them—in India, insofar as they 

remained outside the monkhood and thus outside the jurisdiction of the Vinaya, 

“continued to be subjected to the same legal status, i.e. the rules of their caste, guild, 

family or province”; that is, lay Indian Buddhists were governed by Bråhmaˆical 

dharmaßåstra. Other commentators such as Forchhammer posited a hypothetical “lost 

Buddhist dharmaßåstra” compiled and utilized among Buddhists in India and then 

transmitted to Southeast Asia where it was preserved, with later accretions, in the 

surviving Burmese, Mon, and Siamese dhammasattha corpus. It seems to me that both 

of these propositions may contain some truth, even if neither of them is entirely 

correct. Both Lingat and Forchhammer understand Buddhist law and Bråhmaˆical law 

as mutually exclusive; for them a law text and a legal culture is necessarily either 

Buddhist or Bråhmaˆical, and these religiously defined jurisdictions did not overlap. 

When it comes to 1st millennium Southeast Asia such an understanding of the 

religious boundaries of dharmaßåstra becomes increasingly difficult to sustain.  

 

                                                
386 Gregory Schopen, Buddhist Monks and Business Matters, Honolulu, University of 
Hawai’i Press, 2004, p. 56. 
387 Schopen, p. 62; other key passages may be found on pp. 80-1, 130-1, 209-10. 
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IV. Vyavahåra 

When we look at textual remains, turns of phrase, epigraphic citations, and 

consider the surviving manuscripts of our Burmese dhammasattha texts, we find that 

from the perspective of Southeast Asia it does not seem at all implausible that 

dharmaßåstra, particularly in terms of its conceptualization as a literature focused on 

questions of vyavahåra, had a certain currency among Buddhists. It is clear that 

among those manuscript cultures that preserve Buddhist dhammasattha texts, the 

relation that these texts may have with any Indic materials is rather limited in scope in 

terms of the fullest definitions of dharmaßåstra as encompassing not only subjects of 

legal practice (vyavahåra) but also the intricacies of the Bråhmaˆical varˆåßrama 

system, ritual prescriptions, rites of ßråddha and pråyaßcitta, and so forth. The textual 

relations among the Sanskrit and Burmese, Tai, Javanese, or Pali texts must be 

understood as limited to the formal features of the vyavahårapådas (grounds for legal 

practice) as both a rhetorical principle and also in terms of the content of individual 

rules. As noted above, it would be an arduous yet probably fruitless task to try to 

catalogue the full range of close parallels between, for example, our Pali lists taken 

from the Burmese texts and the Bråhmaˆical Sanskrit materials in the hope of being 

able to establish some certain genealogy or mode of transmission. That may be an 

interesting exercise (and many parallels will be noted in the following chapters), but in 

terms of drawing conclusions about the precise historical relationships between the 

two genres, I find it unlikely that such parallelisms could lead to conclusive results.  

The problem with the textual parallels that have been drawn to date, for 

example by Forchhammer or by Shwe Baw, is that such data is partial in that it has 

always been based on only one or a few representatives of either tradition and usually 

on material in translation.388 Secondly such studies neglect to consider a range of 

                                                
388 Forchhammer, Jarding Prize; Shwe Baw, “Origin”. 
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intermediary processes that may have been responsible for producing illusory 

parallels. Nearly all of the comparisons that have been made between dharmaßåstra 

and Burmese law texts (as with those of Java, Bali, Siam, or Cambodia) have utilized 

only a handful of texts and only several of the most well-known Sanskrit sm®tis in 

modern printed editions—usually the Laws of Manu in Bühler’s translation—and 

these texts can hardly be said to be exemplary of a sprawling manuscript tradition 

containing hundreds of texts. This is not the place for an exhaustive comparative study 

of dharmaßåstra and dhammasattha; indeed, given the state of manuscript and critical 

research on both genres of legal literature, such a study could hardly be conclusive 

today. But there are, nonetheless, certain characteristics of the Burmese, and also the 

other extant examples of Southeast Asian, legal texts that are shared with Sanskrit 

dharmaßåstra and have parallels nowhere else, as far as I have been able to establish, 

and these parallels have considerable historical significance.  

It is simply implausible to suggest that there is no substantial relationship 

between Buddhist dhammasattha and Bråhamaˆical dharmaßåstra in terms of the 

general conceptual framework and formal structure of the written law that they both 

presuppose. This is important to underscore because as indicated above in the past 50 

years or so certain scholars have sought to downplay the possible connections of the 

Burmese (and Thai) dhammasat genre with Sanskrit or Bråhmaˆical material389. This 

has been a welcome contribution, since some of these interventions, particularly those 

of Huxley and Aung Than Tun, have, in turning scholarly attention away from India 

and Sanskrit literature as the presumed “source” of the dhammasats and towards 

Burma and Southeast Asia and Pali Buddhist literature, brought to light important Pali 

and Buddhist currents in the texts, including hitherto unrecognized affinities between 

                                                
389 It strikes me as not accidental that arguments in favor of the “local” Burmese or 
Southeast Asian genesis of the texts coincided with the emergence of nationalist anti-
colonial movements in Burma and intensified following Burmese independence.  
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dhammasattha and the Pali Vinaya. Yet at the same time such a shift in focus glosses 

over important questions that still haunt any approach to the Southeast Asian 

dhammasattha texts; namely, the question of their early genesis and transmission and 

their place in a regional legal culture.  

In fact, what has happened is that the question of the relationship with 

dharmaßåstra has been largely ignored. Part of the reason for this—in addition to the 

general inward-looking-ness of post-colonial nationalist scholarship on the 

“autonomy” of Southeast Asia—is the hastening of conceptions, over the course of the 

20th century, of Burmese Buddhist culture as belonging to a distinctively “Theravåda” 

literary and Buddhist ecumene. Burmese Buddhism (like the Buddhisms throughout 

much of Southeast Asia) has come to be seen increasingly as part of a regional type. 

So parallels with the dhammasattha are sought perhaps in texts that circulated in 

La kå, Siam or Lån Nå, and above all in the perceived charter-text that is the “Pali 

Canon”, but not in Andhra, Java, Angkor, Bengal, or Bali, let alone Tibet or China. 

We cannot dispute the importance of the Pali tipi†aka and commentaries to the 

development of dhammasattha, but I would like to highlight the fact that in shifting 

our attention away from parallels with non-Pali literature we stand to neglect 

potentially important sources of insight concerning the early life of the dhammasattha 

corpus, as well as of other Buddhist texts and practices, in the region. This argument is 

not meant to suggest in any way that the Burmese texts “originated” or are directly 

derived from Bråhmaˆical Sanskrit dharmaßåstra but simply that both traditions 

presuppose a shared framework for textualizing certain aspects of legal thought, and 

that these frameworks, as well as certain details in the legal content or jurisprudential 

theory contained in the Burmese texts, seem to have a regional provenance.  

 The most fundamental formal, organizational feature of the Burmese 

dhammasattha texts is their thematic and conceptual division according to eighteen 
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legal roots (mËlå††håraså, amrac 18 på˙). All dhammasattha texts that can be dated 

reasonably securely to before 1750 contain a discussion of the eighteen roots, and 

many texts, including the DhV and MSR, explicitly employ them as the basic 

organizational principle for their entire text. Also, even most of the dhammasattha 

texts390 written after 1750 discuss the eighteen roots, although some of them mention 

only the formulation without fully explicating its content.391 As noted by Shwe Baw, 

one text that does not explicitly refer to the eighteen roots is the Gaˆ†hi Dhammasat 

compiled very late in s.1213 (1869 C.E.),392 although even this text deals only with 

subjects of law generally understood by the tradition to fall within the scope of 

dhammasattha as defined originally by the mËlå††håraså, namely: debt, deposit, 

marriage, gambling, assault, theft, slaves, and inheritance. In certain texts, including 

                                                
390 Excluding commentaries, digests, compendia, tables of comparison, extracts, etc. 
391 Huxley, following Shwe Baw, asserts that “only two of the Burmese dhammathats 
make any serious attempt to use the 18 heads, and some of them even enumerate them, 
but these works are organized on a different principle which I call the ‘lists of lists’”. 
As far as I can make sense of his ‘list of lists’, he regards this as somehow parallel 
with or related to a citation a D iii, 190. I cannot find any echoes of this passage in 
Burmese dhammasattha, although certain of the features discussed in that canonical 
passage are frequently cited in the legal literature: the four “bad courses” (see Chapter 
Six), for example (which, of course cannot be viewed as a reference to exactly that 
passage in the D¥ghanikåya). There is also no relationship to the number 227 or direct 
citation of the patimokkha in the dhammasattha tradition, so far as I can tell. Huxley 
maintains, furthermore, that a citation in a Mon dhammasat is “borrowed” from the 
Vinaya, when in fact this is not even remotely the case. The ‘list of lists’ describing 
the “18 roots of law” is exactly identical with the eighteen vyavahårapådas and that as 
I describe here their importance, pace Shwe Baw, continues across virtually all texts. 
The concept of the såkhå or “branch” is a rhetorical technique that allows for the 
contraction or elaboration of law in terms of the fundamental concept of the 18 roots 
and will be discussed in detail in connection with the MSR in Chapter Five. Huxley, 
“Buddhism and Law—the View from Mandalay”, JIABS, 18.1 (1995), pp. 66-7.  
392 There are some divergences over the date of this text although the colophon to the 
only ms I am aware of reads gaˆ†hidhammasattaμ navamapakaraˆaμ ni††hitaμ | 
sakkaråjesahassa dvisata ekatise | saradamåse dasame dive | “The 
gaˆ†hidhammasattaμ is completed in sakkaråja 1213 on the 10th day in the month of 
Sarada”. NL 116, f.cha(r). This text displays other “late” features which will be 
described Chapter Eight.  
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the MSR, these eighteen roots are further explicitly divided into numerous “branches” 

(såkhå; akhak) that encompass a bewildering variety of subsidiary laws, sometimes 

only very loosely related to the theme of the mËla they fall under. And in fact as I 

suggest in Chapter Five the concept of the såkhå has direct parallels in Nårada and 

other Sanskrit dhamraßåstras and was the primary mode through which dhammasattha 

law was expanded and related back to the fundamental principle of the eighteen roots. 

The description of the eighteen roots or mËlå††håraså is, in all cases in the earlier 

texts, derived from a Pali gåthå which is cited and then given a nissaya gloss. There 

are several variants of this gåthå. Below I provide examples of two of these. The first 

is found in several texts, including the Arakanese recension of the Kyak rui˙ 

Dhammasat, the DhV, and the Manu Kyay. The second example is taken from one of 

the extant ms versions of the MSR but is found as well in the Manu ra ˙.  

 
Kyak rui˙ dhammasat NL 1703 khå-r ff.; DhV UBS 163/582 kha [8103] v ff., NL 
ka ˙ 18 kau-r ff.; also other DhV mss; LOM, p. 68 
 
iˆako dhåpako ce va | paradabbavinodanaμ | dinnaμ paccåharaˆato | samaggaμ 
va h¥naμ bhågaμ | bhatij¥vitaμ kammena | saccaμ viparikåraˆaμ | gopålånañca 
lakkhaˆaμ | kayavikkaya åbhataμ | sËmipamåˆato ce va | ambhåcikkhanato pi ca | 
theyyakopahato cåpi | ghåtako påricariyå | dåsånañca vivådånaμ | dåyajjaμ 
duttak¥¬ithå | idhajanåvivådånaμ | a††hårasabhavantite393 
 
[nissaya:] 
1. iˆako394; mr¥ khye˙ rå tarå˙ (the law regarding contracting debt) 
2. dhånato395; uccå naμ so tarå˙ (the law regarding deposit of property) 
3. paratappavinodanaμ396; sË ta på˙ tui. e* uccå kui yo  cha  pyak r* khui ro ˙ so 
tarå˙397  

                                                
393 LOM, p. 68 
394 UBS 163/582 iˆato 
395 UBS 163/582; NL ka ˙ 18 dhammato; NL 1703 dhåko; UCL 9926 padhako; LOM 
dhåpako 
396 UBS 163/582 
397 UBS 163/582: sË ta på˙ tui. e* uccå kui yo  cha  pyak r* khui vhak “theft by 
transforming the appearance of someone else’s property” 
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(lit. the law regarding illicit sale by transforming the appearance of someone 
else’s property; i.e. sale without ownership) 

4. dinnaμ paccåharaˆato | pe˙ pr¥˙ so uccå kui ta phan to  pran sau ra rå ma ra rå so 
tarå˙398 |  

(the law regarding the propriety of requesting the return of property that has 
already been given; i.e. resumption of gifts) 

5. samaggaμ va h¥naμ399 bhågaμ | aˆˆ¥ aññvat lak sa må˙ kui. e* ve så kra tarå˙ 
(the law regarding the appropriate wages for carpenters) 

6. kammena j¥vitaμ bhati400 | amhu saññ lup so kuiy kha phra ˙ asak mve˙ so tarå˙ 
(the law regarding wages for laborers)401 

7.  saccaviparikårako | amhan chui pr¥ so saccå phok pran so tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding breach of oath) 
8. gopålånaμ lakkhaˆaμ | nvå˙ thin tui. e* mhat kro ˙ lakkhaˆå tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding the characteristics of cowherds) 
9. kayavikaya åbhataμ | ro ˙ pr¥ vay pr¥˙ so uccå kui tun. pran rå ma tun. pran rå so 
tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding returning or reclaiming property bought or sold) 
10. bhËmipamåˆato | mre e* apui˙ akhyå˙ pamåˆa kui chuμ prat so tarå˙  
 (the law regarding the demarcation of boundaries of land) 
11. abbhåcikkhaˆato | cvat chai402 so tarå˙ 
 (the law of accusation) 
12. theyyako403 | khui˙ vhak so tarå˙ 
 (the law of theft) 
13. pahato | khat put kra so tarå˙ 
 (the law of assault) 
14. ghatako404 | ase sat so tarå˙ 
 (the law of murder) 
15. paricariyå405 | la  nha  mayå˙ kya . rå so tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding the duties of husband and wife) 
16. dåsånañ ca vivådånaμ | kyvan e* aphrac kui ra  khuμ kra so tarå˙406 

(the law regarding disputes concerning the status of slaves) 
17. dåyajja | amve ve kra so tarå˙ 

                                                
398 NL 1703  
399 i.e. a va haki, a carpenter, architect. cf. PTSD s.v.; UBS 163/582 va††akanaμ; 
UCL 9926 samavattanaμ; NL 1703 ve†hanaμ 
400 cf. KAN 1054; cf. Skt. bh taka; Pali bhataka, “servant” 
401 Although the entire Pali passage above is quoted in NL 1703, nos. 5 and 6 are not 
glossed in the nissaya section. Both are included in the vernacular translation 
following the nissaya section as nos. 2 and 3.  
402 UBS 163/582; LOM rui˙ cvap  
403 NL 1703 dhanajhariyo 
404 LOM, UCL 9926; UBS 163/582 gha†aka 
405 LOM, NL 1703; UBS 163/582, UCL 9926 paracariyå 
406 UBS 163/582 
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 (the law regarding the partition of inheritance) 
18. jutaki¬inå | [kyve]407 an ca so ka cå˙ khya  n* lo ˙ khya  saññ kui ra rå ma ra rå 
so tara˙408 
 (the law regarding whether gambling is appropriate in games such as dice, etc.) 
 
These 18 divisions (chan rui˙) of the dhammasat which have been described are the 
causes of dispute (vivådåni; ra  khya ) among men in the world.  
 
MSR (fr. Add 12241 gå˙ r ff [0041]); Manu ra ˙, p. 16-17 
 
I shall put forth this gåthå which describes the divisions (aprå˙) of the laws 
established (chum˙ phrat) in this Manusåra Dhammasat: 
 
tattha a††å dvidhå vuttå mËlasåkhappa bhedato | mËlå††hårasadhå såkhå | tidinnodi 
anekadhå 
 
[nissaya:] [The gåthå] says that there is a twofold division into roots (mËla; amrac) 
and branches (såkhå; akhak) of the laws (a††a; tarå˙) established by this dhammasat 
named Manusåra. It says that there is a division of the laws into 18 roots. It says that 
there is a division of the laws into branches beginning with the [law concerning the] 
three types of giving. [As for the root laws:] 
 
inadhanaμ sannidhånaμ | nasakaμ parakiˆitaμ | adhammadhanavibhågaμ | dhanaμ 
datvå pacchå gaˆhaμ | bha†ikassa palibodho | bahumajjhe susamukhe | yaμ vacanaμ 
kathetvåna | pacchå puna kathenti taμ | kiˆitvå puna icchati | vikiˆitvå vivattati | 
dvipadå vå catupadå | sabbe manussabha†ikå | pathav¥vibhattivåcå | 
aññadosaparopitaμ | paraghåtaμ gharaμ gacche | itthipurisavigate | vibhatti ca 
dhanahetu | akkhamuttapa†ibhåro | ete mËlå††hårasa | dhammasatthe pakåsitå 
 
[nissaya:] 
1. inadhanaμ | mr¥ uccå tarå˙ 
 (the law of debt-property) 
2. sannidhånaμ | nhaμ so uccå 
 (deposit) 
3. nasakaμ parakiˆitaμ | mi mi uccå ma hut so uccå kui su å˙ ro  khra   
 (sale without ownership) 
4. adhammavinibhågaμ | ma tarå˙ sa phra . uccå kuiv pe˙ khra  
 (illicit distribution of property) 
5. dhanaμ datvå pacchå gaˆhaμ | uccå kuiv pe˙ pr¥˙ r* nok mha yË khra  tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding the resumption of gifts) 
6. bha†ikassa palibodho | kuiy kha hå˙ cå˙ so tarå˙ 

                                                
407 NL 1703 
408 all the DhV mss basically follow this text; LOM reads duttak¥¬itå | krak tuik | an 
khat aca rhi so ka cå˙ khra  n* lo ˙ tam˙ kra so tarå˙ 
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 (the law regarding the payment of laborers) 
7. bahumajjhe sukhamukhe yaμ vacanaμ kathetvåna puna pacchå | amyå˙ tuiv. e* 
alay n* laññ ko ˙ sË tau ko  tui. myak mhok laññ ko ˙ akra  ca kå˙ kui  chuiv pr¥˙ r* 
ta phan nok mha chuiv kun e* | taμ thui tarå˙ ca kå˙ laññ ta på˙ 
 (lit. “discourse concerning the law regarding swearing an oath in the middle of 
an assembly/crowd or in front of Good Men and then at a later time giving a different 
testimony”; i.e. the law regarding oaths) 
8. kathenti kiˆitvå puna icchati | ro  pr¥˙ mha ta phan lui pran so tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding resumption of things sold) 
9. vikiˆitvå vivattati | vay pr¥˙ mha tuμ pran so tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding resumption of things purchased) 
10. sabbe dvipadå vå catupadå | aluμm˙ cuμ so akhre nhac khu akre le khu tui. tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding all two-footed and four-footed [animals]) 
11. manussabha†ikå | sË kha cå 
 (the law regarding the price of men; i.e., wages) 
12. pathav¥vibhattivåcå | mre kuiv ve khra  ca kå˙ 
 (the discourse regarding [the law of] dividing land) 
13. aññadosaparopitaμ | su kui aprac rhå r* cvat chvai khra  tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding fault-finding (aprac rhå) and accusation) 
14. paraghåtaμ | su kui sat put khra  tarå˙ 
 (the law of physical assault) 
15. gharaμ gacche | su aim su rå suiv. rok khra  tarå˙409 
 (the law regarding going to a home or dwelling, i.e. marriage)  
16. itthipurisavigate | la  mayå˙ kvå kra  tarå˙ 
 (the law of divorce) 
17. vibhattidhanahetu ca | uccå ve khra  tarå˙ 
 (the law of the division of property; i.e. inheritance) 
18. akkhattapa†ibhåro ca | krve khat kra r* lo  so tarå˙ 
 (the law regarding cowrie-dice and gambling) 
 
These are the eighteen roots of law explained in the dhammasattha. These eighteen 
comprise the meaning of what is called the “root law” (amrac tarå˙). 

 

 Further details concerning these descriptions and the formal roles they play in 

the overall organization of their texts will be discussed in later chapters. For present 

purposes it is important to realize that these eighteen categories are announced near 

                                                
409 Shwe Baw (p. 37) translates this as “trespass” in his discussion of MSR. But where 
the almost verbatim passage in the nissaya gloss of gharaμ gacche appears in Manu 
ra ˙—namely, eim sui. rok khra ˙—he translates it as “offence’s against another’s 
wife” (p. 39)!  
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the beginning of their treatises following the proem that narrates the “biography” or 

uprising (a††huppatti) of the text, and that they set the stage for the unfolding of the 

discourse that ensues. In all instances the eighteen divisions are not rigorously adhered 

to, and in certain texts they seem to serve more of a role of providing a theoretical 

definition of the extent of the law in its different categories, which need not be dealt 

with in detail elsewhere in the text. The eighteen categories should therefore not be 

regarded as a table of contents that serves to index the content of a treatise, but rather 

as a statement about the scope of the dhammasattha discourse in general terms. 

 As a number of other scholars have pointed out, these eighteen mËlas find a 

parallel in the eighteen vyavahårapådas or grounds for litigation in the Sanskrit 

dharmaßåstra texts, which the Nåradasm®ti enumerates as follows:410  

 
1. ®ˆådanam, nonpayment of debts 
2. nikepa˙, deposits 
3. saμbhËyasamutthånam, breach of contract for service 
4. dattåpradånikam, resumption of gifts 
5. abhyupetyåßußrË å, breach of contract for service 
6. vetanasyånapåkarma, nonpayment of wages 
7. asvåmivikraya˙, sale without ownership 
8. kr¥tånußaya˙, non-delivery of what has been sold 
9. vikr¥yåsaμpradånam, reneging on purchase 
10. samayasyånapåkarma, nonobservance of conventions 
11. k etrajavivåda˙, land disputes 
12. str¥puμsayoga˙, relations between a man and a woman 
13. dåyabhåga˙, partition of inheritance 
14. såhasam, violent acts 
15-16. vågdaˆ apåru ye, verbal and physical assault 
17. dyËtasamåhvayam, gaming and contests 
18. prak¥rˆakam, miscellaneous 

 

I cite the Nåradasm®ti here because this text, perhaps more than any other of our 

published editions of dharmaßåstra, seems to mirror the Burmese dhammasattha most 

                                                
410 Når 16-20. 
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closely in terms of content and form. That is, Nårada is largely concerned only with 

the eighteen vyavahårapådas as well as some issues related to legal procedure. This is 

perhaps true of the sm®tis of Kåtyåyana and B®haspati, which may have also focused 

more exclusively on issues of vyavahåra than texts such as Manu or Yåjñavalkya, 

which deal with a range of other issues connected to the Bråhmaˆical understanding of 

dharma.411 But of course slightly variant lists of the vyavahårapådas is given in other 

sm®tis, and they do not always add up to exactly eighteen.412  

I would like to underscore that these eighteen roots articulate the basic scope of 

dhammasattha as the genre is understood in Burma, and note that recent scholarship 

has dramatically underemphasized their significance. Unlike in India, where in certain 

texts such as the MDh vyavahåra comprise only a portion of the total content of 

dharmaßåstra, as far as we know from extant Burmese materials the purview of 

dhammasattha is, and has always been, exclusively this type of material. Some of our 

texts do discuss regulations bearing on kingship, the function of officials of the state, 

and, typically, matters of procedure regarding such things as witnesses, judges, 

evidence and so forth, yet as described in following chapters these matters are closely 

related to the elaboration of vyavahåra, and connect to the ways in which the eighteen 

roots, as embodied in dhammasattha as theoretical manuals on law, are actualized in a 

juridical context. Whether or not a text utilizes extensive technical terminology of 

vyavahåra or enumerates some or all of the roots and their connected  branches is 

                                                
411 Cf. P.V. Kane, Kåtyåyanasm®ti on Vyavahåra, Poona, Aryasa sk®ti Press, 1933; J. 
Jolly, Minor Law Books, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1889. However, both of these texts 
are reconstructions, compiled from extensive citations in nibandha digests. It seems 
difficult to know the extent to which other, non-vyavahåra matters would have been 
dealt with by them. It is also plausible that earlier versions of Nårada itself may have 
contained details on more than just vyavahåra, including regulations on ßråddha 
(ceremonies for the dead) and pråyaßcitta (expiation). For a brief discussion of both of 
these matters see Lingat, The Classical Law, pp. 103ff. 
412 Kane, History, III, p. 248ff. 
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irrelevant; the important point here is the fact that the legal genre deals entirely with 

issues of practice and procedure comprised, in whole or in part, by these subjects.  

 

V. Sattha in Pali Buddhist literature 

In the early Pali Buddhist literature the use of the Pali term sattha (= Skt. 

ßåstra) to refer to disciplines, categories of learning, or “textual instruments” is rare.413 

However, in the Milindapañhå, King Milinda is described as learned in the following 

nineteen disciplines, and here the cognate Pali term sattha (satthåni) is employed: suti 

sammuti sa khyå yogå n¥ti visesikå gaˆikå gandhabbå tikiccå dhanubbedå414 puråˆå 

itihåså jotiså mahå ketu415 mantanå yuddhå candaså buddhavacanena ekËnav¥sati.416 

Many of these terms are not easily translatable verbatim because they refer to specific 

technical or philosophical genres (e.g. vaiße ika, sa˙khyå), textual genres (Puråˆa, 

Itihåså, etc.) or otherwise require detailed commentary (ßruti, sm®ti). I offer a limited 

translation, providing the Sanskrit equivalents for the Pali words: 

 
ßruti, sm®ti, saμkhyå, yoga, n¥ti (law, statecraft), vaiße ika, gaˆaka (calculation, 
finance, numerological reckoning), gandharva (music), trik®tya (medicine), 
dhanurveda (archery), the Puråˆas, itihåsa (history), jyoti a (astronomy), maha 
(magic), ketu (omen interpretation), mantra, yuddha (military strategy), chåndasa 
(prosody), with Buddhavacana (texts relating to the words of the Buddha), nineteen. 
 

                                                
413 It is attested more commonly in the later a††hakathå commentaries, thus from the 
middle of the 1st millennium C.E. onward. Several of these instances are discussed 
below. 
414 Some Bse manuscripts have catubbeda (“four Vedas”), which is also the reading in 
the CS edition. CS notes that Sinhalese manuscripts give dhanubbedå; although this 
reading is also found in the Burmese nissaya cited below. This seems to make sense 
here as suti would already encompass the four Vedas. 
415 Some Sinhalese manuscripts read hetu. Again, there are different versions of this 
text in Sinhalese and Burmese manuscripts of the Mil. For a discussion of more of 
these variants see Chapter Six.  
416 Mil-bse, p. 4. 
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A partial gloss of this description of the wisdom of King Milinda is found in the later 

Cambodian †¥kå held in Copenhagen and carefully edited by Jaini417 and in numerous 

vernacular Burmese renderings of the narrative.418 A gloss is also found in the Pali 

Milindapañhå-a††hakathå by Mingun Jetavan Sayadaw U Nårada in the 1930s, 

perhaps compiled in part after earlier Burmese works.419 The list in the Milindapañhå 

is particularly interesting because it mentions two branches of learning in which the 

king is said to be skilled, namely sammuti and n¥ti, which have a direct bearing on the 

question of the awareness among 1st millennium Buddhists in the greater South Asian 

region of dhammasattha texts. Simply from this instance it is impossible to know the 

details of the disciplines to which these terms would have referred, and indeed 

whether or not these ßåstras refer to specifically written modes of knowledge, but the 

apparent parallels with the categories of sm®ti and n¥ti, as genres of text that in 

Sanskrit contexts have bearing on legal knowledge, is suggestive. In the Cambodian 

†ikå the commentator does not gloss n¥ti but interprets sammuti as “grammatical texts” 

(saddagantha).420 However, in his gloss on the entire list, an early 19th century 

                                                
417 Milinda†¥kå, London, Pali Text Society, 1961, p. 6. 
418 Compare further Southeast Asian references to Milinda traditions in von Hinüber, 
HPL, III.4; MST s.v. Milindapanhå; and, E. Guillon, “Les Questions de Milinda: Un 
roi Greco-Indien dans un texte Mon” Cahiers de l’Asie du Sud-Est, 29-30 (1991), pp. 
75-92. In Burma there are witnesses to both a †ikå and a Milindapanhå-a††hakathå (see 
following note), as well as to several nissayas; see PSS 204, 133, 881, 629, 630, 631; 
KN 102-4. FPL and MORA both hold numerous relevant Bse mss that have not yet 
been examined. 
419 Cf. Ma ˙ kvan˙ jetavan charå tau, Milindapañhå-a††hakathå, Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 
1949. This text has been transcribed and edited in roman characters in Madhav M. 
Deshpande, Milindapañhå-A††hakathå, Tokyo, International Institute for Buddhist 
Studies, 1999. That an understanding of the eighteen sciences were known in Burma is 
abundantly clear. For an 18th century list that closely parallels the enumeration in the 
Milindapañhå see Phui˙ Cin, ed., Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙ metta cå aphre, Yangon, 
Haμsåvat¥, 1959, p. 81. This work will be discussed in Chapter Six alongside other 
Burmese understandings of sattha. 
420 Milinda†¥kå, p. 6. 
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Burmese commentator takes sammuti to be a reference to the “dhammasat written 

texts beginning with Manu” and n¥ti to signify “n¥ti written texts beginning with the 

Råjan¥ti”.421 Nårada likewise interprets sammuti as referring to dhammasattha, 

writing: “sammut¥ ti sammuniyati etthå ti sammuti | råjËnaμ a††avinicchayavasena 

sammutaμ dhammasatthaμ”— “here ‘sammuti’ is that which is authorized, [such as] 

dhammasattha, which is authorized by the authority of judicial decisions of 

sovereigns”.422 

We know little about the date or attribution of the Milindapañhå except that a 

form of the text was extant prior to its 4th century translation into Chinese. It appears 

that this technical list is not exactly paralleled in Chinese versions of the text, where 

the corresponding passage, in its French translation, describes Milinda as “un homme 

de haut talent, sage, habile, éclairé sur la Voie des sËtras du temps, capable 

d’expliquer les points difficiles des choses passées, futures et présentes, éclairé sur les 

affaires publiques et sur l’art de la guerre; il n’y avait rien que ne pénétràt sa 

perspicacité.”423 Thus it seems entirely plausible that the Pali list may be a later 

insertion of unknown provenance. Yet there is a range of other pre-15th century 

evidence that seems to suggest a familiarity with sattha and dhammasattha-type texts 

among Buddhists elsewhere in South and Southeast Asia.  

 

VI. Sattha and written law in La kå 

Primary among such references are those that are located in the strata of 

La kån Pali chronicle traditions drawn together under the name Mahåvaμsa. Others 

                                                
421 Ódiccavaμsa, Milindapañhå på¬i tau nissaya, Yangon, Praññ Kr¥˙ Ma ui , 1915, 
p. 18. UBhS in Thaton holds a ms version of this text at 426/171. 
422 Milindapañhå-a††hakathå-Bse., p. 11. 
423 P. Demiéville, “Les versions chinoises du Milindapañha”, BEFEO, 24, 1 (1924), p. 
92. 
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have noted instances in the Mahåvaμsa that appear to describe the practice of written 

law in premodern Celyon. References mentioned in a 1996 article by Huxley424 

include: 

 

a. (written 12th c.?) SLTP 47.20; Geiger trans. CË¬avaμsa, 49.21: potthakesu 

likhåpevo a††e sammåvinicchite råjagehe †hapåpesi ukko†anabhayena so 

“[The king had] disputes that were properly decided (a††e sammåvinicchite) written in 

manuscripts (potthakesu) and kept in the royal palace out of fear of corruption 

(ukko†anabhayena)”425 

b. (12th c.?) SLTP 78.41; Geiger 80.41: sa kiˆˆaμ ca catubbaˆˆaμ asa kiˆˆaμ 

vidhåya so dhammådhikaraˆaμ satthaμ kåray¥ kusalatthiko 

“[The general Óyasmanta] organised and separated the four varnas (vaˆˆa) which had 

become mixed, and being intent on the good (kusala), had a treatise (satthaμ) written 

containing questions about the dhamma (dhammådhikaraˆaμ).”426 

 

                                                
424 Andrew Huxley, “Studying Theravada Legal Literature”, JIABS, 20 (1997), 63-91. 
I am using a pre-press draft of this essay so my page numbers differ.   
425 My translation here differs from that of Collins (cited in Huxley), which improves 
upon Geiger. The difference is simply that I underscore the use of manuscripts in this 
context and translate ukko†ana (Skt. utkoca) as “corruption” rather than in the more 
specialized meaning of bribery.   
426 Collins’ trans (in Huxley, “Studying”). Note that adhikaraˆa also carries more 
technical usages, some specifically related to judicial administration. It is a typical 
word for a “court” or “tribunal” in Sanskrit inscriptions and in Pali where it also refers 
to specific “cases” of litigation or dispute. On later Burmese understandings of the 
term see KAN, s.v. The office of the adhikaraˆa-bhik u played an important roll in 
Indian Buddhist monasteries (cf. Jonathan A. Silk, Managing Monks: Administrators 
and Administrative Roles in Indian Buddhist Monasticism, Oxford, Oxford University 
Press, 2008, pp. 171-2), as well as later Javanese Buddhist materials. When used in 
reference to a text the term may indicate a section or “chapter” of a written treatise 
where it signifies the subject heading of a particular division of a work.  
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Huxley notes in reference to the latter passage that here the “word ‘dhamma’ need not 

indicate a written collection of legal norms. The sentence makes good enough sense as 

a description of two different ways in which Ayasmanta behaved meritoriously: he 

reformed social organisation and he sponsored a book on religion”.427 While this is 

perhaps true we should also note the specialized usage of the term sattha employed in 

this context to refer to the production of a (probably written) text dealing with the 

subject of dhamma. Throughout the Mhv the term sattha is used a further 11 times, as 

follows:  

 

a. (written 12th c.?) LTP 37.146/Geiger 37.146: vejjasattha “medical treatises”, i.e. 

Skt. vaidyaßåstra (perhaps also at 37.150) 

b. (12th c.?) SLTP 48.59/Geiger 50.60: sabbasatthavisårado, “learned in all the 

treatises” 

c. (12th c.?) SLTP 72.3-4/Geiger 64.3-4: jinågamesu nekesu ko†illådisu [ed. note: (e.) 

Ko†alladisu. (a.) Kecallådisu] n¥tisu saddasatthe ca kåveyye sanighaˆ ukake†ubhe; 

naccag¥tesu satthesu hatthisippådikesu ca dhanukhaggådinekesu satthesu ca visesato 

“[Parakkamabåhu was learned] in (the?) various divisions of texts (ågamesu nekesu) 

of the Conqueror; in the n¥ti [texts] such as Ko†illa [i.e. the Kau†il¥ya Arthaßåstra]; in 

the grammatical treatises (sattha) and in poetics (kåveyya) together with [the art of] 

glossing texts (nighaˆ u) and [knowledge of] versification [manuals] (ke†ubha);428 in 

treatises (sattha) relating to singing and dancing and the sciences (sippa) such as that 

                                                
427 “Studying”, pp. 3-4. 
428 Geiger translates nighaˆ ukake†ubhe as “the knowledge of vocabulary and ritual”, 
following the PTS. My translation of ke†ubha as “manuals of versification” follows 
KAN and others who note that this is a term for texts connected with poetics or 
ala kåra (i.e., ala kåraßåstra).  
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of elephants, and, especially, in the various treatises (sattha) related to matters such as 

the bow and sword.  

d. (12th c.?) SLTP 75.88/Geiger 67.88, contains a reference that is almost certainly not 

to sattha (treatise) but to satthar (master); I mention it here only for the sake of being 

thorough: ñåtasatthågamo, “[he] knew the texts [ågama] of the Master” (Geiger’s 

trans).  Geiger includes a note that in this instance it “is doubtful whether sattha 

contains the Skr. ßåstra or ßåst® (P. satthar). W[ijayasi ha] seems to assume the 

former, since he translates: “versed in all knowledge and wisdom”. I think the latter 

and take satthågama as a synonym of buddhågama.”429 I agree that the former reading 

is extremely implausible, among other reasons because the term Satthar is a very 

common epithet of the Buddha in the CË¬avaμsa. Also, not insignificantly, I am 

unaware of any application of the term sattha, in a Pali context, to texts of the nikåyas.  

e. (12th c.?) SLTP 78.56/Geiger 70.56: yuddhopayog¥ko†illasattyuddhaˆˆavådikaμ 

(or -kocallasattha-), sammå vilokayitvåna, “with careful consideration of the works 

profitable for the carrying on of war, such as the text book (sattha) of (Ko†illa), the 

Yuddhaˆˆava and others” (Geiger trans.). Note here that the term yuddhopaya, or the 

means (upåya) of war, seems to suggest, as Geiger points out, the four means of 

warfare discusses in AÍ, YDh, and other texts.430 

f. (12th c.?) SLTP 71.38; Geiger 73.38: vejjånaμ katahatthånaμ 

sabbasatthappavedinaμ, “to dexterous physicians learned in all the treatises (sattha)” 

g. (12th c.?) SLTP 71.45; Geiger 73.44: sayaμ upadisitvåna satthayuttiμ yathåvato, 

“[he] taught them the proper application of the [medical] treatises (sattha)”. Geiger 

translates this as “[he] pointed it out to them as the best of teachers and showed them 

                                                
429 Geiger, p. 274, n. 1. 
430 Geiger, p. 201, n. 2. 
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the proper use of the instruments”. It seems like he must be reading sattha as satthar 

and interpolating “instruments”. My reading does not require any interpolation.  

h. (written 18th c.?) SLTP 98.98; Geiger 100.97: tatoppabhuti 

saddhammasaddasatthesu chekake; såmaˆerådike netvå dåpento upasampadaμ 

“from that time forward, having drawn together såmaˆeras and others learned in the 

treatises (sattha) that relate to the grammar of the Good Dhamma, [the king] gave 

them the upasampada ordination.  

i. (18th c.?) SLTP 98.176; Geiger 100.175: saddhammaVinayatthe ca saddasatthaμ 

ca uggahuμ, “[bhikkhus] learned the philological treatises (sattha) and the meaning of 

the Vinaya of the saddhamma” 

j. (written 1877) SLTP 99.12; Geiger 101.12: på¬isakkatasatthadinekasatthesu kosalo, 

“[the king was] adept in the various treatises (sattha) beginning with those treatises 

(sattha) in På¬i and Sanskrit. 

k. (1877) SLTP 99.13; Geiger 101.13: saddasatthavisårado, “skilled in the 

grammatical treatises (sattha).  

 

It may be objected that my translation of these passages unfairly privileges one among 

several possible meanings of sattha. Indeed, as with Sanskrit ßåstra in many instances 

in Pali it is difficult to tell whether sattha is used in reference to a written treatise as 

opposed to and unwritten “teaching”, “science”, or “discipline”. But I would argue 

that based on the above instances where the term very probably implies a written text 

(i.e., dhammådhikaraˆaμ satthaμ kåray¥; på¬isakkatasatthadi; and, kocallasattha), it 

is reasonable to assume that for the compiler or compilers of these sections of the 

Mahåvaμsa, the notion of sattha presupposed a written text or a tradition of 

knowledge or learning enshrined in written treatises. Moreover, in each of these cases 

the term sattha refers quite specifically not just to any written text but to a technical or 
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theoretical manual, on medicine, philology, poetics, statecraft, elephantry, etc., all of 

which have analogues within the Bråhmaˆical ßåstric genres (vaidyaßåstra, 

ßåbdaßåstra, kåvyaßåstra, n¥tißåstra, gåjaßåstra, etc.). Although the term 

“dhammasattha” is perhaps not explicitly referred to—depending how we read 

dhammådhikaraˆaμ satthaμ in SLTP 78.41 above—genres closely related to the 

dharmaßåstras, such as n¥ti and arthaßåstra are named431. Kau†il¥ya’s Arthaßåstra is 

cited by name twice; in both instances the manuscripts provide variant readings for the 

name of the work (Ko†illa, Ko†alla, Kocalla, Kecalla) which may suggest some 

uncertainty about the correct form of the title in the period when these references were 

compiled (12th c.?) or when our extant manuscript versions of the text were produced 

(i.e. post 17th century). The AÍ is a well-known text on kingship and statecraft which 

contains as its 3rd adhikaraˆa (section), “on judges” (dharmasth¥yam), procedural and 

vyavahåra laws432 which in numerous instances of both text, vocabulary, and content 

very closely parallel formulations found in both MDh and the Yåjñavalkya 

dharmaßåstra.433 As Lingat explains, following Vijñåneßvara’s commentary on 

Yåjñavalkya, there is a great deal of overlap among arthaßåstra and dharmaßåstra 

traditions and the distinctions between them derive from a different “way of seeing 

things” rather than any sort of “fundamental opposition”.434 Furthermore, given that 

                                                
431 On the identification of n¥tißåstra with arthaßåstra by some commentators see 
Kangle, The Kau†il¥ya Arthaßåstra, 3 vols., Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 2000, vol. 3, p. 
3. Of course, in India as well as in Southeast Asia these different textual forms are 
also, in certain contexts, very distinct. The point here is that this invocation**  
432 Some of the vyavahåra subjects (i.e., matters that are grounds for litigation) dealt 
with in the 3rd section of the AÍ, all of which are also treated in Burmese 
dhammasattha, include: marriage, inheritance, property, contract, debt, witnesses and 
testimony, deposit, slaves, sale, gifts, theft, slander, assault, and gambling. See below. 
433 P. Olivelle, “Manu and the Arthaßåstra: A Study in Íåstric Intertextuality”, JIP, 32 
(2004), pp. 281-91; Kane, vol. 1, p. 202 ff. 
434 R. Lingat, The Classical Law, p. 147. On the relation between dharma and artha 
textual traditions more generally see M. Winternitz, “Dharmaßåstra and Arthaßåstra”, 
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the reference to the compilation of dhammådhikaraˆaμ satthaμ by the king is made 

in the context of his efforts to separate the castes (vaˆˆa) that had become mixed, it 

seems plausible that whatever text this was, it was perhaps not simply “a book on 

religion”. The manual on dhamma referred to here was a technical treatise, of the sort 

of the ßåstric written text mentioned elsewhere in the narrative, presumably connected 

with the analysis of the proper duties of the four castes, whose sponsorship by the king 

resulted from his interest in fostering the good. As we shall see in later chapters in our 

analysis of Burmese materials, such descriptions of the dhammasattha texts and the 

intentions behind their compilation are extremely common. 

 We should also note that all of these references come from the later CË¬avaμsa 

portion of the Mhv, and, with the exception of h-k, which were appended to the text in 

the 18th or 19th centuries, were arguably written in the 12th century. The tentative 

dates for sections 37.51-89.84 of the Cv, and its attribution to the compiler, “let us call 

him Dhammakitti”435, are not secure, but it is interesting to note that there are no 

direct references to sattha in the earlier layers of the text (~5th c. C.E.?) attributed to 

Mahånåma.436  

 Yet perhaps our best evidence for the transmission of dharmaßåstra-type texts 

in the Mhv comes from references to “Manu”, which also date to the same section of 

the text. We must distinguish between the relatively common formulation of manu in 

manuja437, “born of Manu”, used to refer simply to “human beings” or “men”, from 
                                                                                                                                       
Sir Asutosh Memorial Volume, vol. 1, Patna, Samaddar, 1926-28, pp. 24-48; Kangle, 
op. cit., vol. 3, ch. 1; Kane, vol 3, p. 8ff. 
435 Geiger, trans. CË¬avaμsa, p. iv. 
436 Cf. HPL, §182-85 
437 In the vast majority of cases in the MhV this term is found in the compound 
manujådhipo, “lord of men” (5.196, etc.), which is used dozens of times as a stock 
epithet. Other compounds include manujindo (37.66) and manujagaˆa (25.116). It is 
found used singly to refer to “men” less often: 7.8; 12.23, 25; 25.109; SLTP 97.108 
Geiger 99.108. Manuja is of course a formulation found throughout canonical and 
paracanonical Pali texts. There is also a rather curious usage of manuråya (SLTP 
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those instances that seem to refer to the figure of Manu the paradigmatic lawgiver, if 

not to the actual text of the MDh. There are four instances of the latter sort: 

 

a. SLTP 78.9; Geiger 80.9: manun¥tikkamaμ kiñci avokkamma mah¥pati; 

catussa gahavatthËhi santappesi mahåjanaμ, “The king did not deviate whatsoever 

from the practice (kama) prescribed by the Manun¥ti; he pleased the people by means 

of the four bases of royal popularity (sa gahavatthË)438. 

b. SLTP 78.53; Geiger 80.53: rajjaμ såsi tivasasaμ so manun¥timavokkamaμ, “He 

ruled for three years, not deviating from the Manun¥ti” 

c. SLTP 82.2; Geiger 84.2: atha so parasattËhi cirakålappamosite; 

kulappaveˆikåyatte gåmakkhettagharådayo; tesaμ tesantu såm¥naμ yathåpubbaμ 

mah¥pati; vavatthåpetvå då pasi manun¥tivisårado, “Then the king, versed in the 

Manun¥ti, having determined which villages, fields, houses, etc., were the ancestral 

property of which families during the long occupation by the hostile enemy, had them 

returned to their former owners.” 

d. SLTP 94.26; Geiger 96.26: råjå manun¥tivisårado, “the king, versed in the 

Manun¥ti” 

  

                                                                                                                                       
68.233), which Geiger translates as “king of Men”. See Geiger’s n. 2 on this term at 
his trans. p. 306. See also MW, s.v. råya. 
438 This is not a reference to the four bases of attraction—d na (generosity), 
peyyavajja (kind speech), atthacariy  (meaningful conduct), sam nattat  

(impartiality)—known from such texts as D.iii 153, A.ii 32, but rather to the four 
“great sacrifices” by means of which kings secured their popularity or “legitimacy”: 
assamedha, purisamedha, sammåpåsa , våcåpeyya, which were also referred to as 
sa gahavatthu. On the redefinition of the four Vedic sacrifices by the commentators 
that is implied here and which in the Buddhist context signifies equitable taxation, 
judiciousness in bestowing favors, making interest free loans to the poor, and affable 
speech, see It-a, 27; P. Masefield, trans., The Commentary on the Ittivuttaka, vol 1, pp. 
234ff.  
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 In each of these cases the compound Manun¥ti is used. Geiger translates this as 

the “ordinances of Manu”, although there is some uncertainty as to how the compound 

should be understood and whether it should be taken as a reference to the title of an 

actual written treatise. Manu probably refers to the proper name Manu, whose 

genealogy in Buddhist literature I discuss at length in later chapters. In both Sanskrit-

Bråhmaˆical and Pali-Buddhist traditions Manu is a figure associated with the origin 

of legislation; in Buddhist materials he is often regarded as identical with 

Mahåsammata, the first king439. In Pali n¥ti carries a number of meanings. It is used 

descriptively to refer to a genre of moral, didactic or political literature, the n¥tisattha, 

as described above, or to related subhå ita texts440, but can also mean “guidance”, 

“advice” or “counsel”, and is used in this sense at several points in the Mhv. Usages in 

texts presented in the CSCD suggest that in the commentarial literature the term is 

frequently associated with citations of normative prescriptions of behavior, and in a 

few cases these explicitly suggest that the prescription derives from a written source or 

a sattha.441 In any case, it is equally reasonable to interpret Manun¥ti as implying 

either sense of the term. In a., for example, it is possible to read manun¥tikkama  as 

referring to the “practice advised by Manu” rather than the “practice prescribed by the 

treatise called Manun¥ti”. Were this a reference to the title of a work on the basis of 

the information provided it is virtually impossible to say much about its content, 

                                                
439 On the genealogy of Manu-related narratives in Vedic materials see Bühler, The 
Laws of Manu, London, Oxford University Press, 1886, pp. lvii-lxv. On Pali-
commentarial identifications see S. Collins, “The Lion’s roar on the Wheel-Turning 
King”, JIP, 24 (1996), pp. 421-46 as well as Chapter Six below. 
440 On n¥ti and subhå ita literature see also L. Sternbach, Subhå ita, Gnomic and 
Didactic Literature, History of Indian Literature vol. IV, Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 
1974.  
441 Cf. usages of n¥tisattha at Pv-a 299 [PTS p.129]; Ja-a V 430 [PTS v.490]. 
Incidentally, throughout the commentary on the A kurapetavatthuvaˆˆanå there are a 
number of other references to n¥ti, including instances where apparently certain n¥ti 
texts or verbal aphorisms are directly cited (259, 262; PTS 114-5).  
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particularly in cases b. and d. We can speculate that it may have comprised issues 

relating to kingship generally, perhaps also the four bases of royal popularity (as in a.) 

and regulations concerning the ownership of ancestral property (c.).  

Although these and the above references don’t establish for us that texts 

explicitly parallel to the dharmaßåstra/dhammasattha circulated in Ceylon for certain 

they do provide important clues that a number of features of the broader Southern 

Asian written legal culture were clearly well known to the compilers of the relevant 

sections of the Cv. First, they suggest that treatises (sattha), probably connected to 

some extent with the definition of branches of learning in terms of a framework 

related to the idea of the Bråhmaˆical ßåstra, were written concerning dhamma, and 

that an aspect of this dhamma seems to have dealt with the regulation of the four 

vaˆˆas. They show that Kau†il¥ya’s Arthaßåstra was known as well as other political 

treatises (n¥ti). Furthermore, these references establish that Manu, if not an actual text 

by the name of Manu or Manun¥ti, was known as a source of guidance for kings, and 

kings “concerned with that which is conducive to the good”.  

Other evidence may help shed further light on the possible transmission of 

both sattha and dhammasattha among Buddhists in La kå. In their introduction to one 

of Nißßa ka Malla’s (1189-1198 C.E.) inscriptions, the editors of Epigraphia 

Zeylanica note a metaphor used in the text which seems to have a parallel in the MDh 

and remark that “this and sundry other passages in the Galpota and Citadel Gate 

inscriptions show us that Nißßa ka Malla, or rather the scribe who composed his 

epigraphs, had some acquaintance with the Hindu dharmaßåstras”.442 Unfortunately 

the editors don’t clarify what they mean by this, but it seems that they are referring to 

stipulations in these inscriptions which promote the divinity of kingship, succession by 

primogeniture, and describe features of the organization and administration of the 

                                                
442 EZ, III, p. 150, n. 4. The reference here is to MDh 7.20. 
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polity, which have certain thematic parallels in the Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra 

literature on råjadharma, the duties and practices of kings.443  In the Galpota 

inscription Nißßa ka Malla is characterized as being “proficient in the sciences 

(ßåstra)”444 and promoting “religion (dharma) and science (ßåstra) by providing 

suitable means of subsistence for those versed in the dharma and in the [various] 

branches of knowledge (ßåstra).”445 In the Citadel North-Gate inscription he is 

characterized as “skilled in the rules of statecraft” (n¥tikußalo).446 He is further 

described as following the fourfold sa grahavastus (catussa(ÿgra)ha-vastuyen)447 and 

the daßaråjadharma (daßaråjadharmmayen),448 which imply references to what are 

significant components of Buddhist theories of kingship and central to the Burmese 

dhammasattha literature. Indeed, while there are a number of references in the 

inscriptions that may recall material treated in the Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra texts,  

no evidence suggests that these concepts, or the texts from which they might have 

been derived, would have been necessarily “Hindu”, aside from the fact that much of 

the technical terminology associated with these references seems to be Sanskritic, 

rather than based on Pali forms. Yet such Sanskritic forms are common in all of the 

contemporary La kån inscriptions. Rather it is clear that these references are made 

within a context that seems to privilege what we should term “Buddhist” 

commitments.  

                                                
443 On these points and Bråhmaˆical råjadharma theory in general see Aiyangar, 
Råjadharma, Adyar, The Adyar Library, 1941; Kane, History, III, pp. 1-241.  
444 EZ II, p. 109, ln. 6; trans., p. 115. 
445 EZ II, p. 111, ln. 24; trans., p. 118. I thank Anne Blackburn for clarifying the text 
of this passage for me. Compare also a similar statement in another of Nißßa ka 
Malla’s inscriptions at EZ, I, p. 132, ln. 22.  
446 EZ II, p. 162, ln. 36; trans. p. 164. 
447 EZ, II, p. 111, ln. 5. 
448 EZ, II, p. 127, ln. 4; p. 136, ln. 5; II, p. 160, ln. 15. 
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Unfortunately, manuscripts of legal texts explicitly connected in form or 

content with the dhammasattha tradition have yet to come to light in La kå. Part of the 

difficulty with assessing the manuscript evidence is the fact that the contents of many 

of the monastic and private collections in La kå, as elsewhere in the Pali-Buddhist 

South and Southeast Asia, remain poorly documented, and the majority of previous 

cataloguing efforts have focused on collecting “canonical” Pali texts.449 Our 

understanding of these textual traditions is profoundly limited for lack of critical 

descriptive inventories of collections. There are of course a number of known texts 

from La kå which describe modes of lay Buddhist “right practice” or morality,450 and, 

additionally, we have several examples of materials we may properly describe as 

“legal”, if we take into account Vinaya and laws regulating the sa gha promulgated by 

La kån kings between the 12th and 18th centuries, such as the Katikåvatas.451 More 

research is needed on these texts and their relationship to dharmaßåstra, but insofar as 

the textual point of reference of the Katikåvatas is mainly the prescriptions of the Pali 

                                                
449 For a brief survey of cataloging work in La kå see Stephen C. Berkwitz, 
“Materiality and merit in Sri La kån Buddhist manuscripts”, in Schober, Berkwitz, 
and Brown, Buddhist Manuscript Cultures, London, Routledge, 2009, p. 40.  
450 See for example the Upåsakajanåla kåra, ed. H. Saddhatissa, London, PTS, 1965, 
the final chapter of which, entitled “A Proof of Meritorious Deeds and their Results 
(Puññaphalasådhaka)”, has been translated by S. Collins in “A Buddhist Debate about 
the Self; and Remarks on Buddhism in the Work of Derek Parfit and Galen Strawson”, 
JIP, 25 (1997), 467-93. This text, arguably written between the 11th and 13th 
centuries, and its later vernacular translation is the subject of a long, forthcoming 
study by Jon Young, who has also translated some of the other chapters. It seems that 
the Upåsakajanåla kåra was connected with genres of “Upåkasa”-focused moral 
literature in Southeast Asia. A number of Burmese texts seem to be directly related, 
such as the Upåsaka-vinicchaya (MORA11436), Upåsakåla kåra (UCL 9598), 
Upåsakapa†ipadå (UCL11285, UCL 10900), Upåsakovåda†¥kå (UCL 13100). I have 
compared some of MORA11436 with the UJ and it appears that there are some direct 
parallels in terms of content of the texts, such as the introductory discussion of the 
Mahånåma sutta and the discussion of appropriate lay occupations, etc. For a similar 
text transmitted in Siam and Cambodia see Crosby, “A Theravåda Code of Conduct 
for Good Buddhists: The Upåsakamanussavinaya”, JAOS, 126.2 (2006), 177-187. 
451 Nandasena Ratnapala, The Katikåvatas, Kitzinger, Munich, 1971. 
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Vinaya the corpus connects rather with the class of Vinaya-vinicchaya materials, 

decisions written usually by elite monks or Vinayadhåras skilled in the Vinaya 

literatures regarding monastic rules. A massive amount of such literature is extant in 

Burma.452 Although, as later chapters discuss, texts apparently connected with Vinaya 

have exerted influence on the dhammasattha tradition in Southeast Asia, the genre in 

general is substantially unconnected from such texts which seek, predominantly, to 

regulate monastic affairs. Furthermore, insofar as texts like the Katikåvatas are royal 

orders (i.e., decisions by kings rather than monks), they are related less to 

dhammasattha, which presuppose neither the legislative activity of the Buddha nor of 

a king, but to the class of råjaßåsana or royal-edict-type texts, a genre that operates as 

much within Bråhmaˆical as within Buddhist royal contexts in Southern Asia and is 

directly tied to conceptions of the legislative function of kingship.453 I discuss the 

relationship between royal legislation and dhammasattha in Chapter Six; for present 

purposes it is enough to state that edicts and dhammasattha, while they are both 

important forms of written law, are quite distinct traditions with their own formal 

conventions and presuppositions concerning textual sanction and jurisdiction, despite 

the fact that they may all be features of the same general legal culture which 

announces certain similarities with other such cultures throughout the region.  

                                                
452 Vinicchaya related texts might comprise actual judgments in particular instances of 
dispute, or they might be commentaries on Vinaya rules.  
453 The legislative ability of kings, and the textualization of royal law, appears to take 
similar forms irrespective of religious culture in premodern Southern Asia. I don’t 
mean to imply that all such edicts entail similar understandings of the scope and 
limitation of a king’s legislative ability. For India, there has been a fair amount of 
work on this subject, particularly by legal historians. See, for example, J. D. M. 
Derrett, “Law and the Social Order in India before the Muhammadan Conquests”, 
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 7, 1 (1964), 73-120. 
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Although we have evidence of juridical practices from La kån inscriptions 

none of the epigraphy suggests the presence of dhammasattha texts.454 A late 12th 

century inscription states that Nißßa ka Malla “made it a rule that when permanent 

grants of land may be made to those who had performed meritorious services, such 

bequests should not be evanescent like lines drawn upon water, by being inscribed 

upon leaves, a material which is subject to be destroyed by rats and white ants, but that 

such patents shall be engraved on plates of copper, so as to endure long unto their 

respective posterities.”455 A very useful collection of hundreds later grants and 

property deeds is included in A. C. Lawrie’s two volume Gazetteer of the Central 

Province of Ceylon.456 It appears that the earliest of these may date to the late 16th 

century,457 and they all originate within the districts surrounding Kandy. These s¥††u, 

which were recorded on palm-leaf, mainly attest to the ownership of lands by both 

monastics and lay persons and were authoritative forms of testimony that could be 

referred to in cases of dispute. They were also later used as evidence in cases tried in 

the British courts in the province. A large number of the records are sannas or edicts 

from a king bestowing property (again, mainly land) on subjects as a reward for royal 

service or acts of loyalty. A deed that is not a sannasa typically follows a set formula 

in which the parties involved and their property are named, followed by the reasons 

for the transfer and then the names of the witnesses to the contract as well as the 

scribe. We should note that all these formal elements that a s¥††uwa requires, and their 

arrangement in the text, are very similar to those employed in Burmese sakkaråj-type 

contracts. Indeed the form of both s¥††uwa and Burmese sakkaråj or cå khyup 

                                                
454 In what follows I rely largely on Lakshman Perera, The Institutions of Ancient 
Ceylon from Inscriptions, vol. II, part 1, Kandy, ICES, 2003, ch. 6.  
455 Müller, Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon, #143 (text p. 91; trans. p. 125). 
456 Colombo, Skeen 1896 (vol. 1), 1898 (vol. 2).  
457 ibid., vol. 1, p. 9 
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(contract) texts are nearly identical.458 The following is a sample of a typical record 

from Bakmideniya, 11 miles outside of Kandy: 

 
In the year of Saka 1584 [1662 C.E.], on Wednesday, the eleventh of the decreasing 
moon, in the month Il. Whereas the person called Wattuhami, of the village 
Bakmideniya in Narammini-palata of Tumpane, having rendered assistance to his 
parents, obtained from them the three pelas [nearly one acre] of Bakmideniye 
Dorakandakumbura and the hen ... And after having possessed the said panguwa 
[land] he made over the same to his elder brothers Naide, Sellappu, declaring that 
whoever shall come forward to dispute this panguwa will suffer from the orderals, but 
Sellappu will not suffer therefrom. This voucher has been granted with the knowledge 
of the witnesses Udage Loka Naide, of Bakmideniya; Attanekge Panikkala, the 
Arachchila [village headman] of Madadeniya; Boraluwege Gamaradala, the 
Arachchila of Bakmideniya; Rattarana Nekatta Warasajja. Purport of this we also 
know. This voucher has been written by Galagedara Nekat Naide.459  

 

 Despite the fact that such records reveal the use and importance of writing and 

written documents in the legal culture surrounding Kandy between the 16th through 

19th centuries, none of them refer to the circulation of texts of written laws. These 

materials are highly useful for the reconstruction of forms of legal practice—

particularly in areas of property and contract—but unfortunately they shed little light 

on the question of the existence of written law. We might note, however, that the 

production of written documents in connection with the transfer of property is a basic 

provision of both dharmaßåstra and dhammasattha law and was a key form of evidence 

used in dispute resolution.460 Of course, one way that these materials might be used to 
                                                
458 On the form of sakkaråj see Thu Nandar, “Characteristics of Land-mortgage 
Contracts in the 18th- 19th-Century Myanmar Society: An Analysis based on Thet-
kayit Manuscripts”, PhD Dissertation, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, 2007, pp. 
3-4. As Toe Hla notes, Pagan-era donative inscriptions may be considered the first 
type of sakkaråj document. “Money Lending and Contractual Thet-Kayits: A socio-
economic pattern of the later Konbaung period, 1819-1885”, PhD Dissertation, 
Northern Illinois University, 1987, p. 4.  
459 ibid., vol. 1, p. 85. 
460 Kane, III, pp 308-316. I discuss the role of writing in Burmese disputes in later 
chapters. 
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address the question of the transmission of dhammasattha-related texts more 

specifically, is to compare the representations of legal practice in them with the laws 

contained in certain dharmaßåstra or dhammasattha texts. While in certain cases this 

may be a potentially fruitful methodology, it also entails a number of problems. Any 

parallels (or the lack thereof) between legal practice and a legal text may attest to the 

fact that two or more legal cultures are related, but unless they are shown to derive 

from direct textual parallels, they typically cannot establish even a distant relationship 

between two bodies of written law.  

 This approach has been implemented by Derrett, who argued in an confessedly 

highly conjectural essay that parallels with certain Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra 

provisions can be identified in the extant records of so-called “Kandyan law”. He 

suggests that on the basis of what we know of this legal culture, even though it was 

apparently never embodied in any written texts, there are certain clearly discernable 

features that it shares with dharmaßåstra.461 This for Derrett does not mean that 

dharmaßåstra texts were ever read or circulated in La kå, but rather that the Sinhalese 

maintained certain “Óryan” customs (paradigmatically represented, for him, by the 

dharmaßåstras) that they brought with them onto the island during the period of their 

“migrations” from the Indian mainland.462 “Kandyan law” is itself a deeply 

problematic concept which refers generally to the collected results of colonial legal 

ethnography conducted by the British following the annexation of the Kandyan 

provinces of the La kån interior in 1815. In keeping with British colonial theory, the 

administration of justice in the new provinces of the Empire was left to “be exercised 

                                                
461 J.D.M. Derrett, “The Origins of the Laws of The Kandyans”, University of Ceylon 
Review, xiv (1956), pp. 105-50.  
462 Derrett, “Origins”, pp. 148-50. 
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according to established forms and by ordinary authorities”.463 Yet the immediate 

effect of this stipulation was a requirement that there should be some attempt to 

determine just what the “established forms” of justice were. The Portuguese and Dutch 

who had earlier colonized parts of the coastal areas of La kå followed a somewhat 

different approach, or at least never tried to formally codify laws, real or imagined, in 

use among their Buddhist subjects, although their Christian subjects were for the most 

part administered European law, and during the Dutch period Muslim inhabitants 

came under the jurisdiction of a colonial compilation of Islamic customary law, the 

Tesavalamai, promulgated in 1707.464  

A number of observers such as Ribeiro465 and Knox466 had commented on 

aspects of legal culture among Buddhists in La kå as early as the late 17th century, 

and some of these accounts were used by the British as source material for the 

construction of Kandyan law. But the majority of the information on the shape and 

content of the law seems to have come from informants among Kandyan “chiefs” and 

monks.467 The first major document that resulted from British inquiries was John 

D’Oyly’s A Sketch of the Constitution of the Kandyan Kingdom (Celyon). This text 

was apparently used in manuscript as a reference for several decades following its 

compilation around 1825, but it was not published until 1929. D’Oyly succinctly puts 

                                                
463 “Proclamation of 2 March, 1815”, article 9, in F.A. Hayley, Sinhalese Laws and 
Customs, Colombo, Cave and Co., 1923, appendix III. On the genesis of Kandyan 
legal administration see H.W. Tambiah, Sinhala Laws and Customs, Colombo, Lake 
House, 1968, ch. 3.  
464 Reprinted in English translation in A Revised Edition of the Legislative Enactments 
of Ceylon, vol. 1: 1656-1879, Colombo, 1900, pp. 12-43.  
465 Cf. Ribeiro, Fatalidade histórica da ilha de Ceilão, Lisboa, 1836; Histoire de l’isle 
de Ceylan, trad. Abbé Le Grand, Amsterdam, 1701; History of Ceylon, trans. (from 
French) G. Lee, Colombo, MDCCCXLVII; Ribeiro’s History of Ceilão, trans. (from 
Portuguese) P.E. Pieris, Colombo, 1909 [repr. Colombo 1948; New Delhi, 1999; etc.]. 
466 Robert Knox, Historical Relation of Ceylon [1st ed. 1681], in Philalethes, The 
History of Ceylon from the Earliest Period to the Year MDCCCXV, London, 1817. 
467 Hayley, Sinhalese Laws, p. 12; Tambiah, pp. 34-5. 
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in his introduction to his section on judicial institutions a sentiment that all the early 

British materials reflect: 

 
The Kandyans have no written Laws, and no Record whatsoever of Judicial 

Proceedings was preserved in Civil or Criminal cases. In Cases of Land only, written 
Decrees called Sittu and if decided by Oath, the 2 Diwi Sittus were delivered to the 
Party to whom the land was adjudged, and continued as Title Deeds in his Family. 
There was therefore nothing to restrain the arbitrary Will of the King and nothing to 
guide the Opinions of the Sovereign Judge, and the Chiefs, but Tradition and living 
Testimonies, and for want of written Authorities, the following short Outline of those 
principal Institutions and Customs which seem to be most generally acknowledged, 
and sanctioned by Precedents and the existing Practice, I fear will be imperfect and 
liable to many Errors.468 

 

The idea that there are no laws save the will of the king is of course a common trope in 

early European writing on “despotism” in premodern Asian states, although the 

absence of such testimony should not be interpreted as evidence in favor of a lack of 

written law.469 Indeed it was only very late even in Burma, at the end of the 18th 

century, that the first European observers began to recognize the use of written law. 

But this perception of the situation in La kå continues to persist, and our 

understanding of Kandyan law still derives from the British colonial materials, despite 

the fact that, as Tambiah notes, “there are, however, some Sannas (Royal grants 

written on copper plartes), Talipots (conveyances written on Ola leaves) and Sittus 

(Royal written decrees), which have never been examined fully by scholars.”470 

 Be this as it may, for anyone familiar with the details of Burmese 

dhammasattha literature there are some striking parallels with some of the colonial 

                                                
468 D’Oyly, p. 31. 
469 D’Oyly’s comment mirrors almost exactly those of Knox in 1681: “here are no 
laws, but the will of the king, and whatsoever proceeds out of his mouth is an 
immutable law[...]”. Knox, p. 204. 
470 H.W. Tambiah, p. 34 
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records of Kandyan law. The following passage is mentioned by D’Oyly in connection 

with judicial administration and judges471: 

 
RULE FOR ADMINISTERING JUSTICE: The prosperity of him that perverteth 
Justice through Love, Hatred, Fear or Ignorance, shall diminish gradually as the moon 
in its wane—but he that shall not deviate from Justice through Affection or Malice, 
through fear or from ignorance, will advance in prosperity as the moon in its Increase. 
Should Justice be disregarded and its Rules deviated from, and Judgment given in 
favour of the false claimant, to the prejudice of the rightful owner of Heir, thorugh 
affection or love induced by Relationship, Friendship, or Gratitude for benefits 
conferred—or through the motives of personal animosity or from Fear induced by the 
daring and wicked character of one of the parties—or from his ignorance, that is not 
properly acquainted with the Science of Jurisprudence as taught in the comments upon 
the Sermons (of Buddha)—the wealth, Ritenue [sic.], and Celibrity [sic.] of such 
unjust Judge will gradually pass away as waneth the Moon—this is declared the 
destruction of Prosperity, wealth and Power of him that Judgeth unrighteously, be he a 
Layman or Priest—and the gradual advancement to Dignities consequent on the 
celibrity [sic.] and renown of the just Judge who escapes from Agati or Perversion, is 
compared to the progressive expansion of the refulgence of the moon in its increase—
it therefore behoveth the wise Judge to act constantly according to the following Rules 
of Adjudication [...]472 

 

Unfortunately, it is not known where D’Oyly received this information, and he does 

not give the Pali or Sinhala text. It does appear to be a citation from somewhere, but 

the source is not mentioned. This passage apparently references a Pali canonical 

gåthå473 in the context of describing the qualities of a judge. A very similar 

                                                
471 A similar passage is also given in a slightly later 19th century compilation, the N¥ti 
Nighanduwa, though this work should be used with caution. As Anne Blackburn notes 
(personal communication, March 2010) this text was first published in the context of 
caste debates and was compiled by individuals who had access to British colonial 
discussions of Indian caste and, perhaps, Indian law. See Le Mesurier and Panabokke, 
N¥ti-nigaˆ uva, or the Vocabulary of Law as it Existed in the Last Days of the 
Kandyan Kingdom, Colombo, W.H. Herbert, 1880, p. 3.  
472 D’Oyly, pp. 93-4. 
473 Chandå doså bhayå mohå yo dhammaμ ativattati nih¥yati tassa yaso kå¬apakkheva 
candimå [Whosoever out of desire, hatred, fear, or ignorance transgresses the 
dhamma, his fame comes to ruin like the moon during the waning fortnight]; found in 
the Si galålasutta of the DN, Caravagga of the Catukkanipåta in the AN, 
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formulation, alongside references to the same gåthå is found in a number of Burmese 

dhammasattha texts, for example the DhV: 

 
Mahåsammata ma ˙ trå˙ sË kr¥˙ tuiv saññ | ta chuμ ta khu so akro ˙ tuiv kuiv | ma 

ai. lhya ˙ mË r* myak nhå kr¥˙ ay ma ai. pai ma rhut pai | gati le˙ på˙ nha . ññ¥ 
cvå kra . rå e* gati le˙ på˙ nha . ññ¥ cvå ma kra . so tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ tui. e* cañ˙ cim 
khyam˙ så kyau co khra ˙ tui. saññ | la chut pakkha n* | lai van˙ saññ ta ne. ta på˙ 
chut sa kai. sui. | ta ne. ta på˙ yut rå e* | Mahåsammata ma ˙ kr¥˙ gati le˙ på˙ hË 
saññ kå˙ chandå doså bhayå mohå yo dhammaμ ativattati hinnayati474 tassa yaso 
kålapakkhe va candimå475 

 
King Mahåsammata, a judge should render a verdict according to the Four gati, 
without being biased in favor of one side. The fame and wealth of those judges who do 
not bear in mind the four gati will recede day by day like the waning of the moon. 
King Mahåsammata, as regards the four gatis [it is said]: chandå doså bhayå mohå yo 
dhammaμ ativattati hinnayati tassa yaso kålapakkhe va candimå [He who out of 
desire, hatred, fear, or ignorance transgresses the dhamma, his fame decreases like the 
moon during the waning fortnight]. 

 

The text then continues with a lengthy nissaya gloss of the Pali gåthå.476 Or we can 

compare the Pali section of the 17th century MSR: 

 
yo ca akkhadasso tasmå | agatisu pa†i††hito nih¥yati yaso tassa | kålapakkhe va 
candimå | akkhadasso viniccheyya | agatisu na †i††hito | pava hati tassa yaso | 
sukkhapakkheva candimå [...]477 

 
That judge who is established in the [four] agati, his wealth comes to ruin like the 
moon in the waning fortnight; that judge who is not established in the [four] agati 
when rendering a decision, his wealth increases like the moon in the waxing fortnight.  

                                                                                                                                       
Nettipakaraˆa, Nettivibhavånin¥, Pe†akopadesa, and the Parivåra of the Vinaya, as 
well as in commentarial texts. The notion that judges should not follow the four ‘bad 
courses’ comes, of course, from the Dhp-a. This passage will be examined in more 
detail in connection with the discussion of judges in Chapter Seven. 
474 Some mss read hindayati 
475 NL ka ˙ 18/1386, ki-v.  
476 Cf. Lammerts, DhVD, p. 65. 
477 MSRe, g¥(r) 
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The parallels here between this early 19th century record of “Kandyan law” and these 

c. 17th century Burmese dhammasatthas is striking. Clearly this evidence does not 

allow us to conclude that there must have been dhammasattha law in La kå, but this 

nonetheless points to certain commonalities in the way Buddhist legal culture was 

imagined, and supported by reference to authoritative Pali texts, in both La kå and 

Burma.  

 

VII. Dharmaßåstra in Cambodia, Campå, and Java 

 The earliest dated epigraphical reference from Southeast Asia that explicitly 

invokes the category of dharmaßåstra is a Sanskrit inscription found in pre-Angkorean 

Cambodia, from Ó hyapura in the region of Vyådhapura or Ba Phnom, in the 

Southeast along the Mekhong. The inscription is dated 667 C.E. and eulogizes to two 

ministers of a king as follows: 

 
tasya tau mantriˆåv åståμ  
sanmatau k®itavedinau  
dharmmaßåstrårthaßåstrajñau 
dharmmårthåv iva rËpiˆau478 

 

This Barth has translated as: “ces deux furent ses ministres, tous deux de bon conseil, 

reconnaissants de (ses) bienfaits, versés dans la science du juste et dans la science de 

l’utile, le juste et l’utile pour ainsi dire personnifiés”.479 The context of the reference is 

an offering to Íiva (ßivayajña), and there are a host of similar references to 

dharmaßåstra in inscriptions of an overtly Íaivite character from Cambodia, Campå 

                                                
478 Barth, Inscriptions Sanscrites du Cambodge [ISC], Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 
1885, p. 67. 
479 Barth, ISC, p. 69 
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and Java throughout the next several hundred years.480 In most of these contexts it is 

difficult to determine whether the kings who are associated with dharmaßåstra may 

have also patronized Buddhist institutions, although generally the multiple patronage 

of various traditions—Íaivite, Vai ˆava, and Mahåyåna Buddhist—was common in 

early Cambodia, Campå, and Java, as it was in certain areas of India during this 

period.481 An inscription of the Campå king Indravarman II inscribed in 875 C.E. and 

found at the largely Buddhist site of Dong Duong near My Son, however, was 

established for the explicit purpose of recording the donation of a Buddhist vihåra 

under the aegis of Avalokiteßvara.482 In this inscription the king is styled as 

“unequalled in the world in terms of royal glory, knowledge, wisdom, splendor, 

celebrity, Vedic learning (ßruti), statecraft (n¥ti), renown, and conduct, ornamented 

                                                
480 For some of these references, see R. Lingat, “L’influence juridique de l’inde au 
Champa et au Cambodge”, Journal Asiatique, 1949, pp. 273-90; Sahai, Les 
Institutions politiques; H.B. Sarkar, Corpus of the Inscriptions of Java, 2 vols., 
Calcutta, Mukhopadhyay, 1971, I, no. 3. Some of the principal Cambodian 
inscriptions including apparent references to dharmaßåstra include (numbered 
according to Coedes, “List Général des Inscriptions du Cambodge”, Inscriptions du 
Cambodge, VIII, Paris, EFEO, 1966): K.78, K.91, K.235, K. 374, K.598, K.806, 
K.814. References to vyavahåra used in the sense of a formal legal process are very 
numerous, beginning in a Khmer inscription of the 6th century, cf.: K.44, K. 71, K. 
100, K.158, K.181, K.233, K.342, K.344, K.425, K.444, K.451, K.693, K.720, K.843, 
K.868. In what follows I use both geographical terms Campå and Cambodia somewhat 
loosely, and the precise definition of the boundaries of these areas is not essential for 
the present argument. For details on the geo-administrative referent of “Campå” see 
M. Vickery, “Campå Revised”, ARI Working Paper No. 37, Singapore, Asia Research 
Institute, 2005.  
481 See Alexis Sanderson, “The Íaiva Religion among the Khmers”, BEFEO, 90, 1 
(2003), pp. 349-462; Ian Mabbett, “Buddhism in Campå”, in Southeast Asia in the 9th 
to 14th Centuries, eds. Marr and Milner, Singapore, ISEAS, 1984, pp. 291-313; E. 
Guillon, Hindu-Buddhist Art of Vietnam: Treasures from Campå, Trumbull, 
Weatherhill, 2001; L. Finot, “La religion des Chams d’après les monuments”, BEFEO, 
1, (1901), pp. 12-33. 
482 L. Finot, “Notes d’épigraphie VI: Inscriptions du Quang Nam”, BEFEO, IV (1904), 
pp. 84-99. It should be noted that alongside the homage this text pays to the Buddha it, 
like most of the Campå inscriptions, also contains a lengthy panegyric to Bhadreßvara 
(Íiva) as the preserver of kings, etc.   
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with glory.”483 Fourteen years later the same king Indravarman II is mentioned in a 

bilingual Sanskrit-Cham inscription in connection with another donation—including 

several statues and the consecration of a mahåli ga and the donation of fields and 

slaves thereto—in which he is described as ßåstrajño lokadharmmavit, “learned in the 

ßåstras and wise regarding the laws of the world”.484 Although from this reference we 

cannot be sure which ßåstras in particular are implied or what precisely “the laws of 

the world” is meant to signify, we should note that there are other references which 

appear to characterize dharmaßåstra as treatises on lokadharma, for example in the 

Mahåbhårata.485 

 Nearly 200 years later in the inscriptions from My Son there are two clear 

references to dharmaßåstra in connection with king-patrons of Buddhism. The first 

comes from a lengthy Cham inscription dated 1088, which depicts how the king Jaya 

Indravarman II “practiced impartiality with respect to the three objects of artha, 

dharma, and kåma [...] and knew the eighteen-fold path of Manu (manumårgga).”486 

                                                
483 loke so py asamo narendrayaßaså tvaμ jñånabuddhidyutiprakhyåtißrutin¥ti-
k¥rttigatibhiß ßr¥sampadålaμk®ta˙ | Finot, “Notes” VII, p. 94.  
484 Huber, “Études indochinoises”, BEFEO XI (1911), p. 271 
485 See Hopkins, “On the Professed Quotations”, p. 254. Note that Hopkins’ citation 
differs somewhat from the text of the Pune critical edition of the MBh, where the 
parallel passage is found at XII, 322, 41 lf. Although the meaning of the phrase here is 
far from certain, it seems less likely to me, given the absence of other Buddhist 
formulae in the epigraph, that this could not be a reference to the well-known Buddhist 
conception of the eight lokadharma enumerated at Dharmasa graha, 61 (or the Pali 
lokadhamma enumerated in D iii, 260) and elsewhere. For the use of the latter in a 
roughly contemporary inscription dated 792 C.E. from Java see Lokesh Chandra, 
“Cultural Contacts of Indonesia and Sri La kå in the Eighth Century and their Bearing 
on Barabudur”, Sri Venkateswara University Oriental Journal, 36 (Jan-Dec 1993), pp. 
35-6. 
486 My translation here agrees with R.C. Majumdar, Ancient Indian Colonies in the 
Far East, Vol 1: Campå, Book III, Lahore, Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot, 1927, p. 171. 
In the earlier edition of the inscription (“Notes d’épigraphie, XI: Les inscriptions de 
Mi-Son”, BEFEO IV, pp. 946-51) Finot translates the passage as “les vois de 
l’homme, qui sont 18 au total.” For my purposes whether we take manu as a reference 
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This is an unequivocal reference to the eighteen vyavahårapådas discussed above. 

Although much of the inscription betrays the king’s commitments to Campå Íaivism, 

further on in the epigraph he is described as having founded a “monastery (vihåra) to 

Ír¥ Indralokeßvara in the district (vijaya) of Tranul”. Majumdar interprets 

Indralokeßvara to signify Íiva487, although there may be some reason to assume that in 

this instance this was instead a reference to the Buddhist Lokeßvara. As Sanderson has 

noted the installation of Buddhist deities incorporating elements of the name of the 

donor king was known in contemporary Angkor, and there may have been a parallel 

practice at work here. He notes that in Cambodia Buddhist donors “adopted the Íaiva 

practice of installing deities under names that incorporate that of the founder. 

Moreover, in the case of Lokeßvara, those names end in -¥ßvara, as do those of Íiva-

images”.488 Here the deity Indralokeßvara is clearly connected with the construction of 

a vihåra, a term which very probably indicates a Buddhist monastic establishment in 

the Cham context.489 Another Cham inscription dated 1170 C.E. provides more 

straightforward evidence. This text has been celebrated by commentators such as 

Majumdar who have used it as proof that Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra circulated among 

the Cham.490 While the inscription refers to King Jaya Indravarman IV as “learned in 

all the ßåstras [...and...] versed in all the tanatap, notably the Nårad¥ya et le 

Bhårggav¥ya”, we unfortunately know virtually nothing about what these texts may 

have looked like, and there is no reason to assume that merely on the basis of these 
                                                                                                                                       
to men in general or to Manu the mythic lawgiver is irrelevant; the important point is 
that this is a clear reference to the 18 vyavahårapådas.  
487 Majumdar, Campå, Book II, p. 172. 
488 Sanderson, “Íaiva religion”, p. 424. 
489 More work is needed on this question but Coedes would appear to agree that in the 
Cham inscriptions vihåra likely signifies a Buddhist endowment. Cf. Coedes, “Note 
sur deux inscriptions du Campå”, BEFEO, XII (1912), p. 17. 
490 “The sm®ti literature, specially the Månavadharmaßåstra or Manusm®ti, must have 
been regarded as a standard and authoritative treatise” [sic.]. Majumdar, Campå, Book 
I, p. 233. 
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names that they were identical with or even largely similar to extant Sanskrit 

manuscripts of the dharmaßåstras of Nårada and Bh®gu (i.e. the Manusm®ti) from 

India.491 Finot takes the Cham tanatap to mean dharmaßåstra, and Majumdar follows 

him, although he does not note that the Sanskrit term dharmaßåstra is not actually used 

in the text of the inscription.492 I would agree that these references do seem to indicate 

dharmaßåstra-type texts—additionally because of their apposition to the representation 

of the king as “se plaisant au dharma”—although their identity with the modern 

recensions of the dharmaßåstras of Manu or Nårada must remain quite uncertain.493 

For our purposes it is important to note that in addition to his familiarity with “all the 

ßåstras” and the dharmaßåstra the king is characterized as knowledgeable in the 

doctrine of the Mahåyåna (mahåyånajñåna).494 It seems that part of the inscription, at 

least, was erected to note his installation of images of “the Buddha Lokeßvara, Jaya 

Indralokeßvara, and Bhagavat¥ Ír¥ Jaya Indreßvar¥ in the district of Buddhaloka”.495 

 Given these references it is incontrovertible that Cham kings who were directly 

engaged in the sponsorship of both Buddhist and Íaivite institutions actively engaged 

in dharmaßåstra-related discourse. Majumdar has noted a number of other cases where 

depictions of royal practice also appear to connect with texts of the Bråhmaˆical 

dharma and artha traditions.496 We have no direct record of detailed legal cases tried 

among the early Cham, so it is difficult to determine the extent to which such concepts 

                                                
491 Finot, “Notes, XI”, p. 973. 
492 Majumdar, Book III, p. 199.  
493 Lingat agrees with Majumdar that here we find references to these Bråhmaˆical 
law texts. Lingat, “Influence”, p. 275. 
494 Finot, “Notes, XI”, p. 971. 
495 Finot, “Notes, XI”, p. 973. 
496 Majumdar, Campå, Book I, esp. chs. 13-14.  
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or their related texts may have been applied in dispute contexts, or in the regulations 

of matters such as contract or inheritance.497  

The same situation held sway in contemporary Java and Cambodia. Where 

there were king-patrons of Buddhism, there is no evidence that suggests that they were 

reluctant to be represented, explicitly or implicitly, in terms of the idiom of 

dharmaßåstra; and there are a number of instances where Buddhist commitments and 

dharmaßåstra are made to seem fully compatible. An Angkorean inscription eulogizing 

the Buddhist patron-king SËryavarman I (c. 1002-1050 C.E.)498 begins by paying 

homage to the Buddha before it compares the king to Vi ˆu and describes him as 

dharmmaßåstrådimastakå, “having dharmaßåstras and related texts as his head”.499 In 

other inscriptions this same king is represented as possessing “les huit qualités de 

Manu (a †a-guˆa) et suivant le chemin indiqué par lui (manumårgåßrito)”.500  

Similarly, we have an important inscription dated 792 C.E. from Java that 

mentions the construction of an “Abhayagiri” vihåra for the sake of monastics from 

Siμhala (presumably La kå), perhaps donated by a Íailendra king named 

Dharmottu ga.501 The inscription is fragmentary, but several lines after the 

                                                
497 Indeed, it seems that the silence of the epigraphic record on these matters led 
Maspero to conclude that “we do not know how justice was administered, and no 
juridical texts have come down to us.” As Maspero and others have noted, however, 
there are some references in Chinese materials that may be of assistance in 
reconstructing certain features of legal practice. G. Maspero, The Campå Kingdom, tr., 
W. Tips, Bangkok, White Lotus, 2002, p. 18. 
498 On whom see Coedes, Indianized States, pp. 134ff. 
499 L. Finot, “Notes d’épigraphie: VII”, BEFEO, 4 (1904), p. 674. 
500 Sahai, Institutions politiques, p. 11.  
501 ayam iha jinasËno˙ padmapåˆe˙ k®pålo˙ prathita [...] pådai˙ jinavaravinayoktai˙ 
ßik itånåμ [ya]t¥nåμ abhayagirivihåra˙ kårita˙ siμhalånaμ | Lokesh Chandra 
(“Cultural Contacts”, pp. 29-30) translates as follows: “Here this Abhayagiri 
monastery consecrated to JinasËnu Padmapåˆi the Compassionate has been 
constructed for the sake of Siμhala monks who have been trained in the Vinaya of the 
Buddha (jinavara) as enunciated (ukta) by the celebrated (prathita) venerable (påda) 
[...]”. For a lengthy discussion of this passage and its wider relevance see Chandra, 
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endowment of the monastery is mentioned reads manußåsanajñå bhavanti [...] 

jåtårthavibhågavijñå˙, “they are learned in the dictates of Manu, knowledgeable 

concerning the apportionment of property (jåta artha)”. Sarkar takes this as a 

reference to the Sinhalese disciples, but given the fact that these lines are only partially 

legible we cannot be sure of the subject of whom they are predicated. What is clear is 

that even within the Buddhist context of this epigraph the “dictates of Manu” appear to 

be endorsed and that, furthermore, perhaps these “dictates” had something to do with 

practices regulating the distribution of goods or property.  

Also, while a number of Old Javanese jayapattra records of legal disputes and 

copper-plate grants throughout the period 800-1200 provide a massive amount of data 

concerning judicial procedure and debt and land laws502, perhaps more so than for any 

other area in late 1st millennium South or Southeast Asia, later sources associated with 

Majapahit further attest to the transmission of dharmaßåstra-type texts within 

Buddhist-related contexts. In the mid-14th century, a jayasong judgment document 

discusses a lawsuit tried by a council that contained members of both the Buddhist and 

Íaivite “clergy”, who deliberated on the outcome of a dispute based on the “the 

opinion of the lawbooks (ßåstrad® †a), the opinion of the country (deßad® †a), 

analogues (udåharaˆa), masters of yore (guru kaka), and reliant on the essential 

learning found in the honoured holy Ku†åra, Månava, etc. lawbooks, imitating the 

character and the customs of the honored scholars (paˆ ita), judges of lawsuits 

(vyavahåra-viccheda), in the olden time.”503 The contemporary “Ferry Charter” issued 

                                                                                                                                       
“Cultural Contacts”, although he does not remark upon the apparent reference to 
Manu; cf. also the full text of the inscription and a different translation in Sarkar, 
Corpus, no. VI.A. 
502 For early jayapattra and grants see Sircar, Corpus, Vols. 1 and 2, and M.C. 
Hoadley, “Continuity and Change in Javanese Legal Tradition: The Evidence of the 
Jayapattra”, Indonesia, 11 (1971), pp. 95-109.  
503 Theodore Pigeaud, Java in the 14th Century, 5 Vols., The Hague, Nijhoff, 1960-
63; text, vol. 1, p. 106; trans., vol. 3, p. 154. 
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by King Hayam Wuruk in 1358 C.E. likewise describes a number of Íaivite and 

Buddhist ministers as “absorbed in the explanation of books (ßåstra) of learning, 

Ku†åra Månava, etcetera” and “devoted to the discussion of the books (ßåstra), in the 

first place Ku†åra Månava, with a view to acquire firm knowledge of the right and 

wrong of the pleas of the two litigants (vyavahår¥).”504 

Perhaps some of the best evidence regarding the transmission of dharmaßåstra 

among Buddhists in Java, however, are the extant legal manuscripts themselves.505  

Many of these display certain features that would make comparison fruitful although 

only a few texts have been examined, edited or translated.506 Jonker has discussed 

certain connections of the Javanese “Agama” text, perhaps an example of some of the 

earliest surviving legal literature from Java, with formal and conceptual features of 

various representatives of the Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra tradition.507 Van Naerssen 

has provided a survey of some surviving manuscripts that make explicit reference to or 
                                                
504 Pigeaud, Java, text, vol. 1, p. 109; trans., vol. 3, p. 158. On complexities connected 
with the identities of the Ku†åra [Kau†ilya?] and Månava and their potential relation to 
other Javanese law texts see M.C. Hoadley and M.B. Hooker, An Introduction to 
Javanese Law: A Translation and Commentary of the Agama, Tucson, University of 
Arizona, 1981, ch. 3; M.C. Hoadley and M.B. Hooker, “The Law Texts of Java and 
Bali”, in Laws of Southeast Asia, vol. 1, ed. M.B. Hooker, pp. 251ff.  
505 Compare, J. Brandes, Beschrijving der Javaansche, Balineesche en Sasaksche 
Handschriften, Leiden, Brill, 1901, nos. 1, 4, 9, 18, 19, 21, etc.; T. Pigeaud, Literature 
of Java, Catalogue Raisonné of Javanese Manuscripts, vol. I, The Hague, Nijhoff, 
1967, section 47.000; Geoffrey E. Marrison, Sasak and Javanese Literature of 
Lombok, Leiden, KITLV, 1999, pp. 74-5; See also the ANU Balinese Manuscript 
Collection Index, which contains bibliographic data on mss held in other collections 
(e.g. Museum Gedong Kirtya in Singaraja), online at 
http://anulib.anu.edu.au/epubs/bali/index.html/ 
506 One text has been transcribed and translated twice (once into Ducth, once into 
English): J.C.G. Jonker, Een Oud-Javaansch wetboek vergleken met Indische 
rechtsbronnen, Leiden, Brill, 1885; and, Hoadley and Hooker, Javanese Law. On the 
anonymity and date of this text see Hoadley and Hooker, Javanese Law, pp. 57ff. A 
different text forms the basis for the Pepakem Tjerbon, the final section of which is 
entitled Månava. G.A.J. Hazeu, Tjeribonsch Wetboek (Pepakem Tjerbon) van het jaar 
1768, Batavia, Albrecht & Co., 1905. 
507 Jonker, Wetboek, pp. 162-236.  
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provide Javanese commentary on the 18 vyavahårapådas.508 One of these, which he 

dates to Majapahit (i.e. pre-16th century), appears parallel enough to MDh that van 

Naerssen regards it as a “paraphrase” of Manu; in fact from his description of the text 

it seems to closely resemble, in formal terms, a nissaya on an underlying Sanskrit 

variant of MDh.509 Van Naerssen even suggests that due to innovations in the 

vernacular glosses of certain passages, the Javanese commentator may have even had 

familiarity with late Indian commentaries on MDh.510  

 

VIII. Buddhism, Bråhmaˆism and written law 

The survey of material conducted in this chapter has focused on a wide and 

admittedly non-exhaustive archive of literary and often fragmentary epigraphic texts 

compiled across a vast geographical region over a lengthy span of time. Necessarily, 

any conclusions that can be draw from such a brief survey must be tentative. However, 

from the foregoing several reasonable hypotheses concerning the genesis and function 

of dharmaßåstra among Buddhists in South and Southeast Asia might be advanced for 

further consideration.  

First, it is certain that dharmaßåstra-related idioms did function in epigraphic 

contexts documenting Buddhist patronage in both South and Southeast Asia during the 

1st millennium—well before the historical advent of any sizeable Burmese-speaking 

polities at Pagan or elsewhere—and in such contexts there seems to be no dissonance 

perceived in the mutual promotion of both dharmaßåstra-related concepts and 

                                                
508 F.H. van Naerssen, “The A †adaßavyavahåra in Old Javanese”, Journal of the 
Greater India Society, 15, pp. 111-132. 
509 The manuscript contains the text of what is called the Svara Jambu (which perhaps 
recalls the mythic lawgiver of the MDh: Svayaμbh ) and is held in Leiden at cod. 
4530, 4531; cf. T. Pigeaud, Literature of Java, no. 47.060.   
510 pp. 128ff. Although the evidence he provides to support this seems to me very 
inconclusive.  
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Buddhism. Donor-kings in Cambodia, Campå, and Java who sought to represent 

themselves as good Buddhists and as patrons of Buddhism also advocated a 

representation of kingship and law in terms of dharmaßåstra. This they did in two 

ways: by citing provisions of statecraft or råjadharma that had precedent in the 

dharma and artha literature and by, occasionally, explicitly invoking the category of 

dharmaßåstra by name. The Mhv and Sinhalese inscriptions provide reasonably strong 

evidence that dhammasattha or dharmaßåstra may have played a similar role among 

Buddhist kings in La kå. The inscriptions of SËryavarman I and the Javanese epigraph 

recording Dharmottu ga’s bequest may provide evidence of the promotion of 

dharmaßåstra texts by patrons of Buddhism. There is no question that later this was the 

case in Burma, as the previous chapter described, or in 14th century Siam.511  

Second, all of the dharmaßåstra-related references I have been able to locate 

from early Southeast Asia seem to indicate that the genre predominantly signified 

(whether in a Buddhist, Bråhmaˆical-Buddhist, or Bråhmaˆical context) concepts 

and/or texts associated with vyavahåra and råjadharma. I fully acknowledge that 

epigraphic evidence offers little insight when it comes to determining what the 

contents of the dharmaßåstra circulating in the region may have been. But from other 

textual references, and particularly from the contents of extant Burmese, Siamese, and 

Javanese manuscripts, insofar as these may be taken as representative, it seems that 

this was the case. M¥måμså-inflected arguments for the Vedic-rootedness of 

dharmaßåstra are unknown both in epigraphic sources and the surviving texts, and 

                                                
511 I have not discussed the Siamese evidence at length. For references to dharmaßåstra 
and råjaßåstra in Ayutthaya see Prasert Na Nagara and A.B. Griswold, Epigraphical 
and Historical Studies, Bangkok, The Historical Society, 1992, no. 4. 
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there is no evidence of the transmission of the Sanskrit dharmaßåstra commentaries or 

nibandha digests in mainland Southeast Asia.512  

Some scholars have persuasively argued that Buddhism emerged in debate 

with the entrenched Indian Bråhmaˆical culture that preceded and surrounded it,513 

and that many Pali canonical texts constitute arguments against Vedic ritual or 

criticisms of the Bråhmaˆical world-view.514 Likewise, others such as Hacker 

maintain that over time Bråhmaˆism strove to assert itself against the Buddhists, 

arguing for the supremacy of its philosophical and soteriological vision.515 

Competition for patronage, as well as a vigorous intellectual and debate culture, gave 

rise to an enduring antagonism between Buddhists and Bråhmaˆas in India, until the 

gradual decline and disappearance of the former. While there is much truth to such 

perspectives, without further qualification they can be interpreted as overstating the 

degree to which Buddhism either in its “origins” (i.e. in its representation in the 

presumed earliest strata of Buddhist literature) or in its later historical manifestations 

sought to distance itself from Bråhmaˆical discourse, and vice versa. Recent studies 

have illustrated the extensive historical interplay of various Indian traditions and 

mapped dialogues between Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical persons, texts, and practices. 

                                                
512 Though further research on surviving Javanese and Balinese mss. is necessary to 
establish this more conclusively for insular Southeast Asia. 
513 R. Gombrich, Theravåda Buddhism, esp. pp. 65-72; R. Gombrich, How Buddhism 
Began, London, Athalone, 1996, chs. 1 and 2.  
514 Steven Collins, “Discourse on What is Primary (Aggañña-sutta)”, JIP, 21 (1993), 
pp. 301-393. 
515 See the discussions of Hacker’s “inclusivism” in David Seyfort Ruegg, The 
Symbiosis of Buddhism with Brahmanism/Hinduism in South Asia and of Buddhism 
with ‘Local Cults’ in Tibet and the Himalayan Region, Vienna, Austrian Academy of 
Sciences, 2008; and, W. Halbfass, Philology and Confrontation. There are many 
examples of works that emphasize Bråhamaˆical-Buddhist antagonism. See for 
example Chitrarekha Kher, Buddhism as Presented by the Brahmanical Systems, 
Delhi, Sri Satguru, 1992. 
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Many of these studies have been concerned with the history of philosophy516 and the 

development of Buddhist and Íaiva Tantra.517 Such studies do not claim that Buddhist 

and Bråhmaˆical actors developed theological, epistemological, or technical responses 

to their historical and religious circumstances that were always identical. Rather, they 

bring to light a common Indian context or “substratum”, as Seyfort Ruegg would call 

it, that informs the development of these ideas and practices. They emphasize how 

both Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical authors utilized common discourses and strategies to 

articulate positions that were frequently divergent but in certain cases strikingly 

similar. 

Such a model is useful for thinking about the development of Buddhist 

dharmaßåstra/dhammasattha as well as Buddhist engagement with other sciences 

(ßåstra/sattha) such as alchemy, medicine, grammar, astrology, etc., in Southeast 

Asia. Although clearly on the self-understanding of a number of Bråhmaˆical 

commentators, dharmaßåstra was a genre that could not be translated into a Buddhist 

context, Buddhist patron-kings, and perhaps others as well, did not see things in the 

same light. This situation is in a certain respect analogous to Seyfort Ruegg’s 

description of the perception of the sciences and the vidyåsthånas in Tibet.518 He 

argues that the Tibetans articulated a classificatory system for organizing the “bases of 

knowledge”, which entailed a hierarchy of disciplines. ‹an rig pa or adhyåtmavidyå, 

the “science intérieure”, was focused exclusively on an ultimate reality and had 
                                                
516 Richard King, Early Advaita Vedånta and Buddhism: The Måhayåna Context of 
the Gau apåd¥ya-Kårikå, Albany, SUNY Press, 1995; Dan Arnold, Buddhists, 
Brahmins, and Belief: Epistemology in South Asian Philosophy of Religion, New 
York, Columbia University Press, 2005.  
517 Seyfort Ruegg, op. cit.; Sanderson, “Íaiva Age”; Ronald M. Davidson, Indian 
Esoteric Buddhism; David Gordon White, The Alchemical Body.  I note here that all of 
these authors take very different positions on the problematic of inter-religious 
“borrowing” and adaptation.  
518 David Seyfort Ruegg, Ordre Spirituel et Ordre Temporel dans la Pensée 
Bouddhique de l’Inde et du Tibet, Paris, Collège de France, 1995, pp. 96-147. 
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validity only within a Buddhist epistemological framework. This science, from which 

non-Buddhists were by definition excluded, corresponded to knowledge of the 

supermundane or lokottara sphere and pertained directly to Buddhist soteriology. 

However, the vast field of “exterior” sciences, which included forms of knowledge 

related to logic, grammar, lexicography, cikitså (medicine), n¥tißåstra, and ßilpa (art), 

Tibetan commentators recognized as the common heritage of both Buddhists and non-

Buddhists.519 Of course, one objection to using Seyfort Ruegg’s analysis as a parallel 

case is the fact that as yet no dharmaßåstra texts, strictly understood, are known to 

have been transmitted in Tibet,520 but as I have shown earlier in this chapter n¥ti, a 

science some commentators regard as very closely related to dharmaßåstra, was 

regarded as an important discipline there. As Chapter Six explores in more detail, the 

Tibetan distinction between mundane and supermundane spheres of knowledge and 

allied practices closely mirrors the way Burmese commentators positioned 

dhammasattha (as well as the other ßåstric genres) within the context of a similar 

lokiya/lokottara ontology in the 17th through 19th centuries. 

Thus, arguably certain Buddhists in Southeast Asia recognized dharmaßåstra, 

as a discourse which they understood to be primarily about vyavahåra and 

råjadharma, in similar terms, as an ecumenical ßåstric practice that was largely valid 

                                                
519 Seyfort Ruegg reminds us that this distinction of higher and lower sciences has 
something of a parallel in Muˆ akopani ad, 1.1.4-5, with the distinction between 
superior (parå) and inferior (aparå) forms of knowledge: “Two types of knowledge a 
man should learn—those who know brahman tell us—the higher and the lower. The 
lower of the two consists of the Ùgvega, the YajurVeda, the SåmaVeda, the 
AtharvaVeda, phonetics, the ritual science, grammar, etymology, metrics, and 
astronomy; whereas the higher is that by which one grasps the imperishable.” Trans. 
Patrick Olivelle, Upani ads, p. 268. 
520 We can only speculate as to why this may have been the case. Perhaps it had 
something to do with the already extensive corpus of legal literature in early Tibet. On 
this literature see Brandon Dotson, “Administration and Law in the Tibetan Empire”, 
Unpublished PhD Thesis, Oriental Institute, University of Oxford, 2006.  
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in both Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical contexts. A question that remains unanswered is the 

relationship of our surviving Pali-affiliated dhammasatthas with the Sanskrit 

dharmaßåstra texts and concepts witnessed in first millennium Southeast Asian 

inscriptions and of course also to the surviving Indian sm®tis themselves. 

Unfortunately our evidence is such that direct lines of transmission cannot be drawn. 

Inscriptions from Southeast Asia rarely allow us to say much about the content of the 

dharmaßåstra in circulation, or about the influence such texts may or may not have had 

on surviving Burmese, Siamese, or Javanese forms of written law. Future work on 

regional epigraphy might allow us to better understand the transmission of legal 

genres in the region, perhaps shedding light on the development of dhammasattha as a 

more overtly Buddhist genre. Here we must be careful not to overemphasize the extent 

to which dharmaßåstra and related legal discourses were seen as necessarily embodied 

in Sanskrit in early Southeast Asia, even if our earliest vernacular referent for the 

genre appears only in Campå as late as 1002. The ways that Sanskrit and vernacular 

languages and concepts worked together in other legal contexts during this period 

have yet to be adequately explored.521 Yet, as I have argued, Buddhist authors writing 

in Pali during the 1st millennium in South Asia were already quite aware of, and did 

not disapprove the use of dharmaßåstra-type texts and motifs, even though we do not 

find the exact term dhammasattha anywhere in early Pali literature or epigraphy. It 

seems plausible that dhammasattha may have been expressed in Pali quite early on, 

either in works compiled in India or La kå or perhaps among the early Pali-affiliated 

polities of Southeast Asia.  

                                                
521 However, Timothy Lubin has begun to explore the different sorts of work 
performed by Sanskrit and vernacular languages in bilingual legal epigraphs from 
early Southeast Asia in “Legal Diglossia: Modeling Discursive Practices in Premodern 
Indic Law”, Unpublished paper presented at the 14th World Sanskrit Conference, 
Kyoto, Sept., 2009. 
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The evidence presented in this chapter further suggests that the embrace of 

dharmaßåstra concepts—if not texts themselves—among patrons of Buddhism in 

Southeast Asia may have parallels in mid-first millennium Southeastern India. There 

is much more work on this question to be done, however. As Kulke and Pollock have 

argued, during this period the diffusion of Bråhmaˆical culture was as much a matter 

of the Sanskritization of regions of India as it was of Southeast Asia.522 The regional 

political and cultural phenomena that emerged from this process were unquestionably 

the product of both local and regional circumstances; and this is something that earlier 

models of “Indianization”—neither Hindu colonization theory or “local genius”, to use 

Wales’ term—can adequately account for. If anything, this and the previous chapter 

have attempted to underscore the considerable importance of Sanskrit-affiliated 

learning and other so-called “Indian” forms in Burma and other regions of Southeast 

Asia. However, unlike Coedes and others who have argued for the salience of 

Indianization, in making this suggestion I do not mean to hypostatize a monolithic, 

Bråhmaˆical “India” as the authentic origin of such cultural forms.  

Dhammasattha and dharmaßåstra were living textual traditions in continual 

engagement with the realities of the legal cultures in which they circulated. The figure 

of the Bråhmaˆical ßi †a and the all-important category of åcåra allow for the ongoing 

adaptation and development of dharmaßåstra law, even while they constrain its 

application to community of Óryas. The precise mechanisms through which the 

distinctively Bråhmaˆical jurisdiction of these texts was widened to also include or 

have meaning for Buddhists will probably never be fully known. But it seems 

reasonable that such a transformation would have been nourished within an 

ecumenical religious culture of multiple patronage akin to that witnessed in various 

locales in first millennium Southeast Asia. We should expect to encounter significant 

                                                
522 H. Kulke, “Indian Colonies”; Pollock, The Language of the Gods, ch. 14. 
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variation between Southeast Asian and Indian legal literatures, as well as among 

different Burmese (or Siamese or Javanese, etc.) texts compiled in different times and 

places and under different sorts of historical as well as theological circumstances. But 

this should not blind us to the fact that all these materials relate to a common regional 

legal culture whose expressions may, in some instances, have transgressed the strict 

confessional boundaries often ascribed to them by both traditional commentators and 

modern scholarship. 
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PART TWO 
 

THE MANUSCRIPTS OF WRITTEN LAW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The last of the contextual levels to stand between historians of early English law and their legislative 
raw material consists of the manuscripts which have fossilized the evidence since its days of active life 
and made it available for modern inspection. The geological metaphor is apt. What seem barriers to 
scholars intent on instant wealth of knowledge help others to explain what lies below and how it got 
there. Like his colleagues in nineteenth-century academia, Liebermann tended to see medieval scribes 
as obstacles rather than aids to the recovery of the past. Manuscripts were studied chiefly in order to 
construct elaborate textual stemmata. Yet anyone trying to approach legal history without 
preconceptions of what law ought to be should have much to learn from the context in which legislative 
texts are found. The character of a legal manuscript—physical appearance, glosses, other contents—has 
obvious implications for the use made of written law in the circles that produced it. Such circles are of 
course confined to those whose efforts survived [...] 
 

Patrick Wormald, The Making of English Law, 1999 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

MANUSCRIPTS, TEXTUAL FORM, AND THE ORGANIZATION OF LEGAL 

KNOWLEDGE 

 

Part Two presents and begins to discuss a representative selection of several 

dhammasattha traditions transmitted in premodern Burma. The histories discussed in 

Chapters Two and Three serve as the background to this discussion, although in what 

follows we are concerned with surviving Burmese and Pali manuscript witnesses to 

the dhammasattha textual tradition. These manuscripts do not contain any texts that 

can be securely dated to prior to the 17th century, despite the fact that some of them 

may present narratives that claim genealogies of considerable antiquity. A single 

manuscript of the Dhammavilåsa Dhammasat preserves information in its scribal 

colophon that suggests the text as we now have it circulated in 1628.523 The tradition 

of the Manusåra-dhammasattha, discussed in Chapter Five, contains authorial 

colophons dating that text to 1651. Attempts to date any dhammasattha traditions 

earlier than these two texts rest on shaky grounds. There is ample evidence for the 

transmission of dhammasattha in Burma from epigraphic and literary sources from the 

13th century onwards, but it is only in the 17th century that we begin to find firm 

evidence for the circulation of particular treatises. Although in the course of the next 

two chapters I discuss many different dhammasatthas, I have chosen to focus on these 

two traditions as the earliest dated representatives of the genre in Burma.  

Over the past five years I have surveyed and in many cases transcribed or 

digitally archived hundreds of palm-leaf dhammasattha manuscripts.524 Of these, none 

has yet been the subject of critical scholarly study. As noted above, scholarship has 

                                                
523 Or.Add.12249. See below for a discussion of this text in this and other manuscripts. 
524 Many of these various texts are listed in the Introduction. 
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discussed particular features of some of these texts, drawing mainly from printed 

editions and colonial judicial sources, and in certain cases sought to investigate 

questions relating to the dating of individual traditions, but we still lack even a basic 

descriptive account of any text based on an appraisal of manuscript witnesses.525 In 

addition to collecting, transcribing, photographing, or reading in situ these 

manuscripts from manuscript libraries throughout Myanmar—since there are no 

reliable, let alone critical, printed editions of the texts—I have had to try to unravel 

textual relationships among them. Although I have achieved some preliminary 

insights, even for one tradition and its manuscripts such work requires many years of 

careful textual criticism to do properly. We lack, furthermore, even rudimentary 

handlists to many of the relevant manuscript collections, particularly in monasteries,526 

any critical reference materials (lexica, bibliographies, biographies, etc.) dealing with 

premodern law, or even reasonably sound modern translations of parts of 

dhammasattha texts into foreign languages. In many cases the technical, legal 

language of these manuscripts has been mistranslated or over-translated into English 

or modern Burmese—early colonial commentators who approached dhammasattha 

from a colonial/administrative perspective translated Burmese terms with English 

                                                
525 Shwe Baw (1955), Ao  San˙ Tvan˙ (2005-7), Ryuji Okudaira, and Than Tun have 
produced work that may be considered something of an exception to this, insofar as 
they have attempted to enumerate or compare the content of individual traditions. 
Aside from the 19th century work on the Manusåra, discussed above, which utilized a 
single manuscript in the BL, there are only two essays that rely on manuscripts in any 
detail, and even these are based on single witnesses: R. Okudaira, “A Comparative 
Study of Two Different Versions of the Manugye”, Journal of Asian and African 
Studies, 59 (2000), pp. 179-95; and, Than Tun, “Checking Manugye (1782) with 
Manugye (1874) and Manuyin (1875)”, Southeast Asia: History and Culture, 14 
(1985), 28-43. Okudaira’s work on a Manu kyay ms. was also incorporated into 
Okudaira and Huxley, “A Burmese Tract on Kingship”, BSOAS, 64, 2 (2001), pp. 249-
59. 
526 Though even the British Library still relies heavily upon the handwritten 
“Catalogue of Burmese Manuscripts” by E. Chevilliot (MSS Eur D.452) written prior 
to 1882. 
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words drawn from European jurisprudence. Given this current state of affairs any 

study that seeks to discuss the history of premodern Burmese written law in light of a 

concentrated engagement with the dhammasattha manuscripts themselves is 

necessarily provisional.  

 Chapter Four begins with a general overview of the history and development 

of Burmese manuscript culture and technology from our earliest recorded sources. 

This survey applies to Burmese manuscripts in general, but sets the stage for the more 

focused discussion of the formal expressions of the dhammasattha tradition that 

follows, which I introduce by suggesting a typology of the varieties of legal 

manuscripts produced in premodern Burma. Here I propose the distinction between 

what I call 1.) narrative mËla recensions and their digests and 2.) “manual” texts, and 

describe their key modalities of language (Pali, vernacular, and nissaya), commentary 

(verbatim and semantic), and style (prose and verse). Then, I examine features of this 

typology in action through an examination of five distinct dhammasattha treatises that 

all engage in some form or another with what I define as the Dhammavilåsa 

“tradition”. I discuss how this tradition was expressed as a vernacular prose mËla 

treatise, cited in verbatim and semantic commentarial digests, and translated from the 

vernacular into a Pali nissaya. In conclusion I discuss the implications of a certain 

regional, Arakanese expression of this tradition. In the course of investigating these 

manuscripts I examine how dhammasattha was organized as a treatise, as a body of 

written legal knowledge, and the various linguistic, commentarial, and stylistic forms 

it embodied. As I argue in the introduction, manuscripts are important not merely as 

documentary sources that function as vehicles for the transmission of positive content. 

Such content is of course incredibly important to any history of written law, and will 

be discussed at length in Part Three; but, additionally, we can learn a great deal about 
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the authorship, reading, and purposes of dhammasattha from analyses of various forms 

of manuscript texts themselves.  

 

I. Cå and kyam˙  

 The transmission in Burma of literature in manuscript form is roughly 

coextensive with the era for which we have evidence of writing in the Irrawaddy 

basin, and is witnessed by an increasingly rich archive of materials dating from the 

middle of the first millennium C.E.527 The first manuscripts, discovered among the 

relics of the PyË-speaking culture at Ír¥ K etra, dated paleographically to c. 5-6th 

centuries C.E., contain brief Pali texts, all of which parallel formulations found in the 

tipi†aka, incised in PyË script on gold plates. The 20 folios of the largest of these finds, 

that of the manuscript recovered from the Kha  Bha mound, are complete with two 

perforations on each folio, through which the leaves are secured with a golden wire, 

and are placed in golden cover-boards, such that the object would be immediately 

recognizable as a manuscript by anyone familiar with Burmese or other Southern 

Asian palm-leaf manuscript styles.528 No local Indic or vernacular compositions, 

excluding epigraphs,529 have been securely dated to pre-Pagan Burma, although there 

                                                
527 To the southwest in Arakan there is epigraphic evidence of the transmission of 
manuscripts (pustaka) plausibly dated to not later than the 8-9th centuries C.E. See 
Johnston, “Some Sanskrit Inscriptions of Arakan”, Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
and African Studies, 11, 2 (1944), p. 377. 
528 Tun Nyein, “Maunggan Gold Plates” Epigraphia Indica, vol. V, Calcutta, 1898-99, 
pp. 101-102; L. Finot, “Un nouveau document sur le bouddhisme birman”, Journal 
Asiatique, 20 (1912), 121-139; G. H. Luce, Phases of Pre-Pagan Burma, 2 vols., 
Oxford, 1985; Harry Falk, “Die Goldblätter aus Ír¥ K etra”, Wiener Zeitschrift für die 
Kunde Südasiens, 41 (1997), 53-92; J. Stargardt, Tracing Thought through Things: 
The Oldest Pali Texts and the Early Buddhist Archaeology of India and Burma, 
Amsterdam, Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2000. See also the 
important review of Stargardt by P. Skilling in Asian Perspectives, 44, 2 (2005), pp. 
386-90. 
529 For an only slightly outdated bibliography of research on the PyË corpus in 
Burmese and European languages see Maung Zeyya, Win Tint, and Hla Hla Win, 
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are several later attributions of texts compiled during the first millennium, for example 

the Kappåla kåra, a vijjådhara (vijjå or ‘weikza’-related) text allegedly compiled by 

Uttamas¥ri during the 1st Century C.E., and extant in an 18th century Pali-Burmese 

nissaya530 version (which provides this attribution in its colophon) by Taungdwin 

Sayadaw Ñåˆåbhidhammåla kåra.531   

 12th and 13th century epigraphic sources from Pagan reveal a literary 

culture in which manuscripts were highly valued and well-established as part of the 

Buddhist landscape. Numerous inscriptions record the sponsorship of manuscript-

making, the donation of manuscripts to monasteries, and the sympathies motivating 

such acts of devotion. Copying and production techniques are well documented and 

supports mentioned include gold-leaf,532 paper533, slate, and palm-leaf—either palmyra 

or corypha —which was by far the most common and used for religious texts as well 

as administrative and juridical records.534 As discussed in Chapter Two, several extant 

epigraphs reveal the titles of manuscript texts that were circulating at Pagan, and these 

                                                                                                                                       
“Bibliography of the Peoples and Cultures of the Pyu”, Meiktila Degree College 
Library, 1997. 
530 See below for a definition of this term.  
531 The text claims to have been written at Ír¥ K etra during the reign of the PyË king 
Supaññånagarachinna. Manuscripts of the nissaya are held at UCL 14510 (on which 
see Mo  Mo  Ññvan., Pe purapuik, Yangon, Cå pe Bimån, 1999, pp. 21-2), and 
MORA 7672. A version of the text was published in the Kappala kåra thvak rap 
kyam˙ ra ˙ kr¥˙, Yangon, Sudhammavat¥, 1959.  
532 RMK, 3, p. 76, line 38. See also the earlier Shwesandaw Inscription edited and 
translated by Blagden in Epigraphia Birmanica, vol. 1, part 2, p. 158 (Mon text), p. 
165 (English translation). Blagden reads “leaf of gold with vermillion writing” but 
notes that this is “conjectural and highly doubtful”. I thank Lilian Handlin for recalling 
the latter Mon reference.  
533 RMK 1, pp. 151, line 30. Note that there is only one epigraph from 1223 
documenting the use of purabuit and from the context it is not entirely clear that the 
materiel is paper. In later eras the appellation “parabaik” was also applied to supports 
such as metal, wood, or leather.  
534 Than Tun, “History of Buddhism in Burma A.D. 1000-1300”, p. 44. 
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are invaluable for the reconstruction of early Burmese and Pali literary history.535 

Writing implements included chalk and soapstone,536 although from the inscriptions 

we cannot be sure whether the palm-leaf manuscripts were written in ink or incised; 

the latter was the more common practice in later years. There are ink epigraphs on 

temple walls at Pagan537 but there is no direct evidence of ink being used on 

manuscripts; however, a number of fragments of Pali palm-leaf manuscripts written in 

square characters in ink have been excavated from the interior of Pagan temples, but 

unfortunately no examination of this material has yet been conducted.538 No securely 

dated Pagan-era manuscript on any support has ever been found. Indeed, nearly all of 

                                                
535 See Than Tun, “An Original Inscription Dated 10 September 1223 that King Badon 
Copied on 27 October 1785”, in P. Pichard and F. Robinne, eds., Études birmans en 
hommage à Denis Bernot, Paris, École française d’Extrême-Orient, 1998, pp. 37-55; 
Alexey Kirichenko, “Classification of Buddhist Literature in Burmese Inscriptions and 
‘Histories of Pitakat’”, Unpublished paper presented at the Burma Studies Conference, 
Northern Illinois University, October 3-5, 2008. 
536 The epigraph cited in n.7 mentions the donation of 55 kaμ kË chån, which in later 
Burmese refers to steatite or soapstone, most commonly associated with writing on 
black parabaik, but also used on metal, lacquered, or gilded manuscripts. It is not 
entirely certain that the term has the same meaning here, but it is evident that this is an 
implement used for writing on parabaik that was held by a cartridge (kaμ kË taμ 1 
kleññ), as were soapstone crayons in later eras. The inscription further mentions a 
number of minerals such as copper, sulfite, and minium, which were used to make 
colored ink or paint, although no pen- or brush-like implements are named. Ú˙ Phui˙ 
Lat traces the derivation of kaμ kË via kaμ kut (sulfite?) to the Sanskrit ka ku †ha 
(Pali kanku ha), “golden or yellow earth”, citing an inscription of 1238 that also 
describes ingredients used for paint. Phui˙ Lat, Mran må ca kå˙ aphva . kyam˙, vol. 
1, pp. 53-4. More research is needed on the precise meaning of these terms at Pagan 
and their relationship to Shan kaμ kut, which refers to a pen-like reed used for writing 
on manuscripts in ink.  
537 See Bha Rha , Pugaμ ma  cå sutesana lup an˙, Yangon, Burma Historical 
Commission, 1966; Ao  Mrat Kyau, “Pugaμ ma  cå myå˙ mha samui ˙ athok athå˙ 
nha . mran må cå re˙ thuμ˙”, Mran må samui ˙ apvai. rhve ratu athum˙ amhat cå 
co , Yangon, Myanmar Historical Commission, 2004, pp. 20-39.  
538 The examples I am aware of are all held at the Pagan Museum. For some 16th-19th 
century textual references to writing in ink on manuscripts and an important 
discussion of Burmese ink writing in general see Ú˙ Phui˙ Lat, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 47-
9. 
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our extant Burmese manuscripts on whatever support date from the 18th and 19th 

centuries.  

 Cå is the most basic Burmese term for any text written on a manuscript 

folio or on other writing supports. It is a neutral term in the sense that it applies to all 

forms of written expression, despite the subject of the text or its material support. It is 

used equally to refer to Pali or vernacular texts incised on palm-leaf, stone inscriptions 

or ink epigraphs, or chalk writing in parabaik manuscripts. It is found in numerous 

compound forms, including the words cå tuik, text-repository (i.e. “manuscript 

chest”), cå re˙, literally a “text-writer” or scribe (the common equivalent of the Pali 

terms lekhaka, scribe, and lipikåra, lit. “letter-maker”), and in the name for individuals 

who played the role of a cå phat or oral “reciter of texts”.539 It is also used in the most 

common modern Burmese term used to refer to palm-leaf manuscripts, pe cå (“palm 

[leaf]-text”) or pe cå thup (“palm-text bundle”), as well as books, cå aup (“covered-

texts”). 

 But the word more commonly used to refer to manuscripts in premodern 

Burma was kyam˙. Kyam˙ derives from old Burmese klåm, whose etymological sense 

in its earliest attested usages in old Burmese to refer to manuscripts is not certain. 

Kyam˙ is also a verb that in various contexts means “to level”, “to be level”, or “give a 

flat, even surface”540, and it has been speculated that the usage as applied to 

manuscripts may have been connected with the flat, even shape of palm-leaf or other 

types of manuscripts or their binding boards. In the process of producing palm-leaf 

manuscripts they are placed on a kyam˙ bhi or press which compresses and flattens the 

                                                
539 Unfortunately we have little direct evidence for the practice of oral reading by 
professional cå phat, although it is clear that at least at the court such specialists were 
retained. See Ú˙ Mo  Mo  Ta , Rhve nan˙ suμ˙ vohåra abhidhån, Yangon, UHRC, 
2004, p. 103. 
540 E.g. “ta ˙ kyam˙”, “taμ sut kyam˙”, etc. Cf. Voh, s.v. kyam˙. 
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folios. The binding boards of palm-leaf manuscripts, usually made out of wood, are 

also referred to as kyam˙. Thus kyam˙ in reference to the materiality of a palm-leaf 

manuscript refers specifically to its binding boards and by extension to the whole 

object or bundle of palm-leaf folios placed between the boards. It is in this sense that 

we find kyam˙ used as a synonym of the Pali word potthaka541, which refers to the 

manuscript as material object.  

 But kyam˙ also carries another meaning. In this usage it refers not to the 

materiality of a manuscript but to a text as a “treatise”. Here some of the Pali terms it 

glosses are sattha (“instrument of disciplinary learning”, “treatise”, Skt. ßåstra), 

gantha (“composition”)542, and pamåˆa (“textual reference”). In each of these senses 

kyam˙ implies an understanding of text as a conceptual entity, as a source and 

repository of learning or as a vehicle for the transmission of knowledge. Although 

most meanings of the term attested in pre-15th century inscriptions seem to refer to 

manuscripts as physical objects, in our earliest surviving vernacular literary texts 

kyam˙ is already widely used in the sense of treatise, and is applied to a range of 

genres. The chronicle Råjava  kyau (RK, c.1500 C.E.) by Mahås¥lavaμsa refers to 

Buddhaghosa’s translation of the “Abhidhamma kyam˙” from Sinhalese into 

Mågadhabhåså (Pali).543 The Lokasåra pyui., also written in the early years of the 

                                                
541 Cf. Sanskrit pustaka. This term, like so many others for manuscripts and treatises, 
is often translated rather inadequately as “book”. The word may relate to Iranian post, 
‘hide’. References to manuscripts in India appear only during the early centuries of the 
first millennium C.E., although writing and literacy may have emerged in the 4th 
century B.C.E. There is some debate on whether writing was known to compilers of 
certain late strata of the Pali vinaya. On grantha and pustaka see Harry Falk, Schrift 
im alten Indien, pp. 298ff; on the emergence and history of writing in India see the 
same work, passim. 
542 A popular variant term is kyam˙ gan (< kyam˙ + gantha) which is often 
synonymous with this meaning of kyam˙. In certain specialized contexts (see Chapter 
Six) the term kyam˙ gan might be used to designate authoritative Buddhavacana or 
tipi†aka texts in distinction from other types of treatise.   
543 RK, p. 119 
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16th century, characterizes dhammasattha texts as kyam˙, as well as many different 

types of treatise it relates to bråhmaˆa (puˆˆå˙) culture, as it was understood by the 

Burmese tradition, including hË˙rå˙ kyam˙ (Skt. hora, horoscopy treatises), che˙ 

kyam˙ (medical treatises), grahasanti kyam˙ (treatises on heavenly bodies), gåthå 

bhvai. kyam˙ (treatises on the recitation of magical/apotropaic verses), and dhåt 

kyam˙ (alchemical treatises). In the poem the bråhmaˆa culture that surrounds these 

kyam˙ texts is explicitly related to sa skrui† or Sanskrit and celebrated as a prestigious 

educational context.544 It is thus clear that the understanding of kyam˙ was not 

localized to particular forms of expression connected with Buddhavacana but applied 

to various genres of premodern learning.  

 

II. Manuscript form and ornamentation 

 Manuscript treatises or kyam˙ were thus understood as both material texts 

and conceptual repositories of knowledge connected with various fields of inquiry.545 

All Burmese manuscripts have in common certain technical features. Palm-leaf 

manuscript texts of whatever genre are written in a continuous line left-to-right 

beginning from the upper left hand corner of a recto folio, usually containing between 

5 to 13 lines per folio. Space is left on a folio for margins, and marginal notes, indices, 

or commentary are found in many manuscripts. Manuscripts are usually foliated in the 

upper left hand corner of verso folios (except in the cases of the first and last folios of 

an entire manuscript or its chapter divisions), and in some instances the title of a text 

or the name of the owner is written in the upper right hand margin of the verso folio 

throughout some or all sections of the manuscript. In addition, some manuscript texts 

are prefaced with “tables of contents” or other finding aids. The folios are foliated 

                                                
544 Lokasåra pyui., p. 105 
545 Chapter Six will address Burmese systems of knowledge and their relative 
authority in more detail. 
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according to the order of the Burmese alphabet, each letter having twelve vowel 

combinations, thus ka, kå, ki, k¥, ku, kË, ke, kai, ko, kau, kaμ, kå˙ > kha, khå, khi... 

Each of these 12 folio sections is called an a gå or fascicle.   

 Many manuscripts contain not only text but some form of ornamentation. 

The earliest dated ornamented manuscript is a 1683 Pañcanipåt a guttuir 

a††hakathå,546 in ink and lacquer on gilded palm-leaf, discussed in an article by 

Stewart in 1934.547 As Singer notes, the title folio is “decorated in the style of a 

Kammavaca”, and displays marginal designs that parallel ornamental motifs in the 

roughly contemporary painted murals of the Tilokaguru cave temple at Sagaing.548 

While the observation that there is shared aesthetic vocabulary between manuscript 

and other forms of decoration such as murals is very important, we should be cautious 

about attributing a kammavåcå “style” to the 17th century, as few (if any other) 

securely-dated decorated manuscripts from this era survive, and thus it is impossible 

to know whether kammavåcå comprised a model for manuscripts ornamented in this 

way. And indeed, as the evidence of the 1683 manuscript suggests, the earliest dated 

example of this “style” comes from a non-kammavåcå manuscript.549 The question 

                                                
546 The commentary on the “Book of the Fives” from the A guttara-nikåya of the Pali 
Tipi†aka. 
547 J. A. Stewart, “Burmese Dedicatory Inscription of A.D. 1683”, Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, 7, 3 (1934), pp. 541-44. 
548 N. F. Singer, “Kammavaca Texts: Their Covers and Binding Ribbons”, Arts of 
Asia, May-June 1993, p. 99. 
549 Kammavåcå manuscripts comprise texts recited during formal procedures of the 
sa gha (sa ghakamma), such as in rituals associated with ordination, consecrating 
new s¥må, establishing monastic living quarters, etc. Additionally, kammavåcå 
manuscripts were sometimes held by monks when swearing an oath of truth in 
juridical contexts, on which see Chapter Six below. Very little research has been 
conducted on the distinctive kammavåcå texts of Burma, and among Burmese scholars 
there is some difference of opinion as to the variety of texts that are historically 
included in the genre. For a list of 37 kammavåcå texts see Ññvan. Mo , Man kyaññ˙ 
ce. kammavå pan˙ akkharå, Yangon, Cå pe Bimån, 2000, p. 15-7. Most European 
work on the Burmese tradition has concentrated on the divisions of the Navakhaˆ ha-
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here concerns the provenance of the highly stylized broad script of the text of the title 

of the manuscript, which resembles that of tamarind-seed (man kyaññ˙ ce.) script 

kammavåcå manuscripts, many examples of which survive from the 18th through 20th 

centuries.550 When this script was first used on manuscripts is impossible to determine 

with certainty, and we are not helped by the fact that most tamarind-seed kammavåcå 

manuscripts, unlike those written on plain palm-leaf, lack colophons and carry no 

copy dates. Perhaps our best evidence, as Singer and the Burmese manuscript scholar 

U Nyunt Maung have noted, is the similarity between the tamarind-seed script and the 

square script used in 12th-14th century Burmese lithic inscriptions.551 We can only 

speculate here, but it may be that the majority of Burmese manuscripts produced 

during an early period would have employed a similar script. For reasons arguably 

having to do with the unique ritual function of kammavåcå in sa ghakammas, as 

sacred objects held to guarantee monastic oaths in juridical contexts, and also, for 

certain manuscripts, their special value given the context of their donation 

(kammavåcås were occasionally donated to individual monks in commemoration of 

their ordination), such scriptural archaisms were preserved and became increasingly 

stylized as a marker of the unique function and prestige of the texts. We should also 

note the difficulties involved in reading the tamarind-seed script, which requires some 

skill even for those literate in Burmese and Pali; perhaps this would have emphasized 

the specialized quality of the reading and reciting of these manuscripts, and also 

provided an incentive for monks to memorize the texts. 

                                                                                                                                       
kammavåcå (kammavåcå of 9 chapters); see Anne Peters, “Die birmanischen 
Kammavåcå-Sammlungen mit neun Abschnitten”, in Untersuchungen zur 
buddhistischen Literatur, eds. H. Bechert, et. al., Göttingen, Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1997, pp. 274-84. 
550 The name refers to the shape of the script, said to resemble tamarind seeds. For 
additional images see Singer, op. cit.; Isaacs and Blurton, op. cit. 
551 Ññvan. Mo , Man kyaññ˙ ce. kammavå, pp. 47-8. 
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 Kammavåcå manuscripts comprised a wide range of styles and supports, 

and the most common were inscribed with a stylus on plain unadorned palm-leaf. The 

supports for decorated kammavåcå written in ink, such as the tamarind-seed script 

variety, included lacquered and gilded palm-leaf; ivory; lacquered hardened cloth, 

typically from discarded monastic robes (vat lai); and metal, such as copper and 

aluminum. These were ornamented in gold leaf, cinnabar, ink, or mother-of-pearl, 

with often elaborate floral or iconic representations of the Buddha, Såriputta and 

Moggallåna, devas, or mythical creatures in the margins of the first and final folios, as 

well as intricate interlinear and patterned designs bordering the text throughout the 

manuscript. Many of these decorative features are not limited to kammavåcå texts, but 

shared by other genres written in ink on gilded and lacquered supports, although there 

are precious few examples of such manuscripts.552 

 Nearly all surviving Burmese palm-leaf manuscripts (pe cå)553 date from 

the 18th or 19th centuries and are incised on the folios in a round Burmese script that 

is virtually identical with the contemporary script.554 There are a number of extant 

palm-leaf manuscripts dated to the 17th century, but I am not aware of any that have 

been reliably dated to earlier centuries. Palm-leaf was used for writing a wide variety 

of texts in addition to dhammasattha, which include Pali literature and its bilingual 

(nissaya) and vernacular commentaries; Sanskrit texts; historical works; poetry; and 

                                                
552 Compare the Pa††håna and Dhammacakkapavattana-sutta manuscripts reproduced 
in Ññvan. Mo , Man kyaññ˙ ce. kammavå, p. 48, p. 101; also the important 
manuscripts of the Sa¬åyatana-vagga prepared for King Mindon and now housed at 
Northern Illinois Library; online at: 
[http://sea.lib.niu.edu/images/search1.php?source=ok Palitaw]. 
553 Palm-leaf was also used for the long strips of one or two line cå khyvan 
manuscripts that communicated official appointments from the king.  
554 On the production and preparation of palm-leaf see Mran må. cvay cuμ kyam˙, vol. 
10, Yangon, Cå pe Bimån, 1966, s.v. Mran må pe cå; U Thaw Kaung, “Myanmar 
Traditional Manuscripts and their Preservation and Conservation”, Myanmar 
Historical Research Journal, 1 (1995), pp. 241-73.  
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grammatical, lexicographical, medical, and astrological treatises. The vast majority of 

these manuscripts are undecorated except for the customary bands of gilding and 

vermillion along the outer edges of the entire bundle, five styles of which are 

known.555 The outer edges of a closed bundle may be further ornamented with designs 

in gold, vermillion, or black ink, although examples are not terribly common. 

 There are several types of palm-leaf manuscript that occasionally include 

incised images.556 The most notable among these are certain cosmological treatises 

that contain elaborate and highly detailed illustrations of the thirty-one bhËmi or 

planes of existence, often accompanied by captions.557 Also, jåtå (horoscope), byËha 

(military, tactical), che˙ (medical), dhåtu (alchemical, homeopathic), beda  

(astrological) and nakkhatta (astronomical) manuscripts occasionally carry incised 

designs or diagrams connected with their subject; unfortunately there is little research 

on any of these popular pre-modern genres and their manuscripts, let alone their 

aesthetics.558  

 A major category of palm-leaf ornamentation concerns marginal and 

interlinear decoration and doodling and graffiti, none of which has received any 

scholarly attention. Perhaps the most frequently encountered marginal and interlinear 

adornments are concentric circles or floral patterns surrounding or radiating outwards 

                                                
555 For these styles see Mo  Mo  Ññvan., Pe cå purapuik, p. 49.  
556 Painted palm-leaf is rare. I recall seeing only one example several years ago in the 
Resource Centre for Myanmar Manuscripts in Mandalay. For another see the 
reproduction of a gilded palm-leaf kammavåcå from the Mandalay Museum in Patricia 
Herbert, “Myanmar Manuscript Art”, in Teruko Saito and U Thaw Kaung, eds., 
Enriching the Past, Tokyo, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, 2006, pp. 23-41, p. 
23.  
557 For a description of this genre and some examples see Patricia Herbert, “Burmese 
Cosmological Manuscripts”, in A. Green and T. R. Blurton, eds., Burma: Art and 
Archaeology, London, British Museum, 2002, pp. 77-97. 
558 For some references to manuscripts of these various disciplines see Mra . Kraññ, 
Paññå rap aluik c¥ cañ thå˙ so rve˙ thut pe cå cå ra ˙, Unpublished thesis, Yangon 
University of Arts and Sciences, 1979. 
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from the perforations on a leaf, most common on the first or last folios of a fascicle, or 

cross-hatching designs both between lines on a folio and as borders along the edges of 

the text. Doodles and graffiti, probably made by scribes or monks and novices at 

monasteries where most palm-leaf manuscripts were kept, likewise include a range of 

styles and subjects, from rough non-representational marks to more controlled 

depictions of flora or animals. Doodles and graffiti on palm-leaf are however quite 

rare, and the majority of cases I have encountered are confined to margins or blank, 

partial or damaged folios, and I have yet to come across what appears to be an instance 

of the intentional defacement of a text.  

 The thematic vocabulary of palm-leaf decoration is limited when 

compared with illuminated paper manuscripts or mural painting, and the probable 

existence of paper in Burma from at least the later Pagan era (alongside the higher 

costs associated with preparing palm-leaf supports) perhaps served to constrain the 

expansion of palm-leaf art. Surviving paper manuscripts are of two general types: 

black parabaik and white parabaik. The etymology of the term parabaik is uncertain, 

and derivations have been made from Sanskrit, Mon, Chinese, Tai, and Pali elements, 

none of which are entirely satisfactory.559 In Burma the paper was typically made from 

the pulp of mulberry bark or different preparations of bamboo.560 The surface of the 

                                                
559 Ú˙ Ta , Mran må ma ˙ aup khyup puμ cå tam˙ [MMOS], 5 vols., Yangon, 
Ministry of Culture, 1983, vol. 5, §554; Mo  Mo  Ññvan., Pe cå purapuik, pp. 77-9. 
MMOS is an important collection and analysis of primary manuscript documents 
dealing as the title suggests with the “Administration of Burmese Kings” assembled 
and edited by Pagan Wundauk U Tin (Pugaμ Van Thok Ú˙ Ta , 1861-1933) in the 
1920s. U Tin briefly served at the Mandalay Palace before the final annexation of 
Burma in 1885. This multi-volume work, first published in 1931, is an important 
source of information on (especially) Konbaung-era political and religious history, 
particualrly becuase it presents the only known copies of many of the manuscripts it 
cites.  
560 Numerous authors repeat the claim that a type of Burmese parabaik was produced 
from the bark of the sa rak khyañ tree, which to my knowledge was first put forth in 
1931 in MMOS, op. cit., §560. Mo  Mo  Ññvan. and Mo  Mo  Sin˙ have argued 
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paper was then coated with thick rice water mixed with a charcoal powder or, in the 

case of white parabaik, rubbed with a whitening chalk or oil made from crushed guμ 

ñña  (Entada pursaetha) seeds.561 The outer folios of higher quality black and white 

parabaik were sometimes illustrated or adorned with lacquer relief work, often gilded 

and inlaid with gold and glass, a technique that was also used for decorating such 

things as manuscript chests,562 thrones, and coffins.   

 Most extant paper manuscripts also date to the Konbaung period, although 

black parabaik have been found dated to as recently as the late 1960s.563 Black 

parabaik were used for writing just about anything that needed to be written. Such 

manuscripts were relatively inexpensive, lightweight, and portable and could be 

written on quickly with soapstone or chalk and even erased, recoated, and reused. 

They were especially valued as supports for administrative, juridical, and economic 

texts, and thousands of black parabaik records of such things as contracts, deeds, royal 

orders, sa gha affairs, court case records, population surveys, accounts, and laws 

survive in rural monasteries in Burma as well as in non-monastic libraries and archives 

                                                                                                                                       
convincingly that instead this name derives from Sa Rak Khyañ village in Magwe 
Division where parabaik were made during the 19th century. Cf., Mo  Mo  Ññvan., Pe 
cå purapuik, p. 87; Mo  Mo  Sin˙, Purapuik pan˙ khy¥ le. lå khyak, Yangon, Cå pe 
Bimån, 2001, pp. 44-5. Mo  Mo  Sin˙ reports a conversation with a village elder who 
recalled that in his youth parabaik was made from the bark of u nhai (Streblus asper) 
trees, whose leaves are used to make cheroots. Most 19th century foreign observers 
state that Burmese parabaik were produced from the pulp of bamboo or the bark of ma 
lhui  or mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera), although it seems probable that other 
types of fibrous pulp would also have been used. See L. Liotard, Memorandum on 
Materials in India Suitable for the Manufacture of Paper, Calcutta, Agricultural 
Department, 1880. 
561 For an account of the process see Mo  Mo  Sin˙, Pe purapuik myak nhå pra  
myå˙ pau mha le. lå tve. rhi khyak myå˙, Yangon, Cå pe Bimån, 2000, pp. 49-63; 
also, Elaine Koretsky and Donna Koretsky, The Goldbeaters of Mandalay, Brookline, 
Carriage House Press, 1991. 
562 Mo  Mo  Sin˙, Cå tuik settå pan˙ myak nå, Yangon, Ca pe Bimån, 2001. 
563 Personal communication, Win Tint, Meiktila University, 2008. 
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inside and outside the country.564 Other texts commonly written on black parabaik 

include medical, botanical, and mathematical treatises; transcriptions of inscriptions, 

poems, songs, and sermons; monastic library catalogs; paritta and apotropaic verses; 

grammatical, lexicographical, and orthographic works; prophecies; sorcery 

handbooks; and, local histories. Black parabaik were also used, along with slate, as 

notebooks in the context of monastic education. As a general rule, more valuable or 

prestigious texts were written on palm-leaf while black parabaik served as a support 

for texts that were seen as temporary or had a more documentary or practical function; 

longer works of Pali or vernacular literature were typically not written on parabaik but 

on palm-leaf, although there are no strict boundaries as to what type of text was 

written on which support.  

 A great number of black parabaik contain drawings in soapstone or chalk, 

and those that I have come across include architectural diagrams; plans for the 

construction of monastic s¥må; horoscopes; yantra and runes; anagrammatic diagrams 

of auspicious or magical Pali verses (chan˙ bhuμ); drawings of humans, animals and 

plants; sumptuary manuals; cosmologies; maps; and tattooing handbooks. Doodlers 

were particularly drawn to black parabaik, which underscores its more ephemeral and 

notebook-like qualities. These manuscripts were occasionally also decorated with 

white, yellow, red, silver and gold ink, or even painted, but this was relatively rare.565 

                                                
564 For a catalog of some of this literature see Win Tint, Database of Myanmar Studies 
Source Materials in Parabaik Manuscripts, 8 vols., Meiktila, Meiktila University, 
2004-7; T. Ito, U Htun Yee, et. al., eds., Documents of Myanmar Socio-Economic 
History, 11 vols., Toyohashi, Aichi University, 2002-2008, online at: 
[http://taweb.aichi-u.ac.jp/DMSEH/]. 
565 Compare the gold and silver ink on the title folio of the incomplete Manu akyay 
dhammasat in the British Library, Or. 3447A, reproduced in Patricia Herbert, “The Sir 
Arthur Phayre Collection of Burmese Manuscripts”, British Library Journal, 1, 1 
(1975), p. 68. 
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There are unfortunately few studies of black parabaik imagery or its role and relation 

to the broader artistic culture.566 

 These latter subjects as well as others are illustrated in white parabaik, 

which in their most basic form were typically written on using a pen (kho  taμ) with 

black or colored ink and, when painted, colored with a brush (cut taμ) made from the 

ear-hair of a cow. In the 19th century imported lead pencils were used for writing and 

sketching on white parabaik, and also employed on palm-leaf to make marginal notes 

or corrections to the text. In central Burma it is not common to find white parabaik 

used as supports for texts that are unaccompanied by illustrations, as they are in Shan 

areas.567 Furthermore, it is probable that black and white parabaik functioned as 

sketchbooks for artists and painters who used them to draft images for murals and 

other types of decoration. Among all the textual supports known in premodern Burma 

parabaik and slate stand out as the most likely to have been used in the context of 

artistic as well as other forms of education given their popular circulation, relatively 

low cost, and the ease with which they could be erased and reused.  

 The most technically sophisticated painted manuscripts are the so-called 

“variegated” (ro  cuμ) white parabaik, which required further preparation of the 

surface of the paper with special oils, wax, and resin before being coated with a layer 

of white or colored paint. Such manuscripts were painted by artists closely associated 

with the court, and their sponsors and readers included members of the royal family. 

One of the most significant aesthetic developments seen in variegated parabaik is the 

elaboration of the narrative possibilities of manuscript art. Many of these parabaik 

represented for the first time in manuscripts, across multiple folios and in full color, 

the life of the Buddha, scenes from the Jåtaka, cosmologies, and rituals associated 

                                                
566 However, see Mo  Mo  Sin˙ Purapuik pan˙ khy¥, pp. 55-64. 
567 See B. J. Terwiel and Chaichun Khamdaengyottai, Shan Manuscripts, Stuttgart, 
Franz Steiner, 2003.  
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with royalty, often accompanied by descriptive captions.568 Such parabaik also 

retained the documentary function of earlier decorated manuscripts, although with 

increasing realism, and were used to catalogue varieties of humans, animals, and 

plants, inventory royal regalia and the king’s arsenal, and to produce detailed color 

maps and architectural plans.569  

 There appears to be no external references to the making of these elaborate 

variegated parabaik in Burma prior to the 19th century.570 Major questions remain as 

to what influenced the development of this genre, whether it can be attributed in part 

to the influence of European, Indian, or “Thai” artisans, and the extent to which the 

technical and aesthetic achievements witnessed in these manuscripts are connected to 

broader transformations in the painterly culture. Further studies are necessary on the 

relationships among such manuscripts and the themes, techniques, and perspectives of 

18th and 19th century murals and other painted and decorated objects such as 

manuscript chests, wood carvings, and embroidered tapestries.  

 

III. Narrative and manual texts 

 Dhammasattha as well as other Burmese manuscripts can be divided for 

analytic purposes into two general and somewhat ideal categories on the basis of 

thematic and formal-textual features. I refer to these as 1) prose or verse continuous 

“narrative” texts and 2) “manual” texts. The appellation “narrative” is used here to 
                                                
568 For additional examples see Particia Herbert, The Life of the Buddha, London, 
British Library, 1992; and, “Myanmar Manuscript Art”, op. cit.; Charles Duroiselle, 
The Pageant of King Mindon, Calcutta, Government Printing, 1925; Ú˙ Thvan˙ R¥, 
Thvak tau mhu akham˙ anå˙, vol. 1, Yangon, n.d.; Khin Maung Nyunt, et. al, 
Myanmar Painting, Ho Chi Minh City, EPH, 2006. 
569 For a fuller list of 19th century subjects illustrated in white parabaik see Ma ˙ 
Nui , Pan˙ khy¥ tau Ú˙ Krå Ññvan. i khet nha . sË. lak rå, Yangon, Ministry of 
Culture, 1979, pp. 9-11. For an excellent reproduction of a white parabaik 
documenting royal regalia see Ma ˙ kham˙ tau purapuik phrË, Yangon, n.d. 
570 Mo  Mo  Sin˙, Purapuik pan˙ khy¥, pp. 48-9.   
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signify the continuous, linked nature of a discourse. Some dhammasatthas contain 

stories which are used to illustrate a particular law or point of legal theory but this is 

not what I mean by narrative.571 In narrative dhammasattha the legal content of the 

manuscript in its entirety is “told” as if it were a story, and comprises a complete, 

interwoven narrative with a beginning, middle, and end. Different sections of the text 

are linked together using narrative devices, and very often the teller and audience of 

the legal narrative are invoked by name and play a recurring role in a text. Narrative 

dhammasattha often follow a set structure which begins with an account of the 

a††huppatti or “uprising” or biography of the text, which can in some cases be of 

considerable length. This textual biography is followed by an organized and 

interlinked verse or prose exposition of legal material that ranges over several 

subjects, if not the full eighteen legal titles that comprise the entire extent of 

dhammasattha law as it was theorized. These features differ somewhat depending on 

the language and style of a text.  

 What I call narrative dhammasattha texts can be further subdivided into 

categories of 1) dhammasattha mËla (“root”) recensions and 2) digests. Dhammasattha 

texts never claim that they are entirely original compositions, so it is important to 

elaborate the distinction between digest and mËla recension in this context. A mËla 

recension is a dhammasattha that claims to be based on, and a revised “edition” of, an 

earlier dhammasattha treatise. It is represented as an abridgement or reformulation of 

an earlier text. The archetypical ur-treatise upon from which all other dhammasatthas 

are represented as derived is the mythic legal text transmitted from the boundary-wall 

of the universe on behalf of the first Buddhist sovereign, Mahåsammata (on which see 

Chapter Six). No surviving texts claim to contain this original work, but rather 

                                                
571 On some of these stories see Maung Htin Aung, Burmese Law Tales: The Legal 
Element in Burmese Folk-lore, London, Oxford University Press, 1962. 
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indicate that they are a later version of this text, or of an earlier text that was based on 

it. In such cases the compiler of the abridgement aims at reproducing what he—

compilers are always men—views as the entirety of that earlier text, in essence if not 

in exact content. Typically the reasons given for this by the compiler(s) is that the 

earlier text on which it was based is “difficult to understand”, “exceedingly large”, or 

has become “corrupt”, so it has been abridged into a new recension. In some cases not 

the content but the language of an earlier text may have occasioned the new recension. 

Thus Pali recensions were made of earlier texts in the vernacular, or vernacular verse 

versions were made from nissaya texts. There is no implication that in the process of 

producing a recension the author has selectively edited or only partially reproduced 

the meaning of the source-text. The DhV, MSR, VinP, and VDhM are all examples of 

texts of this sort, as are most varieties of verse (pyui., la kå) dhammasats. 

 The basic parameters of a narrative digest, by contrast, is that such texts 

are not represented as a recension of an earlier text. A digest is written with the 

explicit aim of appropriating and reorganizing material from dhammasattha source-

texts for the purpose of a set of specific arguments. Other texts are often referred to by 

name or cited as the source of some textual or thematic content. As discussed in the 

introduction, some digest-type texts, such as Lak Vai Sundara’s Dhammasat atui kok, 

may even provide some historical details on the authorship of the texts they engage. 

Digests do not present themselves as updated versions of older texts. They are 

regarded as novel, unique compilations that bring different legal texts together for 

distinctive purposes linked to the commentarial aims of the compiler. 

 Very importantly, we must make a further distinction between the 

commentarial forms a digest might take, based on their mode of relation to their 

source-text. Here it is useful to distinguish between 1) verbal or verbatim 

commentaries, which reproduce and when necessary, as in the case of nissayas, gloss 
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verbatim passages of source-texts, and 2) semantic commentaries which are focused 

not on glossing citations of a source-text but rather interpret the meaning or import of 

a passage of a source-text without reproducing any of its text. Many digests claim 

(sometimes dubiously) to cite text from elsewhere. Yet in certain digests compilers 

sought to interpret the meaning or sense of passages from other dhammasattha texts 

without directly citing those texts in the body of their digest. In either case, the 

commentator does not attempt to reproduce the full extent of the source-text in his 

digest, but engages for his own purposes the language or intent of only particular 

sections of text. Quite often in digests numerous texts are brought into juxtaposition 

with one another to illustrate a single principle.  

 Such narrative-type texts are not the only sort of manuscripts written and 

transmitted in pre-modern Burma. We also find many manuscripts (perhaps the overall 

majority)—often written not on palm-leaf but on parabaik (usually black parabaik, but 

sometimes white as well)—that contain what I call “manual texts”. I borrow the 

phrase “manual text” from an important article by Craig Reynolds, in which he 

describes “Thai manual knowledge” as “knowledge that is self-consciously organized 

for preservation, retrieval, transmission, and consumption.”572 According to Reynolds, 

“in the central Thai world, the diverse and flexible formats for storing and transmitting 

knowledge are called more generally ‘handbooks’ or ‘manuals’ (tamra), a word that 

has its origins in ancient Khmer [...] All sorts of information, schema, procedures, and 

rules may be called tamra.”573 The term tamra, as Reynolds has shown, is equivalent 

in the Thai lexicographical imagination with the term ßåstra, which Burmese texts 

equate directly with the word kyam˙ discussed above. In my usage however, I see 

                                                
572 Craig Reynolds, “Thai Manual Knowledge: Theory and Practice”, in Seditious 
Histories: Contesting Thai and Southeast Asian Pasts, Seattle, University of 
Washington, 2006, pp. 214-242. 
573 Ibid., pp. 217-18. 
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“manual texts” not as identical to but as a subset of kyam˙ or “treatise-derived 

knowledge”, as those manuscript texts which are most directly involved in the 

practical dynamics of what Reynolds’ describes as information retrieval and 

schematization. There are numerous words, each suggesting slightly different 

characteristics, that Burmese compilers used to refer to the manual text: atui kok 

(summary), kok khyak (selection), akhyup (compendium), po ˙ khyup (collection), 

kvaμ khyå (“net”), kho ˙ cañ (titles), khvai puμ (comparison), mhat cu (notes), etc. 

The precise boundaries of these different forms of manual text have yet to be 

determined with any clarity, and much work needs to be done on written knowledge 

understood in such terms. The principle characteristic of the Burmese manual text is 

its non-narrative presentation. It eschews the narrative mode, and appears as a 

compilation of rules, notes, schemata, matrices, excerpts, and sometimes, in the case 

of certain genres—e.g. on military strategy (byËha), botanics or alchemy—

illustrations or diagrams. It is seemingly erratic, and jumps from subject to subject. It 

is without a proper beginning or end, and can be accessed at any point.  

 Thus the term “manual text” in my usage refers to the way larger treatises 

or corpora of knowledge are condensed and organized to facilitate the retrieval of 

important information in more practical contexts. Defining just what such practical 

contexts are, and when a narrative text or a manual text might have been preferred, is 

of course a very difficult business. It is clear however that these different forms of 

narrative or manual texts manuscript reflect the different usages to which they were 

put in the world. Nonetheless, it would be wrong to force too strong of a distinction 

here. The manual text remains under the category of kyam˙ in that it is regarded as a 

treatise of authoritative knowledge that is reliant upon narrative texts as the source of 

its content. In the case of dhammasattha manual texts that were used as practical 
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handbooks had close and often explicit relationships to longer, bulkier, and more 

detailed narrative dhammasatthas. This holds for other premodern genres as well.574 

 

IV. Pali, nissaya, and vernacular 

Dhammasatthas transmitted in premodern Burma were written either in Pali or 

vernacular languages and dialects (Burmese, Mon, Arakanese) or in some form of 

bilingual gloss (nissaya). In the most general terms nissayas are bilingual exegetical 

texts that provide an interverbal, interphrasal, or interlinear vernacular translation, 

gloss or commentary on a Sanskrit or Pali source text or section of text.575 In this 

sense they are linguistic-commentarial texts, which seek to give the meaning or 

“translate” a particular section of Indic text into the vernacular. Yet the function of 

nissayas is more than simple translation, they are aimed at providing an explanation of 

a word or string of text. Here and below this is how I understand the term “gloss”, as a 

mode of relatively constrained translation-commentary that is focused on explanation 

rather than conveying a literal, word-by-word equivalent. Literalness in translation 

may have been more important to glossators working in some genres rather than 

                                                
574 This is exmplified also in the case of Vinaya and historical manuals. In certain 
cases where knowledge was not seen as embodied in treatises but part of an aural/oral 
tradition of transmission from teacher to student, for example in the context of 
varieties of medical or apotropaic knowledge, manuals may be seen as an expression 
not of larger treatises but of texts that exist primarily in memory. 
575 Features of the nissaya style can be seen already in some of the earliest inscriptions 
from Burma in which Sanskrit text is accompanied by interlinear glosses in PyË. On 
the general history and development of Burmese nissaya see Tin Lwin, “A Study of 
Pali-Burmese Nissaya”, Unpublished M.A. thesis, School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London, 1961; John Okell, “Nissaya Burmese”, Journal of the 
Burma Research Society, L.i, pp. 95-123; Ññvan. Mo , “Kun˙ bho  khet mran må 
nissaya myå˙”, Unpublished thesis, Yangon University, 1990; William Pruitt, Étude 
linguistique de nissaya birmans, Paris, École française d’Extrême-Orient, 1994. On 
nissaya texts and practices in Laos and Thailand see Justin T. McDaniel, Gathering 
Leaves and Lifting Words: Histories of Buddhist Monastic Education in Laos and 
Thailand, Seattle, University of Washington, 2008. 
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others—for example in nissayas of lexicographical texts such as the Amarakoßa˙ or 

the Abhidhånappad¥pikå-†¥kå. In certain usages nissayas were the core tool of Pali 

language education, in ways similar to the use of interlinear gloss texts in pedagogy in 

Western antiquity and elsewhere.576  

U Nyunt Maung distinguishes between three forms of nissaya based on the 

extent and character of the glossators engagement with his source text.577 The first of 

these is the naμ kyay (“extended gloss”), which attempts a comprehensive vernacular 

gloss of each element within a Pali passage.578 Because they thoroughly address all 

features of a Pali source-text (including common nouns, pronouns, indeclinable 

particles, etc.) such nissayas were intended as learning aids for students who had only 

basic knowledge of Pali. Naμ kya ˙ (“condensed gloss”) nissayas, on the other hand, 

did not bother with each and every element of a Pali text, but only those words or 

grammatical features that were particularly difficult. Naμ pyok (“explanatory”) 

nissayas were focused on glossing not the individual words of a Pali text but on 

providing a vernacular explanation of the meaning of that text. Explanatory nissayas 

were focused not on the details of Pali grammar and lexis but on the elucidation of 

meaning, and such nissayas would have been far less useful to students learning Pali. 

Tin Lwin provides an alternative categorization of four types of nissays, which Nyunt 

Maung also discusses in Burmese. These are: 

                                                
576 See H. I. Marrou, “Bilingual School Manuals”, in A History of Education in 
Antiquity, London, Sheed and Ward, 1956, pp. 263-4. 
577 The following is from Ññvan. Mo , “Nissaya myå˙”, pp. 17-8. 
578 The conventional explanation for the term naμ is that it is an abbreviated form of 
the word anak (“meaning”), as niggah¥ta is commonly used to abbreviate the Burmese 
rhyme -ak (among many others). Apparent references to nissayas as naμ occur at least 
as early as the 1442 Tak nvai Monastery inscription discussed in Chapter 2. We might 
speculate, however, that the term originated not from (a)nak but perhaps from nåma or 
nåmasadda. These latter terms are commonly used to refer to nissaya-style 
manuscripts in Lao/Tai contexts (on which see McDaniel, Gathering Leaves, pp. 135-
7) but are no longer found in Burma.     
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1. “Verbatim” (Nyunt Maung: “kvan˙ khya ˙”, “word-by-word literal”) 

nissaya: in which individual Pali words are followed by “literal” word-by-word 

glosses in Burmese without additional elaboration of the meaning. 

2. “Free translation” (Nyunt Maung: “kvan˙ khyai.”, “elaboration”) nissaya: in 

which individual Pali readings (på†ha) are cited and their meaning is glossed more 

freely in the vernacular. 

3. “Ornate” (Nyunt Maung: “la kå”, “verse”) nissaya: in which a Pali word is 

followed by a Burmese gloss in rhyme. 

4. “Translation with short notes” (Nyunt Maung: “cå khya”, “reading-

instructional”) nissaya: which includes not only vernacular glosses of Pali citations but 

extensive commentary on the grammar and meaning of the text.579 

 

Justin McDaniel, who has extensively studied Northern Thai and Lao nissaya 

and related manuscripts, has characterized nissaya as “negotiations between the 

classical and the vernacular, the translocal and the local.”580 He has shown that the 

principal function of nissaya-type manuscripts was their use as textual supports for 

aural/oral pedagogy, either in the context of monastic education or Buddhist 

homiletics. Thus nissaya manuscripts were the primary written vehicles though which 

translocal Pali literature was made to speak in the specific contexts of vernacular 

lectures and sermons: “nissaya manuscripts were supports, resources, or guides written 

by a teacher for a student or a small group of students to guide their translation and 

study of Pali text and thus enable them to explain Pali concepts in sermons to fellow 

monks and lay audiences”.581 Nissayas also played a primary role in grammatical 

                                                
579 Tin Lwin, “Study”, pp. 6-11. The corresponding Burmese terms are taken from 
Ññvan. Mo , “Nissaya myå˙”, p. 18. 
580 McDaniel, Gathering Leaves, p. 128. 
581 McDaniel, Gathering Leaves, p. 132. 
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education; in certain cases nissayas on non-grammatical texts were composed not as 

commentaries on the meaning on those texts but to explain the Pali grammar at work 

in them. 

From the perspective of the Burmese materials it is equally correct to see 

nissaya manuscripts and their compilers as akin to intermediaries or “culture-brokers” 

which explain, adapt or reformulate Pali texts in a local idiom in pedagogical 

contexts.582 As McDaniel has argued, what counts as a “classical” source-text glossed 

in nissaya is a highly idiosyncratic understanding directly related to specific curricular 

contexts. The recognition of important source texts that are potential recipients of 

nissaya treatment for teaching purposes may vary depending on the predispositions of 

different monks and monastic and lay audiences. However, in Northern Thailand and 

Laos there are regional similarities in the overall nissaya curriculum, as there are in 

different locales in the central Irrawaddy basin. Much can be learned about differences 

in Buddhist intellectual culture from an examination of source-texts deemed worthy of 

receiving nissaya glosses. U Nyunt Maung’s  catalogue of nissaya texts compiled 

during the Konbaung era (1752-1885) reveals the variety of Pali sources regarded as 

authoritative and of paramount significance to Buddhist education during this 

period.583  

 The source texts that received nissaya gloss treatment were of course not 

identical with the texts of the modern Pali tipi†aka and commentaries. A “complete” 

printed set of a nissaya version of the entire tipi†aka is still unavailable in Burma, 

although in the early 20th century a number of nissaya volumes to various parts of the 

canon and its commentaries began to appear, based on manuscripts prepared by 

                                                
582 See Tin Lwin, “Study”, pp. 36ff. 
583 Ññvan. Mo , “Nissaya myå˙”, passim. 
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different glossators.584 Prior to this period, as far as we are aware, there had been no 

concerted effort or specialized project aimed at producing nissaya version of the entire 

tipi†aka. Of course, as the work of Nyunt Maung highlights many “canonical” texts 

received nissaya glosses by different monks, though they typically circulated in 

manuscript independently or as collections grouped either according to their relative 

place in the orthodox divisions of the tipi†aka or along thematic lines. In monastic 

collections, bundles of a set of nissaya texts all related to a certain theme are 

commonly found. Thus we might encounter one bundle containing several kammavåcå 

texts and their nissayas or extracts of Vinaya or Abhidhamma nissayas along with 

selections from nissayas of a††hakathå and †¥kå commentaries on them. But the 

practice of nissaya was not related only to Pali tipi†aka, canonical, and paracanonical 

texts and their commentaries. In Burma, Sanskrit texts were given nissaya treatments 

in Pali. Nissayas were also compiled for medical, astrological, and historical texts.585 

Nissaya was a style of textual production witnessed as much within technical or 

scientific contexts as with properly “Buddhist” or buddhavacana texts. Any important 

textualized discipline (sattha, atat) in Pali or Sanskrit—or, as we shall see below, even 

                                                
584 Primary among these are the volumes published in the 1920s by the Mandalay Hill 
Pi†akat Tuik on the basis of manuscripts edited by U Jågara of the Mui˙ Thi 
Monastery in Mandalay. The background of this publishing project remains somewhat 
obscure. These remain the only published nissayas of certain texts in Burma, although 
nissayas to other texts by other historical and contemporary glossators continue to be 
published. Most tipi†aka mËla and a††hakathå texts, and many of the sub-
commentaries, are available in printed nissayas. Yet still there is no published nissaya 
of the entire Jåtaka-a††hakathå (though many nissayas of different nipåtas and 
individual tales have been published and republished). As in Thailand, nissaya 
remains one of the central instruments of lay Buddhist and monastic literary education 
today, and many nissaya works continue to be written. Some of the most widely used 
nissayas compiled in recent decades are the over 40 volumes of bhåså-†ikås by 
Mahågandhåruμ Sayadaw Arha  Janakåbhivaμsa (1900-1977), which gloss 
numerous Pali commentarial texts. Cf. Arha  Dhammadharåla kåra, Bhåså†¥kå lam˙ 
ññvhan, Yangon, Dhamma bimån, 2007.  
585 Tin Lwin, “Study”, pp. 25ff. 
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in the vernacular—within the literary culture was the potential recipient of nissaya 

treatment.  

The sources and status of the Pali text(s) selected and used in a nissaya require 

careful attention. In most of the scholarly literature on nissayas source-texts are 

defined as prior Pali compositions—i.e. as Indic texts that pre-existed their gloss in 

some form—selected by the glossator in light of his distinctive pedagogical interests, 

audience, and context. While this is usually the case, source-texts were not always 

prior compositions, nor were they always written in Pali or Sanskrit. As exemplified 

by certain dhammasattha nissayas discussed below, in some cases both the Pali and 

vernacular portions of certain nissayas were initially compiled not as separate or 

independent texts but simultaneously as nissayas.586 Thus the existence of a nissaya 

does not necessarily imply the prior or even the independent existence of its source 

text, as the Pali and Burmese portions of some nissayas were authored together. In 

addition, some dhammasattha nissayas were written on the basis of vernacular source-

texts.587 That is, a preexisting vernacular text was provided a Pali gloss in a new 

nissaya text. The reasons for this are several, but arguably relate to the fact that 

dhammasattha manuscripts primarily functioned as written instruments of a legal 

education (broadly understood to include not only teaching contexts, but also practices 

of commentary) that required familiarity with both Pali and vernacular legal 

vocabulary. This is related, moreover, to the perception among certain dhammasattha 

authors that the vernacular was an imprecise medium and, as such, was incapable of 

transmitting the accurate and unambiguous meaning of texts to judges and others 

concerned with written legal culture. To be considered a “perfect” treatise, a text must 

be given form in Pali, even if a vernacular version is required, simultaneously, to 

                                                
586 This was clearly the case with the KyT (below) and perhaps also the MSR (Chapter 
Five).  
587 See the example of the MRD below. 
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provide universal (literate) access. The simultaneous compilation of texts in both 

nissaya and the vernacular or Pali and nissaya served these purposes. More will be 

said about this below.  

Burmese nissayas as they function in dhammasattha can take several forms. 

Nissaya strategies might be used either throughout an entire text or in only sections of 

a text. Most texts with nissaya in the title (as it is given in a colophon), however, are 

entirely written in nissaya form. All examples of nissaya in dhammasattha deal 

exclusively with the interface between Pali and vernaculars (Burmese, Arakanese, or 

Mon); Sanskrit is never found. These various forms and some variations will be 

discussed in reference to actual manuscripts below. 

 

V. Prose and verse 

Dhammasattha was only one among many genres of literature that circulated in 

premodern Burmese manuscript culture, and thus its writing shared common features 

with texts that dealt with different themes, such as historical chronicles, alchemy, 

sermons, monastic epistles, astronomy, or tellings of the past lives of the Buddha. 

Many of these genres circulated in both prose and la kå or verse format. La kå (Pali, 

ala kåra) refers literally to the “ornament” of sound in Burmese (as well as Pali and 

Sanskrit) prosody, and is used in many cases as a synonym of kabyå (Pali kabba, Skt. 

kåvya), “poetics” or “poetry”. The history of Burmese poetry is complex and 

unfortunately its many technical forms and their relations with premodern Indic, 

regional, and Burmese poetic theory have yet to receive adequate scholarly treatment 

in either Burmese or English.588 Dhammasattha-la kå are written in a variety of styles, 

                                                
588 Though see Pugaμ Van Thok Ma ˙ Ú˙ Ta , Kabyå bandhasåra kyam˙, Yangon, 
Lay t¥ Maˆ ui , 1969; SËra Jau, Akhyui˙ kabyå le lå khyak, Yangon, Cå pe bimån, 
1995. For a general survey history of Burmese poetry see C¥ C¥ Va ˙, Ta  Mo  Èe˙, 
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but most of them adopt the four-syllable per line (le˙ luμ˙ ta puid) rhyming scheme 

of the pyui. (pronounced pyote) type. The rhymes are often “climbing” in the sense 

that their position changes from one verse to the next, often moving from fourth to 

third to second and back to fourth position. This is also a device used to weave 

together different verses in the overall composition. The basic pattern of the four-

syllable line was in place in pyui. verses around 1500 and is used throughout early 

vernacular poetic compositions by authors such as Mahås¥lavaμsa and 

Mahåra††hasåra.589 A basic rhyming pattern can be diagrammed as follows: 

 
-- -- -- A 
-- -- A -- 
-- A -- B 
-- -- B -- 
-- B -- C 
-- -- C -- 

 

And so forth. Yet we should note that even though this scheme recurs as a 

fundamental pattern in many early pyui., 15th-16th century composers like S¥lavaμsa 

also developed more complex and erratic rhymes.590 The structure of the early pyui. 

form remained popular throughout following centuries, although later examples of 

pyui. evolved more complex rhyming schemes. One example may be cited from the 

Dhammavilåsa-la kå, which in this section partially follows the early pyui. scheme. 

The rhyming syllables are in bold: 

 

                                                                                                                                       
and Caμ Ta , “Mran må kabyå samui ˙” in Mran må kabyå cå tam˙ myå˙, Vol 1., 
Yangon, Cå pe bimån, 1984, pp. 18-66.  
589 Examples are found throughout the work of these poets. Compare Aun˙ Rhve and 
Ú˙ Van, eds. Mahåra††hasåra e* Pakkiˆˆaka cå cu, Yangon, Burma Research 
Society, 1968; Mra . San˙, ed., Påram¥ tau khan˙ pyui., Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1953.  
590 On other rhyming schemes for the four-syllable line see Ú˙ Ta , Kabyå 
bandhasåra kyam˙, 1.4. 
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ma-yå˙ kr¥˙ så˙   The son of the major wife 

la  kr¥˙ så˙ nha ˙  the son of the major husband 

nhac på˙ cuμ pe  close to each other 

a-tË ne mha   living together 

nhac chve la  ma-yå˙  two families of husband and wife 

se lvaμ ññå˙ sau  should they die 

nhac på˙ cuμ tva   among both 

mra 591 saññ så˙ nha . with the son born  

nhac på˙ ka på  whatever there is on both sides 

så˙ suμ˙ prå˙ kui  among the three divisions of sons 

uc-cå ve haμ592  the manner of apportioning the property593 

 

When Pali is found in dhammasattha manuscripts it is always written in verse. 

Pali verse (gåthå), as used in dhammasattha manuscripts, generally follows the eight 

syllable vatta meter.594 Typically verses are made up of four eight-syllable lines of 

varying rhythms, where each line contains two påda (metrical feet) of four syllables 

apiece. Although there can be a great deal of variation in the rhythm of odd lines, the 

final påda of even lines typically scan as short-long-shot-long. In most surviving 

manuscripts Pali tends to be quite corrupt and as a result the structure of gåthås can be 

extremely divergent from that of the classical vatta. Often scribes have inserted 

metrical punctuation that break up individual pådas or even individual Pali words, 

                                                
591 Presumably for bhvå mra . 
592 Dhammavilåsa-dhammasat la kå, UCL 139250, nu-r. 
593 Pyui. pose interesting challenges for the translator. Much must be inferred from the 
general context of the verses. If we were to translate this section into sensible prose it 
might read: “This is the method for apportioning the property [as inheritance] among 
three sons following the death of the parents, where one of the sons is the born of both 
parents, and the other two are offspring of only the mother or the father, respectively.” 
594 On which see A. K. Warder, Pali Metre, London, Pali Text Society, 1967. 
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though throughout the course of repeated copying of texts this punctuation is liable to 

become quite confused. 

Verse has a unique place in the Burmese literary imagination. Various rhymed 

compositions are already found in 13th century Pagan-era epigraphs.595 Almost all of 

the surviving vernacular literature compiled in Burma before 1600 is written in verse, 

and the elaborated poetic forms of later centuries continued to occupy a central place 

in the literary culture. The majority of premodern Burmese authors who compiled 

texts in prose also wrote in verse. Monks who otherwise wrote only in Pali may have 

authored one or two vernacular la kå texts. Poetry was primarily a display of literary 

aptitude and education, and a common nissaya gloss for the Pali term paˆ ita (lit. 

“wise man”, “scholar”, etc., Burmese: paññå rhi) was kavi, “poet”.596 This is the 

original and ancient meaning of the Sanskrit term paˆ ita, a significance that was 

transmitted by Pali lexica compiled in Burma.597 As we shall see in Chapter Seven, 

one of the principal characteristics of the legal judge was his ability to speak words 

which are pleasant; that is, he should have a knowledge of the ornament of sound 

embodied in la kå theory.598 Verse texts were intended to be sung aloud, perhaps for 

both educational and entertainment purposes, and one of the key functions of rhyme 

was to encourage the memorization or the “holding in the heart” of verses so that they 

could be recited or could serve as a guide without the aid of a written text. Verse 

Dhammasat-la kå continued to be written until the late 19th century.599 Usually verse 

                                                
595 Co LË, Pugaμ khet mran må cå, Vol. 3, Ch. 3. 
596 For the Burmese “wise man” (paññå rhi) as a gloss for both paˆ ita and kavi see 
KAN, §227-8. 
597 I thank Larry McCrea for drawing my attention to the history of the term in 
Sanskrit. For a Pali lexical usage see Abh-†, §228. 
598 Compare Thomas John Hudak’s remarks concerning the importance of “the 
aesthetics of sound” in premodern Thai literature in The Indigenization of Pali Meters 
in Thai Poetry, Athens, Ohio University Center for International Studies, 1990, Ch. 2. 
599 See the introduction for surviving dhammasat la kå and pyui. texts in manuscripts. 
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dhammasat was written on the basis of pre-existing prose treatises: this is the case 

with Lak vai Sundara’s Vinicchayapakåsan¥-pyui. (written 1777), which was a verse 

commentary on Vaˆˆadhamma’s earlier VinP, or the Dhammavilåsa-pyui., a verse 

commentary on the earlier Dhammavilåsa. In certain instances however Dhammasat-

la kå were not written as verse commentaries based on a prose source-texts but 

independent compositions that occasioned a subsequent prose commentaries intended 

to explain the intricacies of the poetic text. Kinwun Mingyi’s A††asaμkhip-la kå, a 

verse dhammasat written in 1868, and A††asaμkhepa-vaˆˆanå, a long prose treatise 

written 1881 explaining the verse composition, have such a relationship.  

 

VI. A typology of dhammasattha manuscripts 

 The material and textual form of dhammasattha manuscripts—their narrative 

or manual presentation, their style and usage of language(s)—reveals important clues 

about the use of legal manuscripts in everyday praxis. I underscore the fact that the 

categories I have presented are by no means mutually exclusive. We find manuscripts 

that betray features of both narrative and manual texts, as well as nissayas that appear 

to be both verbatim and semantic commentaries. Many texts are written in mixed 

vernacular prose and nissaya style or in alternating prose and verse. The typology I 

offer here is meant simply to describe a set of core features that come into play across 

the dhammasattha corpus. We can summarize the categories outlined above in the 

following scheme: 

 
I. Types of kyam˙ (“authoritative knowledge organized in a written treatise”) 
 A. Narrative texts 
  1. MËla recensions 
  2. Digests 
   a. Verbatim commentary 
   b. Semantic commentary 
 B. Manual texts (non-narrative digests/commentaries) 
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  1. Summaries 
  2. Comparisons 
  3. etc. 
II. Language 
 A. Pali (På†ha) 
 B. Bilingual Nissaya 
  1. Entirely nissaya 
  2. Partially nissaya 
 C. Vernacular  
III. Style 
 A. Verse 
 B. Prose 
 C. Mix of prose and verse 

 

The analytical problems that attend such a categorization are considerable, and result 

from the fact that in certain instances the same text may exist in different manuscript 

versions that fit into different categories. Thus a text that is written in continuous 

vernacular prose nissaya of a Pali verse source-text may exist in other versions as a 

manual text. Or, a manuscript which is a narrative commentary on other 

dhammasatthas may contain sections which display features of a manual text, such as 

the use of tables or charts. The schematization presented here cannot account for the 

full diversity of textual features represented by the surviving manuscript tradition, 

although it is a useful heuristic framework for classifying texts in general terms. It is 

necessary to treat each text, and indeed each manuscript, individually to draw certain 

conclusions about such features.  

In the remaining section of this chapter I look in more detail at several features 

of dhammasattha textual form in light of the categories outlined above. Each 

discussion begins with an enumeration of the surviving manuscripts that serve as 

witnesses to a particular textual tradition. I often include notes that help to describe the 

material and conceptual arrangement of the text, or deal with attribution-related data 

such as colophon information. The purpose of this presentation is meant to illustrate 
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some of the textual features of dhammasattha discussed above, particularly regarding 

the role played by Pali, nissaya and textual form, but also to comment on the history of 

some lesser known texts in the surviving manuscript tradition. I hesitate to suggest that 

certain conclusions drawn from the investigation of any one or even several different 

manuscript traditions can be generalized to account for the writing and function of 

dhammasattha texts as a corpus. Nonetheless, the following is offered to illustrate 

some of the general principles that commonly operate throughout the tradition.  

 

VII. Forms of engagement: five cases 

 Dhammasattha manuscripts and texts cannot be understood in isolation from 

the traditions in which they are embedded. We may analyze the form or content of 

individual manuscripts as though it were possible to comprehend them as discrete 

phenomena frozen in time, but the broader significance of all aspects of dhammasattha 

are brought to light only when placed in the context of the cumulative histories layered 

throughout a broad corpus of texts, manuscripts, and variants. This cumulative history 

I call a “tradition”. Dhammasattha were not written as unique texts conjured from the 

spontaneous mental activity of their author. Their compilers were legists educated in 

the Burmese theory and practice of law and their treatises responded directly to the 

pasts of their discipline while addressing the present concerns of preserving, 

reformulating, and transmitting legal knowledge.  

The student of dhammasattha is confronted by an excess of manuscript 

testimony, a confusion of names, titles and dates, and—most of all—variation. Textual 

variation in the dhammasattha corpus results most commonly from scribal tinkering 

and lapses. Manuscripts were copied both aurally and silently, and the process rarely 

produced direct facsimile editions of texts, whatever the genre. Burmese orthography, 

despite the attempts of some authors in the 18th and 19th centuries to produce manuals 
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of correct spelling, was never guided by any general consensus, and the spelling of the 

same word could (and often did) vary even in the same line of a manuscript. Spelling 

was not wildly incoherent, but there was a range of acceptable orthographic variants 

depending on the value of a given phoneme (when a manuscript was copied 

aurally/orally) or grapheme (when a manuscript was copied from another manuscript). 

Pali orthography, on the other hand, was determined in theory by textbooks of Pali 

grammar and morphology and rooted ultimately in the largely fossilized forms in the 

tipi†aka, but in practice was highly irregular and conditioned by the phonology of oral 

recitation. The transcription of Pali quite regularly produces rampant “errors” in 

manuscripts due to the fact that a number of graphemes are not vocally distinguished 

when they are pronounced.600 Scribes revised the texts they copied: perceived errors in 

spelling, syntax, or orthography were ironed out through the copying process; and 

there are instances of very similar manuscripts containing the same texts but slightly 

rearranged, perhaps to aid recitation or memorization. Some texts in certain 

manuscript versions are provided with finding aids, such as tables of contents 

beginning a book, which were added by scribes to facilitate information retrieval.601 

There is less direct evidence of the intentional supplementation or excising of textual 

content via the scribal process.  

Yet variation on a wider scale resulted from the fact that compilers were 

engaging with common legal ideas and textual sources. Although it is rare to 

encounter direct verbatim parallels between texts, in most instances dhammasatthas 

articulate strikingly similar legal rules. Most of these comparisons are implicit in the 

                                                
600 For a discussion of some of these issues related to oral/aural recitation and copying 
and “errors” in the transcription of Pali due to Burmese phonology, see Lammerts, 
DhVD, pp. 68-70. 
601 This is the case with several of the manuscripts of the MSR-nis. discussed in the 
next chapter. 
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sense that the discussions of other treatises are not referred to, and connections can 

only be drawn by readers or hearers with trained eyes and ears who might be able to 

recognize similarities. That the diverse legal content of dhammasattha was 

appropriated and redeployed across different texts suggests strongly that most 

compilers viewed the genre as a uniform expression of a single ideal even when their 

work might introduce certain novelties. Thus we might define (a somewhat ideal) 

dhammasattha Tradition as the sum total of textual activity of various compilers, 

alongside actually existing dhammasattha traditions, of major and minor scales, which 

were the product of individual compilers interacting with the history of the discipline. 

Given the extensive amount of overlap between different texts, there are dangers in 

seeing dhammasattha as unique statements by individual authors who sought to 

“intervene” in or “criticize” the tradition by introducing a new perspective on 

dhammasattha written law through the act of compiling a treatise. Naturally, this is a 

possible interpretation, but that it applies to any single text of the tradition must be 

proven rather than merely presupposed. Individual texts received multiple treatments 

and existed in multiple forms. Very similar dhammasatthas were transmitted under 

different names, in different languages and formats. The “core” content of legal 

material—if a core can be said to exist—was malleable and capable of being molded 

into a variety of forms. Many differences are stylistic or formulaic rather than 

substantive. In such a state of affairs the notion of discrete texts and individual authors 

becomes increasingly difficult to support.  

 Below I examine five dhammasattha texts which all constellate around the 

name Dhammavilåsa, and track some of their formal expressions across a variety of 

different manuscript contexts. This approach is different from that commonly 

employed in the study of dhammasattha insofar as I am interested here more in tracing 

convergences and divergences between a group of related texts, rather than trying to 
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understand a single text and its historical authorship. Single texts and authors are 

hugely important, of course, and I deal with this information as well, but individual 

texts are not the end of the story. Here I show how texts and parts of texts spilled into 

other texts, and problematize the boundaries that are often assumed to exist between 

individual compositions. In so doing, I use the examination of some of these 

expressions of Dhammavilåsa to explore features of dhammasattha form and 

organization surveyed above. I should note that my selection of these particular texts 

is somewhat arbitrary. There are certainly other materials that engage in some form or 

another with Dhammavilåsa, and I have chose to focus on some of those which are 

less well known. 

 

VIII. Dhammasattha as a mËla recension: the Dhammavilåsa dhammasattha 

The Dhammavilåsa dhammasat (DhV) itself is one of the more well-known 

dhammasattha treatises due to its presumed antiquity. Today the text is most often 

attributed to late 12th century Pagan in a narrative that states it was written by a Thera 

with the title Dhammavilåsa who was patronized by king NarapatisithË, and that he 

based his work on an earlier composition entitled the Manu ra ˙ dhammasat. This 

narrative seems to have become popular only in the late 19th century.602 Earlier 

histories of the text were less united in their attributions. Lak vai Sundara’s 

Dhammasat atui kok, although it is quick to provide historical details about most of 

the texts it references states merely that “the dhammasat beginning with ‘inako 

pathato’ was written by the noble Dhammavilåsa Sayadaw and is 12 a gå [144 folios] 

                                                
602 For the narrative and is history see DhVD, chs. 1 and 2. Cf. also 
Guˆamunindåsaddhammadhaja-mahådhammaråjådhiråjaguru, Pi†akat kre˙ muμ, UCL 
7183 f.vå(v); Kitt¥påguˆ Sayadaw, Yuvadhåraˆa kyam˙, UCL 147111 f.kË(r). 
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in length”.603 Similarly several late 17th century bibliographical treatises which 

discuss the DhV do not mention anything about the connection of the text or 

Dhammavilåsa to Pagan; they state merely that the text was written “during the era of 

our noble Lord [the Buddha]”.604 The early history and date of the text must remain 

uncertain, although we can safely say that a version of the text circulated in if not prior 

to 1628 on the basis of the colophon to BL OR Add 12249.605 The initial and folio of 

this manuscript provides the title “madhdhasat kyau”, a spoonerism of Dhammasat 

kyau, a somewhat generic dhammasattha title known from a number of other 

manuscripts. There is a line and a half of faded and illegible but clearly Burmese (i.e., 

not Pali) text along the uppermost margin of the folio. In the right margin is the 

foliation ††ha. This evidence suggests that this folio may have initially been part of 

another text, possibly a discarded folio containing errors. Such reusing or overwriting 

of folios is not uncommon. Otherwise the title folio is blank. Folio jå(v), the reverse of 

the final folio, includes the India Office accession number as well as the notes 

“Purchased of Rodd, 8 Jany 1842”606 and, in a separate hand, “87 leaves 3-12-30 E. G. 

S.” One distinguishing material feature of the manuscript is the somewhat angular 

script, which Pe Maung Tin called “archaic”607. However, the copy-date of 1825 C.E. 

indicates that the manuscript is relatively late copy, and perhaps these apparent 

                                                
603 MORA 4888, f.kå(v); the citation ‘inako pathato’ in most mss of the DhV reads 
iˆato dhanato. See below the citation from DhV, UBhS 163-582, ff.kha(r)-(v). 
604 Saddhammaghosa Thera, Pi†akat Samui ˙, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, MIK I 4194, 
Hs-birm 8. f.ku(v); Uttamasikkhå, Pi†akat Samui ˙, UCL 9171, f.ññe(r). 
605 87 folios: ka-jå. Most of the folios have had their margins cut so the foliation is not 
always legible. Cf. PMTBM, p. 225.  
606 Thomas Rodd II was a London antiquarian book and manuscript dealer and 
bibliographer who died in 1849. A number of the Burmese manuscripts, as well as 
other materials, in the British Museum collection were acquired from him. See H. R. 
Tedder, ‘Rodd, Thomas, the elder (1763–1822)’, in Rev. Rosemary Scott ed., Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004.  
607 PMTBM, p. 225. 
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“archaisms” derive instead from the hastiness of the scribe.608 The colophon provides 

the information that the text was copied from an earlier manuscript dated 1628 C.E., 

although it is utterly unlikely that the scribe would have attempted to preserve any 

scriptural archaisms.  

 The colophon on f.jå(r) reads: 

 
Sakraj [1]187, 5th waxing of the month of Nayuμ, on Sunday, the thammasat [sic.] 
was copied by Raˆˆala kå, a pugguil of the Northern Monastery (mrok kro ), from an 
old text (cå aho ) dated nine hundred ninety (kui rå kuiv chay khu). On Sunday, 5th 
waxing of Nayuμ, after the 3rd bell of the evening had been sounded, it was 
completed. May life be a full 100 years (åyË dighaμ sataμ bhave), established in the 
[three] jewels (rathanatthiyaμ˙)!609 

 

                                                
608 The extensive employment of abbreviation throughout the manuscript—e.g. 9 for 
kui; 6 for so/sau; lh for laññ—may suggest that the scribe was working hurriedly, and 
this may help account for errors. There are also numerous careless spelling mistakes. 
Compare the first folio: jeyatË | kambhå u ka phrac so | lË mrå tui sañ | mahåsamata 
na 608 pru cË 6 sË ta rok 9 | mahåsammata hË 6 | amañ pe pri˙ 6 | abhit sit mrok r* | 
ma  prË ce 6 | dhui kambhå u ka mahåsamata pru 6 akhå˙ | mahåsamata ma  9 | 
amat ta yok sañ | paññå kri lha sañ phrac r* | anË mañ 6 amat hË kyau cau 9 | dhui 
mahåsamata ma  pru 6 khå | lË mrå tui sañ˙ khuik ran mrå kya r* | trå ta bho  tve 
kya kuμm 9 | dhui sui 6 amhu sañ nhac på˙ tui kui | trå chuμm prat cin 6 hå | 
mahåsamata ma  kri sañ | anË amañ hË 6 amat tui å˙ | ma pru r* | manË amañ rhi 6 
amat sañ lh | nå˙ tau lyok 9˙ | “JeyatË... The people at the beginning of the world-
system made one person King Mahåsamata and gave him the name Mahåsammata. He 
was consecrated as king following his abhitsit [i.e., abhiseka]. At the time at which 
this Mahåsamata was made [king], he had [lit. there was to him] a renowned minister 
(amat) of great wisdom (paññå) named AnË. At the time at which this Mahåsamata 
was made [king], the people frequently fought and quarreled and there were many 
legal disputes (trå). Without Mahåsamata asking AnË the minister to pass judgment on 
the two parties in a legal dispute, the minister ManË spoke [the following] respectfully 
to the venerable ear of the king [...]” On the first folio alone the scribe uses the 
numeral 6 as an abbreviation 11 times and misspells Manu twice! While such 
abbreviations and spelling lapses are common to most vernacular manuscripts this is 
rather excessive. 
609 Given the corruptions here as elsewhere in this mss it is difficult to be sure of these 
readings åyu d¥ghaμ sataμ bhave and ratanatth¥yaμ. 
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Here we should note that the date of the “old text” from which the text has been 

copied by Raˆˆala kå is not written in numerals but spelled out. It is somewhat 

unclear only from the passage here whether the scribe started and finished the copying 

of the manuscript in one single day, although the language does not suggest that this 

was not the case. If this date of 1628 C.E. can be believed, and if we can trust 

Raˆˆala kå not to have changed the text in any way, then this manuscript contains the 

earliest securely dated dhammasattha text in existence.  

 The text of BL OR Add 12249 is nothing else than a rather hastily copied 

version of the DhV. The DhV itself survives in no less than ten or so manuscripts, and 

more may await discovery.610 It is one of the rarer dhammasatthas to encounter in 

manuscript, despite its apparent importance, judging from digests and bibliographies, 

during the 17th and 18th centuries. This may suggest that later in the second half of 

the 18th and 19th centuries, the period from which most of our surviving manuscripts 

date, its influence began to wane somewhat, as more ambitious and compendious 

dhammasattha texts were written, such as the work of Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha , 

many of which responded to the tradition of the MSR, which will be discussed in 

Chapter Five. The DhV is included among the Navadhammasattha compilation, also 

known as the Kui˙ cho  khyup dhammasat (KCh), a nissaya digest which carries no 

date but which was attributed in a late 18th century text to the reign of the ‹å˙ chË 

dåyaka (Nanda-bhura , fl. 1581-99)611. The KCh cites extensively from the DhV but 

                                                
610 I have been rather exhaustive in my search for versions of the text: UBhS 163-582; 
UCL 9926; UCL 14782; UCL 7490; BL OR Add 12249; BL Or 11775; NL ka ˙ 18; 
NL1386;  NL pu 402; NL pu 530; [MDT 3]. Related mss: Kyam˙ nak dhammasat NL 
ka ˙ 143; Dhammavilåsa phrat thuμ˙ UCL 9348; NL Bhå˙ 1979; Dhammavilåsa 
la kå UCL 139258; Manu Ra ˙ På†h Nissaya UCL 8000. 
611 The date comes from Lak vai Sundara’s Atui kok, but cannot be supported. The 
accuracy of this attribution of the KCh rests on whether or not the MSRP can be 
attributed to prior to 1651. The KCh cites verbatim from that Pali dhammasattha, 
which was written only in 1651 (see Chapter Five). Compare KCh, UBhS 34-608 
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does not provide any bibliographical details about it. Perhaps more than anything else, 

the extent to which the DhV influenced (or was influenced by) the compilation of 

diverse versions of the text attests to its wide significance.   

Most surviving manuscripts of the DhV run in length to between Four and Six 

fascicles (48-72 folios), depending on the number of lines per folio and style of 

handwriting.612 As such, it is one of the shortest of the surviving dhammasatthas that 

present themselves as narrative mËla recensions rather than digests. Nearly a quarter 

of the text deals with matters classified as outside of the eighteen titles of legislation, 

such as the a††huppatti of the treatise, the story of the law-giver Manu and his 

interaction with Mahåsammata, a lengthy description of the qualities of the 

dhammasattha, and procedural rules for witnesses, judges, ministers, and kings.613 

That the positive legal content—the directly vyavahåra-type legal rules and 

remedies—occupy as little as 75% of the dhammasattha is somewhat unusual, in most 

18th or 19th century texts this material comprises 90% or more of the total content. 

Following this first section of the DhV the eighteen titles of law are cited in a Pali 

gåthå that is then given a nissaya translation:614 
 
iˆato dhanato ceva | paratabbavinodhanaμ | dinnaμ pacchåharaˆato | 
samaggiva††akanaμ bhagaμ | bhatij¥vita kammena | saccaviparikårako | gopalåñca 
lakkhaˆaμ | kayavikaya åbhataμ | bhËmipamånato ceva | abbhåcikkhaˆato pi ca | 
theyyako pahato cåpi | ghå†iko paracariyå | dåsañca vivådånaμ | dåyajjaμ 
jutakilånaμ | idha jånå vivådåni | a††hårassa bhavanti te 

                                                                                                                                       
f.khi(r) “bhonto yo ca dåsaμ agghadadå patidadåna icchanti [...]” with MSRP Or 
Add 12241 f.kaμ(r) “yo ca dåso agghaμ dadå patikhådåna icchanti [...]”. 
612 Lak vai Sundara’s late 18th century estimation that the text was twice as long 
would make sense if the mss contained fewer lines per folio, which would have been 
entirey possible. NL 1386 contains 13 lines per folio and totals only 49 folios. By 
contrast, BL Or 12249, which contains between 8 and 9 lpf., is written in a sprawling 
script and totals 87 folios. 
613 Cf. UBhS 163-582 ff.ka-kha(v); NL 1386 ff.ka-kau(v). This section is presented in 
translation in DhVD. 
614 DhV UBhS 163-582, ff.kha(r)-(v) 
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[As glossed by the nissaya:] 1. debt, 2. deposit, 3. destruction of property, 4. 
resumption of gifts, 5. distribution of the appropriate carpenter’s share, 6. wages of 
laborers according to their work, 7. breaking of oaths, 8. characteristics of cowherds, 
9. buying and selling property, 10. demarcation of the boundaries of land, 11. slander, 
12. theft, 13. assault, 14. murder, 15. duties of husband and wife, 16. slavery, 17. 
inheritance, 18. gambling with dice, etc. Such are the 18 titles of the law that are the 
cause of dispute among men in the world.  
 

The remaining text is divided into 17 different sections of varying length that describe 

the content of each of these titles of law. The following list gives the foliation of the 

various sections in one of the more legible manuscripts: 

 
1. The law of debt [NL 1386 kaμ(v)-khi(r)] 
2. The law of deposit [NL 1386 khi(r)-khË(r)] 
3. Sale without ownership [NL 1386 khË(r)-khe(v)] 
4. Resumption of gifts [NL 1386 khe(v)-khai(r)] 
5. The law of the carpenter’s share [NL 1386 khai(r)-khai(v)] 
6. The law regarding the hiring (of laborers, animals, etc.) [NL 1386 khai(v)-khau(v)] 
7. The law regarding breach of oath [NL 1386 khau(v)-khaμ(r)] 
8. The law regarding herdsmen [NL 1386 khaμ(r)-khå˙(r)] 
9. The law regarding the return of sold goods [NL 1386 khå˙(r)-ga(r)] 
10. The law regarding the demarcation of land [NL 1386 ga(r)-gå(v)] 
11. The law of accusation [NL 1386 gå(v)-g¥(r)] 
12. The law of theft [NL 1386 g¥(r)-ge(r)] 
13. The law of assault [NL 1386 ge(r)-go(v)] 
14. The law of murder [NL 1386 go(v)-gaμ(v)] 
15. The law of the duties of marriage [NL 1386 gaμ(v)-gh¥(r)] 
 [major subcategories of rape and adultery] 
16. The law of slavery [NL 1386 gh¥(r)-ghe(r)] 
17. The law of inheritance [NL 1386 ghe(r)- a(r)~END] 

 

Note that only 17 titles are discussed despite the fact that on ff.kha(r)-(v) 18 are 

enumerated. The law of gambling is absent, although this is an important subject 

treated in other dhammasatthas. The omission is not acknowledged by the text. The 

sections usually begin with a four påda Pali gåthå written in vatta meter and end with 

the statement “the law of deposit is finished”, “the law of slavery is finished”, etc. The 
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DhV is written almost entirely in the vernacular, except for a number of Pali gåthås in 

the nidåna and at the beginning to the above 17 sections. Several sub-sections of text, 

which fall within each of these 17 sections, also contain brief Pali passages. For 

example the beginning to the section on assault includes the following gåthå and 

nissaya:615 

 
hatthapådehi daˆ ehi | hinno paharatuttamaμ | dhanatassavilumpitvå | 
ukkhepaniyaμ kåtabbaμ  
hinno | yut so sË saññ | uttamaμ | mrat so sË kuiv | hatthapåde | lak kye tuiv phra  
laññ ko  | daˆ ehi | luμ kan tuiv phra  | paharati | khat bhi e* | tassi | thuiv khat so 
sË e* | dhanaμ | uccå kuiv | vilumpitvå | lu thak r* | ukkhepaniyaμ | nha  thut khra  
kuiv | kåtabbaμ | pru ap e* |  

 
An inferior (yut) person strikes a superior (mrat) person with his hands or with a stick. 
His property having been taken (lu yak), he should be expelled.  

 

Following the nissaya the meaning of the gåthå is explained in Burmese, translated as: 

 
Thus [the gåthå] states: an inferior (yut) person strikes a superior (mrat) person with 
his legs, hands, etc., or with a stick, etc. Let as much as he owns as far as a household, 
etc., diminish (yut) and be taken from him. As for that which is taken: let him 
reimburse the good person (sË ko ˙) that has been wronged. Let that much of his 
household diminish and be taken from him. If he has no property, he should be given 
the punishment of the king (ma ˙ dåˆ) and banished to another place (arap ta på˙) 
[...] 

 

While this is a fascinating record of the legal institution of the moral/social 

order in premodern Burma (more will be said about the categories invoked here in 

Chapter Seven) what concerns us here is simply the style of the passage, which 

reflects the majority of the nissaya portions of the DhV. The citation of a Pali gåthå is 

                                                
615 UBhS 163-582 f.ghi(v); NL 1386 f.ge(r); the Pali is more “correct” in the former 
mss. 
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followed by a nissaya gloss which is followed by a all-vernacular adhippåya or 

“explanation” passage. In several instances Pali gåthås are cited but not provided with 

a gloss, such as in the introduction to the section on the law of murder or the law of 

boundaries. These Pali gåthås serve a function as the conceptual “trigger” that initiates 

the vernacular discussion of the law in each section. Even when they are not directly 

glossed, the text states that “as it is said in these gåthås [...]” and then begins to discuss 

the title of law at issue. It is quite tempting to suggest, given the corrupt character of 

most of these gåthås in all surviving manuscripts, that at one point in the past they 

may have played more of a substantive role in encapsulating the content of various 

sections of the text. We can easily see how the gåthås placed throughout the DhV at 

strategic points beginning each of the 17 sections, and introducing important 

subsections, serve a purpose in organizing the text, but in many cases in surviving 

manuscripts these may be more symbolic than anything else given the degree to which 

the Pali is corrupt.   

In no cases are the gåthås cited in the DhV explicitly attributed to another 

textual source. On one occasion the DhV refers to the “D¥ghanikåya-a††hakathå” (i.e. 

Suma galavilåsin¥) as the source of an discussion concerning the necessity for kings 

and ministers to rule according to their duty lest the prosperity of their kingdom 

decrease.616 On another occasion the text refers to “that which is accordance with the 

Vinaya” in connection with the law on murder.617 In the majority of cases, however, 

                                                
616 Although the commentary is cited by name the discussion is in the vernacular and 
somewhat oblique; perhaps it is a reference to the commentary on the Cakkavatti-
sutta. It comes in the context of the law of murder, so this may relate to the discussion 
of the kusalakammapatha against murder in the commentary on that sutta. Cf. 
Paññåjota Thera, Sut påtheyya a††hakathå nissaya, vol. 1, Paññåbala, Mandalay, 1956, 
pp. 145-188.  
617 NL 1386 go(v). The reference is again, vague, but if it is meant to refer to a mËla 
text perhaps this is the third påråjika on the taking of life. 
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rules when attributed to another source state merely “thus is said by the ® i”618 or “thus 

is said by the ® i Manu”.619 Nonetheless, there are certain gåthås or vernacular 

passages in the DhV that can be shown to have clear parallels elsewhere. A number of 

formulae and stories in the first quarter of the text have parallels in Pali literature. The 

citation of the four agatis or “bad courses” are frequently cited by different 

dhammasattha as a warning to judges not to perform their duties out of desire, hatred, 

fear or ignorance, and the gåthås have parallels in the Vinaya Parivåra, the Si gala-

sutta, and elsewhere.620 Text with parallels in the Codanåkaˆ a of the Vinaya is also 

found, in references to the five modes of “right speech” of judges.621 Other narratives 

seem to be vernacular adaptations of stories that may be drawn from the 

Milindapañhå, Itivuttaka and the Petavatthu.622 Later in the text some laws clearly 

relate to similar Pali materials, such as the long discussion of the “twenty-five kinds of 

theft” that begins the section on theft.623 A discussion of these twenty-five forms of 

stealing (pañcavisati avahåra) are also found in the a††hakathå to the påråjika624 as 

well as in numerous other subcommentaries and vinaya-related and dhammasattha 

                                                
618 NL 1386 f.khai(r); f.khai(v); f.gh¥(v). 
619 NL 1386 f.go(v). f.gai(v). 
620 DhVD, pp. 65-6. 
621 DhVD, p.67. The canonical source discusses the five ways in which a bhikkhu may 
reprove another bhikkhu for a transgression. In the DhV these are applied to judges.  
622 DhVD, pp. 56-9; 64-65; 66-7.  
623 UBhS f.gaμ(v). 
624 See the Pañcavisati-avahårakathå of the a††hakathå on the second påråjika in Sp 
II, 304; Ma AË Sayadaw, Påråjikaˆ a††hakathå nissaya sac, vol. 3, Mandalay, 
Kavilakkhaˆa, 2002, pp. 342 ff. Compare also Andrew Huxley, “The Pali Legal 
Tradition: Theft from Vinaya to Dhammathat”, Unpublished mss, 2009.  Texts 
concerned with the twenty-five circulated independently were particularly popular in 
Lao and Lån Nå manuscripts. See Sommai Premchit, ed., Avahåra 25 (Ko† mai lån 
nå), Transliteration Series VI, Chiengmai University, Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology, Oct 1975.  
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texts, including the Vinayala kåra-†¥kå,625 compiled in mid 17th century Burma. We 

must be cautious about interpreting the significance of such “parallels” and of 

asserting a relationship among specific texts that may not have existed in actuality. For 

example, in no instances in dhammasattha literature where the pañcavisati-avahåra 

are referred to is the Samantapåsådikå cited as a source.626 Similarly, none of the 

references in the DhV which we might be able to trace to canonical or commentarial 

texts explicitly invoke the name of any source. It is therefore impossible to know the 

routes via which such material entered dhammasattha. And perhaps most importantly, 

we must remember that for the vast majority of Pali gåthås and narratives in 

dhammasattha such parallels in canonical or commentarial Buddhist literature cannot 

be found. The reason why this is important, as will be further discussed in the final 

section of this dissertation, is that dhammasattha did not rest easily in each and every 

case along side the texts of the orthodox Pali tradition. For example sometimes it was 

noted by legists that dhammasattha and vinaya were contradictory.  

  

IX. Dhammasattha as (quasi-)verbatim commentary: the Kyok tui  dhammasat 

[nissaya] (KyT), UCL13003, foll. ka-kai, recto  

                                                
625 Vinayala kåra-†¥kå, vol 2, pp. 169ff.; §232. The following chapter will discuss the 
author of this text in detail. 
626 For example, although there are some textual parallels in the discussion of the 
twenty-five thefts in Manu kyay (LOM, pp. 111), the Pali citation heading the 
discussion is not found in the Pali commentaries: dhanakkassa parassa bhaˆ å | 
rañño puggalasantakaμ | puggalaμ pappåjeyya dhanaμ tassa {vi}lumpito vasesato | 
Other mss provide slightly different versions of this text and punctuate it differently— 
e.g. UCL 13185, f.je(v) reads bhaˆ a and sandhakaμ; NL 6 reads bhaˆ aμ, 
puggalappåjeyyadhanaμ, and vilumpito vasosato. Unfortunately it is uncertain how 
we should construe puggalappåjeyya and vasesato, perhaps as puggalaμ pajeyya or 
puggala-appa-åjeyya and visesita, visesato, etc. Perhaps: “He, precisely, [is a] theif 
(vilumpita visesato) whose wealth [is] wealth not to be plundered (pa + jayati?) from 
a person, belonging to an individual [or] king, the property of another.” 
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There are a number of surviving dhammasatthas which operate as verbatim 

commentaries by citing passages or laws attributed to named texts—what I have called 

“verbatim” commentaries. Some of the more common of these are the Kui˙ co  khyup 

dhammasat, Lak vai Sundara’s Dhammasat atui kok, and Vaˆˆadhamma’s 

Manuvaˆˆanå kyam˙. Here I introduce an interesting yet much less well known text. 

The manuscript says on its title folio that it contains the text of the kyoμ tui  khuμ c¥ 

ra  saññ dhamasat ka aca khai˙ achuμ—the “dhamasat [sic.] [compiled] by the judge 

of Kyok Tui  beginning on folio ka and ending on folio khai˙”. As far as I can 

determine, this text survives only in this manuscript, which is rare; most narrative 

dhammasatthas are extant in more than one manuscript version. Unfortunately it 

contains neither a copy-date or date of composition. It is not mentioned in standard 

bibliographies such as the Pi†-sm or DBBL. This manuscript is particularly interesting 

because it cites extensively from other dhammasattha texts and, on occasion, other 

genres. In many of these cases of citation, the source-text is explicitly named. It is an 

almost ideal example of the commentarial-type dhammasattha described above. The 

manuscript begins with a discussion of the divisions of a polity, a discussion which it 

attributes to the ka khå-a††hakathå, Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the patimokkha of 

the vinaya, as well as on the Manuvanå ca so dhammasat kyam˙, the “dhammasattha 

texts beginning with Manuvanå, etc.” The reference here clearly implies the 

compiler’s familiarity with Vaˆˆadhamma’s Manuvaˆˆanå-kyam˙, written in s.1134 

or 1772 C.E., thus the text must have been written after this date. In fact, the text 

displays a number of late features associated with the way dhammasattha law was 

imagined as having both sanction and textual parallels in orthodox Pali texts. The 

increasing importance of such features will be discussed in Part Three. 
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Each of the nissaya sections of the KyT follows a set form that remains 

consistent throughout the entire text. Sections are concerned with one aspect of law or 

a legal rule, and are typically from several lines to several folios in length. Each 

section begins with the citation of a Pali word or brief phrase and then follows it with 

a brief vernacular gloss. In many cases the gloss is then followed by an additional set 

of Burmese phrases further elaborating the point introduced by the Pali citation. Then 

another Pali word or phrase is cited, and so on until the section concludes with a list of 

the texts from which the rule is derived. The following example—the section 

discussing inheritance obligations of parents-in-law towards their children-in-law 

following the death of their children—illustrates the basic form: 

 
måtåp¥tunaμ | mi bha tui. saññ | dhanaμ | pui  thuik sa mhya uccå kuiv | 
puttadhitarånaμ | så˙ sam¥˙ tuiv. å˙ | visuμ visuμ | as¥˙ as¥˙ | vibhajjante | khvai˙ ve 
pe˙ pr¥˙ mha lhya  | ekako | ta rok rok | yo | puttadh¥tarånaμ | så˙ sm¥˙ tuiv. nha . | 
sahava-[kai-r]vesse | atu ne rå | puttadh¥tare | så˙ ra ˙ sm¥˙ ra ˙ | phrac sË tui. sañ | 
maraˆaμ | se lvaμ sañ rhi sau | jåmåharassa | smak kyve˙ ma tuiv nha  | sasu | 
yokkha ma sañ | puttadh¥tarånaμ | så˙ ra . sm¥˙ ra ˙ rhi kha  | vibhajjante | khvai˙ 
ve pe˙ so uccå kuiv | catudhågaμ katvå | 4 cu cu r* | sasu | yokkha ma sañ | ekaμ | ta 
cu | jamåsaye | samak khyve˙ ma tuiv. sañ | tibhagaμ | 3 cu kuiv | labhe˙ | ra thuik e* 
| nettho | mre˙ saññ | sante | rhi sau | tibhagaμ | katvå | 1 cu cu r* | ayamåtussayå | 
bhui˙ bhvå˙ mi bha yokkha ma sañ | ekaμ | ta cu | jåhabhare | smak khrve˙ ma tui. 
sañ | ekaμ | ta cu | nettho | mre˙ sañ | ekaμ | ta cu | sajeyya | pe˙ yË˙ rå e* | iti | ¥ 
suiv. | dhammasatthe | manusatthe | manudhammasat | dasama tvai. achim˙ aphrat 
mha | åcariyå | charå mrat tuiv. saññ | pakåsitaμ | pra ap e* |627  

 

Translating only the vernacular portions of the nissaya: 
måtåp¥tunaμ | The parents | dhanaμ | as much property as they have | 
puttadhitarånaμ | to their children | visuμ visuμ | separately | vibhajjante | after 
having distributed | jåmåharassa | with the son-in-law and daughter-in-law | sasu | the 
parents-in-law | puttadh¥tarånaμ | which belonged to their own children | vibhajjante 
the property that had been distributed [as inheritance] | catudhågaμ katvå | making 4 
shares | sasu | the parents-in-law | ekaμ | one share | jamåsaye | the son-in-law and 
daughter-in-law | tibhagaμ | 3 shares | labhe˙ | receive | nettho | a grandchild | sante 

                                                
627 f.ke(r) 
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| if there is | tibhagaμ | katvå | making 3 shares | ayamåtussayå | the grandparents 
who are also the parents-in-law | ekaμ | one share | jåhabhare | the son-in-law and 
daughter-in-law | ekaμ | one share | nettho | the grandchild | ekaμ | one share | 
sajeyya | should receive | iti | this | dhammasatthe | manusatthe | in the rulings of the 
tenth volume of the manudhammasat | åcariyå | the noble teachers |  pakåsitaμ | has 
been revealed. 
 
The parents, having separately distributed all their property to each of their children, 
live together with one of them. When these children die, [the parents-in-law live] with 
their children-in-law. The parents-in-law should separate the inheritance previously 
distributed among their own (ra ˙) children into four shares. Let the parents-in-law 
take one share and the children-in-law take three shares. If there are any grand-
children (nettho ~ mre˙), let the inheritance be divided into three shares. Let the 
grandparents take one share. Let the children-in-law take one. And let the 
grandchildren take one. This has been revealed by the noble teachers in the rulings 
contained in the Seventh Volume of the Manudhammasat. 

 

The style of nissaya in this passage is unremarkable, and reflects the general character 

of the nissaya throughout the KyT; Pali words are cited and then followed by brief 

glosses in Burmese. One of the things to point out here, however, is the lack of 

explicit citation of longer Pali passages or longer passages written in the vernacular. 

The entire text of the KyT operates as a nissaya broken up into discrete elements. 

Vernacular portions of the text are not always “literal” translations of the Pali, and of 

course since Burmese is uninflected, it often requires several Burmese words to 

translate only one Pali word, and an often elaborate apparatus of particles to capture 

the full range of meaning of Pali morphology.628 The KyT is in fact one of the more 

“literal” nissayas and in general stays very close to the model of direct or one-to-one 

Pali word/vernacular gloss throughout the entire text.  

                                                
628 For a description and analysis of some of the particles used to capture the 
significance of Pali inflected forms see John Okell, “Nissaya Burmese” and Pruitt, 
Étude.  
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 For present purposes, the most important feature of the KyT is that it presents 

itself as entirely a compilation of rules found in other dhammasatthas. Each section 

and each rule is attributed to another source-text. The following treatises are cited 

 

Vinaya ka khå a††hakathå: f.ka(v) 

ManËvanå: f.ka(v) 

ManËvaˆˆanå: f.ke(v) 

Manu ra ˙ akyay: Vol 2, f.ki(r); Vol 6, f.kai(v); Vol 8, f.kau(v) 

Manu ra ˙: f.ke(v) 

Manu†¥kå: f.kaμ(v); Vol 2, f.ki(v), f.ku(v), f.ke(r); Vol 14, f.k¥(r); Vol 7, kË(r); Vol 10, 

f.kå˙(r), f.kå˙(v); Vol 11, f.khi(r) 

Manosåra, f.ki(v) 

Dhammasat Kyau, f.k¥(r), f.kai(v) 

Mahåråjasat(s), f.kË(r)629, f.kha(r), f.kha(v) 

Manuråja: f.ke(v) 

Vinicchayapakåsan¥: f.ke(v); f.kaμ(v) 

Manudhammasat: Vol 7, f.kau(r), f.kË(v); Vol 10, f.khå(v); Vol 14, f.khe(r); Vol 6, 

f.khe(v) 

Manusika: f.khe(r) 

Dhammavilåsa: f.khe(r) 

Manusåra: f.khe(r) 

Anu lak san  gandhi †¥kå: f.kË(v) 

 

                                                
629 This reference is to Mahåråjasats in the plural. Only one surviving text entitled 
Mahåråjasat is known. Elsewhere in KyT references seem to suggest this is the proper 
name of a treatise.  
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All of these texts are explicitly mentioned as part of the dhammasattha genre except 

for two of them, the Vinaya ka khå a††hakathå and the Anu lak san˙ gandhi †¥kå. 

Although the latter perhaps refers to a lak san˙ or “finger manual” commentary on 

Dhammapåla’s sub-commentary (†¥kå) on the A††hasålin¥—itself a commentary on the 

Khuddhakanikåya of the Abhidhamma—the precise referent remains uncertain. On 

only one other occasion is a non-dhammasattha source cited as a reference, although 

not by proper name. In a discussion on f.khi(v) that describes the “16 types of slaves” 

the source of the ruling is given as nånådhammasatthesu, “in various dhammasatthas” 

and nånåvinayadhammesu (Bse. vinaya-paññåt), “in various vinaya prescriptions”. 

 The KyT cites more extensively from a broad corpus of dhammasattha texts  

than any other legal work I have examined. With the exception of the rather 

generically titled Manu†¥kå and Manu-dhammasat, the identities of all these texts are 

well known to other sources; in all cases except for those of the Manu†¥kå, Manu-

dhammasat, Manusika, and Manosåra, the texts cited survive in at least one 

manuscript version.630 The fact that it cites so many texts by name is very useful for 

thinking about the function of nissaya and the relation between source-text and gloss 

in the context of written law. I have attempted to compare citations from some of these 

texts with versions of the surviving texts in manuscript. Although very broad parallels 

can be drawn between the content of textual references in the KyT and actual passages 

in the texts to which it refers, it seems that the KyT is not really “citing” any such 

passages directly at all. For example, the formula concerning the “three types of 

testimony” cited at f.khe(r) and attributed to both the Manusåra (MSR) and DhV is 

not found in either text, at least not in their surviving manuscript versions, although 

                                                
630 The identity of the two latter texts is uncertain. We may have manuscripts related 
to these traditions.  
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both of those texts, like most dhammasatthas, do discuss matters pertaining to the 

testimony of witnesses. The version in the KyT states: 

 
sakivacanaμ | sakse tuiv. e* | katamo | abhay sañ tuiv nañ˙ | kokkata antaμ | krak Ë 
kai. suiv. | tiri san rha  | aca ma tha  thvak khra ˙ | gandhisuttaμ | khyaññ mhya  
kai. suiv. | akhyut ca kå˙ aca myå˙ lyå˙ khyaμ r* tvak khra ˙ | dvivacanaμ | phvat 
lhyå kai. suiv | 2 khvan 2 khva thvak chui khyak | te | thuiv 3 rap so thvak chuiv khayk 
tuiv sañ | kokkata antaμ krak Ë kai. suiv. | akhyup ca kå˙ hut ma hut mhan ma mhan 
ta khvan˙ ta san. tañ˙ | tiri | san. ra ˙ thvak chuiv khra ˙ saññ | punicchataμ | 
sabhaμ mran r* | nirujjeyya | ma cac ma me˙ thuik pr¥˙ | gandhisuttaμ | khyañ 
mhya  kai. suiv | aca myå˙ lyå˙ | akhyup ca kå˙ khyaμ r* | thvak chuiv so sakse tuiv | 
cakå˙ kuiv | puna ca | ta bhan | pucceyya | cac me˙ rå e* | dvivacanaμ | akhyup 
cakå˙ kuiv | 2 khvan˙ 2 kvan˙ thvak chuiv so sakse tuiv. ca kå˙ saññ | paråjeto | 
rhun˙ ce ap e* | iti | ¥ suiv. | dhammasatthe | manusika | dhammavilåsa | manusåra 
aca rhi so | dhammasat kyam˙ tuiv. n* | åcariyå | charå mrat tuiv. sañ | kathiyanti | 
chui tau mË kun e*631  
 
What are the three types of testimony given by witnesses? Kokkata-anta {Kukka†a-
aˆ a}, like a hen’s egg, a testimony with elements that are not clear. Gandhi{gaˆ ¥}-
suttaμ, like thread, the fragments of the testimony are suspended in the air. 
Dvivacanaμ, like a lizard’s tongue, two-forked testimony made up of double-talk. 
How to know whether testimony that is like an egg is true or false or consistent? 
Testimony that is clear does not need to be interrogated twice. Witnesses whose 
testimony is like thread suspended in the air should be interrogated again. [Cases 
based on the] testimony that is two-forked and made up of double-talk should lose. 
This has been said by the noble teachers in the dhammasattha texts such as Manusika, 
Dhammavilåsa, and Manusåra. 

 

Nothing even similar to this passage occurs in either the DhV or MSR. While 

there are a number of discussions in both of these texts that deal with the 

characteristics of the testimony of witnesses, this three-fold division of different types 

of testimony, and the use of the analogies of the egg, thread, and lizard are unknown to 

them. Note also that, as described above, all our surviving editions of the DhV are 

written almost entirely in vernacular prose; there are only a few nissaya sections, and 

none of these contain Pali text that is similar to the Pali used in this section of the 

                                                
631 KyT ff.khË(v)-khe(r). 
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KyT. This suggests strongly that the compiler of the KyT was inventing the Pali that 

he attributes to the DhV and other vernacular dhammasats. Although the MSR 

survives in a complete Pali version, none of these formulations or any of this Pali 

vocabulary can be found in the text. Perhaps the closest analogue to this discussion in 

the MSR deals with the conditions for the defeat of a case on the basis of testimony 

that has been changed by a witness: 

 
yo likkhismiμ632 | sapatissaμ | vatvå taμ na kare pucchå | sakkhi so ce niddhareyya  | 
tasesakåso paråjayo | yo | akra  sË saññ | sapatissaμ | saccå pru aμ. | iti vacanaμ | ¥ 
suiv. so cakå˙ kuiv | likkhismiμ | cå re˙ rå n* | vatvå | chuiv pr¥˙ r* | pacchå | nok so 
kåla n* | taμ | thuiv saccå633 kui | na kare | ma pru vaμ. | so | thuiv ma pru vaμ. so sË 
saññ | sakkhi | sakse kuiv | niddhareyya | thut aμ. | tassa | thuiv suiv. sakse thut so sË 
å˙ | paråjayo okåso | rhum˙ so arå phrac khre e* | saccå pru maññ hu khyup pr¥˙ 
mha sakse thut pran luiv so tarå˙634 
  
If someone pledges (chuiv) in writing the words ‘I will make an oath’ (sapatissaμ, 
saccå pru aμ) and at a later time does not take the oath, he shall be dismissed 
(niddhareyya, thut aμ) as a witness. A dismissed witness is an occasion for defeat [for 
the party in support of whom the witness was produced]. This is the law regarding the 
dismissal of witnesses after they have pledged (khyup) in writing “I will make an oath. 

 

The DhV mentions a similar rule: 

 
thuiv sakse tuiv saññ | khu nhac rak tva  n* | ta på˙ på˙ so aphrac tuiv saññ | tha  la 
aμ. | thuiv suiv mË kå˙ aphrac rok so sakse ca kå˙ kro  ma nhui  pe saññ phrac so 
kro . | anui  pe˙ so sË kui rhuμ pran ce | rhuμ so sË kuiv nui  praμ ce | tuiv sui mË 
kå˙ | sakse kuiv ma  dån pe ap e* |635  
 
Within seven days [following a dispute] should any danger (aphrac) befall a witness 
[who has made an oath], then let the person lose who has won because of wrongful 

                                                
632 Add 12241 dukkhismi 
633 Add 12241 uccå 
634 MSR-nis. Add 12241 f.thai(v) [218]; MORA 96 f.khi(r) [5680] 
635 DhV UCL 321944 f.kË(v) 
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testimony and let the person win who has lost because of wrongful testimony. Let the 
witness [who suffered the wrong] receive the punishment of the king.636 

 

 Although there are similarities between these passages in the MSR and DhV 

and the text of the KyT concerning the forked-tongued witness who gives false 

testimony and thus causes the defeat of one side of a case, the parallels, in terms of 

either vocabulary or content, are remote. These examples (alongside many others too 

numerous to cite) raise some interesting points about the authorship and function of 

nissaya in legal (and perhaps other) texts. It is clear that the compiler of the KyT is not 

producing his commentary by extracting direct citations from various source-texts and 

rearranging them in his work. Neither the DhV or the MSR, in our example, contain 

rules that are close to those attributed to them in the KyT. It would follow that the Pali 

portion of the KyT nissaya also does not derive from such source texts. The KyT 

seemingly attributes Pali formulations to all the texts it refers to, although the 

underlying Pali sources cannot be found. The only reasonable conclusion to draw from 

this is that the compiler of the KyT was responsible for both the vernacular and Pali 

portions of his text. Judging from the language of the KyT it appears that the compiler 

is not directly citing different texts but recalling rules, perhaps from memory, that he 

associates with the texts he names. Thus the above section is not meant as a direct or 

verbatim citation of text from the “Seventh Volume of the Manudhammasat” but 

rather as an indication of the compilers familiarity with the content of that work. 

Whether this text or other portions of Pali text in the KyT were cited from the Pali text 

of other nissaya dhammasatthas is a difficult question to answer, although it seems 

that in most cases the compiler is here responsible for both the Pali and vernacular 

                                                
636 Truths sworn by oaths were judged valid if none of the “Eight Grat Dangers” befell 
their swearer within seven days following a trial. This was also a feature of Sanskrit 
dharmaßåstra jurisprudence. The parallel to this passage in the MSR will be discussed 
in Chapter Seven.  
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sections. That is, this text was authored as a nissaya, and both the Pali and Burmese 

parts of the text were written simultaneously.  

Of course, one objection may be that the compiler was relying on different Pali 

or nissaya versions of texts like the DhV that no longer survive. It is hard to respond to 

such a criticism, except to say that the language the compiler uses to describe its mode 

of reference to source-texts highlights the different ways the relation between source-

text and gloss was understood, and that direct citation does not seem to be a primary 

mode. In almost all cases the KyT uses a set formula to describe its relation to the 

texts it refers to. The compiler does this by means of simply stating that the foregoing 

rule is revealed in such and such a text. A typical example is as follows: 

 
Iti | this | sattha a††havidaμ | [regarding the] the seventy-eight types of witnesses 
(sakse) | dhammasatthe | in the second volume of the Manu†¥kå | pakåsitaμ | is 
revealed (pra ap e*).637  
 
This, regarding the seventy-eight types of witnesses, is revealed in the second volume 
of the Manu†¥kå. 

 

In certain cases this pattern is elaborated to say that the åcariyas or “noble teachers” 

have revealed the laws described in a section in such and such a text, for example:  

 
Iti | this | dhammasatthe | in the fourteenth volume of the Manu†¥kå and in the 
Dhammasat kyau | åcariyå | the noble teachers | reveal.638  
 
This is revealed by the noble teachers in the fourteenth volume of the Manu†¥kå and in 
the Dhammasat kyau. 

 

Both of these formulations involve the use of the Pali indeclinable particle iti which 

refers to the foregoing text of the section. In this context iti is glossed by the Burmese 

                                                
637 f. ku(v) 
638 f. k¥(r) 
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phrase ¥ suiv., which we might translated as “thus”, “this” or “the aforementioned”. 

Here iti does not seem to be used to indicate direct citation or reported speech, as it 

may do in other contexts. Rather these formulations seem to suggest that the general 

rule or legal content of the section derives from these texts, but that the reference is 

not intended as a direct citation. This is made even more clearly in the following 

similar passage: 

 
Iti | ¥ suiv. | nånådhammavinicchayå | manuråjadhammasat | vinicchaya pakåsan¥ 
dhammasat | manu vaˆˆanå dhammasat | manu ra ˙ dhammasat | athu˙ thË˙ so 
dhammasat | achum˙ aphrat tuiv. mha | ågatanaye | lå so naññ˙ phra . | pakåsitaμ | 
pra ap e*639 
 
This is revealed by the rules which come from the rulings of various dhammasats 
including the Manuråja, the Vinicchaya-pakåsan¥, the Manu-vaˆˆanå, and the Manu 
ra ˙. 

 

Here the compiler’s employment of the phrase iti nånådhamma{sattha}-vinicchayå 

ågata-naye pakåsitaμ (“this is revealed by the rules which have come from the rulings 

of various dhammasatthas”) suggests a relation not of citation but of reference. It is the 

rules (naya, naññ˙) which come from the texts referred to, but the precise formulation 

of these rules in the KyT is the work of the compiler alone. Another way of putting 

this is that the compiler is saying that the aforementioned legal prescriptions are 

supported by his reading and understanding of the rules which are contained in other 

texts.  

Direct citation is commonly indicated in premodern (and modern) Burmese 

texts by the use of some variant of the phrase x hË r* followed by a verb meaning to 

speak, instruct, tell, etc., where x stands for reported speech. But this model of 

reference is used in KyT only once: 

                                                
639 ke(v) 
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Tatheva | thuiv athË˙ | senåsanaμ | kyo ˙ araμ mre | cetiyaparibhogåni | ceti 
vatthukaμ mre tuiv. mha ca r* | måsavassa | sak raμ sakkaråj la nhac vat nu vat ra ˙ 
tuiv. n* | vat ra ˙ rå tañ ce hË r* | dhammasatthe | manu†¥kå sattama tvai. aca rhi so 
dhammasat kyam˙ | råjasatthesu ca | mahåråjasat kuam˙ tuiv. n* | åcariyå | charå 
mrat tuiv. sañ | kathiyanti | chuiv tau mhu kun e*640  
 
The noble teachers say, in the seventh volume of the Manu†¥kå and various 
Mahåråjasat treatises, that: ‘similarly, what is original monastic property should be 
established, starting with lands surrounding the monastery, cetiya, and donated lands, 
with reference to the age, year, and month of new and old monastic property [...]’641 

 

Here the phrase I have translated as “say” is the Burmese phrase chuiv (MB chui). 

Chuiv is a verb literally meaning “to speak”, which is used on several other occasions 

in the KyT to gloss the Pali verb kathiyanti.642 Another similar verb is used with 

textual references where it is stated that certain laws were “spoken”, rather than the 

more common “revealed” or “shown” (pakåsitaμ) by “noble teachers”; in these 

instances the Pali participle bhasitaμ is glossed by the Burmese verb min., a verb also 

meaning “to speak” that is applied in honorific contexts to monks and personages with 

an elevated status. In the passage above on f.kË(r), however the verb chuiv is part of a 

construction that also includes the phrase hË r*; namely x hË r* chuiv, or “x” is said. 

This should indicate a more direct form of citation, rather than the relation of indirect 

reference at work elsewhere in the text. But even here this does not seem to be the 

case. While as I have noted the identity of the Manu†¥kå is uncertain, it is clear that the 

Mahåråjasat treatises referred to here include the Mahåråjasat-kr¥˙ (MRK), otherwise 

known as the Manuråja lhyok thuμ˙ or Mahåråjasattha-vinicchaya, written in the 

mid-17th century and extant in numerous manuscript versions (see Chapter Five for 

                                                
640 f.kË(r); the relevant words comprising the construction are in bold. 
641 This is part of a much longer discussion concerning the status of monastic property. 
The implication of the section is that the entire foregoing set of rules is “said” by the 
teachers in the texts that are mentioned. 
642 Cf. f.khe(v), where it is used twice.  
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further details on this text). This text contains a long discussion of the necessity to 

establish the status of monastic property on the basis of older and newer acquisitions, 

and clearly served for the basis of the discussion in the KyT. However, the discussion 

in the MRK is entirely in vernacular and the vocabulary and arrangement of the 

Burmese is not closely parallel.643  

 From this rather lengthy discussion of the interface between source-text and 

gloss in the KyT several important conclusions concerning the function of nissaya in 

dhammasattha manuscripts can be drawn. It is evident that the Pali passages of the text 

were probably assembled by the compiler simultaneously with the vernacular gloss 

portions. The Pali of the KyT nissaya did not exist as a prior text—although some of 

its vocabulary and even turns of phrase may have been excerpted from other 

materials—but came into being with the nissaya itself. Although it appears to be a 

digest of laws, the KyT thus was not “citing” source-texts and commenting on them in 

the vernacular, but rather distilling legal rules and principles from what he understood 

to be the contents of various sections of various dhammasatthas and putting them into 

both Pali and Burmese. This is clear both from the fact that we cannot establish any 

close textual parallels—in the sense of verbatim citation or even similar vocabulary—

between the references mentioned in the KyT and the text of the KyT itself and from 

the language used by the compiler of the KyT to describe the relation between his text 

and that of his source-texts. This suggests a function of nissaya that was directed 

towards neither textual commentary nor the translation of prior source-texts. Nissaya 

was a mode of textual production in its own right, not necessarily dependent on the 

interplay of source-text and gloss. When we place the KyT and similar manuscripts 

into the larger context of the legal culture, and examine it alongside the role played by 

written law generally, we can conclude that the nissaya form in this case was used to 

                                                
643 Cf. MRK, NL Bhå˙ 2016, f. å(r).  
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familiarize the audience for this text—presumably others interested in gaining a 

specialist legal education—with both the Pali and vernacular vocabulary and grammar 

of legal texts. The author of the KyT, whoever he was and whenever he lived (though 

in the late 18th century or afterwards), was familiar with a large amount of legal 

literature. It is doubtful that his work was compiled on the basis of “research” in 

material manuscript sources. Probably, the KyT was compiled wholly or mostly from 

the memory of his reading/hearing of and familiarity with the contents of various 

dhammasattha texts.  

 

X. Dhammasattha nissayas of vernacular texts: the Manu ra ˙ dhammasat nissaya 

UCL 8000 (MRDa);  UCL 7458 (MRDb). 

 A more extreme example of the phenomena of simultaneously conjuring both 

the Pali and nissaya portions of a dhammasattha nissaya are those texts that explicitly 

claim to be nissayas based not on Pali sources but on vernacular materials. Manu Ra ˙ 

is found in the title of a number of dhammasattha texts, not all of which belong to the 

same textual tradition644; the phrase literally means the “legitimate” or “original” 

Manu. The colophon to MRDb calls this text simply the “Many ra ˙ dhammasat”,645 

whereas the colophon to MRDa calls it the “Manu ra ˙ dhammasat nissaya”.646 

MRDa comprises 115 folios (ka-ññe) and lacks a copy date, whereas the MRDb runs 

to 137 folios (ka-†u) and was copied in s.1213/1851. The author is identified as 

Nandamålå Mahåthera in MSDa f.ññu(v).647 A certain Nandamålå, otherwise known 

                                                
644 For example, manuscripts of the Manu kyay dhammasat call themselves the “Manu 
ra ˙ akyay” (UCL 167696, chå(r)). Cf. also the text published as Manu Ra ˙ or “The 
Manoo-Reng Dhammathat”, which is clearly closely related to the MSR discussed in 
the next chapter. Ed., Moung Tetto, Rangoon, Govt. Printing, c. 1878.  
645 f. †u(r). 
646 f. ññË(r). 
647 MSRb ends without providing any sort of authorial colophon.  
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as the Chuμ thå˙ Sayadaw (1718-84), was an important scholar-monk closely 

associated with the royal court during the reigns of kings Singu (Ca . kË, fl. 1776-

1781) and Bodaw-hpaya (fl. 1781-1819). He was responsible for a ruling in the so-

called Ekaμsika-Pårupana debate, producing a judgment (vinicchaya) arguing in favor 

of the Pårupana monks, who asserted the legitimacy, in terms of vinaya orthodoxy, of 

covering both shoulders with the outer-robe.648 His works include a såsanavaμsa that 

discusses both the controversy and the broader lineage history of the Burmese 

sa gha,649 as well as a great number of nissayas on sutta and vinaya texts. He also 

produced nissayas of the Uppåtasanti as well as the Jinåla kåra.650 We cannot be sure 

on the basis of information provided in the text, but it seems probable that this is the 

author of the MRD. 

As Nandamålå notes in his introduction, this text was originally a vernacular 

composition that he rendered into Pali nissaya. The following comes from the 

introduction on the first two folios of the manuscripts: 

 
In the year s.1132/1770651 the lord (ma ˙) of Pukhan˙ ‹ay (Pakhan Nge) town district 
(mrui. ne), Atula Kyau Cvå, asked: ‘Venerable, the Manu ra ˙ dhammasat (manu 
ra ˙ dhammasat saññ) exists only in plain vernacular prose, and is difficult to 
understand (amhat aså˙ khak). In order to make it easy to understand (mhat så˙ lvay), 
please arrange (c¥ ra ) [the text] in Magadha-bhåså På¬i, so that the meaning (anak 
yojanå) will be distinct and unambiguous (si så khrå˙ nå˙).’ As a result of this 
respectful request, I put the meaning into på†h (på†ha, i.e. a Pali reading), without 
changing a thing, neither adding to nor subtracting from [the text], so that it can be 
easily memorized (kyak lvay), easily understood, and easily grasped. May the scribes 
who copy the text in the future write carefully and not mutilate (pyak) a single letter 
(akkhara) or verse (påda)! Let only scribes who understand the letters and verses copy 
the text! For there is no benefit (kyui˙) in compiling the text in Pali (på†h) if the letters 

                                                
648 Sir¥sobhana, Mahådvåranikåya Såsanavaμsad¥pan¥, Yangon, Lay t¥ Maˆ ui , 
1974 p. 223. On this controversy in general see Bode, PLB, ch. V. 
649 Såsanasuddhid¥paka på†h nha . nissaya, Yangon, Ministry of Religious Affairs, 
1980. 
650 Ññvan. Mo , “Nissaya myå˙”, s.v. 
651 UCL7458: s.1172/1810.   
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are ruined. So don’t mutilate the text! If young scribes and scribes who don’t 
understand [the meaning] produce a text (ca co ) then after a time the letters will be 
ruined. Scribes who have the right skills should take care and do the copying!652 

 

This is a fascinating citation for a number of reasons. Before looking at what it tells us 

about the writing of this dhammasattha nissaya we should note its explicit exhortations 

to the scribal community. Nandamålå is concerned with a problem that troubles any 

scholarship on premodern Burmese or Pali or Sanskrit literature, the fact that in very 

many cases scribal copying renders texts difficult or sometimes impossible to read. 

Today we might regard scribal “mistakes” as an opportunity to reflect on questions of 

literacy, phonology, and textual transmission, whereas for Nandamålå they signaled 

the corruption of the meaning of a text. The passage cited comprises the entire 

introduction to the MRD, and the glossator uses the occasion to scold would-be-

scribes about the necessity of having the proper qualifications for textual copying. It is 

clear from this that his impression of the scribal community was not uniformly 

positive; certain scribes were copying texts, perhaps particularly Pali texts, that they 

could not understand. It is also interesting that he singles out “young scribes” (lË ay) 

which indicates that the scribal community was clearly divided in terms of age.  

Secondly, we should note what this passage reveals about the ways in which 

nissaya writing and translation practices were understood in premodern Burma, as this 

is an important recurrent theme in dhammasattha. Nissaya—understood as a 

translation practice which included both the putting of vernacular texts into Pali and 

the putting of Pali texts into the vernacular—was a transparent, lossless process. 

Nandamålå claims that his translation of the vernacular Manu Ra ˙ into Pali will not 

affect the meaning (anak) of the text. Meaning can be changed, but only if the text is 

                                                
652 Taken from both UCL 8000 f.ka-kå(r) and UCL 7458 f.ka-kå(r); the text is 
virtually identical except for the date.  
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intentionally supplemented or edited by the glossator. Meaning is transparent, and 

exists outside of any particular language; perfect literalness in translation is 

achievable. But according to Nandamålå and other dhammasattha writers in 18th 

Century Burma, meaning is always clearer in Pali. We have little evidence for what 

earlier compilers thought about the issue, but there is no reason to assume that they did 

not hold the same opinions about the succinctness of writing in Pali. Vernacular texts 

were ambiguous and productive of multiple meanings. Atula Kyau Cvå emphasizes 

this in his request to the monk. That the text of the Manu Ra ˙ is “difficult to 

understand” is linked directly to the fact that is a vernacular composition. The phrase 

used is amhat aså˙ khak which in addition to “difficult to understand” may also mean 

“difficult to bear in mind” or “difficult to remember”.653 So the distinctiveness of a 

Pali composition also resides in its capacity to be held or contained in the mind.654 Pali 

serves the interests of clarity and memory, whereas the vernacular is equated with 

ambiguity and forgetting.  

 I have as yet been unable to determine the vernacular text on which this 

nissaya is based. The most likely candidate are texts that would predate 1770 with the 

title Manu Ra ˙. There are several extant texts that belong to such a group. The 

majority of these are extant verse texts, including the famous Manu Ra ˙ La kå, also 

known as the Manu Rhve Nå˙ Tau Sva ˙, written, according to one colophon655, by 

the monk Kavisåra at the request of the minister Kyau Tha . The Pi†-sm however 

attributes this text as the work of the Twinthin Mingyi Tun Ñyo (Tva ˙ sa ˙ ma ˙ 

kr¥˙ tvan˙ ññui), who was a prolific poet during the latter half of the 18th century.656 I 

                                                
653 Compare a number of usages cited in Stewart and Dunn, BED, s.v., amhat. 
654 See the discussion in Chapter Five of the VinP where a vernacular text is likened to 
fluid oil or butter that must be contained by Pali.  
655 UCL 56904. 
656 Pi†-sm 1697. 
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am unaware of any colophons that mention his name. There was another verse legal 

text that went under the name Manu Ra ˙ La kå which was perhaps compiled around 

the same time.657 This work the Pi†-sm also attributes to the Twinthin Mingyi,658 

although extant mss note the author, again, as Kavisåra, and also describe Kyau 

Tha ’s hand in the composition.659 In any case, the MRD was clearly not based on a 

vernacular work in verse, since Nandamålå says explicitly that his nissaya redacts a 

pure Burmese prose text (ca kå˙ pre sak sak) into Pali.  

I have been able to identify two other works entitled Manu Ra ˙ Dhammasat. 

The first of these is entitled the Manu Ra ˙ Dhammasat Nissarañ˙ (Nissaya) 

compiled by the La kåråma Sayadaw in s.1226/1864, which is certainly too late to 

form the basis of this text. But the nidåna to this text says that it is a nissaya of a Pali 

dhammasattha written during the reign of the first founder of the city of AmarapËra 

(Bodawhpaya) by the monk Ketuja.660 According to La kåråma, Ketuja’s text states in 

its introduction (pa†iññå) that is a Pali translation of an earlier vernacular Manu 

dhammasat, which was capable of bringing good fortune (khyam˙ så)661 to kings, 

beginning with Mahåsammata, who guarded the råjadhamma, as well as judges and 

ministers.662 This would appear to have been written several years following 

Nandamålå’s MRD, however it is interesting to note that at around the same time 

                                                
657 UCL 178397; BL ManBur 3472. 
658 Pi†-sm 1696. 
659 BL ManBur 3472 f.gË(v). 
660 UCL 5517 f.ki(r). The KLD refers to this text on p. 148. 
661 This term is often found in connection to dhammasattha and carries a wide rang of 
meanings connected with auspiciousness, happiness, wealth, and prosperity. It is 
commonly used to gloss Pali sukha.  
662 UCL 5517 f.ki(r); f. å(r). Much more research is necessary on this tradition. But it 
is interesting that the explicit division of the text into 15 chapters may point towards 
an earlier Manu Ra ˙ so divided. The Manu (Ra ˙) Kyay, or “the elaborated (original) 
Manu” also contains such a fifteen volume division. Perhaps it is a vernacular 
elaboration of the same lost text?  
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another project to translate vernacular dhammasat into Pali was underway. 

Unfortunately no manuscripts of Ketuja’s Pali dhammasat are known to exist, 

although gåthås of his alleged compilation, in vatta meter, are cited throughout 

La kåråma’s text. For the most part the colophons to the 15 vols of La kåråma’s text 

refer to the work as merely “Manu Dhamamsat”; only the scribal colophons to Books 

Five and Ten use the title Manu Ra ˙ Dhammasat nissaya.663 Another text, a 

dhammasat commentary, that carries the title Manu Ra ˙ in one manuscript version 

will be discussed below as the Buddha kËra Dhammasat, but the content and form of 

this text and that of the MRD are sufficiently different that it could not have formed 

the basis for the MRD. 

I have not been able to find any vernacular Burmese prose dhammasats 

explicitly and consistently entitled Manu Ra ˙ compiled prior to 1770 when the MRD 

claims to have been written. The problem with trying to trace the MRDs source text is 

in fact that the phrase “Manu Ra ˙” in the nidåna cited above might not have been 

intended as a proper title at all. However, if we compare the MRD to other vernacular 

dhammasat texts it appears that it is based on a vernacular text very similar to the 

surviving DhV. It follows the arrangement of the DhV extremely closely, and some of 

the Burmese text is identical.664 In some places where the surviving manuscripts of the 

DhV contain Pali citations, close parallels are found in parallel locations in the 

                                                
663 f.jh¥(r). 
664 Cf. Neither the DhV nor the MRD are divided into chapters, and while the MRD 
does not begin with a description of Mahåsammata and the origin of the dhammasttha, 
both begin the vyavahåra portion of their texts with the law of debt and deposit, then 
move to laws regarding oaths, cowherds, accusation, etc. . The story of the “seven 
Brahmins” occurs in the same position in both texts (cf. DhV NL 1386 f.kh¥(v) with 
MRDa f.khi(r)). In both texts the law regarding cowherds comes immediately 
following laws regarding breaking oaths made in front of monks. 
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MRD.665 The texts are clearly not identical enough in form or in content to allow us to 

conclude that the MRD was simply a Pali nissaya translation of the DhV, but the two 

texts are parallel in very many respects. Perhaps this is best exemplified by a 

comparison of the list of the 18 titles of law covered in both texts, which is introduced 

by the following gåthås: 

 
MRD f.ññu(r): 
iˆako ca upanikkhittako | dhanavinåsanaμ dinnayåcanaμ | tacchakabhåjanaμ | 
bhatijivitaμ | viparito ca go lakkhaˆaμ | kayavikayaμ bhummiparicchedo | 
abbhåcikkhaˆaμ | theno ca paharaμ | ghatåtako ca | jåyampaticåro | dåsavivådanaμ 
| dayajjaμ | akkhakalinå ca | a††hårasa santi 
 
[As glossed in the nissaya:] 1. debt, 2. deposit, 3. destruction of property, 4. 
resumption of gifts, 5. carpenter’s share, 6. wages of laborers, 7. characteristics of 
cowherds, 8. buying and selling, 9. fixing boundaries, 10. slander, 11. theft, 12. 
assault, 13. murder, 14. duties of husband and wife, 15. slavery, 16. inheritance, 17. 
gambling. These are the eighteen [titles of law discussed in the text].666 

 

This passage closely parallels the gåthås which describe the 18 titles of law 

found in the DhV, as cited above (UBhS 163-582, ff. kha(r)-(v)). Naturally, such lists 

alone are not enough evidence to stake a claim for a relationship between two entire 

texts, yet each of these manuscripts follows this order closely in their successive 

                                                
665 Unfortunately the Pali sections of all extant ms versions of the DhV are quite 
corrupt, but compare DhV UBhS 163-582 f.g¥(v) gåme{na} janapade ra††he 
samaˆånaμ tam pamukkha | saccaμ da¬haμ {dh?}araμ katvå pacchå pi viparissatu...  
“Having made a firm oath in front of recluse samaˆa in a village, a janapada territory, 
or [nis.: anywhere in] in a kingdom, and at a later point he will break [that oath]...” 
with MRDa f.khå˙(r) gåme vå janapade vå rajje vå bahu janånaμ samukhe 
avipatitaμ saccakiriyaμ katvå puna vikåreti. Having made an oath of truth that is not 
to be broken in front of many people in a village, or janapada territory, or in a 
kingdom (praññ), he breaks [his oath]. 
666 Obviously the nissaya enumerates only 17 because it omits viparito, which refers to 
the “breaking” of oaths discussed in the text. Here I have added the numbers for ease 
of comparison. In the UBhS ms of the DhV below the numbers are included in the 
text. 
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examination of the titles of law. More research is needed, but it seems likely to me that 

Nandamålå may have been working principally with reference to the DhV and that in 

translating portions of that text into Pali and constructing his nissaya he did—despite 

his claims in the nidåna to have not altered the text—rearrange and perhaps “correct” 

some of the readings. The DhV is written almost entirely in vernacular Burmese, and 

the few Pali passages it contains, such as the one cited here, are often quite corrupt.  

   

XI. Dhammasattha as (vernacular) semantic commentary: the Mahåbuddha kËra 

dhammasat (Dhammasat kyau) UCL 14879 (MBDKa); NL 2070 (MBDKb); UCL 

11940 (MBDKc) 

The relationship between source-text and nissaya was not always one of 

(quasi-)citation or translation, and certain dhammasattha texts claim to function as 

what I have called “semantic” commentaries, which do not attempt to cite their 

sources but rather reproduce their meaning more generally. Most catalogues refer to 

the present text as the Dhammasat kyau (“Celebrated Dhammasat”), although this title 

is misleading since a large number of texts used this name. According to the colophon 

of MBDKb it was written by Mahåbuddha kËra Thera in Ava during the reign of the 

donor of the LokasarabhË Pagoda (i.e. Mahådhammaråjådhipati, fl. 1733-1752).667 

Unfortunately nothing further is known about this monk, and no other works attributed 

to him survive as far as I am aware. MBDKb is 40 folios long and was copied 

s.1225/1863. The same manuscript calls the text Manu Ra ˙ Dhammasat Kyau. 

MBDKa contains only the first 12 folios of the text and lacks a colophon. The text 

written predominantly in the vernacular, except for a nidånas and several other 

secttions where gåthås are cited. These are written in nissaya. The nidåna states: 

 

                                                
667 TMKh s.v. Manu ra ˙ dhammasat kyau. 
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I, Mahåbhuddha kura, having paid homage to the Three Gems, shall compile the 
a††hårassavinicchaya (ta chai. rhac på˙ so tarå˙ achuμ aphrat, “a judgment 
concerning the eighteen-fold law”), lifting (uddharissaμ, thut) [texts], by means of 
abridgement (samåsena, akyaññ˙ å˙ phra .), from the dhammasat treatises beginning 
with Manu, such as the Dhammavilåsa and the Manusåra. Let the Good People (sË 
tau ko ˙) beginning with the sovereign (ma ˙) who rules by the protection of men (lË) 
constantly bear this dhammasat treatise forth with veneration.668 

 

 Here the compiler announces his intention to compile a vinicchaya or chuμ 

phrat, literally a “judgment” or “ruling”, based on the eighteen-fold law based on texts 

extracted from other dhammasat treatises such as Manusåra and Dhammavilåsa. The 

work is prepared for the benefit of the community of the Good, the principle audience 

of written law and an important juridico-ethical category which I discuss in Chapter 

Seven. The text offers a condensed résumé of legal-theoretical principles extracted 

from various dhammasattha texts and then examines each in detail. Immediately 

following the citation above the text mentions that it will move to discuss in the course 

of its exposition the following twenty-seven subjects: 1. the five vows of judges; 2. the 

four types of speech; 3. the four agati; 4. the six characteristics of the dhammasat; 5. 

the eight dangers; 6. the ten punishments; 7. the eighteen grounds of litigation; 8. the 

four categories of witness; 9. the four laws invalidated on the change of sovereign; 10. 

the three types of bribery; 11. the four types of wife; 12. the seven types of slave; 13. 

the twelve types of son; 14. the four types of maiden (kaññå); 15. the five types of 

wife who should be discarded; 16. the four expressions of pride; 17. the five 

expressions of anger; 18. the two types of sale; 19. the two types of purchase; 19. four 

types of thing that should be bought; 20. the ten types of slander; 21. the five types of 

verbal abuse; 22. the four types of case; 23. the four types of comparisons among 

litigants; 24. the four types of seizure; 25. the two types of release; 26. the various 

types of witnesses who should be admitted; 27. the various types of inadmissible 

                                                
668 MBDKa, ff.ka-kå(r) 
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witnesses.669 Drawing on an analogy from the DhV, but not attributed to that text here, 

Mahåbhuddha kura goes on to say that legists who attempt to discern the law without 

knowing the details of these various subjects are like a carpenter without a straight-

rule, a healer without his reference manual of cures, or a person trying to enter a dark 

building without a lamp.670 The reminder of the text continues to successively gloss 

each one of these different categories individually.  

What is interesting for our purposes is the fact that nowhere in the MBDK does 

Mahåbhuddha kura actually cite any of the dhammasatthas from which he claims to 

have drawn his substantive content. Rather he provides what is apparently his own 

reading or interpretation of the meaning of the twenty-seven different subjects  

outlined above. At several points in the text, however, he reiterates that his work is 

sourced in the dhammasattha corpus, even if he does not provide verbatim citations. It 

seems highly likely that this “digest”, if we can call it that, of laws derived from a 

reading of other dhammasattha texts functioned as a distillation of what were regarded 

as some of the more essential subjects within the dhammasattha corpus as it had come 

down to Mahåbhuddha kura.   

 

XII. A different Dhammavilåsa: Arakan and the “Kyam˙ Nak” Dhammasat; NL Bhå˙ 

43 / NL Ka ˙ 143. 

 The so-called Kyam˙ Nak or “Profound Treatise” Dhammasat (KNDh) has 

received little attention from scholars.671 This is unfortunate given the importance of 

the KNDh for thinking about the development of DhV-related corpus of texts and 

                                                
669 MBDKa, ff.kå(r-v). 
670 Cf. DhV, UCL 9926, f.kha(r) 
671 The title of this text, Kyam˙ Nak, on its own can signify either the “profound text” 
or the “exposition (nak) [of the dhammasattha] treatise (kyam˙). It seems clear 
however that the phrase is meant to parallel the Pali formula gambh¥raμ nayaμ, or 
“profound rule”, in the nidåna discussed below.  
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further since, unusually for a potentially early legal text, it presents a relatively 

significant amount of historical information about its compilation in its nidåna. I 

mention it briefly in conclusion because the example of this text provides an 

instructive case illustrating the complexities of surviving dhammasattha traditions. 

The text is by its own admission compiled by Thera Dhammavilåsa. Yet the 

differences between this text and the extant central Burmese manuscripts of the 

DhV—as well as related mss such as the DhV-pyui., etc.—are profound. First, the 

KNDh is written almost entirely in nissaya, but its Pali portions are corrupt to the 

extent that they are often totally irrecoverable. Secondly, the content of the text is 

similar enough in certain locations to attest to a close relationship between it and the 

DhV, but different enough in others to make it clear that we are dealing with a 

significantly different text: it contains a fair amount of material that is absent from the 

DhV. Third, the organization of the text is quite different. A further fascinating aspect 

of this text is that it is written in a Southwestern Burmese dialect, and has been 

attributed to Arakan. That the text may represent a Burmese regional variation of the 

DhV tradition may help explain a number of the divergences with the surviving central 

Burmese manuscripts of the DhV. 

Before looking at sections of the text we must deal additionally with the 

attribution of the KNDh to Arakan. In an essay from 1877 the KNDh was grouped 

among ten total legal texts “in use” in Arakan: 1) Deeta Nugadee [Di††ha-anugati?]; 2) 

Angyee Baydah [Great a ˙ veda?]; 3) Lawkatha Moodee [Lokå††ha-muddita?]; 4) 

Dama Weelatha [Dhammavilåsa]; 5) Raja Matan [Råjamattaˆ a]; 6) Menu Kyet-yoh 

[Kyak Rui˙]; 7) Menu Baydah [Manu Veda]; 8) Menu Than Gwen [Voice of Manu?]; 

9) Menu Deepanee [Manud¥pan¥]; 10) Menu Kyanuet [Kyan˙ Nak].672 Transcription 

                                                
672 Moung Kyaw Doon, “Essay on the Sources and Origin of Budhist Law”, Rangoon, 
Daily News, 1877. On the history of this essay see A. Huxley, “Three Nineteenth 
Century Law Book Lists”. I can’t identify titles 1-3 and 7-9 with known Burmese 
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aside, there are numerous problems with the identification of texts in this list, which 

may raise suspicion about the reliability of the observation.673 The association with 

certain dhammasattha texts as “bayda” or beda  or “Vedic” texts, however, should 

not surprise us, as according to numerous sources dhammasattha were understood as 

related to this corpus of lokiya-type literature (on which see Part Three). In any case, 

the author continues to remark that “these laws are the same in every respect with 

those administered in other parts of Burma, except that there is a slight difference in 

the names of the books. The customs, usages and religion of the people of Arracan are 

the same as those of the Provinces of Pegu and Tenasserim.”674 This claim makes 

sense given what we know of premodern “Arakanese” literary culture; namely, that it 

was largely not independent from central Burmese textual production.675 An 

                                                                                                                                       
texts; although some of them appear as unlikely candidates for law-related texts, e.g.: 
2, potentially a ˙ kr¥˙ veda (i.e., a vijjå magical or astological text). 5  is a reference 
to the 11th century Råjamårtaˆ a of Bhoja, a commentary on Patañjali’s YogasËtras 
and jyoti a text that bears on astrological calculations related in part to dharmaßåstra. 
The association of the text with Sanskrit legal traditions has been discussed by Kane, 
vol. 5 part 1. Note in the discussion of MSR that an early verse of the Råjamårtaˆ a 
seems to have a parallel in the nidåna of the MSR. This text was known (in some 
form) in Burma since at least the 15th century (LuceA, p. 243), and the nissaya has 
been published, based on a mss copied 1208 (1846 C.E.): Råjamattaˆ a nissaraññ˙ 
kyam˙, MORA?, n.d. It is quite interesting if in fact this text would have been 
regarded as a dhammasattha-related text in Arakan. More will be said about this work 
in Chapter Six. 
673 Moung Kyaw Doon lists texts not mentioned in another English-language list of 
the “most popular” works of literature among the Rukheng, which included the Kvan 
Khyå, Kyak Rui˙, Manu, and “Krudaing”[?] dhammasats. J. Leyden, “On the 
Languages and Literature of the Indo-Chinese Nations”, Asiatic Researches, X, 
London, 1811, p. 228. A slightly earlier potential reference to an “Arakanese” 
dhammasat, and I believe the earliest instance of the translation of a dhammasat into 
English, is the brief citation to be to a version of the MSR. See John Towers, 
“Observations on the Alphabetical System of the Language of Ava and Rac’hain”, 
Asiatic Researches, V, London, 1799, p. 154.  
674 Moung Kyaw Doon, loc. cit. 
675 Jacques Leider, personal communication, Feb. 2009. This statement should not be 
taken to mean that Arakanese literary culture was dependent or derivative of central 
Burmese literary culture, but simply that from what little we know of precolonial 
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attribution of the KNDh to Arakan was most famously put forward in 1898 in the list 

of the manuscripts used in compiling the DBBL. The final text listed, number 36, is a 

transcript of a nissaya of the “Kyannet”, about which, together with the “Kyetyo”, 

number 35 (discussed below), the compilers note: “these are Arakanese Dhammathats 

the copies of which in the Bernard Library bear no date”.676  

Finally, Jacques Leider draws our attention to the Rakhui  Mahåråjava  tau 

kr¥˙ published in Sittwe thirty years later in 1927.677 The editor of this text, Sa Thvan 

Ao , claims that the original is based on a manuscript dated 1536 compiled by a 

minister Vimala as well as on a copy of “Rhve Dhammasåd”. Leider tells us that the 

text describes how “Mra[v]ati, un sage érudit, exhorte le roi à reformer les lois des 

Arakanais; sollicité par le roi et ses ministres, il présente le Rh[v]e dhammasåd, une 

code de lois, qui sera alors approuvé,” and that chapters 35 though 51 present a 

selection of these laws.678  Although Leider cautions that care should be taken in 

assessing the authenticity of historical information presented by the editor, he states 

that the dhammasåd cited in the text is “probablement d’une version arakanaise des 

recueils de lois traditionnels de la Birmanie”.679 Clearly the title of this text, the Rhve 

(“golden”) dhammasat, points towards a relationship with the MSR or similar 

                                                                                                                                       
Arakanese libraries, it seems they housed texts that would not have been out of place 
in central Burmese libraries. Indeed, there may have been significant two-way literary 
influence and traffic between Arakan and places like Ava. 
676 KVDi, p. i(B); Since we are told by the DBBL that this mss is part of the Bernard 
collection we might assume that it is identical to the ms no. 1017 listed in the 1906 
KVC catalogue, except for the fact that the Bernard Library manuscript—if I am 
correct that it is the same as NL Bhå˙ 43—does in fact provide bibliographic 
information about itself.  
677 I have tried to compare the following information with a microfilm of UCL9837, 
entitled Rakhui  råjava  kr¥˙, although the copy is too poor to be useful and it cannot 
be determined whether this is the same text or if it contains any information about 
Arakanese dhammasat compilation.     
678 Jacques P. Leider, Le Royaume d’Arakan, Birmanie: Son histoire politique entre le 
début du XVe et la fin du XVIIe siècle, Paris, EFEO, 2004, p. 473. 
679 ibid., pp. 336-7 
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traditions, yet the orthography of dhammasåd, a spelling that I have yet to come across 

in any other dhammasattha manuscripts, may suggest similarities with the KNDh.  

 Unfortunately, as indicated below, the bibliographic information contained in 

the KNDh does not support Arakanese provenance and chronicle evidence from 

Arakan is of little help in identifying the sponsors and compilers of the KNDh 

mentioned in the text. But NL Bhå˙ 43 is nonetheless clearly an “Arakanese” copy, if 

by that we mean only that the text seems to have been copied in a milieu where a 

dialect displaying “Arakanese” or South-western Burmese phonology was 

predominant.680 NL Bhå˙ 43 clearly displays the phonetic transcription of certain 

“Arakanisms”, such as the use of hi for modern central Burmese rhi, the transposition 

of rhymes -ui  and -¥ for central Burmese -aññ and -e, etc., and it was presumably on 

this linguistic basis—i.e. not on the basis of any explicit references in the text—that 

earlier commentators attributed it to Arakan.681  

The colophon reads: 

 
1202 khu tan khuμ la praññ kyau 7 ne naμ nak ne 5 nåri akhyin tva  dhammassad 
[sic.] 12 co  ava  kyam nak kui | kvyan aup mo  ve kË r* pri pri | ¥ kyam nak kui re kË 
ra so akyui kui kå˙ athak mhå bhavak oμ mhå aveci tui  o  amhya ve på e* | di pu å˙ 
nha  bhurå chË kui praññ lui på e* 
 
On the 7th day after the full moon of the month of Tan Khuμ in 1203 [1841 C. E.], 
after the 5th morning bell, I, Mo  Ve, finished copying the profound text (kyam nak) 
containing the 12 volumes (co ) of the Dhammassad. As for the benefits of having 

                                                
680 Of course we have a very poor understanding of “Arakanese” or South-western 
Burmese historical phonology, and there has been as yet virtually no systematic 
research geared towards documenting the premodern manuscripts from this region, let 
alone the linguistic aspects of texts.  
681 Saw Tun has kindly looked at some of the text and is also of the opinion that it 
transcribes an Arakanese or related dialect. Personal communication Oct 12, 2007. On 
classifications of the Arakanese dialect and its differences to central Burmese see John 
Okell, “Three Burmese Dialects”, in David Bradley, ed. Papers in Southeast Asian 
Linguistics, 13, Canberra, Pacific Linguistics, 1995, pp. 1-138; Cakinda, Rakhui  
bhåså ca kå˙ lam˙ ññvhan, Yangon, Tak Lam˙, 1994.  
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copied this profound text, may they be apportioned as far as to Bhavak [bhavagga] 
above and Aveci [av¥ci] below. May I accomplish the Buddha-prize of di [-
bbacakkhu], pu [-bbenivåsånussati], and å [-savakkhaya]! 

 

We should note here that the phrasing of the line where the alleged title of the text is 

invoked does not clearly suggest that this is a proper name. The document is referred 

to by the scribe as a “the profound treatise (kyam nak) containing the 12 volumes (co ) 

of the Dhammassad”. It is not called the “Profound Treatise Dhammasat” but rather a 

“profound treatise which contains the 12 volumes [or divisions of text] of the 

dhammasat”. This point will be further strengthened with evidence from the nidåna, 

which begins as follows: 

 
[ka(v):] 
namo tassa[...] abhiññå  sammåpat å˙ på˙ nha . praññ chuμ cvå tha so | sakha  
rasse˙ tui. | ko  kha  pra  phra . pyan svå˙ le sau | cakkaravañå ta tui  nac | thå˙ so 
dhammassad kyam kui | re˙ kË khai r* | manu682 maññ so rasse saññ | aca rå ale alå 
tat e* | thui manu maññ so rasse˙ tat so kyam saññ laññ | manu dhammassad maññ e* 
| thui manu maññ so dhammassad saññ | alvam kye lha so [kå-recto] kron | suå kha 
sin tui saññ | ma si nui  hË683 | siridhammanarinda amaññ hi so | ma  e* amat kri 
phrac so | vijjåya maññ so praññ e* | aco  phrac so | råjavathaμ maññ so amat kri 
to  paμ aμ so dhammavilåssa amaññ hi so | ariyå sË mrat saññ akye å˙ phra . pru so 
| kåthåpandhamaggathabhåsa kui | si så lve ao  mrammåbhåså praμ lattaμ 
 
The master ® i, accomplished in the fivefold abhiññå samåpatti684, flew through the 
sky and copied the text of the dhammassad embedded in the boundary wall of the 
world-system. The ® i Manu knows the text describing right practice from the 
source.685 And that text known to the ® i Manu is called the Manu dhammassad. It was 

                                                
682 In both transcripts this is originally written maga. The KNDhA corrects the -ga to -
nu in the margin, but it seems probable that -ga is written in the manuscript. 
683 KNDhB yË 
684 That is, iddhividha (supernormal powers), the dibbasota (divine ear), 
paracittavijånanå (knowledge of other minds), pubbenivåsånussati (knowledge of 
past lives), and the dibbacakkhu (divine eye). For a standard gloss of the formulation 
from the ninth book of the Abhidhamatthasangaha see, inter alia, Luμ tau charå tau, 
Pucchåpakiˆˆaka kyam˙, Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1962, #199. See also Chapter Six. 
685 aca rå ale alå tat e* | This reading has to be somewhat conjectural but fits with the 
context of the following line. The transcripts, and presumably the ms, rarely mark the 
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said that none among men knew that Manu dhammassad because it was incredibly 
elaborate. King Siridhammanarinda had a great minister in the country of Vijjåya, the 
great minister Råjavathaμ who protects [the country], who made a request to the 
noble ariya named Dhammavilåsa to translate [lit. make] the text from its long version 
in conjoined stanzas in Pali [kåthå pandha maggatha bhåså  = gåthå bhandha 
mågadhabhåså] into Burmese [mrammåbhåså] so that it would be easily understood.  

 

 Neither the king Siridhammanarinda nor his minister Råjavathaμ can be 

clearly identified from historical sources. The realm (praññ) in which the text was 

compiled is named as Vijjåya, and elsewhere in the text as Vijiya. The most proximate 

candidate for this location is Vijayapura which was the Pali name of Pa ˙ya founded 

by King S¥hasËra in 674 (1312 C.E.), and this toponym is confirmed by contemporary 

epigraphy.686 Chronicle sources provide further details of the histories of the local 

dynasty, which lasted through the reigns of six kings and came to an end around 1360 

C.E.687 Much of the basic information provided by the chronicles concerning regnal 

dates and royal epithets is at least approximately supported by inscriptions. Although 

Pa ˙ya continued as a center of Buddhist learning after the end of the dynasty, there 

are no recorded later kings based in Vijayapura. So if we can accept the identification 

of Vijjåya/Vijiya with Vijayapura as well as the data concerning the king 

Siridhammanarinda provided here, then the KNDh was translated by Dhammavilåsa 

sometime during 1312-c.1360 C.E. My own opinion on this matter is that the date of 

the text must remain tentatively uncertain, at least before we have a chance to explore 

bibiographical information contained in other as yet undocumented Arakanese 

                                                                                                                                       
aok mrac (the so-called “creaky tone”) which makes an already corrupt text even more 
difficult to read.  
686 Than Tun, “History of Burma: AD 1300-1400”, JBRS XLII ii (1959), p. 123. 
687 E.g. Arha  Kelåsa, Pa ˙ya såsanåva , 1973, who draws on both chronicle and 
literary sources; for standard chronicle accounts see S¥lavaμsa, RK, NL Bhå˙ 754, 
f.gå˙(r); Kulå˙ vol. 1, 259ff. On some important issues in the historiography of the 
Pa ˙ya dynasty see Michael Aung-Thwin, “The Myth of the Three Shan Brothers and 
the Ava Period”, in his Myth and History in the Historiography of Early Burma, 
Singapore, ISEAS, 1998. 
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dhammasats and historical material. A major problem with this attribution is that it is 

not anything like those offered in any of the dhammasats that are clearly related to the 

KNDh on textual grounds, such as the DhV or the MSR. This is not to say that the 

attribution should be discarded as illegitimate or unhelpful; it provides us with a 

hypothetical date for the text and for a monk named Dhammavilåsa associated with 

dhammasattha compilation which deserves further testing against other sources that 

have yet to come to light.   

We might note that a number of important Pali texts and sub-commentaries 

were written at Pa ˙ya, many of which can be attributed reasonably well through 

nidåna or nigamana information.688 Perhaps most famously are the two major works 

attributed to the minister Catura gabala: the Lokan¥ti, whose attribution to Pa ˙ya is 

somewhat uncertain and not based—as far as I am aware—on any textual evidence689, 

and the Abhidh nappad pik k , which states in its colophon that it was written by an 

unnamed minister to a king named S¥hasËra, of which, according to epigraphy, there 

were at least three at Pa ˙ya.690 This colophon is of course not without its problems,691 

                                                
688 On which see Arha  Kelåsa, Pa ˙ya såsanåva , passim, which presents 
bibliographical information apparently compiled out of other chronicles such as the 
MMR. There is of course also Bode’s PLB.  
689 See, PNT. 
690 For the colophon see the mid-19th century nissaya in Paññåsåmi, Abhidhån †ikå 
nissaya, vol. 2, Mandalay, Padeså, n.d. or otherwise the recent edition by Medagama 
Nandawansa noted above. 
691 14th century inscriptions reveal that SihåsËra I was known as Cha  phlË tac ci sya  
or the “Lord of One White Elephant” whereas SihåsËra II or Klav cvå was known as 
Cha  phlË 5 c¥ askhi  (RMK, IV p.83). In the colophon to Abh-† a SihåsËra is referred 
to as, among other things, both sitakuñjarindo, Lord of the White Elephant(s), and 
catusetibhindo, the Lord of Four White Elephants. As far as I have been able to 
determine, the specific epithet “Lord of Four White Elephants” is not found in either 
the inscriptions or the chronicle literature, although Kelåsa (ibid., p. 18; 79) calls 
S¥hasËra II’s son, Kyau cvå ay, “Le˙ c¥˙ rha ”, the Lord of Four White Elephants 
and comments: “although during his father’s reign there were five white elephants, 
during the son’s [i.e. Kyau cvå ay’s] reign there were only four. Thus he is known as 
the ‘Le˙ c¥˙ rha ’ [‘lord of four white elephants’].” Pi†-sm, PSS and other texts also 
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but it is perhaps one of the more reliable attributions of pre-16th century Burmese 

compositions that we have. Among the works attributed to Pa ˙ya, however, it should 

be borne in mind that instances of vernacular composition are not recorded; the 

literary culture as it was represented in 14th century epigraphs and remembered by 

later chroniclers was overwhelmingly focused on Pali. This however should certainly 

not suggest that there were no vernacular or nissaya compositions in circulation.  

Yet another in a long line of peculiarities in the KNDh concerns the beginning 

of its nissaya. The first section of the nidåna cited above is in Burmese, but this is 

followed immediately by a Pali citation and its nissaya. This effectively reverses the 

more standard practice in which nissaya dhammasatthas begin with Pali gåthås or 

prose which are then glossed in Burmese. The nissaya section reads as follows692: 

 

                                                                                                                                       
mention a Pa ˙ya ‘Le˙ c¥˙ rha ’ as the reign during which the Ma galatthad¥pan¥ 
was compiled, but Kelåsa disagrees with this attribution and places that text around S. 
1518 (ibid., p. 104). There are in fact a number of disagreements in our sources about 
the authorship of Pali material at Pa ˙ya—such as the confusion between 
Ma galathera, the author of the Ma galatthad¥pan¥  and the yojanå compiler 
Ñåˆakitti—which it will be necessary to investigate through the manuscript traditions 
of and later commentaries and nissayas on these texts.  
 
692 I have skipped over the intervening Pali text because it is very corrupt and it is 
better to reconstruct the meaning with the help of the nissaya. I reproduce the unedited 
text here: tilokaμ | mahåtËlaμ | mukkholokaμ | vithitaμ | naphpavinacchitaμ pi |  
aiprasåtaråvanerako | suvinicchataμ | sampuddhaμ | namasito | jiniritaμ | 
dhammañca dhammavinåssa | majjato ca | sutamaμ | jimino | tarorasaμ | 
cakkasehacåraμ | mattacånaμ | kavinaññca | siriyå | ninåyatejasåte | nahato | 
niyesupattavesiri | dhammaμrindasavijaya | purapålino råcavadhananåmena | 
mahåmittena | yåcitonakåranaμ | hitattåya | råjånaμ | vihitathåya | 
nisåyapuppacariyåyekikatona | atato | misambhanira | pånovahanahaμ | sakåni | 
sakopåpumpubacataμ | puññaμ khyirapåno | kunadharo | tveracaμ | saμthajothero | 
pa gavo | kunabhËsito | kunalakkhanasamaññatharo | mahavilasako | rajayesaμ | 
samavasenadhammasathåmanåkulaμ | abhiññå | dippabhetanacaturonasËrora | 
sånayaμ | gambhirimanunåmisineritaμ |  
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ahaμ å saññ tiloke | lË suμ på nac | ikaμ mahåtulaμ | ta khu so khyin khva  
så phrac tha so kavinaca | paññå hi tui e* pådamËcaμ | bhava taññ hË so | krå kui 
laññ | mayaμ å saññ siri u kho  nac | nithåya | thå˙ Ë r* | tenateca shå˙ | thui rhe 
khui khra  cedanå e* | acvan å˙ phra . | nisesaμ akrva  me. | upattave | uppattaro 
tui kui | haμtona | phyoμ u r* | siridhammanaridhammanarindasa | 
siridhammanarinda amaññ hi so ma  | vijiyapummipålino | vijiya amaññ hi so praññ 
kri e* aco ˙ phrac so | råjavathana nåmaññnha råjavathana amaññ hi so 
mahåmattena mat kri saññ | yåji tau to  paμ aμ tha so | nakarånaμ praññ sË tui e | 
hitathåya aci apvå˙ alui hå | lai ko  | råjånaμ ma  tui e | hitathåya | aci apvå˙ alui 

å 4  | puppacariyaμ rhe charå tui e | ayË tui kui | nisåyamhi r* | athato anak å˙ 
phra  | tikathåna ta kva pra  | taμvijibhaμ | su myak nhå kraññ khra  mha ka  tha so 
| prammåsura karorukå | lË nat prammå nat ta kå tui chuμ phrat nui  khai tha so | 
alaμ pi tarå˙ kui laññ | suvinisitaμ | chuμ phrat tat tha so | sambuddhaμ mrat cvå 
bhurå˙ kui | namåsitau | rhi khui u r* | adhammavithasaμ | akusui kui | phyak chi tat 
tha so | jinnoritaμ | mrat cvå bhurå˙ saññ | ho tha so | dhammaññca pariyati nha  
akva so | tarå˙ che på˙ kui | namathito rhi khui u r* | akaμ{a}μ | ññac ññu so akya  
ka  tha so | setajåraμ | ca  kre si akya  laññ hi tha so | aggaμ mrat tha so | 
paccatona | bhututamaμ | maccimapalipat phro  so | mrat cvå so akya  laññ hi tha so 
| jinnotarorasaññ ca | mrat cvå bhurå˙ e | så˙ tau hrac so ariyå pugguil syac yok kui 
laññ | namåsitau rhi khui r* | atitaμ lvaμ le kuμ so | aprå˙ phra  catËronaμ | 
suroraså å mathar saññ | myak nhå tau laññ hi tha so | prammå kri e | så ra  phrac 
so | manunåma ikåmakË [eka manu?] maññ so rasse. saññ | irittaμ ho tha so | 
kambhiraμ nak naññ cvå tha so | nåyaμ naññ kui nissayamhi r* | dhammassad taμ | 
dhammasad kyam kui | samosena | akye å˙ phra . | racayisaμ | ko  cvå ci ra  pe 
lattaμ |  

 
I place upon my head [hands folded like] the lotus which gives life to the learned693 
who are [like] a694 pair of scales (mahåtulå) among the three worlds.695 By that act of 
obeisance, with the power (acvan å˙) of destroying (c{h}edana) [the defilments?] 
without remainder, may I eradicate696 further rebirth697. The great minister 
Råjavathana who protects the great realm (praññ) of Vijiya [of] King 

                                                
693 n.b. kavin{å}; paññå hi tui 
694 ika {eka} = ta khu 
695 The Bse glosses tiloka as lË suμ på > “threefold lË”. LË, lit. ‘mankind’, ‘person’, 
etc. is found used in several different ways in premodern texts. First it may refer 
specifically to ‘men’ as opposed to devas, demons, etc. Second, amd most commonly 
it is used to gloss loka and in an extended sense to collectively indicate the inhabitants 
of the threefold manussaloka, devaloka, and brahmaloka. It is also commonly found 
to refer to loka understood as the realms of okåsa, satta, and sa khåra, on which see 
Vism 204; SPA, p. 536.  
696 hantona < han = phyoμ 
697 uppattara 
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Siridhammanarinda, made the request.698 I rely on699 the views (ayË) of the old 
åcariyas, which had as their purpose the welfare of the king and the people of the 
realm. I do obeisance to the Noble Buddha who judged the law700 for men, nats and 
bråhmaˆas, without paying heed to [just] whatever discourse (kathana) or meaning 
(a{t}tha). I do obeisance to the ten laws (tarå˙ che på˙)701 together with the 
dhammapariyatti preached by the Conqueror702 which destroys all that is 
unwholesome (akusala).703 I do obeisance to the Eight Ariya Puggalas704, sons of the 
Conqueror, who display noble (mrat cvå) conduct (akya ),705 whose conduct is pure 
(ca  kre), and who are without impure (ññac ññu) conduct. I shall compile706 an 
abbreviated version of the dhammassad based on707 the profound rules (gambh¥raμ 
nayaμ) preached by the ® ¥ Manu, the true son of the great Brahmå <the four-faced 
diety?>708.   

                                                
698 One of the linguistic difficulties in translating this passage concerns the frequent 
usage of so as either an attributive marker or as a sentence final verb particle 
equivalent to MB saññ. These interchanges have been identified as difficulties in old 
(Pagan-era lithic) Burmese by Ohno and the development of so has been further 
discussed by Yanson. Unfortunately so little has been written about historical Burmese 
syntax and semantics that there is scant research on this (and related) issues in 
premodern literary Burmese, but this is a recurrent feature of the language in later 
manuscripts. Here, while it is it necessary to read so in the phrase råjavathana amaññ 
hi so mahåmattena amat kri saññ as an attributive marker (the great minister named 
Råjavathana), at the end of the same sentence so is used as a sentence final particle: 
to  paμ aμ tha so ([he] requested). Cf. Toru Ohno, “The Structure of Pagan Period 
Burmese”, in Studies in Burmese linguistics, ed., Justin Watkins, Pacific Linguistics, 
Canberra, ANU, 2005, pp. 241-395; and Rudolf Yanson, “Tense in Burmese: a 
diachronic account”, in ibid., pp. 221-240.  
699 nissåya = mhi. We might also read this as referring to the present text of the KNDh 
itself, i.e.: “[this compilation] is based on [...]” 
700 alaμ pi suvinitaμ 
701 Here this refers to the kusala kammapatha; cf. M.-nis.-Bse 89 (Sammådi††hisutta), 
etc. 
702 jinna {jina} = mrat cvå bhurå˙ 
703 The vernacular gloss uses akusala; the Pali is adhammav¥thisaμ; fr. adhammav¥thi, 
a “course contrary to dhamma”.  
704 On the four pairs of individuals comprising the Eight Ariya Puggalas that make up 
the ariyasa gha see Peter Masefield, Divine Revelation in Pali Buddhism, Colombo, 
Sri La kån Institute of Traditional Studies, 1986, ch. 1.  
705 I have not translated the intervening text, which is very corrupt and yields several 
possible resolutions/translations, none of which are satisfactory, as follows: paccatona 
| bhËtutamaμ | maccimapalipat phro  so 
706 racayis{s}aμ  = ci ra  pe lattaμ 
707 nissaya = mhi 
708 This is tentative, the arrangement of the nissaya is a bit confused here.  
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This passage, while reiterating some of the details concerning the compilation of the 

text, contains the requisite homage to the Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. Some 

textualized form of homage to at least the Buddha is required in most premodern 

Burmese texts—and certainly all dhammasatthas. Several elements of interest follow. 

While as in the MSR (and unlike the DhV) a son of Brahmå is invoked as the 

transmitter of the original dhammasattha. Perhaps most interestingly, here and 

nowhere else in the entire KNDh is the name of Mahåsammata found. These are 

important clues, since the presence or absence of these concepts may signify a 

genealogy not directly related to dhammasat texts as found in our corpus of 17th-19th 

century central Burmese manuscripts.709  

The Pali in the KNDh, as evidenced by this passage, is some of the most 

corrupt of any dhammasat manuscript I have come across. In usual cases it is at least 

possible to edit or reconstruct the underlying forms; but this is barely possible here, 

and without the vernacular gloss this passage (as well as many others elsewhere in the 

text) would be largely undecipherable. But what this poor Pali should signify is a 

difficult matter to determine. Clearly it suggests that the immediate context in which 

the text was copied in the mid-19th century did not involve a scribe or lector learned 

in Pali who had any editorial influence over the shape of the text. But whether this 

should mean that earlier versions of the text after which this copy was made were also 

corrupt is another matter that must remain uncertain since we have no other witnesses 

to evaluate. The nissaya style here follows the standard citation-interverbal gloss 

format. Like most of the nissayas the gloss does not translate every word of the Pali 

citation verbatim but selectively reorganizes the text and chooses elements to gloss. 

                                                
709 For further on representations of Brahmå and Mahåsammata in dhammasattha see 
Chapter Six. 
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One of the distinguishing features of this nissaya however is that it is not followed by 

a third stage of an all-vernacular translation, which is common to many other 

dhammasat nissayas (i.e. the citation > interverbal gloss > vernacular adhippåya 

format of the DhV discussed above) to which much of the KNDh is clearly related.  

Following this nidåna the KNDh begins to parallel textual passages in the DhV 

quite closely, although the arrangement of the text is not the same. The immediate 

section [f.ki(v)] describes the benefit (akyui) of the production (pru khra ) of the 

dhammasat text.710 Here again the author is named as Dhammavilåsa who is said to 

“complete in the attributes of virtue” (guˆalakkhaˆa). The gåthås cited to describe the 

characteristics of the treatise are (in their corrupt form)711: “hithahåraññ ca | nipunaμ 

paññåvathana cananaμ | apayatikaμmupåyaμ | kusalopåyamuttamaμ | sakkalokasa | 

sopånaμ | mukkhaμtåramËpårËtaμ | cakkavasaniminnasa | manavacakkavateno |”. 

These text glosses them in the nissaya as: 

 
hitahåraññ | ci pvå˙ khyam så laññ cho  pe tat |  
[The dhammasattha is] capable of bringing about prosperity and wealth. 
 
nipunaμ | sin mve˙ cvå tha | paññå vanecanaμ712 | paññå pvå˙ khra  kui laññ 

phrac ce so 
 [The dhammasattha is] subtle, leading to an increase of wisdom. 
 

 sukhirapåkova | re nha  ro so nui re kui soμ rå˙ sau laññ re kyan r* | nui re 
kui så va  ce tat tha so | rapåmahaμsakanisaro | rhve ha så apo  kui | acui ra so | 
ha så ma  kri sui | påpampupajahaμ | puμññaμkirapånova akusui hË so naññ kui 
cvan r* | kusui hË so nui re kui soμ tat tha so |  

Although one may drink milk mixed with water, only milk enters [the body] 
and the water is discarded. Like King Ha sa who rules over the collected ha sa, [the 

                                                
710 The intervening Pali citation reads: hithahåyaññ ca | nipunaμ paññåvathana 
cananaμ | apayatikaμmupåyaμ | kusalopåyamuttamaμ | sakkalokasa | sopånaμ | 
mukkhaμtåramËpårËtaμ | cakkavasaniminnasa | manavacakkavateno | 
711 Despite the corruptions the size of each påda typically remains 8 syllables in 
lenght.  
712 the Pali section preceding the Pali section, not cited here, reads vathana canaμ; 
presumably from va hana cana? 
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dhammasattha] drinks of the milk that is called wholesome (kusala) and discards the 
rules (naññ˙) that are called unwholesome (akusala). [...] 

 
 apayaμ tikamËpåyaμ | abay lai på˙ kui laññ | lvat mroμ aμ so upa yi 

{upetaμ?} tan myaññ laññ maññ e* |  
[The dhammasattha is] a release from the four hells. 
 
kusala{u}påyaμ | kusuil phrac aμ so | upetaμ laññ maññ e* | 
[The dhammasattha] is the means to that which is good. 
 
sakkalokaså | nat rvå e* | utamaμ | mrat cvå tha so | sopånaμ | co ˙ tan sa 

bhve laññ phrac pe e* | 
[The dhammasattha is] a staircase to the realm of the devas (nat rvå). 
 
mokkhatoramËpårutaμ | nibbån tan khå˙ kui laññ pva  ce tat e* |  
[The dhammasattha] opens the door to nibbåna. 
 
indassa | sikrå˙ nat ma  e* | asaμ | cakkavå | mui kru cak nha  laññ tË e* | 
[The dhammasattha is] like the thunderbolt-weapon of Sakka, king of the 

devas. 
 

 cakkavatinenå | cakkarå ma  e* | manivajotarasa pattamrå lak cvat nha  laññ 
tË 
 [The dhammasattha is] like the ruby ring of the Cakkavatti king. 

 

 The KNDh then cites another very corrupt Pali verse which lists another nine 

qualities of the dhammasattha, which it proceeds to provide with a nissaya gloss. Here 

and elsewhere in the text we can note that there is a great deal of confusion between 

the Pali passage cited and its nissaya gloss. For example the cited påda 

cakkavasaniminnasa is not glossed, rather it is replaced merely with indassa asaμ. 

Perhaps this is due to the fact that the Pali was too corrupt to be genuinely intelligible. 

From the nissaya part of the påda should read something like sakkåsani (“the 

thunderbolt of Sakka”), although we cannot reconsrtuct -minnasa on the basis of the 

gloss. This is perhaps where the scribe gets indassa asaμ  (indassa asani ?, “the 

thunderbolt of Indra”). Despite the unintelligibility of the Pali, however, the scribe 

accurately transcribes the Burmese vernacular meaning. Moreover, note that within 
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the nissaya portion we find Pali gåthås that are glossed in the discussion of King 

Ha sa but which did not form part of the Pali citation beginning the nissaya!   

If we compare this to the parallel section in the DhV we find that while there 

are many similarities, they are far from mere copies of each other. In the KNDh the 

qualities of the dhammasattha are described almost immediately at the beginning of 

the text, whereas in the DhV they fall right before the enumeration of the eighteen 

legal titles, towards the end of the first quarter of the treatise. The similarities in the 

gåthå that begins the parallel section in the DhV correspond to only the middle gåthås 

cited above: 

 
apåyåtikkam Ëpåyaμ | uttamakusalena ca | loke sakkassa sopåˆaμ | mokkhadvåram 
upågataμ713 

 

The version in the DhV does not contain the additional pådas hithahåyaññ ca [|] 

nipunaμ {|} paññåvathana cananaμ714 and cakkavasaniminnasa | 

manavacakkavateno715, and this text, or its vernacular translation, cannot be found 

anywhere in the DhV. Furthermore, following the nissaya gloss on this section in the 

DhV the remaining qualities of the dhammasattha are listed in Burmese prose. There 

is no additional set of Pali gåthås cited.716 

                                                
713 DhV, UBhS 163-582 f.kau(v); also DhVD, pp. 112-3. 
714 {hitahåraμ ca nipuˆaμ | paññåva hana ca{na}naμ |}? 
715 {sakkåsani ?? | maˆijota iva rasa |} 
716 The entire vernacular portion of teh DhV reads: “The noble (uttama, mrat cvå) 
dhammasattha text (pakaraˆaμ) concerns such things as going beyond the four realms 
of punishment (apåya). It deals with matters of action conducive to the good (kusala, 
kusuil ko ˙ mhu) in the realm (loka) of men. It is like a staircase to the realm of the 
gods (nat rvå, devaloka) and the staircase approaching (upagata) the door to release 
(mokkhadvåra, nibbån taμ khå˙). Such are the qualities (guˆa) of the dhammasattha. 
But besides these there are other qualities. The dhammasattha is like (1) Sakka’s 
thunderbolt; (2) the maˆijota ruby of the Cakkavatti king; (3) the weapon of the king 
and ministers who protect the realm of the king (prañ); (4) the ruler of a carpenter; (5) 
the manual of the medicine-man; (6) a lamp that dispels the darkness; (7) an eye that 
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This passage is illustrative in that as far as I am aware DhV-related texts are 

the only textual tradition to enumerate these characteristics of the dhammasattha. That 

they are found also in the KNDh aruges for a close relationship between the two texts. 

Yet it is interesting that only in the KNDh is this list also found in Pali. The KNDh 

goes on to discuss a number of other subjects found also in the DhV, such as the 

“Eight Dangers” and “Ten Punishments” and the “Four agati or Bad Courses”.717 

Again, some of this material is common to several dhammasattha traditions, but some 

of it, like this precise notion of the “Eight Dangers” is found only in DhV related 

texts.718 Yet some of this material is not included in the DhV but is found in other 

dhammasatthas, such as the explicit discussion of the four vaˆˆas719, “the three types 

of bribes”,720 the “ten places where punishment may be administered”,721 and the “two 

                                                                                                                                       
can discern whether an appearance (saˆ†håna) is good (koˆ˙) or not; (8) an ear that 
can discern whether a sound is good or not; (9) the rays of the moon that at night 
illuminate the four islands; (10) the rays of the sun that during the day illuminate the 
four islands.” 
717 f.kh¥(v). Interestingly, in the KNDh these are referred to as the su to tarå˙ lai på˙, 
the “Fourfold law regarding Good People” 
718 For a discussion of the “Eight Dangers” ans their relation to Pali nikåya texts see 
DhVD, pp. 79-80. In DhV relatd texts these include: earth, crocodiles, ogres (yakkha), 
boat-travel (nåvå), lightning (asani), tigers (byaggha), beeding to death, and madness. 
Other dhammasatthas discuss Eight Dangers but enumarate them differently. Cf. 
KNDh f.kå˙(v). Similar lists of Eight Dangers or Calamities are found elsewhere in 
Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan texts—as far as I am aware an enumerated list is not 
found in Pali literature. Compare the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya on “Eight Calamities” 
(Bapat and Hirakawa, p. li, p. 455) as well as formulations of the a †amahåbhåya in 
Stephen Beyer, The Cult of Tårå: Magic and Ritual in Tibet, Berkeley, 1978, pp. 229 
ff. 
719 f.khu(r). 
720 f.khaμ(r). 
721 f.khaμ(r). The text only enumerates several, stating: “the fingers, the belly, the 
legs, the eyes, the nose, the ears, etc. are the ten places”. Compare the discussion of 
the “oath of the ten punishments” in Chapter Seven. 
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types of buying and selling”.722 Interestingly, as opposed to the twenty-five types of 

theft listed in the DhV the KNDh mentions only “the five types of theft”.723  

 All of this points to the rather eclectic, bricolage-type makeup of the KNDh, 

and in the absence of further manuscript versions of the text it is difficult to say what 

is going on here. Perhaps it was a sort of digest, compiled on the basis of a number of 

different dhammasattha texts, but the compiler decided for whatever reason to present 

it as a single recension written by Dhammavilåsa? The overall arrangment of the 

KNDh supports this somewhat. Despite the fact that in the nidåna cited above the text 

is characterized as comprising “twelve volumes” the surviving manuscript is divided 

into only two volumes. On folio ge(v) the second and final “book” of the KNDh 

begins after an overview of the various lists of legal theory cited above. Curiously the 

text is not prefaced with a summary of the eighteen legal titles, although the initial 

section on “the old law relating to debt” (rhe u cvå mre tarå˙) is clearly nearly 

identical with the account in the DhV. Compare the first several lines of this section in 

the KNDh: 

 
mre tarå˙ kå˙ | mre arha  kå˙ å nai aμ | mre jå˙ så˙ kå˙ | å˙ hi aμ | ma  lhya  ko  
cvå ci cac r* | anui  sat ce rå e* | mre arha  laññ | chat pri lyak prak r* ma chat sË 
hË chui bhi aμ. | mre å˙ nai hË kå˙ | sË ta kå tui moμ | saccå mË ce | ve ta che phrac 
mË | sË ko  so lhe kå˙ u nhac saccå mË ce | ve nac che mroμ mË kå˙ | athipati hi so 
sac pa  nat nac saccå mË ce | ve lai che roμ mË kå˙ | bhurå˙ rhe nac saccå mË ce | 

ve å˙ che mroμ mË kå˙ | sË ta kå tui rui se cvå thit mhat so bhurå  rhe nac saccå 
mË ce |724  
 
As for the law of debt if the owner of the debt (the creditor) is weak (lit. “has little 
strength”) and the eater of the debt (the debtor) is strong, let the sovereign (ma ) 
investigate well and decide who is weaker. If after the debtor has repaid the debt the 
creditor claims ‘I have not been repaid’, and if the amount lent was not too high, let 
the creditor prostrate himself and make an oath to that effect before an assembly. If the 

                                                
722 f.khå˙(r)-(v). 
723 f.gå(r): 
724 NL ka ˙ 143 f.gai(r) 
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amount is ten ve725 let him make an oath at the top of the steps belonging to a Good 
Person (sË ko ). If the amount is twenty ve let him make an oath at the foot of the 
steps. If thirty then let him make an oath before a tree nat who is the lord [adhipati, 
i.e. of the tree]. If forty let him make an oath before a Buddha [image]. If fifty let him 
make an oath before a Buddha [image] which is held in awe and respected by many 
people. 
 
The parallel section from the DhV: 
mr¥ arha  kå˙ å˙ naññ˙ e* | mr¥ cå˙ å˙ rhi aμ. | praññ rvå suiv aup chui˙ aμ so re 
mre sakha  ma  lhya  ko ˙ cvå c¥ cac r* | å˙ naññ˙ so uccå rha  kuiv ra pa ce ap e* 
| mr¥ arha  kå˙ å˙ rhi saññ phrac tuμ aμ. | mraññ cå˙ saññ å˙ naññ r* ma ra tat 
nui  mhu kå˙ pr¥ arha  saññ mr¥ cå˙ kui ko  ao  chumma r* mi mi uccå kui khye 
pran tuμ r* kuμ ca lay svay pran ce r* ra la . so amrat kui ta khyui. ta khyui. chap ce 
| mr¥ cå˙ kui mr¥ mha ka  r* pui  på ce ap e* | mr¥ cå˙ cap pr¥˙ lyak kui ma cap hË r* 
mr¥ arha  phyak r* chui bhi mhu kå˙ khye pr¥ so mr¥˙ taññ naññ˙ mhu kå˙ amyå˙ ta 
kå mhok vay mr¥ arha  saccå pru ce | khye so mr¥ taññ ta chay phrac mhu kå˙ mr¥ 
arha  sau lhe khå˙ Ë n* ne r* saccå mË ce | khye so mr¥ nhac chay rhi mhu kå˙ | mr¥ 
arha  kui lhe khå˙ ra  n* ne ce r* saccå mË ce | khye so mr¥ taññ suμ chay phrac 
mhu athika nat rhi so sac pa  ra  n* saccå mË ce | khye so mr¥˙ taññ 40i | 50i phrac 
mhu kå˙ amyå˙ ta kå | thit mat so bhurå˙ kui cho . so nat tui. kui tui  r* churå˙ mrat 
cvå khre tau ra  n* saccå mË ce |726 
 
As for [the law of debt] when the owner of the debt is weak and the eater of the debt is 
strong, let the sovereign who is the lord of the water and earth, who administers the 
realm, investigate well and decide whether the creditor is weak and the debtor strong. 
If the creditor is weak and has admonished the debtor saying ‘repay the property I 
lent’, the debtor should sell some goods (kuμ ca lay svay) and repay with the profit 
(amrat) until he is without debt. If, after the debtor has repaid, the creditor claims ‘I 
have not been repaid’ and if the amount lent was not too high, let the creditor make 
prostrate himself and make an oath to that effect in front of an assembly. If debt is is 
ten727, let the creditor stand at top of the steps to the house of a Good Person (sË ko ) 
and take an oath. If it is twenty let him stand at the bottom of the steps and make an 
oath. If it is thirty let him stand at the base of an tree containing an adhika nat and 
make an oath. If 40 or 50 let him make the oath at the feet of a Buddha [image] calling 
as his witness the nats who are protectors of the Buddha [image]. 

 

                                                
725 Literally “silver”. This is a rather imprecise measure, since various grades and 
weights of silver were used as specie in premodern Burma. Presumably what is 
intended here by ve is the weight unit of kyap (kyat).  
726 UBhS 163-582, f.khå(r)-(v); NL 1386 f.kaμ(r). 
727 Here again, the exact form of specie is not mentioned, presumably the kyat weight 
is intended. 
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These two passages are nearly identical both in their legal content and vocabulary, 

although spellings vary due to phonological dissimilarities of the different dialects 

(e.g. KNDh mre “debt” for DhV mr¥˙, etc.). Other dhammasatthas discuss debt law in 

terms of the relative “strength” of the creditor and debtor, but these precise remedies, 

and particularly the provision that a creditor must take the above-mentioned oaths to 

prove the truth of his accusation are found exclusively in DhV-related materials. It 

seems incontrovertible that these different texts are drawing on the same materials. 

Unfortunately the similarities do not last for long, as directly following the passage 

translated here there is the citation of a Pali verse that is not found in the DhV. In the 

DhV, following the passage cited above the text has nothing more to say about the role 

of oaths in disputes over debt.  

Interestingly, a little further on in the discussion of the law of debt then cites 

the gåthås describing the eighteen titles of law, in a highly corrupt passage.728 Here the 

text enumerates nineteen rather than eighteen titles: 1. debt, 2. deposit, 3. sale without 

ownership, 4. reclamation of gifts, 5. distribution of wages (kve ve, i.e. the 

“carpenter’s share”), 6. hiring of laborers, 7. oath-braking, 8. cowherd, 9. buying and 

selling, 10. demarcation of boundaries, 11. accusation, 12. assault, 13. theft, 14. 

murder, 15. gambling, 16. wife-theft (adultery), 17. duties of husband and wife, 18. 

slavery, 19. inheritance.729 The actual order of the legal titles as they are discussed in 

the manuscript is somewhat different, however, as can be seen from the following 

table: 

                                                
728 Compare the earlier citations of the eighteen titles from the MRD and DhV with 
the following parallel in the KNDh: inato nåsago ceva | paratappa | vikopato | 
pacchåparanakohåsaμsåvaμgitaci | bhattikå | saccaviparito ceva | bahugathaμ | 
vijårayekobålaμ | vigiˆˆaμ kamvaμ usimå bhakkhåto ceva | måtåto | 
mosakepicakhåpakoparavårako | jåyohinaμ | jariyådasatåyacca | kilaμnå | canaμ ti | 
thavitåke | kunavisaμ | bhavati | måbhesu atokasa e | kaμ | attanaμ | attavinicchaye | 
puddho | e | kaμ | to |  
729 f.gau(v). 
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Contents of the KNDh 
Part One: Nidåna, legal-theoretical material (Eight Dangers, Four agati, etc.), 

ff.ka-gË(r) 
Part Two: 
1. Debt ff.gai(r)-gau(r) 
2. Deposit gau(r)- i(v) 
3. Sale without ownership i(v)- e(v) 
4. Gifts e(v)- au(v) 
5. Hiring of laborers (Comprises “Carpenter’s share”, and “Hiring of laborers”, 

in DhV) au(r)-cå(r) 
6. Oath-breaking cå(r)-ci(r) 
7.  Cowherd ci(r)-cu(r) 
8. Buying and selling cu(r)-co(r) 
9. Demarcation of boundaries co(r)-cå˙(r) 
10. Accusation cå˙(r)-ch¥(v) 
11. Assault ch¥(r)-chau(v) 
12. Verbal abuse (che˙ re˙) chau(v)-ji(r)* 
13. Theft ji(r)-jau(r) 
14. Murder jau(r)-jhå(r) 
15. Adultery jhå(r)-ññå(r) 
16. Duties of husband and wife ññå(r)-ññau(v) 
17. Slavery ññau(v)-†å(v) nopali gatha 
18. Inheritance †å(v)-†hau(v) 
19. Gambling †hau(v)-(r)~END 

 

This list of contents, while similar to that of the DhV is not identical. In most cases 

where the sections overlap, we find a similar Pali gåthå beginning the section. In 

certain instances the DhV contains Pali text that is not found in the KNDh, such as at 

the very beginning of the section on slavery, which comprises a vernacular discussion 

in the KNDh. We should note that the two sections dealing with the “carpenter’s 

share” and the “hiring of laborers” in the DhV are compressed into one in the KNDh, 

even though they are enumerated separately in the passage describing the 18 (here 19) 

titles. Similarly the KNDh mades a distinction between assault and verbal abuse, 

whereas in the DhV these two are not treated in independent sections. Finally, we 

should note that unlike any of our central Burmese mss of the DhV, the KNDh 
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contains a section—although it is barely one side of a folio in length—discussing the 

law of gambling.  

 The KNDh is a peculiar dhammasattha. It is clearly related to the DhV, though 

the convergences and divergences weave in and out throughout the text. If either of 

these texts represent outgrowths of a single textual tradition, the common ancestor 

must have been remote indeed. As mentioned earlier, there is yet another 

dhammasattha attributed to Arakan, which displays Southwestern dialect features 

similar to those in the KNDh. The Manu kyak rui˙ dhammasat (MKR) is also closely 

related to the DhV tradition, and claims to have been authored by Dhammavilåsa.730 

Although in the case of the MKR the similarities with the surviving central Burmese 

manuscripts are extensive. Despite “Arakanisms” in the language of the text if follows 

the content and arrangement of the central Burmese DhV almost exactly, except for 

the fact that like the KNDh, the MKR also ends with a brief section discussing the law 

of gambling. Also, the nidåna of the text is similar to neither the DhV nor the KNDh 

(it styles Mahåsammata as a bodhisatta, among other things) and does not contain a 

discussion of the same lists of legal principles. Unfortunately it does not contain any 

additional information about authorship.  

 Here I do not intend to present a full account of the relationships among these 

various texts. The point has been to illustrate the diversity of a single dhammasattha 

tradition, and to show how two texts with the same author and presumed origin are in 

fact quite different. This may very well be a result of different regional traditions of 

individual texts. Much more work is needed on Arakanese dhammasattha manuscripts 

to further address these questions raised by the comparison of the KNDh and the DhV. 

It is plausible that research in Arakanese manuscript libraries may reveal variant 

                                                
730 NL 1703. Copied s.1124/1762 C.E. The attribution to Dhammavilåsa is found on 
f.kaμ(r). 
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versions of other central Burmese dhammasatthas, and shed light on their textual 

histories.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

MANUSÓRA: WRITTEN LAW IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY BURMA 

 

 This chapter examines in detail the formal features and organization of the 

earliest securely-dated dhammasattha text compiled in Burma, the Manusåra rhve 

myaññ˙ dhammasat (MSR), written in 1651 C.E. Manuscripts of the MSR comprise 

two texts, the Pali Manusåra-dhammasattha-på†ha (MSRP) and the bilingual nissaya 

Manusåra rhve myaññ˙ nissaya (MSRnis), which, as I argue below, were probably 

redacted more or less simultaneously and by the same hands. The MSR is a 

particularly interesting case because it is one of only two examples of dhammasattha 

traditions in which we have both a surviving Pali and nissaya version,731 and these are 

the only surviving dhammasattha treatises written entirely in Pali known from Burma 

or Southeast Asia.732 Thus the analysis of the different components of the MSR 

tradition, and a comparison of the Pali and nissaya “versions” of the text, provide rare 

insight into the function and interplay of Pali and vernacular languages in the writing 

of law.  

 This chapter begins with a brief résumé of twenty-one surviving manuscripts 

of the MSR tradition. It then proceeds to discuss the contents and organization of both 

the Pali and nissaya versions of the text and examine their interrelationship. Although 

the nissaya is clearly based on and structured around the MSRP, close parallels are 

found only in certain sections of the text. In other sections there is a very large amount 

of material added to the MSRnis which is foreign to the MSRP. Here the nissaya 

                                                
731 The other is the VDhM, an 18th century text based on the MSR (on which see 
below). 
732 The DBBL list of thirty-six dhammasats states that a number of the texts it 
incorporates into the digest are written in Pali. This is incorrect. In all cases except for 
the Manusåra (and “Shin Tezawthara-shwemyin”, on which see below) surviving 
manuscript versions of these texts are in nissaya.  
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compiler bracketed the MSRP entirely to expand his text with folio after folio of 

vernacular content. This suggests that the nissaya was not compiled as merely an 

interlinear or interphrasal gloss, let alone a “translation”, of the Pali text, but that the 

nissaya compiler regarded the MSRP as a text that required a significant amount of 

supplementation. The extent of the divergences between the MSRnis and the MSRP is 

unique among dhammasattha treatises, and reveal important clues about the genealogy 

of the text. This also suggests how Pali dhammasattha was regarded as subject to 

embellishment; a Pali legal text was not treated as though it had unimpeachable 

authority that could not be supplemented by vernacular content.  

In the final part of the chapter, I investigate questions of the authorship of the 

MSR, as well as its relationship to earlier and later dhammasatthas such as the legal 

text attributed to the founder-king of Pagan, PyË-ma ˙-th¥˙, and the influential 

compositions of the 18th century legist Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha . The MSR should 

be regarded as a transitional dhammasattha. It is a legal text that marks the end of an 

era of obscurity in the history of written law in Burma. This is an era to which a 

number of the texts mentioned in the Navadhammasattha compilation, Sundara’s Atui 

Kok, or in the circa 1681 book-lists, including the DhV, may have belonged. But these 

are all materials which are impossible to date with any accuracy; and it is far from 

certain that the surviving manuscripts of those potentially early dhammasatthas bear 

any close resemblance to their earlier recensions, as the discussion of the DhV in the 

previous chapter illustrated. The MSR stands at the beginning of a period of Burmese 

legal history where we are on firmer ground, and can begin to speak about compilers 

and their larger contexts of education, patronage, and literary culture.  

Given the significance of the MSR I present the complete text of the MSRP 

gåthås in transcription as Appendix I. I note that this is not a critical edition of the Pali 

text—the preparation of which has been postponed pending the discovery of additional 
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manuscripts—but an unreconstructed transcription based largely on one, albeit in 

many instances the “best”, manuscript witness. I will refer to this transcription in the 

discussion below. I have also transcribed the lengthy a††huppatti section from the first 

book of the MSRnis in Appendix II. These materials will be addressed below and in 

more detail in Part Three.  

 

I. Résumé of Manuscripts 

MSRa=MORA95  

Copied s.1131-3/1769-71. Pali-Burmese nissaya. ka-khË(r), non-sequential foliation; 

probably copied by multiple scribes. The folios in the current manuscript bundle are 

not in the correct order. Complete, 10 books; 1st book contains nissaya (i.e., no MSRP 

på†ha text). Extensive marginal notes throughout. Fair copy. Close to MSRh in 

arrangement, though with minor exceptions. Mentions earlier recensions of PyË Ma ˙ 

Th¥˙ and Buddhaghosa in Book 1. Authorial colophons attribute the recension to Kui  

Cå Manuråja and To  bh¥ la Sayadaw. Does not contain Book 5 colophon. Bundled 

with Vinicchayapakåsaˆ¥-dhammasat (copied s.1238/1876). 

 

Notes: 

The text is referred to as the Dhammasat kyau rhve maññ˙ or simply Dhammasat kyau 

in the scribal colophons. The various books were copied at different times over a two 

year period, probably, judging from the handwriting, by different scribes.  

 

Book 1: ka-khå(v), copied s.1131/1769 

Begins sujanåsajjanåsevaμ | narånaråbhivu hittaμ [...]. Ends kui gåmassa 

malindena | paˆ itena sukhebhinå | narådhipËphanissåya lokånamattasådhakaμ | 

sattehicåcaritehi | sodhitaμ dhammasatthakaμ | pa†hama pui ˙ pr¥˙ praññ. chuμ e* | 
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1131 pyåsui la praññ kyau 9 rak ne pr¥ saññ | mo  sË lak re˙ ~ “The dhammasattha 

purified by the paˆ ita, the tax-lord (phalinda) of Kui  Village, desirous of happiness, 

in light of the treatises and teachers, accomplishes the profit (attha) of the worlds and 

kings. The first book is completed this 9th day after the full moon of Pyåsui, 1131”. 

Copied by Mo  SË. See below for a discussion of the authorial colophon. 

 

Book 2: kha(v)-gu(r). Ends ~ “The second book of the Dhammasat rhve maññ was 

successfully copied following the second bell, early afternoon (mvan yim˙) on 

Thursday, the 6th day following the full-moon of TankhË, 1131 [1770]”. 

 

Book 3: gË(v)-gho(v). Ends [...] amve tarå˙ 7 bå˙ pr¥˙ pr¥ | anta¬årapuññena | 

mahantaråja [gho(v)] s¥rinå | sobhanto yo hitaμ neti nånånagaravåsinaμ | åyåjitaμ 

garuμ tena to{ } bh¥ la †hånavåsitaμ ti saμ katvå | {a}kkhadassenasaveha 

manuråjanå sodhitaμ dhammasatthåyaμmayå kui gåmabhoginå | tatiya pui ˙ pr¥ pr¥ 

| sakraj 1133 khu ka chun lchan 11 rak 4 ne. naμ nak ta khyak t¥ kyau akhyin tva  

dhammasat kyau rhve maññ˙ tatiya pui  kui re kË r* pr¥ ao  mra  sh” 

Slightly corrupt form of Book 3 colophon that mentions the To  Bh¥ La Sayadaw. See 

below for a discussion of the this text. The copyists colophon follows: “The third book 

of the Dhammasat kyau rhve maññ˙ was successfully copied following the 1st 

morning bell, Wednesday, the 11th day of waxing Kachun, 1133 [1771]”. 

 

Book 4: khau(v)-ghu(r). Colophon: “The dhammasat rhve maññ was successfully 

copied following the 2nd bell, Sunday, 6th day of waxing Nayun, 1133 [1771]”.  

 

Book 5: cË(v)-cho(r) (foliation written in pencil; not original foliation). Begins amhu 

saññ e* charå tarå sË kr¥ 4 på kui chui lui r* ¥ gåthå tak aμ saññ ~ “I put forth this 
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gåthå describing the four types of judges who are teachers (åcariya) of the litigants”. 

Ends anho  cå phvai. nha  ta kva so uccå kye kyvan kui ma vay ap so tarå˙ | 

Dhammasat kyau pa cama pui  | sakraj 1133 khu vå chui la praññ kyau ra rak 4 ne. 

naμ nak ta khyak t¥ kyau tva  dhammasat rhve maññ˙ pañcama pui  kui re kË r* pr¥ 

ao  mra  saññ | ~ “[Thus ends the] Fifth Book of the Dhammasat Kyau. Following 

the 1st morning bell on Thursday, the 7th day after the full moon of Våchui, 1133 

[1771], the fifth book of the Dhammasat Rhve Maññ˙ was successfully copied”.  

 

Book 6: ka(v)-khå(r). Copied 1133/1771. Title as given in colophon: Dhammasat kyau 

rhve myaññ. 

Book 7: ka(v)-kå˙(r). Copied 1133/1771. Title: Dhammasat kyau rhve mraññ. 

Book 8: ka(v)-kaμ(r). Copied 1133/1771. Title: Dhammasat kyau rhve maññ. 

Book 9: ka(v)-kå˙(r). Copied 1133/1771? Title: Dhammasat rhve. 

Book 10: ka(v)-khË(r) Copied 1133/1771. Title: Dhammasat kyau rhve maññ. 

 

MSRb=MORA9421 

Copied s.1146/1784. Pali and Pali-Burmese nissaya. ka(v)-nË(r), sequential foliation, 

occasionally inconsistent; probably copied by a single scribe. 1 Pali + 10 nissaya 

books. 1st book contains Pali på†ha text, MSRP. Generally a fair copy; good 

handwriting. Clearly states authorship by To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja only in Pali Book, 

but mentions earlier recensions of PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ and Buddhaghosa in the Pali Book 

and Book 1.  
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Notes: 

Pali book begins sujjanåsajanåsevaμ and ends palantapakåraμpare. Contents are 

referred to as the dhammasat vaˆˆa (Pali: vaˆˆanå, “exposition”) in the Burmese 

colophon. On f. k¥(r) gives gåthås:  

kui gåmassa phalindena | paˆ itena sukhes¥nå | narådhi 

narådhipupanissåya lokånamattasåjhakaμ | sakketicåcaritehi sodhitaμ 

dhammasatthakaμ (on which see below). 

MSRbP does not mark transitions between Pali books.  

 

Nissaya Book 1: Ends on gi(v). Title as given: Manusåra amañ rhi so dhammasat 

kyam˙ ~ “The dhammasat with the name Manusåra”. Copying finished on the 13th 

day of waxing Nayuμ, 1146 [1784] . 

Book 2. Very brief scribal colophon that includes neither the title or date. 

Book 3. Ends on å˙(r)., Title: Rhve myañ dhammasat. Copying finished the 5th day 

following the full-moon of Nayuμ, 1146. 

Book 4. Ends on chu(r)., Title: Rhve myaññ dhammasat. Copying finished on the 15th 

day following the full-moon of Nayuμ, 1146.733 

Book 5. Colophon [jo(v)]: ¥ sui. lhya  dhammasat kyau paññcama pui  n* c¥ ca  ap 

[jau(r)] so adhippåya taññ pr¥ñ praññ. chuμ e* | terabhådh¥tavasamhi 

satarajjasahassakejantanahinatasukhettaμ dhammaråjanaråjitaμ 

amitaguˆasampannaμ garuμ katvåpamånataμ | maharåjanena tohitaμ | tena 

maññena sappesaμpajånaμ vukhkhikam pi ca amhåkaμ råjino cåpi pavattitaμ 

icchitatun taμ ni††hitaμ [...] Title: Dhammasat rhve myaññ. Copying finished 

Tuesday, the 9th day following the full-moon of Tau sa la . 

                                                
733 I.e. Nayuμ la kvay or the day of the “hidden moon”, the final day of the month of 
Nayuμ. 
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Book 6. ññi(r), Title: Dhammasat rhve myaññ. Copying finished the 13th day 

following the full-moon of Tau sa la . 

Book 7. †Ë(r), Title: Rhve Myañ. Copying finished Wednesday, the 2nd waxing of Sa 

ta  kvyat, Wednesday. 

Book 8. †hai(r), Title: Dhammasat rhve myaññ. Copying finished the 4th waxing of Sa 

ta  kvyat. 

Book 9. aμ(r), Title: Rhve Myañ. Copying finished the 9th waxing of Sa ta  kvyat. 

Book 10. Titile: Rhve myañ chai tvai dhammasat kyam; Rhve myaññ dhammasat. 

Copying finished on the 5th day of waxing Ta cho  muμ. 

 

MSRc=UCL5440 

Copied s.1230/1868. Pali-Burmese nissaya. ka(v)- ha(r). Sequential foliation; 

probably copied by a single scribe. Book titles are written in upper right hand margin 

of verso folios. 10 nissaya books of MSRnis; no Pali på†ha text. Generally a Good 

copy; good handwriting. Complete. Mentions PyË Ma  Th¥˙ and Buddhaghosa 

recensions in Book 1. Following the final gåthås below, all books contain a brief 

scribal colophon giving only the copy date. Bound with the Abhidhammavatthu 

(nissaya commentaries on the 7 books of the abhidhamma, Burmese titles—Vol 1: 

Abhidhammasa gaˆi-abhidhammå-vatthu, Vol 2: Vibha  kyam˙, Vol 3: Dhåtukathå, 

Vol 4: Puggalapaññåt,  Vol 5: Kathåvatthu Vol 6: Yamuik, Vol 7: Pa††hån) copied 

s.1230 [1868], perhaps by the same scribe, but handwriting is in places inconsistent. 
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Notes: 

Book 1. ka(v)-kå˙(r) (prior to kaμ)734. Book 1 ends on ln.7 of kå˙Ë(r) without the 

narrowing of writing between the manuscript holes as is common with the ending of 

the rest of the books of the text. Book 1 ends on the same folio as Book 2 begins. 

Colophon gives guiˆgåmassaphalindena paˆ itena sakhesinå naråvipuphanissåya 

lokanamattasådhakaμ sattetitacariyehi sodhitaμ dhammasatthakaμ, which it leaves 

unglossed.  

 

Book 2. kå˙Ë(r)-g¥(r). Contains “table of contents” giving folios for laws indexed on 

the initial folios of the book, although foliation does not correspond to the actual 

leaves! See below for a discussion of such tables. Title given is Dhammasat rhve 

myaññ˙. 

 

Book 3. gu(v)-gho(r). Begins suμ khu mroμ [...] sumpå˙ so {tan˙ chui} tarå˙ kui chui 

lui so tarå˙ | ghu | agati le på˙ [...] ~ “The third [book ...] the threefold law [of 

bribery]. | [folio] ghu | the fourfold agati [...]”. Ends amve trå˙ khu nhac på˙ kui sh 

tva  apr¥ sat saññ ~ “The sevenfold law of inheritance is concluded”. Contains table 

of contents but this does not correspond to actual foliation. Title given is Dhammasat 

rhve myaññ. 

 

Book 4. ghau(v)-cË(r). Begins le khu mrog [...] kaññå le på˙ tarå˙ [...] ~ “The fourth 

[book...] the four types of maiden”. Ends [...] mrui kui lañ r* lhvat rå e* | ma rui ma 

se kya  so tarå˙ [...] ~ “[...] turned towards the village and released. The law 

regarding slaves who do not show respect [to monks, brahmins and parents...]”. Title 

                                                
734 This order of these folios is reversed. The rest of the mss follows the typical pattern 
of foliation ka, kå, ki, k¥, ku, kË, ke, kai, ko, kau, kaμ, kå˙, kha, khå, khi, and so on. 
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given is Dhammasat rhve myaññ. Contains table of contents but this does not 

correspond to foliation.   

 

Book 5. ce(v)-chau(r). Begins å˙ khu mroμ [...] amhu saññ chrå tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ le på˙ 

[...] ~ “The fifth [book...] The five types of judge who are masters of the litigants 

[...]”. Contains table of contents, although this does not correspond to foliation. Ends 

anho  aphvai nha . ta kva kye˙ kyvan uccå kui ma vay ap so tarå˙ ~ “The law stating 

that it is unlawful to sell property, slaves, or money that has been bonded [is 

finished]”. Then the authorial colophon: teråsådhikavassamhi sakaraje sahassake | 

jantunamhitasukhattaμ | dhammaråjenayåjitaμ | amitaguˆasampannaμ | guruμ 

katvå pa†hanakaμ.  

 

Book 6. chaμ(v)-jå˙(r). Begins khrok khu mrok [...] khui khra  lakkhaˆa å˙ på˙ [...] 

~ “The sixth [book...] The five types of theft [...]”. Table of contents does not include 

folios.  Ends ¥ saññ aprå˙ tarå˙ | mi lo  aprå˙ tarå˙ ~ “The law regarding this 

subject, the law regarding arson [is finished]”.  

 

Book 7. jha(v)-ññå(r). Begins khu nhac khu mrok [...] kyin mi r* aprac ma rhi so 

tarå˙ [...] ~ “The seventh [book...] The law regarding the {four types of} curse that 

will not produce a bad consequence [...]”. Contains table of contents which does not 

correspond to foliation. Ends sa  sh tui  khaμ luig rå 6 trå ~ “The law regarding the 

inheritance of separate (sa  saññ, MB sa ˙ s¥˙) property”.  

 

Book 8. ññi(r)-†å(r). Begins rhac khu mrok [...] kyvaμ vay rå so lakkhaˆå sumpå˙ 

tarå˙ ~ “The eighth [book...] The law regarding the three modes of selling slaves”. 

Contains table of contents that does not correspond to foliation. Ends dhammasat 
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kyam˙ e* anak adhippåy kuiv lhya  ma prat mhat ap e* hË lui sa tañ ~ “It is said: ‘do 

not lose sight of the meaning of the dhammasat but take heed and listen!’” Folio †å 

was thought lost until found elsewhere in the bundle in between folios kå˙ and kha of 

Dhammasa gaˆi.  

 

Book 9. †i(r)-†hi(r). Begins kui khu mrok [...] ruik khat khya  tarå˙ [...] ~ “The ninth 

[book...] The law of assault [...]”. Table of contents does not include folios. Ends lo  

tam kra so tarå˙ pr¥ pr¥ ~ “The law of gambling is finished”. 

 

Book 10. †hË(v)- ha(r). Begins chay khu mrok [...] nhac la chuμ phrat r* ro  so 

kyvan kui rve so tarå˙ ~ “The tenth [book...] The law repurchase of a slave after a 

certain amount of time after s/he has been sold”. Contains table of contents without 

foliation. Ends iti ubhåsakånaμ | ¥ sui so akhvan kui kare˙ pru rå e* | 

dhammasattapakaraˆaμ ni††hitaμ ~ “Such a tax should be paid. The text of the 

dhammasattha is finished”.  

 

MSRd(-la kå)=UCL63446 

Copied s.1227/1865. ka(v)-ko(r). Good copy. This is not a version of the MSR but 

rather the first book of a MSR-la kå, a retelling of the first book of the MSR in mixed 

vernacular verse. I mention it here because it discusses the PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ and 

Buddhaghosa recensions on folio kå(v). It also mentions the Mon recension.  

 

MSRe=UCL9183 

No copy date. Nothing particularly archaic about the format, handwriting or 

orthography. Pali-Burmese nissaya; ka-ññ¥(r), sequential foliation, some folios 

missing. Not complete but final folio corresponds to the middle of Book Ten in MSRh 
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and similar manuscripts. Almost certainly copied by a single scribe. Not divided into 

books. Fair handwriting. Extensive marginalia providing subject of the text on the 

folio.735 Mentions earlier recensions of PyË Co Th¥˙736 and Buddhaghosa on ff. kå(r)-

(v). States that the text was translated or glossed (from Pali, presumably) into 

Råmaññadesabhåså (Mon) by a certain Raˆˆavaμsa. The text does not mention Kui  

Cå Manuråja or To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw. However, the folios ko and kau which should 

contain the reference to Kui  Cå (corresponding to the final folios of Book 1 and the 

first folio of Book 2 in other manuscripts) are missing. On folio ku(r) Brahmadeva’s 

son, who is ultimately responsible for collecting the dhammasat, is called Manosåra 

not Manusåra. Below we will discuss questions of variation in this manuscript in more 

detail, for present purposes what is important to note here is that MSRe is not entirely 

consistent with other versions of the MSR in terms of the arrangement of the text. It 

may be reasonable to assume that this is a different recension of the text, perhaps 

based on that of Buddhaghosa?  

 

MSRf=UCL11460 

No copy date. ka-kaμ(r). Good copy. Contains only the first book of the MSR-nis 

Virtually identical to MSRh-nis  

 

MSRg=UCL11941 

No copy date. ka-khu(r). Good copy. Contains only the ninth book of the MSR-nis 

Virtually identical to MSRh-nis  

                                                
735 Some of which inaccurately represents the contents. E.g. on f. ku(v) the marginal 
notes read that the body of text describes “the marriage of Manu-® i with the 
Gandhabba-kinnarå”. While it is true that the text mentions the marriage, nowhere 
does it call Brahmadeva “Manu”.  
736 N.b. the spelling here which is different from other MSR mss.  
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MSRh=BL Add 12241 

s. 1135/1773. ka-thå(r). Good copy. Contains complete versions of both MSRP and 

MSRnis. Mentions earlier recensions of PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ and Buddhaghosa in MSRP 

and Book 1 of MSRnis. Written by Kui  Cå Manuråja and To bh¥la Sayadaw.  

 

Notes: 

The manuscript seems to have been the only MSR version in this collection that was 

copied in consecutive scribal sessions. Copying began on the 1st day of waxing TagË 

(March-April) in 1773 and continued over the following 23 days until complete on the 

8th day following the full-moon of TagË. I have taken this version as the basis for 

comparison with other manuscripts since in many cases the Pali is of a slightly more 

readable (i.e. less “corrupt”) quality than in other versions that contain MSRP. Most of 

the scribal colophons that end each book follow a basic format, e.g. the scribal 

colophon to MSRh-nis, book one [gai(r)]: sakkaråj 1134 khu ta kË lchan˙n 2aμ 7 ne. 

ne suμ  

khyak t¥˙ khå n¥˙ tva  rhve myaññ dhammasat pathama tvai kui re˙ kË˙ r* pr¥˙ saññ  | 

nibbånnapaccayo hotu | ~ “The copying of the first book of the Rhve Myaññ 

dhammasat was finished around the 3rd bell of the afternoon on the 4th day of the 

week [i.e. Wednesday], 2nd waxing [of the month of] Ta kË, s.1134. May [this scribal 

act] be a condition of nibbåna”. Authorial colophons, discussed below, are found at 

the end of books 1, 3 and 5.  

Each nissaya book begins with a “table of contents”, but folios are not indexed.  
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MSRi=UCL9781 

s.1230/1868. ka(v)-†å˙(r). Good copy. Contains books 2-10 of the MSR. Corresponds 

to MSRh aside from scribal colophons and minor orthographic variations. Book 3 

ends with the gåthås of MSRhP 32-41, which is followed in Burmese by “the third 

book of the dhammasat kyau by To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw is finished”. 

 

MSRj=UCL17761 

Copied s1210/1848. ka(v)- he(r). Nissaya only. Possibly different scribes copied 

books 1-7 and 8-10. Good copy. Contains Book One colophon. Does not contain Book 

Three colophon (MSRhP 32-41), which ends with a gloss on  MSRhP 24-31 ending 

dåyajjåsattavuccare. Contains book 5 colophon = MSRhP 52-68. At the end of Book 

Ten (folios hu(v)- he(r)) all three colophons found in other mss at the end of Books 

1, 3, and 5 are compiled together and the first two are glossed.  

 

MSRk=UCL8398=VDhMP  

No scribal colophon or copy date. Written s.1131/1769. Contains only the Pali på†ha 

text. 25 folios, ka-dhå˙(v). Good handwriting. Closely parallels MSRP in chapters 1 

and 2 and then departs significantly. It is in fact not the MSRP but the VDhMP 

recension written by Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha , though it does not contain the 

VDhMP nidåna. The other surviving manuscript of this text is UCL 6757. See the 

discussion of the VDhMP below.  

 

MSRl=UCL105682 

Copied s.1239/1877. ka(v)-taμ(r). Good copy. Unusual handwriting slants sharply 

from the upper left to lower right. Probably copied by a single scribe. Contains 

complete på†ha text, which ends on kh¥(r) with phalantupakårakare (cf. MSRh khe(r), 
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12), followed directly by the Pali text of the colophons of book 1, 3, and 5. As with 

MSRm the Pali book contains markings dividing all ten books. The Pali book is then 

followed on khË(v)ff. by 10 books of the nissaya, which are complete except for one 

missing folio, jhi. Text closely parallels MSRh. 

 

Notes: 

Pali Book: ka(v)-khu(r). On ki(r) gives the Book One colophon followed by 

pa†hamaμ ni††hitaμ (“the first is completed”). On ku(v) at the end of Book Two (cf. 

MSRh-P kË(v), 14) gives dutiyaμ (“second”). On kai(r) gives Book Three colophon 

(MSRh-P ko(r), 32-41) followed by tatiyaμ (“third”). On kai(v) Book Four ends [...] 

vilumpaye (cf. MSRh-P ko(v), 67) followed by catuttaμ (“fourth”). On ko(r) gives 

Book Five colophon followed by pañcamaμ (“fifth”). On ko(r) gives palåyanaμ (cf. 

MSRh-P kau(v), 25) followed by cha††hamaμ (“sixth”). On ko(r) gives paribhåsaye 

(cf. MSRh-P kau(v), 29) followed by sattamaμ (“seventh”). On ko(r) gives tabbahåtå 

(cf. MSRh-P kau(v), 33) followed by a††hamaμ (“eighth”). On kaμ(v) gives 

abbhËtaμ dade (MSRh-P kha(v), 16) followed by iminåsabbasattånaμ 

muttåvasokabandhanå tathevadantujanindassa (this gåthå not attested in MSRhP) and 

then navama (“ninth”). Book Ten ends on khu(r) with pakåraμkare (cf. MSRh-P 

khe(r), 12), then the three Pali authorial colophons of Books 1, 3, and 5 are 

reproduced.  

Nissaya Book 1: khË(v)-gu(r). Contains Pali authorial colophon, which it does not 

gloss. 

Nissaya Book 2: gË(v)-ghau(r). Contains table of contents without foliation. 

Nissaya Book 3: ghaμ(v)-cå(r). Contains table of contents without foliation. Ends 

with corrupt Book 3 Pali authorial colophon which it does not give a nissaya gloss. 

More correct forms of the relevant gåthås of the colophon are found on kai(r) and 
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khu(r). Immediately following this citation the scribal colophon continues in Burmese: 

“The Maˆu rhve myaññ˙ by the venerable monk To  Bh¥ Lå (to  bh¥ la bhuμ˙ tau 

kr¥˙) is finished. On the 12th day of waxing Tau sa la ˙, Tuesday, following the third 

bell, the copying of the third book of the Manu vaˆˆanå rhve mra ˙ is successfully 

completed. Pu, Ti, Ó˙, [&c., &c...].” 

Nissaya Book 4: c¥(v)-chaμ. Contains table of contents without foliation.  

Nissaya Book 5: chå˙(v)-jhå. Contains table of contents without foliation. The end of 

this Book, folio jhi, which would presumably contain the Book Five colophon, is 

missing. 

Nissaya Book 6: jh¥(v)-ññai(r). Contains table of contents without foliation.  

Nissaya Book 7: ñño(v)-†å˙(r). Contains table of contents without foliation.  

Nissaya Book 8: ††ha(v)- i(r). Contains table of contents without foliation.  

Nissaya Book 9: ¥(v)- he(r). Contains table of contents without foliation.  

Nissaya Book 10: hai(v)-taμ(r). Contains table of contents without foliation. A 

number of folios are missing from this book. Ends with a gloss on iti upakåraμ kare 

on f.to(v) and then on the following folios tau and taμ reproduces all three Pali 

authorial colophons and glosses them. This is the only manuscript to cite and gloss all 

three colophons in this fashion.  

 

MSRm=NL Ta  10             

Copied s.1218. Good copy. Folios ka-†hai(v). Complete versions of both MSRP and 

MSRnis books 1-9. MSRnis book 10 is missing.  

 

Pali book: End of equivalent to MSR Book One on f. ki(v) missing. Skips from 

yathåkå...[MSRh k¥(r) ln. 18] to ...saddha ye [MSRh k¥(v) ln. 43]. Otherwise the end 

of different Pali books are noted by a simple dutiyaμ, tatiyaμ, catuttaμ, etc... at the 
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relevant points of transition. At the beginning of Book Six only [f.kai (r)] we find 

namåmåmi ratanattayaμ. Copied s.1239/1877, 3rd waxing of Natau (Nat tau).  

 

Nissaya Book 1: Colophon gives title as Manusåra amaññ rhi so dhammasat, written 

by the judge Manuråjå, “Eater of Kui  Village”, and Tipi†akåla kåra To  Bhi Lå 

Sayadaw. Copying finished the 5th day following the full moon of Nat Tau 1239 

(1877). The other nissaya authorial colophons closely parallel MSRh. All nissaya 

books contain “table of contents” without indexed foliation. 

 

MSRn=UCL11841 

No copy date. Includes only Book Three of MSRnis. Gives title as dhammasat kyau 

on f.cau(r). Otherwise similar to MSRh-nis Book Three. 

 

MSRo=UCL136906 

No copy date. Contains only Book Two of MSRnis. Otherwise similar to MSRh-nis 

Book Two. 

 

MSRq=NL To  1540 

Copied s.1107/1745. Contains books five and three of MSRnis. Reads at the end of 

Book Three, f.si(r): to  bhË lå bhun tau kr¥˙ c¥ ra  pra tau mË so dhammasat kyau 

tatiya pui  kå˙ pr¥˙ e* | ~ “Thus is finished the third book of the Dhammasat kyau 

compiled by To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw”. Similar to parallel books in MSRh-nis. 

 

MSRr=NL Bhå˙ 874 

Copy finished s.1119/1757. Contains Book Ten of the MSRnis. I was unable to 

consult this manuscript in detail. 
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MSRs=NL Ka ˙ 73 

No copy date. f.ka begins the Fourth Book of the MSRnis. Total 145 folios (ka- a). I 

was unable to consult this manuscript in detail. 

 

MSRt=NL Bhå˙ 11 

Copied 1207/1845. Contains five books of the MSRnis. 118 total folios (ka-ññau). I 

was unable to consult this manuscript in detail. 

 

MSRu=NL Bhå˙ 17 

Copied s.1202/1840. 104 total folios (ka-jhai). I was unable to consult this manuscript 

in detail. 

 

II. The organization of the Manusåra-på†ha 

 The MSR is made up of two different texts, the Manusåra-på†ha (MSRP) and 

the Manusåra-nissaya (MSRnis). In most manuscripts the MSRP is approximately 20 

folios long, though the exact length is dependent upon scribal circumstances 

(themselves largely determined by the inclinations of the donor) such as the number of 

lines per folio (e.g. MSRh contains 8 lpf. whereas MSRm contains 9 lpf.) and the style 

of handwriting. The MSRP did not circulate as an independent text in the 18th and 

19th centuries; at least I have been unable to locate any surviving manuscripts 

containing only the MSRP. Rather, the MSRP is always found compiled together with 

the MSRnis, which comprises a lengthy nissaya interphrasal gloss and commentary on 

the text of the MSRP. The MSRnis is a much longer text, approximately 180-200 

folios in length in the majority of manuscripts. The MSRP survives complete in four 

manuscripts: MSRb (copied 1784), MSRh (1773), MSRl (1877), and MSRm (1856). 
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All of these manuscripts contain largely identical content, though none of them can be 

shown to have served as the immediate basis for another. There are two surviving 

related manuscripts (MSRk and UCL 6757) in which a complete Pali text is preserved 

independently from a nissaya gloss in the same bundle. Although this text reproduces 

much of the text of MSRP, especially as regards the contents of books 1-3, it is a later 

recension so cannot be classed as a MSRP version.737 It is interesting to note, 

however, that this later recension apparently did circulate in an independent Pali 

version. 

 The MSRP is written entirely in Pali verse, in the usual eight-syllable vatta 

meter. Scansion is often inconsistent when considered in light of the classical theory 

of vatta, but throughout the text the påda structure of each line is rigorously adhered 

to. The even lines of classical vatta lines typically contain a final påda whose syllables 

scan as short-long-short-long, and this is often (but not always!) followed throughout 

the MSRP. There is far more variation in the rhythm of odd lines.  

The significant differences among the MSRP versions included in these 

manuscripts are principally formal, and relate to the organization of sections of text 

into khandha (“books” or “chapters”), not to content proper. In fact, aside from the 

usual and frequent variations in the transcription of Pali—often a product of 

phonological similarities among different ak aras that are transposed during the 

copying process—the text of the MSRP is basically identical in all four manuscripts. 

However, in some manuscripts the text is organized into ten chapters where in others it 

is presented as one long composition without numbered sections. In the earliest 

manuscript, the MSRhP, the only explicit division of the various khandha comes at the 

end of book nine which is marked by “dhammasattaμ navamakaˆ åμ” (“the ninth 

book of the dhammasattha [is finished]”). Curiously, none of the other sections of the 

                                                
737 See the discussion of the VDhMP below.  
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text are so marked. The next earliest manuscript, the MSRbP, is not explicitly divided 

into books anywhere in the text. We must contrast this with the two later manuscripts 

of the MSRP, which each mark the explicit division of ten different books in the text. 

Both the MSRlP and MSRmP place at the end of each “book” the Pali ordinal words 

pathamaμ (“first”), dutiyaμ (“second”), etc., to designate transitions between books. 

It is tempting to attribute these differences to later commentarial engagement with the 

text and attempts, over time, to make the MSRP more “user-friendly” by trying to 

schematize and organize the contents. Yet, aside from these numbering conventions all 

manuscripts of the MSRP contain a number of internal section-marking devices 

(which are preserved in the later manuscripts) that must have originally served a 

similar function to indicate transitions within the text. These are usually placed at the 

end of a particular section of the text that discusses an individual point or title of law. 

There are lengthy “authorial colophons” (discussed below) at three places in the text—

which correspond to the end of books 1, 3, and 5, in the later manuscripts—in addition 

to the frequent use of such transitional phrases. But neither these internal authorial 

colophons nor these transitional phrases are accompanied by any indicators that they 

serve as the endpoint of a “book” or “chapter” of text. The most common transitional 

phrases used throughout the text are:738 

 

Some formulations with pakåsita 

dhammasatte pakåsitå / dhammasatthe pakasitaμ  “It is shown in the dhammasattha” 

f. k¥(v) 3; kau(r) 35; kaμ(r) 39, 63; kaμ(v) 6, 34, 46, 57; k¥(v) 3 

paˆ itena pakåsitaμ / paˆ itehi pakåsitå “It is shown by the paˆ itas” 

kai(v) 46; kau(r) 23 

pakåsitå / pakåsitaμ “It is shown” 

                                                
738 The following citations refer to the text of MSRhP transliterated in Appendix I. 
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kai(v) 58; kau(v) 41, 57; kaμ(r) 22, 47; kaμ(v) 38, 50;  

 

Some formulations with iti 

iti vuttaμ mahesinå “Thus is said by the great ® i” 

ku(r) 39 

iti vuttaμ va isinå “Thus is said by the ® i” 

ko(r) 11 

iti nayaμ vijånatå “Thus the rule is made known” 

ko(r) 30 

iti evaμ lumpadhanå “Thus in reference to the destruction of property” 

kau(v) 62 

 

 Insofar as we are able to reconstruct earlier and later approaches to the 

arrangement of the MSRP on the basis of surviving manuscripts, it seems reasonable 

to conclude that earlier recensions of the text were probably not organized into ten 

books, but used transitional phrases such as those cited here to provide the narrative 

linkage between different “sections”, even though sections were not specifically 

enumerated. The utilization of transitional phrases occurs rather haphazardly through 

the MSRP, so we must be careful not to over-emphasize the degree to which the text 

was schematized. The later manuscripts of the MSRP divided the text into ten explicit 

chapters for organizational purposes, and also due to the influence of the arrangement 

of the MSRnis, which is itself divided into 10 books, each of approximately 10-20 

folios in length. As the MSRP continued to circulate and be read alongside the 

MSRnis, scribes attempted to make explicit the way in which the MSRP was indexed 

to the ten books of the MSRnis That is, when it was first compiled the MSRP was not 

organized into 10 books. But when the MSRnis was written it was as a compilation of 
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ten books, each containing a nissaya gloss commentary on certain sections of the 

MSRP. Over time the divisions of the MSRnis crept into the very organizational 

framework of the MSRP itself, even though those divisions were initially foreign to it. 

We will return to this  below in our discussion of the authorship of the MSR.  

 

III. The Manusåra-nissaya 

The MSRnis is itself a sprawling composition which has an uneven and 

complicated relationship to the text of the MSRP. Although all the gåthås found in the 

MSRP are glossed in the MSRnis, the MSRnis does not simply proceed through the 

entire text of the MSRP glossing each of the gåthås one by one in orderly fashion. 

Different sections of the nissaya “books” must be dealt with separately to understand 

how the nissaya operates differently throughout the entire text. In Books 1-3 the 

MSRnis has a very close relationship with the MSRP. All the vernacular passages in 

these books map directly onto the Pali gåthås in the MSRP in a systematic and 

consistent way. In almost all cases, the gåthås of the MSRP are cited in succesion and 

then given an interphrasal nissaya gloss. In some cases this is followed by an 

additional explanation of the “meaning” (adhippåya) in Burmese. Compare the 

following sample nissaya section from Book Two: 

 
[1. Vernacular introduction to legal content of citation:]  
så˙ aprå˙ ta kyip nhac yok tuiv kuiv laññ ko  | thuiv ta kyip nhac yok so så˙ tui. tva  | 
khrok yok so så  tui. så˙ amve khaμ thuik saññ kui chuiv luiv r* | ¥ gåthå kui tak aμ 
saññ |  
 
[2. Pali citation from MSRP:]  
orasaputtakhettajå | he††himå ceva puppakå | kittimå ca apati††hå | chaputtå 
dåyabandhavå |  
 
[3. Nissaya gloss of #2.:]  
orasaputtå ca | ra  nhuik phrac so så˙ tui. laññ˙ ko ˙ | khettajå | khetta phrac so 
kyvan ma så˙ tuiv laññ˙ he††hima ceva | apro  så tuiv laññ˙ ko  | puppakå ca | la  
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ho ˙ mayå˙ ho ˙ så˙ tuiv laññ˙ ko ˙ | kittimå ca | amyå˙ kuiv si tha  ce r* så˙ pru 
so så˙ tuiv laññ ko ˙ | iti chaputtå | ¥ khrok yok so så˙ tuiv saññ | dåyabandhavå | ami 
apha tuiv. e* amve uccå kuiv khaμ thuik kun e* |  
 
[4. Adhippåya/meaning in Burmese prose:]  
adhippåy kå˙ | ami apha tuiv saññ så˙ sa m¥˙ tuiv nha . thim mrå˙ rve so så˙ kuiv | 
orasa hu chuiv sa taññ | {kvan ma n* phrac so så˙}739 | mi mi khetta hu chuiv ap so 
akhraμ araμ nhuik phrac so kro . khettaja hu chui ap sa taññ | apro  så˙ kuiv sa  mi 
saññ | mayå˙ kr¥˙ aok phrac so kro  | he††ima hu chui ap sa taññ | la  ho ˙ mayå˙ 
ho  så˙ kui | puppaka hu chuiv ap sh taññ740 | araññ akhya  rhi so så˙ kuiv | ¥ sË saññ 
så˙ phrac ce hu | amyå˙ si ce r* så˙ pru so så˙ kui kittima hu chuiv ap sa taññ | mi 
bha phrac khai. r* mhi khui tai rap ca rå ma rhi so kro . kok r* mve so så˙ kuiv 
apati††ha hu chuiv ap sa tañ | ¥ khrok yok so så˙ tui. saññ | ami apha e* amve uccå kui 
khaμ thuik kun e* hu lui sa taññ |741   
 
[Translation of Burmese portions:] 
[1.] I shall put forth742 the following gåthå with reference to the mode of inheritance of 
the six types of sons who among the twelve types of sons are entitled to inherit. 
 
[2.] orasaputtakhettajå | he††himå ceva puppakå | kittimå ca apati††hå | chaputtå 
dåyabandhavå |  
 
[3.] orasaputtå ca | Sons who are [born] of the breast (ra  nhuik) | khettajå | and sons 
who are born of slave-women of the field743 | he††himå ceva | and sons of concubines 
(apro ) | pubbå ca | and sons of former husbands or wives |  kittimå ca | sons who are 
adopted (så˙ pru) and recognized as such by many [people] |  pati††hå ca | foundlings 
that have been brought up [by the parents] | iti chaputtå | Such are the six types of sons 
| dåyabandhavå | entitled to the inheritance of the parents.  
 
[4.] The meaning [of this gåthå] is as follows: Sons who are born of a son and 
daughter who have been given in marriage (thim mrå˙) by their parents are called 

                                                
739 Missing in MSRm 
740 Minor variations in the language of these sections are for the most part not 
reproduced. E.g. differences between MSRm hu chuiv ap sh taññ. and MSRh hu chuiv 
sa taññ.  
741 From MSRh ghu(r)-(v) [0047] and MSRm gau (r)-(v). 
742 tak aμ > literally “advance”, “raise up”, “lift”; the meaning here however is that 
the compiler is “citing” from the text of the MSRP. For resonances of this usage with 
the discourse of “lifting words” in Thai and Lao nissaya see McDaniel, Gathering 
Leaves.  
743 While each of these different rules appear to apply to both mothers and fathers 
equally, here and elsewhere in the MSR and other dhammasatthas it is presupposed 
that any children born from relations between a free woman and a male slave are not 
considered legitimate and thus may not have claims to inherit. 
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“orasa sons”. Sons who are born [from the union of] a slave-women and her owner 
are called “khettaja”744 because they are born to attendants (akhraμ araμ) which are 
known as one’s own “khetta” (fields). The son of a concubine is known as 
“he††hima”745 because he is born to a woman who is under the hand of the major wife. 
The son of a former wife or former husband is called “pubbaka”746. The son who is 
known as “kittima”747 is the child who has been made a son (i.e. adopted), by making 
it publicly known that he, of such qualifications (araññ akhya ), is a son. A child who 
has been found abandoned by his parents and without any refuge or support and then 
raised (mve˙) [by his new parents] is known as an “apati††ha”748 son. The meaning of 
the gåthå is that these six are the sons who are entitled to the inheritance of the 
parents.  

 

 This classification of the six out of twelve types of sons who are entitled to 

inherit has a long genealogy in Burma and in dharmaßåstra. And it is clear that such 

representations in the dhammasattha tradition have a closer association with Sanskrit 

sm®ti texts rather than canonical Pali materials.749 Other dhammasatthas gloss these 

terms differently; some, for example, maintain that only an orasa (lit. “breast-born”) 

son is entitled to inherit.750 For present purposes I do not want to deal with the content 

of this passage but rather its form, since it concisely captures the basic format of the 

MSRnis as it is found in the first several books. The four-stage process of vernacular 

introduction > Pali citation > nissaya > vernacular adhippåya is repeated throughout 

books 1-3 of the MSR. This same structure of nissaya passages is evident in a number 

of other dhammasattha and premodern nissaya texts in manuscript, and might be 

                                                
744 khetta-ja, lit. “born of the fields”.  
745 Here the compiler seems to be playing off of the meaning of he††hima as “lowest” 
and its resonance with the term hattha, “hand”. 
746 lit., a “former one”. 
747 lit. “that which is made” (Skt. k tim ).  
748 lit. without pati††ha or a “support”. 
749 For dharmaßåstra on the twelve sons see the discussion in Kane, History, vol. III, 
pp. 641 ff and Ganganatha Jha, Hindu Law in its Sources, Allahabad, The Indian 
Press, 1933, II, pp. 170ff. The common enumeration in Pali literature is a set of four, 
including atraja, khettaja, antevåsika, and dinnaka. Compare Nd II, 210; Jåt-a, I, 135; 
Sådhuvilåsin¥-CSCD, ganthårambhakathåvaˆˆanå. 
750 For a comparison of different dhammasatthas on this issue see DBBL, vol. 1.  
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regarded as the fullest expression of the nissaya exigetical style. The entirety of 

MSRnis books 1-3 operate more or less exactly like this.751 The compiler does not 

discuss additional laws or provide extended vernacular commentary on the text. Yet 

once we move into Book Four we see that gradually a different type of commentarial 

strategy is at work, which signifies a different sort of relationship between the MSRP 

and the MSRnis Quite dramatically, as the text progresses thorough books 4-8 the 

MSRnis becomes less and less constrained by the text of the MSRP. While the 

MSRnis continues to work its way through the gåthås of the MSRP, from Book Four it 

begins to insert lengthy vernacular sections that do not have the gåthås of the MSRP 

as their basis.  

Book Two contains 53 nissaya sections, each of which parallel in form the 

passage concerning the six types of sons reproduced above. These map directly onto 

and engage with 53 corresponding gåthås in the MSRP. If we compare the text 

corresponding to Book Two of the MSRP in Appendix I each section of Pali text that 

occurs between asterisks is cited and then glossed by the text in consecutive order 

throughout the MSRnis Book Two. These citations and their glosses are the only sort 

of content found in MSRnis Book Two. This holds also for Books One and Three—all 

of their content is drawn directly from citations from the MSRP, which are provided a 

nissaya gloss in successive sections of the text. There is one major exception to this, at 

the end of Book Three where monastic inheritance is discussed. After glossing the 

relevant gåthå from the MSRP752 the glossator interjects to state that the rule is 

contradictory to the provision in the Vinaya.753 By contrast Book Four contains 61 

                                                
751 One exception is that in Book 1 the first stage of this process where a particular law 
is introduced is omitted, since that book is not concerned with enumerating laws 
contained in the MSRP but rather with glossing the Pali account of the a††huppatti of 
the text itself.  
752 Cf. MSRhP kai(v), 24lf. in Appendix I. 
753 MSRh, f.cai(v). This passage will be discussed in the Conclusion.    
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different sections discussing individual laws but only seventeen of these are nissaya 

sections deriving from citations of the MSRP. Similarly, Book Five discusses a total 

of 54 laws, only 13 of which are nissayas of citations of passages in the MSRP. And 

the entirety of Books Seven and Eight each cite and gloss only a single Pali gåthå 

from MSRP in the course of their discussion of numerous laws in the vernacular. 

Books Nine and Ten however return to follow the pattern of Books 1-3 and parallel 

the content and arrangement of the MSRP more closely.  

Such portions of the MSRnis that do not rely directly on Pali citations from the 

MSRP are therefore not presented in nissaya. Yet the format of the “vernacular” laws 

contained in such sections has its own logic. The following is a representative section 

of the law concerning “midnight visitors” taken from Book Four: 

 
[1.] akra  che˙ sa må˙ hËrå˙ gaˆan atat saññ | asi akvay phrac so sË saññ | akra  
aim rha  e* kro  kra kr¥ so kro . ññaññ. nak san kho  akhå alå˙ ma hut saññ n* | 
thui aim sui. roμ mi sau laññ | aprac ma rhi | thuiv aim rha  khau vau r* ññañ. nak 
san kho  rok pa le sau laññ | aprac ma rhi | ya ˙ sui. ma hut tuμ | ta cuμ ta khu so 
kro . laññ ma rhi | khau laññ ma khau vau pai kuiv | akhå alå˙ mai ññañ. nak san 
kho  su aim suiv. {rok khre sau}754 hËrå | sa må˙ atat paññå saññ | si mra  saññ sË 
sau laññ phrac ce | aim rha  lak pu˙ taññ. tve. le sau aprac phrac khre e*755 | su aim 
phrac saññ akhan pa  lyau ce ave så˙ phrac r* si mra  saññ sË laññ  ma rhi maññ 
ññaññ. nak san kho  mha su aim sui. rok sau mhå˙ khye˙ e* | dhå˙ lak nak nha . ta 
kva su aim rå rok khre sau kå˙ khuiv sË aphrac suiv. rok khre e* [2.] hu dhammasat 
chui e* | [3.] ññaññ. nak saμ kho  su sim suiv. rok khre so tarå˙ |756  
 
[1.] Although a doctor (che˙ sa må˙), astrologer (hËrå˙), or someone versed in the 
science (atat) of calculation757 (gaˆan), who is well-known [to the household], may 
arrive at the house at some time other than at midnight because of some great worry of 
the owner there is no fault (aprac). And if he is called by the owner to come at 
midnight, there is no fault. However, if neither is the case, and he arrives at midnight 

                                                
754 MSRh only 
755 MSRm reads aprac ma rhi khye e* 
756 MSRh chå˙(v); MSRm cai(v)-co(r). 
757 More research is necessary on the Burmese tradition of gaˆanå texts. Manuscripts 
of this genre I have perused typically deal with chronological reckoning, financial 
calculation, arithmetic, and writing in numerical cipher.  
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without having been called, there is a fault758 when he has been caught by the owner, 
even if he is a doctor, astrologer, or “calculator”. Let the owner of the household be 
compensated the prescribed amount. If he is someone who comes from far away (ave˙ 
så˙) and is not well-known [to the household], there is a wrong (mhå˙) when he 
arrives at the household at midnight. Should he arrive with a knife or weapon he is a 
thief. [2.] Thus says the dhammasat. [3.] [Such is] the law regarding the arrival of 
people at midnight.759  

 

The basic structure at work here is: 1.) the description of the law > 2.) the attribution 

of the law to the dhammasat > 3.) statement of the title of law. This format is repeated 

over and over throughout the vernacular sections of the MSRnis that do not cite from 

the MSRP. In most cases the description of the law involves not a prescription of 

abstract or generalized legal principles but reference to specific conditional cases. In 

the example here legal description is not a matter of stating simply “people may not 

enter another’s home at midnight”, but involves, rather, a narrative depiction of 

casuistic cases that serve to illustrate the law at work in a given scenario. In most of 

the vernacular sections throughout the MSRnis (as well as in other dhammasatthas) 

these casuistic expressions are introduced by the use of the indefinite pronoun akra  

“who”, “which”. Hundreds of laws in the MSRnis take the form of statements such as 

“Should any woman...”, “Should and debtor...”, “Should any slave...” do X, then Y is 

the legal remedy. It should be noted that such formulae are also used on occasion in 

                                                
758 MSRm, mistakenly, reads “there is no fault”. 
759 Out of context the logic of this passage is slightly opaque. It falls in the course of a 
discussion of what dhammasattha literally terms “wife-stealing” (mayå˙ khui˙), often 
translated rather inaccurately as “adultery”. Wife-stealing refers to offences by men 
against women who are the wife or concubine of another man. The MSR and other 
dhammasatthas define these offences as relating to: 1. touching another man’s 
wife/wives/concubines; 2. going to the home of another man while he is away (and his 
wife/wives/concubines are home); 3. going somewhere in secret with the 
wife/wives/concubines of another man; 4. deceitful conversation with another man’s 
wife/wives/concubines; 5. setting foot upon the stairs of another man’s house; 6. 
entering through the door of another man’s house; 7. entering another man’s bedroom 
(lit. ‘sleeping place’). Cf. DBBL s.326. 
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the MSRP and glossed in the nissaya sections of the MSR760; my point here is that this 

is the most common form the vernacular laws in the text take.  

 It is clear, then, that certain books of the MSRnis work as very rigid nissaya 

glosses on passages cited from the MSRP in orderly succession, while other books 

may cite some passages from the MSRP but the majority of their content are 

vernacular laws with no direct, verbatim relationship to the Pali text. The glossator of 

books 1-3 does not stray from the text of the MSRP, but in books 4-10 supplements 

the Pali text with, in certain cases, a very large amount of vernacular material. What 

might have been the reason for this? The simplest answer is that the compiler felt that 

the Pali text of the MSRP could not account for the full range of legal matters that he 

wanted to discuss in Books 4-10, but why this might have been the case is not 

immediately suggested by the contents of these chapters. But to understand where the 

text of the MSRP and the MSRnis diverge it is necessary to outline the contents of the 

entire text.  

 

IV. Supplementation and creativity 

 In a sense the MSR already makes provisions for elaboration and 

supplementation of this sort. At the beginning of MSRnis Book Two and in the 

corresponding section of MSRP the compiler(s) provides a theory regarding the 

organization of the text. He states that the text is arranged in terms of a distinction 

between the eighteen legal roots (mËla, amrac) and their various branches (såkha, 

akhak). He draws a specific distinction between these two “types” of laws in the text 

(amrac akhak aprå˙ å˙ phra . nhac på˙ aprå˙ rhi kun).761 The usage of the terms 

root and branch is apt. The law is organized around a basic set of rootlike titles of law, 

                                                
760 Indeed akra  is commonly used in nissayas to gloss the Pali pronouns yo “who”, yo 
koci “whoever”, etc., which is used in many places throughout MSRP. 
761 MSRm f.gË(r) 
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but much of the content of dhammasattha is in fact concerned with the expansion or 

elaboration of this core material.762 These eighteen mËla titles of law, which clearly 

echo the theory of the eighteen vyavahårapadas common also in the dharmaßåstra 

literature of the broader South Asian region have been discussed in Chapter Three 

above, where the relevant section of the MSR has also been cited. The concept of 

branch (Skt. ßåkha) laws also has regional resonances in Sanskrit jurisprudence. 

Although its precise evolution in Indian legal texts remains somewhat uncertain, the 

Nåradasμrti understood the vyavahårapadas to have been divisible into hundreds of 

different branches because of “the various kinds of human activity” (kriyåbhedån 

manu yånåμ).763 In what Lariviere argues is a later commentarial interpolation in the 

text, one manuscript of the Nåradasμrti further enumerates the category of the 

branches to equal 132, comprising the sum of a number of lists of sub-titles of law, 

including the “twenty divisions of men and women”, “nineteen divisions of 

inheritance”, and “twelve divisions of assault.”764 Although the Kåtyåyanasμrti does 

not use the precise language of ßåkha, it also accounts for the further subdivision of 

vyavahåra because of the variety of human actions (kriyåbheda): 

 
dvipade s dhyabhed t tu pad daßat  gate | 
a daßa kriy bhed d bhinn ny a asahasraßa˙ || 
 

                                                
762 Elsewhere another 17th century legal text, written by the Eater of Kui ˙, who, as 
we shall see below, had a major hand in the compilation of the MSR, uses the analogy 
between root and branch in a discussion of legal responsibility. He writes that 
someone who is the original cause of an dispute (amhË ra ) is known as the “root” of 
the dispute. The person who is primarily at fault is known as the “body of the dispute” 
(tarå˙ kuiy) and those who bear less responsibility are the “branches” (tayå˙ khak). 
NL Bhå˙ 2016, f.ke(r)ff.; Mahåråjasat, Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1940, p.11 ff. ; Shwe 
Baw, “Origins”, Appendix, pp. 15ff.   
763 R. Lariviere, ed., Nåradasm®ti, 1.20.  
764 R. Lariviere, “A Bogus Passage in Jolly’s Nårada-sm®ti”, Indo-Iranian Journal, 
27, 1984, pp. 201-205.  
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[Vyavahåra] has two aspects, which come to be eighteen owing to the manifoldness in 
the objects to be secured [by litigation]; the eighteen again become 1008 owing to the 
multifariousness of the matters to be proved.765 

 

 Naturally, we should expect that the content of the theory of legal branches in a 

17th century Burmese legal text would be significantly different from the ways it is 

expressed in these Sanskrit materials compiled in India during the first millennium 

C.E.; nonetheless the jurisprudential similarities are striking. After describing the 

eighteen root laws the MSR describes branch laws as follows. In brackets I have noted 

the folios from later in the MSRh where these different “branches” are discussed, as 

well as the chapters in which they occur.   

 
I put forth these gåthås to explain the meaning of the ‘branch laws’, beginning with 
the three types of giving: 
 
tidinnaμ dve ca [gha-r 0042] abbhËtå catubhariyå sattadåsakå | dvådasaputtavaˆˆå 
ca | tilañcå gaticattåri | sattadåyajjå catukaññå itthekapiya†hapiyå | 
cha††etabbåpañcitthiyo | du-åcårå cha-itthiyo | pañcalolitthiyo unnå | catudhå 
pañcakuppanå | dvikiˆeyyavikiˆeyya | avikiˆåcatudhanå | catuttiμsasakkhivaˆˆå | 
sattadhåparadårikådasapothå | pañcakkoså catudhåpakkhåcariyå | 
tulyapakkhåcatuvaˆˆå | catugaˆhå dvemuñcanå | tividhåpa†ibhågå ca | catudånå 
labheyyadve | iti etehi ådåhi | lañcaμkatvå va paˆ ito | paravåde ce chindeyya | 
sugati adhigacchati  

[Nissaya:] 
[Glossed in Book Two] 
1. tidinnaμ | pe˙ khra  suμ på˙ 
 (three types of giving) 
2. dve abbhËtå | lo  tam nhac på˙ 
 (two types of gambling) [ghi r 44-45] 
3. catubhariyå | mayå˙ aprå˙ le˙ på˙ 
 (the four types of wife) [ghi v 45 ln 5] 
4. sattadåsakå | kyvan aprå˙ khu nhac på˙ [gh¥ v 46 ln 3] 
 (the seven types of slave) 
5. dvådasaputtavaˆˆå | så˙ aprå˙ ta kyip nhac på˙ [ghu r 46 ln 4 ~ continue until end 
of 2 tvai] 
 (the twelve types of son) 

                                                
765 Kane, Kåtyåyanasm®ti, 29. 
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[Glossed in Book Three] 
6. tilañcaμ | taμ chui˙ sum˙ på˙ [ ai r 63 ln 7] 
 (the three types of bribe) 
7. cattåri agati | agati le˙ på˙ [ ai v 64 ln 1] 
 (the four bad courses) 
8. sattadåyajjå | amve khaμ khu nac på˙ [ ai v 64 ln 5 ~ until end of 3 TVAI] 
[Glossed in Book Four] 
 (the seven types of inheritance) 
9. catukaññå | kaññå le˙ på˙ [chi v 84]  
 (the four types of maiden766) 
10. itthekapiya†hapitå | khyac ap so mayå˙ laññ ta yok [ch¥ r 84 ln 4] 
 (the one type of wife who should be loved) 
11. cha{ }eppåpañcitthiyo | cvan. ap so mayå˙ å˙ yok [ch¥ r 84 ln 5] 
 (the five types of wife who should be abandoned)  
12. du åcårå cha itthiyo | akya . ma ko  so mayå˙ khrok yok [ch¥ r 84 ln 5 n.b. 
10&11&12 are glossed together] 
 (the six types of wife with bad conduct) 
13. pañcalolitthiyo | lau laññ so mayå˙ å˙ yok [ch¥ v 85] 
 (the five types of immoderate (lau laññ) wife)  
14. catudhå unnå | mayå˙ tuiv. e* mån tak khra  le˙ på˙ [ch¥ v 85] 
 (four types of prideful wife) 
15. pañcakuppanå | amyak thvak khra  å˙ på˙ [chu r 85] 
 (the five types of anger) 
16. dvikiˆeyya | ro  khra  nhac på˙ [chu v 86] 
 (the two types of selling) 
17. dvivikiˆeyya | vay khra  nhac på˙ [chu v 86 glossed w 16] 
 (the two types of purchase) 
18. avikinåcatudhanå | ma vay ap so uccå le˙ på˙ [chu v 86] 
 (the four types of thing that should not be purchased) 
19. catuttiμsa sakkhivaˆˆå | sak se myui˙ sum˙ kyip le˙ yok | [chË r 86 ln 6] 
 (the thirty-four types of witness) 
 a. chai v 89: 8 dangers 
20. sattadhåparadårikå | su mayå˙ n* prac mhå khra  khu nac på˙ [chai v 89 ln 6] 
 (the seven types of offences against the wife of another) 
21. dasapothå | put khat khra  chay på˙ [j¥ r 96] 
 (the ten types of assault) 
 a. seven places where you must/must not have witness [ju r; 98] 
22. pañca akkosanå | chai re˙ khra  å˙ på˙ [jo r 101] 
 (the five types of verbal abuse) 
[Glossed in Book Five] 
23. catudhå pakkhåcariyå | amhu [jha-r/v 0106/7] saññ charå le˙ på˙ 

                                                
766 There is some discrepancy in the commentary on the precise meaning of this word 
in the various texts. In certain contexts it seems clear that kaññå refers to a young girl 
or “maiden” who has not had sex, a virgin.  
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 (the four teachers (charå) of a litigant (amhu)) 
24. tulyapakkhacatuvaˆˆå | amhu saññ tuiv. n* nui  rhaññ rå le˙ på [jhå v 108] 
 (the four kinds of measure in judging a dispute) 
25. catugaˆhå | kui  khra  le˙ på˙ | [jhå v 108 ln 5] 
 (the four kinds of taking) 
26. dvemuñcanå | lvat khra  nhac på˙ | [jhi v 109] 
 (the two kinds of release) 
27. tividhåpa†ibhogå ca | khaμ khra  sum på˙ [jhi v 109 ln 7] 
 (the three types of receiving) 
28. catudånå | pe˙ khra  le˙ på˙ [jh¥ r 109] 
 (the four types of giving [i.e. the re-giving of things received in 27]) 
29. dvelabheyya | ra khra  nhac på˙ | [jh¥ r 109 ln 6] 
 (the two types of compensation) 
  
If wise judges (paññå rhi so tarå˙ sË kr¥˙) pass judgment on the testimony of litigant 
who has presented him with bribes according to branch laws (akhak tarå˙) beginning 
with the aforementioned, then they shall arrive at a good course (sugati; ko  so alå˙). 

  

 Here we must underscore that the text explicitly intends this list not as an 

exhaustive enumeration of såkha laws, but merely an example of some of them. Later 

dhammasattha compilers seem to have regarded a variation on this account as 

somewhat canonical.767 According to the MSR account a law belongs to the category 

of såkha if it is understood as a legal principle articulated in terms of a numerical list. 

This echoes the numerical lists of branch laws articulated in the interpolated passage 

in the Nåradasm®ti discussed above. All of these branches involve a list of two or 

more “types” or “kinds” of person or thing that serves as a legal principle. Yet further 

testifying to the non-exhaustive nature of this description is the fact that there are a 

number of similar lists of “types” contained in books 1-5 that are not included here, 

such as the list of the Eight Dangers (a††ha bhaya) that is found in MSRP ko(v) ln.40 

and glossed in Book Four on MSRh f.cho(v).768 In any case, what is interesting here is 
                                                
767 See for example an undated court decision from circa the late 18th century 
collected in Htun Yee, Phrat Cå, vol. III, 8:18; Rantamit Kau Tha , Recakrui khuμ 
tau phrat thuμ, Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1965, pp. 69-70. 
768 The Eight Dangers according to the MSR are: fire, kings, water, ogres (yakkha, 
bhilË), thieves, madness, leprosy, convulsion/epilepsy (susuroga, vak rË˙ nå˙). 
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that the description includes only material that is glossed in books 1-5. Presumably the 

compiler felt as though this enumeration was sufficient to get his point across.  

 The theory of root and branch laws in both Sanskrit and Burmese/Pali legal 

texts allows for the progressive elaboration of legal principles while still presenting a 

semblance of adherence to the central concept of the 18 titles of law. It provides for 

legal innovation while remaining rooted to the conservative tradition of the 18 titles. 

But such branch divisions are even further divisible into individual laws or tarå˙. In 

the above list of legal roots only the first five correspond to material treated in Book 

Two of the MSRnis But under each of these five categories Book Two, in the version 

of MSRm, discusses 47 individual tarå˙. The MSRm-nis version of the Book is 

organized as follows: 

 
MSRm-nis, Book Two 

[The three types of gift, comprising glosses to MSRP k¥(v) 28-45] 
1) f. ge(r) Law relating to gifts given out of love 
2) f.ge(r) Law relating to gifts given out of fear 
3) f.ge(r) Law regarding gifts given out of [Buddhist] devotion (kraññ saddhå)  
[After these three are glossed the text reads: pe˙ khra ˙ tarå˙ sum på˙, “the three 
types of gift”.] 
[The Two Laws of Gambling, comprising glosses to MSRP k¥(v) 46-59] 
4) f.ge(v) The law regarding judgments as to the two types of gambling 
5) f.gai(r) The seven laws that should not be maintained during times when the 

king changes, the (royal) umbrella is broken, and discipline is not kept.  
[After these two are glossed the text reads: lo ˙ tan˙ tarå˙ nhac på˙ pr¥˙ pr¥˙, 
“the two laws of gambling are finished”.] 
[On the Four Classes of Wife, comprising glosses to MSRP k¥(v) 60-ku(r) 8] 
6) f.gai(r) The four types of wives 
7) f.go(r) Inheritance among the four types of wives 
8) f. go(v) Inheritance among wives who are not among the Four Amyui˙ (i.e. 

vaˆˆa) 
[After these three are glossed the text reads: mayå˙ myui˙ le˙ på˙ tarå˙ pr¥˙, “the 
law regarding the four classes of wife is finished”.] 
[On the Types of Slave, comprising glosses to MSRP ku(r) 9-20] 
9) f.go(v) The seven types of slave 
10) f.go(v) The law regarding types of slave who are exempt from sanction 
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[After these three are glossed the text reads: kyvan aprå˙ pr¥˙ pr¥, “the [law 
regarding the] types of slave is finished”.] 
[On the Twelve Kinds of Son, comprising glosses to MSRP ku(r) 21-kË(v) 13] 
11) f.gau(r) The law regarding the twelve types of son; and among those the six 

types of son [who are eligible to inherit] and partition among them 
12) f.gau(v) The law regarding the six types of son who are not entitled to 

inherit769 
13) f.gau(v) The law regarding parents who do not have the right to give 

inheritance which belongs to their master 
14) f.gaμ(r) Partition among three sons among the six entitled to inherit 
15) f.gaμ(v) The law regarding [partition upon] the death of the parents when 

there is an orasa son (så˙ ra ) and a kittima son (så˙ phyå˙) in the same house 
16) f.gaμ(v) The law regarding the orasa son and the kittima son who live and eat 

apart770 
17) f.gam(v) The law if there is no kittima son {and neither an orasa son}771 
18) f.gå˙(r) The law regarding sons and daughters who do not respect their parents 
19) f.gå˙(r) The law regarding daughters who live and eat apart after being married 

off 
20) f.gå˙(r) The law regarding women who have no desire for their husband 
21) f.gåh(r) On the law of the three types of daughter in detail (akyay tarå˙) 
22) f.gha(r) The law regarding men who have no desire for their wife 
23) f.gha(v) The law regarding when a daughter has been given but no dower 

(asva ˙ uccå) has been received 
24) f.gha(v) The eight ways of giving daughters in marriage (as follows:) 
25) f.ghå(r) The law regarding the giving of daughters in marriage because of 

lineage (myui˙ ca ) 
26) f.gha(r) The law regarding the giving of daughters because of the dower  
27) f.gha(r) The law regarding the giving of daughters because a man says he will 

work [for her parents] 
28) f.ghå(v) The law regarding the giving of daughters to a man who performed 

some difficult act [on behalf of her parents] 
29) f.ghå(v) The law regarding giving of daughters because of fear; and the law 

regarding the giving of daughters because the man has served [the parents] and 
is a dependent of the parents (arip mh¥ khui)772 

30) f.ghå(v) The law regarding the giving of daughters to men [who promise to] 
release them from an affliction (anå)773 

                                                
769 MSRh includes this law in its table of contents at the beginning of Book Two. This 
law is not listed in the table of contents for MSRm, but is included in the text. 
770 Here the table of contents to MSRh repeats #16, but the law is not glossed twice in 
the text. 
771 MSRh table of contents and text, and MSRm text only. 
772 MSRh glosses these as two separate laws. 
773 Not included in the table of contents to MSRm 
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31) f.ghi(r) The law regarding the giving of daughters when the daughter and man 
desire each other 

32) f.ghi(r) The law regarding the giving of daughters upon earlier arrangement 
(khyin˙ khyak) in front of both families that the marriage is agreed upon and 
the families will be joined 

33) f.ghi(v) The law regarding when the parents take the daughter back and give 
her to another man after she has already been married  

34) f.gh¥(r) The law of divorce (kvå kra) 
35) f.gh¥(r) The law regarding the selling (ro ˙ cå˙) of children  
36) f.gh¥(v) The law regarding parents who order their married son to work for 

them 
37) f.gh¥(v) The law regarding [children who] do not trust in the teachings (såsana, 

chum ma) of their mother and father774 
38) f.ghu(r) The law regarding wives who die before having a son 
39) f.ghu(r) The law regarding property that has been received (lak suiv. va ) [as a 

gift of love] or not yet received [as inheritance]. 
40) f.ghu(v) The law regarding virtuous friends and relatives 
41) f.ghu(v) The law regarding verbal or physical assault against parents-in-law 
42) f.ghË(r) The law regarding disrespecting elders and parents in the villages 
43) f.ghË(r) The law regarding the 4 types of slave-concubines (kyvan min ma 

pro ) 
44) f.ghË(r) The law regarding [the manumission of] slave-concubine-wives (kyvan 

pro  ma yå˙) belonging to the husband 
45) f.ghË(v) The law regarding [the manumission of] slave-concubine-wives 

belonging to the wife775  
46) f.ghË(v) The law regarding [the manumission of] slave-concubine-wives 

belonging to the couple 
47) f.ghË(v) The law regarding whether following the death of a chief wife, a 

slave-concubine-wife belonging either to her or to the couple jointly, may be 
manumitted 
[After these three are glossed the text reads [f.ghe(r)]: så˙ ta kyip nhac yok ca 
saññ kuiv chui so tarå˙ må˙ pr¥˙ e* [...] “the laws beginning with that of the 
12 sons is finished”]. 

 

                                                
774 In the gloss in MSRe this law is not prefaced by an introduction, although it is 
listed in the table of contents. MSRh provides an introductory phrase (f. a(r)). 
775 The assumption here as elsewhere in dhammasattha is that a male or female slave 
could belong to either to the husband or wife individually or to the two together. 
Female slaves belonging to either side were known as apro  (“concubines”) if they 
were engaged in sexual relations with the husband, and were also considered as lesser 
wives.  
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The division of individual tarå˙ is somewhat arbitrary. MSRm-nis, for example, 

glosses #29 as a single law while MSRh-nis discusses each of them in individual 

nissaya sections. But here we see how the text is organized in terms of laws that are all 

grouped according to their specific “branch”. We should note that this mode of 

organizing legal content into branches is not found in most other dhammasattha, 

which have different methods of arranging material.  

 

V. Excursus: MSRe (UCL 9183) 

 Most of the surviving manuscripts of MSRnis are remarkably similar to each  

other. I have yet to find any manuscripts that present major variations in terms of the 

content or arrangement of the text similar to the sort of differences we witness 

between the DhV and the KNDh examined in the previous chapter. Further, I have not 

found any text which displays significant lexical, dialect, or other linguistic variations, 

although more work on Arakanese manuscript libraries remains for the future. The 

similarities among surviving manuscripts may suggest a shorter lifespan of the MSR, 

or its confinement to a narrow geographical range. Scribal and other minor manuscript 

variations are noted across all manuscripts. One of these variations is whether or not 

individual books of the nissaya are prefaced with a “table of contents” that provides an 

ordered list of the various laws discussed in the book. In several cases where we find 

such a table the scribe has indexed the list of contents to the actual folios where the 

content is discussed, noting the relevant foliation. Orthographic variation in the 

transcription of Pali and Burmese is rampant, as is naturally the case in almost all 

Burmese manuscripts, as texts were transcribed according to idiosyncratic spelling 

conventions and subject to phonological uncertainties of oral recitation. Precise 

spelling of vernacular words was not upheld as a scribe’s key virtue.  
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 Yet one of the surviving manuscripts of the MSRnis is sufficiently at variance 

with all the other witnesses to merit a more detailed look. The first thing to note about 

this “version” is that it is not divided into books. The entire text is presented 

continuously without any numbered division between sections. At the location in the 

manuscript that parallels MSRnis Books One, Three, and Five, where in the MSRnis 

we find the important authorial colophons (discussed below) that attribute the text to 

To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja and date the text to 1651 C.E., in MSRe we find nothing but 

transitional statements marking a change of subject. Thus the nissaya to the text 

parallel to MSRnis Book Three ends in MSRe on f.gai(r) merely with the statement 

“the law of inheritance is finished” and then moves to discuss the “four types of 

maiden” (equivalent to the beginning of MSRnis Book Four). Other moments that 

correspond to the transition between books in the MSRnis are marked merely by the 

phrase dhammasatthe | dhammassat n* vuttaμ | rha  rasse chuiv e*776, “the ® i said in 

the dhammassåt” or some similar transitional statement. Furthermore, MSRe contains 

a number of gåthås which, from the perspective of the majority of MSR mss., are 

transposed. Thus the gåthås describing the Eight Dangers (MSRhP f.ko(v)) comes 

after the gåthås describing what the text calls the four “tulyapakkha” or comparisons 

to be weighed by a judge in a dispute (MSRhP kau(r)).777 Gåthås found in MSRP 

                                                
776 f.ghå(v); here parallel to the location in MSRnis between Books Four and Five. 
Although MSRe does not give gloss the gåthås beginning Book Five until f.ghau(v), 
supplying a great many gåthås not found in the MSR in the interim. 
777 These concern kålaμ (the time of the transgression), desaμ (the location of the 
transgression), dhanaμ (the property involved), and agghaμ (the value of the 
property). In later texts these four are referred to in Burmese legal discourse as the 
four mahåpadesa; Cf. SamËha havicchedan¥ dhammasat khyup, 11. In Pali 
literature, of course, the mahå-apadesas do not refer to these grounds of deliberation 
but rather to the “four great authorities”, on the basis of which a teaching may be 
judged authentic, defined in the Mahåparinibbånasutta, DN ii, 123ff. Andrew Huxley 
discusses this concept in “The Pali Legal Tradition”, pp. 8ff. These four tulyapakkha, 
however, are parallel with four of the five “factors” (†håna) that should be weighed 
(tuleti) in the judgment of cases of theft—vatthu (the thing stolen), kåla (the time of 
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Book Six778 fall on f. i(r) folios before gåthås found in MSRP Book Five779 are 

glossed on f. ai(v).  

 Besides these transpositions another curious set of features concerns the shape 

of the Pali gåthås and their nissaya glosses. In general the structure of the nissaya 

passages in the MSRe closely mirrors that of the MSR, and employs the standard 

introduction > citation > nissaya > vernacular adhippåya format described above. Yet 

none of the gåthås in MSRe are divided into eight-syllable pådas by punctuation. 

Entire verses are cited without any break between pådas. Although manuscripts of the 

MSRnis are usually inconsistent in their division of pådas, they nonetheless usually 

attempt to break up Pali verses into pådas using punctuation. Furthermore, in MSRe 

nissaya passages are not always followed by an entirely vernacular explanation of the 

meaning of the gåthå. MSRe often states following a nissaya gloss merely adhippåy 

lvay pr¥˙, “the meaning is easy [to understand]”,780 by which the glossator is 

indicating that an additional adhippåya is unnecessary. Following other and 

presumably more difficult nissaya glosses, however, MSRe does provide the meaning 

of a citation in the vernacular, using language similar to that found in other MSR 

                                                                                                                                       
the theft), desa (the location of the theft), aggha (the value of the stolen item), 
paribhoga (the utility of the stolen item)—the fullest commentarial discussion of 
which is found at Ka khåvitaraˆ¥puråˆa†¥kå. See Ka khå-†¥kå sac nissaya sac, 
Yangon, Ministry of Religious Affairs, 1985, pp. 274ff. The Vinicchayarås¥-
dhammasat of Rha  Khemåcåra (c. 1767 C.E.) discusses these extensively (UCL 
153938 f.kå˙(v)). We note that also, considerations of these variables in weighing 
disputes are found throughout Sanskrit dharmaßåstra literature. See R. Lariviere, 
Studies in Dharmaßåstra, p. 66; Kane, History, III, p. 348. In reference to cases of 
theft in particular compare AÍ, 4.6.7. 
778 sahapakkha phalapanaμ, etc. MSRhP f.kau(v). 
779 pakkha akkhadasso ra††hako samasåsiko anu††hapito råjeko anuññåto cha††hå 
matå. The text in MSRe is slightly different: pakkha annadattho [~ aññadattho?] ce 
ko ra††hako samasåsako anu†hapito ca raññato anuññato cha††hå matå |  
780 MSRe f.ju(r); f.jË(r); f.jË(v); f.je(r); f.jo(v); f.jhe(v); f.jho(v) 
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manuscripts: ¥ gåthå e* adhippåy sau kå˙, “as for the [vernacular] meaning of the 

gåthå...”781 

 The MSRe is without question a text very closely related to the rest of the 

manuscripts of MSRnis All of the gåthås cited in MSRe can be traced to MSRP, and 

in many cases the glosses exactly parallel, or only slightly differ from, the glosses 

found in MSRnis782 But it is very difficult to try to account for the various 

transpositions that have occurred in the text, and also the fact that the MSRe is 

organized differently from the MSRnis, without suspecting that MSRe is the product 

of a different recension. Of course, it could be that a particular copyist simply 

rearranged the text of the MSR  to suit his own purposes, but it is difficult to imagine 

why anyone might have wanted to do such a thing. And we don’t have other examples 

from the dhammasattha corpus of texts being reorganized in this way. As noted above 

in the résumé of manuscripts there are a number of additional peculiarities in MSRe 

that may signify that it is not the result of the same recension. In the a††huppatti 

section the original author of the dhammasattha is not called Manusåra but 

Manosåra.783 As far as I have been able to determine, there are no authentic surviving 

dhammasatthas in central Burma consistently called Manosåra despite the attribution 

of texts with such a name in bibliographies like the DBBL.784 And indeed there may 

be some reason to suspect that the alleged Manosåra and Manusåra dhammasatthas 

                                                
781 cf. MSRe f.kho(r); f.khaμ(r), etc. 
782 For example, the gloss to the gåthå concerning monastic inheritance beginning 
mate sa ghassa pitari (MSRP, kai(v)) parallels almost verbatim the gloss found in 
MSRh-nis f.cai(v). Both texts refer to alternative prescriptions found in the vinaya in 
their discussion of this gåthå. 
783 MSRe f.ku(v). 
784 One of the problems here is that even in the manuscripts of the MSR the words 
Manusåra and Manosåra are occasionally transposed. See the citation below from 
MSRh-nis ff. ññe(r) 
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are in fact the same text with only slight variations.785 In any case, it is additionally 

suggestive that MSRe nowhere mentions the involvement of To  Bh¥ Lå or Manuråja 

in the compilation of the treatise, even though, like the MSR, it mentions the earlier 

recensions of PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙ (in Pali, 2nd C C.E.), Raˆˆavaμsa (in Mon or Mon 

nissaya, pre-1551), and Buddhaghosa (in Burmese or Burmese nissaya, 1551-1581) in 

the a††huppatti.786 It is tempting to suggest on this evidence that perhaps MSRe is none 

other than Buddhaghosa’s Burmese nissaya compiled during Bayinnaung’s reign—

perhaps based on an earlier Mon or Mon nissaya version—and that, furthermore, this 

was the text that came down to To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja, which they “purified” in 

their recension. Yet trying to support such an argument on the grounds of only one 

surviving manuscript (UCL 9183) which is incomplete, lacks a colophon and copy-

date, and otherwise provides no information concerning its compilation, is difficult 

business. Hopefully further manuscripts of the text contained in MSRe will be brought 

to light, which will allow more to be said about its relationship to the majority of MSR 

manuscripts.  

 

VI. The authorship of the MSRP and MSRnis 

 Having surveyed the general form of the Pali and nissaya portions that 

comprise the MSR we can now ask about its compilation. The surviving manuscripts 

of the text should be our primary source of information concerning the compilation of 

                                                
785 The DBBL, which records the only evidence of the potential contents of a 
Manosåra Dhammasat, claims to take its citations from a single manuscript copied in 
1892 (DBBL, “Prefatory Note”, p. ix). This is an extremely late copy. In very many 
cases the DBBL’s citations from the Manosåra are verbatim parallels to passages in 
the MSR. It is difficult to draw any conclusions about the relationship between these 
two texts merely on the basis of such a partial presentation of only one alleged 
witness.   
786 f.kå(v). On these earlier recensions see below. MSRe is the only text to name the 
monk who translated the text into Mon. 
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the text, yet they have been entirely neglected by scholars who have discussed its 

authorship. In terms of the structure of the colophons to the MSR, most complete 

manuscripts display certain common features. Our most important sources of 

information are the three Pali “authorial” colophons at the end of MSRnis Books 1, 3, 

and 5. These correspond to the following three sections of the Pali text of MSRh-P, 

which is reproduced in Appendix I: k¥(r), 40-45; ko(r), 32-41; kau(r), 56-68. 

Curiously, these gåthås are usually not glossed in the vernacular by the nissaya texts 

of the MSRnis In certain nissayas the Books One and Three colophons are glossed, 

but the Book Five colophon is translated in only one manuscript, at the end of Book 

Ten in MSRl787. Adding to the mystery, these are the only instances where Pali gåthås 

from MSRP are cited in the nissaya text and not given a vernacular translation. These 

authorial colophons are generally followed by scribal colophons noting the date and 

time the text was copied, and also a homily or prayer for the merit accrued through the 

scribal practice, which is a common feature of Pali or vernacular scribal colophons of 

any genre.788 Because the Pali colophons to these three chapters are perhaps the most 

important sources of information concerning the compilation of the text I translate 

them here.  
 
MSRh-P k¥(r), 40-45, “Book One” Colophon 
 
kui gåmassa phalindena 
paˆ itena sukhesinå 
narådhipupanissåya 
<kå>lokånamatthasådhakaμ 
satte{h}i cåcariyehi || 
sodhitaμ dhammasattakaμ 
 
                                                
787 However, the final folio of Book 5 in MSRl-nis is missing. 
788 On which see the brief survey by Heinz Braun, “Die Kolophone birmanischer 
Handschriften” in H. Bechert, S. Bretfeld, and P. Keiffer-Pülz, Untersuchungen zur 
buddhistischen Literatur, Gottingen, Vendenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1997, pp. 35-9; 
“The Colophons of Burmese Manuscripts”, JPTS, Vol. XXVII, pp. 147-53.  
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By the learned tax-lord of Kui  Village, 
desirous of happiness, and with the support of the king, 
the dhammasattha was purified,  
with reference to the treatises (sattha) and teachers (åcariya), 
for the sake of the prosperity of the [three] worlds. 
 
MSRh-P ko(r), 32-41, “Book Three” Colophon789 
 
anantu¬åra790puññena 
mahantaråjas¥rinå 
sobhanto yo hitaμ neti 
nånånagaravåsinaμ 
åyåcitaμ garun791 tena 
to  bh¥ lå †håna våsikaμ 
s¥saμ katvåkkhadassena792 
saheva manuråjinå 
sodhitaμ dhammasatthåya 
mahå kui  gåmasåminå 
 
With incomparable merit 
and royal glory, 
the radiant [king], who 
guides the welfare of the people of the various villages,  
requested the venerable teacher, 
dwelling in the place [known as] To  bh¥ lå, 
and placed him at the head. 
[By him,] together with the judge (akkhadassa), Manuråja, lord of the Great Kui  
Village, 
[this text] was purified on the basis of the dhammasattha. 
 
MSRh-P kau(r), 56-68, “Book Five” Colophon 
 
terasådhikavassamhi793 
sakkåråje<na> sahassake794 
jantunaμ hitasukhattaμ795 
dhammaråjena yåcitaμ796 

                                                
789 Here I have stayed rather close in this translation to the sense of the Pali as it is 
glossed at the end of Book 10 in MSRj.  
790 MSRj: anantara- 
791 MSRj: tena 
792 MSRj: sisaμ påmokkhaμ katvå akkhadassena 
793 MSRj: terasadhikavassaμmhi 
794 MSRj: sakaråje sahassake 
795 MSRj: jantanaμ hitessatthaμ 
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amitaguˆasampannaμ 
garuμ katvåpa††hånataμ797 || 
manuråjakkhadassena 
mahå kui balibhoginå798 
susodhitam idaμ gandhaμ799 
sådhujanena tositaμ800 || 
tena puññena sabbesaμ 
pajånaμ vuddhikam pi ca 
amhakaμ råjino ca pi patthitaμ801 ijjhataμ varanti802 
 
In the thirteenth year 
of 1000 sakkaråja [s.1013/1651 C.E.] 
a request was made by the king (dhammaråja), 
for the sake of the welfare and happiness of beings. 
[He who was] complete in the measureless virtues  
was made venerable teacher and given support (upa††håna).  
[By him] with judge (akkhadassa) Manuråja, 
the tax-lord of the Great Kui  Village, 
this text (gantha) was purified 
[to the] satisfaction of the Good Men (sådhujana). 
By this merit [may] the desires and wishes wished by all men 
and by my king be fulfilled. 

 

On the face of it these colophons provide straightforward information about the 

authorship of the MSR; namely, that the recension was “purified” in the year 

s.1013/1651 C.E. by the tax-lord or “Eater” (rvå cå˙) of Kui  Village who was a 

judge with the title Manuråja. He was assisted by a “teacher” (garu) dwelling a place 

known as To  Bh¥ Lå. The text was compiled after a request made by the king (he is 

not named, but he is a dhammaråja) and with reference to the treatises (sattha) and 

                                                                                                                                       
796 MSRj: yåjitaμ 
797 MSRj: garuμ katvå pa†hånakaμ; MSRh-nis ññi(v).: guruμkatvåpa†hånataμ; 
MSRb jau(r): katvåpamånataμ 
798 MSRj: phaliboginå; MSRh-nis mayåkui phaliboginå; MSRb jau(r): 
mayåpalibhoginå 
799 MSRj: susodhitamigantu 
800 MSRj: sådhajanena tåsitaμ 
801 MSRb: pavattitaμ icchitatuntani††hitaμ 
802 The gåthås are divided differently in MSRj: tenapuññanasabbesaμpajånaμ | 
vuddhitam pi ca amhåkaμ | råjinojåpipattitaμ icchitaparanti ||  
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teachers (åcariya). This information is at variance with scholarly consensus as to the 

date of the text. Forchhammer clearly had not read a copy of the MSR colophons, and 

he mistakenly identified it with a very different work, but one which the Eater of Kui  

probably had a hand in compiling, the Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙.803 Other works, including 

the Pi†-sm, DBBL, and the Kavilakkhaˆå-d¥pan¥804, attribute the text to the reign of 

king Thalun (Så Lvan), who, according to chronicles and royal edicts, reigned between 

1629-48. Yet the Book Five colophon would seem to place the text in the reign of 

King Pindale (Pa ˙ ta lai, fl. 1648-61). If these authors were familiar with these 

colophons the reason for this discrepancy might be that they misread the date in the 

Pali (perhaps incorrectly taking terasa not as “thirteen” but as “three”?) or that they 

had access to different manuscripts. A misreading seems highly unlikely, as these late 

19th century authors were clearly literate in Pali. A different version of the text in lost 

manuscripts also seems implausible since these colophons are found without any 

substantive variation in a number of our surviving manuscripts. The most likely 

explanation is that these and other works were merely citing received wisdom 

concerning the date of the recension.  

 

VII. To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw Munindaghosathera 

 All commentators have understood that the MSR was written by the Eater of 

Kui ˙ village, Manuråja, in cooperation with the To  Bh¥ Lå (or To  Ph¥ Lå) Sayadaw 

                                                
803 Forchhammer, Jardine Prize Essay, p. 90. On this and other confusions in 
Forchhammer, which are not worth detaining us, see Furnivall, “Manu in Burma”, 
JBRS, XXX, ii (1940), pp. 359-61. 
804 Ú˙ Chan˙ Thvan˙, ed., Kavilakkhaˆa-d¥pan¥, Mandalay, Mra jau, 1961, p. 147. 
This 19th century text by S¥rimahåjeyya-sË is another source of bibliographic 
information about the dhammasattha tradition. It largely reproduces conventional 
attributions found elsewhere in earlier texts, so I have not discussed it at length. For 
further information, particularly in connection with its dating of the DhV, see 
Lammerts, DhVD.  
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Tipi†akåla kåra, and this seems reasonable given these colophons, as well as other, 

related 17th and 18th century legal materials (discussed below). The monk To  Bh¥ Lå 

is one of the most important figures of 17th century Burmese Buddhism.805 According 

to chronicle accounts from the 18th and 19th centuries he was born in Salin (Ca la ˙) 

in s.940/1578 and was said to be the reincarnation of the Ch¥˙ (or J¥˙) To Sayadaw, 

who died in 1569. The Ch¥˙ To Sayadaw was himself a son of a tax-paying freeman 

(asaññ) from Salin, born during the reign of Dutiya Ma ˙ Ko  (fl. 1482-1501), who 

was raised in part at the capital of Ava, where he received his education as a novice 

with the support of the royal family. He is said to have been of the lineage of 

Chappada, a monk who had received ordination in La kå in the 12th century.806 He 

was known as Ch¥˙ To Sayadaw807 because the monastery donated for him by one of 

the princes was surrounded by a forest (to) of wild plum (ch¥˙) trees. No works by him 

survive, and it is not entirely certain why he is typically mentioned in biographies of 

To  Bh¥ Lå; though perhaps this was a strategy employed to further establish To  Bh¥ 

                                                
805 The fullest early accounts of To  Bh¥ Lå’s life are found in the vernacular 
Såsanåla kåra ca tam˙. (written c. 1831), the Pali Såsanasuddhid¥paka (c.1782-
1819), and the Ca la ˙ mrui. samui ˙ (“History of Salin Town”, 1875). The first two 
served as the basis for modern biographies, for example that of Kelåsa, Cac kui ˙ 
såsanava , which is one of the lengthier treatments. The Såsanavaμsa (Sås.) is 
derived from the account in the Såsanåla kåra (SåsC.), but rearranges certain details 
and dates, which is followed in different modern accounts such as the 
Såsanabahussutappakåsan¥. There is also a fair amount of information on To  Bh¥ Lå 
in Candala kå, Maˆiratanå puμ kyam˙, Yangon, Ma galå, 1968, pp. 443 ff. Andrew 
Huxley has written a brief English biography in The Encyclopedia of Monasticism, 
Vol 2, Chicago, Fitzroy Dearborn, 2000, pp. 1235-6. The following account is based 
primarily on Ca la ˙ mrui. samui ˙, UCL 8099 f.mo(r)ff.; Nandamålå (Chu Thå˙ 
Sayadaw), Såsanasuddhid¥paka-på†ha (Sås.-suddhi) and its nissaya by Paññajota, 
published in Såsanasuddhid¥paka på†h nha . nissaya, Yangon, Ministry of Religious 
Affairs, 1980; and Mahådhammasa kraμ, Såsanåla kåra ca tam˙., Yangon, 
Haμsåvat¥, 1956. 
806 Ca la ˙ mrui. samui ˙, UCL 8099 f.mo(r) 
807 The Sås., p. 105, translates this title into Pali (“Badaravanavås¥”), and says that he 
was of Chapada’s lineage. 
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Lå’s connections via lineage to La kån reform monks at Pagan, who are often credited 

in late chronicles as guardians of the true såsana. Eight years after his death the 

mother of the future To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw had a dream in which the Ch¥˙ To Sayadaw 

came to her and entered her body. Ten months later the future To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw 

was born.  His uncle was a famous monk to whom is attributed a phrat thuμ˙ 

(vinicchaya, or “judgment” text) on aspects of the vinaya.808 As a novice he was called 

Munindaghosa, and at the age of 13 he moved to Prome and studied with 

Abhisa ketasåra, under whom he received full ordination at the age of 20.809 At the 

age of 30 the king Anaukphetlun (Anok phak lvan) seized control of Prome and took 

Munindaghosa to Ava, where he gave him the title dhammaråjaguru because of his 

great learning. It is perhaps around this time when he also received the title 

Tipi†akåla kåra.810 In s.979/1618, Anaukphetlun’s brother, the Eater of Salin, Ma ˙ 

Rai Kyau Cvå, donated a four-storey monastery, located along the bank of the 

Irrawaddy near Sagaing, to the monk. He received the name To  Bh¥ Lå, presumably, 

after the name of one of the hills in the Sagaing area—hence the reference to him that 

we find in the MSR: “the venerable teacher, dwelling in the place [known as] To  bh¥ 

lå”. At the age of 60 he gave up his monastery and established himself in the practices 

of the solitary “forest” austerities (araññaka-a gaμ; araññaka  dhuta ).811 It is clear 

from self-identifications in the colophons to certain of his works that he envisioned 

himself as a bodhisatta.812 
                                                
808 UCL 7980; UCL 8768. 
809 Sås.-suddhi, p. 85 
810 Certain accounts say he received this title from Thalun, which cannot be correct. 
See the discussion of ROB I, 18 April 1608 below. 
811 Sås.-suddhi, pp. 87-8 
812 Vinayåla kåra (vol II, p. 434): metteyyassa bhagavato | pabbajitvåna såsane || 
tosayitvåna jinaμ taμ | labhe byåkaraˆuttamaμ || byåkaraˆaμ labhitvåna | puretvå | 
sabbapåram¥ || anågatamhi addhåne | buddho hessaμ sadevaketi || “Having gone 
forth in the såsana of Lord Metteyya, and having pleased that Conqueror, may I attain 
the most excellent prediction [of enlightenment]. In the future, having obtained [such] 
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 There are a number of difficulties in assessing the monastic identity of To  Bh¥ 

Lå—as well as most any other Burmese monk from the 17th century and earlier—  

on the basis of lineage because there are very few sources from this period that discuss 

such matters explicitly. The Såsanåla kåra and other late chronicles provide a 

detailed account of To  Bh¥ Lås monastic pedigree813, making it possible to trace the 

succession of elders to whose fraternity he belonged by virtue of ordination back to 

various branches of the Pagan såsana derived ultimately from La kå n lineages 

attested no earlier than the late 15th century Kalyåˆ¥ Inscriptions (KI).814 According to 

such narratives, To  Bh¥ Lå was ordained into the Prome branch of the so-called 

“Parakkama” monastic lineage by Abhisa ketasåra. This inserted him into a lineage 

that stretched back to Sadhamma††hiti, the alleged first rajåguru to king Narapati in 

Prome in the mid-15th century, who was himself a disciple of Såradassi who was of 

the Ca Kå˙ Monastery complex at Pa ˙ya (Pinya). The seven important monasteries 

of this complex in Pa ˙ya were donated by King Uzanå (acc. 1322 C.E.), and 

comprised the seat of Guˆåbhiråma and other monks who gave instruction in the 

“doctrine of the lineage of Ónanda”, one of four monks who had come to Pagan from 

La kå with Chappada in the 12th century for the purpose of reforming the Burmese 

                                                                                                                                       
a prediction, and having fulfilled all the perfections, I will become a Buddha in the 
company of the devas.” (Cf. Buddhavåμsa 55, for somewhat parallel formulations). 
813 SåsC, p. 229; for the later Pali parallel: Sås. 160ff. Scholars have tried to squeeze 
far too much significance out of these lineage lists. Such lists are certainly revealing of 
18th and 19th century understandings of orthodox Burmese lineages, but their 
historical accuracy is certainly questionable in the absence of much corroborating 
evidence.   
814 According to such accounts, Buddhism was established in Pagan in five successive 
moments. The latter two, which took place in the 12th century, derived their identity 
from the lineage of their founders, Uttaråj¥va and Chappada, which was traced to 
La kå and the Mahåvihåra. Cf. Sås. 39-41; 61-8. Also, The Kalyåˆ¥ Inscriptions 
Erected by King Dhammacet¥ at Pegu in 1476 A.D., Text and Translation, Rangoon, 
Govt. Printing, 1892. 
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sa gha.815 The extent to which such Sinhalese or Mahåvihårin connections with the 

early Pagan Sangha are supported by datable epigraphic references has been the 

source of much scrutiny, which suggests that if these accounts contain any truth it is 

likely that the reformist activities of Ónanda and his Sinhalese-affiliated cohorts 

probably took place a century later than they are recorded in the KI and various 

chronicle accounts.816 For present purposes this is not terribly important, except to 

underscore our point that 18th and 19th century accounts of To  Bh¥ Lå should not be 

taken at face value. Much has been made of these imaginings by scholars who have 

seen them as testimony that To  Bh¥ Lå was a representative of an “orthodox”, 

reform-minded monastic tradition with ancient historical ties to the Sinhalese 

Mahåvihåra, as it was purified by King Parakkammabåhu I in the late 12th century. As 

such, To  Bh¥ Lå has been called an paragon of “Parakkama orthodoxy”.817 But what 

representations of monastic identity in terms of this lineage were meant to signify in 

the 17th century is far from obvious. The term “orthodox” is of course a highly 

relative term, and one which carries little meaning by itself unless adequately 

elaborated.  

 Yet, if it is authentic, one of the most important surviving documents by To  

Bh¥ Lå is a brief epistle he sent to king Anaukphetlun on April 18, 1608, in which he 

                                                
815 Kelåsa, Pa ˙ya Såsanava , n.p., 1973; In its account of the Ca Kå˙ complex the 
Mhan nan (p. 229) notes that one of the monasteries was given to Varapatta, an expert 
in grammar and astrology, two were given to monks associated with Ónanda’s lineage, 
and the other four to monks whose lineage is not mentioned, although one of them was 
an expert in abhidhamma. The Sås. account (pp. 83-4) however notes that all of these 
monks were of the Parakkama lineage that traced its roots to Ónanda, and, 
characteristically, says nothing about Varapatta’s skills in astrology! The earliest 
account of this narrative (c. early 18th c.) in Kulå˙, vol. 1, p. 264, says nothing about 
either the lineage affiliations or the talents of any of these monks.  
816 Win Than Tun, “Myanmar Buddhism During the Pagan Period”, Unpublished PhD 
Thesis, National University of Singapore, 2002, ch 4.  
817 Mendelson, Sangha and State in Burma, Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1975, p. 
56. 
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provides his own account of the history of the såsana in Burma and his place within it. 

He writes:  

 
As for the crossing over of King Vijaya to S¥hala (S¥hui¬): On the 3rd day following 
the full moon of KachËμ in the year 148 [of the Kaliyuga Calendar = 544 B.C.E.], at 
the moment the Parinibbåna of the Buddha at the monastery in Kussindåruμ 
(Kusinårå), King Vijaya crossed to S¥hala with his 700 attendants on wooden logs. 
The S¥hala Såsana was first established in Thaton by Rha  Arahaμ (Órahan), who was 
born in S¥hala. As for the arrival of Arahaμ in Pagan (Pukaμ) from Thaton: Twice the 
såsana was established [at Pagan]. During the reign of the Great RatanåpËra Narapat¥˙ 
[Narapatisithu, fl. 1174-1211], Rha  Uttaråjiva arrived in Pagan. He was of the 
lineage of the Zi ˙ May (Zimme, Chiang Mai) Arahants Sonuttara and Utara, the 
lineage of the Thaton noble lord Rha  Brånadas¥ (Pråˆadass¥), and the lineage of 
Daguˆ (Dagon) Rha  Mahåkala. During the reign of Narapati, Rha  Tåmalitta 
(Tåmalinda), Ónanda, Råhulå, and Ariyåvaμsa arrived in Pagan. From S¥hala, [the 
lineage] of those teachers designated in the Kalyåˆ¥ S¥må [inscription] of Haμsåvat¥ 
Råmådhipati arrived in Prome during the reign of Ma ˙ Rai Kyau Cvå 
[Anaukhpetlun’s son] with the monk Saddhammacår¥ who was of the lineage of the 
Mahåvihåra. [I,] Tipi†akåla kåra, of the lineage of these four teachers, arrived in Ava 
(rhve va) during the reign of the son of Ñño  Ram˙ Ma ˙ (i.e. Anaukhpetlun) who is 
known as Mahådhammaråja. With your support, the four Sayadaws, Rha  
Anuruddhå, Rha  Anandadhaja, Rha  Ariyåla kåra, and Rha  Tipi†akåla kåra shall 
go downstream to Haμsåvat¥.818 

 

 It is difficult to know what To  Bh¥ Lå intends here. Whatever the reasons 

behind it, this epistle is important as one of our earliest surviving narratives of the 

history of the lineages of early Burma clearly related to if not based on the KI. 

Interestingly, some of To  Bh¥ Lå’s details differ from those of narratives of parallel 

events in the KI. For example, according to the KI, Ariyavaμsa was not the name of 

one of the monks who returned from La kå  with Chappada.819 This suggests that in 

17th century Ava the current version of the KI—even though it was inscribed on stelae 

in Bago and perhaps already circulated in manuscript versions—was not yet firmly 

                                                
818 ROB 18 April 1608 (s.970, Full Moon of Kachuμ). 
819 According to the KI the four were named S¥vali, Tåmalinda, Ónanda, and Råhula.  
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established in Upper Burma.820 The date of the inscription, coming only three days 

before the anniversary of the Buddha’s Parinibbåna as described in the text, may be of 

significance. It is also not entirely clear why the four monks listed in the last sentence, 

To  Bh¥ Lå among them, may have needed to go to Haμsåvat¥ (Bago), though perhaps 

given the context the implication is that their journey is in connection with the Kalyåˆ¥ 

s¥må site.821  

But if we place this discussion in the larger context of the epistle we might find 

more secure basis upon which to speculate as to To  Bh¥ Lå’s intentions. The first half 

of the lengthy submission to the king concerns the nomenclature and design for 

construction of eleven royal parasols (chatta, th¥˙)822. Such parasols comprise an 

essential material component of Buddhist sovereignty, which aside from being a mere 

symbol of authority, are explicitly connected to the active protection of the Buddha 

and kings against danger. Next follows a brief discussion concerning the history of the 

paritta thread utilized for the safeguarding of kings against their enemies, whose 

origins To  Bh¥ Lå traces to its use by Sakka to protect king Vijaya from ogres after 

he had arrived in La kå.823 This discussion leads directly to the subject of the La kån 

såsana and To  Bh¥ Lå’s descent from teachers belonging to that fraternity. Why 

might To  Bh¥ Lå have seen the need to represent his lineage at precisely this 

moment? The epigraph is less a mere assertion of Munindaghosa’s orthodox 

                                                
820 On vernacular and nissaya manuscript versions of the KI see Lammerts, DhVD. 
821 Anaukhpetlun and other kings are said to have paid homage to the Kalyåˆ¥ site, 
although apparently the repairs he performed took place in s.975/1613. See Kelåsa, 
Kalyåˆ¥ Sasanava , Yangon, Ministry of Religious Affairs, 1981;  
822 For similar lists see SPA, s.v. th¥˙.; LPP, 255. Also the discussion in 
Ñåˆåbhivaμsa, Ame˙ tau phre, Mandalay, JambË. mit chve, 1961, pp. 31-2. A number 
of these th¥˙ are represented in the 19th century white parabaik account of royal 
possessions, published as Ma ˙ kham˙ tau purabuik phrË, n.d.   
823 Cf. Mv. vii, though To  Bh¥ Lå’s version differs somewhat from the account in 
Geiger’s edition. For a late 19th century Burmese version see Ky¥˙ Sai Le˙ Thap 
Sayadaw, Mahåva  vatthu, Yangon, Paññå rhve aui˙, 1994, vii. 
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credentials than a narrative arguing for the utility of his lineage to the protection of 

Buddhist sovereignty. Thus the epistle seems intended as a note on Buddhist kingship; 

and specifically the sort of protection that To  Bh¥ Lå’s learning, connected with his 

membership in this succession of teachers, might offer a king.  

If as this epistle suggests To  Bh¥ Lå regarded himself, or at least represented 

himself to the king, as affiliated to the La kån fraternities indicated in the KI, what did 

this mean in the context of 17th century Burma? Here lineage seems to signify at a 

minimum the ability to afford protection to a Buddhist sovereign, but in the absence of 

further sources it is difficult to say much more. Lineage-affiliation can be a weak 

indicator of monastic life. Simply because a monk is associated with this or that 

particular succession of teachers does not necessarily tell us about his intellectual or 

practical proclivities. That lineage as such, while important, is perhaps of less 

significance than is sometimes assumed is attested by the fact that it is not always 

something that monastic authors themselves in premodern Burma proclaimed in 

identifying themselves publicly, for example in the introductions or colophons to their 

texts, or that was used by others in inscriptions in donative contexts to identify them. 

The intensifying energies devoted to lineage-constructing narratives (vaμsa) in Burma 

in the 18th and 19th centuries suggests that this became more of a preoccupation for 

monastic authors during these centuries.824 To the extent that we can try to reconstruct 

the reading and writing habits of individual monks (who have left us with written 

records), they provide a far more useful window onto intellectual and practical tastes 

and habits. To  Bh¥ Lå’s contemporary reputation is built on his notoriety as a great 

specialist on Vinaya and Abhidhamma (especially the former). His one work that has 

                                                
824 It is certainly worth noting that monastic chronicles (såsanavaμsas) from Burma 
are not known to have been written in the 17th century and earlier, even if many of 
these later texts were modeled after the KI. Certainly Sinhalese royal vaμsas 
circulated then, as did Burmese rajåvaμsa texts. 
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reached regional and now international audiences is his Vinayåla kara-†¥kå, a sub-

commentary on the Vinayasa gaha-a††hakathå (by Såriputta, c. 12th C. La kå). Yet 

all of his intellectual efforts were not focused narrowly on what we would today 

regard as “canonical” Buddhist literature. The following works are attributed to him in 

various bibliographies and manuscripts: 

 
On abhidhamma: 
Måtikå nissaya825; Yamuik nissaya826; Pa††hån˙ nissaya827; Dhatukathå nissaya828; 
V¥sativaˆˆanå-†¥kå829; Måtikå-nissaya830  
 
Vernacular poetry (on Jåtaka): 
Vessantarå pyui. ho ˙831 
 
On medicine and alchemy: 
Sampanna dhåt kyam˙832; Kvan khyå dhåt kyam˙833; Mahånår¥ dhåt kyam˙834; 
Dhåtuvittåra kyam˙835; A††hadhåtu kin˙ upade kyam˙836; Kammajarup kyam˙837; 
Kyok rogå kyam˙838; Pa†isandhe che˙ kyam˙839 
 
Apotropaic gåthås and mantras: 
Gåthå mantan kyam˙840 
 
On vinaya: 
Vinaññ˙ å˙ kyam˙ på¬i tau nisya841; Vinayåla kåra †¥kå842; 
Kathinavinicchayad¥pan¥843; Dhuta gavinicchayad¥pan¥844 
                                                
825 Pi†-sm 548 
826 Pi†-sm 363 
827 Pi†-sμ 702; BurmMss 779 
828 Pi†-sm 555 
829 PSS 264; UCL 10886 
830 PSS 675 
831 UCL 115053 
832 Pi†-sm 1456 
833 Pi†-sm 1455; 1457 
834 UCL 8433; Mahånari kvan khrå UCL 7860;  
835 MCh 281 
836 Pi†-sm 1469 
837 Pi†-sm 1458 
838 UCL 105660; Mra . Kraññ, “Pañña rap aluik”, p. 115. 
839 NL 1760; MCh 363. The attribution of the ms is tentative.  
840 NL 1774; MCh 62. The attribution of the ms is tentative.  
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On Pali morphology and prosody: 
Råjinda råja nåmåbhidheyya visodhan¥845 
 
Verse homilies: 
Pyak cu khak cu khai cu ma mrai cu myå˙ (Lokasabhava Chuμ˙ ma cå)846; Ovåda 
Ratu Puid Cuμ (Lokahita Chuμ˙ ma cå)847 
 
Astrology: 
Adhimås †¥kå848 
 
Dhammasattha: 
Manusåra dhammasattha; Rhve myañ˙ dhammasat-nissaya; Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙849 
 
Answers to questions put by the king: 
To  Bh¥ Lå Sva  Cå;850 (Ame˙ tau puμ aphre)851 
 
Cosmology: 
LokavidË kyam˙852 
 

                                                                                                                                       
841 Kelåsa, Cac kui ˙ Såsanava , p. 103; No manuscripts of nissayas on mËla texts of 
the vinaya by To  Bh¥ Lå are currently known.  
842 There are many manuscripts of this text held at most large Burmese manuscript 
libraries, e.g.: MORA 10430, UCL 9407, UBhS 532/111, Bå˙ 663; etc. See also 
BurmMss 1031. In addition to the printed text above, a nissaya of this text was 
published by the Jetavan Monastery, Mandalay, in 1977, although I have only been 
able to locate the first volume.   
843 PSS 286; UCL 9901 
844 PSS 294; UCL 6296 
845 PSS 353, UCL 884 
846 Ao  Sin˙, ed., Haμsåvat¥ Chuμ˙ Ma Cå Po ˙ Khyup, p. 75; Måˆava, ed., Chuμ˙ 
ma cå po ˙ khyup kr¥˙, Yangon, Nha luμ˙, 1965, p. 62. 
847 Haμsåvat¥ Chuμ˙ Ma Cå p. 79; Chuμ˙ ma cå po ˙ khyup kr¥˙, p. 67. 
848 BurmMss 265 
849 The first two texts comprise the MSR and MSR-nis. The Mahåråhasat Kr¥˙ 
(MRK) will be discussed below.  
850 UCL9853. The questions and answers largely have to do with ordination procedure 
and the vinaya sikkhåpada precepts. It is possible that there is some confusion 
between this text and that of the Upåli phrat thuμ˙ mentioned above, allegedly 
compiled by To  Bh¥ Lå’s uncle.  
851 This is mentioned by Kelåsa, Cac kui ˙ Såsanava , p. 103; Perhaps this is a 
reference to the royal order discussed in Candala kå, Maˆiratanå puμ kyaμ˙, pp. 
443ff. 
852 PSS 1278; UCL 6335 
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Narrative commentary (Vatthu): 
Yasava hana vatthu853 
 
Samatha meditation: 
To  bh¥ lå charå tau guiˆ tau put¥˙ cit naññ˙854 

 

In the footnotes I have provided details on some of the surviving manuscripts of these 

various texts, when available. Only a handful of the works noted in the Pi†-sm no 

longer survive in libraries. Many of them survive in numerous manuscripts versions, 

attesting to their enduring popularity in the 18th and 19th century. What this 

bibliography illustrates is To  Bh¥ Lå’s extensive learning across a variety of subjects, 

which comprised engagement with texts which today might be regarded (mistakenly) 

as of contrary purposes and perhaps even out of place in a monk’s education. He was 

most prolific, it seems, not as a vinaya specialist, but as an alchemist. Chronicle 

accounts usually neglect this facet of his textual activity,855 and those modern scholars 

who note his interest in the medical and alchemical sciences do so in passing, 

choosing instead to focus on his “fame” resulting from his Vinayåla kåra or his pyui. 

version of the Vessantara Jåtaka, allegedly composed at the early age of 15. The same 

goes for his collaboration with Manuråja and his work in dhammasattha. A very 

influential early 20th century history of the Burmese såsana, still relied upon by 

monastic students, does not even mention his connections with dhammasattha, and 

states merely that he was “learned in the ancillary treatises (ganthåntara)”.856 Indeed 

                                                
853 2 vols., Yangon, Haμsåvat¥, 1964; Wellcome, 114.1; BurmMss 914, 1182; Harada 
Masami, “The Importance of the Burmese Buddhist Literature ‘Yasavaddhana Vatthu’ 
(The Story of Increasing Glory)”, Journal of Pali and Buddhist Studies, 14 (2000), pp. 
27-41. This fascinating text is a commentary on collection of narrative tales (vatthu) 
mostly extracted from the Dhp-a and Ja-a.   
854 NL Bhå˙ 2447; On Buddhånussati meditation methods utilizing prayer beads.   
855 Though see his association with beda  (veda ga) texts at Sås. 106-7; SåsC, pp. 
166-7.  
856 Råjindamahåthera, Såsanabahussutappakåsan¥, Yangon, Mi kha  eråvat¥, 2004. 
This phrase gantha-antara presents significant problems. In modern monastic usage it 
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only one recent author I am aware of refers to To  B¥ Lå’s alchemical works.857 But in 

the early 17th century To  Bh¥ Lå was not unusual in his intellectual pursuits, even if 

his output and talents were somewhat extraordinary. The monk referred to most 

frequently in the early 17th century Royal Orders is the Bå˙ Mai. Sayadaw, who, as 

far as I am aware, never wrote a single word on sutta, vinaya or abhidhamma, strictly 

construed. References to him in the Royal Orders,858 as well as his only extant work, 

reveals him as a specialist in apotropaic practices, yantra, mantra, magic squares, 

alchemy, and astrology.859 And he is remembered as an important forebear vijjådhara 

among contemporary weikzas in Myanmar.860 

 

VIII. The Eater of Kui ˙ 

About the Eater of Kui ˙, the MSR’s co-author, very little is known from 17th 

century sources. According to the colophon above he was a judge (akkhadassa) and, 

as the Pali title balibhogin suggests, he was the “eater of taxes” for the village (gåma) 

of Kui ˙. This town was probably that located in the Myingyan district on the south 

bank of the confluence of the Chindwin and Irrawaddy rivers. Although there is no 

information on this village in the 17th century, in 1783 it fell under the broader 

authority of town headman (mrui. sË kr¥˙) of Kyauksauk.861 A Royal Order of 1788 

                                                                                                                                       
signifies texts that are not part of the tipi†aka or directly engaged with Buddhavacana 
but which—like grammar or lexicography—might be of some importance to its 
interpretation.  
857 Èhe˙ Lhui , Rahantå nha  pugguil thË˙ myå˙, Yangon, Buddha asaμ, 1993, p. 91.  
858 25 August 1598; 30 August 1598; 16 Feb 1605; 18 Nov 1607; Nov 1610; 22 Nov 
1628 
859 See the Bå˙ Mai. lak tve. kyaμ˙, 2 vols., Mandalay, JambË. pati, 1930. The 
authenticity of even some of this work, however, is not at all certain.  
860 Uggå Ma ˙, Bå˙ Mai. charå tau nha  Kale˙ Va Abhui˙ charå tau, Yangon, Rhve 
Ha så, 1998. 
861 Frank Trager and William Koenig, Burmese Sittans 1764-1826, Tucson, University 
of Arizona Press, 1979, p. 293. 
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states that the asaññ (non-crown service group tax-payer)862 inhabitants of Kui ˙ were 

under the jurisdiction of the mrui. van (“town district governor” appointed by the 

palace) of the nearby town of Taloke.863 The formal office of rvå så˙ (“village eater”), 

meant that he was an appanage holder who had the right to all the crown taxes, 

including judicial fees, collected in the village. This privilege would have been 

bestowed on him by the court, in return for some ministerial or other service he 

performed; it is possible that he was also related to the royal family by blood.864 More 

important appanage holders were typically allotted entire mrui. (“town districts”), 

however, that typically included a fortified town, market, and sometimes a number of 

attached villages. That our co-compiler was entitled only to the village of Kui ˙ 

suggests that he was perhaps not too high in the administrative hierarchy, even though 

his position would have placed him far higher in status than local village officials and 

certainly the villagers themselves. That the grant of the village taxes was relatively 

insignificant is also suggested by the fact that we do not find it mentioned in records 

documenting the bestowal of sizeable appanages in the early 17th century.865 It is 

entirely probable that he did not live in Kui ˙. His other title, Manuråja, also signified 

an official role in the court, or at least that he had received a title bestowed by the 

king. Already at Pagan we find the title Manuråja in reference to an official associated 

with King Klacvå (Kyazwa, fl. 1234-1250).866 Although we can speculate that this title 

may have had something to do with law given the name Manu it is unfortunately not 

                                                
862 For more on this and related administrative terms see chapter 6. 
863 ROB 20 April 1788. 
864 On the related position of mrui. cå˙ (“district eater”) see Lieberman, Burmese 
Administrative Cycles, pp. 36-7; 78-82. Trager and Koenig, Burmese Sit-tans, p. 48. 
865 S¥ri-ujanå,  LokabyËhå kyam˙, Yangon, Ministry of Culture, 2001, pp. 279ff; ROB 
vol I, passim.  
866 Than Tun, Khet ho ˙ mran må råjava , p. 142.  
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commonly found throughout early epigraphic or later administrative records. If the 

title carried a uniform meaning it remains uncertain. 

The Eater of Kui ˙ is not mentioned in chronicle accounts or other state 

documents and is known mainly from his two dhammasattha compilations, the MSR 

and the Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙ (MRK). In the MSR we find only the information in the 

authorial colophons cited above. His other work, the MRK, was transmitted under a 

variety of related names, including Manuråja phrat thuμ˙ (“The Decisions of 

Manuråja”), Mahåråjasatthavinicchaya (“The Decisions of the Great Råjaßåstra”), 

and the Lhyok thum˙ mahåråjasat kr¥˙ (“The Great Råjasattha Decisions”) and 

survives in dozens of manuscript versions.867 It was written by Manuråja, again with 

the stated assistance of Tipi†akåla kåra, sometime during the reign of King Thalun, 

and thus prior to the MSR.868 As the title indicates the work is not a dhammasattha but 

a phrat thuμ˙, a record of “judgments” or “decisions” on various points of law related 

to dhammasattha. The text contains Manuråja’s answers to twenty-four different 

questions “concerning difficult matters on the interpretation of rules in the 

dhammasat” put to him by Thalun.869 Yet aside from corroborating the date of the 

Eater of Kui ˙ mentioned in the MSR, the MRK provides few additional about his 

life.  

Manuråja is also known from later dhammasattha sources, and particularly 

Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha ’s 18th century “recensions” of the MSR and MRK.870 One 
                                                
867 Just to name several of the mss.: UCL 139125; UCL 13143; UBhS 88-610; NL 
Ka ˙ 72; NL Bhå˙ 43; Rhve 976; UCL 8270; UCL 7121; NL Bhå˙ 237. The text was 
published as Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙ in 1870 by the Burma Herald Press. It was reprinted 
by Haμsåvat¥ in 1940. An unannotated translation of the published text is included as 
the Appendix to Shwe Baw, 1955. 
868 NL 2016 f.ka-kå(v). See also the lengthy authorial colophon of this manuscript 
f. ai(r) ff., which is not found either in the published text or in UBhS 88-610.  
869 NL 2016 f.ka. 
870 About Vaˆˆadhamma see Mhau bh¥ charå sin˙, Paññå yhi kr¥˙ myå˙ akro ˙, 
Yangon, Paññå ala ˙, 1966, p. 95.  
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of the earliest dated dhammasattha bibliographical treatises to attribute legal 

compilations to Burmese reigns is the Nånåvinicchaya-pakiˆˆaka (“Miscellaneous 

Matters related to Various Decisions”) written by Shwe Pu (Rhve Pu) in 1832.871 In 

this manuscript the author provides the titles and first lines of 37 different 

dhammasattha, phrat thuμ˙, and la kå legal texts and places many of them in a 

particular historical reign. What is interesting about this list is that the author cites 

verbatim from a part of one of the MSR colophons above, stating that “the 

dhammasattha which begins with the gåthå ‘kui ˙-gåmassaphalindena’ (“[compiled] 

by the tax-lord of Kui ˙ Village”), comprising 10 fascicles [roughly 120 folios], was 

written by the Eater of Kui ˙, a minister with the title Manu, and the To  bh¥ lå 

Sayadaw, during the reign of King Thalun, donor of the RåjamaˆicË¬a Pagoda”.872 

Here we already see an attribution to Thalun’s reign, despite the fact that the 

colophons to surviving manuscripts seem to place the text in the reign of the 

subsequent king, Pindale. The Nånåvinicchaya-pakiˆˆaka contains other confusions. 

It attributes a text beginning “sajjanåsajjanåsevaμ” (i.e. the first påda of the MSR), 

which it calls by the title Manusåra, to the reign of the Mon king Våru (“Wagaru” or 

“Wareru”). Although the MSR transmits a record of an earlier Manusåra that was 

provided a Mon nissaya, nowhere is this text associated with King Våru, the legendary 

ruler of late 13th century Martaban. The line “sajjanåsajjanåsevaμ”, furthermore, is 

absent from the only one extant manuscript of a Manudhammasatthaμ which claims 

in its colophon to have been based on a version written during Våru’s reign.873  

                                                
871 UCL 55058 
872 f.ˆå(r) 
873 The manuscript is NL Bhå 3, copy dated 1707 C.E. This text was published with a 
translation as King Wagaru’s Manu Dhammasattham, Rangoon, Govt. Printing, 1892. 
It is a nissaya dhammasattha which claims to be a recension of a “Mon language”, by 
which is presumably meant a Mon nissaya, of the Manudhammasattha, by a certain 
Buddhaghosathera. See below for the connection of a Buddhaghosa with the 
translation of Mon-language dhammasattha.  
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Yet even earlier dhammasatthas, however, discuss the connection between our 

“Manuråja” and Thalun. The Vinicchaya-pakåsan¥ (VinP) is one of the first 

dhammasatthas to contain information on the history of legal texts. Its author 

Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha  was certainly 18th century Burma’s most prolific legist, 

and the argument could be made that he was largely responsible for much of the 

codification of Burmese law as it has come down to us. His VinP claims to be a 

nissaya commentary on the Mahåråjasat Kr¥˙, which according to both extant 

manuscripts of the MRK and historical records of the text in the VinP and elsewhere, 

was compiled during Thalun’s reign by the minister Manuråja. The VinP states that it 

was written after a request of a minister named Jeyyasa khara to edit the text of the 

MRK into Pali gåthås. In his introduction to the text, Vaˆˆadhamma notes that the 

minister instructed him as follows: 

 
sabbå | khap sim˙ kun so | ma{dh}utelaμ | gha†ådayo | pyå˙ ch¥ tho pat aca 

rhi saññ tui. saññ | bhåjanehi | taññ rå aui˙ nha . | vinå | ka ˙ saññ rhi sau | 
pabhijanti yathå | yuiv˙ yva ˙ pyak c¥˙ rhå le kun sa kai. sui. | evaμ tathå | thui. atË | 
manËråjåvinicchayaμ | manËråjå achun˙ aphrat | dhammasat khvai˙ puμ saññ | 
santiyå874 | gåthå pud phra . | vinå | ka ˙ saññ phrac r* | pabhiñcate | yuiv˙ yva  
pyak c¥˙ e* | pamådabåhullaμ | ayva ˙ amhå˙ myå˙ saññ | phrac r* laññ | akhya  
khap sim˙ | atthaμ | lui ap anak adhippåy kuiv | yaμ yena | akra  kro   | nasådeti | 
ma pr¥˙ ce nhui  | tato tena | thui sui. ma pr¥˙ ce nhui  saññ aphrac kro . | tumhe | 
sa  tui. saññ | pajjato | gåthå å˙ phra . | sodhethå | sut sa  på kuμ lo |  
 
Just as such things as honey and butter will come to ruin if they are kept without a pot 
to hold them, so also the ManËråjåvinicchaya, the digest (khvai˙ puμ) by ManËråjå  
that compares various dhammasatthas (i.e. the MRK), will come to ruin if it is without 
[being formed into Pali] gåthås.  Where there have been many misreadings [of the 
text], the intended meaning has not been settled. You, purify [the text by putting it into 
Pali] gåthås!875 

                                                
874 In the full citation of the Pali passage above the nissaya this reads correctly 
tantiyeva 
875 VinP UCL 6526 f.ki(r). This text was edited by Maung Tetto (Mo  Tak Tui˙) and 
published under colonial authority in Rangoon in 1879. The VinP was originally 
written as an interphrasal nissaya, similar to the “formal” style discussed with 
reference to the MSR above, and Tet To’s edition has extracted the vernacular 
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This passage is important for several reasons, the first of which is that it offers 

additional rare insight on both the ways in which Pali verse was regarded in legal 

culture and the mechanisms through which a Pali or nissaya dhammasattha might be 

written. Here Vaˆˆadhamma explicitly connects the writing of legal texts in Pali 

gåthås to their intelligibility. A legal text written in the vernacular is like honey 

without a pot: its meaning is unconstrained.  The text of the VinP was written to avoid 

misreadings of the MRK, which stemmed directly from the fact that the text was a 

vernacular composition. Here and elsewhere in the VinP Vaˆˆadhamma reiterates his 

allegiance to the MRK, and to putting into Pali verse the intentions of its author 

ManËråjå. He claims that the MRK itself was based on a reading of the so-called 

Navadhammasatthaμ or “Compendium of Nine Dhammasatthas”. Yet nowhere in the 

MRK does the Eater of Kui ˙ mention such a digest as the source of his judgments.  

 Another dhammasattha by Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha , the Manusåra-

dhammasattha or Manusåra rhve myaññ (VDhM), written in 1769,876 states in the 

                                                                                                                                       
portions of the nissaya to produce a continuous Burmese version of the text, 
alternating with the Pali gåthås. Otherwise Tet To’s edition is very readable and stays 
close to the mss., although it is not certain which or how many mss his edition was 
based on. Another influential 18th century legist, Lak Vai Sundra, compiled a verse 
version of the VinP, the Vinicchaya-påkasan¥ pyui., in 1775. Numerous manuscripts 
of this work survive. This text was published in Rangoon at the Burma Steam Press in 
1881.  
876 VDhMP, UCL 6757 f.ghå(v): vaˆˆadhammo ti lañcasmiμ | subhåkitti dvilañjanå 
likkhito navagandho yaμ | ekatiμsa-satådhike | sahassentamhi kojake. “This new 
treatise whas written by [him who goes by] the two titles of ‘Vaˆˆadhamma’ and 
‘Subhakitti’ in koja [sakkaråja] 1131”. VDhMnis., FPL 3740: f.th¥(v): vaˆˆadhammo 
ti lañcasami | vaˆˆadha[mma] ra saññ | rhve khyaññ phvai pyå tva  | subhåkitti 
dvilañcinå |  kyau tha  ta tap cha . r* | ap saññ nha . maññ nhac bhvai. så ra tha so | 
mayå | å saññ | likkhito | re thå˙ c¥ ra  ap so | ayaμ navagandho | ¥ manusåra 
dhammasat rhve kyam n* | nissaya på†h saññ | sakaråj koja saññ | ekati såsatådhike | 
131 khu alvan rhi so | sahasse | 1000 saññ | [From the Burmese:] “I, who have 
received the two awarded titles of ‘Vaˆˆadhamma’ and ‘Kyau Tha ’ wrote this 
Manusåra dhammasat rhve kyaμ påtha nissaya in the year sakkaråj 1131”.  
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authorial colophon to certain manuscript versions that it is a purified recension of the 

Manusåra dhammasat that had been edited (sut sa ) during each of the four earlier 

reigns of Mahåsammata, PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, Hsinpyushin, and King Thalun.877 The 

gåthås, however, had become “unclean” (avisada) and fraught with bad readings 

(pamådaka), and Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau Tha  was requested to compile a new 

recension. He produced an independent Pali version878 and a nissaya version, both of 

which are dated to the same year. The VDhM is divided into ten books879 and judging 

from the number of surviving manuscripts, it was the most widely circulated 

dhammasattha text in Burma during the 18th and 19th centuries.880 In the Pali version 

(VDhMP) the first three books are almost identical to MSRP. Vaˆˆadhamma even 

reproduces the authorial colophons that fall at the end of MSRP Books One and Three. 

However, in Book Four the content and arrangement of the VDhMP begin to diverge 

considerably from MSRP. Although MSRP ends Book Four with the gåthå “siyå teva 

vilumpaye” VDhM continues its Book Four to include the following thirty-six gåthås 

of MSRP Book Five, ending with the gåthå “dviguˆaμ yeva labheyya | 

                                                
877 UCL 7486 f.gaμ(v); UCL 6757 f.gha(r). This text was also printed at the press of 
the colonial government in Rangoon in 1879, edited by Tetto. The published edition 
has the same problems as the VinP; namely, that the contents have been slightly 
reorganized and the Pali and venacular sections have been separated out from the 
nissaya. In the printed edition this section of the scribal colophon is transposed at the 
beginning of the text (s.2). I thank Andrew Huxley for sending me the first pages of 
this edition and Bo Bo Lansin for photographing the entire text for me from the copy 
in the SOAS library.  
878 UCL 6757; UCL 8398.  
879 Certain scholars such as Shwe Baw (1955, p. 122) state the text is divided into six 
sections on the basis of the organization of the colonial printed edition! 
880 I have encountered tens if not hundreds of manuscript versions of this text in large 
and small manuscript libraries throughout Myanmar. In many cases only certain 
chapters or groups of chapters circulate independently. If there is only one 
dhammasattha text in a monastic manuscript chest there is a very good chance it will 
be all or part of the VDhM; if not, then another popular text by Vaˆˆadhamma Kyau 
Tha , the Manuvaˆˆanå-kyam˙. 
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dhammasatthapakåsitå”.881 VDhMP Book Five and following contain many gåthås 

that are not found anywhere in the MSRP. However, VDhMP reproduces the MSRP 

Book Five colophon, which is translated in the nissaya version of the text. The date 

given for the authorship of the recension by the Eater of Kui ˙ and To  Bh¥ Lå is 

terasådhikavassamhi | sakaråje sahassake,882 or, in the nissaya, ta chay sum˙ nhac 

alvan rhi so 1000 sakkaråj rok sañ nhac n*,883 “in the thirteenth year past sakkaråj 

1000”, i.e. 1651 C.E.884   

  

IX. Prior recensions and the relation between the MSRP and MSRnis 

As noted in Chapter Two, the first several folios of the MSR narrate the history 

of the transmission of the text in Burma. The dhammasattha transmitted to King 

Mahåsammata by the ® i Manusåra (on which tale see the following chapter) first 

arrived in Aparantajanapada from some unspecified foreign location during the reign 

of PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, the first Sakyan monarch of Pagan, in the second century of the 

first millennium C.E. There it was redacted as an “abridged” recension in Pali made 

by PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, assisted by Sakka and Ù i. At a later date before 1551 the text 

reached Råmaññadesa, where it was put into Mon, the local vernacular. During the 

reign of Bayinnaung (fl. 1551-81) the thera Buddhaghosa produced a compilation in 

                                                
881 UCL 6757 f.khå(v). 
882 UCL 6757 f.khu(r). 
883 MORA 7057 f.cå˙(v) 
884 The question this raises is: how was it possible for Vaˆˆadhamma to reproduce the 
authorial colophons of the MSR, which date the MSR to 1651, in his recension while 
simultaneously asserting that the MSR was written during the reign of Thalun? The 
VDhM is very clear that the fourth recension of Manusåra was written “in the time of 
the donor of the RåjamaˆicËla Stupa” (råjamaˆicË¬aμ thËpaμ | dåyakassa ca 
kålamhi, FPL 3740 f.tha(v)), which the nissaya understands as none other than “King 
Thalun” (FPL 3740 f.thå(v)). I’m afraid I cannot offer a good explanation for this 
discrepancy. The coronation of Thalun’s successor, Pindale, in 1648 was hardly a 
secret matter.  
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Burmese at the request of the crown prince. It is unclear whether this recension was 

made on the basis of the earlier Mon recension; this is unequivocally stated only in 

one manuscript, MSRa-nis The recension of the MSR prepared by To  Bh¥ Lå and the 

Eater of Kui ˙ may have been based on that earlier text by Buddhaghosa, again the 

language is not perfectly unambiguous. It is clear however that the nissaya glossators 

of the MSR had access to another text called the Rhve Myaññ, as they clearly refer to 

it in connection with the law of theft, as follows: 

 
As for the types of stolen goods (vatthu) there are both animate [lit. ‘having life’] or 
inanimate objects. It is said as regards animate property (uccå): if someone has stolen 
one elephant let them repay two elephants. If someone has stolen one horse let them 
repay five horses. If they have stolen one cow let them repay three cows. If they have 
stolen one water buffalo then let them repay three water buffalos. If they have stolen 
one goat let them repay fifty goats. If they have stolen one pig let them repay fifty 
pigs. If the have stolen one peacock885 let them repay one hundred. If they have stolen 
a person (lË) let them repay ten persons. If [a stolen person] has been concealed let 
them repay four persons. In a text of the Rhve Myaññ (rhve myaññ ta cho ) it is 
written that one [stolen] cow should be reimbursed with thirty, one [stolen] water 
buffalo with fifteen. This does not agree with the [Pali text of the] Manosåra [i.e. 
the MSR].886   

 

Among other things it is interesting that here the MSR is referred to as Manosåra not 

Manusåra. What this citation proves is that there was another (Pali?, vernacular?) 

dhammasattha entitled Rhve Myaññ in circulation in the mid-17th century to which the 

glossators had access. Whether this was part of the earlier recension by Buddhaghosa, 

the Mon edition, or some other version, is unfortunately not clear. No earlier versions 

                                                
885 u do  krak vam pai 
886 MSRh-nis ff. ññË(r)-ññe(r); emphasis mine.  
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of the text survive,887 although there are certain portions of Mon dhammasatthas that 

bear further comparison with the MSR.888  

 What clues can this transmission narrative provide about the genealogy of the 

text? The language used to describe these moments of transmission in the MSR is of 

some help. In describing the first recension made by PyË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, et. al., the word 

used to describe the moment of authorship is from Pali †hapeti (< ti hati “to stand”, 

etc.) glossed in the nissaya by the Burmese thå˙ pe. Thus they “established an 

abridgement (sa khepa) of the dhammasattha in pure Pali”.889 The fact that the 

narrative stresses the text was redacted in “pure” or “unmixed” Pali (suddhamågadha, 

sak sak mågadhåbhåså) rather than simply “Pali”, clearly indicates that this text was 

not a nissaya. The recension produced in Mon (Råmaññadesabhåså) also uses a 

version of the same verb (†hapita), stating that “the judgments of that [i.e. the earlier 

Pali text] were established in Mon”. The text does not say that the text was translated 

into an entirely Mon vernacular version, and this phrase may signify the compilation 

of a Mon nissaya which preserved the earlier Pali version either as an independent 

section of the text or within the body of the nissaya gloss. However, the compilation 

of the text produced during Bayinnaung’s reign is described using the verb vicåreti (< 

vicarati, “to go about”), paralleling the Burmese verb c¥ ra , which can mean to 

“judge” or, as here, in conjunction with the production of texts, to “compile” or 

“arrange”. The verb c¥ ra  is not quite as strong as verbs utilizing the compound re˙, 

which literally signifies the act of “writing” and hence implies a sense closer to the 

                                                
887 However, see the discussion of MSRe above.  
888 See the transcriptions in MDT. It is clear that none of these Mon dhammasatthas 
are closely parallel to the MSR, although they share some overlapping content in 
places. A much fuller survey of surviving Mon dhammasåt manuscripts is needed 
before educated guesses can be made about the details of interactions between Mon 
and Burmese traditions.  
889 MSRa f.ki(r) 
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English verb write used to denote the moment of authorship. Thus Buddhaghosa 

“compiled” a version in Burmese; and again here it is entirely plausible that this 

signifies the compilation of a nissaya or the simultaneous transmission of a Pali 

version. By contrast, each of the authorial colophons in the MSR above use sodhita (< 

sodheti, to “cleanse” or “purify”) to describe the engagement of To  Bh¥ Lå and 

Manuråja with the text. As we have noted, these colophons are not glossed in all 

manuscripts, but MSRl translates sodhitaμ with sut sa —the dhammasattha was 

“cleansed” or “purified” (or less literally, “edited”).890 Thus the first two recensions of 

the Manusåra were “put” or “established” into Pali or Mon whereas the third was 

“arranged” or “compiled” in Burmese. To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja then “purified” the 

text.  

 While the act of “establishing” or “compiling” a text in a particular language 

may signify a moment of translation—and indeed in all of these instances in the 

transmission narrative the languages from and into which the text was translated are 

named—“purifying” a text implies that a redactor is not glossing but editing. Thus the 

implication is that To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja were editing an earlier text, which I refer 

to for present purposes as Manusåra*, in the language(s) in which it came down to 

them. But what was this language? Was the Manusåra* a vernacular compilation? A 

nissaya? A på†ha text? Tellingly, nowhere in the MSRP or the MSRnis does the text 

refer to the compilation of the MSRnis as an independent event, and the authorial 

colophons above function to document the production of the MSR in both the på†ha 

and nissaya manuscript versions. This suggests that the Manusåra* received by To  

Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja comprised both a Pali and a vernacular/nissaya Burmese 

recension. As I have shown, surviving manuscripts of the MSR reveal that the MSRP 

did not circulate independent of the nissaya version. In all manuscripts that contain the 

                                                
890 MSRl f.taμ(r). 
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på†ha text, the MSRP and the MSRnis are presented as one compilation, including a 

Pali recension followed by its nissaya gloss. On the evidence of the authorial 

colophons describing the 1651 recension, it is probable that the version of the 

Manusåra* that came down to them was similarly organized in both a Pali and 

vernacular/nissaya version. There are several possibilities as to what this compilation 

may have looked like: 

 

1. A på†ha text accompanied by its nissaya 

2. Only a nissaya version  

3. An entirely vernacular version accompanied by its på†ha 

4. An entirely vernacular version accompanied by its nissaya 

 

On the basis of what we know of premodern textual and manuscript transmission in 

Burma possibilities three or four are hardly likely. While we have very little evidence 

that sheds light on the specific content of Pali and nissaya manuscripts that circulated 

in Burma during the 16th centuries and earlier, from later periods there is little if any 

evidence of vernacular texts that circulated alongside their på†ha or nissaya versions as 

part of the same treatise. There are many examples, however, of på†ha texts followed 

by their nissaya versions that circulated as a part of a single compilation. And of 

course there are thousands of examples of independent nissaya texts.  

To  Bh¥ Lå and Manuråja did not compose the MSRP and then provide it with 

a nissaya, they inherited both of these texts as part of a single compilation. If the 

Manusåra* contained only a nissaya, it might be argued that To  Bh¥ Lå and 

Manuråja extracted the Pali gåthås and arranged them as the MSRP into a separate 

section of the text. But this is not likely. First, there are no statements anywhere in the 

MSR that they did this. But more importantly, the fact that the MSRnis in Books Four 
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and following contains a significant amount of vernacular content that cannot be 

traced to parallels in the MSRP argues quite persuasively that this material was more 

or less part of the nissaya version of the Manusåra as they inherited it.  

 

X. The persistence of form 

 Part Two has been primarily focused on examining the ways in which 

dhammasattha was written in 17th and 18th century Burma. Here I have insisted that 

before we begin to analyze the content or authorship of a text, we must first read it 

carefully with an eye to deciphering its structural logic and interrelationships with 

other texts. Our surviving manuscripts and texts themselves deserve to be regarded as 

our primary and most proximate evidence for dhammasattha history. The different 

treatises surveyed have shown that there was no single, privileged form in which the 

genre was compiled. As mËla texts, commentaries or digests, dhammasattha was 

expressed in both Pali and vernacular languages, in both “narrative” and “manual” 

styles, and in verse and prose. In this the genre drew on the resources of the broader 

manuscript and literary culture, which remained remarkably stable until the end of the 

19th century when the last dhammasatthas were compiled. One of the earliest 

surviving dhammasats, the DhV, is an almost entirely vernacular prose text probably 

written before 1628. And indeed, as Chapter Two discussed, even in the 13th century 

“dhammasåt” was written in the vernacular. The next earliest treatise, the MSR, dated 

to 1651, though very likely containing a large amount of earlier text, comprises two 

different recensions in Pali and Pali-nissaya.  

Recent scholarship has argued for a gradual progression during the 17th 

through 19th centuries in the increasing vernacularization and “popularization” of 
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legal and other genres of Burmese literature.891 The evidence presented in the previous 

two chapters suggests problems with such a characterization. Pali composition 

remained central to the writing of dhammasattha throughout the genre’s history. Like 

any other knowledge system or variety of kyam˙ in premodern Burma, law was 

expressed in both Pali and vernacular. The enduring appeal of Pali resulted primarily 

from the fact that it was, and had been since the 12th Century if not earlier, the 

language of scholastic culture. Pali is often characterized as “the language of the 

Theravåda tipi†aka”892, which of course is absolutely true, but the language and the 

possibilities it evoked had an significance that extended far beyond “canonical” 

materials and commentaries. The choice to redact a dhammasattha text in Pali was not 

directed by any overtly theological concerns, or by a desire on behalf of compilers to 

emulate or invoke the authority of the tipi†aka by emulating its language.  

As we have noted, Pali composition was desirable because it afforded 

compilers of written law a degree of clarity and succinctness that vernacular 

composition was seen to lack. Pali was imagined to impart a technical vocabulary and 

linguistic or formal exactness that appealed to compilers of disciplinary texts, whether 

dhammasattha, astrology, alchemy, or mathematics. Steven Collins and others have 

noted the long history of commentary emphasizing the importance and superiority of 

Pali within certain Buddhist milieux.893 As Collins shows, Pali was “exempt from 

contingency” and regarded as a natural language which “exists before the artificialities 

(kittimå, Skt. k®timå) of humanly derived culture and language are imposed, and it is 

what emerges after they are cleared away by the Buddhist virtuoso’s Discrimination in 

                                                
891 Victor Lieberman, Strange Parallels: Southeast Asia in Global Context, c. 800-
1830, Volume 1, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003, pp. 197-98. 
892 Compare the title of Thomas Oberlies’ recent grammar: Påli: A Grammar of the 
Language of the Theravåda Tipi†aka, New York, de Gruyter, 2001.  
893 Steven Collins, Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities, pp. 46-53. 
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Language”.894 Texts such as the monastic påtimokkha and kammavåcå materials were 

required to be in Pali and recited according to precise guidelines for the them to be 

ritually efficacious. Pali was capable of denoting “things ‘in accordance with the way 

they really are (yathåbhucca)’”.895 Legal compilers thus drew on the resources of Pali 

as a vehicle capable of capturing essential meaning not because of any special 

attributes of the dhammasattha genre itself, but because of the widespread perception 

that only Pali offered the possibility of redacting a “perfect” treatise in a linguistic or 

semantic sense.  

Moreover, the fact that most of the Pali found in dhammasattha is written in 

meter further attests to the use of the language as a rarefied scholastic medium. The 

MSRP, for example, would have been much easier to interpret if it were written in 

plain Pali prose. The fact that To  Bh¥ Lå and the Eater of Kui ˙ redacted the MSRP, 

or Vaˆˆadhamma the VinP, into Pali gåthås means that these authors were not writing 

for a wide audience who would access their text only through Pali verse. Pali verse 

may have also served to encourage the memorization of the texts. In this the redaction 

of dhammasattha in Pali meter was motivated by similar reasons as legal texts in 

vernacular verse. Verse was the preferred style of homiletic texts that did not deal 

specifically with law, from Pali n¥ti to Burmese chuμ˙ må så and mettå cå.896 Of 

course Sanskrit dharmaßåstra and Indic subhå ita genres (among others) were also 

compiled in verse. The initial impetus for the compilation of Sanskrit legal texts in 

eight-syllable ßloka meter may have been partly motivated by the fact that towards the 

close of the first millennium B.C.E. verse came to signify a higher textual authority 

                                                
894 Collins, ibid., p. 52. 
895 Collins, ibid., p. 50. 
896 For a discussion of some texts of the latter two vernacular genres which began in 
the late 15th and early 16th centuries see Chapter Six.  
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than prose, and thus supplanted the form of the earlier dharmasËtra literature.897 By 

the late 15th century when vernacular verse homilies began to be written by 

Mahåra††hasåra, S¥lavaμsa, and the Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙ Sayadaw, the connection 

between poetry and textual authority was well established in South as well as 

Southeast Asia. Versification connected writing to an extensive literature on poetic 

theory (kåvya) in both Sanskrit and Pali, which impacted the development of 

vernacular conceptions of meter and rhyme in Burma as it did in Siam. The expression 

of literary skill and creativity associated with the ornament of sound was a principal 

motivation for the writing of poetic law.  

But it is also clear that the practical requirements of the legal culture in 

premodern Burma could not be met by Pali or verse legal texts alone. The vast 

majority of cases were not tried by monks, ex-monks or learned authors who would 

have had a high level of command of Pali or a deep familiarity with poetic theory. The 

extent to which such judges may have even been literate is an open question; and their 

sole access to ideas contained in dhammasattha may have been through communal 

recitations of texts. Disputes, even monastic disputes, were conducted entirely in the 

vernacular. It is therefore hardly surprising that we also find an array of vernacular 

prose dhammasattha texts. In this sense nissaya could accommodate both the learned, 

scholastic aspect of dhammasattha compilation while simultaneously allowing for 

vernacular prose access to a text via glosses and adhippåya passages. There are certain 

modulations in the development of written law during the 17th through 19th centuries, 

but this period is not marked by dramatic changes in the formal or linguistic aspects of 

dhammasattha compilation.  

 

 

                                                
897 See Olivelle, “Structure and Composition”. 
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PART THREE 

DHAMMASATTHA AND TEXTUAL AUTHORITY 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DHAMMASATTHA AND ITS DISCONTENTS 

 

 Some degree of concern with the sources of law is a hallmark of most legal 

cultures. Since Plato European traditions of jurisprudence have made the articulation 

of the origins of legal authority one of the key features of its inquiry, while in South 

and Southeast Asia the dharmasËtras, dharmaßåstras, the Buddhist Vinaya literature, 

and their commentaries, all grapple with questions of what makes a rule legitimate as 

law. Dhammasattha devotes less space to the explicit theorization of such matters, but 

a careful reading of manuscripts reveals that it has much to say about them. Part Three 

examines the textual authority of dhammasattha. Here textual authority refers to both 

the authority of dhammasattha as a text, as written law, and to the texts the genre 

invokes as authoritative.  

 Chapter Six begins with an analysis of the mythologies associated with the 

origin and authority of written law which frame the MSR. It does so in part to 

underscore the importance of narrative in articulating the framework within which 

dhammasattha law is expressed. Narrative is one of the key features that sets 

dhammasattha apart from other forms of written law in premodern Burma, such as 

royal edicts, which date to the Pagan-era and have earlier analogues in Indo-Southeast 

Asian political theory, or the upadesa laws of the late Konbaung dynasty, which were 

themselves a unique amalgamation of dhammasattha, råjaßåstra and early modern 

European juridical models. It is also one of the main differences between 

dhammasattha and dharmaßåstra, most examples of which devotes far less space to 

narrative accounts of law’s origins.898 Here I want to argue that narrative was not 

                                                
898 However, the Vai ˆava Dharmaßåstra (c. 6th-8th Centuries C.E.) departs from the 
convention of earlier texts in devoting more space to its frame story. See Patrick 
Olivelle, The Law Code of Vi ˆu: A Critical Edition and Translation of the Vai ˆava-
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simply employed to articulate a “legal fiction”, a device employed by legislators to 

obscure the fact that law was made by human hands. Rather, it laid the theoretical 

groundwork and established the authoritative basis for dhammasattha law without 

which representations of legal authority elsewhere in the texts would be unimaginable. 

Moreover, the narrative mythologies of dhammasattha provided an opportunity for 

compilers to instruct their audiences in a range of additional themes concerning ascetic 

practice and sexual temptation that are perhaps less strictly associated with law.  

 We thus encounter mythopoeic narratives concerning the celestial revelation of 

the text of the law and its uncorrupted appearance in the world due to the intercession 

of ® is charged with supernormal powers. As discussed below, it would be incorrect to 

view such myths as parallel to Abrahamic conceptions of legislation enacted by God 

or “divine law”. The legal cosmology at work is specific and presupposes a 

distinctively (Pali) Buddhist ontology concerning the boundaries of the mundane and 

supermundane. The law is brought into being because of the ways in which it can 

serve worldly benefit and political power. In theory at least, law is meant to enhance 

the conditions necessary for the attainment of an ever more perfect world 

characterized by right action, which is in turn motivated by the soteriological desires 

of its inhabitants.  

 Due to the model of textual authority they propose, such narratives confronted 

Burmese commentators on dhammasattha with uncertainties. They were regarded, by 

some quarters at least, as incongruous with orthodox conceptions of the origin of 

Buddhist legislation. Bhikkhus and paˆ itas learned in the texts of the tipi†aka and 

their commentaries, and familiar with traditional narratives concerning the parameters 

of this literature and its formation, easily recognized the exclusion of dhammasattha 

                                                                                                                                       
Dharmaßåstra, Harvard Oriental Series Vol. 73, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 2009, pp. 16-17. 
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from it. Critics of the genre invoked an alternative model of textual authority, which 

redescribed dhammasattha as a form of human legislation and an associate of the 

“Vedic” corpus, as it was construed by the Burmese and Pali commentarial 

imagination. For most commentators this corpus was not heretical or “non-Buddhist”. 

In the second half of this chapter I examine a number of different discussions that 

attempt to account for, if not reconcile, dhammasattha and other “Bråhmaˆical” 

disciplines with perceived authoritative Buddhist texts and particularly the Jåtaka 

commentarial literature. This analysis is important not only for an understanding of 

the reception and later transformation of the foundational narratives of dhammasattha 

written law, but may be extended as a powerful explanation of the ways in which other 

ßåstras, as well as Bråhmaˆism more broadly, were domesticated as legitimate within 

the Burmese Buddhist context.  

 Chapter Seven turns from an analysis of the authority of written law to an 

analysis of the texts invoked as authoritative by the genre. As we have already 

repeatedly encountered, there are extensive parallels between dhammasattha and both 

Pali Buddhist texts and Sanskrit dharmaßåstra and n¥ti-type literature. Here I narrow 

the focus to concentrate on the representations of judges, witnesses, and oaths in the 

MSR and DhV. This chapter has two principle goals. The first is to stress the 

importance of ethics to the dhammasattha imaginary. While Chapter Six explores the 

more positivistic conception of written law entailed in the MSR origin narrative, 

Chapter Seven draws attention to the centrality of moral discourse in the determination 

of individuals qualified to act as judges and witnesses. Secondly, Chapter Seven 

provides a case study in the textually “composite” nature of this ethics, which is 

grounded in the authority of Buddhist jurisprudence (sourced from a wide array of Pali 

texts), Bråhmaˆical dharmaßåstra, and local legal-administrative theory. 
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I. Mahåsammata: The origins of Buddhist sovereignty  

Many dhammasattha texts begin with a narrative account of the genesis of 

written law. There are several variants of the account, all but one of which (that of the 

KNDh discussed above), depict tales of both a ® i Manu (or Manusåra and other 

variants) and King Mahåsammata.899 Before looking in detail at the nuances of the 

MSR account it is necessary to first explore the long history of commentary associated 

with these two figures in Pali and Burmese literature before the mid-17th century. 

Mahåsammata, of course, is the first king according to Buddhist cosmogony and 

chronicles, the progenitor of the Sakyan royal lineage (from which the Buddha 

Gotama himself descended), and a bodhisatta.900 The locus classicus of discussions 

concerning him is the well-known Aggañña Sutta (AS) of the D¥gha-nikåya.901 The 

AS is a text that has been put to the service of many different arguments concerning 

the origins and ideal theory of Buddhist statecraft.902 Briefly, it recounts how, towards 

                                                
899 Cf. Andrew Huxley, “When Manu met Mahåsammata”, JIP, 24 (1996), pp. 593-
621, who identifies three principle “versions” of the account. As Huxley admits, these 
three versions do not map neatly onto the textual tradition. Here my comments relate 
mainly to the MSR, and I don’t attempt to map the relationship among all of the 
surviving versions of these origin narratives, since such a project would, at a 
minimum, require a reasonably careful comparison of hundreds of manuscript texts.  
900 DPPN, s.v.; S. J. Tambiah, “King Mahåsammata: The First King in the Buddhist 
Story of Creation, and his Persisting Relevance”, Journal of the Anthropological 
Society of Oxford, 20 (1989), pp. 101-122. 
901 D III 80-98; Steven Collins, “The Discourse on What is Primary (Agañña-sutta)”. 
902 There is an extensive recent literature on this subject, much of which can be traced 
to the work of Balkrishna Gokhale; see, for example, his “Dhammiko Dhammaråja: A 
Study in Buddhist Constitutional Concepts”, Indica: The Indian Historical Research 
Institute, Silver Jubilee Commemoration Volume, Bombay, Indian Historical Research 
Institute, 1953, pp. 161-65. In part, this work extends earlier scholarship on the 
development of ideas of a Buddhist political theology focusing on the ideal of the 
cakravartin king. See Émile Sénart, Essai sur la légende du Buddha, son caractère et 
ses origines, Paris, E. Leroux, 1882; J. Przyluski, “La ville du cakravartin: Influences 
babyloniennes sur la civilisation de l'Inde”, Rocznik Orjentalistyczny, 5 (1927), 165-
185; H.G. Quaritch Wales, The Mountain of God: A Study in Early Religion and 
Kingship, London, Bernard Quaritch, 1953; Paul Mus, Barabudur: Esquisse d'une 
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the beginning of the cyclic generation (viva††ati) of a world (loka), beings gradually 

became greedy, began to indulge in impurities (asuci) such as sex, and, due to their 

sloth, began to harvest surplus stores of food. One being stole another’s share (bhåga) 

of rice, which marked the beginning of theft (adinnådåna), and thus accusation 

(garahå), lying (mËsavada), and punishment (daˆ adåna).903 Then, responding to 

such transgressions, 

 
those beings came together and lamented ‘bad things {påpakå dhammå} have 
appeared for us beings, in that stealing, accusation, lying and punishment have become 
known; what if we were to appoint one being to criticise whoever should be criticised, 
accuse whoever should be accused, and banish whoever should be banished? We will 
(each) hand over to him a portion of rice’. Then, monks, those beings went to the one 
among them who was most handsome and good-looking, most charismatic 
{påsådikataro} and with greatest authority {mahesakkhataro} and said ‘come, being, 
(you) criticise whoever should be criticised, accuse whoever should be accused, and 
banish whoever should be banished; we will (each) hand over to you a portion of 
rice{’}. He agreed [and did as they asked]; they (each) gave him a portion of rice. 
‘Appointed by people’ [mahåjanena sammato], monks (is what) mahåsammata 
(means): ‘mahåsammata’ was the first term (for the k atriya class) which appeared. 
‘Lord of the fields’ [khettånam pati] is what khattiya means: ‘khattiya’ was the second 
term (for the k atriya class) to appear. ‘He brings joy to others [paresaμ ... rañjeti] 
according to Dhamma’, is what råjå (‘king’) means: ‘rajå’ was the third term (for the 
k atriya class) to appear. This was the birth of the k atriya-group {...}904 

 

The text continues to narrate the emergence of the additional three classes (vaˆˆa) of 

brahmaˆas, vessas, and suddhas. But among the four classes the AS states that it is the 

monk, who may have gone forth from any one of them, who is the best and primary 

(agga),905 for only he is an arahant.906  

                                                                                                                                       
histoire du Bouddhisme fondée sur la critique archéologiques des textes, 2 vols., 
Hanoi, Imprimerie d'Extrême-Orient, 1935.   
903 D III, 92. On garahå and cognate terms see below. 
904 Collins trans., “Discourse”, pp. 345-6. 
905 On the nuances involved in ‘tesaμ aggam akkhåyati dhammen’ eva no 
adhammena’ see Collins, “Discourse”, notes to translation 7.2, 7.3, and 31.2. 
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The AS has rightly been seen as an account of the origin of both the social 

classes and “bad things”—early English translators glossed the phrase påpakå 

dhammå as “evil deeds”, a Burmese nissaya written in 1753 glosses it “bad conduct” 

(ma ko ˙ so akya .).907 Expressions of behavior contrary to dhamma (greed, sex, 

theft) made governance necessary. Political sovereignty and class were not part of the 

order of things, but a consequence of debauched practices.908 A number of 

commentators have remarked how different this model is from Bråhmaˆical 

conceptions of the origins of kingship or caste, and suggested that it may have been 

intended in part as satirical commentary on an earlier, non-Buddhist political 

theology.909 The unnaturalness of these phenomena in the AS stands in sharp contrast 

to arguments in Vedic cosmogonic myths,910 such as the famous Puru a SËkta (RV 

10.90) in which the four social classes are created from dismemberment of the Cosmic 

Man, or indeed to narratives that sought to sacralize kingship in other Bråhmaˆical 

and Buddhist texts.911  

                                                                                                                                       
906 The definition of Arhant here is similar to that found elsewhere in the nikåyas, 
namely: one who has destroyed the defilements (kh¥ˆåsava), reached perfection 
(vusitavå), done the duty (katakaraˆ¥ya), laid down the burden (ohitabhåra), attained 
the true goal (anuppattasadattha), exhausted the fetters of existence (parikkh¥ˆa-
bhavasaμyojana), and is released by perfect knowledge (sammadaññå vimutto). Cf. 
parallel passages in CS-Bse.— D¥.3.186; M.1.8-11, 361; M.2.194, 234-5; Saμ.2.110, 
167; Saμ.3.474-5, 497, 503, 827, 907; A .1.37-8; A .2.49, 55; etc. 
907 Ariyåla kåra, Påtheyyapå¬i-tau nissaya, Yangon, Icchåsaya, 1973, pp. 155-6. 
908 We should note that across early Pali materials kingship is not characterized by a 
single, normative set of features. See the extensive discussion of the various forms 
such representations may take in S. Collins, Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities, 
ch. 6.      
909 R. Gombrich, “The Buddha’s Book of Genesis”, Indo-Iranian Journal, 35, 2-3 
(1992), pp. 159-91, esp. 162 ff.; Collins, “Discourse”, pp. 309-12.  
910 See Brian K. Smith, Classifying the Universe. 
911 Here, however we should also note that within Bråhmaˆical theory similar 
narratives of the “election” of kings by the people are found. Cf. Kane, History III, p. 
31. On an array of relevant Bråhmaˆical materials see J. Gonda, “Ancient Indian 
Kingship from the Religious Point of View”, Numen, 3.1 (1956), 36-71; 3.2 (1956), 
122-155; 4.1 (1957), 24-58; 4.2 (1957), 127-164. The classic studies of sacral 
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Nowhere in the AS is emergent kingship expressly connected with legislation; 

the subtext of the narrative is that a good king is the preserver of the order of 

dhamma.912 Collins, however, was the first to notice features of the language and 

content of the AS which reveal its close connection to the laws of the monastic vinaya 

literature. He writes that “each and every event in the degeneration of beings is in 

some way related to the monastic order, its ideals and its Code.”913 The intended 

audience of the AS was the sa gha, and as such the parable may have operated to a 

significant extent as a justification of monastic administrative law before the 

community, meant to ensure the performance of actions according to vinaya and 

legitimate the punishment of infractions. Most later Pali and vernacular commentaries 

fail to explore this connection between the AS and the vinaya. However, To  Bh¥ Lå, 

our co-compiler of the MSR, in his Vinayåla kåra-†¥kå (VL) attributes a certain 

monastic law to the primordial reign of Mahåsammata. To  Bh¥ Lå discusses a vinaya 

passage (Vin 1, 250) that states that “when seeds (b¥ja) belonging to the community of 

the sa gha (sa ghika) are sown on lands belonging to an individual (puggalika), [the 

community] may use of the produce after they have given a share [to the individual]”, 

and vice versa. In the commentary on this passage in the Samantapåsådikå and in later 

                                                                                                                                       
Buddhist kingship in Southeast Asia and its cosmological foundations are Heine-
Geldern, “Weltbild und Bauform in Südostasien”, Wiener Beiträge zur Kunst- und 
Kulturgeschichte Asiens, 4 (1930), pp. 28-78; P. Mus, Barabudur, op. cit.; P. Mus, 
“Le Buddha paré”, BEFEO, 28.1 (1928), pp. 153-278. An important recent study 
returns to many connected themes: Peter Skilling, “King, Sangha, and Brahmins: 
Ideology, ritual and power in pre-modern Siam” in Buddhism, Power and Political 
Order, ed. Ian Harris, London, Routledge, 2007, pp. 182-215.  
912 That is, the AS is less explicit than certain dharmaßåstras, which state that the 
absence of dharma gave rise to both legal procedure (vyavahåra) and kingship. 
Compare Nårada, 1.1-2” “When men had dharma as their sole purpose and were 
speakers of the truth, there was no legal procedure, no enmity, and no selfishness. 
Legal procedure came into being at the time when dharma was lost among men. The 
overseer of legal procedures is the king; he has been made the rod-bearer 
[daˆ adhara˙]” (Lariviere, trans., p. 3). 
913 See the important discussion at Collins, “Discourse”, p. 330. 
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sub-commentaries this practice of “giving a share” is justified as jambud¥pe 

poråˆakacårittaμ, an “old practice in Jambud¥pa”, and the amount of the share to be 

given is further specified as one-tenth of the total produce.914 To  Bh¥ Lå refers to this 

formulation, but further elaborates the rule, stating: 

 
‘jambud¥pe poråˆakacårittaμ’ means at the beginning of the world-cycle (kappa), 
humans (manusså) made the bodhisatta Mahåsammata king. Each [of the humans] 
divided ten shares of their harvest from their rice-fields and partook of it after having 
given one share to King Mahåsammata, who was the owner of the earth 
(bhËmisåmikabhËta). Henceforth this practice was said to be that of the people of 
Jambud¥pa. Thus in the sub-commentary on the vinaya, Såratthad¥pan¥, it is said, 
‘having made ten shares, they should give one share to the owner of the land.915  

 

This identification remained the principle justification for the royal taxation of 

Burmese subjects in the following centuries.916  

 

II. The Buddhist Manu 

 Manu, on the other hand, is regarded as the father of humankind and author of 

ßråddha rites according to early (i.e. pre-Buddhist) Vedic materials.917 The first 

                                                
914 Sp 5, 1103: bhågaμ datvå ti dasamabhågaμ datvå idaμ kira jambud¥pe 
poråˆakacårittaμ tasmå dasako††håse katvå ko††håso bhËmisåmikånaμ dåtabbo | This 
elaboration is also reproduced in the Mahåvagga-†¥kå of the Såratthad¥pan¥-Bse-
CSCD s.304 and Vinayasa gaha-å††hakathå, Yangon, Praññ kr¥˙ maˆ ui , 1954, p. 
435. 
915 jambud¥pe poråˆakacårittanti ådikappakåle pa†hamakappikå manusså bodhisattaμ 
mahåsammataμ nåma råjånaμ katvå sabbepi attano attano taˆ ulaphalasålikhettato 
pavattataˆ ulaphalåni dasa ko††håse katvå ekaμ ko††håsaμ bhËmisåmikabhËtassa 
mahåsammataråjino datvå paribhuñjiμsu | tato pa††håya jambud¥pikånaμ 
manussånaμ cårittå vuttaμ | tenava såratthad¥pan¥nåmikåyampi vinaya†¥kåyaμ 
dasabhågaμ datvåti dasamabhågaμ datvå | VL, ii, p. 398. 
916 MMOS, 171. 
917 Cf. Bühler, Laws of Manu, SBE vol. 25, pp. lvii-lxiii; Kane. History I, pp. 306-8.  
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explicit connection between him and legislation may be in Yåska’s Nirukta918, or 

otherwise in the earlier dharmasËtra literature, where his authority is cited in reference 

to both inheritance regulations and expiatory rites.919 Later materials depict him as the 

first king and progenitor of the Ik våku solar dynasty.920 In a passage that recalls the 

role of Mahåsammata in the AS, the Arthaßåstra says that Manu was made king by the 

people who were aggrieved by the “law of the fishes” (måtsyanyåya)921, and that they 

designated one-sixth of their commodities and one-tenth of their grain and specie as 

his share. Kings, the text says, “foster the welfare (yogak ema) of their subjects”.922 

Manu is of course most well known as the sage who reveals the contents of the 

Manusm®ti, which he related to a group of ® is who interrupted him in the course of 

meditation and asked him to provide guidance about the law (dharma).923  

 Manu is not mentioned in the Tipi†aka, but has a vibrant “post-canonical” 

career, as Collins and Huxley have pointed out,924 in which among other things he is 

identified as the same as Mahåsammata. The commentary on the Vimånavatthu is the 

earliest Pali text to assert that Manu and Mahåsammata are identical figures. A parallel 

passage is found also in the Såratthad¥pan¥-†¥kå and the Abhidhånappad¥pikå-†¥kå: 

 

                                                
918 Kane, History I, p. 308. Yåska’s date is uncertain, and placed between the 7th and 
3rd centuries B.C.E.; cf. G. Cardona, P ini: A Survey of Research, Delhi, Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1997, s.3.2.1. 
919 Ópastamba-dharmasËtra 2.14.11; Gautama-dharmasËtra, 21.7. On the date of 
these texts see P. Olivelle, DhramasËtras, pp. 4-10. 
920 As Collins points out, in the commentary on the Amba††ha Sutta three Okkåka 
(<Ik våku) lineages were descended from Mahåsammata. Collins, “The Lion’s Roar 
on the Wheel Turning King”, pp. 421-46, p. 424. See also Jonathan Silk’s reading of 
this lineage narrative in Riven by Lust: Incest and Schism in Indian Buddhist Legend 
and Historiography, Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 2009, pp. 129ff. 
921 On this term see Kane, History III, pp. 21-2. 
922 AÍ, 1.13.5-7. 
923 MDh, 1.1-3. 
924 See particularly Collins, “The Lion’s Roar”, op. cit.; Collins and Huxley, “The 
Post-Canonical Adventures of Mahåsammata”, JIP, 24 (1996), pp. 623-648. 
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lokiy  pana manuno apaccabh vena manuss  ti vadanti | manu n ma 
pa hamakappiko lokamariy d ya dibh to hit hitavidh yako satt na  pitu h niyo 
yo s sane mah sammato ti vuccati | paccakkhato parampar ya ca tassa 
ov d nus saniya  hit  satt  puttasadisat ya manuss  ti vuccanti | tato eva hi te 
m av  manuj  ti ca vohar yanti |925  
 
Those in the world (lokiyå)926 say [people] are [called] ‘humans’ (manusså) because 
they are the offspring of Manu. Manu is the name of the first (ådibhuto) at the 
beginning of the world-cycle (kappika) who determined (vidhåyako)927 what is and is 
not beneficial regarding the boundaries between [or: ‘duties of’] men (lokamariyådå). 
He was established as the father of beings. In the [Buddhist] teaching (såsane) he is 
called ‘Mahåsammata’. Beings who are established in the instruction of his 
exhortation, either first-hand or by virtue of lineage, are called ‘humans’ (manusså) 
because they are like his sons. Indeed, because of this those beings (sattå) are also 
designated as ‘måˆavå’ (“beings”) or ‘manujå’ (“born of Manu”)928. 

 

The identification of Manu with Mahåsammata is found elsewhere in Pali literature. 

As Collins notes, their identity is reiterated in the sub-commentary on the Amba††ha 

Sutta (c. 8-12th centuries C.E.), which contains the following gåthås: 

 
ådiccakulasambhËto suvisuddhaguˆåkaro | 

                                                
925 CSCD; Cf. Vimånavatthu-a††hakathå-nisya, Mandalay, Mandalay Hill Pi†aka 
Publishing House, 1940, I, p. 47; Nandisena Aggamahåpaˆ ita, Såratthad¥pan¥-†¥kå-
nissaya-sac, Yangon, Ministry of Religious Affairs, 1980, Vol 1, pp. 565-6; 
Paññåsåmi, Abhidhånappad¥pikå-†¥kå-nissaya, p. 343. A close variant of this passage 
is found in Sv-p†-CSCD. For an alternate English translation see, Peter Masefield, 
Vimåna Stories, London, PTS, 2007, pp. 24-5. 
926 In the nissaya to the passage in the Sp-† the Burmese glosses this term to signify 
“according to the authors of the worldly and grammatical (lok¥-sadda) treatises”. On 
the lokiya/lokuttara distinction in Burma see below. Såratthad¥pan¥-†¥kå-nissaya-sac, 
p. 565.  
927 The sense of vidhåyaka might be considerably stronger than “provider” found in 
PTSD and Masefield’s translation of the Vv-a (PTS, 2007, p. 24). The Burmese 
nissaya glosses vidhåyaka as c¥ ra  tat so, thus Manu “judged”, “determined”, or 
“arranged”. The verb c¥ ra  is the basic Burmese word used to refer to judgments in 
legal disputes.  
928 Masefield (op. cit.) takes måˆavå as “Brahmin youths”. I am following the 
Burmese nissayas, which take these as two different designations, and appear to intend 
the sense of the måˆavo as a synonym for being (satta). Cf. glossed at 
Abhidh nappad pik , s.842 (cf. KAN. s.v.). 
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mahånubhåvo råjåsi mahåsammatanåmako || 
yo cakkhubhËto lokassa guˆaraμsisamujjalo | 
tamonudo virocittha dutiyo viya bhåˆumå || 
†hapitå yena mariyådå loke lokahitesinå | 
vavatthitå sakkuˆanti na vila ghayituμ janå || 
yasassinaμ tejassinaμ lokas¥månurakkhakaμ | 
ådibhËtaμ mahåv¥raμ kathayanti manËti yaμ || 
 
There was a powerful king called M[ahå]S[ammata], born into the family of the Sun 
(ådicca-kula), a man of flawless excellence. 
(He was) the eye of the world, his good qualities blazing like rays, he shone like a 
second Sun, dispelling the darkness. 
Out of his concern for the world he set up boundaries (or: limits, mariyådå) among 
people [= loke]; once they were established, people could not transgress them. 
Illustrious, brilliant, guardian of the boundaries (s¥må) among people, (they) call this 
primordial great hero ‘Manu’.929 

 

The connection in both of these passages between Manu/Mahåsammata and the fixing 

of “boundaries” is significant. Mariyådå in Pali often refers to boundaries, but is also a 

term signifying “custom”, “discipline”, or “rules”. According to Pali lexicography 

mariyådå is a synonym of both s¥må (“boundary”, KAN, s.226) and åcåra (“conduct”, 

“discipline”, KAN, s.1054). In the Vinaya, the term mariyådå is used to refer to the 

“limit” of the number of robes allowable to a bhikkhu as ruled by the Buddha,930 and 

in the Mahåniddesa the term is used to designate the “parameters” of the “four 

limitations” (cattaro pariyanta), which are not to be breached by a monk.931 In the 

Doˆabråhmaˆasutta of the A guttara Nikåya, mariyådå is used to refer to the 

“discipline” of bråhmaˆas.932 The precise term lokamariyådå, “the boundaries [or 

“rules”] among men”, found in the Vimånavatthu commentary cited above is also 

                                                
929 Collins’ trans. in “Lion’s Roar”, pp. 425-5. Cf. The Pali verses are from the 
S¥lakkhandavagga-†¥kå (CSCD). 
930 Vin I, 288. 
931 Nidd-Bse, s.199, pp. 385-6. The “four limitations” of a bhikkhu are s¥lasaμvara 
(“restraint in s¥la”), indriyasaμvara (“restraint in the senses”), bhojane mattaññutå 
(“moderation in food”), and jågariyånuyoga (“the practice of wakefulness”).  
932 AN III, 227, as pointed out by Collins, “Discourse”, p. 369.  
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mentioned in the subcommentary on the MËlapaˆˆåsa, where it is defined as 

equivalent to the “laws that protect the world” (lokapåladhammå).933 In the 

commentary on the Sukkadhammasutta of the Itivuttaka, the lokapålakadhamma are 

said to prevent chaos (sambheda), which itself is glossed as mariyådabhedaμ, “the 

breaking of boundaries”.934  

The Sanskrit cognate maryådå signifies a “boundary” or “limit” but is 

similarly used to refer to “the bounds or limit of propriety, rule or custom, distinct law 

or definition”.935 In the Nåradasm®ti the word is used to refer to “customary rules”.936 

The Manusm®ti states that “They call a king who gathers a sixth portion as levy 

without providing protection ‘one who gathers all the filth of the entire population’. 

When a king disregards proper bounds [anapek ita-maryådaμ], is an infidel, is 

rapacious, fails to provide protection, and is predatory, one should know that he is 

headed along the downward course.”937 The term played a crucial role to refer to 

“law” in the legal culture of medieval South India. Donald Davis has argued that “the 

key to understanding law in medieval Kerala is the concept of maryådå, also known as 

åcåra in Kerala and elsewhere in India.”938 According to him, maryådå signifies the 

“‘boundaries’ of acceptable legal and religious behavior” as determined by local 

authorities through the “selective appropriation of Dharmaßåstra’s judicial techniques, 

conceptual vocabulary, and even substantive rules”.939 Elsewhere Davis writes that the 

Malayalam derivative “maryåda signifies the moral and legal boundaries established 

                                                
933 CSCD. 
934 It-a-CSCD; Cf. Masefield, trans., The Commentary on the Itivuttaka, vol 1, 
London, PTS, 2008, p. 396. 
935 Monier-Williams, s.v. 
936 Lariviere, ed. and trans., 15-16.13 
937 Olivelle, ed. and trans., 8.308-9. 
938 Davis, The Boundaries of Hindu Law, p.149.  
939 Ibid., p. 164; p. 147. 
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in a community, especially by its elite, and imposed both by a general ‘Vorliebe für 

Verhaltensmassregeln’ and by legal proceedings”.940  

 As the figure the Pali commentaries associated with the primordial imposition 

of mariyådå or boundaries or rules among men, Mahåsammata/Manu is identified as 

the first legislator. It is worth underscoring that according to such narratives his “law”, 

along with its enforcement through legitimate punishment, is restricted to a mundane 

jurisdiction. He is not, of course, credited as a source of dhamma itself—which, 

according to both Bråhmaˆical and Buddhist traditions is supramundane and without 

an author—but responsible for articulating the “boundaries” of acceptable worldly 

conduct meant to ensure the conformity of men to the order of dhamma.  

 

III. Mahåsammata and Manu in Burma 

 By the time dhammasattha literature began to be transmitted in Burma—the 

13th century if not earlier—the identity of Manu and Mahåsammata was already well-

established in the Pali commentarial tradition. Thus it would be incorrect to view 

Manu as he appears in Burma (or elsewhere in Buddhist Southeast Asia) as necessarily 

a “Bråhmaˆical” borrowing. In Aggavaμsa’s Saddan¥ti, written in 12th or 13th 

century Pagan, Manu is recognized as another name for Mahåsammata.941 Yet it is 

curious that most of our “early” (pre-18th century) dhammasatthas and other texts 

concerned with law do not mention the association. Around the 15th century a number 

of vernacular verse homilies recount the importance of Manu as law-giver, but none of 

them identify him as Mahåsammata. In a stanza that clearly recalls dhammasattha 

provisions for judges regarding bribery and adjudication, Mahåra††hasåra’s 

                                                
940 Donald R. Davis, Jr., “Dharma, Maryåda, and Law in Early British Malabar: 
Remarks on Words for ‘Law’ in the Tellicherry Records”, Studien zur Indologie und 
Iranistik, 23 (2002), p. 60. 
941 Saddan¥ti-dhåtumålå-Bse, p. 264. On the date of this text see Chapter Two. 
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Gambh¥sara-chuμ ma cå states that a sovereign should follow the “ancient path of 

Manu” (manu lam˙ ho ˙) in order to determine the law:  

 
chui bhvay tarå˙ | nhac bhak så˙ tui. | pui ˙ khrå˙ cim. hå | kap pe lhå mË | phro . 
cvå rui˙ rui˙ | sabho kui˙ lyak | taμ chui˙ uccå | myak nhå kr¥˙ ay | ma rvay ma 
thok | rvaμ. krok mai thvan | me. kyan moha | dosa ma rhu | chuμ˙ phrat mhu laññ˙ | 
manu lam˙ ho ˙ | ta myañ˙ kro ˙ vay | tim˙ co ˙ ma yhi | samådhi phra . || gati ma 
yva ˙ | taññ ce ma ˙ ||942 
  
In giving voice to the law, in approaching either side [of a dispute] in order to judge 
(pui ˙ khrå˙) be honest, straightforward. Relying on the truth (sabhåva),943 don’t 
consider bribes or property or status. Be without fear, leave ignorance (moha) behind, 
don’t express anger (dosa). In a judgment don’t deviate from the ruling line (myañ˙ 
kro ˙) of the Ancient Path of Manu. By means of samådhi (“concentration”), may you 
not depart from the ‘good courses’ (gati). 

 

The referent of the term “Manu” in this passage is ambigious; it may refer to a law text 

named Manu or to the person of the ® i. Aside from the invocation of Manu as the 

source of law, in this passage we should also note that the initial verb meaning “to 

judge” is pui ˙ khrå˙, literally “to demarcate” or “set boundaries”. As a nominal form 

(apui ˙ akhrå˙) this is the typical Burmese counterpart to and nissaya gloss of the Pali 

term mariyådå discussed above. Likewise, the contemporary Lokasåra-pyui. written 

by the Kandaw Minkyaung (Kan tau Ma ˙ kyo ˙) Sayadaw states that a sovereign 

should judge a dispute relying on “the dhammasat which was compiled by the ® i, 

teacher (charå) Manu at the beginning of the world-cycle”.944  

Early Burmese accounts discussing Mahåsammata’s career likewise neglect to 

equate him with Manu. In the earliest surviving Pali and vernacular Burmese 

                                                
942 Ao  Sin˙, ed., Hamsåvat¥ chuμ˙ ma cå po ˙ khyup, p. 27. 
943 This term is very difficult to translate in this context. It might also be rendered as 
“relying on your judgment” or “relying on the character [of the litigants]”.  
944 Lokasåra-pyui., Yangon, Yogi, 1960, p. 84. For a catalogue of many other similar 
references to dhammasat in early pyui. verse and Burmese literature see KLD, p. 149; 
Ao  San˙ Thvan˙, Mranmå dhammasat samui ˙, vol. 1, pp. 2-6.  
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chronicle, also written by Mahåra††hasåra (c. 1500), Mahåsammata and his lineage are 

discussed in great detail, probably based largely on Sinhalese vaμsa accounts, 

although nowhere is he identified as Manu.945 It is perhaps impossible to know if such 

early authors writing in the vernacular were aware of narratives linking Manu and 

Mahåsammata (even if it seems unlikely that they weren’t), and there is no solid 

evidence that establishes when and why such identifications first became widely 

popular in Burma. At least by the early 18th century, chronicle authors began to focus 

on the commentarial associations of the two figures. U Kala’s Mahåråjava  Kr¥˙ cites 

and provides an extended nissaya commentary on the gåthås from the Amba††ha Sutta 

commentary translated above in the course of its description of Mahåsammata’s 

primordial reign.946 The chronicle states that Mahåsammata was also known as Manu, 

and that he, “in collaboration with Good People (sË tau ko ˙), such as the ® is and 

sages (muni), copied the various dhammasat treatises (dhammasat kyam˙ gan tui.) 

from the boundary wall of the world-system (Bse.-Skt., cakrava¬å). He passed 

judgment according to the law and without following the four bad courses (agati). All 

the people of JambËd¥pa lived by their reliance upon him. They delivered unto him 

one-tenth of their produce [...]”947 There are numerous other 18th and 19th century 

references that suggest a widespread familiarity with the Manu = Mahåsammata 

connection. Interestingly, the section on Mahåsammata in the Glass Palace Chronicle 

follows U Kala closely, also citing verses paralleling those in the Amba††ha 

commentary, but remarks that there is no support in the “Buddhist textual tradition” 

                                                
945 Cf. RK, p. 1 ff. Here the account of Mahåsammata relies predominantly upon the 
D¥p. 
946 Kulå˙, p. 47. 
947 Ibid., p. 48. We will return to the important notions of the “Good People” and the 
“bad courses” below. 
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(kyam˙ gan)948 for U Kala’s statement that he, together with Good Men, etc., had any 

hand in the authorship of dhammasattha texts.949 

Yet one of the remarkable features of the surviving dhammasattha texts is that 

despite their extensive discussion of both Manu and Mahåsammata, they only rarely 

uphold the identification of these two figures, and more often present them as separate 

entities who worked in unison to transmit the first corpus of law to the world of 

men.950 A major exception to this is the Manu kyay, which dates to the mid-18th 

century. It also cites verbatim and glosses the verses from the Amba††ha Sutta 

commentary.951 But no dhammasattha texts that can be securely dated to prior to the 

Manu kyay discuss this passage or assert the identity of Manu and Mahåsammata.  

 

IV. Legal origins in the MSR 

 The MSR begins with a long introductory section that recounts what it calls the 

a††huppatti or “arising” of the legal text.952 The appendices contain the complete Pali 

                                                
948 Although kyam˙ gan can refer to “treatises” (sattha) in general, here, as elsewhere 
in the MN, the phrase indicates a narrower textual corpus of the tipi†aka and its 
authorized commentaries. In another discussion of the same verses (Mhan Nan, p. 
115), though citing the Såratthasa gaha, the editors of the chronicle refer to narratives 
concerning Manu that derive from the såsana-kyam˙. According to them, 
dhammasattha literature stood outside this properly Buddhist textual tradition.  
949 MN, p. 9. See below for further such criticisms. 
950 Huxley makes the provocative suggestion that the explicit identification between 
Manu and Mahåsammata in dhammasattha might be a feature of later texts, “part of 
the Buddhist reform movement of the 18th and 19th century”. While this may be the 
case, a potential problem with this argument is that even very late dhammasattha texts 
written in the 19th century continue to assert that Manu and Mahåsammata are 
separate individuals. See Kinwun Mingyi, A asa khepa-vaˆˆanå-kyam˙, pp. 2-7. 
951 Richardson, LOM, p. 8. 
952 Huxley (“When Manu met Mahåsammata”, p. 599) refers to this version of the 
narrative as the “Manosåra”, based on the entry in the DBBL and MDT X. On extant 
mss containing the name Manosåra see the discussion of MSRe in Chapter Five. Shwe 
Baw (pp. 88 ff.) claims to have consulted a mss by this name dated 1862, although his 
descriptions of its content are parallel with the MSR (e.g. with regard to its provisions 
on slaves, monastic inheritance, etc). As Huxley notes (p. 599), there are important 
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(Appendix I, MSRP ka(v)3-ki(v)27) and nissaya (Appendix II) texts of this section. In 

earlier chapters I have already noted several features of this part of the MSR 

connected with historical transmission and authorship, and here I would like to 

concentrate on its representation of Manu and Mahåsammata and their precise 

relationship to legal authority. 

The narrative begins by introducing the figure of Mahåsammata, stating that he 

was a bodhisattva who protected the people by dhamma (janaμ dhammena rakkhati) 

at the beginning of the world-cycle.953 The text then describes how a deity it refers to 

as Brahmadeva transmigrates from the Brahmaloka realm and is born into the “class” 

of counselors (matta-kula)954 and the lineage of Mahåsammata. Brahmadeva hears 

accusations (garaha, kai. rai. khra ˙)955 among men intent upon condemning one 

another and then gives up his householder status (gharåvåsa) and decides to “go forth” 

as a ® i (isipabbajjaμ karitvå)956. He withdraws to the Himavanta to dwell in a cave 

                                                                                                                                       
parallels between the mythic narrative concerning the origin of the law presented in 
this group of texts and in extant Cambodian (as recorded in the “Grand Préambule” of 
A. Leclère, Codes Cambodgienes, I, 1898, pp. 1-19) and Siamese royal versions of the 
dhammasattha prefacing the Three Seals Code. A similar though incomplete Mon text 
also exists as a hand-copy made in 1939 in MDT, pp. 456-505. Yet these are not the 
same “version” and there are quite extensive differences. More research needs to be 
done comparing these texts.  
953 The nissaya here glosses dhamma to mean that he ruled according to the Ten Laws 
of Kings, i.e.: dåna, s¥la, paricåga, muduka, uposatha, akkodha, avirodha, 
avihaμsana, khant¥, sammåpa†ipanna. For textual references see SPA, s.v. 
954 See below for a discussion of this term. 
955 Cf. Abh-†-nis I, p. 221; Abhidhånappad¥pikå-†¥kå, 121 (CSCD), where garaha is 
defined as upavåda “accusation”, “blame”, and kucchå (Skt. kutså), “contempt”. See 
further below. 
956 The notion of isi-pabbajjå is found, e.g., in the CË¬aniddesa where it is used to 
gloss isi; viz. isayoti isinåmakå ye keci isipabbajjaμ pabbajitå åjivakå nigaˆ†hå ja†ilå 
tåpaså >  “an isi [® i] is what is called a matted-hair rootless ascetic engaged in tapas 
who has gone forth as an isi”. Nidd II-Bse, p. 49. The Burmese nissaya, as below in 
the MSR, refers to those that have undergone isi-pabbajjå as “® i-monks” (rase. 
rahan˙). CË¬aniddesapå¬i-nisya, Mandalay, Mandalay Hill, 1926, p. 103. Cf. usages 
of isi-pabbajjå also at Vism, 123.  
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near the Mandåkin¥ Lake “in accordance with the practice of the ® is of the Vajira 

Mountain.”957 There he begins to engage in fire-worship and practices meditation on 

an earth kasiˆa.958 As a result of his kasiˆa meditation, he gradually achieves the 

states of meditative absorption (jhåna), including the eight levels of attainment 

(samåpatti)959 and the five psychic powers (abhiññå).960 At the beginning of the 

following rainy-season, a Gandhabb¥-kinnar¥961 maiden is caught in a storm while 

playing in the lake with her fellow celestials. Afraid of both the strength of the storm 

and of the vijjådharas who inhabit the area she goes to Brahmandeva’s rock-cave and 

begs him to protect her. Because she is a woman (måtugåma) and thus forbidden 

                                                
957 The Pali here reads only vajirapabbataμ yuttaμ selaguhaμ pavåsayi, thus perhaps 
only “he dwelled in the rock-cave attached to the Vajira Mountain”. But the Burmese 
clearly glosses yuttaμ as “in accordance with [practice of?] the ® is”: rasse. tuiv. å˙ 
lyok pat cvå. These ® is are further characterized as those who “are of/on the Vajira 
Mountain”. We might note that the Vajira Mountain or Vajirapabbata (Skt. 
Vajraparvata) appears to function as a synonym for the Vajrayåna in the Nikåya-
saμgraha (compiled in 14th century La kå) and it has been suggested that the 
appellation should be read as another name for Ír¥parvata. See R. Så k®tyåyana, 
“L’origine du vajrayåna et les 84 siddhas”, JA 225 (1934), pp., 214-16. 
958 The classic reference for practices related to the earth kasiˆa is Vism, 123ff. 
959 Cf. M i, 40 (Salleka-sutta) and its commentary in CSCD, or MËlapaˆˆåsa-
a††hakathå-nisya, Mandalay, Mandalay Hill, 1924, pp. 526 ff.  
960 Occasionally these are enumerated as not five but six. Various lists of five occur at 
S ii.216 (“pañcannaμ åbhiññånam”); Nidd II-Bse p. 114 (in conjunction with the 
eight samåpatti); Vism 373. The Abhidhammåvatåra(-CSCD) provides a concise 
statement:  
dibbåni cakkhusotåni | iddhicittavijånanaμ | 
pubbenivåsañåˆanti | pañcåbhiññå imå siyuμ || 
“The divine eye, the divine ear, supernormal ability (iddhi), knowledge of [others’] 
minds, knowledge of former existences—these would be the five [forms of] psychic 
powers”. On the åbhiññå concept see Louis de la Vallée Poussin, “Le Bouddha et les 
Abhijñås”, Le Muséon, 44 (1931), pp. 335-342; On jhåna and the development of 
iddhi power see Stanley Tambiah, The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of 
Amulets, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988, ch. 4.  
961 The text refers to her using both of these terms, on which see DPPN, s.v. 
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(akappiya)962 to ® is he initially refuses, but then due to her pleading concedes to let 

her enter the cave. Here it is interesting that Brahmadeva, in addition to classifying her 

as måtugåma, refers to the Gandhabb¥-kinnar¥ as an upåsikå, a “lay sister”963. Upon 

entering the cave she warns him not to look upon her beauty. 

 During the evening as the ® i performs his fire-pËja (aggihuta) he catches a 

glimpse of the Gandhabb¥’s body in the flicker of the fire. He is overcome by desire 

and sexual passion (taˆhåråga), which causes him to loose concentration and abandon 

his mundane absorptions (lokiya-jhåna) to the defilements (kilesa). He carries her into 

the depths of the cave to have sex with her. Here the rhythm of the text shifts to 

address the audience directly: 

[Gåthå] 
bahurågo hi s¥lavå | aggobhåsalabhåriva |  
pharaˆåp¥tuppajjanti | jhånabhiññåvinodati |  
 
[Nissaya:] 
hi | sa . cva | s¥lavå | s¥la rhi so sË saññ | bahurågo | myå˙ so råga rhi saññ | bhavati | 
e* | pharaˆåp¥ti | kui luμ˙ nhaμ so p¥ti saññ | uppajanti | phrac saññ phrac r* | 
jhånåbhiññå | jhån abhiññåˆ tui. kui | vinodati | phyok tat e* | kimiva | abay kai. sui. 
naññ˙ hË mË kå˙ | aggobhåsalabhåriva | m¥˙ lhyaμ e* aro  nha . tve. so pui˙ 
phalaμ kai. sui. taññ |  
 
Surely, when there is much sexual desire, the virtuous (s¥lavå) is like a moth (salabha) 
enticed by the glow of a flame; pervading pleasure (pharaˆåp¥ti) suffuses his entire 
body and his psychic powers (jhåna-abhiññå) are destroyed. 
 

The reference of this passage seems to be a simile found in several places throughout 

Pali literature, which compare beings overcome by desire to moths enticed (and hence 

                                                
962 The usage of this term may indicate that women are forbidden according to certain 
disciplinary rules of the ® i. The term akappiya is used in Vinaya literature to 
designate monastic proscriptions.  
963 It is difficult to know, however, what exactly is intended by this appellation; 
whether it is meant to refer to the Gandhabb¥’s role as a Buddhist or ® i devotee or 
both. On the term upåsikå cf. Daniel Boucher, Bodhisattvas of the Forest and the 
Formation of the Mahåyåna, Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 2008, p. 202 n.60.  
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destroyed by) fire. The earliest such usage may be in the commentary on the 

MËlapaˆˆåsa964, but there is a powerful statement drawing on it in the 

Telaka†ågåthå.965  

 As a result of their continued sexual cohabitation the Gandhabb¥-kinnar¥ bears 

Brahmadeva two sons. The first of these they name Subhadra (“Auspicious One”) 

because he is “endowed with all Good Signs”. The second son is born three years 

later, and because he could speak words that are pleasing to the mind (manuñña-

våkya)966 he is called Manusåra (“the essence of [that which is pleasurable to] the 

mind”).967 Here we see the potential overlap between the designations Manusåra and 

Manosåra; this may account to some extent for the transposition of these terms in the 

textual tradition (see the discussion of MSRe in Ch 5). According to the etymology 

given here the “Manu” element of Manusåra’s name is not intended as related to Manu 

the ® i at all, but rather to manuñña, i.e. Pali manu-ñña = Skt. mano-jña, lit. “mind-

knowing” or “agreeable to the mind”, hence “pleasing”, etc.  

 When Manusåra is ten years old, his father informs him and his brother that his 

parents plan to return to separate abodes connected with their respective “races” (kula, 

                                                
964 Ps I, 39. 
965 CSCD: brahm sur suraga  ca mah nubh v  
gandhabbakinnaramahoragarakkhas  ca 
te c  pare ca mara aggisikh ya sabbe 
ante patanti salabh  iva kh apuññ  || 
“Powerful brahmas, asuras and gods 
gandhabbas, kinnaras, great serpents, and demons 
all, and others, fall at the end into the flames of death 
like moths exhausted of merit.” 
966 Regarding våkya, here MSR says that Subhadra spoke words that were funny 
(hasita-våkya) while Manusåra spoke words that were pleasing to the mind. From the 
nissaya it is not clear how to take våkya, which it glosses as ca kå˙. In addition to 
meaning “words” in a general sense both of these terms can refer more specifically to 
“sayings” or “aphorisms”. 
967 On the definition of manuñña as that which is pleasing to the mind (manaμ) see 
Aggavaμsa, Saddan¥ti-dhåtumålå-Bse, p. 51.  
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amyui˙): he will travel via meditation (bhåvanå) back to the Brahmaloka, while their 

mother will go to the realm of the nats to dwell upon the Gandhabba Mountain.  The 

two sons ask their father “what is our lineage and race?” (pucchanti te puttå kËlaμ 

vaμsaμ sasambhavaμ), to which the great ® i replies that they are of the lineage and 

race of Mahåsammata that exists upon the surface of Jambud¥pa. He exhorts them: 

 

[Gåthå:] 
icchåyataμ iti bhåvaμ | attakËlaμ dassåmanå |  
yadi svåtvaμ isi katvå | jhånaμ bhåvetha bhåvanaμ |  
 
[Nissaya:] 
svåtaμ | sa  thui nhac yok sh | atthakËladassåmanå | mi mi amyui˙ kui mra  lui so 
nha luμ˙ rhi kuμn saññ | yadi siyuμ | phrac kun rå˙ aμ. | isibhåvaμ | rasse. rahan˙ 
aphrac kui | icchåyataμ | icchåyatu | alui rhi ce sa taññ | isi | rasse. rahan˙ aphrac 
kui | katvå | pru u r* | jhånabhåvaμ | jhån e* pvå˙ khra  kui | bhåvetha | pvå˙ ce kuμ 
lo | 
 
If you two have the desire in your heart to see your own race, have the desire to 
become a ® i-monk! After you have become a ® i-monk, cultivate your jhåna! 

 

The two brothers thus become ® is and gradually develop their jhånas and achieve the 

psychic powers. Brahmadeva passes from his bodily form, and after the two sons 

cremate him in a sandalwood fire (jhåpetvå candaka††hehi), they fly to the boundary-

wall of the world-system (cakkavå¬assa påkåra) that surrounds Jambud¥pa. Off the 

wall Subhadra transcribes (likkhitvå, re˙ khai.) a text containing “the A ˙ Mantra 

Vedå ga text968 which is the essence of worldly existence” (lokiyasåraμ, lok¥˙ så˙ tui. 

e* anhac phrac so a ˙ mantarå˙ beda  kyam˙ kui) and Manusåra copies the text of 

the dhammasattha. Then the a††huppatti narrative concludes: 

 
Carrying that which is of benefit (ac¥˙ apvå˙) to the entire world, the two brother-® is 
flew on clouds through the sky and arrived at the house (ghara; aim˙) of King 

                                                
968 More on these terms below.  
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Mahåsammata. Seeing the brothers, the king provided them with a throne (issaråsana; 
mrat so ne rå). Bringing his hands together in the lotus-form as a gesture of respect, he 
asked why they had come. The two ® i-brothers replied that they had come because 
they belonged to the race of Mahåsammata, and they showed him the A ˙ Mantra 
Vedå ga text, the logic (kåraˆa, akro ˙) of all worlds, and the lok¥ya dhammasattha 
text. A hunter of the forest (vanacåra, to så˙ mu chui) told King Mahåsammata about 
the marriage (gharåvåsaμ) of Brahmadeva, and that the two ® is were the sons of a 
Gandhabb¥ and the counselor (amacca, amat) Brahmadeva. Then King Mahåsammata 
gave them some excellent food and the two ® is ate. May all the A ˙ Mantarå˙ Beda  
and dhammasat texts969 be repeated as they were preached (yathåvuttaμ åvattate) by 
the ® is!  

 

V. Sex, Race, and samådhi 

 The initial sections of this narrative of the origins of dhammasattha written law 

encourage certain comparisons with the AS and Pali commentarial accounts of 

primordial kingship and legislation, although there are important differences. 

Mahåsammata is acknowledged as the first king at the beginning of the world-cycle, 

but we are not offered a tale of his election to ensure against the “bad practices” that 

arose among men. Nor is he identified as Manu. Rather, here it is Brahmadeva who is 

responsible for recognizing and taking action against human impropriety. The text 

does not tell us why Brahmadeva initially chose to transmigrate from the Brahmaloka 

realm to be reborn as a counselor “in the lineage of Mahåsammata”—perhaps the 

implication is that he did so for the benefit of mankind or to serve kings—nor 

anything much that can help us identify him with further specificity. Of course, 

Brahmadeva is an epithet of Lord Brahmå who, quite famously according to the 

Mahåbhårata and other Bråhmaˆical texts, was the author of the first legal treatise 

entitled Daˆ an¥ti, which was later abridged by B®haspati.970 But there is little else in 

                                                
969 From the Bse gloss. The Pali here reads only sabbagandhappakåraˆe, “all the 
treatises”. Note also that here the MSR refers to a ˙ mantarå˙ beda  and dhammasat 
texts in the plural, whereas formerly in the narrative each of these genres is referred to 
in the singular. 
970 Cf. MBh 12.58.78; Kane, History I, pp. 287-88. 
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the MSR narrative that suggests further parallels with Sanskrit accounts of Brahmå’s 

authorship of law.971 Unlike in certain other dhamamsatthas, such as the DhV, where 

“Manu” is appointed as a minister (amat) by Mahåsammata972, here we have the 

somewhat elusive figure of Brahmadeva, who is characterized as having been “born 

into the class [or “family” or “race”] of counselors” (mattakula).973 The Burmese gloss 

for mattakula is “amat [‘counselor’, ‘minister’, < Skt. amåtya] amyui˙ [‘class’ or 

‘race’]”974. Both terms matta (and the related amacca) and kula and their Burmese 

counterparts recur and are important in this narrative and throughout the MSR. The 

Burmese phrase amat amyui˙ also refers more specifically to the khattiya vaˆˆa (Skt. 

k atriya varˆa) among the four amyui˙, “social classes”, parallel to the four vaˆˆa 

comprised of khattiya, br hma a, vessa, and sudda.975 Thus it is clear that the 

implication here is that Brahmadeva was born as a counselor of kings, but that, 

moreover, he was a member of the “class” or “race” (amyui˙) of sovereigns.   

 As in the AS, the origin of the order of law results from the recognition of 

impropriety. Men existed in a state in which they condemned each other (janabhave 

garahatthe)976, and Brahmadeva, hearing these accusations (garaha) relinquished his 

householder-status and withdrew from the world.977 Although neither the Pali or the 

                                                
971 The D¥p also mentions a Brahmadeva as the king of Indaputta and a descendent of 
Mahåsammata. Cf. D¥p 3, 24. 
972 DhVD, p. 78. 
973 On matta cf. TPMA, s.v.  
974 The Burmese conception of amyui˙ is tricky. In many instances the term certainly 
implies an idea of “race” or “lineage” as determined by birth or genealogy, where in 
others it is used to define relations of kind or classification quite distinct from any 
conception of biology or descent. Here as a gloss for kula I think it is quite certain that 
the term suggests the former meaning.  
975 On the definition of matta as a subset of råjå see Vinaya, Dutiyapåråjika, 
Padabhåjan¥yavaˆˆanå, 92; trans. BD, I p. 74. 
976 Bse: kai. rai ap so sabho rhi so | lË e* aphrac n*  
977 The term garaha (Skt. grah) is itself a neutral term, and does not by itself imply 
whether an condemnation or criticism is legitimate or not. It is found used in both 
senses in the nikåyas. (Cf. MN III, 77-8 where it is used to signify criticisms by 
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nissaya is as explicit as we would like, the implication seems to be that by his act of 

renunciation, Brahmadeva hopes to redress this state of affairs by imposing order, 

ultimately in the form of written law, on the world of men. A Mon version of this 

narrative is clearer: Brahmadeva is “saddened by the numerous disputes and false 

accusations taking place among the people” and retreats from the world to engage in 

meditation “because he wished to give [Mahåsammata] a code of law”.978 Thus the 

text of the dhammasatta serves the purpose of determining exactly what practices 

ought to be censured, and separating these from baseless accusations. Yet it is not 

Brahmadeva himself but his son who directly secures this code of law through his 

meditative achievements.  

 A significant portion of the MSR origin narrative is devoted to a discussion of 

Brahmadeva’s “seduction” by the Gandhabb¥-kinnar¥. As a result of his attainment of 

the åbhiññås (and presumably through his attainment of the “Divine Eye”) 

Brahmadeva is able to see his future, and realizes all that is about to transpire, even 

before he encounters the Gandhabb¥: his meditative practices “caused him to visualize 

his [future] existence, his very life, and his son by his wife. And he understood that 

Mahåsammata and his lineage was a matter of virtuous service (upakåra, kye˙ jË˙ rhi 

so aphrac)”. The statement of his prophetic awareness salvages Brahmadeva’s 

integrity by implying that his sexual exploits were intentional: he sacrifices his higher-

knowledge to sexual passion only to ensure the birth of sons who will bring benefit to 

                                                                                                                                       
samaˆas or bråhmaˆas of practices that are in fact according to dhamma; SN IV, 320 
employs the term to refer to the Tathågata’s criticisms of bad deeds, påpakamma).  
978 Sla pat dhammasåt pnon thav (from a monastery near Thaton), MDT X, p. 457; p. 
619. Far more research is necessary on this text (and MDT I which is closely related 
but from Paklat, Siam) before they can be reliably used for comparison. MDT X is 
reproduced as a transcript made in 1939. The text contains only a few Pali citations, 
though all of these are also found in the MSR. It mentions that it is a translation of a 
Burmese dhammasattha, and it seems very likely that this (and also MDT I) is an 
abridged version of the MSR.  
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the world of men. Also, it seems to argue for the subordination of ascetic practices to 

the higher goal of advancing worldly prosperity. It is significant that the only moment 

during the entire a††huppatti section at which the voice of the text shifts to address the 

audience directly is during this discussion of Brahmadeva’s lapse of power. Here the 

narrative serves the additional purpose of offering the audience guidance against the 

dangers of sexual desire as a primary threat to spiritual cultivation.979  

 Manusåra and Subhadra achieve access to their respective corpora of worldly 

treatises via ascetic and meditative practice unimpeded by sexual temptation. 

Although the texts they carry back from the boundary-wall of the cakkavå¬a are 

deemed beneficial for mankind (sabbalokahitåvaha, ac¥˙ apvå˙), their motivations to 

collect them in fact derive from their desire (doha¬a) to be united with their own kula 

or amyui˙.980 The Buddhist cosmos is ordered spatially, and the various beings which 

inhabit it each have their own place. Pali and other Buddhist cosmological texts often 

underscore that destinies (gati) are determined by kamma rather than parentage.981 The 

Buddha has described them as rebirth in hell (niraya), the animal realm 

                                                
979 There are numerous accounts in Indic and vernacular literatures from India and 
Southeast Asia, Buddhist or otherwise, that support this notion that sexual desire 
(råga) is detrimental to ascetic practice. For an overview of Buddhist formulations see 
John Powers, A Bull of a Man: Images of Masculinity, Sex, and the Body in Indian 
Buddhism, Cambridge, Harvard, 2009; on råga specifically cf. David Webster, The 
Philosophy of Desire in the Pali Buddhist Canon, London, Routledge, 2005, pp. 100-
2.   
980 f.kai(r): jambud¥patalaμ vasaμ | jambud¥p apra  n* ne tha so | sammatavaμsaμ | 
mahåsammata ma ˙ e* anhvay kui | ñatvåna | si Ë r* | gandhabbaμ | gandhabbanat 
phrac so | måtukËlañ ca | ami myui˙ kui lh | ñatvå | si pr¥˙ r* | doha¬aμ | mi mi e* 
amyui˙ kui mra  lui so khya  khra ˙ kui | samuppåditaμ | ko  cvå phrac ce e* | 
“Learning that their mother is of the race (amyui˙; kËla) of Gandhabba-nats, and also 
of the lineage (anhvay; vaμsa) of King Mahåsammata, which exists upon the surface 
of Jambud¥pa, they longed to see their own race (amyui˙)”.  
981 See Paul Mus, La Lumière sur les Six Voies, Paris, Institut d’ethnologie, 1939; Ann 
A. Hazlewood, “A Translation of Pañcagatid¥pan¥” JPTS, 1987, pp. 133-159; Eugène 
Denis, Lokapaññatti et les idées cosmologiques du bouddhisme ancien, Atelier de 
Reproduction des Thèses, Université de Lille, 1977, esp., ed., p. 63; trans., pp. 60-1. 
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(tiracchånayoni), the world of ghosts (pittivisaya), or as a human or deity.982 Yet in 

connection with Manusåra and Subhadra we find no mention of kamma as the force 

that dictates their cosmic station; rather, their “humanity” (manussatta, lË) derives 

from the race of their father before his death (and not their mother’s celestial 

genealogy) and assigns their dwelling as Jambud¥pa among the other humans. Of 

course it would not be correct to conclude that understandings of kamma are irrelevant 

to the ontology presupposed by the MSR—and indeed, as we see below, the fact that 

they are not is made repeatedly clear elsewhere in the text—though the narrative here 

serves to underscore the significance of blood descent and family relations as an 

important determinant of existential as well as social status.  

 The connection between ascesis, meditation and law represented by 

Brahmadeva’s withdrawal and his sons’ jhånic flight to the boundary-wall is 

something that is not often examined in dhammasattha or dharmaßåstra studies, 

despite the fact that it features in other law-origin myths, and also that the relationship 

between ascetic practice and power is widely recognized as an important aspect of 

South and Southeast Asian political theology.983 As indicated above, in the MDh the 

® i Manu relates the text of the sm®ti after being roused from a state of one-pointed 

concentration (ekågra).984 Gustaaf Houtman has explored the significance of such 

                                                
982 MN I, 73; In later texts such as the Lokapaññatti this list includes rebirth as an 
asura, bringing the number of destinies to six. See also Hazlewood’s notes to 
Pañcagatid¥pan¥, op. cit., p. 134.  
983 See Patrick Olivelle, “The Ascetic and the Domestic in Brahmanical Religiosity”, 
in Asceticism and its Critics, ed. Oliver Freiberger, London, Oxford University Press, 
2006, pp. 25-42. The classic discussion of ascetic power in connection with sexuality 
in Southeast Asia is Benedict Anderson, “The Idea of Power in Javanese Culture”, in 
Culture and Politics in Indonesia, ed. C. Holt, Ithaca, Cornell University Press, pp. 1-
69 (esp. 8-13). 
984 The commentary on this passage by Medhåtithi (c. 9th century C.E.) provides an 
extended gloss on this term: “The term “„kågra”, by ordinary usage, connotes 
immobility; what is meant by the term is steadiness of mind, it being concentrated 
upon the contemplation of the knowledge of truth, following upon the cessation of all 
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representations in the mid-18th Century Manu Kyay dhammasat (MK)985, which, 

although it varies considerably from the origin myth contained in the MSR, contains a 

tale of Manu—whom it refers to as the son of King Brahmå (brahmå ma ˙ e* 

så˙)986—in which he retrieves the text of the dhammasattha from the cakkavå¬a due to 

his jhånic attainments. Like Brahmadeva, Manusåra, and Subhadra, in the MK Manu 

becomes a ® i-monk, and his meditative practices are almost identical to those of 

Brahmadeva: 

 
manu amat saññ acañ atui ˙ svå˙ le˙ r* | rase. ta kå tui. kya , pyau rå | mandåkin¥ 
aui  an¥˙ phrac so kyok ati987 praññ. so | to  gË e* an¥˙ tva  phrac so to  gË n* kileså 
kui pË pan ce lyak ne e* |  thui sui. chui rå | ne. tui ˙ ne. tui ˙ ta thvå nha . le˙ sac 

                                                                                                                                       
doubts and illusions of the person in whom the contact of all defects of passion and the 
like is set aside by inhibition. It is sonly when one has his mind in this condition that 
he is capable of apprehending sound and other objects that lie within reach of his 
senses; which is not the case when he is in doubt as to the object being a real entity or 
otherwise. Or, etymologically the term ‘agra’ denotes the mind, by reason of the fact 
that in the act of apprehending things it is the Mind tat goes before (agragåmi) the Eye 
and other sense-organs; and in ordinary parlance that which acts first or goes ahead, is 
called ‘agra’; so that the compound ‘„kågra’ is to be expounded as ‘he who has his 
agra, or Mind, fixed upon one perceptible object’; there being nothing incongruous in 
a Bahuvr¥hi compound being taken, if its sense demands it, as referring to things that 
are not co-existent. By this explanation also ‘„kågra’ connotes absence of 
distraction”. Gangånåtha Jhå (trans.), Manusm®ti: The Laws of Manu with the Bhå ya 
of Medhåtithi, Vol 1.1, Calcutta, University of Calcutta, 1920, p. 6. Of course, in Yoga 
discourse the term ekågra refers to a ‘one-pointed’ mental state (citta) achieved 
though concentration meditation. In Patañjali it is one of the five mental states of 
samådhi whose cultivation leads to samprajñåta samådhi. See Swåmi Óraˆya, Yoga 
Philosophy of Patañjali, Albany, State University of New York Press, 1983. For a 
usage of the term in Pali abhidhamma, see Vism 84. For a detailed discussion of the 
interrelationships between the Yogic stages of samprajñåta samådhi and the jhånas 
(dhyåna) in Buddhist samatha (ßamatha) meditation see Stuart Ray Sarbacker, 
Samådhi: The Numinous and the Cessative in Indo-Tibetan Yoga, Albany, State 
University of New York Press, 2005, ch. 4. 
985 Gusaaf Houtman, “Manu’s Samadhic State of Mind”, Unpublished paper presented 
at the Colloquium on Burma Studies, 25-27 October 1996, Center for Burma Studies, 
Northern Illinois University. 
986 LOM, p. 29, p. 33, p. 34, etc. 
987 NL 6 f.ˆå˙(v): atañ. 
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atui ˙ arhaññ so tak sac so ne lu la˙ acha ˙ nha . tË so mre kui kasuiˆ˙ rhu r* | 
pathav¥ pathav¥ | c¥˙ phran˙ r* | rhe˙ ˙ cvå so jhån kui acañ atui ˙ ra r* | ko ˙ ka  
sui. tak le e* |988  
 
The counselor Manu continued his journey [after having gone forth as a ® i-monk]. 
Near the Mandåkin¥ lake, surrounded by other ® is engaged in practice, in a mountain-
cave among caves made entirely from heaps of stone, he devoted himself to austerities 
(pË pan ce lyak ne e*) focused on [ridding himself of] the defilements (kilesa). Like 
that, day after day, he meditated (rhu) on an earth kasiˆa that had the youthful 
appearance of the rising sun and was four finger-span in size while reciting ‘pa†hav¥ 
pa†hav¥’ (‘earth, earth’). He obtained in sequence the first jhåna [followed by the 
others] and rose up into the sky. 

 

Although the precise term samådhi is not mentioned here, it is of course a concept 

closely connected to the attainment of the jhånas. As Houtman notes, elsewhere in the 

MK the possession of samådhi is listed as an attribute of judges; though, as he 

acknowledges, in these instances where the term is found it is difficult to ascertain 

whether it is intended to refer specifically to meditative concentration or to a more 

everyday sense of being mentally collected and focused.989 The term samådhi is absent 

from the MSR, and similar concepts are not mentioned as prerequisites of those 

qualified to be judges, but other dhammasatthas, notably the DhV, state that only those 

people who have paññå (“wisdom”) and samådhi (“concentration”) should be 

admitted as witnesses.990 Of course, none of these references themselves suggest that 

the law is or even can be intuited from a meditative posture; yet they nonetheless 

highlight the important role ® is and ascetic practices may have had in imagining of 

the origins of worldly law. As Houtman points out, such narratives underscore the 

                                                
988 LOM, pp. 25-6. It seems possible that the MK drew this portion of the Manu 
narrative from the MSR. There is no space in the present study to delve into the 
relationship among these texts, or discuss the MK in any detail.  
989 Houtman, “Manu”, pp. 19-20. 
990 DhVD, p. 106. The implication in this narrative, however, seems to be that only the 
testimony of such people can be relied on since they have the ability to both focus on 
and understand the events that they may have witnessed.  
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close connection between two understandings of dhamma as tarå˙ (“law”) in the 

Burmese tradition. On the one hand is the lokiya-dhamma of vyavahåra and related 

“worldly” practices, including “Vedic” astrology, grammar, and alchemy; on the other 

is the supramundane or lokuttara-dhamma disclosed in Buddhavacana and realized 

through “higher” spiritual practices. 

 

VI. Lokiya-sattha 

 The MSR origin narrative provides a vivid dramatization of an important 

aspect of dhammasattha jurisprudence which asserts that written law derives from the 

cosmos. The text of the law is cosmic insofar as it is literally inscribed in the heavens 

and carried down to earth in uncorrupted transmission through the intercession of 

Manusåra. But it would be incorrect, I think, to see in such tales close parallels with 

conceptions of “divine law” or “natural law” derived from European theological (e.g. 

Thomistic) formulations, in which a universal and eternal law bestowed by God is 

apprehended through the exercise of reason or revelation or otherwise. It is very 

important to recognize that according to the MSR this law is not enacted or legislated. 

We are not told who wrote this text, presumably because it has no author. It was not 

written by the Buddha or a sovereign, even though it is destined to serve the dhammic 

administration of kings. Despite its remote and cosmic origins dhammasattha law is 

defined, repeatedly, as essentially “worldly” or “mundane” (lokiya) or as containing 

the “essence” or “logic” of worldliness (lokiya-såra). The relationship of this mundane 

legal dhamma to the supermundane dhamma expounded by the Buddha comprises the 

principal jurisprudential problem faced by dhammasattha compilers and commentators 

in 17th through 19th century Burma. In a sense, their problem echoes that encountered 

by the Indian m¥måμsakas, briefly discussed in Chapter Three, who saw their task 

relative to dharmaßåstra as in part the exigetical harmonization of the sm®tis with the 
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injunctions of the Vedic ßruti. Yet the difficulties of the Burmese were more acute. 

Early dhammasattha literature does not invoke the Buddha as legislator or 

Buddhavacana as a source in the same way that dharmaßåstra explicitly orients itself 

towards the Veda as a principal authority. Moreover, that the very textual genre of 

dhammasattha is absent from classical commentarial definitions of the boundaries of 

the tipi†aka left the very legitimacy of the legal corpus open to question. 

 Any approach that seeks to understand the relative status of dhammasattha and 

related lokiya and “Vedic” texts in 17th century Burma and later must take into 

account the long history of Pali commentarial theory concerning the authority of 

varieties of Buddhist and non-Buddhist discourse and modes of hierarchizing 

knowledge. Such theory alone cannot account for the perspectives of Burmese authors, 

nor does it comprise the only perspective on dhammasattha written law, despite its 

profound influence. Yet from the very earliest literary sources produced in Burma 

there has been a marked concern with textual authority and the classification of texts 

and their allied viewpoints and practices. Recently certain historians have argued that 

a concern with textuality emerged among elite, court-orientated Burmese officials and 

ecclesiastics only in the late 18th and 19th centuries.991 While it is certainly the case 

that varying models of textual authority and organization were in effect at different 

times and places, among different authors, in precolonial Burma, a preoccupation with 

what has been called “asserting authority” over texts is a recurrent theme of all periods 

for which we have evidence. Moreover, we should not bee too quick to overlook the 

extent to which monastic authors utilized discourses drawn from the Pali 

commentarial tradition to articulate a deeply conservative and persistent vision of 

                                                
991 “The attempt to establish boundaries between different kinds of textual authority 
was something new and it was contested throughout the nineteenth century”. Michael 
W. Charney, Powerful Learning: Buddhist Literati and the Throne in Burma’s Last 
Dynasty, 1752-1885, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 2006, p. 12. 
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textual authority. Recent scholarship on Pali-using Buddhist cultures in premodern 

South and Southeast Asia has sought to deconstruct the tipi†aka in terms of both the 

boundaries of its content and as a central referent for Buddhist literary and practical 

life. While the interventions of such scholars as Anne Blackburn, Peter Skilling and 

others have successfully redressed problems deriving from earlier perspectives that 

viewed Buddhist notions of “canon” in history as highly rigid and synonymous with 

Pali commentarial elaboration of the contents of the tipi†aka, the implications drawn 

from such work can be taken too far. In Burma, not all literature was of equal 

authority to all authors; nor was all literature in circulation regarded as “Buddhist” or 

“canonical” by all concerned. The notion of more or less authoritative body of 

Buddhist texts, derived to a very significant extent from Pali commentarial 

understandings, was operative from the very earliest surviving Burmese monastic texts 

in Pali, such as in the Saddan¥ti or the S¥måvisodhani. Vernacular literature which 

survives from after the early 16th century likewise attests to the continued power and 

importance of such ideas.  

 

VII. Lokiya/lokuttara as classical genre terms 

 The rather well-known Pali terms lokiya and lokika, “mundane” or “worldly”, 

although they are encountered in earlier materials and especially prevalent in the 

Abhidhamma, take shape as labels for categories of Buddhist texts (here suttas) in the 

Nettippakaraˆa and Pe†akopadesa, and are elaborated as such in great detail in the 

commentaries to these works.992 Nett 161 ff. and Pe† 49 ff. contain similar discussions 

                                                
992 A satisfactory examination of the basic conception of Buddhist “worldliness” 
would of course require an investigation of both the notion of loka in the nikåya texts 
as well as in pre-Buddhist Indic materials. There is not space for such an examination 
here; however, cf. Jan Gonda, Loka: World and Heaven in the Veda, Amsterdan, N.V. 
Noord-Hollandsche Uitgevers Maatschappij, 1968. On the following discussion 
concerning the typology of suttas in the Nett and Pe† see George D. Bond, “The 
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of lokiya/lokika where the term is contrasted with lokuttara, “supramundane”.993 The 

context of these discussions is a section called the “Pattern of the Teaching” (såsana-

pa††håna) in both works (comprising the final section of the Nett and the second 

section of Pe†). This section seeks to categorize suttas according to various groupings, 

based around a core typology of four thematic relations: suttas that relate to 

defilements (saμkilesabhågiya-sutta), suttas that relate to practice (våsanåbhågiya-

sutta), suttas that relate to penetration (nibbedhabhågiya-sutta), and suttas that relate 

to the adept (asekhabhågiya-sutta).994 Throughout the section this typology and its 

subdivisions are explained by reference to a number of citations from the nikåyas 

which illustrate their principles of classification. 

One of the ways in which such suttas in this typology can be further classified 

is according to whether their subject is either lokiya/lokika or lokuttara. Both texts 

illustrate the notion of lokiya/lokika by citing verse 71 of the Dhammapada,995 which 

                                                                                                                                       
Gradual Path as a Hermeneutical Approach to the Dhamma”, in Buddhist 
Hermeneutics, ed. Donald S. Lopez, Jr., Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1993, pp. 25-45. 
For other discussions of the Buddhist notion of lokiya/lokuttara, see in particular the 
following: Peter Masefield, Divine Revelation in Pali Buddhism, Colombo, Sri La kå 
Institute of Traditional Studies, 1986; John C. Holt, Buddha in the Crown: 
Avalokiteßvara in the Buddhist Traditions of Sri La kå, New York, Oxford University 
Press, 1991, pp. 19ff.; David Seyford Ruegg, Ordre spirituel et ordre temporel; Heinz 
Bechert, Eine regionale hochsprachliche Tradition in Südasien: Sankskrit-Literatur 
bei den buddhistischen Singhalesen, Vienna, Austrian Academy of Sciences, 2005; 
Heinz Bechert, “On the Popular Religion of the Sinhalese”, in Buddhism in Ceylon 
and Studies on Religious Syncretism in Buddhist Countries, ed. H. Bechert, Gottingen, 
Vandehoeck and Ruprecht, 1978, pp. 217-33.  
993 In the parallel sections in the Burmese CS editions, lokiya is used in the Nett and 
lokika in the Pe†.  
994 For the full list see Nett, 128; Pe†-Bse, 183-4. 
995 Nett, 161: na hi påpaμ kataμ kammaμ sajjukh¥raμ va muccati | ahan taμ bålam 
anveti bhasmacchanno va påvako || 
Which Ñåˆamoli translates as: 
“For evil action when performed, like new milk, does not turn at once 
It follows, like a lurking spark, the fool, burning him [later on]” 
Bhikkhu Ñåˆamoli, The Guide, London, PTS, 1962, p. 214.  
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indicates that an example of a mundane sutta is found in its description of future 

punishment as a result of the performance of bad actions (påpa kamma). Nett 

continues with a lengthier discussion, and cites an additional verse found in AN (II, p. 

18)996 and elsewhere that describes the four “wrong courses” (agati-gamana), also 

meant to be illustrative of a mundane-type text:  

 
cattår’ imåni bhikkhave agatigamanåni. sabbaμ | pe | [read as Nett 129:  katamåni 
cattåri? chandå agatiμ gacchati, doså agatiμ gacchati, bhayå agatiμ gacchati, mohå 
adatiμ gacchati. Imåni kho bhikkhave cattåri agatigamanåni. Idam avoca Bhagavå. 
Idaμ vatvåna Sugato athåparaμ etad avoca satthå: 
 
chandå doså bhayå mohå yo dhammam ativattati]  
nih¥yate tassa yaso kå¬apakkhe va candimåti. 
 
Idaμ lokiyaμ.997 
 
‘These four, Bhikkhus, are the four wrong courses not to be followed. [Which four? 
Going on the wrong course of desire, going on the wrong course of hatred, going on 
the wrong course of fear, going on the wrong course of ignorance.’ Thus said the 
Blessed One. Having spoken, the Teacher, the Sugata, also said:  
 
‘He who because of desire, hatred, fear or ignorance transgresses the Dhamma,]  
his fame comes to ruin like the moon during the waning fortnight.’ 
 
This is a worldly [sutta]. 

 

It is perhaps coincidental, but also revealing, that these lokiya gåthås from the AN, 

etc., concerning the wrong courses are cited or otherwise referred to in most 

dhammasattha texts, where they operate as a primary exhortation to judges not to 

follow desire, hatred, fear, or ignorance in determining the law.998 The final text Nett 

cites to explain lokiya is also parallel to the AN (IV, 157), which is a passage where 

                                                
996 In Pe†(-Bse, p. 200) the notion of the four bad courses is merely indicated by the 
phrase cattåri agatigamanåni; the following verse is not cited.  
997 Nett, 162  
998 DhVD, p. 65 
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the Buddha describes to a monk the Eight Lokadhammas or “conditions of 

worldliness”:   

 
a††h’ ime bhikkhave lokadhammå. katame a††ha? låbho alåbho yaso ayaso nindå 
pasaμså sukhaμ dukkhaμ. ime kho bhikkhave a††ha lokadhammå ti.  
idaμ lokiyaμ.999  
 
‘Monks, these are the Eight Worldly Conditions. Which Eight? Profit, non-profit. 
Glory, non-glory. Blame, praise. Happiness, unhappiness. These, Monks, are the Eight 
Worldly Conditions.’  
This is a worldly [sutta]. 

 

Nett and Pe† continue to contrast these illustrations of worldly suttas with a 

definition of suttas that relate to that which is lokuttara (“supramundane” or “beyond 

the world”). In doing so they again marshal representative citations from elsewhere in 

the nikåyas (here the parallel is Dh 94; cf. also Th 205-6): 

 
yass’ indriyåni samatha gatåni asså yathå sårathinå sudantå 
pah¥namånassa anåsavassa devå pi tassa pihayanti tådino ti 
idaμ lokuttaraμ1000 
 
Whose faculties (indriya) are subdued (samatha), like horses restrained by a 
charioteer, 
who has eliminated pride (måna) and is without åsavas, 
even the gods envy such an individual.   
This is a supramundane [sutta]. 

 

Thus, such a lokuttara-type suttas or texts deal with the soteriology of nibbåna and its 

techniques for attainment. The key term indicating this in the example is anåsava, 

“without åsavas”, an epithet signifying an arahant or an individual who is engaged in 

the ariyan path (i.e. a sotåpanna, sakadågåmin, anågamin, or arahant) with nibbåna 

                                                
999 Nett, 162. 
1000 Nett, 162 
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as his or her goal. Although he does not discuss this passage in the Nett, Peter 

Masefield has conducted a rather thorough survey of the early Jain and Buddhist 

usages of the term to note that åsava probably connotes “the influx of the 

consequences of previously generated kamma”. He writes: “It will be clear from 

passages such as these that there was, at least in the Jaina usage of the term, a distinct 

idea of åsavas as karmic consequences flowing in upon one, and the association of this 

with dukkha, both of which can be detected on occasion in purely Buddhist uses of the 

term. AA v 32, for instance, speaks of åsavas belonging to the future as 

katapåpamËlakå, as rooted in some evil deed that one has done, whilst at A iii 414 we 

are told that there are five different kinds of åsavas: (1) åsavas leading to (rebirth in) 

hell; (2) åsavas leading to (rebirth in) an animal womb; (3) åsavas leading to (rebirth 

on) the peta-plane; (4) åsavas leading to (rebirth in) the world of men; and (5) åsavas 

leading to (rebirth in) the devaloka, and it will be clear from both of these passages 

that the relationship of the åsava to the karmic consequence seems at times to have 

been, if not one of identity, then at least extremely close; whilst as to its association 

with dukkha we may note that at A iii 414 the ariyan eightfold path is said to be the 

practice leading to the cessation of the åsavas, whilst elsewhere the term åsava 

replaces that of dukkha in the formulation of the Four Truths (e.g. D i 84; Vin iii 

5)”.1001 Similarly, according to Abhidhamma-related texts such as the 

Pa†isambhidåmagga the supramundane is associated with the restraint of the faculties 

by individuals in various stages of the Ariyan path. All ideas (dhammå) that are arise 

to those engaged on the path are without åsavas and “have nibbåna as their 

foundation” (nibbånårammaˆa).1002 Elsewhere Pa†is specifies these lokuttaradhamma: 

“What ideas are supramundane? The four Foundations of Mindfulness, the four Right 

                                                
1001 Masefield, Divine Revelation, p. 85.  
1002 Pa†is I, 115 ff.  
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Endeavors, the four Bases for Success (Roads to Power), the five Faculties, the five 

Powers, the seven Enlightenment factors, the Eightfold Path; then the four Noble 

Paths [ariya-maggå], the four Fruits of Asceticism [såmañña-phalåni], and 

Nibbana.”1003 In later usages the last three elements of this list are condensed into 

merely “maggaphalanibbåna”, which is used in certain locations to refer to the 

supramundane dhammas1004 that comprise the Ariyan path and its fruits leading to 

nibbåna.  

 Thus, in addition to its broader application in Buddhist metaphysics, as the Pe† 

and Nett illustrate the lokiya/lokuttara distinction is also one of the primary modes of 

classifying sutta texts based on their thematic content or application. From the 

examples given, it should be clear that the terms when used in this way imply claims 

about the cosmological, practical, and soteriological significance of a text. Labeling a 

sutta as lokiya/lokika indicates that it is concerned with practices that ensure rebirth 

among the various planes of existence and the perpetuation of kamma; whereas a 

lokuttara-type sutta deals with ideas and techniques—such as the Ariyan Eightfold 

Path—aimed at achieving nibbåna. However, it should be pointed out that it is 

recognized that suttas may contain both lokiya and lokuttara-type content.1005 

 

                                                
1003 Ñåˆamoli, trans. The Path of Discrimination, Oxford, PTS, 2002, p. 347. The Pali 
text (Pa†is II, 166) reads: katame dhammå lokuttarå? cattåro satipa††hånå, cattåro 
sammappadhånå, cattåro iddhipådå, pañc’ indriyåni, pañca balåni, satta bojjha ga, 
a††ha giko maggo, cattåro ariyamaggå, cattåri ca såmaññaphalåni, nibbånañ ca’ ime 
dhammå lokuttarå.   
1004 See the commentary on the above section (Lokuttarakathå) in Pa†is-a-CSCD: 
tatopi sa khepena maggaphalanibbånånaμ vasena tayo lokuttaradhammåti 
veditabbaμ. Also Pa†is-a-Bse-nis., II, Yangon, MORA, 2003, p. 438. 
1005 Cf. Nett, 163. This echoes the way that the lokiya/lokuttara distinction is 
understood in other texts not strictly concerned with textual classification. For 
example, texts may speak of the two terms combined, such as in the quite common 
phrase  lokiya-lokuttara-sukha, “the happiness of that which is both mundane and 
supramundane” (Th-a-CSCD; Bv-a-CSCD; Vism 211; etc.) 
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VIII. The mundane sciences: sattha, sippa, kalå, vijjå††håna, atat 

In Chapter Three we surveyed Indic understandings the eighteen disciplines of 

knowledge (vidyåsthåna) and the related ßåstric genres. There are numerous 

references to the these disciplines (vijjå††håna)1006 throughout the tipi†aka and 

commentaries and in certain (though not all) texts the “a††hårasa [eighteen] 

vijjå††håna” are glossed as equivalent to the “eighteen arts”, designated by the terms 

sippa or kalå.1007 In some (though not all) contexts these concepts are characterized as 

specifically related to Bråhmaˆical learning, such as in Vv-a where the bråhmaˆa 

Chatta is described as “having attained perfection in the Bråhmaˆical arts after having 

learnt mantra and the Disciplines of Knowledge”.1008 In the Sippa-sutta (“Sutta 

regarding the Arts”) of the Udåna the Buddha issues a proscription against the 

involvement of bhikkhus in technical knowledge connected with the arts, in a list that 

echoes Sanskrit catalogues.1009 In the tale the Buddha encounters a group of monks 
                                                
1006 Vism, 439; Th¥-a, 87; etc. Perhaps the earliest usage of vijjå††håna in Pali occurs 
in the commentary in the Mahåniddesa on the third verse of the third sutta of the 
A††hakavagga (=du††ha††hakasutta), where “one’s discipline of knowledge” is listed in 
a long line of things that one should not speak about to others if unasked (Nidd I, 68). 
The Nidd-a I, 198) glosses vijjå††håna here as the å††hårasavijjå††håna, which is 
contrasted with sippa (as dhanusippådinå, “archery, etc.”). Compare also the 
discussions of different types of måna (“pride”, “conceit”) which employ the term in 
similar lists at Vibh, 353 ff., as well as its use in the discussion of sati at Mil, 78. 
1007 Mp-†-Bse-CSCD on Mantåˆiputtapuˆˆattheravatthu: a††hårasasu pi vijjå††˙ånesu 
nipphattiμ gatattå sabbasippesu kovido hutvå ti vuttaμ | “It is said [in the 
commentary] ‘he was skilled in all the arts’ because he had achieved perfection in all 
of the Eighteen Disciplines of Knowledge”.  
1008 Vv-a, 229: mante vijjatthånåni ca uggahetvå bråhmanasippe nipphattim patto | 
1009 Ud, 31-2; Ud-Bse 113-4. The term sippa (Skt. ßilpa, related in meaning to 
Pali/Skt. kalå) traditionally comprises a list of 64 “arts and crafts”, which are 
enumerated differently according to several 1st millennium Sanskrit texts (KåmasËtra, 
etc.). On them, and their relationship to the vidyåsthånas see Dugadatta Tripathi, “The 
32 Sciences and the 64 Arts,” Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, 11(1943), 
pp. 40-64; A. Venkatasubbiah, The Kålas, Madras, Vesanta Press, 1911. On early 
Vedic usages and the etymology of the term see P. Tedesco, “Sanskrit ßilpa- 
‘Adornment; Craft’”, Language, 23, 4 (1947), pp. 383-388. Jaina and Buddhist 
materials, as here, also discuss the concept. The Abh-† (s.528) preserves the notion of 
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engaged in discussion concerning which of the arts is the best. Each of the monks 

claims that one among the following twelve arts is the highest: hatthisippa 

(elephantry); assasippa (horsemanship); rathasippa (the art of chariot driving); 

dhanusippa (archery); tharusippa (swordsmanship); muddåsippa (the art of mudrås); 

gaˆanasippa (lit. the art of counting, perhaps “astrological reckoning”); 

sa khånasippa (the art of calculation); lekhåsippa (the art of engraving (or writing?)); 

kåveyyasippa (poetics); lokåyatasippa (casuistry)1010; khattavijjåsippa (the art of 

                                                                                                                                       
KåmasËtra, stating “in the Vacchåyanasattha [V tsy yana-ßåstra, i.e. KåmasËtra] it is 
said that there are sixty-four branches of knowledge (vijjå), beginning with the 
knowledge of music (g¥tavijjå)”. This Abh-†-nis. glosses these vijjå as båhira, 
“outside”. On “outside” vs. “inside” texts and fields of knowledge see below. 
1010 The term lokåyata is important and was connected by later Burmese authors with 
dhammasattha. The Ud-a-CSCD defines this further as vitaˆ a-sattha-sippa, “the art 
connected with the treatises on vitaˆ å”, frivolous or sophistic argumentation. The 
Burmese glossators take sattha to mean a “lokåyata kyam˙”, a written treatise, though 
as noted earlier we might also interpret sattha here as meaning simply “science” or 
“discipline”. Udån˙-på¬i tau nisya, Mandalay, Mandalay Hill, 1926, p. 191. Burmese 
understandings of lokåyata drew basically on commentarial interpretations of the term. 
In the Cullavagga of the Vinaya there is a fascinating discussion of the various types 
of learning that are forbidden to bhikkhus. One of these is lokåyata, which Horner 
translates as “metaphysics”(BD V, 194 on Vin II, 139), and its study constitutes a 
dukka†a offence. There have been attempts to connect this and other Pali references to 
lokåyata to the Indian materialist thought of Cåvåraka, on which see Surendranath 
Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, III, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1952, Appendix I. In the commentary on this passage of the Vinaya the term is 
understood as “sophistry” and further glossed as “heretical treatises (titthiya-sattha) 
connected with practices that have no benefit.”— Sp VI, 1214: lokåyataμ nåma 
sabbaμ ucchi††haμ sabbaμ anucchi††haμ seto kåko kå¬o bako iminå ca iminå ca 
kåraˆenå ti evamådiniratthakakåraˆapa†isaμyuttaμ titthisatthaμ | “lokåyata is the 
name of heretical treatises connected with practices that have no benefit, such as 
[those] saying ‘because of this and this a crow is white, a crane is black, [or] all is with 
remainder, all is without remainder’”. This is the standard gloss of lokåyata found in a 
number of commentaries.  But it seems likely that there is a fair degree of distance 
between early Pali and such commentarial understandings of this term. As Bhikkhu 
Bodhi (The Connected Discourses of the Buddha, Boston, Wisdom, 2000, p. 763, n. 
128) has suggested, following Rhys Davids and Jayatilleke, lokåyata may have 
originally signified “nature-lore and only gradually acquired the negative meaning of 
sophistry and materialism” found in the commentaries. He notes that the term can be 
translated as “cosmology” at certain points in the nikåyas. As Rhys Davids points out 
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(Dialogues of the Buddha, I, London, Henry Frowde, 1899, p. 168: n.b. however that 
here the first several lines Rhys Davids attributes to Saddan¥ti are in fact from Abh-†, 
s.112, below), Aggavaμsa’s definition in the Saddan¥ti cites both the Cullavagga 
passage discussed above as well as the VidhËra Jåtaka, which states that “one should 
not follow that which is lokåyata; it is not conducive to the growth of merit” (Sadd-
Bse, Dhåtumålå, p. 66; Vin VI, 286: na seve lokåyataμ netaμ paññåya va hanaμ). 
The 14th century Abh-† by Catura gabala provides perhaps the most expansive gloss: 
Loke ya  vita av d na  sattha , ta  lok yatan ti viññeyya . Tanu vitth re, 
aññamaññaviruddha , saggamokkhaviruddha  v  tanonti etth ti vita o, o, atta , 
viruddhena v  v dada ena t enti ettha v dinoti vita o, ta i t ane, adesam pi hi 
ya  niss ya v d na  v do pavatto, ta  tesa  desato pi upac ravasena vuccati, yath  
cakkhu  loke piyar pa  s tar pa , etthes  ta h  pah yam n  pah yati, ettha 
nirujjham n  nirujjhat  ti. Lok ti b lalok , te ettha yatanti ussahanti v yamanti 
v dass den ti lok yata , yati  hita  tena loko na yatati na hat ti v  lok yata , 
tañhi gantha  niss ya satt  puññakriy ya cittam pi na upp denti. Abh-†-Bse-CSCD 
s.122; Paññåsåmi, Abh-†-nis., I, Mandalay, Padeså, n.d. Here the section in bold is a 
citation found in numerous earlier texts including the Sv-p†-Bse-CSCD and the 
Saddan¥ti-dhåt., p. 66. Translation: “In the world, the treatise of the vitaˆ avådins is 
designated ‘lokåyata’. [The root] tanu means vitthåre (‘to extend’). In such texts they 
elaborate (tanonti) oppositions (viruddha) to both heaven and nibbåna, and to one 
another; thus the treatise is called vitaˆ o—[formed by the suffix] o, [and] ˆa [from 
na]. Or, it is called vitaˆ o because in it those holding [such] views attack (tå¬enti) 
[one other] with opposing (viruddhena) and spear-like views (vådadaˆ ena). [The 
root] ta i means tå¬ane (“to strike”). Although, the view of such people is based on 
that which is not the location [of vitaˆ a]. Because they [viz. the vitaˆ avad¥ns] are 
the location [of vitaˆ å], by way of metaphor the treatise is so called. Similarly, [as it 
is said in the Mahåsatipa††håna-sutta:] ‘the eye in the world (loke) is pleasant and 
agreeable. When craving (taˆhå) is being abandoned, it is abandoned there; when 
craving is being ceased, it ceases there.’ ‘Loka’ signifies the world of the ignorant 
(bålaloka). Lokåyata means: they [viz., the ignorant] are effortful (åyatanti), exert 
themselves (ussahanti), and strive, taking pleasure in views, in the treatise. Or, 
lokåyata means: by such [a treatise] the world does not endeavor (yatati) or strive for 
its future welfare. Surely beings who rely on that book (taμ ganthaμ) do not give rise 
to a consciousness [established] in meritorious action (puñña-kriyåya cittam).” It 
seems this citation from the Mahåsatipa††håna-sutta (DN, II, 310) is intended here to 
illustrate the metaphor. As the treatise is not the proper “location” of vitaˆ a, but only 
where vitaˆ a expressed, so the eye in the citation is not itself the proper “location” of 
taˆhå, but only a context in which it is expressed. What is interesting about this for 
our purposes is that in his 1893 edition of the Pucchapakiˆˆaka kyam˙ by the First 
Luμ˙ tau Sayadaw (written perhaps 1860-80), the Pali scholar Aggamahåpaˆ ita 
Hsaya Phre adds a footnote to a discussion of lokåyata that states “according to some 
opinions, included among the lokåyata texts that monks should not study are works on 
prosody (chan˙), poetics (ala kå), astrology (beda ), and dhammasat. However, only 
those texts written by heretics (titthi tui. pru so kyam˙) unconcerned with benefit are 
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governance)1011. The Buddha then issues a judgment that bhikkhus who have gone 

forth from good families (kulaputta) should not engage in talk about such subjects 

(evarËpiμ kathaμ). They should only speak about the dhamma (dhammiyå kathå) or 

engage in Ariyan silence (ariyo tuˆh¥). Then he speaks the following verses: 

 
asippaj¥v¥ lahu atthakåmo 
yatindriyo sabbadhi vippamutto || 
anokasår¥ amamo niråso |  
hitvå månaμ ekacaro sa bhikkhË ti || 
 
Who lives without arts, with light provisions, desiring welfare, 
faculties restrained, released in every respect, 
unconcerned with home or self, without desire, 
having renounced pride, engaged in solitary practices— 
he is a bhikkhu.1012 

                                                                                                                                       
here said to be lokåyata. Thus it should be clearly noted that prosody, poetics, 
astrology, and dhammasat texts are not lokåyata.” It seems that in the late 19th century 
the notion of lokåyata may have come to be associated with dhammasat; although I 
have been unable to find any explicit associations of the term with dhammasat or 
indeed with any of the other 18 sippas. Charå Phre, ed., Pucchåpakiˆˆaka kyam˙, p. 
267.      
1011 Ud-a-CSCD defines this as abbheyya-måsurakkhådi-n¥tisattha-sippa, thus “the art 
that is [connected with] the n¥ti treatises such as those of Abbhi and Måsurakkha.”  
Cf. TPMA s.v. abbheyya where both abbheyya and måsurakkha are defined as proper 
names of authors of satthas in reference other locations in the commentaries where 
they are mentioned. See also Masefield’s note about variant readings of abbheyya at 
The Udåna Commentary, Oxford, PTS, 2001, p. 554, n. 629. Interestingly, the 
published pre-Sixth Council nissayas (~1920s, though based on earlier eds.) of both 
the Ud and Ud-a read khettavijjåsippa (the “art relating to the knowledge of fields”), 
which they take literally in reference to agriculture. The Burmese nissaya of Ud-a, 
clearly following a different text of the commentary that does not mention n¥tisattha, 
glosses khettavijjåsippa as abbheyya-åpËrakkhådi-khettasippa, which it understands 
as “the art (atat) of knowing whether land (mre) in a field (lay) is good or not, with the 
ability (acvam˙) of increasing or decreasing produce, etc.” Udån˙-a††hakathånisya, 
Mandalay, Mandalay Hill, 1931, p. 505. 
1012 This should not suggest that the category of sippa was in all applications 
prohibited to bhikkhus, and in fact in other texts (e.g. Khp-a) the distinction is drawn 
between agårika (“householder”) and anågarika (“bhikkhu”) sippas. The Burmese 
Ma galatthad¥pan¥ (c. 1800), contains a long chapter entitled Sippama galå, which 
discusses this distinction and the sippas appropriate for monastics, drawing on Jåtaka 
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In Burma these concepts—sattha, sippa, vijjå††håna, kalå—were intimately 

familiar, and connected closely in certain contexts with notions of lokiya-type texts. In 

the Saddan¥ti, Aggavaμsa glosses the term sippa (“art”) as the a††hårasa-

mahåsippåni, the “Eighteen Great Arts”, and provides a catalog of them which echos 

earlier lists of the ßåstras.1013 A slightly variant list is found in Catura gabala’s 

Lokan¥t¥ (c. 14th C.)1014, a text which describes itself as “the essence of man in the 

world” (n¥t¥ hi loke purisassa såro)1015 and contains extensive discussion on the 

importance of vijjå- and sippa-related learning. In general terms, later Burmese 

authors use the term sippa and sattha quite interchangeably in reference to “disciplines 

of knowledge” (Bse. atat), while sattha carries the additional sense of a written 

treatise.  

Numerous vernacular Burmese texts compiled around c. 1500 reference the 

Eighteen Atat. The earliest texts to do so comprise part of the chuμ˙ ma cå (Pali: 

ovåda) genre, short vernacular verse homilies or exhortations directed towards the 

education of “Good People” (sË tau ko ˙, sådhujana, sappurisa, etc.),1016 a term, to 

                                                                                                                                       
and other canonical tales. Cf. Ñño  kan Sayadaw Ú˙ Kavinda, Ma galatthad¥pan¥, 
Yangon, Kha  khyui tvan˙, 2005, pp. 145-165.  
1013 Sadd-dhåtu-Bse, 259. His list comprises: 1. suti 2. sËramati 3. byåkaraˆaμ 4. 
chandoviciti 5. nirutti 6. jotisatthaμ 7. sikkhå 8. mokkhañåˆaμ 9. kriyåvidhi 10. 
dhanubbedo 11. hatthisikkhå 12. kåmatantaμ 13. assalakkhaˆaμ 14. puråˆaμ 15. 
itihåso, 16. n¥ti 17. takko 18. vejjaka. We shold note that Aggavaμsa’s definition of 
the term sattha itself explicitly connects it with treatises that explain grammar and the 
meaning of words: satthanti sadde ca atthe ca s sati cikkhati eten ti sattha  | 
ki ta ? | by kara a  || Sadd-dhåtu-Bse, p. 187. 
1014 PNT; Lokan¥ti, 10-11:  
suti sammuti sa khyå ca yogå n¥ti visesakå 
gandhabbå gaˆikå c’eva dhanubbedå ca pËraˆå 
tikicchå itihåså ca joti måyå ca chandaså 
hetu mantå ca saddå sippå††hårasakå ime 
1015 Lokan¥ti, 2 
1016 More on these terms below. 
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which we will return in Chapter Seven, that includes both bhikkhus and non-

monastics, as well as kings and bråhmaˆas. They are concerned with the development 

of virtuous qualities (guiˆ kye˙ jË˙) incumbent upon different members of Buddhist 

society. Like the Pali n¥ti texts with which they have thematic and sometimes very 

close textual or formal parallels, they impart knowledge that is meant to foster the 

attainment of prosperity and happiness in the world; though in doing this (and unlike 

Sanskrit n¥ti texts) they often display a parallel commitment to monastic discipline and 

nibbåna as a soteriological aim. As noted above, dhammasat as a genre is very 

frequently referenced in these texts. In one of his homilies Mahåra††hasåra encourages 

his audience to keep in their minds each of the Eighteen Atat,1017 while in another he 

sates that one should “seek to acquire the assorted virtues (kye˙ jË˙) of the å††hårasa 

sippa and remain obedient to the Good Teachers (charå, åcariya) who teach 

them”.1018 Kandaw Minkyaung (Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙) Sayadaw was especially drawn 

to invoking the concept in his homilies. In the Lokasåra chuμ˙ ma cå pyui. he writes 

that the Good Person (sË tau) should mindfully cultivate learning in the eighteen sippa 

disciplines (a††årasa  | sippa aprå˙ | atat myå˙ kui | mhat så˙ sati), and that such 

learning is conducive to welfare (c¥˙ pvå˙).1019 His Ovåda mettå-cå1020 expresses the 

                                                
1017 a††hårasa | sippa ma kvra ˙ | nha luμ˙ sva ˙ r* | Lak sac to  tå chuμ˙ ma cå in 
Haμsåvat¥ chuμ˙ ma cå po ˙ khyup, p. 19.  
1018 a††hårasa | sippa kye˙ jË˙ | athË˙ thË˙ kui | caññ˙ pË˙ phve rhå | sa  so khå lhya  
| charå ko ˙ thaμ | kyui˙ nvaμ ta rhaññ. | Gambh¥såra chuμ˙ må cå, in Haμsåvat¥ 
chuμ˙ ma cå po ˙ khyup, p. 30; cf. also verse 37 of the same text. 
1019 Lokasåra-pyui., ed. Charå Ññvan., Yangon, Burma Research Society, 1931, p. 4; 
Lokasåra-pyui., Yangon, Yog¥, 1960, p. 39; MORA 7893, f.dh¥(r). There are many 
variant published editions of this text based on different manuscripts. In general the 
Yog¥ edition is superior because it attempts to note variants based on other published 
editions. 
1020 The differences between the chum˙ ma cå and mettå cå genres at this point in 
Burma are uncertain, but may have pertained, as Pe Maung Tin suggests, to their 
different intended audiences. Both sort of texts can be understood as verse “homilies” 
or “exhortations”. See Pe Maung Tin, Mran må cå pe samui ˙, Ca pay Ë˙, 2003, p. 
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similar notion saying that one should “continuously [strive for the branches of] 

knowledge” (atat raμ khå) and that doing so may ensure future material benefit 

(uccå).1021  

In the Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙ mettå-cå aphre kyam˙, his commentary on the 

Ovåda mettå-cå written in 1733, the Taungdwin Minkyaung (To  tva ˙ ma ˙ kyo ˙) 

Sayadaw1022 explains what is meant by this reference to the atat. He begins with a 

slightly variant account of the Vedabba Jåtaka,1023 which narrates how the bodhisatta 

was born as a bråhmaˆa and studied the sippas with a certain teacher who possessed 

knowledge of the vedabba mantra (in Taungdwin Minkyaung’s version the mantra is 

called dhanasiddhi, “the accomplishment of wealth”), which when recited calls forth 

treasures to rain down from the sky. In the Jåtaka this mantra brings misfortune on the 

teacher because it is recited at the wrong time in the company of thieves. According to 

Taungdwin Minkyaung the import of the tale is to illustrate that knowledge should be 

revealed only at the appropriate time, lest it lead to ruin.1024 He continues to explain 

what is meant by “knowledge” (atat), stating that it is of two kinds: lokavat (< P. 

lokavatta, lit. “practices/duties connected with the world”), comprising “the eighteen-

fold knowledge which is connected with the livelihood of men (lË mhu asak mve˙)”, 

and dhammavat (< dhammavatta, lit. “practices/duties connected with dhamma”) 

which is knowledge enshrined in the treatises he calls the “pi†aka treatises containing 

                                                                                                                                       
112. In later eras the term mettå cå was often used to designate an “epistle” or 
“submission” presented to a sovereign written by a bhikkhu.  
1021 atat raμ khå | paññå kui rhe˙ | uccå kui nok | Phui˙ Cin, ed., Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙ 
mettå-cå nha . to  tva ˙ ma ˙ kyo ˙ aphre, p. 2 
1022 Unfortunately very little is known about this monk aside from his authorship of 
this commentary. Cf. Bha Thaung, Cå chui tau myå˙ atthuppatti, Yangon, Rå Praññ., 
2002, pp. 148-9.  
1023 Jå-a-PTS, I, 252 ff. reads vedabbha-jåtaka and vedabbhaμ nåma manta. The Bse 
ed. reads vedabba.  
1024 Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙ mettå-cå nha . to  tva ˙ ma ˙ kyo ˙ aphre, pp. 78-81. 
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the ordinances of the Buddha”.1025 Among the lokavat-type knowledges are the 

following Eighteen as Taungdwin Minkyaung cites them in Pali, accompanied by a 

translation of his Burmese glosses— 

 
1. suti — general knowledge  
2. samuti — dhammasat knowledge 
3. sa khyå — knowledge of calculation  
4. yoga — knowledge of construction, building, etc. 
5. n¥ti — knowledge of conduct conducive to welfare contained in n¥ti kyam˙ 
6. visesakå — knowledge of calendrical reckoning  
7. gandhabbå — knowledge of music 
8. gaˆikå — knowledge of finance, etc. (lok le˙ pac ca so) 
9. dhanubhedå — knowledge of archery 
10. puråˆå — knowledge of old aphorisms (ca kå˙ ho ˙) 
11. tikiccå — medical knowledge 
12. itihåså — comedic knowledge  
13. joti — astronomical or astrological knowledge (beda ) 
14. måyå — magical knowledge or knowledge of illusion (lhaññ. cå˙ mhu) 
15. chandå — knowledge of prosody  
16. ketu — diplomatic knowledge (ta man atat) 
17. mantå — knowledge of mantras 
18. saddå — grammatical knowledge1026 

 

One thing to recognize from this list is the variation from “usual” glosses, even within 

Pali sources, of many of these terms. The notion that here yoga might be construed as 

“construction” or itihåsa as “comedy” probably signifies the author’s relative distance 

                                                
1025 Here the phrase is cå pe kyam˙ gan. This term is used variously by different 
authors. Cå pe literally means “written text” whereas kyam˙ gan is equivalent to either 
sattha or simply “treatise”. Often in combination this phrase can refer to something 
akin to “scripture” or even “canon”, in reference to the tipi†aka, but not always. I 
translate this term as “pi†aka treatises containing the ordinances of the Buddha” here 
because below (p.82) Taungdwin Minkyaung uses as this phrase synonymously: myat 
cvå bhurå˙ e* amin. tau pi†akat kyam˙. Thus we should understand the meaning here 
as basically connected with the idea of tipi†aka in the sense of Buddhavacana, “the 
words of the Buddha”. I don’t think we have enough evidence to say what exactly the 
contours of this textual category might have looked like to Taungdwin Minkyaung. 
For early citations related to dhammavat and lokavat see PSV, s.v. 
1026 Ibid., pp. 81-2. 
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here from typical commentarial and lexicographical understandings of the concepts 

underlying these terms,1027 and his attempt, instead, to interpret them on purely 

etymological grounds (thus, iti + håsa “laughter”). Taungdwin Minkyaung states that 

these Eighteen lokavat forms of knowledge are distinguished from dhammavat 

knowledge, which he defines as: 

 
1. Learning that is like a guardian of the royal treasury 
2. Learning connected with a desire for release (tvak mrok) from the misfortune of 
saμsåra 
3. Learning that is like the example of the snake-catcher 
 

In the same way, he says, that the guardians of the royal treasury must keep watch 

over its contents to ensure its survival into future reigns, so those who are monks 

(rahantå) must study the pi†aka treatises so that such knowledge may persist into the 

future of the lineage. While studying the pi†aka treatises a monk should have as his 

goal the riches of mag phuil nibbån (maggaphalanibbåna) and the desire for release 

from the misfortune of saμsåra. He continues: “If a snake-catcher handles a snake 

without respect, that snake will bite him on the hand or arm, and he will meet his 

death. Similarly, one may study the pi†akat treatises without having as their aim the 

mag phuil nibbån, and this may bring fame, or at least praise. Or one may study to 

avoid criticisms of laziness, or to crush ignorant opponents in disputations. But the 

Buddha has said that those who study the pi†akat for these reasons will land in 

hell.”1028  

Used in this manner to signify texts, ideas, and practices connected with the 

world of men or dhamma, lokavatta and dhammavatta are not “classical” 

commentarial terms. In Burma they are found in the vernacular lokavat and 

                                                
1027 E.g. compare Abh-† 111 on itihåsa. 
1028 Kan tau ma ˙ kyo ˙ mettå-cå nha . to  tva ˙ ma ˙ kyo ˙ aphre, pp. 82-3. 
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dhammavat more frequently than they are in Pali. But the distinction they call forth 

rests on Pali commentarial understandings of mundane and supermundane types of 

text discussed above. Already in vernacular verse in the early 16th century there are 

references to both veda ga texts and dhammasat as lokavat-type treatises.1029  

As noted in Chapter Three, in the Milindapañhå King Milinda is represented 

as having acquired learning in the many treatises connected with the disciplines of 

knowledge (bahËni satthåni uggahitåni honti). These include a mostly unsurprising 

list of the eighteen satthas, plus one, bringing the total number to nineteen. However, 

there is some difference among regional traditions of the Mil as to what exactly the list 

should comprise. According to Burmese versions—including the CS as well as 

versions of the text commented upon by pre- Sixth Council nissaya authors1030 and 

translators of the text into vernacular Burmese1031—the list includes the following: 1. 

suti 2. sammuti 3. sa khyå 4. yogå 5. n¥ti 6. visesikå 7. gaˆikå 8. gandhabbå 9. 

tikicchå 10. catubedå 11. puråˆå 12. itihåså 13. jotiså 14. måyå 15. hetu 16 mantanå 

17. yuddhå 18. chandhaså (or candaså). Then, the text continues, “with 

Buddhavacana, nineteen” (buddhavacanena ekËnav¥sati); that is, Buddhavacana is 

listed as an additional field of learning, bringing the total number to nineteen. 

According to both Burmese and regional manuscripts there is a divergence of opinion 

as to whether number 10 should be read as catubedå (or catubbedå), “the four Vedas”, 

or dhanubbeda, “archery” (Ódiccavaμsa discusses this variant in his nissaya). A more 

significant variation is that some manuscripts from La kå, including the ones 

Trenckner was presumably preferring at this point in his reading for the PTS edition, 

                                                
1029 Rha  Mahåra††hasåra, Råjavasati-khaˆ˙, UCL 106231, f.go(r): råjava  nha . | 
beda  dhammasat | lokavat laññ | ma tat ta s¥˙ |  
1030 Ódiccavaμsa, Milindapañhåpå¬i-tau-nissaya. 
1031 Guˆåla kåra, Milindapañhå-vatthu, Yangon, Kha  khyui tvan˙, 1999 [written 
1765]. 
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here read muddavacanena instead of Buddhavacanena.1032 Trenckner offers a comma 

between these terms, thus “mudda, vacanena”, which led Rhys Davids to translate 

them separately as “[...] poetry (chandaså), conveyancing (mudda), in a word 

(vacanena), the whole nineteen”.1033 The more recent Sri La kå Tipi†aka Project 

edition reads chando såmuddi vacanena, presumably: “prosody, seafaring, in a 

word....” Guˆåla kåra, in his mid-18th century translation of the text is explicit in a 

commentary on this passage, saying that Milinda was learned in the treatises (kyam˙ 

gan) of the eighteen mundane sciences (lok¥-a††hårasa atat), and that in addition to 

these he was learned in “the dhamma of the pi†aka which has been preached by the 

Buddha (bhurå˙ rha  ho tau mË so pi†akat tarå˙ tau, i.e. Buddhavacana)”, thus 

distancing Buddhavacana from the category of sattha.1034 Whatever these regional 

discrepancies may derive from—and the Mil is a text that is especially troubled by 

such variants elsewhere—Guˆåla kåra’s remarks are important because they help 

further localize conceptions of lokiya-sattha in application to dhammasattha and allied 

disciplines. These satthas, dhammasattha included among them as the gloss for 

sammuti, were connected with the worldly knowledge.  

A 16th century Vinaya manual compiled in Burma at Sirikhetta (Ír¥ K etra) by 

Sågarabuddh¥, the S¥måvisodhan¥,1035 uses the term lokiyasattha on two occasions. 

The first of these is in reference to a description of the characteristics of a town 

(nagara), which is supported by gåthås cited from what is called a “worldly treatise” 

                                                
1032 See Trenckner’s rather disparaging remarks about the Burmese manuscript 
tradition in his introduction to his ed., pp. iv-v. 
1033 Mil PTS, pp. 3-4: chandaså mudda, vacanena ekËnav¥sati. T.W. Rhys Davids, The 
Questions of King Milinda, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1890, p. 6. See also his note on 
mudda as “conveyancing”.  
1034 Guˆåla kåra, Mil-vatthu, p. 8.  
1035 PSS, 342; note there are two texts that go by this title, the other by 
Atulavipulamahåñåˆakitti. In what follows my reference for the S¥måvisodhan¥ is the 
CSCD ed. (Upasampad ka a). 
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(lokiyasatthe). Here the parallel verse is found in the Abhidhånappad¥pikå-†¥kå,1036 

thus it seems likely that the reference to “worldly treatise” here refers to that lexicon. 

The second occasion occurs in the course of a discussion of the meaning of a 

rajjas¥må, a term which refers to the boundaries or borders of a kingdom. The text 

states that “according to the lokiyasattha, those regions are called a ‘mahåra††ha’, in 

which the four vaˆˆas of khattiya bråhmaˆa vessa, and sudda dwell.” This may again 

be a reference to a lexicographical source, although a direct parallel to this definition 

cannot be located in the Pali abhidhånas. When exactly such distinctions began to be 

applied in Burma technical disciplines and their linked genres of text is unclear.  

 In addition to grammar, poetics, and dhammasattha, perhaps the other two 

most common branches of sattha or atat in premodern Burma were the categories of 

medicine and beda  (veda ga). Whereas in Sanskrit traditions the veda gas are 

commonly enumerated at six (i.e. ßik å, kalpa, vyåkaraˆa, nirukta, chandas, 

jyoti a),1037 in premodern Burma beda /veda ga or “branch-texts of the Veda” refers 

basically to jyoti a-veda ga, comprising texts that deal with omens, astrology, and 

astronomy.1038 According to some usages the genre and practice may also include 

alchemy, yantra, and mantra, practices often associated with vijjådhara.1039 This 

understanding is idiosyncratic when viewed in terms of Pali and Pali-commentarial 

understandings of the Veda, which often transmitted notions of three or four Vedas 

and explicitly distinguished these from astrology (jotisa).1040 In contemporary 

Burmese, beda  commonly refers to the highly popular fields of astrology, 

                                                
1036 Abh-† 198 
1037 Kane, History, II.i, p. 323, n. 775. 
1038 For a survey of this tradition in India see David Pingree, Jyoti˙ßåstra: Astral and 
Mathematical Literature, History of Indian Literature 4.5, Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 
1981.  
1039 The boundaries between beda  and vijjådhara as separate strands of practice in 
premodern Burma are not entirely certain. 
1040 cf. Mil 178. 
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oneiromancy, and fortune-telling (comprising also imported forms such as tarot and 

numerology). Often lumped together with alchemy and magic, beda , and 

occasionally traditional medicine (che˙ paññå) is the only type of learning that is still 

generally understood in terms of earlier definitions of “mundane knowledge” (lok¥-

paññå); grammar and law, of course, are no longer viewed in light of such a 

distinction.1041 By contrast, in pre-colonial Burma beda  comprises a massive and 

extremely poorly understood manuscript corpus of texts dealing with mathematics, 

åkåßa-ßåstra, omen texts, and other matters related to planetary reckoning, apotropaic 

practices and prophesy.1042 Beda -charås as horå or gaˆika (astrologers) were hugely 

influential in determining state and village ritual activity.  

 

IX. Criticisms and accommodations 

The important bibliographical treatise discussed in the Introduction and 

Chapter Two written by Uttamasikkhå c. 1681 provides rare insight into one of the 

ways in which  dhammasattha as a genre, imagined along the lines outlined here, faced 

criticism early on. The History was written by the bhikkhu after a request from the 

king to clarify which texts “contain the profound words of the noble Buddha 

                                                
1041 Any Burmese bookshop carrying Buddhist texts will also be well-stocked, usually 
on the lower shleves, with texts of this sort. Compare the contents of a widely used 
manual Myan må. rui˙ rå lok¥paññå ññvan. po ˙ [“Manual of traditional Myanmar 
lok¥paññå”], Yangon, JambËd¥pa, 1992.  
1042 There is very little scholarly research on the history of Burmese astrological 
traditions. Much of Htin Aung’s work addresses related issues but is largely 
uninterested (or ignorant of) their historical genealogy and regional textual 
relationships. See Maung Htin Aung, Folk Elements in Burmese Buddhism, Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 1962. See also Than Tun, “The Influence of Occultism in 
Burmese History with Special Reference to Bodawpaya’s Reign, 1782-1819”, Bulletin 
of the Burma Historical Commission, I, 2 (Dec 1960), pp. 117-45; Noel F. Singer, The 
Sorcerer-King and the ‘Great Abortion’ at Mingun, New Delhi, APH, 2004; Juliane 
Schober, “On Burmese Horoscopes”, The South East Asian Review, 5.1 (Aug, 1980), 
pp. 43-56.  
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comprising the three pi†akas [i.e. Buddhavacana], the profound words of Pacceka 

Buddhas, or the profound words of arahants, and which are texts (cå) were made (pru) 

by devas and ® is or by the puthujjana1043 masters ignorant of the pi†akas”.1044 In this 

description there is an explicit distinction drawn between those texts which contain the 

“profound words” or nhup (MB nhut) nak tau of the Buddhas and arahants and those 

texts (cå) which are simply “made” (pru) by unenlightened beings. After cataloguing 

the texts which legitimately belong to the category of pi†aka, he writes: 

 
The outside (båhira) dhammasat, beda  [veda ga], etc., texts written by ® is are— 
1. the ManËssika dhammasat, beginning with the line iˆako sådhako ceva 
2. the Manosåra dhammasat, beginning with the line anantañåˆa gocaraμ 
3. the ManË dhammasat, beginning with the line iˆaμ nissåmanacceva 
4. the ManËss¥ka akray, compiled by paˆ itas (paññå rhi) during the reign of [the? a?]  

PrË King, beginning with the line ahaμ åvuso kiccaku†e pabbate  
5. the Atitrå [Óditya] dhammasat, compiled in Arakan by paˆ itas during the reign of  

the Buddha Kassapa, beginning with the line apåyagatim upåyaμ1045 
6. the Manu akyay dhammasat, compiled by a paˆ itas during the reign of King  

Tvattapo  [Duttabaung], beginning with the line abhiññådhibbabhedena1046 
7. the Dhammavilåsa dhammasat, compiled by the individual (pugguil, puggala)  

Dhammavilåsa during the reign of the Buddha, beginning with the line  
iˆako††ha pako ceva 

8. the Manosåra akray dhammasat, written by paˆ itas during the reign of PrË Ma ˙  
Th¥˙, beginning with the line anantaññåˆaμ gocaraμ 

                                                
1043 On puthujjana as those “who have not heard the dhamma”, see Peter Masefield, 
Divine Revelation, Ch 1. The Abh-† defines puthujjana as anariya, “non-Ariyan”, at 
section 435, and as n¥ca, an “inferior person” and mu††ha, a “fool” at s.1084. KAN 
glosses the latter terms as sË yut amd sË muik, respectively. We will encounter sË yut 
again in the following chapter as the least reliable form of witness. 
1044 pi†akat tau suμ˙ puμ n* rha  tau bhurå˙ nhup nak tau | arha  pacceka buddhå 
nhup nak tau | rahantå nhup nak tau | nat ca so rasse. tui. pru so cå | pi†akat so 
puthujjån si kha  pru so cå || Rha  Uttamasikkhå, Pi†akat samui ˙, UCL 9171, 
f.jhå˙(r). Compare the slightly different formula in Hs-Birm 8, MIK Berlin (Burm-
mss. #116), f. kå(r), which further specifies that the bibliography should indicate 
which texts are included in the sa gåyana recitation of the First Council. On these and 
the additional histories written around the same time, see Alexey Kirichenko, 
“Classification of Buddhist Literature”. 
1045 Following Hs-Birm 8, ff.khu(v)-khË(r).  
1046 Following Hs-Birm 8.  
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9. the Jåli Ma ˙ [“King Jåli”] dhammasat, which came from the island of La kå,  
beginning with the line attho etenåti padaμ  

 
Among these nine the MånËss¥ka, ManË, and Manosåra were compiled by ® is during 
the reign of king Mahåsammata. During the reign of Cha  PhrË Rha  [Hsinbyushin], 
paˆ itas (paññå rhi) compiled the Dhammasat kyau. During the reign of king PrË 
ma ˙ th¥˙ paˆ itas compiled the Manosåra akray, which was translated into Burmese 
from a Mon version during the reign of the Second king in Haμsavat¥. During the 
reign of the son of the RåjamaˆicË¬a Mahåceti [King Thalun], Tipi†akåla kåra and 
Kui ˙ cå˙ ManËråja together edited the Manosåra akray and renamed it the 
Dhammasat Rhve Kyam˙. They did not use the Kye˙ Ma ˙ [“Tamil King”] 
Dhammasat from S¥hala. These dhammasat, beda , kalap, byañci, vitak, daˆ i, 
lokan¥ti, and so forth are not såsana texts (såsanå tau kyam˙ ma hut), they are 
treatises outside (båhira) [the såsana] which can pose a danger to the 
maggaphalanibb na. Note that [the first] three of the dhammasat texts, the alchemical 
treatises (dhåt), and so forth were compiled by ® is, and their commentaries were made 
by paˆ itas.1047 

 

 This is a striking pronouncement on the dangers posed by dhammasat and 

related texts, as they were perceived by some quarters. It is a very unusual criticism, in 

fact, insofar as it seems to discount the value of the genre entirely, stating that they are 

potentially a danger to the Path. Whereas the pi†aka literature is authoritative because 

it was either recited by the Buddha or redacted in commentaries by bhikkhus, 

dhammasat and related “Vedic” genres are the work of ® is and paˆ itas. Here we see 

an important feature of 17th-19th century monastic critiques of dhammasattha. Despite 

the fact that texts like the MSR do not attribute an original author to the genre, such 

critics insist on viewing dhammasattha as the product of human hands. As such they 

are therefore of lesser legitimacy than the dhamma discovered by the Buddha.  

Yet most authors, drawing on the notions of lokiya-sattha discussed above, 

attempted to accommodate dhammasattha as well as the other disciplines mentioned in 

catalogues of the eighteen sciences. Thus we find a number of texts that refer to them 

as anavajja-lokiya, or “faultless mundane” treatises. This approach is exemplified by 

                                                
1047 ibid. 
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an important epistle sent in 1784 by the first Maungdaung (Mo ˙ tho ) Sayadaw 

Ñåˆåbhivaμsa to king Bodawhpaya. Ñånåbhivaμsa served as Bodawhpaya’s 

sa gharåja from 1788 and was one of the more influential monks of the late 18th and 

early 19th centuries. In 1812 he reverted to lay life due to concerns over his role in 

causing dissension in the sa gha and subsequently served as a minister (Ma ˙ tui  pa  

amat) under the title Mahådhammasa kraμ.1048 He is probably the most well-known 

monk from premodern Burma, largely due to his authorship of the important såsana 

chronicle, the Såsanåla kåra, and his work on the committee to compile the Hman 

Nan Råjava  (“Glass Palace Chronicle”) during the reign of Bodawhpaya’s successor, 

Bagyidaw (fl. 1819-37).1049 However his scholarship additionally encompassed the 

writing of sub-commentaries on abhidhamma and the compilation of nissayas on a 

wide range of Pali and Sanskrit materials. Ñåˆåbhivaμsa was particularly active in 

glossing in Pali certain Sanskrit astrological texts imported from locations in India and 

La kå, many of which still survive. In his 1784 epistle he explained the significance of 

a recent shipment of Sanskrit texts that had arrived in Burma as follows:  

 
The Omniscient Buddha accomplished the perfections (påram¥) over four asa kheyya-
durations (universal-cycles) and one-hundred thousand kappas (world-cycles). During 
that period the faultless (anavajja) loka-sippas were known to him. It is stated in the 
Asåtamanta Jåtaka, the Tibedaka-tittira Jåtaka, and elsewhere that by attaining 
perfection in practices conducive to the benefit of the world (lokatthacariya) he 
became omniscient, the pinnacle of the three worlds. And because he would become 
omniscient [i.e. as he was a Bodhisatta], the pinnacle of the three worlds, 
Mahåsammata worked to increase his wisdom (paññå). According to the texts (kyam˙ 
gan, here probably meaning pi†aka or commentaries), he designated the boundaries 
(apui ˙ akhrå˙) of human practice, which persisted for a long time from son to 
grandson to great-grandson. Because in such texts the faultless sciences 
(anavajjasippa) are enumerated in the righteous teaching of the dhamma 
(dhammadesanå), then keeping them in mind is a matter of the propagation of that 

                                                
1048 See MMOS, §391.  
1049 For further details about his life see Mendelson, Sangha and State; Charney, 
Powerful Learning.  
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teaching. Comprising the ornament of the world1050 in such propagation are the 
following treatises, which have been collected from Majjhimadesa, the Kåsika 
Country, Våråˆas¥, Navad¥pa, etc., compiled by the Ten Ù is, namely A††haka, 
Våmaka, Våmadeva, A g¥rasa, Bhagu, Yamadaggi, Våsi††ha, Såradvåja, Kassapa, and 
Vesåmitta: 
1. Sanskrit grammatical treatises, 66 total in 1870 paper pages or 126 palm-leaf  

fascicles, 3 folios 
2. Astrological/jyoti a (beda  < veda ga) treatises, 45 in total in 1569 pages or 137  

fascicles, 2 folios 
3. Logic (tak < tarka) treatises, 22 in total in 925 pages or 102 fascicles, 7 folios 
4. Poetics (alaμkåra) treatises, 8 in total in 630 pages or 46 fascicles 
5. Prosody (chanda) treatises, 1 in total in 14 pages or 1 fascicle, 10 folios 
6. Lexical treatises, 6 in total in 333 pages or 25 fascicles, 10 folios 
7. Historical (itihåsa) treatises, 7 in total in 892 pages or 78 fascicles. 4 folios 
8. N¥ti treatises, 1 in total in 3 pages or 7 folios 
9. Dhammasat treatises, 8 in total in 247 pages of 25 fascicles, 7 folios 
10. Medical treatises, 6 in total in 462 pages or 47 fascicles, 1 folio 
These, together with their colophons, have been translated (pran chui) from Våråˆas¥, 
Bengali, Någar¥ writing (are˙ aså˙) into Myanmar Sanskrit writing.1051  

 

Extending Uttamasikkhå’s criticism, here Ñåˆåbhivaμsa connects the “authorship” of 

dhammasattha and the other satthas with the ten “ancient ® is of the bråhmaˆas” 

(bråhmaˆånaμ pubbakå isayo) who were the compilers of the Vedic mantras 

according to the Pali tradition.1052 Unlike Uttamasikkhå, however, he notes that “the 

faultless sciences (anavajjasippa)” are sanctioned “in the righteous teaching of the 

dhamma (dhammadesanå)” and that “keeping them in mind is a matter of the 

propagation of that teaching”. This constitutes a very persuasive argument in favor of 

the Buddhist appropriation and continued application of the perceived Bråhmaˆical 

sciences. 

                                                
1050 The term here is kambhå. tan chå, the “adornment” or “ornament” of the world, 
which is often used as an adjective to describe dhammasattha and other lokiya-satthas. 
1051 Ñåˆåbhivaμsa, Ame˙ tau phre, pp. 171-3. 
1052 These ten are discussed in numerous locations in Pali literature. See the Amba††ha 
Sutta, DN I 104; DN-S¥lakkhandha-Bse, pp. 97 ff. For further references to these ® is 
in the tipi†aka and commentaries see DPPN, s.v. A††haka. 
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Following Ñåˆåbhivaμsa’s statement an annotated list of the various Sanskrit 

titles imported into Burma is given in their Pali translation. These comprise a range of 

Sanskrit materials—although in certain cases from their titles it is often difficult to 

know whether mËla texts or commentaries are meant; among works on dharmaßåstra 

we find (here I have translated the titles from Pali as given back into Sanskrit): 

Dåyabhåga-nirˆaya1053, Udvåha-tattva-mËla1054, Udvåha-tattva-†¥kå1055, Dåya-tattva-

mËla1056, Dåya-tattva-†¥kå1057, Dåyabhåga-tattva1058, Dåyådhikåra1059, 

Dåyabhågasiddhanta1060. It is surprising that some of these texts were quite 

“contemporary” compositions, such as the Dåyådhikåra, which may have been written 

only one or two decades before its appearance in Burma. It is also rather curious that 

all of them deal with inheritance law. As far as I have been able to determine none of 

these manuscripts—or indeed any other Sanskrit dharmaßåstra works of any age—

survive in Burmese libraries or foreign collections of Burmese manuscripts. Some of 

the other Sanskrit texts cited in the 1786 list may have survived, and if such 

                                                
1053 A commentary on the Dåyabhåga of J¥mËtavåhana. Kane, History, I, p. 1045, 
notes that several nirˆayas, by the different authors Kåmadeva, Bha††oji, Vyåsadeva, 
and Ír¥karaßarmå.   
1054 According to Kane (History I, p. 1004), also called the Vivåhatattva, by 
Raghunandana, a very prolific dharmaßåstra commentator of the early-16th c. (on his 
dates cf. Kane History I, pp. 890 ff.). 
1055 By Kåß¥rama Våcaspatibha††åcårya, cf. Kane, ibid., p. 1004; L.D. Barnett, 
Supplementary Catalogue of Sanskrit, Pali, and Prakrit Books in the Library of the 
British Museum, London, British Museum, 1908, p. 301. 
1056 Probably by Raghunandana, cf. Golapchandra Sarkar Sastri, ed. and trans., The 
Dåyatattwa of Raghunandana, Calcutta, Cambray and Co., 1904. Also Ludo Rocher, 
ed. and trans., J¥mËtavåhana’s Dåyabhåga, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2002, p. 
16.  
1057 Several tattvas exist: cf. Kane, History I, p. 1044. 
1058 Perhaps by Raghunandana? Many tattvas on the Dåyabhåga exist.  
1059 The Dåyådhikårakramasaμgraha by Ír¥k® ˆa-tarkåla kåra, mid-18th century. He 
wrote a very influential commentary in the Dåyabhåga, the Dåyabhåga-prabodhin¥, 
on which see Rocher, Dåyabhåga, p. 17.  
1060 By Balabhadra Tarkavåg¥ßa. Cf. Julius Eggeling, Catalogue of the Sanskrit Mss in 
the India Office, Part III, p. 465; MS, IO 1386c.  
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identifications might be proved to be correct, may have also been provided with Pali 

translations and vernacular nissayas. A recent printed edition from an unattributed 

manuscript source contains a Pali translation of the Lilåvat¥ section on mathematics of 

Bhåskara’s Siddhåntaßiromaˆi (12th c.) as well as a vernacular nissaya of the text 

written in 1864 by Paññåsåmi (better known as the author of the Såsanavaμsa).1061 

Another recent edition provides an example of a Sanskrit jyoti a text on divination 

from a manuscript dated 1784, two years before the 1786 list.1062 This comprises the 

Sanskrit text and a vernacular nissaya of Narapati’s Svarodaya (rendered as Sarodaya 

in Pali), originally written in 1177. According to Pingree, this work “describes various 

arrangements (cakras) of letters associated with time divisions and astrological 

entities, magical pictures of animals and objects (also called cakras), and 

arrangements of nak atras, months, and numbers relative to the directions (bhËmis), 

all of this promote the military victory of their user.”1063  

We might briefly digress to ask how unusual the importation and translation of 

some of this material into Pali and Burmese may have been. Following 1786, there 

were at least nine other well-documented instances of the importation of Sanskrit texts 

into Burma over the next 15 years, which resulted in no less than 236 works whose 

titles have survived and have been compiled by Than Tun. Of the ten geographical 

sources of the Sanskrit works eight came from locations in “Majjhimadesa” (India), 

mostly from the region of Våråˆas¥, and two from La kå.1064 We have less direct 

                                                
1061 In the 1786 list this may be the text catalogued as Lilåvadi, classified under tarka-
related texts, cf. Amre˙ tau, p. 178. The recent publication is titled Siddhantasiromaˆi 
lilåvat¥ gaˆapå†¥ kyam˙ nha . lilåvat¥gaˆapå†¥såra nisya kyam˙, n.p., n.d. 
1062 Narapatijayacåryya maññ so sarodaya khau saradve˙ nissya kyam˙, n.p., n.d. 
1063 David Pingree, Jyoti˙ßåstra, p. 77. See also David Pingree, Census of the Exact 
Sciences in Sanskrit, Series A Vol. 3, Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society, 
1976, pp. 137-42. 
1064 Than Tun, “The Influence of Occultism”. Than Tun, however, interprets lok¥-
paññå as “the arts not pertaining to anything that is religious”.   
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evidence of earlier shipments. This, however, may simply be because in earlier periods 

records were not kept as fastidiously, or that such records are now lost. Jyoti a-related 

practices and learning have always been an accoutrement of Burmese sovereignty. As 

the previous chapter suggested, for example, the sponsorship and involvement of 

kings and elite monks in such forms of knowledge is readily apparent in the early 17th 

century, even though surviving records are rather slight. It is perhaps much more 

fruitful to regard these instances of the willing importation of Sanskrit texts into 

Burma as part of a continuum with practices reflected in earlier documents, such as the 

1442 donative book-list epigraph discussed in Chapter Two. They attest to an ongoing 

interest in Sanskrit and ßåstric learning—especially in terms of jyoti a and grammar. 

These were disciplines that had continued relevance in Burma and were not viewed as 

forbidden or occult because of “religious” sentiments. While a number of Sanskrit 

jyoti a texts have obviously influenced the development of Burmese traditions of 

beda  in noticeable ways, however, none of the dharmaßåstra texts imported in 1786 

seem to have had any influence. Indeed, the entire corpus of dharmaßåstra 

commentaries and nibandha or tattva type works exerted little or no influence on the 

development of the dhammasattha tradition. That is, all of the parallels between 

Burmese and Sanskrit law texts appear to be involve only the sm®ti literature, not the 

commentaries and sub-commentaries. Dharmaßåstra commentarial literature cites 

extensively from various sm®tis, and also borrows heavily from m¥måμså-derived 

techniques of interpretation. If any of this literature would have left a mark on 

Burmese dhammasattha it would be easily noticed.  

The distance of Ñåˆåbhivaμsa’s account of the faultless sippas from 

Uttamasikkhå’s condemnation of dhammasattha, beda , and related genres as a 

“danger” is symptomatic of the varying perspectives on the legitimacy of the satthas 

in premodern Burma. Repeated attempts by numerous writers in the 17th through 19th 
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centuries to try to account for the existence of the dhammasattha tradition in light of 

Pali canonical and commentarial narratives suggests the genre was regarded with some 

suspicion.1065 In a text recording seventy-nine different questions on various matters 

put by the minister Letwe Naurathå (Lak vai naurathå) Ú˙ Ne1066 to the To  Tva ˙ 

Sayadaw Kha  Kr¥˙ Phyau Ú˙ Ñåˆåla kåra1067  between 1758 and 1762, several 

interesting perspectives on dhammasat are revealed. In these cases Naurathå’s 

questions are somewhat more telling than Ñåˆåla kåra’s answers. A number of the 

discourses contained in this text bear on our present discussion, but two discuss the 

                                                
1065 There are many such discussions. Here I note only several that are most 
illustrative.   
1066 This figure is occasionally confused with Lak vai sundara Ú˙ Mrat Caμ, his 
contemporary, and a poet, historian, and jurist and author of the Vinicchayapakåsan¥-
dhammasat la kå and the Dhammasat atui kok. Ú˙ Ne held many different titles 
besides Lak vai naurathå, including Lak vai sundara. On Lak vai naurathå’s life and 
work, see the articles collected in Ma ˙ lak vai naurathå, Yangon, Mran må nui  aμ 
cå pe pran. pvå˙ re asa ˙, 1975; especially Mo  kyok tui , “Sukhamin Ë˙ ne e* cå pe 
g¥ta | sutesana”, pp. 40-178 and Sutes¥ ta Ë˙, “Lak vai naurathå e* bhava nha . cå pe”, 
pp. 179-300. Also, Thaw Kaung, “Letwe Nawratha (1723-1791), Recorder of 
Myanmar History”, Unpublished Manuscript, 2009. On the text in question here, Lak 
vai naurathå lhyok thuμ˙, see pp. 79-96; 223-5. This work has a number of curious 
interrelationships with other examples of the Amre˙ Aphre (“Question and Answer”) 
genre, particularly the Nan˙ cañ pucchå (ed. Ú˙ Sau Ja , Yangon, Cå pa lve, 1970; 
though note there are other texts carrying this title) containing questions put by 
Alaunghpaya to Mahåtulayasadhammaråjaguru Atula Sayadaw, some of which also 
deal with dhammasat.  
1067 This influential monk was particularly involved with the compilation of beda , 
medical, alchemical, cosmological, and grammatical texts. Some of the most 
significant pre-colonial medical and vijjådhåra-related treatises are attributed to him, 
including the Kavesåra-kyam˙ (ed. Mandalay, Kyå˙ Kho ˙, n.d.) and a nissaya on the 
Kappåla kåra (Lok¥sippavijjådhuir kyam˙, ed. Mandalay, Ran kun mantale pi†akat, 
1976). See also the entries on him in MCh and PSP. He wrote a sub-commentary (lak 
san˙) on the Netti and several other works in both Pali and Burmese on abhidhamma, 
as well as several nissayas. There is another Amre˙ Aphre text containing a dialogue 
between him and Letwe Nauratha on the subject of Etadagga, the disciples of the 
Buddha (cf. PSS, 1378). In the Manuvaˆˆanå pyui. dhammasat written in 1759 by one 
of Ñåˆåla kåra’s disciples, Bho ˙ La ˙ Rha  Ñåˆasaddhamma, he is described as 
learned in “all the pi†akat and lok¥ treatises”, cf. UCL 6726, f.ghau(r). 
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issue of dhammasat explicitly. In the first of these questions, dated 1758, Ñåˆåla kåra 

is asked by the minister “does the account in the dhammasat texts concerning the ® is 

Manu and Mano at the beginning of the world appear in the Buddhavacana texts that 

were included [as recited] in the sa gåyana council?”1068 The question implies an 

uncertainty as to the status of dhammasat relative to the genre of “pi†aka” literature, 

defined here as those texts thought to have been recited at the First sa gåyana council 

at Råjagaha. Ñåˆåla kåra, however, does not go into questions of textual authority in 

his answer, rather he states that: 

 
In the matter of whether the details about Manu and Mano come from the tarå˙ kyam˙ 
gan (here as the tipi†aka together with the commentaries)— The entire unique 
arrangement (ac¥ amaμ) of worldly (loka vay) duties were set forth first by King 
Mahåsammata. It is said in the tarå˙ kyam˙ gan texts only that in the world 
Mahåsammata was called ‘Manu’. Nothing further is stated regarding the details of the 
® is Manu, Mano, et. al. However, the tarå˙ kyam˙ gan texts say that at the beginning 
of the world beings lived for a long time and lacked rågadosa [‘lust and anger’], so 
there were many ® is who had developed their jhånas. When we consider this fact, 
Mahåsammata, as a paˆ ita (paññå rhi), held many consultations with ® is and 
paˆ itas because it is in the nature of the wise to confer with one another.1069  

 

In a certain light this answer can be seen as trying to salvage a connection of the 

dhammasat genre with the scriptural authority of Pali commentarial accounts of the 

content of the tipi†aka. Given both the question and answer, both parties in the 

discussion are well aware of the accounts of that content in the Sp and elsewhere.1070 

He acknowledges that although dhammasat as a genre cannot be included within this 

corpus, its existence may be accounted for on the basis of information provided in it.  

                                                
1068 Lak vai naurathå lhyok thuμ˙, p. 51. 
1069 Lak vai nau rathå lhyok thuμ˙, p. 100. 
1070 Jayawickrama, ed., Sp. 14-19, 26-28; As 18-27. 
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As though this question was somehow insufficient, three years later in 1761 

Naurathå, who at the time held the title Ma ˙ saññ sË kyau tha , asks again the 

bhikkhu: 

 
Among the dhammasats, it is said in the dhammasat beginning ‘atthesu navasu 
dhammasatthesu’1071 that the dhammasats [sic.] beginning ‘indako såsako ceva’ were 
compiled by the ® i Manusika, et. al. and delivered to Mahåsammata; similarly, the 
dhammasats beginning ‘indako nissayo’ were compiled by ® is; and, the dhammasat 
beginning ‘anantañåˆaμ gocåraμ’ was compiled by Manosåra, the son of the ® i 
Manu, and given to Mahåsammata. Even if these dhammasats were given to 
Mahåsammata at the beginning of the world (kambhå)1072, or at the beginning of the 
world-system (kap), they have not come down to us (ma rhi rå rok khai saññ). 
Furthermore, it is said that the number of dhammasat treatises has increased from the 
original and that there are now many, such as the Dhammavilåsa, the King Ódityå, the 
King Jål¥, the Manusåra, the Manusåra-akyay [i.e., the MSR] beginning with ‘sajjanå 
sajjanåsevaμ’ [i.e. the MSR], the dhammasat from La kå translated by Rha  
Suma gala, etc. The rulings in these various treatises are very much in disagreement 
(achiμ aphrat ma ññ¥ ma ññvat lvan˙). There is no clear indication (visesa) as to 
which dhammasat texts should be regarded as authoritative (pamåˆa). Many different 
things regarding juridical matters (amhu) are explained in the various dhammasat 
treatises. The texts are settled ( rim sak) only because of the judgments (ci ra  thuμ˙) 
prepared through the deliberations of the paˆ itas (paññå rhi). Provide a decisive 
answer regarding your understanding of the dhammasat literature (dhammasat cå pe) 
and its connection with Mahåmsammata.1073  

 

Here we encounter a recurrent issue that faced many dhammasattha commentators. If, 

as the texts state, they derive from the wall of the cakkavå¬a and were handed down to 

Mahåsammata, then why is it that there is so much variation among the surviving 

texts. The “harmonization” that Naurathå refers to is a reference to the many 

dhammasattha digests (kok khyak, khvai puμ, etc.) written in Burma which collect and 

                                                
1071 Here a reference to the Kui˙ co  khyup dhammasat kvan khyå.  
1072 Here the usage of kambha implies the beginning of the world in general (perhaps 
parallel to the conception of mahåkappa, roughly equivalent to the incalculable 
duration of the existence of the entire universe), whereas, as Ñåˆåla kåra’s answer 
makes clear, the term kap  (<kappa), which I translate as “world-system”, refers to an 
antarakappa, the much briefer cycle of time in which humans are present on the earth. 
1073 Lak vai nau rathå lhyok thuμ˙, p. 157. 
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compare different sections of laws from various texts, and discuss their disagreements 

in attempt to determine an authoritative ruling. The Kui˙ co  khyup dhammasat kvan 

khyå, the comparative “digest of nine dhammasatthas”, is a text of this sort. In his 

answer, Ñåˆåla kåra  is again rather elliptical, and refuses to come out and directly 

condemn dhammasattha as heretical literature. He provides a nuanced response that 

strives to bring the texts into line with canonical accounts of Mahåsammata, and to 

downplay the significance of textual variation: 

 
As for the question whether the dhammasat treatises originated during the reign of 
Mahåsammata at the beginning of the current antarakappa or during the reign of 
Mahåsammata at the beginning of the world-system (kambhå), we should understand 
that the reign of Mahåsammata at the beginning of the world is correct. Because, at the 
beginning of the universe, the three Såma, Yaju, and Ishyu Beda  [Såman, Yajus, and 
Ùc Vedas] were created by ® is for the sake of human welfare and prosperity. Later, 
the Óthabbaˆa Beda  [~Ótharvaˆa Veda] was created by bråhmaˆas (puˆˆå˙) who 
did not adhere to the Law (tarå˙).1074 During the era of the dispensation of the Lord 
Kassapa the paˆ itas (paññå rhi) incinerated the Óthabbaˆa Beda . The 
Såratthad¥pan¥ and other texts say that today only the three other beda  remain. If we 
take into consideration the fact that until today the beda s from the beginning of the 
world have survived, we should understand that also the dhammasat written at the 
beginning of the world has survived.  

As for the problem that the various dhammasat texts are not in agreement, this 
does not only apply to dhammasat. Among the beda  treatises there are many 
agreements and disagreements. Indeed, even among the pi†aka texts, in the a††hakathå, 
†¥kå, anu, ganthantara, etc., kinds of texts there are agreements and disagreements. In 
matters of disagreement we should reach a conclusion after examining what accords 
with acceptable opinions, comparison with similar cases, and what is logical [lit. 
‘whether causes fit the effects’]. The authority of the texts should be followed when  
there is an explanation [in them] that will account for the discrepancies. If the texts 
support conflicting readings then that reading which is agreeable to the Great 
Teachers, the Noble Teachers, and the individuals who know the texts (kyam˙ tat 
pugguil) should be accepted. As with the pi†akat, so among the dhammasat; if there 
are various and contradictory readings we should investigate whether there is an 
explanation. If there are contradictory accounts, we should accept [the explanation 
based in] the authority of the texts. If there are disagreements in the texts, then we 

                                                
1074 This assertion is lifted basically verbatim from the description in the Vmv. Cf. 
Ma ˙ vaμ to  rui˙ Indåsabhamahåthera, Vmv-Bse-nis., 2 vols., Yangon, Pi†akat 
byËhå, 1983 [written 1849], vol. I, p. 67.  
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should accept the rulings (c¥ ra  thuμ˙) [of the paˆ itas who are jurists familiar with 
the texts].1075 

 

This is a rather fascinating reply that concerns both the authority of dhammasattha 

relative to pi†akat and beda  literature but also the authority of dhammasattha vis-a-

vis the rulings made by jurists. We should note the close association in Ñåˆåla kåra’s 

mind between the beda  and dhammsattha treatises—according to him both are the 

products of early ® is, and thus the fate of one corpus may be taken as an indication of 

the fate of the other. Presumably his association of these texts, both of which are often 

characterized as “written for the welfare and prosperity of mankind”, derive from an 

understanding that they are each lokiya-type texts.  

Some fifty years later the status and reliability of dhammasattha was still an 

issue of concern. In 1811 the matter reappears in a series of questions asked to the 

Muμ rve˙ Sayadaw Ódiccaraμs¥ by the monk Sirimålå. Ódiccaraμs¥ was closely 

allied with the royal court and one of the chief compilers of the Mhan Nan˙. The 

majority of his surviving texts are pyui. compositions, many of which explicitly 

concern lokiya subjects, and he is also remembered for his learning in Sanskrit, 

oneiromancy, and beda .1076 Sirimålå asks: 

 
It is said that the beda , therapeutic mantra (mantarå˙ che˙), and dhammasat treatises 
(kyam˙) were written on the boundary-wall of the world-system, in letters (akkharå) 
the size of a elephant or horse, so that they would be the ornament of the world, and 
that the ® is Manusåra and Subhadra carried those letters to Mahåsammata. If what is 
said in this way is true, then each of these texts from the boundary-wall would be in 
agreement (aññ¥ aññvat achuμ˙ aphrat). [But] they do not agree either in terms of 
their content (achuμ˙ aphrat) or their extensiveness (akyañ˙ akyay). Please provide 
an authoritative response to these matters.1077 
                                                
1075 Lak vai nau rathå lhyok thuμ˙, pp. 163-5. 
1076 See the Forward and the Introduction to Muμ re˙ charå tau, Mhat cu, Yangon, 
Haμsåvat¥, 1963.  
1077 Muμ rve˙ charå tau Ódiccaraμs¥, Samantacakkhu-d¥pan¥ kyam˙, Vol. II, Yangon, 
Gandhamå, n.d., p. 259 [Question 149].  
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Here this reference is clearly addressed to the origin narrative of the MSR dicussed 

above. Ódiccaraμs¥ provides a very detailed answer taking each genre consecutively, 

which begins by describing the various features and dimensions of the cakkavå¬a (Bse. 

cakrava¬å). Then he states that as much as he has been able to determine from an 

extensive search through the texts which discuss the cakkavå¬a—which include the 

Vinaya-påråjika-a††hakathå, Visuddhimagga, A††hasålin¥, Sammohavinodan¥, 

Lokad¥paka, Lokad¥pan¥, CandasËriyagatid¥pan¥, Cagatid¥pan¥, Såratthad¥pan¥, 

Saratthasa gaha, Lokapaññatti, Lokuppatti, Jinåla kåra†¥kå, Kappavaˆˆanå, 

Kappasåra, Pavaramanobhiråma, Ananta le˙ på˙, Jinåla kåra, LokavidË, and 

Visuddhimaggad¥pan¥—he has been unable to find a single mention of beda  or 

dhammasat written on it in letters the size of an elephant or horse. Furthermore, he 

states, the extant beda  texts do not mention anything about their being copied from 

the cakkavå¬a, but state rather that they were compiled by various ® is, including some 

of whom he lists by name,1078 at a later date (i.e. after Mahåsammata). Then he 

continues to describe the contents of the Amba††ha-sutta, which provides the canonical 

list of ten ancient ® is associated with the compilation of Vedic mantras, and discusses 

a number of other locations in the tipi†aka, commentaries, and other texts such as the 

Råjamattaˆ a (Råjamårtaˆ a)1079 that deal with beda  and mantra.1080 Nowhere does 

                                                
1078 Vakya-charå (åcårya), Vagga-charå, Har¥ta-charå, Gotama-charå, Yavana-
charå, Varåhamihira-charå, Byåsa-charå, Hårita-charå, Yavanådhipati-charå, Guri-
charå, Giridisa-charå, Giridaˆ a-charå, Pavanerasa-charå, Båråbhana-charå, 
Paråsara-charå, Satya-charå, J¥va-charå, Yuja-charå, Samita-charå (p. 260). Of 
these texts the c. 6th century B®hajjåtaka by Varåhamihira was transmitted in Burma 
at least since the 15th Century and remained very influential. A nissaya of a Pali 
translation of the Sanskrit text was made by one of the Ñåˆåbhivaμsa is extant at least 
in typescript as Mo ˙ tho  charå tau beda  kyam˙, n.d., n.p.  
1079 By Bhojaråja (11th c.). It is another Sanskrit jyoti  text that was influential in 
Burma. It is mentioned in the 1442 inscription, and in a Royal Order from 1575 the 
Råjamattaˆ[ a] is cited and referred to as a “lok¥-kyam˙” (ROB II, pp. 112-3). An 
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he find any mention of the cakkavå¬a. Ódiccaraμs¥ performs the same operation for 

medical texts, and refers to the Milindapañhå, the Apadåna, the Mahåkuˆ ala and 

Campeyya Jåtakas, and the Vinaya-mahåvagga to provide authoritative statements on 

the derivation of medical treatises and medical knowledge according to the 

tipi†aka.1081 Nowhere does he find any mention of the cakkavå¬a. Turning to the 

question of dhammasat, Ódiccaraμs¥ starts by citing a line from the MSR which 

states: subhadro cakkavå¬aselå likhitvå lokiyasåraμ dhammasatthaμ manusåro 

likhitvå våcamuggato1082 “With noble words, from the rock of the boundary-wall, 

Subhadra copied the lokiyasåra [i.e. beda ] and Manusåra copied the 

dhammasattha”1083. It is important to note the detail of the rest of his argument, so 

here I reproduce it in full. He says that although such a text is found in the MSR,  

 
it cannot be accepted as true in the same way as the Pali texts [that speak to this issue] 
that come from the kyam˙ gan (here signifying the tipi†aka and commentaries) since 
[the dhammasat] was written by Kui ˙ cå˙ [the author of the MSR], et. al.1084 The 
teachers (charå) who know the kyam˙ gan have said: 
 
‘Manu-sammata, always putting in place, the four sangahas, beginning with 
sassamedha’1085 
 
Even though some may say Mahåsammata and Manu are not related, it is not true. In 
this verse (kabyå) Mahåsammata is called ‘Manu’, which we acknowledge as a 
connection. Also in the kyam˙ gan Mahåsammata is called ‘Manu’, as here: 

                                                                                                                                       
edition of the Sanskrit-Burmese nissaya from a ms dated 1846 has been published as 
Råjamattaˆ a-nissaraññ kyam˙, n.p., n.d. For a brief description of the Sanskrit text 
see Pingree, Jyoti˙ßåstra, p. 102. 
1080 Ódiccaraμs¥, pp. 161-66. 
1081 Ódiccaraμs¥, pp. 166-68. 
1082 Cf. MSRP: subhadrå cakkavå¬å | likhitvå lokiyasåraμ | dhammasattaμ manusåro 
| likhitvå ca våcuggato 
1083 Ódiccaraμs¥, p. 168. 
1084 On Kui ˙ Cå˙, the author of the MSR, see Chapter Five.  
1085 sassamedha | ca saññ le˙ khu | sa grui˙ mhu phra . | manusammata | rhe˙ ka 
saμ pui ˙ | thå˙ khai. tui ˙ phra ˙ | The source of this verse is not known.  
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ådiccakËla [...].1086 Similar things are said in the Såratthasa gaha, the Visuddhimag, 
the Aggaññasutta-a††hakathå. In the Vimånavatthu-a††hakathå it says: lokiyå pana 
[...].1087 Also, in the Abhidhammatthavibhåvan¥-†¥kå it says lokiyå pana manuno 
ådikhattiyassa apaccaμ puttåti manussåti vadanti—‘The worldly teachers [lok¥ charå 
glossing lokiyå] say that those who are sons of King Mahåsammata, the first khattiya 
named Manu, are called manussa.’ Thus, in the kyam˙ gan Mahåsammata is called 
‘Manu’, and it is due to this that we get the line concerning Manu-sammata in the 
verse above.  

If the extant dhammasat texts did not come from the cakkavå¬a then where did 
they come from? Since according to the text (på†ha), †hapitå yena mariyådå | loke 
lokahitesinå [from the Amba††ha Sutta commentary] it is said that Mahåsammata set 
down rulings (achum˙ aphrat), he was the first. We should understand this as saying 
that later wise kings, wise ministers, wise judges (tarå˙ sË kri˙), and ® is and bhikkhus 
learned in the law (tarå˙) again set down rulings. Especially, [there is the reference] in 
the Tuˆ ila Jåtaka, where the Pig-King, the bodhisatta Mahåtuˆ ila sits on the seat of 
judgment and determines the law. After the king of Våråˆas¥ dies the Pig-King caused 
his rulings to be written in a manuscript (pe), and said ‘the law should be determined 
by reference (kraññ. rhu) to these rulings’. As the people cried he and his brother went 
together into the forest. The instruction (ovåda) contained in the judgments of the Pig-
King bodhisatta are said to have endured for sixty thousand years, [vinicchayåni 
potthake...]1088. Similarly, King Ódåsamukha in the Gåmaˆicanda Jåtaka, King 
Candakumåra in the Khaˆ ahåla Jåtaka, King Senaka in the Sattubhasta Jåtaka, 
Mahosadhåpaˆ ita in the Mahå-Uma ga Jåtaka, and the ® i Mahåbodhi in the 
Mahåbodhi Jåtaka, were all skilled in legal rulings (thuμ˙-sådhaka) and passed 
judgment about the law. These are all took place very long ago. In later times, rulings 
(c¥ ra  thuμ˙) were again made. In Ír¥ K etra there were the rulings of King 
Dvattapo  [Duttabaung] and the rulings of King Bherinda; in Arimaddanå [Pagan] 
there were the rulings of King PhrË Ma ˙ Th¥˙; in Muttama [Martaban] the rulings of 
King Vår¥yË [Wagaru]; in Ja ˙ May [Chiang Mai] the rulings of King Arakunå [Ku 
Nå]1089. In later times there were many such rulings made by wise kings, ministers, 

                                                
1086 What follows is a citation and nissaya of the passage from the sub-commentary on 
the Amba††ha Sutta discussed above.  
1087 What follows is a citation and nissaya of the passage from the sub-commentary on 
the Vv-a discussed above, although Ódiccaraμs¥ understands lokiyå in the first line of 
the passage differently from Collins. His translation reads “Because those who have 
mundane wisdom [lok¥ paññå glossing lokiyå] are the sons of the King named Manu, 
they are called Manussa [...]”. 
1088 Here citing from the final several lines of Ja-a III, p. 292. Ódiccaraμs¥’s version 
differs slightly from both PTS and CS eds. 
1089 Fl. 1367?-1388?, 1355?-85?; There are several variant dates for his reign. Cf. N. 
A. Jayawickrama, trans., The Sheaf of Garlands of the Epochs of the Conqueror 
(Jinakålamål¥), London, PTS, 1978, pp. 116 ff.; David K. Wyatt and Aroonrut 
Wichienkeeo, trans., The Chiang Mai Chronicle, Chiang Mai, Silkworm, 1998, pp. 
66ff.; Thaw Kaung and Ni Ni Myint, trans., Tun Aung Chain, ed., Zinme Yazawin, 
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judges, ® is, and bhikkhus. In connection with the kings of old writing down such 
rulings down we should note the Sattubhastha Jåtaka from the Sattanipåta, 
Pa†hamavagga [which says]: vohårasuc¥ti poråˆadhammikaråjËhi likhapetvå 
†hapitavinicchaye vohåra suc¥bhavati | adhammaμ pahåya dhammena vinicchayena 
vinicchayaμ karont¥ ti attho.1090 In connection with this the Tesakuˆajåtaka1091 says: 
evaμ vinicchayaμ pavatteyyåthå ti vinicchayadhammaμ suvaˆˆapatte likhåpetvå 
araññaμ påvisi | tassovådo cattål¥savassasahassåni pavattayi.1092 Thus, the bodhisatta 
Jambuka, the parrot, wrote his rulings on gold-leaf and then went into the forest. It is 
said that his instruction (ovåda) endured for forty-thousand years. It is in this way that 
those who are wise put down their rulings [in writing]. As for the way in which such 
[rulings] were put down [in writing] by the former kings, the CittasambhËta-Jåtaka 
says: adhammakåroti poråˆakaråjËhi †hapitaμ vinicchayadhammaμ bhinditvå 
pavattå adhammakiriyå.1093 Accordingly we know the manner in which such rulings 
were put down by former kings. Surely there are many [treatises] among the beda , 
mantra and medical texts because they were first written by the ® is A††haka, Våmaka, 
et. al., and later followed by the [works of the] ® is Varåhamihira, Kål¥dåsa, Pi gala, 
Jayadeva, Suråma, Bhuttagutta, Setava, et. al. We must acknowledge that these 
accounts do not say that the dhammasat, beda , mantra, etc. treatises were copied off 
the cakkåva¬a. Regarding the question of the disagreement among the treatises, it is 
certainly the case that they are in disagreement because the paˆ itas (paññå rhi) are 
unable to reach a consensus in their opinions, and because of what is said in 

                                                                                                                                       
Yangon, UHRC, 2003, p. 31. Each of the latter two texts refer to the king as learned in 
dharmaßåstra.  
1090 Ódiccaraμs¥ does not provide a gloss, but we might translate this passage as: 
“Vohårasuci means that which is pure in the established ruling of law (vohåra) that 
has been written [down] by former righteous kings (dhammikaråja). [They are pure] in 
the sense that, having abandoned that which is contrary to dhamma, [those kings] 
make rulings which accord with the rulings of dhamma.” In modern editions this text 
is not found in the Sattubhastha-jåtaka, but comes at the end of the a††hakathå to the 
Kukku-Jåtaka of the Sattanipåta, cf. Ja-a-PTS, III, pp. 320-1; Ja-a-CSCD. The Bse-CS 
edition contains basically the same sense (replacing adhammaμ with agati-gamanaμ), 
reading: voh rasucinti  por akehi dhammikar j hi likh petv . 
hapitavinicchayavoh re suci , agatigamana  pah ya dhammena 

vinicchayak rakanti attho || 
1091 This Jåtaka and the one cited previously are closely related; in the commentary on 
Kukku it says that the story concerning the “instruction to the king” (råjovåda) will 
appear in the Tesakuˆa.  
1092 Ja-a-PTS V, 125. “[Saying] ‘may this ruling endure’ he wrote the ruling that was 
in accordance with dhamma on gold-leaf, and went into the forest. His instruction 
endured for forty-thousand years”.  
1093 Ja-a-PTS IV, 400. The PTS edition varies slightly. The CS ed. has the same as 
Ódiccaraμs¥. “‘Adhammakåra’ (“acts contrary to dhamma”) means the actions 
contrary to dhamma that result from breaking the rulings in accordance with dhamma 
established by former kings.”  
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connection with our own position [viz., that they were written by multiple authors at 
different times].1094 

 

In this fascinating passage, perhaps the longest sustained commentary on the 

nature of dhammasattha written in premodern Burma, we witness Ódiccaraμs¥’s 

attempt to harmonize the existence of the genre with Pali tipi†aka and commentarial 

accounts. He never once dismisses the legitimacy of dhammasattha, even if he might 

accuse it of untruths—according to the kyam˙ gan, at least, written law did not 

originate from the boundary-wall of the universe. Echoing Ñåˆåbhivaμsa’s 

comments, he invokes the names of the ten “ancient ® is of the bråhmaˆas” mentioned 

in the nikåyas. In the same way that such ® is were responsible for the authorship of 

mantras and medical texts, which did not derive from the cakkavå¬a, similarly we 

must attribute the origin of dhammasattha to the activity of human beings. 

Mahåsammata was the first to set down rulings concerning the boundaries of right 

conduct in a dhammasat, and his legislative model was followed by later kings. 

Ódiccaraμs¥ displays a deep familiarity with textual passages that relate instances of 

king-made law, and he mobilized this learning to redescribe dhammasattha as a form 

of Buddhist legislation sanctioned by the tipi†aka. His redescription is decidedly at 

odds with the representations of the authority of written law depicted in the MSR 

origin narrative. According to the MSR written law is inherently legitimate on its own 

terms due precisely to the fact that it is a written text coeval with the world-system and 

transmitted from the heavens in uncorrupted form.  

While the foregoing investigation is for the most part restricted to discourses 

connected with the reception of dhammasattha in 17th through early 19th century 

Burma, we can see how similar explanations might have been utilized to account for 

and domesticate other ßåstric genres or “Vedic” learning more generally. The Pali 

                                                
1094 Ódiccaraμs¥, pp. 168-272. 
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tipi†aka and commentaries provided extensive resources which could serve to 

accommodate a variety of textual practices that might on first glance appear quite 

incommensurable with sectarian understandings of the tradition. Uttamasikkhå’s 

condemnation of dhammasattha, which saw the legal genre as a potential “danger” to 

the Path, was derived from such a rigid understanding. He sought to enforce a strict 

separation between properly “Buddhist” texts—defined as Buddhavacana or the 

tipi†aka and other texts that contain the profound words of enlightened Pacceka 

Buddhas and arahants—and “outside” (båhira) texts made by unenlightened devas, 

® is and puthujjanas. The other authors surveyed were far more resourceful in 

accommodating the genre; Ñåˆåbhivaμsa went so far as to say that keeping 

dhammasattha and other “Vedic” texts in mind is related to the propagation of the 

teaching of dhamma.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

JUDGES, GOOD MEN, AND COMPOSITE LEGAL ETHICS 

 

 In narrative or mythopoeic terms, dhammasattha originated at the very edge of 

worldliness (and therefore borders that which is “beyond the world”) and was 

transmitted by ® is charged with jhånic powers. Written law is authoritative neither 

because it was enacted by the Buddha, a ® i, or a divine legislator, nor because it 

claims to be rooted in the tipi†aka or other authoritative texts. It was not explicitly 

grounded in custom, unlike Sanskrit dharmaßåstra which, as we saw in Chapter Three, 

derived in part from the authoritative åcåra of the Bråhmaˆical ßi †a. Although 

dhammasattha is transmitted for the benefit of kings and men, it is not produced by 

human hands. In light of the claims of the MSR a††huppatti written law is authoritative 

as such; the law is simply the unauthored text of the law. Furthermore, while the MSR 

asserts that dhammasattha contains the “essence” of worldliness, it does not make an 

appeal to Pali commentarial discussions of lokadhamma which connect worldly law 

with worldly legislation. This was the principle concern of the Burmese commentators 

who sought to redescribe dhammasattha as a variety of Buddhist legislation sanctioned 

by the tipi†aka and commentaries. Similarly, Maine might have recognized the 

narrative of the origin of the law in the MSR as a “legal fiction”, a device that 

“conceals, or affects to conceal, the fact that a rule of law has undergone alteration 

[...]. The fact is [...] that the law has been wholly changed; the fiction is that it remains 

what it always was.”1095 Despite such claims, however, dhammasattha was deeply 

interconnected with an extensive corpus of textual materials. Although in theory it 

arose out of nothing, it betrays numerous parallels with a broad literature. We have 

already surveyed a number of instances of overlap between dhammasattha and Pali 

                                                
1095 Sir Henry Maine, Ancient Law, London, Oxford University Press, 1959, pp. 21-2. 
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and Sanskrit texts, but nowhere are the complex textual sources of written law more 

apparent than in passages that describe legal procedure and, especially, the 

qualifications of judges and witnesses.  

The judge was the primary audience of dhammasattha, for whom the genre was 

intended as a manual of instruction if not, occasionally, direct application. The king 

(ekaråja) himself was the paradigmatic judge, whose decisions were unimpeachable, 

although there were many other gradations of judge which operated in different 

contexts of dispute. In comparison with juridical records from premodern Burma it is 

clear that the provisions relating to judges map closely onto everyday practice. Below 

I look in detail at all the instances in the MSR where judges are discussed, to explore 

the specific jurisprudence connected with this class of individual. Then I turn in 

conclusion to a discussion of the related category of the judicial witness and their 

oaths. I show that the authority of judges and witnesses in dhammasattha (and in the 

legal culture more generally) rested primarily upon pedagogical and moral 

considerations. Their “ethics” was highly composite in textual terms, since many of 

the ideologies marshaled to justify their juridical activity have parallels in Pali 

literature, Sanskrit dharmaßåstra, as well as native Burmese social and administrative 

theory. 

 

I. Law in practice and status divisions 

Since the 1970s scholarly attention has increasingly focused on non-

dhammasattha juridical and administrative texts produced in Burma during the 17th 

thorough 19th centuries, which has allowed for a detailed picture of premodern 

Burmese socio-economic and legal practice to emerge. Studies and 

manuscript/editorial work by Trager and Koenig, Than Tun, Bha Thaung, Toe Hla, 

Toshikatsu Ito, Teruko Saito, Ni Tut, Htun Yee, Win Tint, and Thu Nandar, in 
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particular, have drawn attention to the thousands of surviving parabaik royal 

orders1096, phrat cå “court records”1097, cac tam˙ “population and revenue 

inquests”1098, sakkaråj “contracts”1099, cå ra ˙ “administrative lists”1100, and related 

materials, as essential primary sources for the reconstruction of such histories, which, 

together with studies by U Tin, Mya Sein, Than Tun, Toru Ohno, Michael Aung-

Thwin, Victor Lieberman, and others, have made it possible to define administrative 

and legal activity with a great deal of specificity. Although a legal history based on 

such texts is beyond the scope of the present work, a number of features of these 

materials are important to address here before turning to examine how judges and 

witnesses are represented in dhammasattha literature.1101  

In very broad terms, the primary social divisions of Burmese society as 

represented in these documents are organized via the hierarchical categories of ma ˙, 

amhu tham˙, asaññ, and kvyan. Ma ˙ (“sovereign” or “lord”), as discussed earlier, 

referred to the king, but in extenso to the entire class of members of the royal family, 

                                                
1096 The major printed collection is ROB. Though there are some other unnamed and 
undated typescript collections of orders from the late Konbaung period not included in 
the ROB in circulation.  
1097 The only major published collection is Collection of Hpyat-sa: Legal cases and 
Court Decisions of Myanmar in the Kon-baung Period, 4 Vols., Yangon, Myanmar 
Affairs Bureau, Literature Bank, 2006. 
1098 Frank N. Trager and Willian J. Koenig, Burmese Sittans 1764-1826, Tucson, 
University of Arizona Press, 1979.  
1099 The principal published collections are: Tui˙ Lha, Kun˙ bho  khet lay yå sakkaråj 
på lË mhu c¥˙ pvå˙ re˙ samui ˙, 3 vols., Unpublished Typescript, 1977-1981; U Htun 
Yee, Collection of Thet-kayit, 4 Vols., Toyohashi, Aichi University, 1999. 
1100 Htun Yee in Collection of Sayin: Various Lists on Myanmar Affairs in the Kon-
baung Period, 1752-1885, 4 Vols., Toyohashi, Aichi University, 2003. 
1101 For such a legal history of the Konbaung period drawing mainly on sakkaråj and 
kok khyak (or phrat cå) documents see Tui˙ Lha, Kun˙ bho  khet mran må. lË mhu 
aphvai. acaññ˙ nha . tarå˙ mhu kha ˙ myå˙, Yangon, UHRC, 2004; Bha Thaung, 
“Kon  bho ˙ khet tarå˙ upade, 1750-1885”; Thein Swe Oo, “The Study of Lawsuits 
and Written Judicial Decisions from Meiktila and Surrounding Areas”, Unpublished 
M.A. Thesis, Meiktila University, 2004. 
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titled ministers and officials, appanage holders, as well as hereditary officials at the 

local level and so-called “village headmen”.1102 Amhu tam˙, usually translated as 

“crown service group member”, also referred to as acu så˙ (“[service] group son (or 

child)”), were collectivities exempt from taxation or taxed at a low rate, but who 

performed various forms of labor for the state in perpetuity.1103 In return they became 

in effect clients of the palace, from whom they received support for their livelihood, 

for example in the form of land for personal cultivation, renting, or mortgaging.1104 

Their populations were administered directly by ministers (van) appointed by the 

palace and were often settled together in particular locales.1105 The many acu included 

the various divisions of military units (e.g. sve˙ sok “infantry units”, mra ˙ cu 

“cavalry units”, etc.), royal miners or agriculturalists who farmed royal lands (lamui ˙ 

så˙, known also among other things as “royal slaves”, ma ˙ kyvan), and crown 

artisans (cu nu) and scribes (cu re˙).1106 In certain cases it was forbidden for some of 
                                                
1102 On the application of the term ma ˙ to hereditary chiefs see MMOS, II, pp. 141-
45 (see the note describing MMOS in Chapter Four). Compare also references to 
ma ˙ så˙ in the “Pagan Land Roll of 1765” in Trager and Koenig, Sit-tans, p. 192 and 
p. 290, n.1, and compare Richardson, LOM, p. 151. I cautiously suggest that there 
were degrees of overlap between the category of man˙ and hereditary office holders at 
the village level, since it is clear that a village headman was a) a taxpayer and hence 
an asaññ and b) subordinate to titled officials appointed by the crown. Like all of these 
terms, there are many sub-categories of different types of ma ˙, for various 
distinctions see Toe Hla, “Money-lending and Contractual Thet-kayits”, pp. 21-35.  
1103 Perhaps the best single source on the various acu groups, as well as on asaññ, are 
the documents edited by Htun Yee in Collection of Sayin. These volumes collect a 
number of lists of various acu in different locales. On taxation rates set for acu and 
asaññ see ROB. The rates of taxation varied under different kings.  
1104 See Toe Hla, “Money Lending”, pp. 59 ff.; Htun Yee, Sayin, passim. 
1105 E.g. on various acu groups settled in Meiktila in the late 19th century see Thu 
Nandar, op. cit., p. 16.  
1106 There are hundreds of different divisions and sub-divisions of royal service 
groups, many of which are detailed at various points in ROB and Htun Yee, Sayin. See 
also MMOS, III, pp. 41-48; RNS, pp. 282 ff. Note that it seems that the category cu 
khrå˙ which Tin defines as “cavalry or armed units comprised of foreigners” may 
have been just another name for acu in general signifying that they were separate 
(khrå˙) from the class of asaññ. On this term see Htun Yee, Collection of Hpyat-sa, 1, 
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these amhu tam˙ to enter the monkhood, presumably because of the labor drain it 

could potentially cause the crown.1107  

Asaññ, also called sË ra ˙ (lit. “original people”)1108, referred to non-service 

group taxpayers,1109 who theoretically were required to deliver one-tenth of the annual 

yield of their lands or other produce to royal revenue collectors.1110 In practice, modes 

of taxation were highly variable.1111 Asaññ groups were also settled populations 

administered by an official appointed by the court,1112 and were subject to demands of 

corvée. The rural mobility of such “free” tax-payers was probably quite limited, at 

least in official terms, and when an individual from outside joined an asaññ population 

they were termed in populations inquests as va  ne (“an entrant”, when they married a 

local spouse) or kappå˙ (when they remained single), and did not enjoy the same 

rights over communal farm lands as “native” asaññ.1113 The offspring of a van ne or 

                                                                                                                                       
2, pp. 155-6. However, unquestionably many acu were composed of foreigners. On cu 
re˙ see Tau Cin Khui, Lvhat tau mhat tam˙, Yangon, Govt. Printing, 1977, p. 233. 
1107 ROB 10 April 1679. 
1108 RNS, p. 291. 
1109 MMOS s.424.  
1110 MMOS s.526. This is the so-called dasamabhåga tax that found sanction in Pali 
literature dealing with the Four sa gahavatthu, a king’s “bases of legitimacy” (on 
which see Ch. 3) and in narratives of the one-tenth tribute paid during Mahåsammata’s 
reign, discussed above. See Toshikatsu Ito, “Dathamabaga Ngwe-daw and Thu-
gyiship Administrative System in the Middle Konbaung Period”, in Traditions in 
Current Perspective: Proceedings of the Conference on Myanmar and Southeast 
Asian Studies, 15-17 November 1995, Yangon, Universities Historical Research 
Centre, 1996, pp. 43-58. 
1111 Cf. MMOS IV, p. 307. Most trade—both in the sense of the buying and selling of 
commodities and their transport between various localities—was taxed, regardless of 
the parties involved. Even a cursory glance through royal legislation on taxation since 
the early 17th century in the ROB shows that different kings enacted quite different 
revenue structures. 
1112 Asaññ were organized according to separate jurisdictions or tui  for purposes of 
taxation. Cf. ROB 31 May 1679.  
1113 Htun Yee draws this distionction between the two terms where according to 
MMOS s.424 kappå˙ might intermarry with local asaññ. Cf. Htun Yee, Collection of 
Hpyat-sa, Vol I, part 2, p. 170. 
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kappå˙ and a local asaññ was called alå (an “arrival”), who inherited asaññ status 

from the asaññ parent.1114  

Kyvan refers to individuals obligated to various degrees of unfreedom; in 

different contexts they might be understood as dependents, servants, bonded laborers, 

or slaves. For analytical purposes, as they appear in non-dhammasattha juridical and 

administrative documents and donative epigraphy, kyvan can be divided into five main 

groups.1115 There are kvyan s¥˙ tau or bhurå˙ kyvan, slaves who work pagoda 

lands1116; slaves who are war captives; debt slaves (simply kyvan or ace kyvan) who 

enter into temporary service following the contract of a loan;1117 purchased slaves, 

                                                
1114 This is according to U Tin in MMOS, s. 424 and ROB 28 Jan 1795. Note however 
that ROB 8 Aug 1604 defines an alå as “an asaññ from another village or town who 
cohabits (san. ne) with a [local] asaññ woman” and kappå{˙} as “all men and women 
who come and settle [in the locality] from another territory, village, or town.” It is 
interesting that according to this same order, and also that of 18 Jan 1681, such 
“immigrants” among a settled asaññ population were taxed far less (over 75% less) 
than the local asaññ. If this was in fact the case it may have contributed to very high 
mobility indeed among poorer asaññ who were unable to pay their tribute to the 
crown. 
1115 Dhammasatthas usually divide kyvan into lists of 7 to 12 different types. There are 
various lists of slaves in the Jåtaka to which these formulae are likely in part indebted 
(cf. the list of five at Jåt-a, vi, 285). The MSR gives the following: 
MSRh-nis. gh¥(r), MSRm-nis. go(v): 
1. Slaves brought with property (uccå) 
2. Slaves who are the offspring of a female house-slave  
3. Hereditary slaves  
4. Slaves obtained as gifts  
5. Slaves obtained as a legal remedy 
6. Slaves for subsistence 
7. Slaves who are captives (suμn. kyvan)  
1116 Cf. Toe Hla, “Money Lending”, pp. 45-7. Apprently such slaves could also be 
regarded as asaññ; cf. ROB 28 Jan 1795. 
1117 A number of documents recording such transactions are edited in U Htun Yee, 
Collection of Thet-kayit, 4 Vols., Toyohashi, Aichi University, 1999, Vol. III, part 5. 
Such debt slaves were not always bonded to their “owner” in a total sense, but may 
have been required to perform only certain tasks as stipulated in their sakkaråj 
contract.   
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including individuals sold into slavery by their families for money; and slaves who 

enter into servitude because of poverty.1118  

Membership in particular acu or asaññ groups was primarily determined by 

heredity, and disputes resulting from cases when a member of one group had a child 

with the member of another were common, and occasionally referred to the king for 

adjudication. The general rule was that girls belonged to the acu of the mother while 

boys belonged to the acu of the father.1119 Kyvan-ship was also inherited, typically 

matrilineally,1120 although it was possible in certain instances for unfree persons to 

achieve manumission by paying their body-price.  

There were a number of additional markers of status which were used to 

further specify identities within the various groups of ma ˙, amhu tham˙, and asaññ. 

Aside from numerous royally bestowed or hereditary titles, which were sure to be 

included in such records alongside (or in place of) an individual’s proper name,1121 

people were commonly represented in terms of their donor-status relative to monastic 

institutions, indicated by prefixing their names with a title indicating their most 

munificent donation. There are numerous records where people are called takå (< 

dagå < P. dåyaka, “donor”), thus: kyo ˙ takå “donor of a monastery”, to kyo ˙ takå 

                                                
1118 See Toe Hla, “Money Lending”, pp. 239 ff.; ROB 28 Jan 1795. Although the 
practice of selling children to settle debts appears to have been officially discouraged, 
see ROB 7 July 1673. 
1119 This was generally the case in determining the “inheritance” of social or 
administrative identity of a child when the parents were of roughly the same status. 
There were variations when a member of an acu had a child with a slave or an asaññ. 
Several permutations derived from the ROB are catalogued in ROB X, pp. 31-33. 
1120 ROB 28 Jan 1795. But contrast ROB 10 April 1679. 
1121 Like all of the matters discussed in this section, there is much more research 
required on the vast array of Burmese titles and their significance. See, however, 
Thant Zaw Htwe, “A Study of Titles and Ranks during the Reigns of Di-pe-yin and 
Myei-du Mins (1760-1775)”, Unpublished M.A. Thesis, Mandalay University, 2000. 
For titles used at Pagan and Pa ˙ya see San˙ Chve, Mran må bhåså ca kå˙ mran må 
kyok cå, Yangon, Department of Education, 1980. On the history of monastic titles see 
Arha  Kelåsa, Såsanåva  bhvai. taμ chip tau myå˙ samui ˙. 
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“donor of a forest monastery”, cå tuik takå “donor of a manuscript chest”, bhurå˙ takå 

“donor of a pagoda or Buddha image”, rhve th¥˙ takå “donor of a golden umbrella”, 

sa ghan˙ takå “donor of robes”, uma  takå “donor of a cave [retreat]”, re tva  takå 

“donor of a water tank”, rahan˙ takå “donor [i.e. sponsor] of an ordination”, and so 

forth.1122 Similar modes of representing donor-status as an indicator of social identity 

are already apparent in early Pagan-era epigraphy, and are a common feature of the 

chronicle literature. As Htun Yee’s research shows, certain members of moneylending 

families in the Salin area in the late 18th and 19th centuries also prefixed their name 

with the title sË ko ˙, “good person”.1123 This was not a royally bestowed title, 

although as Htun Yee notes the term sË ko ˙ pru, lit. “maker of good men”, was a 

term often applied to acu members and local officials in recognition of services 

rendered to the crown.1124 We will recall that the term sË ko ˙ (OB, su ko ) was used 

in epigraphy as early as the 13th century to refer to the characteristics of a female 

witness (saksiy < Skt. såk in) who provides reliable testimony in a legal dispute.1125 

More will be said about this important category in connection with witnesses below.  

Unfortunately for purposes of comparison with the MSR the material bearing 

on the various social and administrative categories discussed above is more limited for 

the period prior to 1752. In the royal edicts that survive from the Nyaungyan (Ñño  

ram˙) Dynasty (1597-1752) information about legal authorities is far scarcer than it is 

for the Konbaung Period. In addition to the royal edicts1126 we have the MSR and 

several other dhammasatthas securely dated to pre-1752. Legal authorities in non-

                                                
1122 These and other terms are scattered thoughout most of the documents under 
discussion, and also in royal edicts, epigraphs, court case reports, etc. See the index to 
U Htun Yee, Thet-kayit, for some relevant citations.   
1123 Compare the citations in Thet-kayit, vol. I, pp. 191-2.  
1124 Thet-kayit, vol. I, p. 10. 
1125 See the Jeyapikraμ mo  nhaμ inscription translated in Ch. 2; Section I, ln.6 
1126 Those collected in ROB vols. I and II. 
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dhammasattha documents appear typically in the context of legal disputes or 

contractual transactions. They are of two types: (1) the sovereign (ma ˙) together with 

the entire class of ma ˙ including appointed ministers, appanage holders, and 

hereditary lords; (2) judges (tarå˙ sË kr¥˙). In a sense we might also witnesses (sakse 

< OB saksiy < Skt. såk in) as legal authorities insofar as they are relied upon to 

provide authoritative testimony in a dispute. There is also a fourth and somewhat more 

ambiguous category of legal professional called a rhe. ne (lit. “being in front”), often 

translated as “pleader”. Rhe. ne argued in formal disputes on behalf of “clients” from 

whom they received a fee for their services.1127 Most dhammasattha do not discuss 

their function in any detail—indeed most dhammasattha, including all of those dated 

to the Nyaungyan period, do not mention them at all—but their activities are depicted 

in numerous royal orders starting from the first half of the 17th century1128 and in 

manuscript phrat cå documents from the Konbaung era.1129 There are remote 

similarities between this group and the niyoga (“appointed”) representatives referred 

to in certain Sanskrit dharmaßåstra-related materials.1130 But unlike in early Indian 

sm®tis and nibandhas, the principal function of Burmese rhe. ne, at least from the 17th 

century, was more than mere “representation” and involved trying to secure victory in 

a legal dispute on behalf of clients through persuasive argumentation in return for a 

                                                
1127 On this group and their fees during the Konbaung period see Toe Hla, Mran må. lË 
mhu aphvai. acaññ˙, pp. 14-17. 
1128 Myint Zan, “Woe Unto Ye Lawyers: Three Royal Orders Concerning Pleaders in 
Seventeenth-century Burma”, The American Journal of Legal History, 44, 1 (2000), 
pp. 40-72. 
1129 E.g. there are many cases argued by rhe. ne in the Atula phrat thuμ˙,  edited in 
Htun Yee, Hpyat-sa, vol. II.  
1130 See Ludo Rocher, “‘Lawyers’ in Classical Hindu Law”, Law and Society Review, 
383 (1968-1969), pp. 383-402. In fact, this practice of appointed representatives, 
usually drawn from among a litigants family members, seems to have been a separate 
practice in Burma. See ROB 12 April 1691.  
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fee.1131 However, it is not certain that this group was particularly learned in 

dhammasattha or other juridical texts, or had any specialized training, as opposed (in 

theory) to judges. Their main function was as preparers and “arguers” of cases in 

practical juridical contexts, and were probably less concerned with written 

jurisprudence. 

While the legislative function of each of these categories is documented in 

administrative texts, such materials tell us little about the “theory” underlying their 

activities. Witnesses and judges are commonly invoked in phrat cå documents and 

Royal Orders, but the distinctive attributes of these classes of individual, and the 

reasons why they are seen to have a unique legal function and authority are elaborated 

and justified only in the dhammasattha corpus. In this sense dhammasattha may be 

interpreted as a charter text or “blueprint” that describes not only the administrative 

infrastructure of juridical practice, but also seeks to rationalize the existence of such a 

system in light of a particular jurisprudence. 

 

II. Akkhadassa, “judges” 

Dhammasattha representations of social status and legal authority are often not 

strictly aligned with those of the documents described above. Dhammasattha invokes 

such notions of social status in two different contexts: in descriptions of legal 

authorities and in consideration of legal remedies or proscriptions that vary depending 

on the status of the party concerned. Status is an issue when it comes to determining 

who can adjudicate and speak authoritatively about the law, but also in the exercise of 

law; people of different status are treated variously depending on their social, moral, 

                                                
1131 ROB 23 June 1607 provides a detailed survey of these modes of argumentation. 
For a translation of this order as well as an excellent commentary on these modes see 
Mytint Zan, “Woe”, pp. 48-57. 
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or economic position.1132 In many instances we note disjunctions between 

dhammasattha “theory” and “actual” social, political, and juridical practice. The 

categories of acu or amhu tam˙ and asaññ, for example, are never mentioned and only 

obliquely implied at a few points the MSR and most other dhammasatthas1133, despite 

the fact that they are perhaps two of the most important administrative categories of 

Burmese statecraft since at least the early 17th century.1134 Although dhammasattha 

goes to great length to describe the attributes of judges, in reality the vast majority of 

cases in premodern Burma were tried not by professional jurists but by village 

headmen, rvå cå, and other local officials and informal authorities acting in the 

capacity of judge or arbitrator, who may have had very little, if any, formal exposure 

to dhammasattha written law. Thein Swe Oo has recently conducted a detailed survey 

of 67 lawsuits that were tried in and around Meiktila during the Konbaung period. He 

shows that fifteen different categories of individual acted in judges in these cases, and 

most of them were not whom we might call “professional jurists” but rather local 

officials or village elders who were mutually agreed upon by each side in the dispute 

to act as arbitrator. A “judge” (tarå˙ sË kr¥˙) is mentioned in connection with only one 

case, while “judicial officers” (kuμ ma ˙) tried ten cases. The remaining 55 cases 

were tried by village headmen (rvå sË kr¥˙), officers of royal service units such as the 

cavalry (mra ˙ van, etc.), or other town and district administrators. Village elders 

tried 22 cases.1135 One dispute between a monk and a layperson concerning the 

ownership of bricks and lime donated to a monastery for the construction of a library 

                                                
1132 There are numerous examples of this fact throughout the dhammasattha corpus. 
There is not space to discuss this in more detail here.  
1133 There is however some overlap in certain texts. Compare MRK, pp. 154-156; 
Richardson, LOM, pp. 151 ff., and DBBL, II, s.12. 
1134 And presumably earlier. Our records on Burmese administration, however, are not 
as reliable for earlier centuries.  
1135 Thein Swe Oo, “Lawsuits”, p. 41. 
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was decided by a group of bhikkhus.1136 These facts must be kept in mind in any 

discussion of the representation of judges in dhammasattha. Most disputes of any era 

in premodern Burma were not heard by professionals who had extensive experience 

with written legal theory, but arbitrated by individuals whose sole aim was conflict 

resolution. Dhammasattha itself makes provisions that judges should aim to resolve 

conflict, even at the expense of applying the “letter of the law”. In saying this, 

however, I do not mean to minimize the practical importance of dhammasattha written 

law, for there are many examples of cases being tried with reference to its rules. 

In an important Royal Order of King Anaukhpetlun (Anok bhak lvan, r. 1605-

1628)1137 issued on 24 June 1607 lists ten different types of appointees to a law court 

(khuμ samat)1138 as follows: 

 
 1. A judge (tarå˙ sË kr¥˙) who lives in the town (mrui.) 

2. A judge appointed by a sovereign (ma ˙) 
3. A judge mutually agreed upon (khva . pru) by the two litigants 
4. A judge who is a member of the sovereign (ma ˙) class 
5. A judge who tries cases in the town and village[s] 
6. A judge who adheres to the principles of s¥la 
7. A judge who can speak pleasantly (så yå) 
8. A judge who is skilled at detecting the artifice of litigants 
9. A judge who is an expert in the case (amhu n* tva  so) 
10. A bråhamaˆa (puˆˆå˙) judge 

 

Here we should note that none of these categories of judge make explicit provisions 

requiring a judge to be of a certain class, and number three would seem to leave open 

the possibility that a judge could be almost anyone, provided they are agreed upon by 

                                                
1136 Thein Swe Oo, “Lawsuits”, pp. 56-7. 
1137 ROB 24 June 1607. This same order was reissued nearly verbatim by 
Anaukhpetlun’s successor, King Thalun, in an order dated 24 June 1634. 
1138 This term literally means an “apointee” or “designate” (samat) to a formal 
“tribunal” or “court” (khuμ, lit. “seat”, “bench”). In Than Tun’s transcription Thalun’s 
edict reads khuμ sË mat, perhaps “law court minister”. 
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both parties of a dispute. Bhikkhus and bråhamaˆas are also included as possible 

judges, as is made clear by the provisions of numbers 6 (though here those who adhere 

to the principles of s¥la are not only monks) and 10. In Kui ˙ Cå’s 17th century legal 

texts there are several different lists of the various types of judges and their 

qualifications. In the MRK this is the first subject addressed in the text, as follows: 

 
The Four Types of Judges are: 
 1. The ma ˙ who is lord of the realm (praññ.)  
 2. The ministers who hold military office (amat cac sË kr¥˙) 

3. Those who have authority over the realm and control the towns (praññ cui˙ 
mrui. kvap) 

4. The learned paˆ itas and sukhamin (paññå rhi sukhamin or su kha min) 
These four must adjudicate the law, and are known as the Four Judges.1139 

 

The term given in number 4, sukhamin (or su kha min), is of uncertain derivation. In 

meaning it is basically equivalent to the term paññå rhi, which literally means “one 

possessing wisdom”, and is the typical nissaya gloss of the Pali term paˆ ita.1140 Yet 

in other usages it seems to be a broader category of “wise person”, which may 

comprise paˆ itas as well as groups.1141 Sukhamin is already attested in early Burmese 

epigraphy where it is used in this sense, combined with puμˆå (=bråhmaˆa) and 

paññå rhi.1142 On first glance, the term would appear to derive from the Pali term 

sukha-mina, where mina perhaps derives from the verbal root mi, “to fix”, “judge”, 

thus “one who determines sukha” or prosperity, although no such word is found in the 

Pali commentaries or lexica. Early epigraphic attestations include the vernacular sË 

                                                
1139 MRK, p. 5; NL Bhå 2016, f. k¥(v). 
1140 Voh, s.v. min, s.402. PSV, s.v. 
1141 See, e.g., the reference from the MSR immediately below, where sukhamin is used 
to refer to khattiya, bråmaˆa, amacca, and paˆ ita. 
1142 Phui˙ lat, Mran må ca kå˙ aphva . kyam˙, II, p. 345-50; Mrat kyau, Pugaμ khet 
mran må kyok cå abhidhån, s.v. 
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kha min (sË = “person”, “individual”), however, which suggests a non-Indic 

derivation, perhaps signifying an “experienced” or “elder” learned person.1143  

 In the MSR Book Ten the different gradations of judicial authority are 

described in detail:  
 
A village governor (rvå sË kr¥˙) investigates (ci cac) a case (a††aμ ~ amhu). If he does 
anything which is illegal (adhammika ~ ma tarå˙), the village-governor-judge1144 
should investigate the case again. If the village-governor-judge does anything which is 
illegal (adhammika ~ ma tarå˙) the town governor (rakkhako ~ mruiv. kvap) should 
investigate the case again. If the town governor does anything which is illegal 
(adhammika ~ ma tarå˙) a minister [of the crown] (mahåmacca ~ amat kr¥˙) should 
investigate the case again. If that minister [of the crown] does anything which is illegal 
(adhammika ~ ma tarå˙) the king (khattiyo ~ ekaråj ma ) or the queen should 
investigate the case again. If that king and queen (aim rha  mi bhurå˙) do anything 
that is illegal then the king [alone] (khattiyo ~ ekaråj ma ) should investigate the case 
again. If that the king does anything which is illegal (adhammika ~ ma tarå˙) then a 
novice or a bråhmaˆa (dvijå ~ puμˆå˙), or a paˆ ita, or a teacher of the king (åcariya 
~ ma  e* charå) should advise (såseyyuμ ~ chum ma pe) the king. If those monks, 
etc., are unable to give such instruction, a military general (senåpati ~ cac sË kr¥˙), or 
the teacher of the prince, should advise him. If those monks, etc. cannot advise him, 
then all the people (bahulokå), together with the general, the prince’s minister, his 
princess, should ensure that the laws (dhamma) of a king are carried out. This is the 
law concerning how judgment should be made in succession according to law by the 
judges who administer the realm (praññ cuiv tarå sË kr¥˙) and others.1145 

 

In this passage the basic hierarchical structure of the different strata of judicial 

administration is clearly laid out.1146 At the most basic level, disputes are to be 

adjudicated by village headmen. Higher authorities then include the village judge, the 

town governor, a minister of the crown, the king and queen together, and finally the 

                                                
1143 For this argument based on a comparison with regional Mon and Tibeto-Burman 
elements see Phui˙ lat, ibid. 
1144 rvå sË kr¥˙ tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ | The Pali gives ra††ha-akkhadassa, a “judge of the 
realm”.   
1145 MSRh-nis., to(v)-tau(r). 
1146 For similar depictions of such levels of judicial authority in the Pali commentaries 
see von Hinüber, “Buddhist Law According to the Theravåda-Vinaya”, pp. 33 ff. For 
dharmaßåstra parallels see Kane, History, III, pp. 280 ff. 
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king. It is interesting that this passage notes that when the king persists in violating the 

law in the resolution of a dispute, it is left to everyone (bahuloka, “the whole world”), 

including the military commander and ministers, to ensure that the law is followed. 

This constitutes a very strong argument against the absolute nature of the king’s 

decision, although as we shall see below, in cases of appeal the MSR notes that the 

decision of the king is of final authority. What is important to note about this passage 

is that it outlines a structural arrangement for the legal process which closely aligns 

with the apparent hierarchy of legal authorities represented in the non-dhammasattha 

juridical records described above. Yet this passage does not tell us what attributes 

contribute to making an individual qualified as a judge, something dealt with 

elsewhere in the text.  

In the MSR a description of the qualifications of a judge comes at the 

beginning of Book Five:1147 

 
I put forth these gåthås [from the dhammasattha] concerning the four types of judges 
who are the teachers of a litigant (amhu saññ charå tarå˙ sË kr¥˙) — 
 
kulas¥laguˆupeto | saccadhammaparåyano |  
kavino pasilo dakkho | akkhadassavidhåyako1148  ||  
khattiyo bråhmaˆo macco | paˆ ito caturo janå |  
ete a††ha gasampannå | catudhå pakkhåcariyå || 
 
kulas¥laguˆupeto means: 
He who is endowed with the good qualities of a virtuous lineage or “clan” (amyui˙ 
arui˙ s¥la sa ta  gu  kye˙ jË, lit. the good qualities of observing the s¥la of the 
hereditary lineage),  
 
saccadhammaparåyano means: 
He who reposes (lyo ) in the True Law (saccå tarå˙), 
 

                                                
1147 The following from MSRh-nis., jha(r), ff.; MSRe-nis., ghau(v), ff.; MSRm-nis. 
chË(v), ff.; MSRa-nis. cË(v), ff. 
1148 MSRa reads vidåyito (in the citation of the gåthå) and vidhåyiko (in the gloss). 
MSRb (f.chai(r)) gives vidhåyiko and vidåyiko.  
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kavino means: 
He who knows how to speak pleasant words as though they were drawn from the heart 
(cit < citta), 
 
pasilo1149 means: 
He who has the ability to speak gracefully (khyo mo pre prac so ca kå˙), 
 
dakkho means: 
He who is skilled (lim må) in seeing the deceptions (caññ˙ lai) of a litigant, 
 
akkhadassa-vidhåyako means: 
He who appoints (chok nha ) others as judges. 
 
 

Before continuing with the second Pali verse and its gloss, here we should pause to 

note the significance of this description. This passage is parallel, in most respects, with 

a gåthå occurring at Råjan¥ti, 101150, and Cåˆakyan¥ti, 1021151. The former, the closest 

of the two, reads: kulas¥laguˆopeto | saccadhammaparåyano | supañño pesalo dakkho 

| dhammajjhakkho1152 vidh¥yate ||1153 “He should be appointed a judge who is endowed 

with the good qualities of a virtuous clan, who reposes in the True Law, is of excellent 

wisdom (supañña), amicable (pesala),1154 skillful (dakkha).1155” The uncertain term in 

the MSR pasilo may be a mistake for pesala here; they are closely parallel in terms of 

the vernacular gloss, at least. The only substantial semantic difference between these 

two verses is the replacement of kavina in MSR with supañña in Råjan¥ti.  

                                                
1149 The derivation of this word is not certain, but it is found in all mss. It may be a  
form related to upa-silesa, “connection”, “rhetoric”, cognate with Skt. upaßle a. Or 
perhaps a mistake for pesala, “amicable”, “skillful” (Abh-†, 721, 1070), as in the 
Råjan¥ti citation below; though the presence of this mistake across all mss would be 
somewhat unusual.  
1150 PNT, 132. For further parallels in Sanskrit n¥ti see p. 143, n.10. 
1151 CSCD-ed. 
1152 Cf. Skt. dharmådhyak a; PNT, p. 143, fn. 10; UBhS 102-581, k¥(r) reads dhamma-
dakkha 
1153 Cf. Råjan¥ti-nis. UBhS 102-581, k¥(r); PNT, p. 132. 
1154 This nissaya glosses this as “amicable in speech”. Pesala can also mean “skillful”. 
1155 Our nissaya glosses this as “able to discern the victor and loser of a case”. 
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It is important to stress the distinctively moral qualities that are required of a 

judge. A judge must be endowed with kulas¥laguˆa—“the good qualities of a virtuous 

clan (or family)”—and must rely on the saccadhamma. Without further context it is 

impossible to specify precisely the referent of the term kulas¥laguˆa here, and one 

could write several dissertations on the various notions of s¥la in the Burmese context. 

The Burmese gloss gu  kye˙ jË makes it evident that guˆa is intended to mean 

“virtuous (or ‘good’, etc.) quality”. There are numerous different lists of guˆas or 

“virtues” specified for different classes of individual throughout Burmese and Pali 

literature.1156 The specific compound s¥laguˆa, interestingly, is rare in the mËla texts 

of the Pali tipi†aka1157, though it is frequently used in the commentarial literature. S¥la, 

of course, refers most commonly to the moral “restraint” secured through observance 

of the på†imokkha training rules legislated by the Buddha for bhikkhus and 

bhikkhunis, and in a narrower sense to the “ten precepts” (dasa-sikkhåpada), five of 

which are incumbent (niccas¥la) upon laity (or eight on uposatha days).1158 Much has 

been made of such lists as providing the core meaning of s¥la within Buddhist 

contexts.1159 While it is true that the “precepts” and restraints of the på†imokkha are 

frequently characterized as s¥la and vice versa, it is often ignored that the term is also 

found used in other senses. There are early references to s¥las that do not perfectly 

                                                
1156 Cf. various entries in SPA and Smh.  
1157 It occurs exactly six times, four in the Cariyåpi†aka and twice in Mil. In the 
Cariyåpi†aka, Cp-Bse, II.74, King Jayadissa is referred to as s¥laguˆamupågato, 
“having attained the qualities of virtue”. Cf. also Cp I.136 (s¥laguˆaupeto), II.6 
(s¥laguˆaμ), III.79 (s¥laguˆo). 
1158 On s¥la as “restraint” see  
1159 Cf. Hammalawa Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics, Boston, Wisdom Publications, 
1997, pp. 40ff.; Peter Harvey, An Introduction to Buddhist Ethics, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2000, pp. 66ff.  
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parallel either,1160 and indeed the Visuddhimagga is a key text that offers numerous 

additional ways of understanding the term. Among these are included pakatis¥la and 

åcårasila. The first of these might be translated as “natural” virtue1161, while the latter 

is glossed by the text as the customary forms of conduct (mariyådåcårittaμ) particular 

to specific clans, localities, and sects (kuladesapåsaˆ ånaμ attano attano 

mariyådåcårittaμ åcåras¥laμ).1162 While this reference may be the only usage of 

mariyådåcåritta in Pali literature, the notion of åcåras¥la is quite common. The gloss 

to this passage in the Visuddhimagga-mahå†ikå states: “mariyådåcåritta means the 

customary practices that exist (mariyådabhËta) concerning those transgressions which 

no one should commit, [they are] those customs (cåritta) that have been established 

(or written down, †hapita) by former men of the clan, etc. Indeed, such customs of a 

clan, territory, or sect are known as ‘åcåras¥la’. Here kuladhamma means the 

abstaining from intoxicants, etc., of bråhmaˆas, etc.; desadhamma means the non-

violent customs, etc., of people living in a territory; påsaˆ adhamma means the 

restrained customs (yamaniyama) of adherents to other sects (titthiya)”.1163 In the 

Jåtaka commentary åcåras¥la is frequently used to gloss s¥la and upon one occasion is 

used as an equivalent of lokacåritta, “worldly customs.”1164 This is not the place to 

conduct an exhaustive catalogue of Pali references; suffice it to say that the term s¥la 

used to mean ‘virtue’ does not always refer to the precepts or the på†imokkha. Rather, 

it seems the Pali commentators were quite comfortable with a notion of virtue that 
                                                
1160 Cf. PTSD, s.v. s¥la. The term s¥la in Pali is extremely complex in its various 
usages; and this complexity is often glossed over by work that stresses its meanings in 
reference to the precepts.   
1161 The example given in the Vsm and Vsm-mh† of “natural s¥la’ is that of the 
bodhisatta’s mother, who upon becoming pregnant with the bodhisatta suddenly 
became accomplished in the five sikkhåpadas (cf. DN ii, 12-13). 
1162 Vsm, 15. Here note again the usage of the term mariyådå discussed above. 
1163 Vsm-mh†-CSCD; Mahå caññ Sayadaw Sobhanathera, Vsm-mh†-nis. (4 Vols.), 
Yangon, MORA, 1966, I, p. 92.  
1164 Jåt-a I, 367. 
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could extend beyond even the community of Buddhists.1165 It is probable that in this 

passage in the MSR the term kulas¥laguˆa is parallel with kuladhamma as åcåras¥la or 

mariyådåcåritta, rather than with the notion of the “precepts”, though as we shall see 

below virtue understood as the “precepts” was an important attribute of judges as well.  

In the above reference saccadhamma, the “True Law”, refers to the nine 

lokuttara-dhamma—the “four paths” and “four fruitions”—of the four ariyapuggala, 

plus nibbåna.1166 It implies a reference to the Law, the dhamma, discovered by the 

Buddha in its most expansive theological and soteriological sense. The inclusion of 

this stipulation might seem equivalent to a requirement that a judge must be a 

“Buddhist”, or that legal authority is somehow circumscribed by devotional attitudes. 

In a sense this is correct, but we will recall from Anaukhpetlun’s order concerning 

judges above and will see again in a provision from the MSR below that bråhmaˆas 

were perfectly acceptable to act as judges. The fact suggested by these references is 

simply that in 17th century Burma bråhmaˆas themselves might “repose in the True 

Law” and could be considered Ariyan.  

As for the terms pasila and kavina, much is made in dhammasattha literature 

about the speaking ability of judges. We have noted this in Part Two in connection 

with the importance of poetry to written law. Here they are required to speak 

gracefully pleasing words that are drawn from the heart (citta). In this connection the 

DhV provides an extended gloss on acceptable types of speech of judges which it calls 

the “five vows of a judge” (pa†iññåˆ å˙ på˙), which parallels the five acceptable 

means of accusing (codaka) a bhikkhu of wrongdoing found in a number of early and 

                                                
1165 We must acknowledge, however, a distinction between lokiya and lokuttara s¥la, 
in which the former is excluded from the Ariyan path. Cf. Vsm 13; Vsm-mh†-nis., I, 
pp. 84-90. 
1166 On which see Nett-a-CSCD; Saddhammanand¥, Nett-a-nis., 2 vols., Yangon, 
Dhammabimån, 2007, Vol II, pp. 357.  
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commentarial Vinaya and sutta texts.1167 This discussion is absent from the MSR as 

are further expansions on kavina and pasila.  

The gloss of the second gåthå of this section from the beginning of MSR Book 

Five continues: 
 
khattiyo ca means: 
The sovereign who is established in the Law (tarå˙ n* taññ), 
 
bråmaˆaμ ca means: 
The bråhmaˆa (punˆå˙) who is greatly learned (akrå˙ amra  myå˙), 
 
amacco ca means: 
The minister who possesses wisdom (paññå rhi), 
 
paˆ ito ca means: 
The sukhamin who is accomplished in the Law (tarå˙), 
 
a††ha gasampannå means: 
Those who are fully accomplished in the so-called eightfold constituents [of virtue, 
s¥la]1168 
 
ete caturojanå means: 
These four individuals {who are sukhamin}1169, 
 
catudhå pakkhåcariyå 
They —[supplying:] åhu—are called the four teachers (charå˙) of the litigants. 
 
[The following is vernacular-only and has no parallel in MSRP:] 
These four [i.e. the khattiya, bråhmaˆa, amacca, and paˆ ita] sit in judgment in a 
dispute (tarå˙ pvai). Having studied the law of the dhammasat, they should pass 
judgment, keeping in mind the testimony (ca kå˙) of all involved. As for the what is 
meant by ‘law of the dhammasat’ [in this reference]... it is profound and difficult to 
comprehend (nak laññ nak lha). For that reason Sakka (sikrå˙), King PrË Ma ˙ Th¥˙, 
and a ® i who possessed great supernormal powers (tan khuiv˙, i.e. iddhi) due to the 

                                                
1167 For this passage see DhVD, pp. 67-8. Parallels are found in Vin CËlavagga (Vin 
II, 249) and Parivåra, DN, AN, as well as the Sp, Pålim-p†, and VL (II, 201, 203). 
1168 Here certain manuscripts vary. MSRm reads only “those who are fully 
accomplished in the constituents” [...]. These a††ha ga, “eightfold constituents” are 
not enumerated in the MSR, though we assume this is a reference to the eight 
sikkhåpadas, on which see Abh-†, s. 780; PTSD, s.v. s¥la. 
1169 MSRm. 
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perpetual activation of his jhåna-abhiññå, came together in a prestigious locale and 
produced an approved recension (akraññ å˙ chve nve pran pe) of the text of the 
dhammasat, so that it would be free from defects (kvyat yva ). Why? This dhammasat 
was examined and redacted (chve nve˙ c¥ ra  pran pe) to increase the prosperity of all 
beings and so that future sovereigns would be as skilled (limmå) as Sakka.  
 
Thus, [the above is said in connection with] the four judges who are the teachers of the 
litigants. 
 

Here the term tarå˙ in the first reference to khattiya is probably intended not in the 

narrowly legal sense but along the lines of saccadhamma of the previous verse. Thus 

the khattiya or sovereign—again, here this does not mean only the “king” but lords in 

general—has authority as the “teacher of a dispute” insofar as he accepts and adheres 

to the broader principles of dhamma understood as the Law of the Buddha. The 

a††ha ga, “eightfold constituents” are not enumerated in the MSR, though we assume 

this is a reference to the eight sikkhåpadas.1170 It seems certain by this reference that 

judges were expected to observe the first eight of the ten precepts.  

In addition to further emphasizing the moral requirements of a judge this verse 

stresses the importance of learning and skillfulness. Judges as bråhmaˆas, paˆ itas, or 

sukhamin are all characterized by their knowledge of the law. The vernacular passage 

following the nissaya portion is meant to elaborate the quality of this learning and the 

connection of the dhammasat written law with it. Judges are expected to have studied 

the dhammasat before passing judgment in a dispute. The dhammasat itself is 

represented as having been compiled to impart to sovereigns (and presumably others 

who would act as judges as well) knowledge of the profound law so that they would 

become as skilled as Sakka himself.  

The immediately following section on judges in the MSR continues with 

another list, here of the “six types of judge”: 

                                                
1170 The term a††ha ga is often used in this sense, cf. see Abh-†, s. 780; PTSD, s.v. 
s¥la. 
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I put forth the following gåthås [from the dhammasattha] regarding the six types of 
judges: pakkha{-}akkhadasso1171 | ra††hako samasåsiko1172 | anu†hapito råjeko | 
anuññåtocha††håmatå 
 
pakkha akkhadasso c’eko means: 
[1.] A judge who is [on the side of] a litigant1173, 
 
ra††hako ca means: 
[2.] A judge in the town or village (mruiv. rvå), 
 
samasåsiko1174 ca means:  
[3.] A judge who superintends the law (tarå˙ krap),1175 
 
anu†hapito ca means: 
[4.] A judge who is a representative (kui{y} cå˙) of a sovereign (ma ˙), 

                                                
1171 MSRe ai(v) 
1172 MSRa samåsamiko 
1173 amhu saññ phrac so tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ 
1174 A word of uncertain derivation, but found in all mss. Book Four of VDhM 
(roughly corresponding to the “Introduction”, p. 20 of the printed edition, although 
much of this section is omitted) contains a detailed discussion of this word. 
Vaˆˆadhamma writes (MORA 7057 o(v) ff. [3624]; UCL 6544 Ë(v) ff. [32]): 
“[Regarding samasåsiko which we gloss as] ‘a judge who superintends (krap) the 
law’, there are various opinions as to the meaning (ayË prå˙ myå˙). It means either 
‘samaμ’ or ‘samito’ and ‘såseti’. [Thus] we should analyze the word (vacanattha pru) 
‘samasåsako’ [MORA 7057 såmasåsako]. Samaμ [here] means with each party 
present (myak nhå cuμ ññ¥) or [as] samito [it means] according to both parties. Såseti 
means ‘to instruct’ (chuμm må c¥ ra ). Therefore (iti tasmå) ‘samasåsaka’ [i.e. ‘one 
who provides instruction based on the presence of both parties’]. Some are of the 
opinion that the term refers to an aññhi khaμ khuμ judge, since he is a person who 
will render an equitable judgment after some other judge has ruled [unjustly] by taking 
into account only the testimony of one side. Some others believe it refers to judicial 
investigations. [But] such explanations do not agree with the grammar (saddå nha . 
ma lyau)”. In Vaˆˆadhamma’s explanation the phrase aññhi khaμ khuμ is something 
of a technical term. Literally, it means a “tribunal” or “judge”, where matters are 
“adjusted”, thus a “second-order” court or perhaps “appellate court”. Cf. BED, s.v. 
aññhi.  
1175 tarå˙ kyap cha  so | This is not as straightforward as we would like. MSRm has 
tarå˙ kyam cha  so, perhaps “who prepares judgments according to (MB kyaμ˙, lit. 
“level with” or “even with”) the law”. I am taking kyap as MB krap, “superintend”, 
“supervise”, which is the spelling found in VDhM. According to this reading, as well 
as the explanation of VDhM in the previous footnote, this would appear to be a 
reference to a higher-order legal official.  
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råjeko means: 
[5.] A judge who is a sovereign (ma ˙ tarå˙ sË kr¥˙), 
 
anuññåto ca means: 
[6.] A judge who is sanctioned by [the agreement of] both litigants. 
 
These should be known as the six types of judge. Among them, when any of the first 
four have decided a case and both litigants are displeased [with the ruling], there may 
be an “appeal” (chuiv pran, lit. a “saying again”). If [the ruling of] the judge happens 
to contradict (kvyat yva ˙) the dhammasat, the judge should reimburse the litigant 
according to [what s/he has lost] by the incorrect ruling. However, if the judgment 
made is in accordance with the law (tarå˙ nha . lyau pe ññi pe), then the person who 
made the accusation [that the ruling was unjust, i.e. the “appellant”] must pay the 
judge double (nhac cha tak) the original penalty. Why? Because they have petitioned 
the crown1176 in their appeal that [a ruling] is contrary to law (tarå˙ nha . chan kya .). 
If a ruling that has been accepted by each parties in a dispute, even if it is found upon 
investigation to be incorrect (mhå˙ yva ), there is no fault on behalf of the judge. 
Why? Because each of the litigants accepts the ruling. If a ruling has been accepted by 
each party, but at a later time one litigant wants an appeal, he may not appeal. Why? 
Because the case has already been decided and the ruling accepted by each party. 
Thus, [the above is said in connection with] the six types of judge. The law regarding 
the types of judges who are the teachers of litigants in a dispute is finished. 

 

These “six types of judges” are listed here in ascending order of judicial authority. The 

least authoritative sort of judge is one who is either a litigant or on the side of a 

litigant. Such a judge presumably refers to disputes in which one of the parties 

involved or their associate attempts to arbitrate. Next are judges in the towns and 

villages, a reference to arbitrators with some sort of institutional role; perhaps here 

what is understood as village headmen, who seem to have fulfilled the large part of 

local juridical tasks, including hearing cases in the provinces. The third category 

comprise the somewhat elusive samasåsiko, the “teachers of that which is equitable”, 

paragons of just deliberation in disputes. Next are judges who are appointed by a 

                                                
1176 MSRm-nis. and MSRh-nis. have ma {˙} tui  cui{v˙} yok {MSRh rok} lhyok khre | 
they have “petitioned the crown” or “the government of the royal districts”. MSRa-nis. 
has ma  tui  cui rok phrac khre so kro  “[their petition] has reached the crown”.  
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sovereign or lord. This category of the anu†hapita akkhadassa, the “appointed judge”, 

comes closest to a conception of the judge as a formal office and institution of the 

state. The final two types of judge are exceptional in the sense that their rulings may 

not be appealed even if they are perceived to contradict written law. The judgment of 

the sovereign—here probably a reference to the king himself or perhaps his highest 

court, the hlvat tau—is unchallengeable because there is no higher authority. Similarly 

rulings by judges that are mutually accepted by both parties in a dispute cannot be 

overturned.  

 In such hypothetical cases of appeal, which are only permissible in disputes 

tried by the first four types of judge, the law contained in dhammasat is said to be of 

final authority. If there is an appeal the immediate recourse to see whether or not the 

judgment was correct is to the text of the dhammasat. If a judgment is found to be 

incorrect the judge himself is responsible for compensating the losses incurred as a 

result of his faulty ruling. This fact would have put a very high value indeed on the 

necessity for judges to produce judgments that agree with written dhammasat 

provisions.  

 Following this verse the MSR continues to discuss the four tulyapakkha from 

the Vinaya discussed briefly in a previous chapter.1177 There is one other section in the 

MSR where judges are discussed in detail. Immediately following the a††huppatti 

passages which comprise the majority of MSR-nis. Book One, the issue of judges is 

raised as the first order of business. This is the case because it is they to whom the text 

of the dhammasat is addressed.  

 
agati n* taññ so tara˙ sË kr¥˙ tui. e* aphrac kui laññ e˙ | agati mha lvat so tarå˙ sË 
kr¥˙ tui e* aphrac1178 kui lh ko ˙ chui pe lui r* ¥ gåthå kui tak aμ. saññ | 

                                                
1177 cf. MSRm che(v). 
1178 MSRh. akyuiv˙ is probably correct. 
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yo ca akkhadasso tasmå | agatisu pati††hito |  
nihiyati tassa yaso | kålapakkhe va candimå |  

tasmå | thui kro . ra kå˙ | yo ca akkhådasso | dhammasat n* achuμ aphrat kui mra  
tat tha so akra  tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ sh | agatisu | chandå gati aca rhi so le˙ på˙ so agati tui. 
n* | pati††hito | taññ sh phrac r* | [supplying:] ce vinicchaya | akay r* chuμ phrat 
khre aμ. | tassa | thui tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ e* | yaso | akhyaμ araμ kyau co khra ˙ saññ | 
nihayati | yut saññ phrac le rå e* | kimiva | abay kai. sui. naññ˙ hË mu kå˙ | 
kålapakkhe | la kvay pakkha n* | candimå | la ma ˙ saññ | nihiyati va | yut le sa kai 
sui lhya  taññ |  

akkhadasso viniccheyya | agatisu na ti††hato |  
pava hati tassa yaso | sukkapakkhe va candimå | 

 agatisu | agati 4 på˙ tui. n* | na ti††hato | ma taññ so | yo ca akkhadasso | akra  tarå˙ 
sË kr¥˙ saññ | [supplying:] dhammena | dhammasat tarå˙ nha . lyok pat cvå | 
viniccheyya | chuμ˙ phrat pe sh phrac aμ. | tassa thui tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ e* | yaso | akraμ 
araμ kyau co khra ˙ sh | pava hati | tak pvå˙ pran pro rå e* | kimiva | abay kai. sui. 
naññ hË mË kå˙ | sukkhapakkhe | la chan so akhå n* | candimå | la ma ˙ sh | 
pava hati iva1179 | pvå˙ tak sa kai. sui. lhya  taññ |1180  
 
I shall put forth the following gåthås [from the dhammasattha] concerning the benefits 
(akyuiv˙)1181 to judges free from the four bad courses (agati), as well as the 
punishments (aphrac) that will befall those judges who are established in them.  
 Any judge who is established in the bad courses 
 His virtuous renown, as a result, comes to ruin like the moon in the waning  

fortnight 
Thus the judge who has knowledge of the rulings (achuμ aphrat) of the dhammasat, if 
he passes judgment while established in any of the four bad courses beginning with 
chanda agati, the renown of that judge shall decrease. How? It will decrease like the 
moon during the waning fortnight.  
 The judge who would pass judgment, not established in the bad courses, 
 His virtuous renown increases like the moon in the waxing fortnight 
The judge who is not established in the four bad courses, who passes judgment 
appropriately (lyok pat cvå) according to the law of the dhammasat, his renown shall 
increase like the waxing moon during the bright fortnight.  

 

We note that in the nissaya of the citations from MSRP the glossators have supplied 

additional terms. The gåthås from MSRP (ki(v) 31-38) read only yo ca akkhadasso 

tasmå | agatisu pati††hito | nihayati tassa yaso | kålapakkheva candimå || akkhadasso 

viniccheyya | agatisu nati††hito | pava hati tassa yaso | sukkapakkheva candimå 

                                                
1179 h. g¥-v [0032] 
1180 From MSRa ko(v). 
1181 here following MSRe. 
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which corresponds to the two gåthås cited in MSR-nis. However, in the nissaya gloss 

the additional elements ce vinicchaya “if he should pass judgment” in the first gåthå 

and dhammena “according to dhamma” in the second gåthå are supplied to 

supplement the meaning. Here the term “according to dhamma” is glossed in Burmese 

as “according to the law of the dhammasat”, to specify the nature of the dhamma or 

tarå˙ in question. Verbatim parallels with the gåthås cited are not found in Pali 

literature outside dhammasattha, although the simile comparing the increase or 

decrease of yasa to different phases of the moon depending on the degree to which an 

individual adheres to the dhamma is applied in both juridical and non-juridical 

contexts in many different texts. The well-known verse on which the simile is based is 

found in numerous locations:1182  

 
chandå doså bhayå mohå yo dhammaμ ativattati 
nih¥yati yaso tassa sukkhapakkheva candimå 
He who transgresses the dhamma out of desire, hatred, fear or ignorance, 
his virtuous renown comes to ruin like the moon in the waning fortnight. 

 

This gåthå is often cited together with another verse that reads:  

 
chandå doså bhayå mohå yo dhammaμ nåtivattati 
åpËrati yaso tassa kå¬apakkheva candimå 
He who does not transgress dhamma out of desire, hatred, fear or ignorance, 
his virtuous renown increases like the moon in the waxing fortnight.1183 

 

                                                
1182 DN iii, 182; AN ii, 18-19; Nett, 129; Pe† 64; Vin v, 168. See Chapter Three for a 
discussion of the simile in La kån legal texts.  
1183 These verses have been glossed in many different ways. Here I follow the sense of 
a late 19 century nissaya on the Parivåra by Sac Chim. Sayadaw Paññås¥ha 
Mahådhammaråjaguru in Parivå-på¬i tau nissaya, Yangon, Pi†akat tau pran. pvå˙ re˙, 
1990, pp. 326-7 
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Moreover the notion of the four “bad courses” is expressed or commented upon in 

numerous contexts where the gåthå is not reproduced verbatim.1184 The utilization of 

this simile is found in most dhammasattha texts, usually where it is cited in Pali, and 

could easily be considered one of the most foundational provisions relating to judges 

common to the genre as a whole.1185 Its application in the MSR and other legal texts is 

probably not meant to recall any single textual source, yet in certain Pali texts the 

simile of the yasa of judges is used in specifically juridical contexts, including 

locations in the Vinaya, especially in the Parivåra , the Vinaya commentaries, and the 

Dhp-a. In the latter text, in particular, the simile is mobilized in the commentary on 

verses 256-7 of the Dhammapada which read:  

 
na tena hoti dhamma††ho | yenatthaμ1186 såhaså1187 naye | 
yo ca atthaμ anatthañ ca | ubho niccheyya paˆ ito || 
asåhasena dhammena | samena nayat¥ pare | 
dhamassa gutto medhåv¥ | dhamma††hoti pavuccati || 

 

Like many verses in the Dhammapada, verses 256-7 have been translated in different 

ways. The following translation relies on a reading from a nissaya written in 1846 by 

the Sa gajå Sayadaw Aggadhammåla kåra: 

 
Should one pass judgment (atthaμ naye) in error1188, by that one does not become 
established in dhamma, 

                                                
1184 Cf. Vin i, 339; ii, 285; Sp i, 7.  
1185 For its form in the DhV, which parallels verbatim the canonical gåthås translated 
above, see DhVD, pp. 65-6. 
1186 Other pre-CS Bse mss read yena††aμ. The sense of the nissaya is to read attha as 
lawsuit (=a††a) in the first instance and as benefit in the second. See Sa gajå Sayadaw 
Aggadhammåla kåra mahådhammaråjådhiguru, Dhammapadapå¬i tau nissaya, 
Yangon, Icchåsaya, 1991.  
1187 PTS, Sinhalese, and Siamese eds. read sahåsa. Cf. Dhp-Bse, p. 50. 
1188 The Pali term is såhasa, which does not mean error but in most contexts signifies 
an “arbitrary action” (PTSD) or “act of force” (cf. PTSD, KAN, s.v.), yet here it is 
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He who is a paˆ ita, who would discriminate1189 between both benefit and non-
benefit, 
Who leads1190 others without error, justly (ññ¥ ññvat), in accordance with dhamma, 
A guardian of dhamma1191, replete with wisdom, he is called ‘established in 
dhamma’.1192 

 

In the Dhp-a these verses are commented upon in a section entitled the 

Vinicchayamahåmatta-vatthu, the “story of the minister who judges the law”. The 

commentary states that these gåthås were spoken by the Buddha after being informed 

by a group of bhikkhus of ministers deciding cases in the hall of justice 

(vinicchayas la) unjustly (adhammika) after having receiving bribes from the parties 

of a dispute. Before offering these verses the Buddha says to the monks na bhikkhave 

chand divasik  hutv  s hasena attha  vinicchinant  dhamma h  n ma honti 

apar dha  pana anuvijjitv  apar dh nur pa  as hasena vinicchaya  karont  eva 

dhamma h  n ma honti1193 “Monks, those who are followers of desire (chanda), etc. 

and decide cases by force are not called established in dhamma. But those who have 

investigated (anuvijjitvå) the offence (aparådha) and pass unforced judgment 

according to the offence are called established in dhamma.” The commentary says that 

                                                                                                                                       
glossed as khyvat yva ˙ so, “error”. Most translators of the Dhp seem to prefer 
“arbitrary” as the correct translation of såhasa in this context. The Burmese glosses on 
these passages, however, make it clear that they at least understood the term here to 
mean “forced” judgments or “judging by force”, on which see below.   
1189 Here the nissaya takes niccheyya in the same meaning as naye > chum˙ phrat 
“judge”. 
1190 Here the commentator adds as an alternative gloss for nayati, vå ao  khra ˙ 
chuμ˙ khra ˙ sui. yok | “or, [who] arrives at [a decision regarding] victory and 
failure” (i.e. in a dispute).  
1191 Other translators, following the commentary, take this as dhammassa gutto as 
“guarded by dhamma”.  
1192 Aggadhammåla kåra, Dhammapadapå¬i tau nissaya, pp. 209-10. 
1193 Dhp-a-CSCD; Prassad kyo ˙ Sayadaw Såradass¥ Mahådhammaråjåguru, 
Dhammapada-a††hakathå nissaya, Vol. IV, Yangon, Pi†akat tau pran. pvå˙ re˙, 1975, 
pp. 1-2. 
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then the Buddha spoke the two verses cited above. In its gloss of the meaning of the 

gåthås the commentator says: 

 
By såhaså naye ‘should one pass judgment by force1194’ is meant: Established in 
desire (chanda), etc. (ådi), he would judge by force (i.e. would ‘force’ a decision), by 
telling lies (musavåda). Indeed, established in desire (chanda) he lies, designating his 
own relative or friend as the owner (såmika) of someone else’s property. [Glossing ådi 
‘etc.’:] Established in hatred (dosa) he lies about an enemy, dispossessing him of his 
property. Established in ignorance (moha) he takes bribes and at the moment of 
judgment, looking here and there as though otherwise preoccupied (aññavihito viya), 
he lies, throwing out the other [litigant] saying ‘[the dispute] is won by this one, this 
one is the loser’. Established in fear (bhaya) he grants victory to whomever has power, 
even though he should be the loser [of the dispute]. This person is called the one who 
conducts a case by force. The meaning is that he is not called established in 
dhamma.1195 
 

The text of the Dhp-a is not cited in any dhammasattha text and the commentary is not 

even referred to by name. It is not certain that this passage is the “source” in any strict 

sense for the connections drawn in the MSR and other legal texts between the four bad 

courses and the model of an upright judge. The MSR continues to further elaborate on 

the theme of the four bad courses, as follows:1196 

 
I put forth this gåthå [from the dhammasattha] concerning the support given by judges 
to litigants (amhu): 
 
yo karoti anubalaμ | pakkhånaμ bahuvåd¥naμ |  

                                                
1194 The gloss of såhasa in this nissaya is nui  thak mË, “violence”, “force”. 
1195 Dhp-a-CSCD; Såradass¥, Dhp-a-nis., iv, 2-3:  
s has  nayeti chand d su pati hito s hasena mus v dena viniccheyya || yo hi chande 
pati h ya ñ t ti v  mittoti v  mus  vatv  as mikameva s mika  karoti | dose 
pati h ya attano ver na  mus  vatv  s mikameva as mika  karoti | mohe pati h ya 
lañja  gahetv  vinicchayak le aññavihito viya ito cito ca olokento mus  vatv  imin  
jita , aya  par jitoti para  n harati | bhaye pati h ya kassacideva issaraj tikassa 
par jaya  p pu antass pi jaya  ropeti | aya  s hasena attha  neti n ma || eso 
dhamma ho n ma na hot ti attho || 
1196 The following is from MSRa-nis. ko(v) ff.; MSRh-nis. g¥(v) ff.;  MSRm khaμ(v) 
ff. 
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bahumåyånaμ niraye | patate va punappunaμ  
 
[From the nissaya:]  
A judge who persists in supporting a litigant (amhu) who is involved in excessive 
disputes ( ra ˙ khuμ) and is extremely deceptive, shall fall to hell many times.1197 
 
I put forth this gåthå [from the dhammasattha] regarding the condition of judges who 
take bribes (tan chui˙): 
 
yo ce lañcaμ khåditvåna1198 | viniccheyya adhammiko |  
nirayaμ ka†ukaμ dukkhaμ | gacchate va nirantaraμ ||  
tato muccitvå samaμsaμ | khådateva muruμ muruμ |  
kuddålappamåˆo1199 nakho | peto hutvåna punappunaμ || 
 
[From the nissaya:] 
A judge who takes a bribe,1200 is unjust.1201 Should he pass judgment [having taken a 
bribe], that judge goes directly1202 to a hell of terrible suffering (dukkha; cha  rai).1203  
When he is released from that hell he shall be a peta with spade-claws on his hands 
and feet, and crunch crunch crunch pieces of his own flesh and eat them.1204 

                                                
1197  yo | akra  tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ saññ | bahuvåd¥naμ | myå cvå ra  khuμ khra  kuμ so | 
pakkhånañ ca | amhu saññ tui. å˙ laññ ko ˙ | bahumåyånaμ | myå˙ cvå caññ lai caññ 
cå rhi kun so | pakkhånañ ca | amhu saññ tui. å˙ laññ ko ˙ | anubalaμ | acaññ å˙ pe˙ 
khra ˙ kui |  karoti | pru tat e* | so | thui tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ saññ | niraye | arai n* | 
punappunaμ | akrim myå˙ cvå | patate va | kya sa lhya  ka taññ |  
1198 MSRm-nis. yo lañcanaμ khådetvå 
1199 From MSRh-nis. MSRa-nis. reads ku†ålapamåˆo; MSRm-nis. ku†ålappamåˆo. 
Perhaps these readings are understanding kË†a (“pickaxe”) lambamåna “hanging 
down” rather than kuddåla (“spade”) - pamåna (“like”, “size”, etc.) The conjuncts -
mp- -mb- -mm- -pp-, etc. are easily transposed by Burmese scribes. 
1200 lañcaμ khådetvå | tan chui˙ cå˙: “eats a bribe”. 
1201 adhammiko | ma tarå˙ 
1202 That is, after he dies. The gloss reads bhava akhyå˙ ma rhi, “he does not have 
another life”.   
1203 The language here and below seems to draw a distinction between merely taking a 
bribe and taking a bribe and letting it influence the outcome of a case. Both are 
characterized as against the law, though the latter is far worse, and leads to the hell 
and peta punishments.  
1204 yo | akra  tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ saññ | lañcaμ | tan chui˙ kui | khådetvå | cå˙ r* | 
adhamiko | ma tarå˙ saññ phrac r* | ce viniccheyya | chum˙ phrat ññå˙ aμ. | so | thui 
tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ saññ | ka†ukaμ dukkhaμ | pra ˙ cvå so cha  rai khra ˙ rhi so | nirayaμ 
| arai sui. | nirantaraμ | bhava akhrå˙ ma rhi | gacchate va | rok le sa lhya  ka taññ 
| tato | thui arai mha | mucchitvå | lvat mr¥˙ r* | ku†ålapamåˆo na kho | pok tË mhya 
lak saññ khye saññ rhi so | peto | prittå saññ | hutvå | phrac r* | punappuna | aphan ta 
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[The vernacular adhippåya section:] 
The meaning of this is as follows. Any judge who takes a bribe and concludes a case 
based on a judgment that is in opposition to law (tarå˙) will arise in hell after his 
death (lit. the end of his bodily existence). He will suffer miserable torments in an 
terrible hell. And yet when he is free from that hell, the nails on his hands and feet will 
be like spades and he will have to cut and scrape pieces of his own flesh and eat them. 
That is the meaning1205. Also, the following comes to us from the V¥sådi Jåt[aka]:1206  
 
The Bråhamaˆa (puμˆå˙)-purohita, the teacher (charå˙) of King Bimbisåra, took a 
bribe and allowed a case to conclude based on an unjust [i.e. not according to tarå˙] 
decision. Because of this, in the Himavantå Range, near the Kos¥la-Ga gå in a dense 
mango forest three yojana in extent, his body became eighty cubits (ato ) large and 
red like the blossom of a Flame Tree1207. The nails on his hands became long like 
spades and with them he had to cut and scrape pieces of his own flesh and eat them. 
With pitiful cries he suffered horrible torment. Also this tale comes to us in the 
Petavatthu. Because he had taken a bribe and tried a case, a member of King 
Bimbisåra’s retinue1208 became a peta on a plateau in the Himavantå mountains. He 
ate the flesh of his own back and suffered great misery. When we compare (nhui  
rhaññ) these tales which come from the pi†aka with what is said in the dhammasat 
treatise we find that they are parallel (ññ¥ kra).1209 

                                                                                                                                       
lai lai | samaμsaμ | mi mi aså˙ kui | muraμ muraμ | khyut khyac [MSRh-nis. and 
MSRm-nis. have khrut khrut khrut khrut] mhu r* | khådate va | cå˙ sa lhya  taññ |  
1205 hË lui sa taññ; and also below.  
1206 adhippay kå˙ akra  tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ saññ tan chui˙ cå˙ r* tarå˙ ma hut so achum˙ 
aphrac phra . amhu kui pr¥˙ ce e* | thui [MSRh gu(r)] sui. so tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ saññ | thui 
kuiy e* aphrac mha cvan khai r* | arai n* phrac le r* | pra ˙ cvå so cha ˙ rai 
vedanå kui | khaμ ra le rå e* | thui arai mha lvat tuμ say lh [MSRa kau(v)] 
pok tË mhya lok so lak saññ khre saññ phra . | mi mi e* aså˙ kui khrut khrac r* akrim 
myå˙ cvå cå˙ ra le e* hË lui sa taññ | ¥ sui. laññ v¥sådi jåt n* vatthu lå e* |  
1207 The pok tree (Butea frondosa, Pali, kiμsuka). Cf. KAN, s.v. 
1208 The word akhya ˙ can mean companion, attendant, relative, etc.   
1209 bimbasåra ma ˙ e* charå phrac so parohi puμå˙ saññ sË e* tan chui cå˙ r* ma 
tarå˙ so amhu phra . chum˙ phrat r* sË tui. e* amhu kui pr¥˙ ce so kro . himavantå 
to  yaμ n* suμ yËjanå atui  arhaññ rhi so kosila amaññ rhi so ga gånå˙ n* sarak to 
aup ta khu n* ato  rhac chay atui  arhaññ rhi saññ phrac r* pok pva . kai. sui. n¥ tve 
so kuiy rhi saññ phrac r* pok tu mhya atui  arhaññ rhi so lak saññ tui. phra  mi mi e* 
aså˙ kui khyut khyac r* cå˙ r* kra  nå cvå ui lyak pra  cvå cha  rai so vedanå kui 
khaμ ra lhya ˙ sa taññ | petavatthu n* tuμ saññ laññ | bimbasåra ma ˙ e* tan chui˙ 
kui cå˙ r* ma tarå˙ so achum aphrat phra . amhu kui pru so kro . ta khu so to  
avham n* prittå phrac r* mi mi kyok kun så˙ kui cå˙ r* kr¥˙ cvå so cha  rai vedanå 
kui khaμ ra le sa taññ | ¥ gåthå kui nhui  rhaññ sau dhammasat kyam n* lå so aprac 
nha . pi†akat n* lå so aprac saññ ññ¥ kra e* hË lui sa taññ |  
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This passage is particularly important because it is one of the very few instances in the 

MSR-nis. where the names of other texts are invoked. Recall that here the references 

to the “V¥sådi” Jåtaka and Petavatthu are not found in the MSRP, but supplied by the 

glossator in the vernacular adhippåya section explaining the gåthå from the MSRP 

concerning the peta punishments of judges who take bribes. The reference of the 

apparent proper name Visådi Jåtaka is slightly uncertain. Other manuscripts transcribe 

this as Visådi (MSRh) or Visåta (MSRm). There are numerous locations in the Jåt-a 

where judges are characterized as corrupt for taking bribes.1210 Of course, the most 

immediate possibility is that this is a reference to the V¥sati Nipåta of the Jåtaka, 

comprising tales 497-510 in modern Burmese, PTS, etc., editions of the commentary. 

Indeed, in the 1442 epigraphic book-list discussed above we find this spelling in a 

reference to “a†hakathå v¥sådi jac” (“the commentary on the V¥sati [Nipåta] of the 

Jåtaka”) in a list of the commentaries on the various Jåtaka nipåtas alongside other 

text of the Khuddaka Nikåya.1211 The problem is that there is no tale included in the 

V¥sati-nipåta that closely parallels this narrative. However, there are close parallels 

with aspects of the story of the Kiμchanda Jåtaka (Jåt-a, v, 1-11; Jåtaka #511 in 

modern editions), which begins the Tiμsa-n¥pata that immediately follows the V¥sati-

n¥pata. That story describes the purohita of King Brahmadatta of Båråˆasi as “one 

who passes false judgments, an eater of bribes, a backbiter” (parapi hima siko 

lañjakh dako k avinicchayiko). Because of his false judgments he is punished in the 

next life by having to spend his days as a peta ghost in a mango forest three yojana in 

                                                
1210 Jåt-a, ii, 186-7; v, 118 (where yuttakalañ ca should be read yuttakå lañcaμ (or 
lañjaμ) with CS-ed.); v, 229; vi, 131. 
1211 Cf. Luce and Tin Htway, “A 15th Century Inscription”, p. 229. For a transcription 
see RMK, V, p, 29, ln. 50. 
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extent near the Kosiki-Ga g  in the Himavantå. The commentary describes the 

punishment he must suffer as a peta as follows:  

 
He is transformed to the size of a palm-tree eighty cubits (hattha) high, and his whole 
body is ablaze like the blossoms of a Forest-flame (kiμsuka) tree.1212 On each finger 
on either hand there are nails (nakha) the size of huge spades (mahå-kuddåla-
ppamåˆa). With those nails he cuts and tears up the flesh of his own back (attano 
pi hima sa )1213 and eats it. Afflicted by torments and screaming at the top of his 
lungs, he suffers horrible pain.1214 

 

This passage is virtually identical to the vernacular tale attributed to the “Visådi Jåt” 

in the MSR. Here the term mahåkuddålappamåˆå nakhå “nails the size of huge 

spades”, is parallel with the gåthå from the MSR above (though in the MSR there is no 

mahå-, “huge”). We will note also that the name of tree in the simile of his burning 

body is identical, as are the measurements of the extent of the mango forest and the 

size of the petas body. There some differences, however. In the Jåtaka the king 

associated with the k avinicchayiko, the purohita “who passes false judgment”, is 

Brahmadatta, whereas in the MSR he is Bimbisåra. Also, in the MSR the location of 

the mango forest is said to be near Kos¥la-ga gå where in the Jåt-a it is placed near 

Kosiki-ga g . It seems nearly certain that it is this tale from the Kiμchanda Jåtaka 

commentary that is implied by the citation “Visådi Jåt”, though this raises the question 

of whether in the mid-17th century when the MSR-nis. was written this Jåtaka was 

regarded as part of the V¥sati-nipåta.  

                                                
1212 In Bse known as pok. The Butea frondosa. Cf. DOP, s.v. 
1213 Note the pun on the term pi hi-ma siko. While alive the corrupt judge is 
characterized as a “one who bites the flesh on the backs of others”, a “backbiter”. In 
his punishment he is condemned to literally eat the flesh of his own back.  
1214 Jåt-a, v, 2; CSCD: as tihatthat lakkhandhappam o attabh vo nibbattati, 
sakalasar ra  jh yati, supupphitaki suko viya hoti. Dv su hatthesu ekek va a guli, 
tattha mah kudd lappam  nakh  honti. Tehi nakhehi attano pi hima sa  
ph letv  upp etv  kh danto vedan ppatto mah rava  ravanto dukkha  anubhoti. 
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The earliest complete manuscript list of the Jåtakas organized in terms of their 

groupings in nipåtas from Burma that I am aware of comes from a Pi†akat Samui ˙ 

text entitled Pitakap Mhan (“Pi†aka-mirror”), perhaps copied in 1640. This is quite 

early for a surviving Burmese manuscript, particularly one in such well-preserved 

condition, so the dating of the copy must be somewhat tentative.1215 The dating is also 

made difficult because aside from the colophon the manuscript contains no prose, it is 

simply a long columnated list of the various divisions of the pi†aka with a catalogue of 

their contents. Occasionally it is possible to speculate whether a manuscript is late (say 

late 19th century) on the basis of orthographical data, but this is not a foolproof 

strategy for Burmese, and works only for vernacular texts in which certain spellings 

tended to evolve in particular directions. The 64 folios of this manuscript begin with 

the Vinaya-påråjika and continue through the mËla texts of the tipi†aka, listing the 

various sub-divisions of individual works in full. In the section that describes the 

various Jåtakas and their divisions into vaggas and nipåtas, the texts align closely with 

modern divisions, with the exception that in several cases alternate titles for certain 

Jåtakas are provided. It situates the Kiμchanda Jåtaka squarely at the beginning of the 

Tiμsa-nipåta, which agrees with its location in modern editions.1216 This evidence is 

hardly conclusive, however, as to the where the Kiμchanda was placed in the nipåtas 

according to the glossators of the MSR. Although we know that in very early lists of 

                                                
1215 MORA 4100 ff. ka-ca, 10 lines per folio. The colophon reads: 
sakkaråg 10002 praññ. nattau la chan 11 rak ne mvan lvai akhyim tva  pitakap mhan 
kui re˙ kË˙ r* pr¥˙ pr¥˙ || pu di å˙ nha . praññ. cuμ på luiv e* | lak kha cå˙ ma hut 
re˙ r* lhyË˙ sh lakkha ma luiv | cå re˙ pri? p¥˙ mha lË thvak tau. may bhurå˙ u ta  på 
se e* charå tau 
“In the year 10002 [probably 1002 = 1640], the 11th waning Nattau, in the afternoon, 
the copying of the Pitakap Mhan is finished. May it be for the attainment of the 
pu[bbenivåsånussati], di[bbacakkhu], å˙ [~åsavakkhaya]. It is not copied for a fee and 
I do not desire such remuneration. Sayadaw, having copied this text may I be released 
from the realm of men (lË thvak).”  
1216 MORA 4100, f. o(v). 
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the order of Jåtakas at Pagan there was occasionally some confusion as to the 

“correct” numbering and nipåta placement, it is difficult to say precisely what is 

intended in the MSR.1217  

 Fortunately, the reference to the Petavatthu is far more straightforward, and is 

easily attributable as a parallel with the KË†avinicchayika-petavatthu, which is a tale 

that in many respects parallels the narrative of the Kiμchanda Jåtaka. Interestingly, in 

the version in the Pv-a the king who is associated with the kË†avinicchayika purohita 

who must cut and devour his own flesh as a peta as a result of his deceitful judgments 

is Bimbisåra, not Brahmadatta.1218 In both of these instances of referring the 

dhammasat back to the “pi†aka” we witness the glossator of the MSRP attempting to 

establish parallels between the legal text and a broader corpus of authoritative 

literature. I do not read this as an attempt to establish the “legitimacy” of 

dhammasattha (when was it ever in question?) in light of the tipi†aka. Yet it is curious 

that it is precisely in this instance, in reference to the peta punishment of adhammika 

judges, that the glossator has chosen to invoke a parallel. As we have seen there are 

extensive points of overlap between dhammasattha and Pali mËla and commentarial 

texts—so why point out such connections only here? The glossator says “When we 

compare these tales which come from the pi†aka with what is said in the dhammasat 

treatise we find that they are parallel.” Yes, but such parallels are everywhere in 

dhammasattha. A possible explanation for this is that this “parallel” may have been 

less well known to the hearers of the MSR in 17th century Burma. Other key 

                                                
1217 On the variant numbering and organizational schemes for the Jåtakas at Pagan see 
G.H. Luce, “Pali & Old Mon Ink Glosses in Pagan Temples”, JBRS, LVIII, ii (Dec 
1975), pp. 118-214, 215-273, esp. pp. 242-73; Old Burma Early Pagan, I, 269-274 
and passim, on nipåta arrangement in particular see p. 323; “The 550 Jåtakas in Old 
Burma, Artibus Asiae, 19, 3/4 (1956), pp. 291-307. G.H. Luce and Ba Shin, “Pagan 
Myinkaba Kubyauk-gyi Temple of Råjakumår”, Bulletin of the Burma Historical 
Commission, II (1961), pp. 277-416, esp. 321 ff. 
1218 For the story see Pv-a, 209-11. 
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dhammasattha themes which have other direct parallels with Pali literature—the four 

bad courses, the four tulyapakkhas, as well as a host of others that I have not discussed 

here—might have been more generally familiar to the audience of the text.  

 The MSRP Book One continues with a long discussion of the daily routine of a 

king (here: ekaråja) followed by some additional remarks on judges. Legal authority 

is principally vested in the king as the paradigmatic judge, even if only a very small 

minority of actual disputes were ever tried by him. The MSR provides a detailed 

description of the way in which a universal king (ekaråjå) should behave in a legal 

tribunal, and the various considerations he should take into account in his 

deliberations, which recalls Sanskrit dharmaßåstra depictions of a king’s daily routine 

found in th AÍ and MDh.1219 This description begins with a brief discussion of how 

the king should act during the three watches of the night.1220 During the fist watch he 

should enjoy entertainment (dancing, singing, and music); during the second watch he 

should listen to the recitation of tales of former righteous kings;1221 and only during 

the final watch should he sleep. After waking in the morning the king should face 

northwest and clean his teeth in silence with “an oiled tooth-stick (dantaka††ha, Skt. 

dantakå †ha) one hand-span in length”. Then he should do obeisance to the triple gem, 

put on his ornaments, and take his seat on the throne. The first people he is to consult 

with are his learned paˆ ita, astrologer (gaˆaka)1222, doctor (vejja), and chief 

bråhmaˆa (bråhmaˆa-purohita). Then the nissaya continues: 

 

                                                
1219 Cf. AÍ 1.196-24; MDh 7.145-7.226. See also  
1220 The following is taken from MSRa-nis. kau(v) ff. 
1221 MSRa-nis. kaμ(r): dhammaporåˆamågataμ | rhe˙ n* phrac so ma  caññ cui˙ 
chak vatthu nidån tarå˙ ca kå˙ kui | suˆeyya | nå rå e*  
1222 The Bse gloss is “one who knows the hËrå˙”, from Skt. hora. An astrologer who 
specializes in reckoning the calendar and horoscopy.  
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I shall put forth these gåthås [from the dhammasattha] that describe the duties of the 
king who enters the tribunal (or ‘place of judgment’)1223 [...] — From his throne, it is 
proper for a king to approach the tribunal with his right hand raised and his face turned 
up. He should then take his seat. I shall put forth these gåthås that describe matters 
concerning judicial considerations (c¥ ra  thok thå˙) that should be borne in mind by 
kings passing judgment among two litigants — Having arrived at the place of 
judgment (tarå˙ ta  kut) in order to judge a dispute, [the king] should not treat either 
side of the case as a friend (kha  pvan) or enemy (ran sË). He should keep in mind 
that the dangers and misfortunes of the litigants are like his own dangers and 
misfortunes. Bearing this in mind, and with other khattiyas (ma ˙), bråhmaˆas, 
ministers (macca, amat) and paˆ itas at his side, the king should listen with due 
regard to the testimony (katha, ca kå˙) of the two sides. Then, he should investigate 
and deliberate (cË˙ cam cha  khya ) upon the following: the testimony of the 
litigants, their ‘face’ (mukha,  myak nhå), their gaze (viloka, kraññ. rhu), their action 
(karaˆa, apru amË), and their class (jåtigotta, amyui˙ anhvay). In such affairs a judge 
should refrain from following his own desire. Granting the two sides permission to 
leave,1224 demarcating1225 rulings (vinicchaya, achum˙ aphrat) that accord with the 
meaning of the dhammasat, he should prepare the case (a††a, tarå˙) well. At the time 
of preparing the case in this manner he should consider [the implications for] future 
disputes (amhu) in the cities, the capital (råja†håni), and the villages. Then he should 
deliver his judgment. 

 

The lengthy vernacular adhippåya passage following the nissaya section is 

substantially the same in meaning, but then continues to add the following not found 

in the MSRP: 

 
In investigating (ci cac) a case, a ruling should mitigate major disputes and dissolve 
minor disputes. A ruling should settle the offence so that there is no destruction caused 
in the towns, villages, market towns, or districts. Thus a judge should make a ruling 
after deliberating in such a manner. When the rulings of judges who have deliberated 
thoroughly are proper they will be followed and appreciated by the people who live in 
the towns, villages, market towns, or districts. Because of that the ® i Manu has said 

                                                
1223 vinicchaya†håna | The Burmese term gloss is tarå˙ ta {˙} kut, on which see JD 
s.v. In modern Burmese ta ˙ kut refers specifically to a shed or barn, e.g., used to 
house animals. Other texts gloss vinicchaya[†]†håna with the more literal tarå˙ thuμ˙ 
phrat rå, “place of judgment”. Cf. Såradass¥, Dhp-a-ns, vol. 3, MORA, 1973, p. 240.  
1224 te samanujå ånåpetvå | khva  pru ce r*  
1225 pariggayha | pui  khyå˙ cha  khya  
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[in the dhammasat] to investigate, consider, and deliberate to mitigate major disputes 
and then pass judgment.1226 

 

Although explicitly concerned with the appropriate behavior of a king, this passage 

might be read as having a wider application to any individual who would act as a 

judge in a case. The principle that cases should be handled such that major disputes 

are mitigated and minor disputes are dissolved is a maxim that is found in a number of 

dhammasatthas and also prescribed to judges in Royal Orders.   

 The final gåthås of MSRP Book One contain something of a summation of the 

characteristics of judges1227: 
 
tadå pakkhe avaˆˆe ca | akkosane paribhåsane |  
nakuppe sace kuppeyya | akkhadasso na kåraye ||  
yo na dhanaμ vilokeyya | bahumåyaμ na issaye |  
taμ vådachindaμ kåraye | soko dukkhaμ vinassati ||  
åyuyaso ca kitti ca | puˆˆacandova va hati |  
nagaraμ a haμ phitañca | verijeyo bhavissati ||  
sa c’etaμ anusåsanaμ | katvådåsaμ samu††hitaμ |  
ågataμ vinicchayaμ nettaμ sabbavådavinicchaye || 

 

Which the nissaya translates as follows: 

 
When investigating a case, a judge should not become angry at a litigant worthy of 
blame or who deserves to be scolded or cursed. A judge should not pass judgment out 
of anger. That judge who passes judgment without consideration of material gain or 
regard for deceptions will find his grief and misfortune destroyed. The duration of his 

                                                
1226 MSRh ge(v): thuiv amhu kuiv ci cac so akhå n* kr¥˙ so amhu kuiv ay ao  | ay 
so amhu kuiv pyok ao  pru r* chum˙ phrat pe rå e* | ta på˙ laññ thuiv amhu tuiv. kuiv 
aphrac e* alyok pr¥˙ ao  chum˙ phrat pe bhi saññ rhi sau mrui. rvå nigum janapud 
tuiv. saññ phyak c¥˙ pe rå khan so thuiv kro . cha  khya  r* chum˙ phrat pe rå e* | ta 
på˙ tuμ saññ laññ thuiv suiv. cË cam cha  khya  r* chuμm˙ phrat pe so tarå˙ sË kr¥˙ 
tuiv. å˙ tarå˙ chum˙ phrat khya  n* sa . ta  saññ rhi sau mruiv. rvå nigum janapud 
n* ne so sË tuiv. saññ luik nå aμ. so akro  laññ phrac e* | pva . la  aμ. so akro  
laññ phrac e* | thuiv kro . amhu kr¥˙ ay tuiv. kuiv ci cac thok thå˙ r* chum˙ phrat 
ap e* | hu manusåra rha  rasse. min e* || 
1227 MSRh ge(v)ff.; MSRm gå(r)ff. 
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life and his good fortune and fame shall increase to be like a full moon. His realm (or 
town, etc.) will be rich and prosperous. He will conquer his enemies. Therefore having 
followed this instruction, he should pass judgment in all disputes, training his eye on 
the dhammasat [glossing ågatavinicchayaμ] like a mirror standing in front of him.1228  

 

III. Witnesses (sakse, P. sakkhi) and their oaths 

 Depictions of qualified witnesses in the MSR and other dhammasatthas operate 

in a similar fashion to those of judges. However, one of the more interesting facets of 

discourses concerning witnesses is the often close parallels they reveal with provisions 

in Sanskrit jurisprudence which have no direct analogues in Pali literature. The various 

types of witnesses are introduced first in MSR-nis. Book Four, as follows1229: 

 
I shall put forth the following gåthå [from the dhammasattha] concerning the thirty-
four types of witnesses, among whom three should be established as witnesses and 
thirty-one should not be established as witnesses: 
 

                                                
1228 This section does not have a vernacular adhippåya, so the translation here is 
compiled from the nissaya. The nissaya reads: tadå when a judge is investigating a 
case | avaˆˆe pakkhe ca a litigant that is worthy of blame (kai. rai.) | akkosane ca a 
litigant that is worthy of scolding | paribhåsane ca a litigant which worth of cursing 
(kyin chai) | na kuppeyya [the judge] should not get angry | sace kuppeyya [if a judge] 
should get angry | akkhadasso a judge | vinicchayaμ the judgment | na kåraye  should 
not make [a judgment] | yo a judge | dhanaμ property | na vilokeyya should not look 
upon | bahumåyaμ many deceptions (caññ˙ lai caññ˙ cå˙) | na issaye should not look 
after (MSRh rhu; MSRm rhå) | taμ vådachindaμ the judgment (chinda ~ phrat 
khra ) of that legal dispute (våda ~ ri  khuμ) | kåraye should make | [supplying:] 
tassa the judge who makes [a judgment in this manner] | soko grieving (cuiv˙ rim) | 
dukkhaμ misfortune | vinassati [it is] destroyed | åyu ca a long life | yaso ca great 
good fortune (caññ˙ cim kyam˙ så kr¥˙) | kitti ca fame | puˆˆacandova like the full 
moon | va hati increases | nagaraμ the town, realm (praññ), and village | a haμ 
wealth (krvay va) | phitaμ prosperity (va pro) bhavissati it will be | veri enemy | jayo 
conquer | bhavissati it will be | [supplying:] tasmå therefore [supplying:] so that judge 
| etaμ anusåsanaμ the instruction that is given in this manner | samu††hitaμ ådåsaμ 
va like a mirror standing in front | katvå having made [a judgment] | ågatavinicchayaμ 
a judgment according to the dhammasat | nettaμ katvå having trained the eye (myak ci 
pru) | sabbavådaμ the matters under dispute (a rim˙ akhuμ) for all parties concerned 
| vinicchaye [a judge] should pass judgment || 
1229 MSRh-nis. chË(r) ff.; MSRm-nis. c¥(v) ff. 
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alubbhanaμ saddhåmohaμ | tayo sakkhi puccheyya te | 
asaddheyya vikiˆeyyaμ | dhanena vådadåsivå || 
ññåtivådaμ mittavådaμ | tathå ca kalahavådanaμ |  
bahuvådaμ atirogaμ | jayåmahallakåni ca || 
kumåradaharo ceva | ropanåduss{a} naccaka | 
g¥takånubhåvañ ceva | suvaˆˆalohala kåraμ || 
kaμsakareyyaμ påduka | kareyyañca apåka†aμ | 
{vadh}adosañca vajjañca | napuμsakañcavesiyå {/-aμ} || 
cittavighåtaμ ummatta | rogaμ hinañca dubbhikkhaμ | 
tassa {/tathå} akkhaviki¬añca | mahåkodhañca corakaμ | 
itthigabbhaty ekatiμsa | na puccheyya tathå pana || 
sace pakkhe manuññåtaμ | pucchitabbantivihitaμ || 
 
[The nissaya glosses this as follows:] 
 
[1.] One who is not greedy for another’s property (alubbhanaμ | mak mo) 
[2.] One who believes in saμsåra (saddhaμ | saμsarå kui yuμ kraññ) 
[3.] Paˆ itas (paññå rhi) who are not confused [in their judgments] 
 
These three [types of witnesses] are appropriate to question.  
 
The following thirty-one should not be questioned as witnesses:  
 
[1.] One who does not believe in the benefits connected with belief in saμsåra 
[2.] One who sells another’s property 
{[3.] A slave belonging to one of the litigants (vådadåsi) 
{[4.] Relatives of a litigant 
{[5.] Friends of a litigant 
{[6.] Someone involved in a quarrel with a litigant 
[7.] One who is involved in many disputes (bahuvådaμ vå)1230 
[8.] One who is very ill 
[9.] One who is old and weak (jarå-mahållaka | chui myaññ aui ma  pr¥˙) 
[10.] One who is very young 
[11.] One who accuses another of a wrong 
[12.] Dancers (naccaka | ka kre) 
[13.] Singers  
[14.] One who has supernormal powers [of iddhi]1231 
[15.] Goldsmiths  
[16.] Blacksmiths 

                                                
1230 MSRh does not gloss numbers 3-6. It is likely that when this manuscript was 
copied, either by sight or by transcribing the recitation of another manuscript, the 
scribe or reciter confused vådadåsi with bahuvådaμ. Such oversights are somewhat 
common.  
1231 tan khui˙ ånubhau |  
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[17.] Coppersmiths 
[18.] Shoemakers 
[19.] One whose family, name, and residence is unknown (apåka†a) 
[20.] An executioner or murderer (vadhadosa) 
[21.] A doctor who practices medical sorcery1232 
[22.] A napuμsaka1233 
[23.] A prostitute (vesiyå | praññ tan chå) 
[24.] One who is malicious (ran ññuiv˙ phvai.)   
[25.] One who is afflicted with madness (ummatta-rogaμ) 
[26.] A person of the inferior class (h¥na | sË yut)  
[27.] One who is starving 
[28.] One who gambles at dice 
[29.] One who has a great deal of anger 
[30.] A thief 
[31.] A pregnant woman 
However, if both sides of a dispute authorize any one of them, they may be questioned 
as a witness.  

 

This list and others like them in different dhammasattha texts are very similar 

to Bråhmaˆical catalogs of the various types of witnesses who should not be admitted. 

None of these lists are exactly parallel, however.1234 The notion that the acceptance of 

a witness by both parties in a dispute constitutes the ultimate test of their acceptability 

is found in Nåradasm®ti.1235 The MSR-nis. continues with a long vernacular passage 

with no parallel in the MSRP which describes other aspects concerning witnesses. The 

text says that the 31 types of witnesses must take an oath before it is appropriate to 

question them. If during seven days from the date of taking the oath none of the “Eight 

Calamities” befalls a witness, then the litigant against whom he testified should 

                                                
1232 che kyam tat so che sa må | Reading kyam as kram.  
1233 Literally, ‘not sexed male’; for Pali usages cf. PED s.v. The Burmese gloss is 
minma lhyå. Minma lhyå in contemporary Burmese can refer to male transvestites, 
transsexuals, or men who have feminine characteristics. It is not evident what this term 
may have implied in mid-17th century Burma beyond, roughly, “feminine men”.  
1234 Cf. Kane, History, III, p. 334 ff. 
1235 Når. 1.172-4. 
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compensate him with half the property in question in the dispute.1236 If a witness 

encounters one of the calamities, however, the witness is responsible for paying 

compensation equal to one-half of the property in question to the litigant against 

whom he testified. The imposition of a waiting period to see whether calamities befall 

a witness to ensure whether their oaths are based on truth is also found in Sanskrit 

dharmaßåstra texts such as MDh, Kåtyåyana and Divyatattva. According to MDh1237 

the waiting period is seven days, whereas in the latter texts it is fourteen days or 

longer.1238 Also, some Sanskrit texts provide that a witness who has met with calamity 

within the allotted waiting-period—and is thus shown to have perjured himself under 

oath—is responsible for compensating the litigant against whom he testified.1239  

Bhikkhus may be accepted as witnesses, and should be questioned in their 

monasteries. In giving a statement, the words of the virtuous (guˆ khe˙ jË˙ so sË) may 

be accepted as true. Here the implication is presumably that monk-witnesses need not 

take an oath before giving testimony. This is in contrast to MRK which states that, in 

certain cases, before giving testimony a monk must be made to hold “a manuscript of 

the kammavåcå of the Vinaya-sikkhåpadas” and take an oath of truth stating, “if what 

I say is false, may I have transgressed the discipline in which I am established, may I 

                                                
1236 The “Eight Calamities” or “Dangers” (a††habhaya) that may befall untruthful 
witnesses are detailed in the following gåthå in MSRP and glossed several folios on in 
the nissayas. They are: fire (aggi), kings (råja), water (udaka), ogres (yakkha), thieves 
(cora), the insane (ummataka), leprosy (ku††ha), and epilepsy (susuroga | vak rË˙ 
anå). 
1237 8.108. 
1238 Cf. Kane, ed. Kåtyåyanasm®ti, 410; Richard W. Lariviere, ed. and trans., The 
Divyatattva, New Delhi, Manohar, 1981, pp. 220. The parallel passage from the DhV 
was cited in Chapter Four. In the DhV, if a witness who has taken an oath encounters 
one of the Eight Dangers within seven days, this is grounds for the defeat of the 
litigant on whose behalf the sworn testimony was given. The DhV does not mention 
compensation of any sort in this context.  
1239 MDh 8.108; Daˆ aviveka, trans. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya, Calcutta, Asiatic 
Society, 1973, p. 287; Kane, History, III, pp. 352-3.  
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be excommunicated (rve. lhyo) from the dispensation of the Lord Buddha”.1240 The 

practice of monks swearing testimony while holding (or in the presence of) a 

kammavåcå manuscript persisted until at least the 19th century, when it is documented 

in disputes tried by non-monastic judges.1241 We have other examples of individuals 

holding texts while taking the oath—already at Pagan a text of the abhidhamma was 

used in such instances, as were Buddha relics and images—but in the MSR such book-

oaths are not mentioned.1242 The MSR continues to state that members of the ma ˙ or 

bråhmaˆa class (myui˙) are to be questioned in places that are equal in cleanliness and 

purity (ca  kray san pran) to their own residences. They should be made to pledge 

simply: “My class (amyui˙) is pure, my dwelling is pure, I shall speak the pure truth 

accordingly”. Those of the merchant class (kun saññ myui˙) should make an oath by 

holding pu chui cloth or gold and silver and expensive objects; those of the 

agriculturalist class (lay thvan myui˙) by grasping their cow, buffalo, harrow, 

shoulder-yoke, rice, corn, or millet1243; and those of the inferior class (yut so amyui˙) 

“in the presence of something or someone who is venerated”1244. Again, here the 

                                                
1240 MRK, p. 95. Importantly, the MRK does not state that under normal 
circumstances monks must take an oath. This rule includes also bråhmaˆas and 
members of the ma ˙ class—ordinarily they are to be believed without swearing to the 
truth. An oath is only necessary when the customary modes of establishing such a 
witness are not available. In the case of monks, the MRK says that in addition to 
making the oath on the kammavåcå, the bhikkhu in question should not be accepted as 
a witness unless he can correctly recite the sikkhåpadas in Pali—so oaths seem to have 
been necessary only in instances where the “legitimacy” of a bhikkhus status was in 
question.  
1241 Thein Swe Oo, Lawsuits, p. 48. 
1242 Than Tun, Khet ho ˙ mran må råjava , pp. 158-9. Compare also Chapter Four 
where passages from the KyT and DhV concerning the taking of oaths in front of 
Buddha images are mentioned.  
1243 Two different types of millet are mentioned lË˙ and chap. 
1244 le˙ mrat kui˙ kvay mh¥ khui˙ rå phrac so rai so arap n* ne ce | The meaning of 
this phrase is not as explicit as we might like, but suggests being in the presence of 
something or someone worshipped, respected, or relied upon for support. It is possible 
that a bhikkhu, Buddha image, or bråhmaˆa might be implied. See below concerning 
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touching of “sacred objects” in oath-swearing has numerous parallels in Sanskrit legal 

literature.1245  

According to the MSR, the oath that is to be sworn is one of two varieties, as 

follows: 
 
[Oath 1, “Oath of the [Punishment of the] Ten Regions”:] 
 
[If what I say is false:] [1.] May I arrive at a place where there is no Buddha, [2.] may 
I arrive at a place inhabited by tigers, [3.] may I arrive at a place inhabited by ogres 
(bh¥lË), [4.] may I become homeless, [5.] may I fall down a flight of stairs, [6.] may I 
fall from a bridge, [7.] may I be exiled from the city (mrui˙), [8.] may I arrive at a 
place of danger (bhe), [9.] may I live in a place that is impure, [10.] may I live in a 
dwelling among lepers.1246  
 
[Oath 2, “Oath of the Ten Punishments”:] 
 
[If what I say is false:] [1.] May my throat be sliced, [2.] may my nose be sliced off, 
[3.] may my eyes be gouged out, [4.] may my mouth be sliced, [5.] may my tongue be 
sliced, [6.] may my legs be chopped off, [7.] may my hands be chopped off, [8.] may I 
be disemboweled, [9.] may my form be mutilated [10.] and my life destroyed. 

 

These different punishments should be understood as relating not only to the context 

of witness telling lies under oath, and have numerous parallels with catalogs of 

punishments in both Indian and Chinese legal literature. According to dharmaßåstra 

occasionally severe punishments were imposed upon perjury. In most cases perjury 

meant that the witness must pay compensation or suffer banishment.1247 It is clear to 

                                                                                                                                       
the braking of oaths made in front of such people, as well as further concerning the 
identity of the sË yut, “the inferior”.  
1245 Cf. S.N. Pendse, Oaths and Ordeals in Dharmaßåstra, Vadodara, University of 
Baroda, 1985, Ch. 6. Pendse discusses a book-oath described in the Sm®ticintåmaˆi in 
which an individual must swear while holding a copy of Harivaμßa.  
1246 MSRm cu(r). MSRh reads for number ten “may I live among those who have been 
banished (sË nut)”. There are a number of variants in lists of the “Ten Regions” in 
different texts concerning witnesses. For alternative formulations in Mon dhammasåt 
see MDT, p. 548, p. 570, p. 601.  
1247 Daˆ aviveka, p. 289. 
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see how these punishments of arriving at any of the “Ten Regions” echo the important 

punishment of banishment often prescribed for perjurers in the sm®tis. Numerous 

dharmaßåstra texts describe the otherworldly tortures that await witnesses who give 

false testimony,1248 and some of them provide that they should receive corporal 

punishment.1249 MDh postulates “ten places where punishment may be inflicted”, 

according to the latter text these are: the genitals, stomach, tongue, hands, feet, eyes, 

nose ears, wealth, and body”1250. Nine of these then correspond to corporal 

punishment (with the exception of the genitals) mentioned in the MSR, while 

punishment by wealth refers to the notion that false witnesses should be fined or made 

to compensate the litigant against whom they have testified. We should also mention 

that there may be certain parallels here with forms of corporal punishment invoked in 

Chinese legal literature—the notion of lingchi (“death by slicing”), for example1251—

although far more research is required on the interplay of Burmese and Chinese penal 

modes.1252  

 At this point this vernacular section of the MSR-nis. continues to elaborate 

upon the foregoing remarks concerning witnesses. It begins by stating that witnesses 

should have “attained the six characteristics of witnesses” (a gå khrok på˙ nha . 

praññ chuμm ce rå). An acceptable witness must 1. be a householder (aim tho  

                                                
1248 Devanabha††a’s Sm®ticandrikå collects a wealth of citations from the various 
sμrtis on this point. See J.R. Gharpure, trans., The Sm®tichandrikå Vyavahåra Kåˆ a, 
Hindu Law Texts XXIX, Bombay, Aryabhushan Press, 1948, pp. 138-174. 
1249 Daˆ aviveka, p. 290. The matter of punishment is utterly more complex in the 
Sanskrit materials than can be stated here. On the various expressions of “judicial 
penalties” in the sm®ti literature see Terence P. Day, The Conception of Punishment in 
Early Indian Literature, Waterloo, Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1982, pp. 166 ff. 
1250 MDh 8.124-4. 
1251 Compare Timothy Brook, Jérôme Bourgon, and Gregory Blue, Death by a 
Thousand Cuts, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 2008.  
1252 On Burmese penal regimes in such a comparative perspective see Toru Ohno, “A 
Study on the Systems of the Criminal Punishments in Despotic States of Asia”, 
Journal of Osaka University of Foreign Studies, 33 (2006), pp. 103-130.  
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parikkhrå nha . praññ chum), 2. have offspring, 3. observe the duties of the Good 

Person (sË tau ko ˙ kya ), 4. strive for merit (kusuil ko  mhu), 5. conduct oneself with 

honor (asare > Skt. ßr¥?), and 6. be trustworthy.1253 After their lineage (amyui˙ 

anhvay) has been investigated they should take the oath before being questioned. 

These “six characteristics” are aligned in form if not in content with the stipulation in 

the Sanskrit MDh that “[1.] Householders, [2.] men with sons, [3.] natives of the 

region, [4.] k atriyas, [5.] vaißyas, and [6.] ßËdras, when they are called by the 

plaintiff, are competent to give testimony [...] Trustworthy men (åptå˙) of all social 

classes may be called as witnesses [...]”.1254 Yet in the MSR we note that the “six” 

have been given a distinctively Buddhist significance. This section then concludes by 

specifying further situations in which a false witness might be grounds for defeat in a 

case, which includes a lengthy discussion (again, entirely in the vernacular) of “secret 

witnesses” and of the differences between written testimony and testimony that is 

given verbally under oath, both of which are common themes in dharmaßåstra. It is not 

necessary for present purposes to explore these parallels in detail.  

Here it is essential however to explicate the provision that reliable witnesses 

“observe the duties of the Good Person”. The only other section of the MSR to discuss 

the characteristics of witnesses, which falls in the middle of Book Ten, also invokes 

this important category of moral individual, as follows:1255  

 

[Verses 1 and 2:] 
s¥lavå då{na}cågo ca | saccaμ dhammo hirottappo |  
sakkhilesañ ca jånanto | niddosañ ca pakaraˆaμ ||  
våyamanto sappurisa | dhamme ca ujuko bahuμ |  
parivåro bhogavå ca | yasavå cåpi yo naro ||  

                                                
1253 MSRm cu(r)-(v); MSRh chai(v).  
1254 MDh 8.62-63; For other lists of the characteristics of witnesses see Sm®ticandrikå, 
pp. 138-40. 
1255 The following is principally from MSRh-nis. thai(v) [218]; MSRa f. khi(r) [5680]. 
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esa ce sakkhitaμ patto | na pucchåm iti no vade || 
 
[Which the nissaya glosses as:] 
  
1. Those who observe s¥la 
2. Those who make gifts of merit 
3. Those who observe the True Law 
4. Those who adhere to propriety (hiri-ottappa; arhak akrok) 
5. Those who are aware of the pretexts (lesa; amrvak) that are [potentially] involved in 
establishing witnesses1256 
6. Those who strive for that which is without fault (niddosa) 
7. Those with upright practices (våyamanta ujuka) according to the Law (dhamma; 
tarå˙) of the Good Person (sappurisa; sË tau) 
8. Those with many attendants 
9. The rich (bhogavå; caññ cim khyam så rhi) 
10. The renowned (yasavå) 
 
If any of these ten types of virtuous people are made witnesses, [their integrity] should 
not be questioned nor their testimony criticized. This is the law relating to the virtuous 
characteristics of a witness.1257 

 

The significance of many of these categories is relatively straightforward, especially 

since certain attributes mentioned here are also predicated of qualified judges. It is 

worth noting the distinct authority given to individuals on the basis of socioeconomic 

status. The rich and those with many attendants are, quite naturally according to the 

                                                
1256 Both lesa and its vernacular gloss here amrvak can mean “verbal trick”, “pretext”. 
Amrvak also has the sense of “ brief utterance”, “speech”. Without further context it is 
difficult to determine precisely what is meant here, but this reference seems to imply 
that a witness should be aware of the types of verbal deceptions witnesses may be 
engaged in.  
1257 yo naro | akra  sË saññ | s¥lavå | s¥la sa ta  rhi e* | dånacågo ca | alhË dåna laññ 
rhi e* | saccådhammo ca | saccå tarå˙ kui laññ co . e* | hirottappo ca | arhak akrok 
kuiv laññ co . e* | sakkhilesañ ca | sak se taññ saññ e* amrvak kuiv | jånanto | si e* | 
niddosañ ca pakaraˆaμ | aprac ka  so arå kuiv laññ | våyamanto | luμ. la pru e* | 
sappurisadhamme ca | sË tau tarå˙ n* laññ | ujuko | phro . phro . kya . e* | 
bahuparivåro ca | myå˙ so akyaμ araμ laññ rhi e* | bhogavå ca | caññ cim kyam så 
laññ rhi e* | yasavå cåpi | kyau co kra  laññ rhi e* | esaeso naro | ¥ suiv. so chay på˙ 
so kye˙ jË˙ rhi so sË saññ | sakkhitaμ | sak se e* aprac suiv. | ce patto | rok rå˙ aμ. | 
na pucchå | å ma me.˙ pr¥˙ | iti evaμ vacanaμ | ¥ suiv. so cakå˙ kui | novade | ma 
chui rå pa khre taññ | sakse mrok tuik so kye˙ jË˙ tarå˙ | 
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socio-cosmology of the Burmese Buddhist class system, inherently more virtuous, and 

hence more reliable as witnesses, than the poor. The important term to isolate here, 

however, is sË tau ko ˙ (often encountered also as sË tau), “Good Person”, which is 

never, unfortunately, fully unpacked in dhammasattha literature. The term is used as a 

Burmese gloss for the Pali terms sådhu (or sådhujana), sajjana (or sujana), and 

sappurisa the qualities of whom are defined in numerous locations in the tipi†aka and 

commentarial literature. It seems that the earlier Pali term used in the nikåyas was 

sappurisa (“Good Man”) and according to later commentators this came to be 

regarded as equivalent to the notions of the sådhujana and sajjana, which would seem 

to include members of both sex.1258 The term sådhujana is far rarer and perhaps later 

than the other two—it does not appear in the nikåya texts.1259 Each chapter of the 

Vism, for example, ends with the phrase iti sådhujanapåmojjatthåya kate 

visuddhimagge [X] nåma [Y] paricchedo “Thus the [X] division number [Y] in the 

Visuddhimagga composed for the gladdening of Good People”.  

According to the Sappurisadhamma sutta in the 10th nipåta of the AN, the ten 

dhammas or “qualities” of the “Good Man” correspond to the Ariyan tenfold path, 

which comprises: right view (sammådi††hi), right intention (sammåsa kappa), right 

speech (sammåvåcå), right action (sammåkammanta), right livelihood (sammåjiva), 

right effort (sammåvåyåma), right mindfulness (sammåsati), right concentration 

(sammåsamådhi), right wisdom (sammåñånam) and right liberation 

(sammåvimutti).1260 Yet elsewhere the sappurisa-dhamma is understood as sevenfold, 

                                                
1258 On these terms and their equivalence in later Pali lexicons, see Abh-† 333, 790, 
957. On sujana as sajjana see SËbodhåla kåra-†ikå-CSCD on verse 27; For a nissaya 
of the relevant passage see Kumåra, Ala kå pan˙ kuμ˙, Yangon, Ta˙ ta  ae˙, 1980, 
pp. 45-6. 
1259 And sajjana itelf may be used first only in the Mil. 
1260 AN V, 245. On the tenfold path (the eightfold path plus the supermundane goals 
of right wisdom and right liberation) see Masefield, Divine Revelation, ch. 2. 
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and equivalent with what certain texts call the satta saddhama, the “seven good 

qualities”.1261 In the CË¬apuˆˆama sutta these seven qualities of the sappurisa are 

described: the Good Man is faithful (saddha), modest (hirimå), fearful of committing 

a wrong (ottapp¥), learned (bahussuta), resolute [in the path] (åraddhav¥riya), 

mentally concentrated (upa††hitassati), and wise (paññavå).1262 Furthermore, in the 

Sang¥ti sutta of the DN, “seven qualities of the Good Man” (sappurisadhammå) are 

glossed as: one who is a knower of dhamma (dhammaññË), of [the] meaning [of 

dhamma] (atthaññu), of [the nature of] self (atthaññË), of moderation (mattaññË), of 

[the appropriate] time (kålaññË), of [the eightfold] assemblies (parisaññË), and of 

individuals [worthy of association] (puggalaññË).1263 Although these various lists are 

repeated in different locations in the tipi†aka and commentaries, they should not be 

seen as at odds with one another. According to classical definitions the notion of the 

Good Person comprises all of these different attributes.  

Precise data on the character of the sË tau ko ˙ from Burma is scarce for the 

earliest periods. We have noted its appearance at Pagan in connection with legal 

culture, in a reference to a reliable witness whose testimony is to be admitted as 

evidence. The term makes frequent appearances in the vernacular poetry of the early 

16th century, and remains central to vernacular discussions of the moral individual in 

Burmese Buddhist literature. Here I refer to only a very few instances aside from 

nissayas on tipi†aka and commentarial texts, in which the term is used repeatedly to 

gloss the Pali terms discussed above. Mahåra††hasåra’s Lak sac to  tå chuμ˙ ma cå 

advises that “one should seek fellowship with the Good People and avoid those who 

                                                
1261 Cf. DN III, 252; Vin V, 136; Sp-†-CSCD. 
1262 MN, III, 23. 
1263 DN, III, 252. An understanding of this passage rests heavily on the assistance of 
the commentator; for our purposes it is not necessary to go into all the details. For a 
full discussion of the meaning see Paññåjotamahåthera, Sut påtheyya a††hakathå nisya, 
2, Mandalay, Padeså, 1961, pp. 367-8. 
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are wicked (sË muik)”. The latter category of the wicked person is futher identified as 

sË yut, “the inferior” or “the contemptible”, whom we have also encountered as the 

basest class of witness in the MSR above.1264 According to the Lokasåra pyui. the 

Good People (here as sË tau) are opposed to the conduct of the inferior (yut saññ. 

caruik) practiced by “wicked people who cannot see with the Wisdom-Eye (paññå 

myak c¥),1265 ignorant of the Law, holding wrong views, who attain no benefit or 

prosperity.”1266 The term was deeply intertwined with n¥ti-related discourse as well. In 

nissayas of the Lokan¥ti the title of the second chapter “On Sujana” is glossed as “on 

the sË tau ko ˙” and followed by the chapter “On Dujjana” (Bad People), whom the 

nissayas gloss as sË muik, “the wicked”.1267  

The class of Good People was equally applicable to laypersons, monastics, and 

bråhmaˆas. This is evident from the way sappurisa is used in the nikåyas and 

commentarial literature, as well as from the usages of sË tau ko ˙ in dhammasattha. In 

the DhV-related group of legal texts this point is made quite clearly, although 

unfortunately there are some variants precisely at this instance in the relevant texts, 

which state:1268 

 

                                                
1264 Chuμ˙ ma cå po ˙ khyup, p. 17. 
1265 Equivalent to the notion of the paññåcakkhu, on which see Alex Wayman, “The 
Buddhist Theory of Vision”, in George Elder, ed., Buddhist Insight, Essays by Alex 
Wayman, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1990, ch 7.  
1266 Lokasåra pyui., p. 21.  
1267 For the vernacular terminology used to gloss these chapters see Lokan¥ti på†h 
nisya, MORA 4553, kaμ(v)-khi(v). 
1268 The cited passage corresponds to the following locations in DhV related 
manuscripts: Kyak rui˙ NL Bhå˙ 60 ghi-r; DhV UBhS 163-582 g¥-r; DhV UCL 7490 
gai-r ; DhV UCL 9926 go-v; DhV Ka ˙ 18 khau-v; Dhammasat kyau IOR Add 12249 
ga-v; KNDh NL Bhå˙ 43 cå-r. The sense of KNDh is substantilly the same although 
the wording is quite different. Other manuscripts are nearly verbatim.   
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The law regarding persons who have broken an oath of truth made before such [Good 
People]1269 as a bhikkhu (rahan˙) or bråhmaˆa (puˆˆå˙), et. al., while saying they will 
not break the oath.  
 
[gåthå; from NL Bhå˙ 60 ghi-r] 
 
gåme janapade ra††he | samaˆabrahmaˆånaμ | tam pumukkhå | saccada¬akaraμ 
katvå | gacchåmi | v¥parissatu 
 
[Nissaya] 

Whosoever, having made a firm oath in a village, a janapada village, or 
[anywhere in] the whole dominion (tui  nui  aμ) before such person as a bhikkhu, 
bråhmaˆa1270, et. al. and then later breaks that oath, shall be judged.  
 
[Vernacular only:] 

In this gåthå, due to the presence of the text “gåma janapada ra††ha” we refer 
to the [explication of the] saying “nagara gåma nigama janapada ra††ha”1271. Nagara 
means a fortified town (mrui.) which has a market. That which is called a gåma is 
either a fortified town with no market or place with a market that is not a fortified 
town. A place with neither a fortified town nor a market is called a “niguˆ village” 
[niguˆ rvå, i.e. nigama]. “Janapud” [i.e. janapada] refers to each of the various 
districts (kharui ) in a dominion (nui  aμ, “country”) ruled by a lord (ma ˙) who 
carries the umbrella [of sovereignty]. Ra††ha refers to the entire dominion [of a king] 
where there is no other political power (åˆåcak > P. åˆåcakka) of [another lord or 
king] who carries the umbrella of sovereignty. In these fortified towns and large and 
small villages of the realm (praññ) and districts of the dominion (tui ) that have been 
described, whosoever makes an oath of truth in front of [Good People,]1272 such as 
bhikkhus and bråhmaˆas, et. al., saying that they will not break the oath, and then at a 
later time breaks that oath, they should be mercilessly beaten with the cane so that in 
the future they do not do (kya .) it.1273 If the oath-breaker is a person of importance 
(kr¥˙ so sË), he should be dragged down from his residence, his head-covering and 

                                                
1269 KNDh only. 
1270 Only NL Bhå˙ 60 and UCL 7490 contain and the Pali samaˆabrahmaˆånaμ; the 
other mss read only samaˆånaμ. But UCL 9926, Ka ˙ 18, and KNDh gloss 
samaˆånaμ as inclusive of both rahan˙ (bhikkhus) and puˆˆå˙ (bråhamˆas). UBhS 
163-582 glosses samaˆånaμ as only rahan˙. However all five manuscripts state 
earlier in the passage that the law applies to oaths taken in front of both bhikkhus and 
bråhmaˆas.  
1271 There terms are frequently collocated in Pali literature to describe the basic 
political geography of a territory. 
1272 Only in UBhS 163-582 and Ka ˙ 18. 
1273 UCL 9926 and Ka ˙ 18: kran˙/kram krut cvå krin luμ lha  kan put khat; UBhS 
163-582: krim lun lham kam kat 
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face-cloth1274 should be removed, and with his head bent down [in shame] he leave his 
relatives and go to work like a gravedigger (dvan˙ caˆ å˙). He should be put in the 
elephant or horse stable under the house. Let him collect the elephant and horse shit 
for a couple days, or for four or five days, or for six or seven days, or for eight days, 
nine days, ten days, or half a month. Such is the punishment he should receive. This 
type of punishment is known as ma ˙ daˆ (< ma ˙ + daˆ a; “punishment of the 
sovereign”, cf. råjadaˆ a). If he will not accept this sort of punishment once it has 
been given, let him pay a fine of 5 gold pieces or 100 silver coins.1275 He should never 
be trusted. He should suffer defeat in his legal affairs. However, if such a man is 
executed (ase˙ sat) <or if his feet or hands are cut off,>1276 one should not invoke 
(maññ) the dhammasat. [In such cases] one has invoked råjasat [i.e. law legislated by 
the king, råjasattha]. The judge who does this [i.e. invokes the dhammasat] shall 
suffer punishment in the Four Hells. Thus has the ® i Manu said. Thus is finished the 
law regarding persons who have broken an oath of truth made before a bhikkhu or 
bråhmaˆa, et. al., while saying they will not break the oath.  

 

 There are a number of interesting things going on in this passage. It reinforces 

our discussion above concerning the grave punishments that await false witnesses. It 

also invokes an important distinction between dhammasat and so-called råjasat law, 

which is equivalent to the legislation of the king. The punishments corollary to råjasat 

were known as ma ˙ daˆ (i.e. råja-daˆ a, “punishment of the sovereign”) and were 

distinct from the remedies contained in dhammasat texts.1277 Principally, such 

punishments involved corporal sanction that was, for the most part, of only peripheral 

importance in dhammasattha literature. This passage also tells us that bhikkhus, 

bråhmaˆas, and other “Good People” may have played a role in the deposition of 

witnesses. As indicated above there is some variation concerning the use of the term 

                                                
1274 UCL 7490: u rac myak sut  
1275 rhve å˙ kyap ve sau ta rå lyau ce | Cf. ROB X, 131 so. prå˙ “Chinese coin” 
(1828). JD, s.v., sau, “Chinese coin”. 
1276 not in UCL 9926 
1277 The opposition between dhammast and råjasat (råjasattha; råjaßåstra) is a 
conception that in Burma goes back at least as early as the late Pagan era. It has 
numerous analogues in Sanskrit as well as Pali jurisprudence. Unfortunately a detailed 
examination of the Burmese permutations of råjasat is beyond the scope of the present 
chapter.   
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sË tau ko ˙ in the manuscripts where this text is presented. Perhaps this is simply 

because it would have been perfectly well understood among the audience of the MSR 

that bhikkhus and bråhmaˆas and others like them comprised members of the class of 

Good People. The MSR, however, does not include these provisions for taking an oath 

in front of Good People. Its discussion of the revocation of an oath comes in Book Ten 

almost immediately following the description of the virtues of the good people:1278 

 
yo likkhismiμ sapatissaμ | vatvå taμ na kare pacchå |  
sakkhi so ce niddhareyya  | tassokåso paråjayo |  
  
[Which the nissaya glosses as:] 
 
Whosoever pledges (chuiv) in writing with the words ‘I will make an oath of truth’1279 
and at a later time does not take the oath should be dismissed1280 as a witness. A 
dismissed witness is an occasion for defeat [for the party in support of whom the 
witness was produced]. This is the law regarding the dismissal of witnesses after they 
have pledged (khyup) in writing ‘I will make an oath’. 
 
Dassetvå likkhasakkhi yo | na taμ puccheyya sapataμ |  
likkhisantaμ sapataññaμ | ce kare so paråjayo |  

                                                
1278 Before the following there is an intervening nissaya on gåthås which states: 
yo | akra  sË saññ | vane | to n* | ce va duppanno | khuik ran tve. rå˙ aμ. | so | thuiv 
sË saññ | tattha manussakaμ | thuiv to n* rhi so lË kuiv | pucche | me˙ rå e* | [MSRh 
tho(r); 218] nåvåyaμ | lhe n* | ce vå duppanno | khuik ran tve. rå aμ. | tattha | thui 
lhe n* | manussakaμ | lË kuiv | pucche | me˙ rå e* | maggantare | kha r¥˙ lay n* | ce 
vå duppanno | khuik ran tve. rå˙ aμ. | tam pathakaμ | thuiv ta cu taññ svå˙ so sË kui 
| puccheyya | me˙ rå e* | rathe | lhaññ˙ n* | ce vivådo |  khuik ran. tve rå˙ aμ. | 
tattha manussakaμ | thuiv lhaññ n* rhi so lË kui | puccheyya | me˙ rå e* | ghare | aim 
n* | ce vå duppanno | khuik ran tve. ññå˙ aμ. | ghare manussakaμ | aim n* rhi so lË 
kuiv | pucche | me˙ rå e* | me˙ rå so sak se tarå˙ | “If anyone witnesses an altercation 
(khuik ra ) in the forest, then that person in the forest should be questioned (me˙). Or, 
if someone witnesses an altercation on a boat, then that person on the boat should be 
questioned. Or, if someone witnesses an altercation on a journey, then the person who 
was on the journey should be questioned. Or, if someone witnesses an altercation upon 
a cart then that person upon the cart should be questioned. Or, if someone witnesses an 
altercation in a house, then that person in the house should be questioned. Such is the 
law of witnesses who should be questioned.” 
1279 sapatissaμ, lit. “I will swear” = saccå pru aμ. 
1280 niddhareyya = thut aμ.  
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[Which the nissaya glosses as:] 
 
Anyone who has produced a witness that has pledged in writing that he shall make an 
oath is defeated if that witness is not called upon to make the oath. Anyone who does 
not make an oath that has been pledged in writing, but instead swears some other 
truth, is defeated.  This is the law regarding not calling upon witnesses who have been 
established and swearing other oaths besides those that have been pledged.1281  
 
yo likkhisantasakkhañ ca | apucchanto va aññakaμ |  
sakkhi sace niddhareyya | tassa paråjayokåso |  
kasmå tassa j¥vhekåpi | våcådve¬haka bhåvato || 
 
[Which the nissaya glosses as:] 
 
If it happens that someone refuses to question the witness who has pledged in writing 
[lit. “possesses a text”] then the other witness will be dismissed. This is an occasion 
for defeat [for the party who refuses to question the witness]. If one asks for the reason 
for this it is because the tongue of the litigant expresses words that are doubtful. This 
is the law regarding refusal to question a witness and the dismissal of another 
witness.1282 

 

Here we should point out that the punishments for not making an oath that has been 

pledged in writing, or for making an oath otherwise than the one that has been so 

pledged, are far less horrendous than those prescribed in the DhV. What is at stake in 

such instances is not corporal punishment or execution but merely defeat in a dispute. 
                                                
1281 yo | akra  sË saññ | likkhasakkhi | så re˙ pe khyup rhi so sakse kui | dassetvå | pra 
pr¥˙ sau | taμ | thui sakse kui | na puccheyyaμ | ma me˙ vaμ. aμ. | sapataμ | saccå 
kui | ce kare | pru rå˙ aμ. | so | thui suiv. pru so sË saññ | paråjayo | rhum˙ kre e* | 
yo | akra  sË saññ | likkhisantaμ sapataμ | cå re˙ pe khyup rhi pr¥˙ so saccå kui | 
[supplying:] akaronto | ma pru vaμ. saññ phrac r* | sapataññaμ | ta på˙ so saccå 
[MSRh tho(v); 219] kuiv | ce kare | pru rå˙ aμ. | so thuiv pru so sË saññ | paråjayo | 
rhum˙ khre e* | sakse taññ pr¥˙ mha ma me vaμ. r* saccå pru luiv sau khyup pr¥˙ so 
saccå pru pr¥˙ mha ta på˙ saccå kuiv pru luiv so tarå˙ ||  
1282 yo akra  sË saññ | likkhasantasakkhañ ca | cå n* rhi so sakse kuiv | apucchanto va 
| ma me˙ vaμ. saññ phrac r* lhya  | aññakaμ sakkhi | sakse ta på˙ kuiv | 
saceniddhareyya | thut rå˙ aμ. | tassa | thuiv sË å˙ | paråjayokåso | rhum˙ so arå 
phrac khre e* | kasmå | abay kro . naññ hË mË kå˙ | tassa | thui sË e* | j¥vhå | lhyå 
saññ | kopi | ta khu så lyak | våcådve¬hakabhåvato | cakå˙ n* | nhac khvan rhi khre so 
kro . taññ | taññ pr¥˙ so sakse kui ma me˙ vaμ. r* | sakse tapå˙ kui thut lui so tarå˙ || 
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The act of having pledged in writing is a binding contract. The authority of the written 

document functions analogously to the authority of the “Good Person” who witnesses 

an oath in the DhV.  

 

IV. Composite texts and legal history 

The foregoing analysis suggests the complex textual world in which 

dhammasattha and the related Burmese legal culture participated. Dhammasattha 

echoes jurisprudential concepts and narratives attested elsewhere in both Pali and 

Sanskrit literature. As Chapter Two noted, a great deal has been made over the course 

of the past 150 years in the scholarship on Southeast Asian law as to whether or not 

the surviving witnesses to the tradition suggest that Burmese, Siamese, Cambodian, 

etc. written law was more “Hindu” or “Buddhist”. The discussion has been entirely 

misguided, and based upon inaccurate presuppositions that stipulate strict sectarian 

divisions in the legal culture. Written law in premodern Southeast Asia was always an 

ecumenical affair, which developed in light of discourses sourced from Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical literature. It is not wrong to characterize dhammasattha as a Buddhist 

genre, but the correct interpretation of this characterization rests on how carefully we 

understand the perceived boundaries between Buddhist and Bråhmaˆical culture in 

premodern Burma and elsewhere in Southeast Asia.  

 Chapter Seven has also explored one of the most salient contexts in which 

ethical conceptions are central to dhammasattha discourse. Accounts of “Buddhist 

ethics” rarely consider the extent to which Buddhist cultures in history may have 

drawn on normative ideals sourced not from the tipi†aka and commentaries but with 

closer parallels in Bråhmaˆical texts, particularly dharmaßåstra, subha ita and n¥ti 

genres. With the exception of pathbreaking work by Sternbach, Bechert, and Braun on 

the transmission of n¥ti texts in Burma and Southeast Asia, the composite nature of 
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Buddhist normative thought in the region is virtually unexplored. When approached in 

light of the criticisms of dhammasattha noted in Chapter Six, we can see how texts 

perceived as deriving from “Vedic” contexts were not regarded as opposed to 

Buddhist learning and practice, but were often rationalized as fully legitimate 

according to orthodox Buddhavacana accounts.  

 This brief survey of certain aspects of the composite legal ethics of 

dhammasattha returns us to the arguments of Chapter Three. That chapter claimed that 

we should not approach dhammasattha as the spontaneous product of a “Theravåda” 

Buddhism flourishing among the Mon or at Pagan. We should trace its diffuse genesis 

elsewhere in the dynamic cultural and intellectual traffic between Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical culture occurring across first millennium India and Southeast Asia. 

Naturally, this tradition was not set in stone—despite perhaps the self-representations 

of later dhammasattha texts themselves—and was later transformed in light of Pali 

learning as well as vernacular social and administrative practices in Burma. Since our 

surviving Burmese dhammasatthas may only be dated at the earliest to the early 17th 

century there are necessarily large historical gaps in our understanding. But the 

comparison and analysis of parallels with regional legal texts is the most productive, if 

not the only, viable methodology for further research that seeks to investigate the early 

history and transmission of the genre.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION: DEATH OF A THERA 

 

 This dissertation began in Chapter Two with the question of the significance of 

an appeal to the textual authority of “dhammasåt” in an epigraphic record of a legal 

dispute at Pagan in the early 13th century. Here I suggested that this reference likely 

indicated a vernacular compilation dealing with inheritance law and then explored the 

possibility of the circulation of Sanskrit dharmaßåstra at Pagan in light of records of 

Sanskrit learning in early Burma. I argued that both the Burmese inscriptional record 

as well as surviving manuscript traditions are incapable of providing a sufficient 

account of the early history of the dhammasattha genre, and that the level of Sanskrit 

literacy at Pagan was relatively modest. Chapter Three turned to an investigation of 

the salience of dharmaßåstra-related idioms and the transmission of dharmaßåstra 

literature among Buddhists in South and Southeast Asia during the 1st and early 2nd 

millennia C.E. Although this history is fragmentary, I developed a new argument 

concerning the relationship between written law and religion in early Southeast Asia, 

which contended that aspects of dharmaßåstra written law, akin to other ßåstric 

disciplines such as alchemy or medicine, were applied in both Buddhist and 

Bråhmaˆical contexts, and that this ecumenical legal culture persisted in certain areas 

such as Burma and Java well into the early modern period. The lines of direct 

influence of this early Buddhist dharmaßåstra on the surviving Burmese (or Thai or 

Mon, etc.) texts are not certain. Yet the circulation and application of such concepts 

among Buddhists was not an invention of Pagan.  

Against the background of this genealogy, Part Two provided an introduction 

to Burmese manuscript culture and then proceeded to a detailed discussion of a 

selection of surviving dhammasattha manuscripts. Here I focused on two of the 
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earliest traditions of texts: the Dhammavilåsa-dhammasat, a mostly vernacular treatise 

probably compiled before 1628, and the Manusåra-dhammasattha, a Pali and nissaya 

legal text compiled in 1651. Before we can begin to discuss questions of authorship 

and content we must first read and compare manuscripts and their variants carefully to 

map the porous boundaries between texts and to determine their techniques of 

compilation. Before we ask why the law was written, we should ask how the law was 

written. In this our best evidence derives from a careful examination of questions of 

form. To this end I explored formal features relating to structure, style, language, 

citation, manuscript presentation, etc., which revealed important clues about the 

meaning of dhammasattha, its aims, and the connections among different treatises, 

commentaries, and digests. Chapter Four looked in detail at the tradition of the DhV as 

an example of how a large corpus of related legal material is expressed differently 

through interconnected recensions. The five texts and their manuscripts examined help 

us understand the multiple ways in which law was expressed in writing and the 

dynamic interplay between legal source-text and commentary. Among other things I 

highlighted the use of nissaya not as a form of gloss on a pre-existing Indic source-text 

but as a viable mode of independent, bilingual authorship in its own right, and also as 

a way of putting vernacular texts into the “distinct and unambiguous” technical 

language of Pali. Chapter Five presented an analysis of over twenty manuscripts of the 

MSR, a treatise which comprises two texts, the Pali MSRP and the bilingual nissaya 

MSR-nis. Here the emphasis was again on the structure and organization of these texts 

and the relationship between them, particularly in terms of the relationship between 

Pali and nissaya gloss. Far from a direct or even remotely close translation of the 

MSRP, the MSR-nis. provides extensive vernacular supplementation of the content of 

its source-text. In the second half of Chapter Five I turned to a detailed examination of 

the history of the MSR and its compilers, To  Bh¥ Lå Sayadaw and the Eater of 
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Kui ˙. I looked at To  Bh¥ Lå’s own assertions about his lineage identity, his 

relationship with kingship, his activities as an alchemist, and how he is remembered 

by the chronicle literature. Although far less information about the Eater of Kui ˙ 

survives, I attempted to sketch a picture of him via a survey of his other legal treatise, 

the MRK, as well as later narratives in other dhammasatthas.  

Chapter Six discussed certain features of the content of the MSR, and 

particularly its representation of legal and textual authority. I began with a 

presentation and study of the opening narrative of the a††huppatti or genealogy of the 

text, which recounts the mythic origin of written law on the boundary of the world-

system and its transmission to earth via the intercession of ® is who had achieved 

supernormal powers. This narrative, I argued, does more than simply “legitimate” 

dhammasattha through mythopoeisis. First, it provides an occasion for homilies on a 

range of issues—e.g. the dangers of sexuality, the bonds of family lineage—less 

directly connected with law. Second, and more importantly, it narrativizes a theory of 

textual authority that is central to the MSR. This theory stipulates that dhammasattha 

is authoritative not because it is a form of enacted legislation or has its source in 

Buddhavacana or the Pali tipi†aka, but because it is a lokiya-sattha, a mundane (yet 

cosmically derived) written treatise without author. This self-representation is crucial 

to any understanding of the way dhammasattha was critiqued and reformulated by 

later Buddhist authors.  

After discussing in detail the long history of Buddhist conceptions of lokiya-

sattha according to the hermeneutics of early Pali texts and later commentaries, I 

moved in Section Two to explore the ways that this term was applied to dhammasattha 

by Burmese critics of the genre writing in the 17th through early 19th centuries. The 

cosmological and textual sanction that dhammasattha claimed for itself did not sit 

easily alongside notions of the origins and authority of properly Buddhist legislation 
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drawn from the tipi†aka and its commentaries. In this sense dhammasattha is not 

exceptional; many texts and practices found throughout Burma and Buddhist cultures 

elsewhere in Southeast Asia are not immediately congruent with the Pali imaginary. 

Vernacular and Pali adaptations of Sanskrit alchemical, astrological, or medical texts, 

for example, presented some audiences with similar uncertainties about authorship and 

authority. But the vast Pali corpus provided extensive conceptual and textual resources 

which in the hands of skilled readers could be used to manage such diversity and 

reconcile these genres and their practices in the terms of the tradition itself. One of the 

important contributions of Chapter Six has been to explore the precise ways in which 

the legitimacy of dhammasattha (and other ßåstric or so-called “Vedic” texts) was 

rationalized by Burmese monastic authors. The ongoing reinterpretation of 

dhammasattha in light of the tipi†aka and commentaries, and vice versa, produced new 

meanings for both.  

Chapter Seven presents another way of thinking about textual authority in 

relation to dhammasattha. Here I provided an extended analysis of representations of 

the judge as the proximate and practical authority tasked with executing written law in 

the context of disputes. Against the background of a discussion of other records of 

juridical culture and administration in premodern Burma, I showed how the judge, 

paradigmatically represented in the figure of the sovereign, was qualified to act as a 

legal authority on the basis of both moral and educational criteria. This is one of the 

fundamental areas in which Buddhist ethical conceptions become essential to the 

working out of the law. Yet another is that of the witness, who is meant to be a “Good 

Person” (sajjana or sË tau ko ˙), an important legal-ethical concept whose doctrinal 

foundations and Burmese interpretation was explored in the conclusion to that chapter. 

I argued that the representations of these figures are parallel with materials drawn 

from Pali literature and Sanskrit dharmaßåstra, and that the existence of this textually 
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composite ethics suggests important clues concerning the complex genealogy of the 

genre.  

This dissertation has privileged and analysis of the MSR in part since as the 

earliest securely dated dhammasattha it provides a sound basis for future comparison 

with later legal materials. Although I have discussed comparisons with later texts 

compiled after 1750 I have focused less on the development of the tradition in favor of 

a synchronic analysis of texts written in the 17th and early 18th century. Much work 

remains to be done on the subsequent elaboration of the tradition. In the course of the 

development of dhammasattha we witness a gradual transformation in the way the 

genre orients itself to conceptions of authority. In the DhV, MSR, and other texts 

analyzed above we already find a thoroughgoing engagement with a range of Pali 

Buddhist materials. These should not be understood as parallels in the strict sense 

since in nearly all cases sources are not cited by name, although they nonetheless 

invoke principles of jurisprudence common to a broad corpus widely regarded as 

authoritative. Yet, the status of dhammasattha relative to competing conceptions of 

authority represented by and rooted in certain Pali texts gave rise to significant 

interpretive problems in the history of the genre in Burma and contributed 

substantially to ongoing textual developments. Much of the dynamism of the legal-

commentarial tradition between the period 1750-1885 can be attributed to the often 

ambiguous place dhammasattha occupied in the hierarchy of scripture.  

 There are few examples of direct conflict, where for example a legal provision 

of dhammasattha is explicitly at odds with a rule sanctioned by the Pali tradition as 
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Buddhavacana. One such instance occurs already in the MSR, in the context of a 

discussion of monastic inheritance law:1283 

 
[1.] rahan tuiv. amve uccå parikkharå kui chui lui r* ¥ gåthå kui tak aμ. saññ || 
 
[gåthå:] 
mate sa ghassa pitari | pabbajjitapar¥kkhåraμ |  
dåyaμ dånavatthañ cåpi | mahåthero va labbhare ||  
dhanadåsacatubhågaμ | katvå våso duvidaμ labhe |  
therekaμ catudhåsesaμ | tayobhikkhunavolabhe ||  
såmaˆero labhatekaμ | g¥hidinnaμ va labhare |  
te ce natthi samo bhikkhu | gihissåbandhubhåvato || 
 
[nissaya:] 
sa ghassapitari | sa gha mi bha phrac so mahåther saññ | saññ | mate | khandhå pro  
khai. saññ rhi sau | pabbajjitaparikhårañca | rahan parikkharå kui laññ ko  | dåyañca 
| uyåññ re kan kuiv laññ ko  | dånavattañcapi | dånavatthu kui laññ ko  | 
mahåtherova | laññ saññ phrac so mahåther saññ så lhya  | labbhare | ra rå e* | 
dhanadåsaμ | uccå kye kyvan kui kå | catubhågaμ katvå | le˙ cu pru r* [co(v), 0076] 
duvidhaμ | nhac cu kui | so | thui saññ saññ | ther saññ | labhare | ra rå e* | ekaμ | ta 
bhui. kui kå | thero laññ saññ aok ther saññ så lhya  | labhe | ra rå e* | sesaμ | akra  
ta bhuiv. kuiv kå | catudhå katvå | le˙ cu pru r* | navobhikkhu | pañca  sac saññ | 
tayo bhåge | sum˙ bhuiv. tuiv. kui | labhe | ra rå e* | såmaˆero | såmaˆe saññ | ekaμ | 
akra  ta cu kui | labhati | ra rå e* | g¥h¥ | lË phrac kun so alup akyve˙ achve amyuiv˙ 
tuiv. saññ kå | dinnaμva | myak mhok lak n* taññ. r* pe˙ so uccå kui så lhya  | 
labhare | ra kun rå e* | te | thuiv tapaññ. ca to pe khai. so sË tuiv. saññ | cenatthi | ma 
rhi kun mË kå | sabho tË so rahan bhau khra  tuiv. saññ så lhya˙ | labhe | ra kun rå e* 
| kasmå | abhay. kro  naññ hË mË kå | gihissa | lË e* | abandhu bhåvato | rahan saññ 
achve amyuiv˙ ma hut khre so kro . taññ |  
 
[adhippåya section:] 
[2.] adhippåy kå | sa ghå tuiv. e* mi bha phrac so mahåther saññ khandhå pro  khai. 
saññ rhi sau | rahan tuiv. e* parikkharå phrac so ta ku† sa  kan kha pan sa  pui  kha 
rui  pai khap sa pit ap taññ hË so parikkharå rhac på˙ tuiv. kui laññ ko  | uyaññ re 
kan tuiv. kui laññ ko  | dånacatthu khai phvay ca saññ tuiv. kuiv laññ ko  | laññ saññ | 
phhrac so sa ghå tuiv. e* akr¥˙ mahåther saññ laññ ko  | så lhya  ra thuik e* kye 
kyvan uccå taññ rhi mË kåñ | le˙ cu pru r* nhac cu kui laññ saññ phrac so mahå ther 

                                                
1283 MSRh-nis., f.cai(v) ff. [0076]. Emphasis mine. The Burmese text of this passage 

reads:  
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saññ lh ko  ra thuik e* | ta cu kui laññ saññ aok ther saññ ra thuik le e* | akvra  ta cu 
kui le˙ cu pru pran r* sum cu kui pañcan sac tui. ra thuik e || ta cu kuiv såmaˆera 
thuik e* | lË phrac [co(v), 077] so tapaññ. chve myui˙ ññåtakå lup kvye˙ på so sË tuiv. 
saññ kå˙ alhË ko  mhu mhya så taññ | thui sË tuiv. saññ kåñ | lak n* thaññ˙. khay. sa 
rve. kuiv så ra khre sa taññ | thui le˙ på kun so tapaññ. tuiv. saññ ma rhi sau kå | 
amve cå˙ på thuik so rahan tuiv. så lhya  khaμ thuik le kun e* | abhay kro . naññ hË 
mË kå | rahan tuiv. saññ lË tuiv. chve myuiv˙ ma hut khre phrac so kro . ¥ suiv. c¥ ra  
le saññ hË sa taññ || ¥ kå˙ dhammasat chum˙ phrat so atui  kui chuiv sa taññ |  
 
[3.] vinaññ achum˙ aphrat tuμ sau laññ | thuiv mahåther saññ ma ¥ ma kyan saññ 
phrac r* nå phyå rå n* | nå phyå rå n* tapaññ. ra ˙ tuiv. saññ lup kyve˙ sau laññ ko  
| tapaññ. ra ˙ mahut so sË tuiv. saññ lut kyve˙ sau laññ ko  | thuiv arap n* rhi so 
rahan tuiv. nha  amhya ve bhan rå e* || thui suiv. ve bhan rå tva  laññ | thui sË nå kui 
lut kyve˙ pe so pañcañ saññ ta cu ra pran le rå e* | såmaˆekå | ta cu kvai ra thuik e* | 
pañca  sau laññ ko  såmaˆe sau laññ ko  | lË sau laññ ko  | alup akraμ pru på rå˙ 
sau laññ myak mhok lak n* thaññ. khai. so uccå kui så lhya  ra thuik khye saññ | lak 
suiv. ma rok so uccå kui kå˙ amve khaμ phrac so rahan tuiv. saññ så lhya  pui  thuik 
le sa taññ || såmaˆe saññ thui sË nå rahan kui apr¥˙ ac¥˙ tui  ao  lup kyve˙ på sau 
kå˙ | parikharå rhac på˙ kui laññ ko  thui rahan myå˙ tuiv. e* acu tva  ta vak kuiv 
laññ ko  ra thuik e* | lË raññ lup kyve på say kå | parikkharå rhac på˙ e* abhuiv. kui 
så ra thuik e* | thuiv mha kvra  so paccaññ parikkharå kui sau kå˙ ma ra så pa le | 
abhay kro . naññ hË mË kå˙ [cau(r), 077] rahan khya  så amyui˙ maññ so kro . taññ 
| thui sË de e* paccaññ parikkharå saññ ta på˙ mhå nhaμ r* rhi le sau laññ thuiv 
paccaññ rhi le rå arap n* rhi so rahan tuiv. saññ så lhya  pui  thuik le sa taññ |  
  
 
[1.] I cite this gåthå [from the dhammasattha] regarding the inheritance of the property 
and requisites (parikkhåra) of bhikkhus: [...gåthå...]. 
  
[nissaya:] 
When a mahåthera, parent of the sa gha, dies (khandhå pro ) a mahåthera shall 
receive his requisites of going forth (pabbajjita-parikkhåra), gardens and water tanks 
which constitute donations (dåya) and offerings (dånavatthu). As for his dhana-dåsa, 
that is his property, money (kye), and slaves, they should be divided into four shares. 
Of these a mahåthera receives two shares. One share goes to the theras lower in rank 
(aok ther). The remaining one share should be divided into four shares. [Of these four] 
the newly ordained monks (navo bhikkhu ~ pañca  sac) should receive three shares, 
while the novices (såmaˆera) should receive the remaining one share. As for lay 
attendants (alup akyve˙) and relatives (achve) and kinsmen (amyuiv˙)1284 who are 

                                                
1284 Typically in Burmese achve amyui˙ is used as a compound to refer simply to 
“relatives”. Nissayas and premodern lexica, however, sometimes note shades of 
different meaning between these two elements. Achve occasionally seems to carry a 
meaning of relation based on ascribed familial or group identity (Pali bandhava, 
bandhu, sajana), whereas amyui˙ seems to refer to more narrowly to the kin-
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householders (g¥hi ~ lË), they should get only those gifts (dinna) that are in hand at the 
time [of death]. If there are no such people who gave and were his disciples, then 
those monk-associates (rahan bhau khra ) who were close to him should receive 
[such gifts that were in hand].1285 Why is the rule thus? Because monks are not the 
relatives of householders (kasmå? gihissa abandhu bhåvato).  
 
[Vernacular adhippåya section:] 
[2.] The meaning is as follows. When a mahåthera who is like the parents of the 
sa gha dies, the eight requisites (parikkhåra) of the monk—the taku†,1286 sa kan,1287 
kha pan (girdle), sa  pui ,1288 kharui  (water ladle), pai khvap (cutter)1289, sabit 
(bowl), ap (needle)—his gardens and water-tanks, and his donative offerings 
(dånavatthu), are to be received by the most senior mahåthera among the sa ghas. If 
there is any money, slaves, or property, this should be divided into four shares. Two 
shares go to the mahåthera, one share goes to the theras of lesser rank. The remaining 
one share should be divided into four shares. Three shares of this go to the newly 
ordained monks, one share goes to the novices. As for those non-monastics (lË) who 
were his disciples (tapaññ.), kinsmen (chve), relatives (myui˙ ññåtakå), and attendants 
(lup kyve˙), they are entitled to as much as had been delivered into his hand, 
equivalent to [the amount of] their acts of merit (ahlË ko  mhu mhya så, i.e. their 
donations). If there are none of these four types of lay-disciples, then the monks who 
are entitled to inherit should receive such property. Why is this? Because monks are 
not relatives of laymen. [The point in saying this is that the lay relatives of the monk 
cannot inherit unless they have made donations and are classed as disciples who can 
inherit]. Thus it says in the text. This is according to the rulings (chum˙ phrat) of 
the dhammasat.  
 
[3.] However, the rulings of the Vinaya are as follows: When a mahåthera becomes 
sick, whether his own disciples or others have attended to him in his place of illness 
(nå phyå rå), [his property after his death] should be equally distributed to all the 

                                                                                                                                       
relationship defined by birth (Pali ñåtaka, ñåti). KAN notes these and other 
differences at §243. The reason I mention this here is that below these two terms seem 
to be taken separately in the list of the 4 non-monastics who may inherit a monk’s 
property.  
1285 Note the different vocabulary associated with the several types of monastic 
property mentioned here. 1. parikkhåra (requisites), dåya (donations), and dånavatthu 
(offerings), which are transferred to a mahåthera; 2. dhana-dåsa (property and slaves), 
which are apportioned to other members of the sa gha, and 3. dinna (gifts), which 
may revert to their lay donors if they were recently donated at the time of death.  
1286 The large upper robe of the monastic tic¥vara. See Voh., p. 701. 
1287 The sa ghå†¥ robe of the monastic tic¥vara.  
1288 The lower robe of the monastic tic¥vara.  
1289 In modern lists of the 8 requisites våsi is often translated as “razor” (Bse. sa  
dhun˙). On pai˙ kvap used to gloss Pali tacchan¥ (Skt, tak an¥), “cutter”, see KAN 
§393. 
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monks in that place. And in apportioning his property in this way those monks 
(pañca ) who gave assistance to the sick should receive one additional share. A 
novice receives half a share. Whosoever serves as an attendant, whether a monk 
(pañca ) or a novice or a layperson (lË), shall keep whatever property was received by 
their hand [i.e. they keep anything given to them by the deceased]. Any property not 
delivered over to them shall belong to the monks who are entitled to inherit. If a 
novice attended to the sick monk until the very end (apr¥˙ ac¥˙ tui  ao ) he should 
receive the eight requisites (parikkhåra) and one half of a share given to the monks. If 
a layman gave assistance [to the sick monk] he should receive only the value of the 
eight requisites; if there is any remaining property or requisites he is not entitled to 
them. What is the reason for this rule? Because only a monk is [his] relative (amyui˙). 
If upon his death his property and requisites are deposited in another place, it is right 
that only the monks in that place are the owners.  

 

Here Manuråjå cites and then explains gåthås concerning monastic inheritance from 

the MSRP but adds that this law is different from that stipulated by the Vinaya. The 

portion of vernacular text in section three is not included in the MSRP. Although the 

source text is not cited, here the Vinaya rule is based on the commentary to the 

Matasantakakathå (“Discourse on the property of the dead”) of the Mahåvagga in the 

Sp.1290 That the MSRP gåthås provoked this interjection is telling in a number of 

respects. First it shows clearly that there were different laws for monastic conduct 

circulating in 17th century Burma. These included laws that were not sanctioned by 

the Pali Vinaya or its commentaries, but derived rather from dhammasattha, although 

on the basis of this reference alone it would be impossible to determine what practical 

impact if any such laws may have had. Secondly, it tells us that the conflicts between 

dhammasattha law and the laws of the Vinaya were recognized. Despite this 

recognition it is interesting that here Manuråjå does not argue that either set of laws 

should be preferred over the other; the conflict is simply noted and left unresolved.  

Inasmuch as later dhammasatthas also discuss monastic inheritance, 

dissonance with Vinaya accounts often receive extended comment. For example, in 

                                                
1290 Sp V, 1133-34; Ma AË Sayadaw, Mahåvå a††hakathå-nis., Mandalay, 
Kavilakkhaˆa, 1960, pp. 404-07. For the mËla text see Vin I, 303-05. 
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both the VinP and the Manuvaˆˆanå, Vaˆˆadhamma provides lengthy citations from 

the Mahåvagga to show in even more detail how “the old dhammasats are not in 

accordance with the Vinaya” on the issue.1291 In one of the latest treatises, the Gaˆ†hi-

dhammasat-nissaya, written in 1869, there is no mention of earlier dhammasattha laws 

for monastic inheritance at all, only a sustained discussion of provisions from the 

Vinaya commentaries.1292 These and other later texts reveal the increasing influence of 

Vinaya jurisprudence on conceptions of monastic inheritance, and often include 

detailed discussions (absent in the MSR) of the different treatment of saμghika 

(“communal”) and puggalika (“personal”) monastic property and lahubhaˆ a (“light”) 

and garubhaˆ a (“heavy”) monastic property, all of which are parallel with accounts 

in the Sp and other Vinaya texts.1293  

A great deal of research remains to be done on comparing these and similar 

developments in the dhammasattha tradition. Here the key question becomes that of 

the fate of the genre in the context of what we might call “legal reform”. Reform must 

be understood, however, not in terms of an opposition between what is new and what 

is traditional, since this gives the false impression that dhammasattha was a static and 

conservative discourse. As we have seen even in the 17th century there is a wide gulf 

that separates the DhV and MSR both in terms of their literary styles and their positive 

legal content, and thus difference and innovation has always been a hallmark of the 

genre. However, vernacular and Pali sources compiled between the 17th and 19th 

centuries show quite clearly that during this period a gradual transformation in the 

legal culture was underway that stimulated the production and dissemination of new 

                                                
1291 For our purposes here it is acceptable to consult the printed editions of VinP, p. 
52; Manuvaˆˆanå, p. 75.   
1292 Gaˆ†hi-dhammasat-nissaya, NL 2096, f.cau(v)-cha(r). 
1293 For additional citations regarding monastic inheritance from later dhammasatthas 
see DBBL I, Ch. XXV. My future work will explore this issue in more sustained 
detail.  
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forms of written law. The criticisms of dhammasattha begun in the 17th century and 

noted in Chapter Six already participated in these developments, which were 

increasingly elaborated along two axes: 1.) an intensified orientation towards a 

distinctive conception of Buddhist textual orthodoxy founded on a core set of 

authoritative texts and commentaries, which effectively repositioned the status of 

dhammasattha as a genre of Buddhist legislation sanctioned by the tipi†aka; and, 2.) 

the gradual encroachment of European trade, ideas, printing technology, and 

colonialism and the emergence of a new understanding of a national administrative 

and political domain, which eventually turned to British India, even prior to 

colonization, for models of a reformed jurisprudence.1294 These trends had far-

reaching consequences for Burmese religious and intellectual life in general, but their 

impact on legal culture was particularly profound. They culminated in the middle of 

the 19th century with a self-conscious project of judicial reform carried out by the 

administrations of the last two monarchs of Burma, who utilized the printing press 

beginning in 1864 to disseminate legislation based on both a revised understanding of 

the function of traditional kingship and imported European juridical techniques.1295  

While these transformations were in part a response to new global networks of 

intellectual and economic exchange and colonialism, they were fundamentally 

                                                
1294 An increasing emphasis on the centrality of the tipi†aka in the context of monastic 
education is witnessed also in 18th Century Sri Lanka. Compare Anne Blackburn, 
Buddhist Learning and Textual Practice in Eighteenth-Century Lankan Monastic 
Culture, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2001. 
1295 Few studies have addressed the legal culture of this period. These deal only 
secondarily—or not at all—with questions of reform and with the relation of law and 
Buddhism. The most detailed and well-researched work is Bha Thaung, “Kun˙ bho  
khet tarå˙ upade”. See also Yi Yi, “The Judicial System of King Mindon”, Journal of 
the Burma Research Society, XLV, i (1962), 7-27; Toe Hla, Kun˙ bho  khet mran må. 
lË mhu aphvai. acaññ˙ nha . tarå˙ mhu kha ˙ myå˙, Yangon, Universities Historical 
Research Centre, 2004; Kyin Swi, “The Judicial System in the Kingdom of Burma”, 
Unpublished PhD Dissertation, University of London, 1965. 
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catalyzed by the progressive elaboration of earlier ideas and practices. Earlier 

approaches to written law as a primary instrument of juristic pedagogy addressed to 

judges did not cease, but were refigured by new perspectives that by the mid-19th 

century increasingly regarded law as embodied primarily in written texts understood 

as statutes (upade or upadesa) enacted by the state. The idea of statutory law was not 

new in Burma but was modeled after the råjaßåsana or amin tau, the “royal edict”, a 

form of state-centered legislative practice that has a long history in Burma and 

elsewhere in South and Southeast Asia, and which is provided for in dhammasattha as 

well as dharmaßåstra texts. Such statues were meant to be uniformly applied by judges 

and magistrates throughout Burmese territories in the context of dispute resolution, 

and even provided “secondary rules” governing procedure. Although manuscript 

culture remained remarkably stable from the 17th century until the advent of print (and 

even beyond and within print culture itself), as did the formal techniques of 

compilation discussed in chapters Four and Five, these state-led reforms were in part 

related to changes in the technologies used for the dissemination of written law well 

before the advent of printing in Burma, notably the increased reliance upon black 

parabaik as a support for administrative documents and orders. When legal texts began 

to be printed in the mid-19th century, this served to further extend certain aspects of 

the new manuscript culture (e.g., the possibility of wide dissemination, 

reproducibility, and private or silent reading), while minimizing others (e.g., the 

dangers of scribal variation).  

Most significantly, the theological status and foundational mythologies of 

dhammasattha were increasingly refashioned along cosmopolitan, neo-orthodox lines. 

Dhammasattha compilers for the first time felt the need to assert the “properly” 

Buddhist credentials of the genre by citing from Pali texts perceived as canonical to 

support their rulings. Content that appeared to contradict the dicta of the tipi†aka and 
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commentaries was expunged. Another salient feature of the later era was the 

elaboration of the concept of legal jurisdictions and their connection to different 

genres of written law. The spheres of “civil” and “criminal” law—words which enter 

Burmese in the 19th century—were defined primarily by edicts, dhammasattha, and 

upadesa, while bhikkhus were, in theory, regulated by rulings of ecclesiastical 

officials (vinicchaya) derived from the Vinaya and its commentaries. However, this 

separation was never complete in precolonial Burma, and there continued to be 

disputes in which monks were tried by law derived not from the Vinaya but from 

dhammasattha. Similarly, jurisdiction over bråhmaˆas and “Indian Muslims” (pas¥ 

kulå˙) in Burma was increasingly relegated to the “customs” (thuμ˙ caμ) and 

religious treatises (bhåså kyam˙) of these different groups.1296 Although this 

separation was enacted by royal edict at least as early as 1805, the British were the 

first to insist on an understanding of jurisdiction in the explicit terms of a difference 

between “secular” and “religious” law, concepts that derived exclusively from 

European theology and jurisprudence and came to supplant, in the legal context, the 

old juxtaposition of lokiya and lokuttara. Dhammasattha as a genre continued to be 

written until the early 1880s, the very twilight of precolonial Burma. Although the 

genre was redeployed in bastardized form by the colonial legislature and 

institutionalized under section 13 of the Burma Laws Act of 1898 as a mutant 

Buddhist customary civil law that still persists in the current legal system of Myanmar, 

dhammasattha effectively ceased to be a viable form of literary and legal expression.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
1296 On the separation of these jurisdictions see MMOS, iv, pp. 252-254. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Manusåra-dhammasattha-på†ha1297 
 
ka-verso  

1) namotassabhagavato arahato sammåsambuddhassa || 
2) sajjanåsajjanåsevaμ  
3) narånaråbhivu hikaμ 
4) påra gaμpåra gaμ netaμ 
5) viraμ viraμ bhivandiya || 
6) ådikappanarindena 
7) hitakåmenadhimatå 
8) mahåsamataråjena 
9) patitthitoyovinicchayo  || 
10) tatoråjanukkamena 
11) pattharitåmahitale 
12) byË maμ dh¥ råjakålasmiμ 
13) aparante janapade || 
14) socadevånamindoca 
15) tåpassoca tayojanå 
16) tassa sugahaˆatthåya  
17) saμkhepåsuddhamågadhå || 
18) tatoråmaññadeseca 
19) anuppattevinicchayo 
20) tassasug¥haˆatthåya 
21) tabbohårena†hapitå || 
22) tatoråmaññabhåsåya 
23) uparåjenayåcito 

kå-recto 
1) setanågindabhËkåle 
2) tassorasenadh¥matå || 
3) dhammasatthaμ vicåreti 
4) buddhaghosotinåmako 
5) hitatthikomahåthero 
6) subodhatthaμ suˆåthataμ || 
7) passaμkåme ådinavaμ 
8) nikkhameca ånisaμsaμ  
9) abhiññå påramesanto 
10) abhiññåpåram¥gato || 
11) samåpattisamåpanno 
12) sabbasattånukampako 
13) ubhayatthahitesanto 

                                                
1297 Largely unreconstructed and principally following MSRh (BL Or Add 12241). See 
Chapter Five for details on this and other manuscripts mentioned in the notes.  
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14) manusårotinåmako 
15) cakkavå¬assapåkårå 
16) asåtthaμdhammatakkharaμ 
17) visålaμtosentaμdh¥raμ 
18) suvisuddhaμsukhåvahaμ || 
19) gambh¥ratthavinicchayaμ 
20) vicittanayamaˆ itaμ 
21) mohågativimucchitaμ 
22) dhammasattapakaraˆaμ || 
23) saråjasabbalokånaμ 
24) hitatthåya 

kå-verso  
1) manågate 
2) mahåsamataråjassa 
3) åharatimah¥tala || 
4) ådokappasamu††hånå 
5) amhåkaμbodhiyopajå 
6) samataråjåhutvåna 
7) janaμdhammenarakkhati || 
8) tadåbrahmadevonåma 
9) brahmåbrahmabhavåcuto 
10) samataråjavaμsamhi 
11) mattakulapajåyate || 
12) yuvassakålesampatte 
13) bhojitvåmattasampatti 
14) janåbhavegarahatthe 
15) taμsuˆåtibahujanå || 
16) gharåvåsaμpajahitvå 
17) karitvå isipabbajjaμ 
18) caritvå issara†hånaμ 
19) mandåk¥ˆisam¥pakaμ 
20) vaj¥rapabbatayuttaμ 
21) selagËhaμpavåsayi || 
22) aggijålitvåsåyaˆhe 
23) jålaμvandatic¥varaμ 
24) katvåruˆavaˆˆabhummi 
25) vidatthicatura gulaμ || 
26) samukhaμkasiˆiμdisvå 
27) bhåvetvå pathav¥kasi 
28) pa†ibhåganimittassa 
29) dakkhedakkhekasidasse || 
30) labhitvåpa†hamaμ jhånaμ 
31) kammenadutiyådikaμ 
32) pañcåbhiññå uppådetvå 
33) a††hasamåpat¥padå || 
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34) vicåretvåsakaμbhavaμ 
35) såyuμbhådårajaμputtaμ 
36) samataråjavaμsåna 
37) ññåsiraññopakårataμ || 
38) pathamegimmakålasmiμ 
39) candanådihimavane 
40) m¥sakavanasannibhå  
41) passobhåpupphama gurå || 
42) ki¬antidevatåtatra 
43) subhågandhabbakinnarå 
44) pupphasabha guråsabhå 
45) phalåphalånigahitå || 
46) sËriyetapegandhabbå 
47) ki¬åmandåkiˆisare 
48) dibbatËriyeg¥tehi 
49) kilayantidinedine || 
50) gimma utukhayepatte 
51) mahåmeghopavassati 
52) mahåvåtasamu††hånåsaμkampipavanitadå || 
53) tasmi ekisigandhabbi 
54) ghoravåtåbhayåruci 
55) nånådisånigacchanti 
56) ekavijjådharabhayå || 
57) gacchati issayarahaμ 
58) paggayhapaduma guliμ 
59) rodantåmatagadåva 
60) yåcateka†hånaμvasaμ || 
61) issayotassayaμsutvå 
62) apehitvaμ upåsikånanumåtugåmonåma 
63) akappiyotisovade || 
64) bhantelokanåthosotvaμ 
65) mayaμvijjådharaμbhitå 
66) kåruññañca upåda 

ki-recto 
1) tha 
2) ekarattavasåmahaμ || 
3) j¥vitassakkhayåbhito 
4) tu himahesayotadå 
5) nevadassatigandhabbi 
6) såcatu hisuvassati 
7) puna aggihutesåyaμ 
8) aggobhåsenadassati 
9) uttamarËpadharaˆi 
10) sudassivarakinnar¥ || 
11) hitvånalokiyaμjhånaμ 
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12) taˆhårågasamu††hitaμ 
13) gandhabbirËpaμdisvåna 
14) cittanikantirañjati || 
15) takhaˆeyågacittena 
16) muduhatthena issayo 
17) netvå attavasaμguhaμ 
18) khånakilesaμupådayi || 
19) bahurågohis¥lavå 
20) aggobhåsalabhåriva 
21) pharaˆåpitubbajjanti 
22) jhånåbhiññåvinodayi || 
23) mamodabandhågandhabbi 
24) kåmarågavasagatå 
25) nevadassesakaμbandhu 
26) gharåvåsamakårayi || 
27) ekasaμvaccharepatte 
28) pa†isandhi uppajjati 
29) paripåkagabbhakåle 
30) puttaμvijåyisobhaˆaμ || 
31) pharaˆåpituppaggitvå 
32) disvåputtaμsusobhaˆaμ 
33) subhadraμnåmakumåraμ 
34) vadantisukukhubhayå || 
35) tatiyesaμvacchayepatte 
36) gandhabbipunaputtakaμ 
37) bhåtarihasitavåkye 
38) måtåpitarasantike 
39) manuññavåkyabhåsanto  
40) manusårotinåmako || 
41) sattasaμvaccharepatte 
42) †hatvånubhayasantike 
43) paridevamupådesuμ 
44) puttebhåvetvåbhåvanaμ || 
45) brahmalokagatosvåhaμ 
46) råjavaμsagatå ubho 
47) tumhaμmatågamissati 
48) puraμgandhabbapabbataμ || 
49) tathåpucchanti teputtå 
50) kulaμvaμsaμsasambhavaμ 
51) mahesayopa†ivådi 
52) manussattaμsasambhavaμ 
53) samatavaμsaμ ññatvåna 
54) jambËd¥patalaμvasaμ 
55) måtukulañcagandhabbaμ 
56) doha¬asumupåditaμ || 
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57) icchåyataμ isibhåvaμ 
58) attakulaμdassissåma 
59) yadisvåtvaμisikatvå 
60) jhånaμbhåvethabhåvanaμ || 
61) ekasmisundarasele 
62) måtåpitarasantike  
63) ubhopi isitaμkatvå 
64) jhånaμbhåvesuμbhåvanaμ 
65) labhitvåsakalaμjhånaμ 
66) abhisumupåditå || 
67) pacchåcutaμbrahmadevaμ 
68) jhåpetvåcandaka{†}†hehi 

ki-verso  
1) yathåpitarasåsanaμ 
2) gantåcatucakkavå¬aμ || 
3) subhadråcakkavå¬å 
4) likhitvålokiyaμsåraμ 
5) dhammasattaμ manusåro 
6) likhitvåcavåcuggato || 
7) sabbalokahitåvahå 
8) isikani††habhåtaro 
9) åkåsenevabbhuggantvå 
10) -nuppatvåsamatagharaμ || 
11) sammataråjubhodisvå 
12) ditvåna issayåsanaμ 
13) padumañjalikaritvå 
14) pucchatågatakåraˆaμ || 
15) visajjesuμ ubhorañño 
16) attanoråjavaμsataμ 
17) sabbalokesukåraˆaμ 
18) lokiyaμdhammasattakaμ || 
19) tadåmaccasutabhåvaμ 
20) vanacårocårocati 
21) brahmadevagharåvåsaμ 
22) gandhabbiputtamubhayaμ 
23) paˆitaμbhojanaμdatvå 
24) -bhuñjåpetvånatecubho 
25) sabbaggandhappakåraˆe 
26) yathåvuttaμåvattate || 
27) samataråjå ådityå 
28) tadåparåparåbhataμ 
29) lokopakåraμkathitaμ 
30) dhammasattapakåraˆaμ || 
31) yoca akkhadasso tasmå 
32) agatisu pati††hito 
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33) nihayati tassa yaso 
34) kålapakkheva candimå || 
35) akkhadasso viniccheyya 
36) agatisu nati††hito 
37) pava hati tassa yaso 
38) sukkapakkheva candimå || 
39) yokarotimanubalaμ 
40) pakkhånaμbahuvåd¥naμ 
41) bahumayånaμniraye 
42) patatevapunapunnaμ || 
43) yocelañcaμkhåditvåna 
44) viniccheyya adhammiko 
45) nirayaμ ka†ukaμ dukkhaμ 
46) gacchate vaniyantaraμ  || 
47) tatomucchitvåsamaμsaμ 
48) khådateva{dato}muruμmuruμ 
49) ku††ålappamåˆonakho 
50) petohutvånapunappunnaμ || 
51) yoråjapathameyåme 
52) suˆeyyanaccagitakaμ 
53) våditañcatatopacchå 
54) dhammaporaˆamågathaμ  || 
55) pacchimesamåsay¥två 
56) papujhitvåtatoparaμ 
57) vidatthimattaμsasnehaμ 
58) dantaka††haμsakaˆ akaμ || 
59) pupputtara abhimukhaμ 
60) nakiñcipa†ivåcakaμ 
61) khådeyyataμvisodhetvå 
62) suddha††hånevakhipaye || 
63) mukhaμdhovitvåbundhådiμ 
64) natvåla kårabhusanaμ 
65) hasanaμsamukhaμkatvå 
66) dhanassåropaññhåyanaμ 
67) råjåsanenis¥ditvå 
68) pathamaμcaturo  

k¥-recto  
1) jane 
2) paˆ itaμgaˆakaμvajjaμ 
3) purohitaμvipassaye || 
4) tamhåcadakkhiˆahatthaμ 
5) ukkhipitvå uggayhakaμ sammåvinicchaya†hånaμ 
6) upantonis¥daye || 
7) tato ubhosupakkhesu 
8) mittåmittenakåraye 
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9) antaråyadukkhaμtesaμ 
10) attanoviyakåraye || 
11) tato khattiyabrahmaˆå 
12) maccapaˆ itasamukhe 
13) ubhopakkhånaμdhanaμ 
14) ådarenasuˆeyyaso || 
15) tatotesaμkathimukhaμ 
16) vilokanañcakaraˆaμ 
17) jåtigottaμpurakkhitvå 
18) yathåkåmaμnakåraye1298 || 
19) tesamanujånåpetvå 
20) dhammasatteyathågataμ 
21) vinicchayapariggayha 
22) samå a††amåropaye || 
23) tathåcåropånakåle 
24) nagararåja†håniye 
25) gåmajanappadebhåge 
26) pariggayha anågate || 
27) tadåpakkhe avaˆˆoca 
28) akkosane paribhåsane 
29) nakuppe sace kuppeyya 
30) akkhadasso na kåraye || 
31) yonadhanaμvilokeyya 
32) bahumåyaμ na issaye 
33) taμ vådachindaμ kåraye  
34) soko dukkhaμ vinassati || 
35) åyu yaso ca kitti ca 
36) puˆˆacandovava hati 
37) nagaraμ a haμ phitañca 
38) verijeyobhavissati || 
39) sacetaμanusåsanaμ 
40) katvådåsaμsamu††hitaμ 
41) ågataμ vinicchayaμ nettaμ sabbavådavinicchaye || 
42) kui gåmassaphalindena 
43) paˆ itenasukhesinå 
44) narådhipupanissåya 
45) kålokånamatthasådhakaμ 
46) sattepicåcariyehi1299 || 
47) sodhitaμ1300 dhammasattakaμ1301 ||END BOOK ONE 

                                                
1298 MSRe skips to k¥(v) ln. 45 below. 
1299 MSRj ka(v): sattehitacariyehi 
1300 MSRj ka(v): sovidhaμ 
1301 End of Book 1; MSRh go(r) | MSRk is the only mss to clearly distinguish and 
enumerate chapters 1-10 in a Pali version of the MSR. Here MSRk, ki(r), inserts: 
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48) tattha a††ådvidhåvuttå1302 
49) mËlasåkhappabhedato 
50) mËlå††hårasadhåsåkhå 
51) tidhinnåtimanekadhaμ || * 
52) inadhanaμsannidhånaμ 
53) nasakaμparikinitaμ 
54) adhammadhanavibhågaμ 
55) dhanaμdatvåpacchågaˆhaμ || 
56) bha†ikassabalibote 
57) bahumajjhesusamukhe 
58) yaμvacanaμkathetvåna 
59) pacchåpunakathentitaμ || 
60) kinitvåpuna icchati 
61) vikiˆitvåvivattati 
62) dvipadåvåcatupadå 
63) sabbemanussabha†ikå || 
64) pathavivibhattivåcå 
65) aññadosaparopitaμ 
66) paraghåtaμgharaμgacche 
67) itthipurisavigate 
68) vibhatticadhanahetu 
69) akkha 

k¥-verso  
1) dhutthapa†ibhåro 
2) etemËlå a††hårasa 
3) dhammasattepakåsitå || * 
4) tidinnaμ dve ca abbhutå 
5) catubhariyå sattadåsakå 
6) dvådasaputtavaˆˆå ca 
7) tilañcågaticattåri || 
8) sattadåyajjåcatukañña 
9) itthekapiya†hapitå 
10) cha††etabbåpañcitthiyo 
11) du åcåra cha itthiyo || 
12) pañcalolitthiyo unnå  
13) catudhåpañcakuppannå 
14) dvikiˆeyyavikiˆeyya 
15) avikinåcatudhanå || 
16) catutisasakkhivaˆˆå 

                                                                                                                                       
uddharitvåna satthehi | acariyehi ca sandhiya | nånånayavisobhåsaμ | sodhitaμ 
dhammasatthakaμ | itimanusåradhammasatthe bahirajjhattanidånovådaparipuˆˆo 
dvåsitiyå gåthåya pa†imaˆ ito pathamo kaˆ o | ekaμ dutiya råjaññaμ | 
dvidhådhammassa desakaμ | natvå jinaμ mahaμ dåni | kassaμ dutiyakaˆ aμ 
1302 MSRh-nis., gå˙(r).  
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17) sattadhåparadårikå 
18) dasapothåpañcakkoså 
19) catudhåpakkhåcariyå || 
20) tulyapakkhåcatuvaˆˆå 
21) catugaˆhådvemuccanå 
22) tividhåpa†ibhogåca 
23) catudånålabheyyadve || 
24) iti etehi åd¥hi 
25) lañjaμ katvå va paˆ ito 
26) paravådecechindeyya 
27) sugati adhigacchati || * 
28) sinnehåcadhanaμdinnaμpibhayato 
29) saddhåyacadhanaμdinnaμ 
30) tividhaμdannalakkhaˆaμ || 
31) sinnehåyadhanaμdatvå 
32) paccåce attadukkhito 
33) taμ santaμ pa†igaˆheyya 
34) tasmina†henayåcaye || * 
35) yo ca bhayådhanaμ datvå 
36) pacchagaˆheyyataμdhanaμasantepikate tabbaμ 
37) vuttamevabhayåkasmå || * 
38) yaμ saddhåyadhanaμdatvå 
39) pacchåsantepi asante 
40) na gaˆheyyanavåceyya  
41) taμ phalaμ pa†ilåbhato || * 
42) sinnehåyaμvåcaμvade 
43) tañcagaˆheyyabhayato 
44) nacagaˆheyyasaddhåya 
45) gaˆheyyacevasaddhaye || * 
46) dosåkaroti abbhËtaμ 
47) ekaμ adosatopi ca 
48) ekaμkarotiabbhËtaμ 
49) dvidhå abbhËtalakkhaˆå || * 
50) doså[-]abbhËtaμnakhådeyya 
51) niyamassa abhåvato 
52) adosadhanaμkhådeyya 
53) taμvijjamånåbhåvato || * 
54) sannidhånaμdhanaμbhaˆ aμ 
55) pivådaμlumpitaμdhanaμ 
56) dhanabbhËtodhanacoro 
57) vihånesetachattakaμ ||  
58) sattavidhaμ imaμ dhanaμ 
59) vippallåsenabhati || * 
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60) ekå itthiråjakulå1303 
61) brahmaˆakulåcavaˆijjå 
62) ekå itthicakassakå 
63) catuvaˆˆåcabhariyå || * 
64) itthiyåpurisematedasabhågaμkare 
65) tassatassåvibhajjeyya  
66) taμ taμ kulånurËpa 

ku-recto 
1) to || 
2) råjakulåcatubhågaμ 
3) tibhågaμ brahmaˆakulå 
4) dvebhågaμvåˆijjåkulå 
5) ekabhågañcakassakå || * 
6) tato bahikulitthiyo 
7) hatthagataμvalabbhare 
8) kasmåtåtåsañcakulånahinatthå iti vuccati || * 
9) vikiˆeyyadhanadåså  
10) puttadåsåmåtåpitå 
11) jåtidåså aññådinnå 
12) a††adåsåca1304 bhattikå || 
13) verijayåcadåsåca 
14) sattavaˆˆåcapesitå  * 
15) muñcanåbhikkhudåsåca1305 
16) brahmadåsåbhikkhunå 
17) bhikkhubrahmaˆåbrahmaˆå 
18) bhatthis¥lå aññejanå 
19) khattadåsåbhisatteva 
20) dåsakammånalabbhare || * 
21) orasaputtåkhattajå 
22) he††himåceva puppakå 
23) kittimåca apati††hå 
24) chaputtadåyabandhavå || * 
25) dinnåsaho håpunanubbhavåki¬itasvånutthå 
26) chåtabhattaparittaså 
27) asådålapanåchate || * 
28) tesusabbesusantesu 
29) tesaμsatisasåmike 
30) såmiko assa issaro yassasinno va issaro || * 
31) ye ca åditayoputtå 
32) orase catubhågaso 

                                                
1303 kasmå is written above this gåthå but there doesn’t appear to be the usual sigla 
used by the scribe to note where it should be inserted. 
1304 MSRe go(r) reads aññadinnå and a††adåså 
1305 MSRh-nis. gh¥(v). 
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33) he††himo 
34) ekabhågåca 
35) a habhågåcakhettajå || 
36) sahatå {samåtå}1306 attanobhågå 
37) sacenatthisakåmåtå 
38) a habhågaμvalabbhati 
39) itivuttaμ mahesinå || * 
40) måtåpitusacegehe 
41) †hitå orasakittimå 
42) orasopañcabhågåca  
43) ekabhågaμ vi kittimå || * 
44) orasebahinikkhante 
45) catubhågevalabbhare 
46) kittimebahinikkhante 
47) na so labhati dåyajjaμ  || * 
48) orasekitimena†he 
49) apati†henaññåtakå 
50) samalabhetesutesu 
51) na†hesuråjabhogiso || * 
52) måtapitunaμyådhitvå 
53) anådaraμkareyyå ca 
54) sunakhaμ såpeyya 
55) putto akkåtapetape {-betape} {akkotapetape}1307 || * 
56) måtåpituvivåhitå 
57) †hatvånubhogharantare 
58) anicchantåcacha††eyyyμ 
59) bhåjitvåparasamukhe || 
60) puna ca tesaμ våseyyuμ dosodinnaμ na vijjati 
61) dh¥tåvåsaμ 

ku-verso 
1) gharaμ gantvå {gantå} 
2) bhuñjeyyacekabhåjane || 
3) samacittesu ubhosu 
4) nicchantåmåtåpitaro 
5) gaˆheyyuμ punacesådhu 
6) tesaμ issarabhåvato || * 
7) matåpituvivåhitå 
8) niråsådinnasåmike 
9) etissådviguˆaμsu kaμ 
10) gaˆheyya agghamevavå || * 
11) matåpituvivåhitå 
12) micchåcåraññapurase 

                                                
1306 MSRe, gaμ(r) 
1307 MSRe, gå˙(r) 
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13) somikocenaseveyaμ 
14) kåmasu kaμdadeyyaså || * 
15) sevecedviguˆaμsu kaμ 
16) yaññadinnaμsachannakaμ 
17) matåpitudinnaμseve 
18) svadagghaμsåminodade1308 || * 
19) pumå anicchaμ na labhe 
20) sukaμvåsagharaμgate 
21) tivassåtikkamemuñca 
22) tamhåsåkhamabhåvato || * 
23) yo ca dhanaμ alabhitvå 
24) dh¥taraμ nadadeyyataμ 
25) cedadeyya idamicchå 
26) såhikåmavasådinnå || 
27) yañcatenadhanaμdinnaμ 
28) taμvalabhatiyaμnoce 
29) nacalabhatitaμtassa 
30) iˆåbhåvåtivuccati || * 
31) brahmådadeyyåkareyyå 
32) suruppiggassa bha akå 
33) abyådhitåcasamaså 
34) itikåma†hadhåmatå || * 
35) sukulaμparasamukhe 
36) vatvådhitåvivåhitå 
37) nasukulaμtaμcha††eyya 
38) pitåbrahmakulato || * 
39) dassantisamukhevatvå 
40) dh¥taraμicchitaμdade 
41) dinnaμlabhedhanådinnaμ 
42) deyyåkåmabhåvato || * 
43) karissaμsumukhevatvå 
44) icchitadh¥taraμdade 
45) måtåpitugharekatvå  
46) tivasaμmuñcatetato || * 
47) dharissaμsamukhevatvå 
48) dinnassasudinnådh¥tå 
49) asamakulacittåce agghatassadadantite || * 
50) ubbiggasådh¥tådinnå 
51) nubbiggåvåcayepuna 
52) bha akåkåmarañcece 
53) ariyåpurisassaså || * 
54) abyådhitådh¥tådinnå 
55) kåmaladdhåkumårikåbyådhimokkhonadinnåce 

                                                
1308 MSRe, gå˙(v). 
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56) vejjassakulagghaμdade || * 
57) puttipumenakåmehi 
58) samacittåvamicchati 
59) nalajjåmåtåpitunaμ 
60) dadeyyuμtaμkumårikaμ || * 
61) yecubhoparasamukhe 
62) dassetvåputtadh¥taro 
63) bandhavapa†iññaμdenti 
64) tulyåchandena te cubho || 
65) ubhoputtesu ehåya {tekåya}1309 {ekådasa}1310 
66) matåyadentisesakaμ 
67) nocedenti alaññassa  
68) a ha- 

kË-recto 
1) -bhågaμviluppaye || 
2) yathåhipa†iññaμkathaμ 
3) tathåkåtuμviyujjati 
4) abhËtapuppaμtaμvåcaμ 
5) viparitantibhåsitaμ || * 
6) måtåpitå agårena 
7) yojetvåputtadh¥taro 
8) gahetvåpunaceyoje 
9) aññakammaμnacaidaμ || * 
10) ye ca cha††eyyuμ aññamaññaμ 
11) nissayodviguˆaμlabhe 
12) ekaguˆañcånissayo 
13) iˆadhanaμtathevaca || 
14) sakaμdhanaμsakaμlabhe 

  [inserted in margin:] 
a. tasmikhaye anussako 
b. puttaμlabheyyapuriso 
c. itthilabheyyadh¥taraμ * 
d. || || purisoputtånugataμ 
e. | vikiˆeyya adussako dh¥taraμ 
f. agghaμ dåtabbaμ esevana yo 
g. itthiyå  * 

15) yoputtaμ sasuragehå 
16) gahetvåkammaμkåraye 
17) tasmiμkåla katetassa  
18) natthidosovakocipi 
19) balavasnehabhåvato  || * 
20) måtåpitunusåsanaμ yo saddahenadåyajjaμ  

                                                
1309 MSRk, k¥(r). 
1310 MSRe ghi(v). 
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21) nakhådetassadåyajjaμ 
22) purisoyevalabhante {labhe na} 
23) khåditabbañcapitaro || 
24) soyevamåtåpitunaμ 
25) dhanaμgaˆheyyaμ appakaμ 
26) coradaˆ assadåtabbaμ 
27) puttadhammesuti†hato || * 
28) yassådhanaμpa†igaˆhe 
29) nalabhatiputtaμpurå 
30) pahimatåcedåyajjaμ 
31) purisoyevalabhate ||  
32) matåyantogehelabbhaμ 
33) måtåpitavåhinåma 
34) dhanaμgaˆhe anto måtu 
35) såmikobahi issaro || * 
36) snehåparassayaμdinnaμ 
37) hatthakaμnevavåcayuμ 
38) puttanattå ahatthakaμ 
39) cetaμdåyajjanåmakaμ || * 
40) yoparassakataguˆå 
41) yadåbhogamadhigato 
42) taμgåravañcaposañca 
43) måtåpituvakåraye || 
44) nocetassa a habhogaμ 
45) dadayyamåtåpitunaμ 
46) sabbabhogaμvilumpiya 
47) taμdËreva†hapaye || * 
48) yosasuraμakkoseyya 
49) patigaˆheyyaμdh¥taraμ 
50) divasamåsnavassake 
51) garukatodadeyyataμ || 
52) socetañcapahareyya 
53) sabbabhogaμvilumpaye 
54) tañcadËreva†hapaye 
55) mariyådassabhinnako || * 
56) yocavuddhåpacåyanaμ 
57) nakareparibhåsaye 
58) sotassara esataμ 
59) dadeyyabhinnåcårato || * 
60) purisoådatådåsi 
61) itthiyådås¥ ågatå 
62) ubhayå ågatådås¥ 
63) måtåpitucåyåcitå ||  
64) imåcatassobhariyå 
65) paˆ itehivijåniyyå * 
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kË-verso 
1) purisåyågatådåsi 
2) puttalabhemuccimatepatimhidh¥taraμ labhe 
3) namuccemahantitthiyå * 
4) itthiyå ågatadåsilabh¥piputtadh¥taro 
5) namuccedåsibhåvena 
6) amatåyamahitthiyå || * 
7) tathå ubhayatodås¥ 
8) sadh¥taråpurisågatå 
9) laddhåputtipimucceyyamatåyamahantitthiyå || * 
10) matåya itthiyågatå 
11) puttalåbhisaputtakå 
12) dh¥taraμ nesådh¥tåva 
13) mucceyya ubhatotathå1311  || * END BOOK TWO 
14) lañcåtitividhåvuttå1312 
15) suññåtibandhavena ca 
16) mittåpekkhåditoceva 
17) dhanapekkhåparassavå || 
18) chandådosåbhayåmohå 
19) agat¥ticatubbidhå 
20) sådhu agati na kåraye 
21) asådhugatibhavato || 
22) måtåputtehidh¥tËhitathåpitåputtehica 
23) dh¥tËhicabahuputto 
24) puppåpuppitthinampica 
25) pathevacapurisånaμ 
26) sattadhådåyajjåmatå || 
27) tatthådopitarimate 
28) måtåputtehivuccate 
29) cepitubhåramåvato 
30) såmikenåsidhåritaμ 
31) so pituparibhogañca 
32) hatthi assañcapurisaμ 
33) vatthådikhettakañcava 
34) vatthuμlabhethapathamaμ 
35) gomahiμsa ajameˆ a 
36) sukarakukku†ådica 

                                                
1311 End Book Two; MSRh-nis., ¥(r); MSRk, ki(r), inserts: iti 
manusåradhammasatthe tidinnådinånekadhåya vinicchayakathåya paripuˆˆo 
sattasattiyågåthåya pa†imaˆ ito dutiyo kaˆ o | ekaμ dutiyaråjaññaμ | tidhå 
dhammassadesakaμ | natvå jinaμ mahaμ dåni | kassaμ tatiya kaˆ akaμ | 
gambh¥raññåkavissaraμ | dukkho gåhaka†hånakaμ | dåyajjanissitaμ yidha tasmå 
dhåresasådhukaμ 
1312 MSRh-nis., ai(r). 
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37) tibhågaμhatålabhetha 
38) puttenekovalabbhati || 
39) mekhalåkuˆ alåhattha 
40) pådåla kåravimånåsapitusamukhedinnå 
41) kociputtonalumpaye || 
42) sesasuvaˆˆarajataμ 
43) ayalohåsidhaññaμvå 
44) tilaμmåtutibhågeva 
45) puttassekaμvibhajjaye ||  
46) dhanuppatticindiyåna 
47) puttopitådhanarakkhane 
48) kasmå måtåtibhågekaμ 
49) puttopitu†hånavaså || 
50) måtuyåvu håtisnehå 
51) laddhodåsotibhågasoputtekaμdåsimåtåva 
52) dasaputtåpicetathå || 
53) vijjamånevapitari 
54) måtåpituhidinnakå 
55) dh¥tuyåvalayådayo 
56) labhitabbåvadh¥tuyå || 
57) tatosekakuladåsa 
58) goyuggadhaññamåsakå 
59) dhituyånyrËpåladdhå 
60) sesemåtåvalabhati || 
61) siyåpitudh¥tånunu {nuna} 

ke-recto 
1) måtåvadhitu issarå 
2) nissesaμjivinikhådå 
3) hotunocelabhethaså || 
4) kåla katåyamåtari 
5) pituputtehivuccate 
6) puttodhanaμnajånåti 
7) måtåpitåva hare || 
8) pitåputtodËra†hånå 
9) haritvåmåturakkhitaμ 
10) amhåkaμjivitahetuputtonettådinampica || 
11) jivamånesu Ëbhosu 
12) puttodinnadhanaμlabhe 
13) dukkhitesupunasantaμ 
14) gaˆheyyuμtaμdhanaμ ubho || 
15) ubhocedukkhitåputtå 
16) sampannadhaninosiyuμ 
17) attånaμvikayaμkatvå 
18) poseyyuμmåtåpitaro || 
19) vinåsapattakålesu 
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20) puttabhågaμlabhiμsute 
21) sampattia hakålesu 
22) dåyajjaμdhådayi sute || 
23) måtåpituhidinnakaμ1313  
24) puttånaμtaruˆakkhaˆe 
25) puttålabhantimåtuyå 
26) gehe†hitadhanesupi  
27) varaññaμpunalabheyya 
28) gomahiμsekayuggalaμ 
29) dvidhenuyuggapaˆ uka 
30) gavaμvisåjitiyuddhe || 
31) labhatipanapitåva 
32) tatosesaμbahudhanaμpitåpanasaputtånaμ 
33) yathårahaμvibhajaye || 
34) kåla katåyamåtari  
35) pitudhituhivuccate 
36) måtuhidh¥tuyådinnå 
37) labhatedåsåbharaˆå || 
38) måtu åbharaˆaμse†haμ 
39) dhanaμpa†ilabhatiså 
40) gomahiμsayuggaμ ehaμtathådhenudasåpica || 
41) visåjiyosudadåsi 
42) dh¥tåvalabhatitato 
43) sesabahutadhaññådi 
44) dhanaμpitåvalabhate  || 
45) måtåpitusumatesu 
46) puttesulabhatije†ho 
47) dvayaμkani†hodiya haμ 
48) ekaμsabbakani†hako || 
49) je†habhag¥nije†hena 
50) kani†henatubhag¥ni 
51) samaμsabbaμkani†hena 
52) sabbakani†habhag¥ni 
53) ussabha e¬akeje†he 
54) je†hoje†hakabhag¥ni 
55) anåvåhavivåhånaμputtånaμ evaμbhåjaye || 
56) matåyamåtaripitå 
57) åneticullitthighare 
58) pacchåtupitarimate 
59) puttotåyavitajjaye || 
60) måtåpitågatadhanaμ 
61) puttolabhetibhågaso 
62) cullamåtå ekaμsmå 

                                                
1313 MSRe, khi(r). 
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63) bhariyapitunåmakå || 
64) na†hesuputtadh¥tËsu 

ke-verso 
1) purisomaraˆaμgato 
2) dhanaμkhådeyyacullitthi 
3) purisopitathevaca || 
4) ubhinnaμkammatodhanaμ 
5) navaputtodvidhålabhe 
6) mañcacullitthiputti 
7) putto ekaμvalabhati || 
8) je††habhåtikobhag¥ni 
9) måtåpitåvaposaye 
10) goˆayugge ajjameˆ e 
11) je††hassapathamaμdade || 
12) je††hakolabhedvidhå 
13) dviya haμje††habhagini 
14) ekaμkani††haputtakå 
15) anåvåhåvibhajjayuμ || 
16) pitåcemaratimåtå 
17) navaμpatipayujjati 
18) matåyamåtariputto 
19) tibhågaμlabhatedhanaμ || 
20) ekaμcullapitånava 
21) dhanaμmulassaputtekaμ 
22) callaputtodvibhågava 
23) pañcabhågaμcullapitå || 
24) måtayamåtarimate 
25) cullapitarivibhajjeyyuμ 
26) puppapitågatadhanaμpuppaputtovalabhati 
27) cullapitåcullaputto 
28) puppatthiputtåtathevaca || 
29) matåyamåtaripitå 
30) aññitthibandhatighare 
31) ubhopaccåkåla katå 
32) dvinnaμputtåvibhajjasuμ || 
33) måtumËlaμgataμdhanaμ 
34) mËlaputtovalabbhati 
35) navitthiyågatådhanaμ 
36) navaputtåvalabhati || 
37) tehikataμnavadhanaμ 
38) dånabhågañcadhapiya 
39) dvibhågenavitthiputto 
40) puppatthiputtolabbhekathaμ || 
41) samåtåpitËhikasmå 
42) dvidhågenavatthiputto 
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43) pitokåsalabhåpubbi 
44) pittiputtolabharekakaμ || 
45) je††heputtokhettajoca1314 
46) he††himo tividhåsiyuμ 
47) måtåpitumatepuppe 
48) vuttanayåvakårayyuμ || 
49) sacemåtåpitå atthi  
50) dåyajjaμ tenakhådayuμ 
51) måtåpitåkåla katå1315 
52) dåyajjaμkhåyuñjate || 
53) cepitaramatemåtå 
54) ajjaputtehidåyajjaμ 
55) atthabhågaμgamotvåna 
56) saμvasanavapurisaμ || 
57) missaμmatåyamåtari 
58) dåyajjaμkhådipuriso 
59) nataμputtåcakasmåhi 
60) laddhassabhågabhåvato || 
61) dayajjaμlabhitvåje††ho 
62) posesabbakani††hakaμ 
63) kani††hopacaje††hampi 
64) garuμpituvakåraye || 
65) bhåtikoyomahicchåya 
66) khådebhågaμkani††hakaμ 
67) nalabhepitudåyajjaμ 
68) dåtabbaμråjadaˆ akaμ || 

kai-recto 
1) vadeyyuμcekani††håca 
2) vasåma aññasmiμghare 
3) dajjåmakusaladånaμ 
4) dåyajjaμ vibhajjaye || 
5) måtåpitubhåråvaho 
6) ekaμlabheyyaje††hako 
7) dåyajjaduvidhaμkatvå 
8) punetaravaraμlabhe || 
9) sesaμnavavidhaμkatvå 
10) ekaμpunalabheyyaso 
11) ja††haladdhaμnavavidhaμ 
12) katvekaμkani††holabhe || 
13) sesaμkani††hakaμbhågaμ 
14) katvånavavidhaμpuna  
15) je††hekaμkani††hosesaμ 

                                                
1314 MSRa-nis., gha(r). 
1315 MSRa-nis., gha(v). 
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16) labheyyevaμvibhågaso || 
17) vibhajjantyåcariyaññe 
18) duvidheje††hakolabhe 
19) diya haμmajjhimo eka 
20) bhågaμcullakani††hako || 
21) ceje††habhagini atthi 
22) catutakani††habhågaμ 
23) katvå ekaμ labheyyaså 
24) ajameˆ añcaje††hako ||  
25) hatthiassagomahiμsa 
26) mayuraka gu ådikaμ 
27) kani††hasamaμbhåjeyyuμ vuttanayaμvasajavaμ || 
28) puttekamåtåpitËnaμ 
29) vibhågoviññËhimato || 
30) appåyukoje††haputto 
31) d¥dhåyukocullitthiyo 
32) usabhekaμmahantassa 
33) dadebhåjeyyakulato || 
34) chakulitthiputtåsace 
35) atthicatubhågaμlabhe 
36) råjakulitthijoputto 
37) tibhågaμdvijakulajo || 
38) dvibhågaμˆijjitthiyo 
39) ekaμkassakakulajjo 
40) tathåsËrakulitthijo 
41) nicittijodinnalabhe || 
42) natthimhicatutthiputte 
43) matesumåtåpitËsu 
44) nicittaputtodvilabhe 
45) ekaμlabhantiññåtakå || 
46) yåladdhåsattadh¥taro  
47) paccåladdhekaputtaho 
48) tesaμsamaμvibhajjaye 
49) tåcemahantakhuddakå  || 
50) je††hakåje††hakasamå 
51) majjhimåmajjhimasamå 
52) kani††håkani††hasamå 
53) dvidiya ˙ekatabhaje || 
54) yaμdhanaμputtuppatthambhakaμ 
55) nataμputtåvakhådayuμ 
56) tesaμputtanatthåsanti 
57) tedåyajjampikhidayuμ {khinadayuμ} || 
58) vivåhitåyåyayaμdinnaμtaμdhanaμtålabhate1316 

                                                
1316 MSRh-nis., ce(r) 
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59) nataμputtenataμdaññaμ 
60) samabhågenabhåjaye || 
61) tesaμceputtadhitatthilabhatitaμyathårahaμ || 
62) bahicenikkhantoputtadh¥taroca aputta 

kai-verso 
1) kåmatådåyajjaμjåyåya 
2) laddhappaμyevapatinå || 
3) saμvasantisamachandå1317 
4) balakkårå aputtakå 
5) matåcetattha issarå 
6) måtåpitåvanapati || 
7) avivåhesutoladdhå1318 
8) vivåhecaladdhosutomatåyatesupacchimo 
9) dåyajjako achindako || 
10) puttekobahavodårå 
11) puttova adhikaμlabhe 
12) cenatthisamakulatå 
13) samamevavibhajjayuμ 
14) cesiyuμhinapaˆitå 
15) vuttanayenakårayuμ || 
16) pitåmatåcullapitå 
17) pitubhåtånakhådaye 
18) puttevakhådedåyajjaμ 
19) puttanattåpinatthice || 
20) kittimenevaladdhabbaμ 
21) tesuna††hesvåpati††ho 
22) tasmiμna††hemåtåpitå 
23) s¥ssassåcariyotathå || 
24) matesa ghassapitari1319 
25) pabbajjitaparikkhåraμ 
26) dåyajjaμdånavuttañcåpi 
27) mahåtherovalabbhare || 
28) dhanadåsaμcatubhågaμ 
29) katvåsoduvidhaμlabhe 
30) therekaμcatudhåsesaμ 
31) tayobhikkhunavolabhe || 
32) såmaˆeronalabhatekaμ 
33) g¥hidinnaμvalabhare 
34) tecenatthisamobhikkhu 
35) gihissåbandhubhåvato || 
36) brahmaˆassañåtisisså1320 

                                                
1317 MSRa-nis., ghu(r); MSRh-nis., ce(v) 
1318 MSRa-nis., ghu(v) 
1319 MSRh-nis., cai(v)  
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37) natthicesahabrahmaˆå 
38) dvinnaμdhanaμvippahåyaμ 
39) ññåtakånaμlabheråjå || 
40) pubbaputtehiladdhappaμ 
41) santakaμpubbapatino 
42) navaputtehisantakaμ 
43) laddhabbaμnavapatino 
44) jeyyataμ ya åbharaˆaμbhariyåyadinnamevasapitarå 
45) nevaputtåkaμ{taμ}bhåjeyyuμ 
46) paˆ itehipakåsitå || 
47) puttesutesu ekacco 
48) napuμsakosacesiyå 
49) tassasamaμnabhåjeyya 
50) bhåjeyyataμyathårahaμ || 
51) je††hakani††habhåtËhi 
52) våˆijjañña††ahetunå 
53) dhanaμladdhupacitaμyaμ 
54) tesaμsamaμvibhajjayuμ || 
55) sapaññåcittåyåcanå 
56) hetunaμlabhatidhanaμ 
57) taμdhanaμsovasåmiko 
58) khåditabbaμpakåsitaμ || 
59) na††hepitariputteca 
60) måtåvalabhatidhanaμ 
61) bhågakåle 
62) iˆabhågaμ 
63) †hapetabbanhånadhanaμ || 
64) avivåhitaputtesu 
65) dhanabhågañcadhapaye || 

ko-recto 
1) tesvekasamigateparaμ 
2) tassabhågañcadhapaye 
3) ekonakhådecematokhådeyyuμputtabhariyå || 
4) tåsunatthisuñåtisså 
5) lohitasahavåsinaμ 
6) appamånaμ anuloketvå1321 
7) vibhajjeyyuμcapaˆ ito || 
8) khettavattåbharaˆådi  
9) laddhabbaμhe†himenaca 
10) samaμnissitajane 
11) itivuttaμ va isinå || 
12) yopattabhågamattano 

                                                                                                                                       
1320 MSRa-nis., ge(v) 
1321 MSRa-nis., ghai(v) 
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13) nalabhatisacepana 
14) mahåmaccådayotassa 
15) vinitvådåpayyuμpuna || 
16) ce atthihiˆapaˆitå 
17) sudarabhågaμkhådayuμ 
18) dipa karabuddhakåle 
19) itthekåpathamaμlabhe || 
20) dveputtepunadh¥taraμ 
21) vijåyipunañaragaμ {uragaμ} 
22) hatå{tatå}pitËsumatesu 
23) bhajantiputtadh¥taro || 
24) tasmiμsoninikkhamitvå 
25) bhogaμvasidhanupari 
26) råjåsutvåkåråpesi 
27) catubhågañcadåyajjaμ 
28) sesabhågaμbhag¥niyå 
29) sammissitvåvagacchati 
30) itinayaμvijånatå 
31) dåyajjåsattavuccare || 
32) anantu¬årapuññena1322 
33) mahantaråjas¥rinå 
34) sobhantoyohitaμneti1323 
35) nånå{na}garavåsinaμ1324 
36) åyåcitaμgaruntena1325 
37) to  bh¥ lå †håna våsikaμ 
38) s¥{s}aμkatvåkkhadassena1326 
39) sahevamanuråjinå 
40) sodhitaμdhammasatthåya 
41) mahå kui  gåmasåminå1327 1328 END BOOK THREE 

                                                
1322 MSRj hË(r): anantarapuññena 
1323 MSRj hË(r): sobhonto yo hitaμ 
1324 MSRj hË(r): nånånagara- 
1325 MSRj hË(r): åyånitaμ guruntena; MSRa gho(v): åyåjitaμ garuμ tena 
1326 MSRh reads s¥laμ; I follow s¥saμ as in MSRj and MSRl. MSRj hË(r): 
sisaμpåmokkhaμkatvå akkhadassena natheca; MSRa gho(v): tisuμ katvå | 
kkhadassena 
1327 MSRh-nis., cå˙(r); these last three lines are rendered as one in MSRj: 
manuråjisodh¥ti dhammasattåya mahåkui gåmasåminå; MSRa gho(v): 
mayåkui gåmabhoginå; MSRl kai(r): mayå kui  
1328 MSRk ku(r) inserts: gambhiraññåkagocaraμ | dåyajjabhåganissitaμ | 
duviññeyyakina†h¥taμ | tatiyakaˆ akanissayaμ | iti manusåradhammasatthe 
tilañcådinånekadhåya vinicchayakathåya paripuˆˆo pañcanavutiyågåthåya 
pa†imaˆ ito tatiyo kaˆ o | ekaμ dutiyaråjaññaμ | catudhådhammadesakaμ | natvå 
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42) ekåkaññåsamacchandå 
43) ekåkaññåcanosamå 
44) ekåkulasamachandå 
45) samachandåcanokulå || * 
46) så{dhu}1329 åcårasampannå 
47) otthipiyekanåmakå {pakå} 
48) niccarogåturitthiyo 
49) itthekånåma††hapiyå || 
50) vañjitthiladdhaputtica 
51) ku††harogi anåcåri 
52) anicchantisapurise 
53) cha††etabbåvapañcimå || * 
54) sËråpåˆåca adurå 
55) såmivådanåsamukhå 
56) niccaμparagharavåsi 
57) gehadåranisidanå || * 
58) dhanåla kåralolåca 
59) åhårapa{va}ssaloliyå 
60) purisalolomåpañca 
61) pothetabbånacajjahe{te} || * 
62) rËpa unnågotta unnå 
63) ññåtisålohitå unnå 
64) dhana unnånacha††eyyuμ 
65) catu unnå ca itthiyo || * 
66) puttådayovikuppeyya 
67) tuˆhibhåvañca ådito 

ko-verso  
1) tatokarelajjåpanaμ 
2) tatobandhanatåpaye || * 
3) tatopahåraμdadeyya 
4) tatobhogavilumpanaμ 
5) natatosahasaμvåsaμ 
6) itipañcavikuppannå || * 
7) kiˆeyyaparasamukhaμ 
8) pulyaμagghaμdvidhåkiˆaμ 
9) tulyagghaparasamukhaμvikiˆaμsåmijånanaμ || * 
10) dËre†hitaμnasamukhaμ 
11) dhanagghappahonakaμ 
12) tena uppattitaμ vajjaμ vikiˆetaμdhanaμcatu || * 
13) alubbhanaμ saddhåmohaμ 
14) tayosakkhipuccheyyate 

                                                                                                                                       
jinaμ mahaμ dåni | kassaμ catuttha kaˆ akaμ |  vigataμ pajjato†hånaμ | pËrento 
nava pajjakaμ | vinicchayamasesetvå | kassaμ yidha mahaμ tatho |  
1329 MSRe, cå(r). 
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15) asaddheyyaμvikiˆeyya 
16) dhanenavådadåsivå || 
17) ññåtivådaμmittavådaμ 
18) tathåcakalahavådaμ 
19) bahuvådaμ atirogaμ 
20) jaråmahallakånica || 
21) kumåradaharåceva 
22) ropanådËsanaccakaμ 
23) g¥takånubhåvañceva 
24) suvaˆˆalohala kåraμ || 
25) kaμsakareyyapåduka 
26) kareyañca apåka†aμ 
27) vadhadosañcavajjañca 
28) napuμsakañcavesiyaμ || 
29) cittavighåtaμ ummatta 
30) rogaμhinañcadubbhikkhaμ 
31) tathådakkhaviki¬añca 
32) mahåkodhañcacorakaμ || 
33) ittigambhantekatiμsa 
34) napuccheyyatathåpana 
35) sace pakkha anuññåtaμ 
36) pucchitabbantivihitaμ || * 
37) aggiråja udakå ca 
38) yakkhacora ummattakå 
39) ku††hañ ca susurogañca 
40) ime a††habhayåmatå || * 
41) hatthagåhaμgharappattaμ 
42) guyha††ånañcasallåpaμ 
43) senidvårañcasesañca 
44) sattadhå{ta}paradårikå * 
45) kosanaμpothanaμvadhaμ 
46) coraμdåraμvilumpanaμ 
47) abbhËtaμsattimeputtadårassaca adËssakå || * 
48) kesamu††hibhinnasisaμ 
49) mukhahanaμ kaˆˆacchinnaμ 
50) uraμpådenahanati 
51) pu†acammavilohitaμ || 
52) sakalasariyahanaμ 
53) a†hibhinnaμjarahanaμ 
54) paharitvåcamatocet¥{i} 
55) dasapothåtanåmakå || * 
56) andhasuññavana†håne 
57) natthisakkhitunagare 
58) antaråpaˆesålåyaμ 
59) tittha††ånecatusakkhi || * 
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60) s¥lavådaharojiˆˆo1330 
61) rogummatthoråjissaro 
62) maμsamaccha anapekhho 
63) vamåsatta adËsakå || * 
64) tvaμyakkhinitvaμcorosi 
65) dåsobhinnamariyådo1331 
66) taμ taμ vadhotinoceva 
67) siyåtevavilumpaye1332 1333 || *  END BOOK FOUR 

kau-recto 
1) kulas¥laguˆupeto1334 1335 
2) saccadhammaparåyano 
3) kavinopas¥lodakkho 
4) akkhadassavidhåyako || 
5) khattiyobrahmaˆomacco 
6) paˆ itocaturojanå 
7) ete a††ha gasampannå 
8) catudhåpakkhåcariyå || * 
9) pakkha akkhadasso1336 1337 
10) ra††hako samasåsiko 
11) anu†hapitoråjeko  
12) anuññåtocha††håmatå || * 
13) kålaμdesaμdhanaμagghaμ 
14) tulyapakkhaμ catubbidhaμ 
15) ññatvå a††aμ åropeyya 
16) tatthatatthayathårahaμ || * 
17) gaˆhanaμdhanakåmena 

                                                
1330 MSRa-nis., ghi(r) 
1331 MSRa-nis., ghi(v) 
1332 MSRh-nis., jo(r).  
1333 Beginning with Book Three and here in particular MSRk increasingly departs 
from MSRh and other mss. Here MSRk, ko(r), inserts anåpetvånapasame | dade 
dvipañcatiˆi vå | dakanimmujjummujjane | natthi paraμ sataμ dade | sesesaccaμ 
vaniceyyaμ | asaccantu ekaμ dåsaμ | vadotthe dasaposakaμ | evaμ niccetaviññuno | 
måtåpitudvije sikkhukareyya nådaraμ sace | pËjesamaˆabrahmaˆe | 
matåramhidhanaμ lumpe | adavåyadavåyake | avaccåyasavaccaye | nicco uccassa 
<bh?>asmike | råjadaˆ aμ dadåpeyya | niccaμ nico tvanådaraμ | dadepañcasataμ 
tathå | ucco niccaμ tvanådaraμ | dåtabbatisarajataμ <? mss slightly damaged> | 
saμsayetthamidaμ nicchaμ | †hapetvåna anavadaraμ | akkosaμ paribhåsañ ca | 
parihåram ma gule | desakepañcasataμ va | dukkhitesu yathå rahaμ | atidukkhe 
caråpeyya | evaμ lakkheyya paˆ ito |   
1334 MSRh-nis., jha(r) 
1335 cf. MSRe, ghau(v) 
1336 MSRk contains another long insertion here. 
1337 MSRe ai(v) 
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18) vivådenacagaˆhanaμ 
19) amittacorenagaˆhanaμ 
20) itigaˆhaμcatubbidhaμ || * 
21) pamuñcanadhanaμdinnaμ 
22) a††akkhåtapamuñcanaμ 
23) pamuñcanaμdvidhåtattha 
24) paˆ itenapakåsitaμ || * 
25) ekoattapa†ibhogo 
26) ekodhanapa†ibhogo 
27) attadhanapa†ibhogo 
28) tividhåtipa†ibhogå || * 
29) eko attapa†idinno 
30) dhanadinnopa†i eko 
31) dvidho attadhanadinno 
32) catudinnåtidipitå || * 
33) parahetunåsadhanaμ 
34) paralumpeyyataμdhanaμ 
35) dviguˆaμyevalabheyya 
36) dhammasattepakåsitå1338 1339 || * 
37) ekabalaμhinakulaμ 
38) råjakulañcadvibalaμ 
39) kutumpikaμcatubalaμ 
40) pañcabalañcavåˆijaμ || * 
41) ekaμ iˆaμsamËlaggaμ 
42) dinna aggañcalËlakaμ 
43) sabbasesaμyathå aggaμ 
44) dviguˆaggañcachabbidhaμ || * 
45) parakåmogha itovå 
46) tassadadåminotivå 
47) tu nivåcatudhåpetå 
48) dhanasandhissalakkhaˆå || * 
49) yathåpakatikaμ ekaμ 
50) yathådhammena ekakaμ 
51) sucaritaμkattabbañca 
52) dhanakåmaμcatubbidhaμ || * 
53) divasasa karañceva 
54) tathåmåsenasa karaμ 
55) vasenasa karañceti 
56) tidhåsa karalakkhaˆaμ1340 || * 

                                                
1338 In MSRk, ko(r), this marks the end of Book Four. The text has long insertion not 
attested in other mss, similar to the endings to Books 1-3 in MSRk above, and 
continues to intermittently parallel other mss with ekaμ balaμ hinaμ kulaμ. 
1339 In VDhM-på†ha, UCL 6757, f.khå(v) this line constitutes the end of Book Five.  
1340 MSRj-nis., cha(v) 
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57) terasådhikavassamhi1341 
58) sakkåråjenasahake1342 
59) jantunaμhitasukhattaμ1343 
60) dhammaråjenayåcitaμ1344 
61) amitaguˆasampannaμ 
62) garuμkatvåta†hånataμ1345 || 
63) manuråjakkhadassena 
64) mahå kui balibhoginå1346 
65) susodhitamidaμgandhaμ1347 
66) sådhujanenatositaμ1348 1349 || 
67) tenapuññenasabbesaμ 
68) pajånaμvuddhikampica 
69) amhakaμråjinocapipatthitaμijjhataμvaranti1350 1351 1352 || END BOOK FIVE 
70) santicchetaμbhinnasaññaμ 

kau-verso 
1) tathårËpavinåsanaμ 
2) kusanaμlumpanañcava 
3) pañcadhåcoralakkhaˆaμ || 
4) hapakkhapalapanaμ1353 
5) kilakaμpuññakaraˆaμ 
6) kiˆanavadhanaμ || 
7) mesantakantipalapanaμ 
8) mesantakenasadisaμ 
9) paragaˆhanaμtividha upavådassalakkhaˆaμ || 
10) ba{pa}vuttantaråsamukhaμ 

                                                
1341 MSRj: terasadhikavassaμmhi 
1342 MSRj: sakaråje sahassake 
1343 MSRj: jantanaμ hitessatthaμ 
1344 MSRj: yåjitaμ 
1345 MSRj; MSRk, kaμ(r): garuμ katvå pa†hånakaμ 
1346 MSRj: phaliboginå | MSRk mahåkui gåmabhoginå 
1347 MSRj: susodhitamigantu 
1348 MSRj: sådhajanenatåsitaμ 
1349 MSRk: sådhujjanehi thomitaμ | a††o bhåsajalojutaμ 
1350 MSRh-nis., ññi(v); gåthås are divided differently in MSRj: 
tenapuññanasabbesaμpajånaμ | vuddhitam pi ca amhåkaμ | råjinojåpipattitaμ 
icchitaparanti ||  
1351 MSRk inserts: akålakatarupamaμ | iˆamaμsåmaμdiyuttakaμ | yato 
paråjapamaμcidaμ | tulayeññaˆebhujanå | itimanusåradhammasatthe 
iˆamaggådinånekadhåya vinicchayakathåya paripuˆˆo pañcanavutiuågåthåya 
pa†imaˆ ito pañcamokaˆ o |  ekaμ dutiyaråjaññaμ | sadhådhammassadesakaμ | 
natvå jinaμ mahaμ dåni | karissaμ cha††hakaˆ akaμ |  
1352 MSRe kai(r). 
1353 Here MSRk performs another major departure from MSRh. 
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11) dve¬akaμsadosampica 
12) iccetåcatudhåvåcå 
13) karitesaddahemicchå || 
14) sahapakkha[alapanaμ 
15) kilakaμpuññakaraˆaμ 
16) kiˆanaμnavadhanaμpañca 
17) palapanassalakkhaˆaμ || 
18) pasayhanaμ abbhËtañca 
19) paradårañcavadhakaμ 
20) vañcanaμguhanaμlumpaμ 
21) corakaμghåtakantime || 
22) a††ånavaviparite 
23) råjåvinåvinicchayo 
24) napana iˆakadåsa 
25) pacchåpassaμpalåyanaμ1354 1355 || END BOOK SIX 
26) dukkhanirogo asåmoca 
27) moholasotichandako 
28) jaråvikalla a†heca{va} 
29) bhariyåparibhåsaye1356 || END BOOK SEVEN 
30) purimåpacchimåghatå 
31) pacchimåyacapurimå 
32) abhimukhådu††hacittå 
33) utråsåvåtabbahatå1357 || END BOOK EIGHT 
34) dårañcapurisopothå 
35) khuddakaμmahatåpica 
36) ekaμdvinnaμpapothañca 
37) dvidaˆ åpothapothato1358 || 
38) yå itthivasanås¥saμ 
39) purisopothanadoså 
40) napothotiμsarajataμ 
41) dåtabbantipakås¥taμ || 
42) yo puriso itthiyåvå 
43) vasanålumpatilajjå 
44) tasmådassanadhammasatthaμ 
45) tiˆidukkhapañcasukhå || 
46) yocagåmarajja††hitå 

                                                
1354 MSRh-nis., †Ë(v) 
1355 Here MSRk, kha(r), provides a chapter ending in the usual form, then writes 
kassaμ sattama kaˆ akaμ | etthå pi ekaμ gåthå. 
1356 MSRh-nis., †hai(v). Note this is the only gåthå glossed in the entirety of Book 
Seven. 
1357 MSRh-nis., hå(r). Note this is the only gåthå glossed in the entirety of Book 
Eight. 
1358 MSRh-nis., hu(r). 
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47) a††a iˆånatevadå 
48) dasavassåvadåni†hå 
49) bhedachattaμnalabhati || 
50) yo a††a ågatopakkhå 
51) pacchåvadåmukhacinnå 
52) punagaˆhåhatthachinnå 
53) vicåraˆåsapaññavå || 
54) a††achinnå icchålabhå 
55) ekatotivassoa††o 
56) atikkantobhedachattaμ{chuttaμ} 
57) navadåtipakåsitå || 
58) yodidhåsamukhavaˆˆå 
59) atthavåcåcanavadå 
60) icchåvadåpunadaˆ å 
61) timåsåsa††hinalabhå 
62) iti evaμ lumpadhanå 
63) paråjayånasaddahe || 
64) yodukkhonasamasukhaμ 
65) bhåsatinådarakammå 
66) satarajataμdårabbaμsukhotaμsattarajataμ || 
67) yosinehådh¥tådadå 
68) puna icchå agghå a hå nakå 

kaμ-recto 
1) masaμsaggå a hå 
2) dadåcakåmasaμsaggå || 
3) yodåraμparaμdadåti 
4) nakåmasaμsaggåpuna 
5) agghaμdadåcasinehå 
6) dåsavittå a håpuna || 
7) yosapaññaμparadåti 
8) punicchåpujetuμsikkhå 
9) punavadånasiddhikå 
10) nåvattati icchålabbhå || 
11) yosinehågehaμdadå 
12) tato ekokåla kato 
13) natthiputtåñåtivaμså 
14) atth¥tinavadhåsåmi 
15) atthiputtåvittidåså 
16) måtådåsisakhilabbhå || 
17) yosinehåvitadåså 
18) natthihatthådËra††hånå 
19) dadeyyasolabhåkhådå 
20) kasmå atthasahatthako 
21) vidakhådånagaˆhåca 
22) navadeti{hi}pakåsitå || 
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23) yoca atthadukkhidåsi 
24) naputtaμvu håbhattathani 
25) agghadadåsayaμvu hå 
26) navadeyyathana agghå || 
27) sattavassåbhatta agghå 
28) dadåcasattamavaso 
29) thana agghådadåt¥ˆi 
30) dvecamuttå ekålabbhå || 
31) yocagacchåparaμ††hånaμdåsabhåvaμpatigåmå 
32) najånantinatthidoso 
33) cejånantidaˆ aμdade || 
34) tasmåra††habhåravåbhåraμ 
35) dåreyyasattatånikaμ 
36) yasokittid¥gha åyu 
37) sattarujinobhavissati 
38) antesaggaμgamissati 
39) dhammasattepakåsitaμ || 
40) yocadåso agghaμdadå 
41) patikhådåna icchanti 
42) kasmåbhinnasabhåvaca 
43) aniccåsa bharåtica || 
44) yecadåsådådåceva 
45) samacittå adosakå 
46) tepativivåhadadå 
47) agghamuttåpakåsitå || 
48) patikinadåsisåmi 
49) samacittenaposaye 
50) nadåsinacapositå 
51) a hahinånasamacittå issarakammå a hadadå 
52) såcam¥tåparadåsi 
53) balakkåråpuråmuttå || 
54) yovatthåpara a††åca 
55) vittådåsålabbhåkhådå 
56) måsavasse atikkante 
57) nåladdhåcavittadåså 
58) khådavittådvidhådade 
59) kasmåkhådanalabbhate || 
60) yo aññadåsaμpalåbeti 
61) aññohantikåraˆaμ 
62) a ha agghaμ dadeyyåti 
63) dhammasattepakåsitå || 
64) khådigahetvådhoveti 
65) natibbalipi††hikharå 
66) chinnåtathevamattakaμ 

kaμ-verso  
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1) nalabbhatina††he agghå || 
2) yoca ekobhatikhådå 
3) nakhådåvåbhatikammaμ 
4) nakaroti  
5) nalabbjati 
6) dhammasattepakåsitaμ || 
7) pakkositvå ekakammaμ 
8) gacchaμdåsaμputtaμpica 
9) nakinati adËsakå 
10) kinaticacoraμdaˆ o || 
11) yañcadåsaμbahudåså 
12) gahetvånapalåyanti 
13) nakinanti adËsakå 
14) kinanticacoraμdaˆ o || 
15) napanakinantisaccaμ 
16) jånåpessåmasåmikaμ 
17) pa†icchannåva†hapento 
18) mahantadåsasåmikå || 
19) bahudåselabhat¥ti 
20) sutvåna ekadåsako 
21) gantvånasåmikepucche 
22) najånåmitivadati || 
23) ekadåsikenasopi 
24) laddhåpu††ho 
25) pa†icchannå 
26) coradaˆ aμdadeyyate 
27) pa†icchannåmayantica || 
28) vuttepana adËsakå 
29) sopalåtopatibhåro 
30) dåsakammapati†hato || 
31) yosadhanaμparaμnatthi 
32) atthicålikaμbhåsati 
33) natthinisamadåtabbaμ 
34) dhammasattepakåsitaμ || 
35) paraμdhanaμsakahatthe 
36) atthinatth¥tivadati 
37) alikaμbhaˆitattattå 
38) dvidhådadåpakåsitaμ || 
39) paradhanaμsakahatthe 
40) atthimatåje††hakå 
41) sirirakiccå adËsakå 
42) catubhågåsakhi ekaμ 
43) tibhåcaññåtivaså 
44) ekañcadåyajj{jh}akhådå 
45) tathevadhanaμdåtabbaμ 
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46) dhammasattepakåsitaμ || 
47) yo eko issarokammaμ 
48) nakammaμlumpatidhanaμ 
49) dvedadåråjadaˆ opi 
50) dåtabbotipakåsitaμ || 
51) itthimuttåpatidåso 
52) itthicorovabhavati  
53) patimutto itthidåsi 
54) paticorovabhavati || 
55) dvedåsakå aññamaññaμ 
56) thenetvåna adosakå 
57) pathokåsagamikånaμ dhammasattepakåsitaμ || 
58) pådebhinne akkhikåˆe 
59) kaˆˆehatthecacinnake 
60) bhinnesabbasmiμtaμsåmi 
61) taμniyatethakiˆato || 
62) anijjhayagghaμtibhågå 
63) dvibhågakiˆakodade 
64) nocadåsissaromutto 
65) nasonikkhantasåmiko || 
66) navåya avakujjåya 
67) jalevåpatitedhane 
68) taμ†hånesåmiko 

kå˙-recto 
1) saññaμ 
2) kareyopana aññako || 
3) ajånåpetvåsåmikaμ 
4) tañcanileyya esitvå 
5) kiˆeyyatassacorakaμ 
6) daˆ aμviniccheyyakasmå 
7) tasmålayamachinditvå 
8) saññå†hapitabhåvato 
9) athaladdhånilentoso 
10) tassapatidadeyyataμ 
11) tibhågekañcasåmiko 
12) dadekasmåsacittako || 
13) yobahutaparadhanaμ 
14) iˆeyyaso appaμdade 
15) karetaμsåmiko aggaμ 
16) khådakenakataμmËlaμ || 
17) aññocejånatonatthi 
18) måsådi aggagahaˆaμ 
19) dvinnasamamadhikaμvå 
20) vadenoggaμvataμdhanaμ || 
21) athaggamappakaμbahu 
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22) dinnaμmËlaμvadedade 
23) appampitaμsåmivade 
24) evaμkarissaμcemËlaμ 
25) cesuˆaμatthitaμvåcaμ 
26) mËlaμvanåmataμdhanaμ ||  
27) bahudhaneva aññasmiμ 
28) santepi etthakaμ yadi 
29) dassatini††hapessanti 
30) såmikotassataμvade || 
31) atthicelikkhitaμsuˆaμ 
32) såmikopunanavade 
33) cevademåyåvinåma 
34) a††åvahocanåmaso || 
35) yoca e¬akassasåmiko 
36) yo e¬akiyåsåmiko 
37) meˆ o e¬akiμ anuggato 
38) såca anuggato e¬akaμ || 
39) meˆ akesåmikoghare 
40) uyyojemeˆ asåmiko 
41) tasmiμpana esitetaμ 
42) dadeyyaso adosako 
43) nilantonadadecessa 
44) coradaˆ aμvinicchaye || 
45) yañcarakkhe anurakkhe 
46) niyuñce itthiyañcatå 
47) visåsesallapebhinne 
48) taμyojeråjadaˆ akaμ || 
49) athatåpurisaμpattå esaneniyådeyyatå 
50) socadosamuttotåce 
51) nileyyatåladdhåtåyaμ 
52) maμnilet¥ticevaduμ 
53) coradaˆ aμvinicchaye || 
54) yosampattåyaitthiyå 
55) saghareparadårakaμ 
56) najåneyyaparassaso 
57) taμdassetvånaposaye || 
58) sopaccåsattaputtepi 
59) laddhåtassåvasåmike 
60) pattetaμpatidadeyya 
61) tassasoca adosako || 
62) noceparadåradaˆ aμ 
63) pateyyajånantopiso 
64) pa 

kå˙-verso  
1) ssaμnavadetivasså 
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2) tikkantenavadeyyataμ  || 
3) yassådhajåhatappatto 
4) såmiko aññapatikaμ 
5) poseyyanagarepite 
6) sampattepuppasåmike || 
7) taμpuppasåmikassaso 
8) pa†idadeyyabhaˆ aka 
9) håyekasmå akkhamåya 
10) ñåtatthåsåmikenaca 
11) athakhameyyac¥rassaμ 
12) puttåpinavadeyyaso || 
13) yoparaputtadåreca 
14) senåyadhanadåsake 
15) paggahetvå apagato 
16) tesuladdhesusåminå || 
17) yocatepa†idadeyya 
18) assapËjårahovaso 
19) kasmåssasabbasattånaμ 
20) dukkosaraˆabhåvato 
21) noceva†idadeyya assa 
22) coradaˆ aμvinicchaye || 
23) dhajåhatappattaμmuñce 
24) yotasmiμññåtakåd¥hi 
25) sahecagghenasopËjaμ 
26) muñcakopa†idadeyya 
27) taμsoladdhecagaˆheyya 
28) dhanadepa†idade || 
29) dubbhikkheparadåsattaμ 
30) yo ajånamala kåraμ 
31) datvåbhojeyyapatthakaμ 
32) bahunå appakenavå || 
33) kahåpaˆenakiˆitvå 
34) bhattaμbhojeyyadubbhikkhe 
35) muttecesåmikonikkhe 
36) tassagghenicchitetikaμ 
37) ̂ atvånabhattabhojako 
38) dvilabbhekañcasåmiko || 
39) athassaparadåsattaμ 
40) javanampisåmikodËre 
41) nocepuccheyyadvesåmi 
42) labhekaμbhatta{atta}bhojako  || 
43) såmikesantikecåpi 
44) nårocesåmikovataμ 
45) labhesohåyatikasmå 
46) bhåsanålasabhåvato || 
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47) yoca ajånantovåpi 
48) paradåsattaμdubbhikkhe 
49) bhojeyyadubbhikkhemutte 
50) sampattetassasåmike || 
51) dubbhikkhaμlahuvattaμce 
52) såmidvebhattabhåjakoekaμlabheyyatamiμca 
53) jåtevassacadvitikaμ || 
54) tedvesamaμvabhåjeyyuμ 
55) athataμsåmibhojakaμ 
56) jåma,pinavadetasmiμ 
57) mutte akkheyyanavade || 
58) kasmåyodubbhikkhedåsaμ 
59) pasampinavadetasmiμ 
60) muttevadeyyacetassatåvatåmåyåbhåvato || 
61) pådapo 

kha-recto 
1) cevave¬uca 
2) kupopokkharaˆ¥nad¥ 
3) nettakaμsombhaμracchåca 
4) pappatomarumpaμsakkharaμ || 
5) våkaμkathala kåraμgos¥saμ a††hikhåˆukaμ 
6) dåruthambhoti etena 
7) katthåsaññañcada¬akaμ || 
8) khettañcapariyådanto 
9) evaμmadeyyanocetaμ 
10) gåmaje††hakabrahmaˆå 
11) bhikkhunaμtaμsañjåniya 
12) mariyådeyyanoceva 
13) natadantogadhaμbhave || 
14) yokhettedhapitakaˆ aμbhindetheyyenakanituμ 
15) issarotassa attånaμ athakhameyyakarisaμ || 
16) kaˆ apËreyyanettikaμ 
17) nad¥bhindeyyathambhakaμ 
18) uddharedaˆ akabhinde 
19) rajjuμchindeyyataμladdhe 
20) pañcatiμsarajatåni 
21) jånidadeyyatassaso || 
22) yovane abbhËtogharaμ 
23) patvåkameyyaceparo 
24) jånantokåmayenoca 
25) nasolabheyyakåpituμ 
26) kasmå†hitassa abbhËte 
27) nisaccadhammabhåvato || 
28) yocaku†umpikåd¥naμ 
29) samukhemu††hipåˆinaμ 
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30) gha†anaμ abbhËtaμkare 
31) agghaμlabheyyasokasmå 
32) uttamasamukhedinnaμ 
33) katakathikabhåvato || 
34) yokarevijjhanåbbhËtaμ 
35) kh¥panala ghanådikaμ 
36) bhåråvahañcapothanaμ 
37) viddhasokåtat¥sudve 
38) labhekasmåssaviyatti 
39) sippavimaμsabhåvato || 
40) yorukkhårËhanåbbhËtaμ 
41) udåyuhaμgajåd¥ni 
42) anuvegaμmu††himallaμ 
43) daˆ añcamaññaμvijjhanaμ || 
44) savijjhanañcakareyya 
45) sabbaμlabheyyasokasmå 
46) tesaμj¥våyuvayeva 
47) nissåyakatabhåvato || 
48) tesuca abbhËtesvo 
49) vivådocevajåyate 
50) sakkhipuccheyyayojayi 
51) sodvelabheyya abbhËte || 
52) yoakkhådiki¬aμkareyyakukku†ameˆ ayujjhanaμ 
53) taμvacodeyyagaˆheyya 
54) nassaputtañcabhariyaμ || 
55) cegaˆhehåyatyabbhËtaμ 
56) athassaputtåbhariyåkareyuμpa†ibhogañca 
57) jånanto atthigaˆheyya || 
58) anakkoseyyabandheyya 
59) kasmåniˆådibhåva 

kha-verso  
1) to 
2) cepahareyyabhinnaμtaμ 
3) håyatidaˆ akaμdade || 
4) jitvå akkhådiyomate 
5) balåtenalabheyyaso 
6) vuttadårenakåmeyya 
7) tesañcådosabhåvato 
8) kasmånavasu a††asu 
9) dhammasattenavuttato || 
10) meˆ ådiki¬anetattha 
11) vådejåte adosako 
12) bhinnocematodadagghaμ 
13) kasmåssasamaki¬anå || 
14) athaññotaμpahareyya 
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15) daˆ aμdadeyyajayakaμ 
16) paråjayonilentotaμsadaˆ a abbhËtaμ dade1359 1360 ||  
17) dhammasattaμnavamakaˆ åμ1361 END BOOK NINE 
18) yosadåsaμparassace1362 
19) kiˆitvåvassamettakaμ imagghaμ pa†idassåmi 
20) atitehotunicchato || 
21) vadevaμparasamukhe 
22) apattetaμkaretagghaμ 
23) cedadedåsasåmiko 
24) khådenocevikinato 
25) taμmuttokasmådåsassa 
26) saddhagghåhabhåvato || 
27) yaμdaharaμputtadåraμ 
28) ñåtidåsañcavikiˆe 
29) såmiˆåvåhitetasmiμsocalabheyyaputtakaμ || 
30) pacchåkkhemËlasåmiko 
31) bhåjeyyuμdvevakiˆitvå 
32) kasmåssapa†ibhågånaμ 
33) anårocetvåvivåhato || 
34) athatenabahuputte 
35) laddhetaμsåmikoc¥raμ 
36) poseyyamËlasåmice 
37) akkheyyaμnalabheyyataμ || 
38) yocapalåtadåsaμkaμ 
39) anugacchatiyassaso 
40) †hånepassati taμsåmi  
41) nadadesocatabbhåro 
42) kasmåsadosadhanassa 
43) ñåtassadinnabhåvato || 
44) yo amaggepalåtena 
45) dåsenasahagacchati 
46) aññamaññavadantivå 
47) såmicetamanuggato 
48) parocetaμnajåneyya 
49) adoso athaññåtako 
50) tañcajåneyyasocoro 

                                                
1359 Following this line MSRl inserts at the end of book 9: iminå sabbasattånaμ 
muttåva sokabandhanå tatheva {j}antujanindassa | navama. However this line is cited 
and glossed in MSRh-nis., ˆai(r). The omission here it probably a scribal oversight.    
1360 MSRb then reads iminå sabbasattånaμ muttåvasokabandhanå | 
tat{h?}ekkejanandassa and continues on ln 18. 
1361 Line 17 is not actually glossed by the nissaya. The previous gåthå 14-16 is glossed 
at MSRh-nis., ˆe(v).  
1362 MSRh-nis., ˆaμ(r). 
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51) kasmådudesabhåvato || 
52) yopalåtoparadåso 
53) maggevasahaññatinå 
54) vadatigacchatitasmå 
55) såmikotamanuggato || 
56) nanikkhameyya ekamhaghara gåmådi††hånato 
57) nacorocenikkhameyya 
58) ñåtakosopicorako 
59) yo 

khå-recto 
1) pålåtenadåsena 
2) ekåpaˆecamaˆ appe 
3) sålåyaμtitthanåvåsu 
4) rattivaseyyasahaso 
5) såmiladdhepinocoro 
6) kasmåbahunivåsato || 
7) sañåtakaμparadåsaμ 
8) labhitvåyomaggantare 
9) nåvåropeyyasåminå 
10) tasmiladdhepinocorako || 
11) tivassañcapa†ibhågaμ 
12) gatvåmuttovasokasmå 
13) palåtaparadåsassa 
14) attanoñåtibhåvato || 
15) palåtiñåtakopara 
16) dåsorattivaseghare 
17) tatthaladdhepinocoro 
18) kasmånilentabhåvato || 
19) rattisakegharetañca 
20) våsitvånagaråd¥naμ 
21) yåcadvåråvapatheyyaμ 
22) vahantopiadosako || 
23) tatoñña†hånaμ 
24) vahanto 
25) laddhopyacorakoputto 
26) tivassapa†ibhågoca 
27) paroniccheyyacorakaμ || 
28) palåyantoparadåso 
29) yenasåmivadåpaye 
30) dassåmimama agghanti 
31) sotaμtassa årocaye || 
32) såmice appagghaμgaˆheyyadadeyya yathågghanikaμ 
33) nasodadeyyataμtassa 
34) dassetvå adosako || 
35) athataμparadåsañca 
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36) nasodadeyyatabbåro 
37) kasmåcittasamatåya 
38) såsanåharabhåvato || 
39) yodåsonicchitocesa 
40) såmimhåvasitukåmo 
41) tadårohapariˆåhaμ 
42) disvågaˆheyyathågghaμ 
43) måtåpitågatadåso 
44) sasåmikassa agghañca 
45) dadena issaro atha 
46) såmikenicchita agghaμ 
47) dadegaˆheyyasokasmå 
48) nagarakråmo 
49) tadårohapariˆåhaμssavivattanå || 
50) palåyantåyadåsiyå 
51) yocåjånaμvadåsattaμ 
52) bhaˆ aμdatvånaposeyya 
53) pacchåladdhåyasåminå || 
54) sobhaˆ aμpa†idatvåssa 
55) labheyyajånamathaso 
56) såmikassanårocetvå 
57) bhaˆ aμdatvånaposaye || 
58) laddhåyetåyahåyati 
59) bhaˆ aμcesåmikedËre 
60) sonåroceyyaladdhåya 
61) labheyagghaμvabhaˆ akaμ || 
62) palå 

khå-verso  
1) toyasmi†håneyo 
2) vasetaμhetusonaro 
3) daˆ aμdadeyyadhanaμvå 
4) datvåjåmåtaraμkare || 
5) såmiladdhecasodhanaμ 
6) patidatvånataμlabhe 
7) athajånampidåsattaμ 
8) norocedhanahåyako || 
9) cenåceroceyyadËresolabbhetaddhagghahåyako 
10) kasmådåsaμvajånetvå 
11) mËlakaraˆabhåvato || 
12) tatopalåtadåsako 
13) theneyyatassasåmiko 
14) nodosaññotaμpahåro 
15) hantissaroca athaca || 
16) ahantåkammakaμkåre 
17) laddhakålecataμagghaμ 
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18) nicchayitvåsåmi agghaμ 
19) a hamåghåtakolabhe 
20) kasmådåsassasåmikå 
21) pakatattåtivuccare || 
22) yopalåtaμpadåsaμ 
23) ajånantovagaˆheyya 
24) nåvåroyeyyavåladdhebalimådåyasodade || 
25) athasotaμgahetvåna 
26) karontotassadassanaμ 
27) paˆˆåkåraμgahetvåtaμ 
28) pakkoseyyabhayaμgate 
29) dassanabhårakokasmå 
30) tassasaddhahabhåvato || 
31) lañcaμdatvånayoyena 
32) parassadhanadåsake 
33) vikiˆeyyakiˆåpetvå 
34) laddhetesåmikolabhe || 
35) kiˆato ekadåsaμsodaˆ aμdadevikinatocoradaˆ aμdadekasmå 
36) tassa åˆattibhåvato || 
37) aññakoparadåsañca 
38) tenetvåvakinedËre 
39) ñåte aññenavånovå 
40) vikiˆitvåvaceparo || 
41) åharetañcapasseyya 
42) dåsaμpuccheyyasåmiko 
43) saccaμvikinitaμtassa 
44) agghaμdatvåssataμlabhe || 
45) aññadåsaputtadåraμ 
46) thenetvåññagharevase 
47) taμsåmiladdhakåleca 
48) theynettaμgharasåmiko || 
49) najånenipparådhotha 
50) jånantopikahåpaˆaμ 
51) gahetvåtaμvasåpeyya 
52) ghareladdhevasåminå || 
53) corakodviguˆaμghara 
54) såmikocadade ekaμ 
55) kasmå adhapitabbassa 
56) gharedhapita bhåvato || 
57) yassatassaggalañcådi 
58) bhaˆ aμdinnaμ upa haμva 
59) sese hama 

khi-recto 
1) dinnaμråjånagarådihmiva††e || 
2) navedeyyacasåmiko 
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3) imaμvinicchayaμparo 
4) cejånaμnatthilikkhitaμ 
5) saññåˆañcagadåmase || 
6) athesaññåˆalikkhitaμ 
7) tañjånaμatthiceparo 
8) vassasataccayenåpi 
9) taμsesaμpunakåmaye || 
10) kasmålikkhittasikkhinaμ 
11) †hapanaμlikkhitabhËmi 
12) nitahitajånånaμva 
13) tadappamådabhåvato || 
14) a††ejåtecasåcitta 
15) dubbhabbattovasovade 
16) tumhevadethame a††aμ dassåmi dhitaramiti || 
17) a††eceni††hitehatå 
18) pitudhitåcacechando 
19) sopubbavacanissaro || 
20) nocetassagghaμgahetvå 
21) taμmuñceyyakasmåso 
22) dukkhapi¬atatocade || 
23) yassa a††ojåtosoca 
24) samipañca††avådakaμ 
25) pakkositvåvadåpeyyaμ 
26) akkhamaμ a††avådako || 
27) akkosantocavivådaμ 
28) kareceparasmiμbhinne 
29) mateca a††asåmiko 
30) a††avåcecadvesamaμ 
31) jånidadeyyakasmåñña 
32) maññupathambhabhåvato || 
33) yoca a††iˆabhårehi 
34) paraμgaˆheyyaroginå 
35) muñjitvåtaμgharepatvå 
36) cematosoadosako || 
37) athatassagharesoca 
38) matodhanappehåyate 
39) cebahutagghaμhåpetvå 
40) sesaμkåmeyyasokasmå 
41) dhanasåmikacittassa 
42) maraˆåsarasambhavå || 
43) purisitthiyåmahanto 
44) dabårenacadvenarå 
45) ekenåraññamaññaμ 
46) suñña 
47) rahe††hånepapotheyyuμ || 
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48) parojånantopassanto 
49) dvipothanecakammåso 
50) vaˆonasaddhahekasmå 
51) såmatyånaμ asamacenatthitassakasmåso 
52) vaˆoceatthipumassa 
53) pothane itthimahato || 
54) dabårapothanedvinnaμ 
55) saddheyya ekapothane 
56) attha itthiyåpurisapothadedaharassaca || 
57) mahantapothanekassa 
58) dvipothanecakammåso 
59) vaˆonasaddhahekasmå 
60) såmatyånaμ asamato 
61) marojånantopassa 

khi-verso 
1) nto 
2) ceatthisaddaheyyataμ || 
3) yecaññamaññaμpothenti 
4) pathamapothakomicchå 
5) athapathamakkosanaμ ekaμpacchåcabahukaμ || 
6) pathamapothanaμ ekaμ 
7) micchåbahucapathamaμ 
8) abhinnomatopacchå 
9) bhinnomatocasomicchå || 
10) purisopa†hamaμ itthi 
11) mahallakopidaharaμ 
12) uttamodukkhitamakko 
13) santopinomicchå atha || 
14) itthipurisaμdaharo 
15) hantaμdukkhituttamaμ 
16) tåvaˆˆosatitemicchåkasmågårava†hånato || 
17) tetayopiakkosanto 
18) pathamaμsocapuriso 
19) mahallakopaˆitoca  
20) akkoseyyanatepuna || 
21) napahareyyañcakasmå 
22) hinesujåyåbhåvato 
23) hinakedaharesuca 
24) itthiyaμ akkamantåte 
25) pa†ikkoseyyuμpotheyyuμ 
26) natedaˆ alabhårahå || 
27) kulabhogayasåsesaμ 
28) aññamaññaμvacesamå 
29) vivåsete akkoseyyuμ adosakåvade atha || 
30) so uyojitadåsena 
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31) akkoseyyaparaμsaha 
32) sosåmikomicchåkasmåparakulåvamånato || 
33) yo {g}åmasåmiko a††aμ1363 
34) niyuñceso adhammiko 
35) ra††ha akkhadassopuna 
36) niyuñcaso adhammiko || 
37) nagara akkhadassoca 
38) niyuñceso adhammiko 
39) rakkhakopa†iniyuñce 
40) so adhammohåmacco || 
41) niyuñcepuna adhammo 
42) uparåjåcamahesi 
43) pa†iniyuñceyyatece 
44) adhammikåcakhattiyo || 
45) niyuñcepunacådhammo 
46) samaˆodvijapaˆ ito 
47) såseyyaμ tañcåcariyo 
48) nasakkhisubahulokå || 
49) senåpatinå amacca 
50) uparåjehideviyå 
51) saharåjassadhammesu †hitabhåvaμ va kåreyuμ || 
52) yodvigoˆedvimahiμse 
53) dvimeˆ asunakhådike aññamaññakate ete 
54) yuddhåpeyyacategoˆå || 
55) mahiμsameˆ asunakhå 
56) bhinnå andhåcatematå 
57) tappamåˆaμdadejån¥ 
58) soka 

kh¥-recto 
1) småtiracchånehi 
2) matattassa aññåtattå 
3) manussenevaññåtako || 
4) yassapa†isotanåva 
5) sotånunåvahagatå 
6) avakujjåyasvadosonåvåsotanugå athå || 
7) patisotanåvaμgatå 
8) tena aññadhanebhinne 
9) na††hepa†idade anu 
10) sotanåvåpa†isotå 
11) pati††hanåvaμgatåce 
12) avakujjåyataμdhane 
13) bhinnena††hepa†idade 
14) bhinnemahåpiyerajjuμ || 

                                                
1363 MSRh-nis., to(r). 
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15) chinnevåtahatåyavå 
16) aññamaññaμvacegatå 
17) tenevasabbasmibhinne 
18) avakujjåyadosakå || 
19) yosËriyapa†iggato 
20) sËriyassa anuggataμ 
21) gatotenåññasmiμbhinne 
22) matepiso adosako || 
23) athasËriyånugato 
24) gatocetappatiggataμ 
25) bhinnematetappamåˆaμ 
26) dadeyyabhåramåvaho || 
27) abhårakaμgatonoce 
28) doso abhårakobhårå 
29) vahaμgatotabbamåˆaμdade atha utråsena 
30) aññamaññaμgatotabbaμ 
31) dosonatthevatassasoyomaddo ummattarog¥ 
32) maggantarepati††hito 
33) hatthi assagomahiμså ummattårågalagganå || 
34) gaˆhituμ asamatthåtaμ 
35) tadåtasmiμbhinnemate 
36) teca adosakå atha 
37) gagådayo anummatta || 
38) tabbålakenagåmitå 
39) tenatasmiμmatesata 
40) rajatañcadadenoce 
41) paññåsarajataμdade || 
42) amaddådayo ågate 
43) gajådikepipasanto 
44) nåpatåmatesmiμ adosakovaso atha || 
45) taμpålakenate apa 
46) gataμvågåmitåtasmiμ 
47) matepaññåsarajataμ 
48) nocepañcav¥sadade || 
49) yovatirakkhitaμrukkhe 
50) puppaμtheneyyaratt¥yaμ 
51) vijjådinåmatetasmiμ 
52) adosovadhakonoce || 
53) ekapubbaμsataμdade 
54) divåhantunacissaro 
55) lumpissaronocepåto 
56) yåvachåyåpava hanå  || 
57) bandhanaμpothanaμkatvå 
58) muñceyya athatenakaμ 
59) påtopasampisuˆampi 
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60) navadesoma 
kh¥-verso 

1) jjhantike 
2) atikkantenasokasmå 
3) pubbånamåsukhiˆato || 
4) pubbanaμvaticenatthi 
5) gaˆantopi adosako 
6) kasmåbhogassa aññesaμsådhåraˆassabhåvato 
7) vatiyårakkhitaphalaμ 
8) theneyyasoyathåvuttaμ 
9) athapåtovagaˆhantaμ 
10) passaμpinavadeyyaso 
11) phalabhiˆecanavade 
12) kasmåssa åyukhiˆato || 
13) yopatitaμphalaμpuppaμ 
14) gaˆhesvasodakokasmå 
15) bhumyudaka††habhogassa 
16) sattadhåraˆatta to || 
17) yocanakkhattasabhåyaμ1364 
18) devånaμna†anekaraμ 
19) vivådaμ aññamaññaμva 
20) bhågaμpotheyyaråjËnaμ || 
21) pañcasatarajataμso pothitassavaˆaμkulaμ 
22) niyametvådadekasmå 
23) råjas¥ripabhinnato || 
24) yesamaˆåbrahmaˆåca1365 
25) aññamaññaμvivådakå 
26) gaha††haμpakkosetvåna 
27) pothåpeyyupathambhakaμ || 
28) socapotheyyapothake 
29) sabbevakiˆa issaro 
30) kasmåtaμññåtakåbhåvå 
31) tesaμsoathadåsako 
32) s¥ssopothambhi adosako 
33) kasmåssa issariyato || 
34) yovijjamahåramalla 
35) mu††hikåmåvakkantica 
36) vakkasattåhabhËmi 
37) †hitesuddh¥susamakaμ || 
38) bhinnematepinadoso 
39) athaekovavakkanto 
40) sattagåhobhËmi††hito 

                                                
1364 MSRe, jhau(r). 
1365 MSRh-nis., tha(v); MSRa-nis., kaμ(v); MRSb-nis., hau(v). 
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41) tasmiμmate adosako || 
42) avakkantåsattigåho 
43) ghara††hitovacemato 
44) jånidadeyyasokasmå 
45) yuddhassåsamåbhåvato || 
46) yonimittasamajjani††håne1366 
47) uccårapassåvaμpåtaye 
48) bhikkhubrahmaˆaråjå 
49) maccådivasana††håne || 
50) nisidaye åbharaˆaμ 
51) tesaμ dhåreyya tassayo 
52) råjadaˆ aμ dade atha 
53) utråsena yogato 
54) yuddha†håne nikkhantena 
55) kareyya so adosako || 
56) yocanåvåyaμratheca 
57) vanåpaˆenacavåˆijjaμ 
58) sabbanicchayitvåsaññaμ 
59) dadeyyatåvabhaˆ akaμ || 
60) pacchatotañcakiˆeyya 
61) micchåvabha 

khu-recto 
1) ˆ a aggådi 
2) gaˆanaμsodadekasmå 
3) aññamaññavañcanato || 
4) yåmaˆikåcavåˆijjaμ 
5) ta{sa}bbanicchayitvåsaññaμ 
6) dadeyyatåvabhaˆ akaμ || 
7) pacchatotañcekiˆeyyalumpantiyovikinituμ 
8) vivådakå akkoseyyuμ 
9) co¥titå adosakå || 
10) athatåsahapopotheyyuμ 
11) tenabhinnåcacematå 
12) yathåkkammaμdadedaˆ aμ 
13) kasmåtaμvacanassaca 
14) adosabhåvatotassa 
15) hatthassadosabhåvato || 
16) yåpaˆikåyåpaˆasu ki 
17) aññamaññaμvivådakå akkoseyyuμcataμkesaμ 
18) gaˆheyyuμtå adosakå || 
19) athatåsahapothentå 
20) bhinnåcedaˆ akaμ 
21) dadekasmåtåhimahantassa 

                                                
1366 MSRh-nis., thå(v). 
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22) kammassåkaraˆiyato 
23) patisåpatikåheva 
24) sissåcariyakehica || 
25) atidukkhitokappaˆo 
26) akamantoca uttamaμ 
27) akkoseyyakhipeyyassa 
28) katvåpothådikaμmuñce 
29) navadedaˆ akaμkasmå 
30) daˆ årahassabhåvato || 
31) yo uttamo cavåˆijjaμ 
32) åråmaμsykarakukku†aμ 
33) paˆˆaphalañcaropitaμ 
34) imaμdubbhitasantakaμ || 
35) balakkårenagaˆeyya 
36) dukkhito anattamano 
37) vivarantoparaμmukhaμ 
38) akkoseyya adosako 
39) athasothañcadukkhitaμpotheyyadaˆ akaμdade || 
40) yocanakkhattasabhåya1367 
41) ki¬a††hånecanagara 
42) devabali††håneghara 
43) devatåbali††hånake || 
44) råjåbhisekasabhåya 
45) ††hånesenåsandhanassa 
46) †hånecadhammasavana††hånecåbhaya†hånake || 
47) tesudhanaμnakåmeyya 
48) cekåmeråjadaˆ akaμ 
49) cegaˆetaμdhanahåni 
50) kasmåññasukha††hånato || 
51) yocavatthughara††håne 
52) suñña††hånecapavane 
53) nad¥yaμkasmiñci†håne 
54) paranidahitaμ dhanaμ || 
55) tassa cittañ ca vañcetvå 
56) rahobalakkårena vå 
57) khaˆeyya so daˆ akañca 
58) dhanañcataμdadejåni || 
59) athataμsåmikasaññå 
60) natthiråjå ca vivatto adosåkha 

khu-verso  
1) ˆako kasmå 
2) bhËmisuññudakesuvå 
3) vanevåsantadhanassa 

                                                
1367 MSRb-nis., hå˙(v). 
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4) raññosantakabhåvato || 
5) taμdhanaμbrahmaˆolabhe1368 
6) katvådvibhågama hakaμ 
7) råjålabhebrahmaˆo haμ 
8) taμlabhe ce gahapati || 
9) katvåna v¥satibhågaμ 
10) råjålabheyya dvådasa 
11) gahapatiko a††ha ca 
12) dukkhito tañcadelabhe 
13) tibhågaμråjådvilabhe 
14) dukkhito ca ekaμ labhe || 
15) yodåsakañcakinanto 
16) våˆijjotåvakåliko 
17) iˆoa††avådosabba 
18) kamme likkheyya taμ c¥raμ || 
19) paraμmukhaμ navalikkhaμ 
20) likkheyya attanåvataμ 
21) nandogataμkasmålikkha  
22) såmikånaμ ålasabhåvato1369 || 
23) yo råjadhanam iˆeyya 
24) råjåtena dinnamattaμ 
25) gaˆheyyanodadetañce 
26) dukkhitodåsattaμkare || 
27) dåsattaμråjabrahmaˆe 
28) nokarebrahmaˆadhanaμ 
29) yathåvuttaμvadukkhitaμ 
30) dhanamiˆeyyasoyathå 
31) vacanaμsonahineyya 
32) nodadåmitinavade || 
33) yomahuttadhanaμlañcaμ 
34) nadhånaμtåvadhaˆ akaμ 
35) khådetvåmatodåyajjaμ 
36) bhakkhaputtadårådaduμ 
37) athateca ajånantåtadabhakkhåcådosakå || 
38) yomahuttadhanaμlañcaμ 
39) nidhånaμtåvabhaˆ akaμ 
40) parassadatvåmatotaμ 
41) puttadåråvakåmayuμ 
42) athadåyajjabhakkhå 
43) etetañcanakåmayuμ || 
44) måtåpitåcakittima 
45) puttassabhaˆ akaμdhanaμdatvågarapayojayuμ 

                                                
1368 MSRh-nis., thu(v).  
1369 MSRh-nis., thu(v). 
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46) kittimo uttamobhave || 
47) tepara iˆaμkhådetvå 
48) matåtaμ kittimodade 
49) atha orasodåyajjaμ 
50) akkho atthi adosako || 
51) yassapitåpitåmaha 
52) dåyajjaμkhådetvåmato 
53) pitåmahabhakkhamikaμsoceditopinodade 
54) natthåkasmåca iˆakaμ 
55) dvisantati abhåvato || 
56) khådeyya aññiˆaμ aggaμ 
57) patvåmËlappamåˆakaμ 
58) natthaggaμ kasmåsåkhåya 
59) khandåmahantabhåvato || 
60) yocaparehinidhånaμ 
61) dhanaμkareyyavåˆijjaμ 
62) co 

khË-recto 
1) dentopisåmikonolabbhevassådikegate || 
2) so aggaμtaμdadeyyåyaμ 
3) nacodesåmikobahu 
4) vassehontepinodade 
5) kasmåssåniˆabhåvato || 
6) yodåyajjaμdhanaμkare 
7) våˆijjaμvassamåsake 
8) hontepi aggaμnatthissa 
9) kasmåniˆådibhåvato || 
10) yocamahuttavånijjaμ 
11) kinitvådinnakålakaμnavadevassamåsake 
12) patthepinatthaggasataμ 
13) dinnakålaμmariyåde 
14) tadatite aggaμdade || 
15) s¥lavå dånacågo ca 
16) saccaμ dhammohirottappo 
17) sakkhilesañ ca jånanto 
18) niddosañ ca pakaraˆaμ || 
19) våyamantosappurisa || 
20) dhammeca ujuko bahuμ 
21) parivårobhogavåca 
22) yassavåcåpiyonaro 
23) esacesakkhitaμpatto 
24) napucchåmitinovade || 
25) yovanevåduppannoce 
26) tatthamanussakaμpucche 
27) nåvåyaμvåduppannoce 
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28) tatthamanussakaμpucche || 
29) maggantarevåduppanno 
30) pucchetaμpathakaμrathe 
31) vivådotatthapuccheyya 
32) gharevåduppannoghare || 
33) yo likkhismiμ sapatissaμ 
34) vatvå taμ nakare pacchå 
35) sakkhi so ce niddhareyya  
36) tassokåsoparåjayo || 
37) dassetvå likkhasakkhiyo 
38) taμ napuccheyya sapataμ 
39) [likkhisantaμ] sapataññaμ 
40) ce kare so paråjayo || 
41) yolikkhisantasakkhiñ ca 
42) apucchanto va aññakaμ 
43) sakkhi sace niddhareyya 
44) tassa paråjayokåso 
45) kasmå tassa j¥vhekopi 
46) våcådve¬aka bhåvato || 
47) malacchedåpurisagghaμ 
48) caturajatitthiyåtiˆivacasaññåpåruμpanårahepannarasa || 
49) itthiyådasakammantå 
50) rahecapañcati sakaμ 
51) itthiyåpañcav¥sañca a håkhatyapumåmacce  || 
52) senåpatimahåmacce 
53) uparåjemahesiyå 
54) tesamagghaμdvidiguˆaμ 
55) yathåkkamaμvakåraye || 
56) dåsaputteca ådito 
57) purise aggaμtipådaμ 
58) itthiyådvipådaμ agghaμ 
59) da¬haμpårupanådikepurisodasatassagghaμ 
60) itthiyåsattarajataμvu hipatte 

khË-verso  
1) ca purise 
2) tiμsañca itthiyåvisaμ 
3) matamanussa agghañca 
4) kareyyadasarajataμ || 
5) hatthi agghaμpådasataμ 
6) assa agghañcapaññåsaμ 
7) mahiμsa agghaμtipådaμ 
8) goˆagghaμdvayarajataμ || 
9) e¬akagghaμ ekapådaμ 
10) sukaragghañcapåda haμ 
11) sunakkhagghaμmayËrañca ekamåsañcaråjataμ || 
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12) kukkuragghañcatimuggaμ 
13) kukku†agghañcamåså haμ 
14) kapotagghaμ ekamuggaμ 
15) rajatantikare aggaμ 
16) ekapådasuvaˆˆagghaμ 
17) pådapañcasataμtathå 
18) ekapådarajatagghaμpaññåsañcakahåpaˆaμ || 
19) ekaså†akagghaμa gaμ 
20) pådaμantaravåsakaμ 
21) diya hamåsaμku†ålaμ 
22) ekamåsañcarajataμ || 
23) ku†åritimuggaμvåsi 
24) a hamåsañcarathagghaμ 
25) ekapådaμnåvåyagghaμ 
26) ekapådañcarajataμ || 
27) asia hapådaμcåpi 
28) ekamåsañcakuˆ agghaμ 

khe-recto 
1) a hamåsaμmahåphiyaμ 
2) a hamåsaμanupiyaμ || 
3) ekamåsaμpiyama haμ 
4) måsañcasenagghaμ ekaμ 
5) muggaμnisidamugga haμ 
6) rajatantikare agghaμ || 
7) ekasivåcapurisupakårodviphalaμittupakåro ekaphalaμ 
8) gajassa upakårako || 
9) visaμassupakårocadasaphalañcamahiμsuparårako 
10) sattaphalaμgoˆassaphalapañcakaμ || 
11) rathupakårochaphalaμ 
12) cË¬anåvåyacatukkaμkahånåvåyapaññåsaμsatikaμ 

 samuddanåvåyaphalantupakåraμkare 
13) dhammasattapakåraˆaμni††hitaμ1370 || END BOOK TEN 

 
[Scribal colophon:] 

14) sakkaråj 1134 khu ta kËñ lchan 1 rak 3 ne. ne mvan th. tva  rhve myaññ 
dhammasat på†h kuiv re˙ kË r* pr¥ñ saññ ||  

15) nibbånnapaccayohotu ||  
16) di || pu || å || nha . praññ. chuμ på luiv e* ||  

 
END 
 

 

                                                
1370 MSRh-nis., lå(r). 
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APPENDIX II 

Manusåra-dhammasat-nissaya (dhammasat a††huppatti)1371 

 

ka-verso 

{1} namotassa… sajjanåsajjanå1372 sevaμ | narå naråbhivu hitam1373 | påra gaμ 

påra gaμ netaμ1374 | <viraμ viraμ bhivandiya |>1375 ahaμ | å saññ | 

sajjanåsajjanå1376  sevaμ | <sË tau sË ma tau tui>1377 e* | aphaμ ta lai lai mh¥ vai rå 

phrac tha so | narå naråbhivu hutaμ | lË nat tuiv e* <a kyui˙>1378 c¥ pvå˙ kuiv pru tat 

tha so | påra gaμ | nibbån sui. rok pr¥˙ tha so | apåra gaμ1379 | nibbån sui. ma rok se˙ 

so sË kui | netaμ | nibbån sui. rok ao  cho  tau mhu tat tha so | viraμ1380 | sattavå tui. 

thak lulla1381 kr¥˙ tau mhu tha so | 

 

kå-recto  

viraμ | mrat cvå bhurå˙ kui | abhivandiya1382 | <dvåra suμ˙ maññ>1383 | cit kraññ 

ññvat1384 nË˙ rhi khui˙ Ë˙ r* | {2} ådikappanarindena | hitakåmena1385 dhimatå | 

                                                
1371 Principally following MSRa-nis. (MORA 95). The nissaya comprises a gloss of 
MSRP transcribed in Appendix I corresponding to ka(v) to ki(v), line 30. 
Abbreviations for different manuscripts are listed in Chapter Five. Numbers within 
braces correspond to sections of a working translation of the MSR-nis. not included in 
the dissertation. 
1372 a.  sujanåsajjanå 
1373 b., e., h. pa†h -vu ikaμ; f. -ka; g. - ika; f. -vuddhika 
1374 e. nitaμ 
1375 not in e.; f. <dhiraμ dhiraμ bhiv[i?]ndiya> 
1376 a. sujanåsajjanå 
1377 Most mss gloss the compound here as sujjanå asujjanå; only a. glosses <sË tau 
ko >, simply “Good Men”. e. gives the longer <sË tau hut so sË sË tau ma hut so sË>. 
1378 not in c.; here e. <alvhaμ so>. 
1379 a., f., h. påra gaμ 
1380 f. dhiraμ 
1381 = luμ. la, as in h. 
1382 e. -vandiyya 
1383 e. <ajjatthakåya [=ajjhattakåya?] rhva  pra sun mañ> 
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mahåsammataråjena | patthito yo vinicchayo1386 | tato råjånukkamena | pattharitvå1387  

mahitale | pyË madhi1388 råjå kålasmiμ1389 | aparante1390 janapade | so ca devånam 

indo1391 ca | tåpaso1392 ca tayo janå | tassa sugahaˆatthåya1393 | saμkhepåsuddha1394 

mågadhå1395 | tato råmaññadese ca | anuppatte1396 | vinicchayo1397 | tassa 

sugahaˆatthåya | tappohårena1398 †hapitå1399 | ådikappanarindena | kambhå Ë sË tui. kui 

acui ra 

 

kå-verso 

tha so | hitakåmena | sattavå tui. e* akyui˙ c¥ pvå˙ kui alui rhi1400 tha so | <dhimatå1401 

| kap sim so kicca kui pr¥ ce tat so paññå <laññ> rhi tha so | >1402 mahåsammataråjena | 

mahåsamata ma ˙ mrat saññ | <yo>1403 vinicchayo1404 | akra  <tarå˙>1405 achuμ˙ 

aphrat kui | patthito1406 | <alui rhi r*>1407 to  ta <tat>1408 e* | <taμ | thui to . ta so 

                                                                                                                                       
1384 b. mrat 
1385 e. hitaμ kamenaμ 
1386 e. pa†hitayaμ vinicchayaμ 
1387 a., h-nis. pattaritvå; b. pattharitvå˙ 
1388 c. byË ma  dhi; h. byumaˆdhi 
1389 b. -kålasm¥ 
1390 e. aparaμnte 
1391 c. so ca devådevånam indo; e. so ca devånam indå 
1392 b., h. tåpasso 
1393 c., e. sugahanatthåya 
1394 e. sa khittåsuddha 
1395 e. kå-verso 
1396 a. anuppatto 
1397 e. -yaμ 
1398 c., h. tabbo- 
1399 e. -o 
1400 e. hi [archaic] 
1401 e. suddhimatå 
1402 e. <suddhimatå | pri ce tat tha so | dhimatå | paññå hi> 
1403 not in e. 
1404 e. -yaμ 
1405 not in e. 
1406 c. pattito; e. pa†hitaμ 
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achun aphrat sh | >1409 tato | thui mahåsammata ma ˙ mha | <pa†håya |>1410 ca r*1411 | 

råjånukkamena | ma ˙ <e*> acaññ acak1412 atui ˙ | mahitale | jambË1413 mre apra  n* | 

pattharitvå1414 | pran. pvå | lat r* | aparantajanapade1415 | sunåparaμ1416 | kyam˙ 

mån1417 ao  nhip kyvan1418 <Ë>1419 thip1420 n* | byË madhi1421 råjakålasmiμ1422 | pyË 

ma  th¥˙1423 ma  pru so akhå1424 n* | anuppattassa1425 | <acaññ>1426 rok lat1427 [4589] 

<tha>1428 so | tassa | thui dhammasat1429 kyam˙ e* | achuμ˙ aphrat kui | 

sugahaˆatthåya | ko  cvå <si>1430 cim. so hå | so ca | thui <pyË ma  th¥>1431 saññ laññ 

ko ˙ | devånam indo ca | sikrå˙1432 ma  saññ lh ko ˙ | tåpasso ca | <rasse. saññ laññ 

ko  | iti | i sui.>1433 | tayo janå1434 | thui tan khui˙ kri so sË mrat suμ yok tui. saññ | 

                                                                                                                                       
1407 e. only; difficult to read 
1408 b., c. at; not in e. 
1409 e. 
1410 not in e. 
1411 b. pa†håya ca r* 
1412 e. <ma ˙ chak acañ> 
1413 e. cambu 
1414 c. pattaritvå; e. pa aritva 
1415 c. -janappade; e. aparante janapade 
1416 b. sËnaparån 
1417 c. man 
1418 e. kyvan maμ ao  nhip kyvan (cf., ran mår ao  nhip kyvan˙ as gloss for 
arimaddanå)  
1419 a., b., e. 
1420 b. athip 
1421 c. bru ma ˙ dhi; e. pyu maμ dhi 
1422 c., e. kålasmi 
1423 e. pru ma  dhi 
1424 c. kåla 
1425 a. anupattassa 
1426 not in e. 
1427 c. la tha 
1428 e. 
1429 e. dhammassat 
1430 e. sa  
1431 e. phru co dh¥˙ 
1432 c. sakrå˙ 
1433 e. <sikrå˙ charå rha  rsse. la ko > 
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<sa khepå | <sa khepåya | >1435 akyaññ˙ å˙ phra  | >1436 suddhamågadhå1437 

<suddhamågadhåya>1438 | sak sak mågadhabhåså <phra >1439 | <†hapesuμ | thå˙ pe 

kun e*>1440 | {3} tato | thui sunåparaμ1441 tui  mha | råmaññadese <ca>1442 | 

råmañña<desa>1443 tui ˙ sui. | anuppatto1444 | acaññ rok lat so1445 | tassa | tui 

dhammasat kyam˙ e* | vinicchayo | achuμ˙ aphrat kui | <sugahaˆatthåya>1446 | si lvay 

cim. so hå | tappoharena1447 | tui råmaññadesabhåså phra . | <†hapito>1448 | kyo  Ë 

vihåra kui ne so <raˆˆavaμsa amaññ rhi tha so>1449 pugguil mrat saññ | pran <r*> 

thå˙ ap pe e* | {4} tato råmaññabhåsåya | uparåjena yåjito1450 | 

setanågindabhË<ta>1451kåle  

 

ki-recto 

< tasso rasena1452 dhimatå | dhammasatthaμ vicåreti | buddhaghosoti1453 nåmako | 

hitatthiko mahåthero | subodhatthaμ1454 | suˆåtha taμ | setanågindåbhË<ta>1455 kåle 
                                                                                                                                       
1434 e. <tayo janå t¥hi janehi>.  
1435 c.  
1436 not in e. 
1437 e. -mågathå (passim) 
1438 not in e. 
1439 e. kui 
1440 e. <sa khittå | akrañ å˙ | phra . | thå˙ pe e*> 
1441 c. sunåparanta 
1442 e. 
1443 e. 
1444 c. anuppate, e. anupatto 
1445 c. rok saññ rhi so 
1446 e. subodhanatthåya 
1447 b., c. tabboharena 
1448 e. [da?]desahito 
1449 e. 
1450 b. yåcityo  
1451 c.; e. transcribes the name as setagajidaμbhuta 
1452 c. tase madhusena, clearly an error 
1453 c. buddhagho | so ti 
1454 b. subodhattaμ 
1455 c. 
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>1456  | cha  prË myå˙ sikha  bhava rha  ma  tarå˙1457 kr¥˙ lak thak tau n* |1458  tassa | 

tui cha  <phrË myå˙ sikha   | bhava>1459 rha  ma ˙ tarå˙1460 kr¥ e* | orasena | ra  

nhac saññ˙ krå˙1461 | så˙ phrac tau mhu so | dhimatå | acha  akhya  paññå a  rhi tau 

mhu tha so | uparåjena | aim rhe. ma ˙ saññ | yåcito1462 | to  pan ap so | hitatthiko | 

praññ. sË lË myå˙1463 e* akyui˙ c¥˙ pvå˙ kui alui rhi <tha>1464 so | buddhaghoso ti 

nåmako | buddhaghoså <hË so>1465 amaññ rhi <tha>1466 so | <mahåthero | >1467 

mahåther saññ | subodhattaμ1468 | ko ˙ cvå si lvay cim. so hå | <tato | thui 

dhammasat kyam˙ ho ˙ mha | yåmaññabhåsåya | råmaññabhåså phra . | >1469 

dhammasatthaμ | <trå˙ nha . ññ¥ cvå>1470 chuμ phrat kro ˙ phrac so dhammasat 

kyam˙ vicåreti | c¥ ra  e* | {5} taμ | Î thui dhammasat1471 kyam˙ kui | tumhe sådhavo 

| <sË tau ko ˙ tui saññ>1472  | sunåtha | ma pyaμ.1473 ma lva . sa . ta . tañ kraññ cvå 

                                                
1456 e. gives only <rajitaμ dhammasatthakaμ buddhaghosena therena subodhatthaμ 
sunåthanaμ | setågajindabhukåle>  
1457 c. trå˙ 
1458 e. <uparåjena | acha  akhya  lak run a  prañ chuμ tau mhu tha so | tassa | thui ava 
rha ma  tarå˙ kr¥˙ e* så˙ tau ra  nhac uparaj sh | yåcito | to  paμ ap saññ phrac r* | 
buddhaghosena | buddhaghoså amaññ rhi so | therena | ma thaññ saññ | subhodhatthaμ 
| ko  cvå si lvay cim. so å | dhammasattakaμ | dhammasat kyan kui | tato thui 
råmañña mañ so ta lui  bhåså mha | mrammåbhåsåya | mrammå bhåså phra  | ya-[ms 
damaged]-taμ | c¥ ra  e*> then follows from Î 
1459 a., b. 
1460 c. trå˙ 
1461 c. khyå 
1462 c. yåjito 
1463 c. mrå˙ 
1464 c. 
1465 a., b.  
1466 c.  
1467 c 
1468 c. subodhatthaμ 
1469 c. 
1470 a. <dhammasat nha . Ë cvå> 
1471 c. ki-verso 
1472 e. <mohågati mha lvat kuμ so sa  sË tau e tui.> 
1473 c. pran 
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nå la . kun | {6} dhammasat kyam˙ e* athuppatti1474 kui chui lui r* ¥ gåthå kui tak aμ 

saññ | passaμ kåme ådinavaμ1475 | nikkhamme ca ånisa saμ | <abhiññå påramesanto | 

abhiññå pårami gato | sammåpatti sammåpanno>1476 | sabbasattånËkammako1477 | 

ubhayatthahitesanto1478 | manusåroti1479 namako | cakkavå¬assa påkårå | åbhataμ 

dhammatakkharaμ1480 | visålaμ tosentaμ1481 | dhiraμ | suvisuddhaμ1482 | sukhåvahaμ 

|  gambhiratthavinicchayaμ | vicittanayamaˆ itaμ | mohågati vimuccitaμ | 

dhammasatthapakaraˆaμ1483 | saråjasabbalokånaμ | hitatthåyam1484 anågate | 

mahåsammataråjassa1485 | åharati ma- 

 

ki-verso 

hitalaμ | kåme | vatthukaμ kilesakaμ n* | adinavaμ1486 | <aprac kuiv | passaμ 

passanto | mra  tat tha so | nikkhame ca | aim rå ma tho  khra  n* laññ <ko > | 

ånissaμsaμ1487 | akyui˙ kuiv˙ | passaμ pasanto | mra  tat tha so abhiññå 

påramesanto1488 | >1489 abhiññå  <apri kui>1490 rhå mh¥˙ tat tha so | 

abhiññåpåramigato1491 | <abhiññå  apr¥˙>1492 sui. rok pr¥ tha so | <sammåpatti 

                                                
1474 b. atthuppatti 
1475 a. ådidhanaμ  
1476 e. <abhiññaμ påramipatto paññcabhiññåpa†iladdho> 
1477 b. ki kyo 
1478 e. -hidesiko 
1479 c. manussar- 
1480 a. dhammatakaraμ 
1481 c. visålam to | santaμ; e. visålatosanto 
1482 a. sivisuddhaμ 
1483 dhammasattapakåraˆaμ; e. dhammasattaμ pakåsitå 
1484 c. -atta- 
1485 e. mahåsamata 
1486 here b.; c. ådhinavaμ; a. adinaμ [for ådh¥navaμ?] 
1487 c., e. ånisa saμ 
1488 e. param¥santo 
1489 b., c., e. 
1490 e. påram¥ kui 
1491 e. -patto 
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sammåpanno | sammåpat1493 rhac på˙ kui va  <tha>1494 so>1495 | 

sabbasattånukammako | khap sim˙ so sattavå tui. kui sa nå˙ tat tha so | 

ubhayatthahitesanto1496 | nhac på˙ so paccuppån saμsarå ac¥˙ apvå˙1497 kui rhå tat tha 

so | manusåroti namako | manusåra amaññ rhi so rha  rasse. saññ | <cakkavå¬assa | 

cakkava¬å e* | påkårå | tan tui ˙ mha>1498 | åbhataμ | cho  khai. ap so | 

dhammatakkharaμ | dhammatå sabho <phra .>1499 phrac so akkharå1500 lh rhi tha so | 

visålaμ | kray1501 so anak lh rhi tha so | dhiraμ | <paññå rhi tui kui>1502 | tosentaμ1503 | 

nhac sak ce tat <tha>1504 so | suvisuddhaμ | <alvaμ1505>1506 ca  kray1507 tha1508 so | 

sukhåvahaμ | kuiy cit e*1509 khyam˙ så kui cho  tat tha so | gambh¥ratthaμ1510 

vinicchayaμ | nak nai so achuμ˙ aphrat laññ rhi tha so | vicittanayamaˆ itaμ | <athu˙ 

sa phra .>1511 chan˙ kray1512 so naññ˙ tui. phra  tan chå cha  ap tha1513 so | mohågati 

vimuccitaμ1514 | mohågati mha lvat ce tat tha so | dhammasatthapakara aμ1515 | 

                                                                                                                                       
1492 e. abhiññå  påram¥ 
1493 c. -påt 
1494 a. cå˙ 
1495 e. has instead: paññcabhiññåladdho | abhiñå  å på [ki-verso] tui r* pr¥ so 
1496 b. ubhayatthahite | santo 
1497 c. c¥˙ pvå˙; e. akyui˙ 
1498 e. cakkavå¬assa påkårå | cakrava¬å taμ tui  mha 
1499 not in a. 
1500 c. arå  
1501 b., c. kyay 
1502 e. paññå rhi tui. e* cit kuiv 
1503 a. sosentaμ; e. tosanto 
1504 not in c. 
1505 b. alvham 
1506 e. ko  cvå 
1507 e. kyay 
1508 b. ca  kray cvå tha 
1509 c. saññ 
1510 e. gambhiyattaμ 
1511 e. alvhaμ 
1512 c. kyay 
1513 e. dha 
1514 c. mudj?i- 
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<dhammasat kyam˙ kui>1516 | anågate | no  kåla n* | saråjasabbalokånaμ1517 | ma ˙ 

nha . <ta kva>1518 so khap sim˙ so sË tui. e* | hitatthåya | akyui˙ c¥˙ pvå˙ <alui>1519 

hå | mahåsammataråjassa | mahåsamata ma ˙ å˙ | mahitalaμ | jambË1520 mre1521 

apra  sui | åharati1522 | cho  pa1523 khre e* | ¥ gåthå n*1524 | adhippåy sh1525 | å tui. 

pui ˙ khyå˙1526 <khai.>1527 pr¥˙ so kye˙ jË˙ apuμ rhi so <rha  rasse. sh | no  so akhå 

n* | sattavå tui. akyui˙ c¥˙ pvå˙ kui phrac ce khra  hå | å˙ tui. khyim1528 mvan˙1529 

pr¥˙  

 

k¥-recto  

so kye˙ jË apuμ rhi so>1530 | dhammasat kyam˙ kui cakkava¬å tan tui  mha 

jambËdip<å>1531 mre pra  sui. cho  khai r* mahåsamata ma ˙ å˙ pe e* <hË lui 

saññ1532>1533 | {7} manusåra1534 rasse. e* atuppatti nha . cho  khai so dhammasat 

kyam˙ e* ac¥ ara  kui akyay å˙ phra  <chui lui r* <¥ gåthå kui>1535 tak aμ saññ>1536 | 
                                                                                                                                       
1515 e. dhammasattapakaraˆaμ; c. ki-recto 
1516 e. dhammasat myam kui | pakåsitå | pra pe e* 
1517 c., e. saråjåsabbalokånaμ 
1518 e. akva kuμm 
1519 not in e. 
1520 e. jambud¥på 
1521 not in a. 
1522 b. avahåti, perhaps evidence of silent text copying? 
1523 b. pe; not in e. 
1524 e. e* 
1525 e. sau kå 
1526 b. ki-vam˙ [4592] 
1527 c., e. 
1528 c. khy¥ 
1529 a. ¥ tui khr¥˙ mvam˙ 
1530 not in e. 
1531 c., e. jambudit 
1532 c. sa taññ 
1533 not in e. 
1534 c. manussåra 
1535 b. only 
1536 e. ¥ sui. bhui pe e* 
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ådokappasamu††hånå1537 | amhåkaμ bodhiyopajå | sammataråjåhutvåna | janaμ 

dhammena rakkhati | ådokappasamu††hånåya | kambhå Ë˙ n* phrac so | pajåpajåya | 

sattavå n* | amhåkaμ | å tui. e* | bodhiyo | bhurå˙ alo  sh | sammataråjå | 

mahåsammata ma ˙ sh | hutvå | phrac r* | janaμ | lË apo ˙ kui | dhammena | ma ˙ e* 

tarå chay på˙ na . | rakkhati | co . tau mhu e* | tadåbrahmadevonåma | 

brahmåbrahmåbhavåcuto | sammataråjavaμsamhi | mattakËlËpajåyate1538 | tadå thuiv 

a tuiv. bhurå˙ lo ˙ mahåsammata ma ˙ phrac so akhå n* | brahmadevonåma | 

brahmådeva amaññ rhi so | brahmå | brahmå ma ˙ saññ | brahmabhavå | brahmå praññ 

mha | cuto | rve. la1539 saññ phrac r* | samataråjavaμsamhi | mahasammata ma ˙ e* 

anvay phrac so | mattakËlaμ | amat amyui n* upajåyate | phrac lhå pe e* | yuvassa1540 

kåle sampatte | bhojitvåmattasampadaμ | janåbhåvegarahatte1541 | taμ sunåti bahujanå 

| assa | thui brahmadeva e* | yuvakale | lu la  akhå saññ | sampatthe | rok la so | 

mattasampadaμ | amat e* caññ cim˙ khyam˙ så kui | bhojitvå | kaμ ca Ë˙ r*1542 | 

garahatthe1543 | kai. rai ap so sabho rhi so | janabhåve | lË e* aphrac n* | bahujano1544 | 

lË apo  mha | taμ garahaμ1545 | thui kai rai khra ˙ kui | sunati1546 | krå˙ e*1547 | 

gharåvåsaμ pajahitvå | karitvå | isipabbajjaμ | 

 

k¥-verso 

                                                
1537 b. samu†hånå  
1538 b. -kulu-; c. mattakËlapajåyato 
1539 b. cute khai; c. rhve. lat 
1540 b. yuthasa; c. yuvaså 
1541 b. janabhåvegarahatthe 
1542 c. k¥-recto 
1543 b. -hatte 
1544 b. janå 
1545 b. garahitaμ 
1546 b. suˆåti 
1547 b. aμ. 
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caritvå | issara†hånaμ | manåk¥ˆisamipakaμ1548 | vaj¥rapabbataμ yuttaμ | selaguhaμ 

pavåsayi | gharåvåsaμ | aim yå tho  khra  kuiv | pajahitvå | cvan Ë r* | isipabbajjaμ | 

rasse rahan˙ aphrac kui | karitvå | pru Ë r* | mandåkiˆisam¥pakaμ | mandåg¥ˆi aui  e* 

an¥˙ phrac so | issara††hånaμ | mrat so arap kui | karitvå | mya  laññ1549 Ë r* | 

vajirapabbataμ | vajira to  phrac so | yuttaμ | rasse thui å˙ lyok pat cvå tha so | 

selagËhaμ |  ta khai nak phrac so kyok lhui  kui | pavåsayi | amh¥ pru r* ne e* | 

aggijalitvå | såya he | jålaμ vandati c¥varaμ | katvåruˆavaˆˆabhËmi | 

vidatthicatura gulaμ1550 | samukhåkasiˆaμ disvå | bhåvetvåpathav¥kasi<ˆaμ>1551 | 

pa†ibhåganimittassa | dakkhedakkhekasidasse1552 | såyaˆhasamaye | ña khyam˙ a khå 

n* | aggi | m¥˙ | kui | jalitvå | ññhi Ë r* | jålaμ | m¥ lhyaμ kui | c¥varaμ katvå | sa kan˙ 

ca ˙ kai. sui nha luμ˙ sva ˙ r* | vandati | rhi khui˙ e* | aruˆavaˆˆabhËmi | ne aruˆ 

aca ˙ nha . thË so mre kui | vidatthicatura gulaμ | ta thvå le sac atui ˙ arhaññ. rhi 

saññ kui | katvå  | pru r* | samukhå | myak mhok | kasiˆaμ | kasui  kui | disvå | rhu r* | 

pa†hav¥kasi | pathav¥ kasui  kui | bhåvetvå | c¥˙ pran˙ r* | pa†ibhåganimittaμ | 

pa†ibhåganimit | sh | assa | phrac * |  dakkhedakkhe | rhu tui ˙ rhu tui ˙ | kasi | kasui  

kuiv1553 | dasse | mra  le e* | {8} labhitvå pathamajhånaμ | kamenadutiyådikaμ | 

pañcabhiññå uppådetvå | a††hasammåpa†ipadå | vicåretvåsakaμbhavaμ | svåyuμ 

svådårajaμ puttaμ1554 | sammataråjavaμsånaμ | ññåsiraññopakåraˆaμ | 

pa†hamajhånaμ | pa†hama jhån kui | labhitvå | ra Ë r* | kamena | acaññ sa phra . | 

dutiyådikaμ | dutiya jhån ca sañ kui laññ | labhitvå |  

 

                                                
1548 b. mandåkiˆisamipakaμ 
1549 b. k¥-r 
1550 a. vidatta-; in e. here vidakki- but later in nissaya vidatthi- 
1551 b., e. only 
1552 b. -disse 
1553 b. 
1554 c. såyusådårajjaμputtaμ 
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ku-recto 

ra pr¥ r* | pañcabhiññå ca | å˙ på˙ so abhiññå  tui.  kui laññ ko ˙ | 

a††hasamåpa††ipadå ca | sammåpat rhac på˙1555 tui. kui laññ ko ˙ | uppådetvå | phrac ce 

Ë r* | sakaμ bhavañ ca | mi mi bhava kui laññ ko ˙ | svåyuμ ca | mi mi asak kui laññ  

koˆ˙ | svådåråjaμ puttaμ mi mi mayå˙ mha phrac so så˙ kui laññ ko ˙ | vicaretvå | 

cha  khya  Ë r* | sammataråjavaμsånaμ | mahåsamata ma ˙ e* anvay kui laññ ko ˙ | 

rañño ca | ma ˙ e* lh ko ˙ | upakåraμ | kye˙ jË˙ rhi so aphrac kui | aññås¥ | si e* | {9}  

pathame gimmakalasmiμ1556 | candanådihimevane | missakavanasannibhå |  

pasobhå1557 puppham1558 a gurå1559 | ki¬anti devatå | tatra | subhågandhabbakinnarå | 

pupphasabha guråsabhå1560 | phalåphalåni gahitå1561 | pa†hamegimmakålasmiμ | ta 

po ˙ la praññ <kyau>1562 thvak ta rak phrac so aca cvå so gimma1563 kåla1564 n* | 

candanåd¥himevane | canda kË˙ to aca rhi so himavanå n* | missaka vana sannibhå | 

missakalatå u yyån nha . thË kun saññ phrac r* | pasobhå puppha ma gurå | sac pva . 

sac ññvan. sac s¥˙ tui. phra . ta . tay khra ˙ rhi kun saññ | asubhavanti | phrac kun e* | 

tatra | thui to n* | devatå | nat tui. saññ laññ ko ˙ | gandhabbakinnarå ca | gandhabba 

kinnarå tui. saññ laññ ko ˙ | ki¬anti | ka cå˙ mrui˙ thË˙ kuμ e* | pupphasabhå ca | 

apva . sabha  tui sh laññ ko ˙ | a gurasabhå ca | aññvan. sabha  tui. saññ laññ ko ˙ | 

phalåphalåni ca | sac s¥˙ kr¥˙ ay tui kui | chvat cå˙ khra ˙ sabha  tui. kui laññ ko ˙ | 

gahitå | yË ap1565 kun e* |  

                                                
1555 c. k¥-verso 
1556 c. pathame gimhakålasmiμ 
1557 upasobhå 
1558 a. vubyam 
1559 b. pasokå pubbam a gurå; c. pasobhå puppama kurå; read ankura 
1560 b. pubbasabhåsa gurasabhå  
1561 b. phalåphalåni | gahitå; c. pubbasabha kurå | sabhåphalåphalånigahitå 
1562 b. 
1563 b. g¥mha 
1564 b. ki-verso  
1565 b. at 
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{10} sËriyetapegandhabbå | ki¬amandåkiˆisare | dibbaduriyehi g¥tehi | ki¬ayanti 

didedine | te gandhabbå | sui gandhabba nat tui. saññ | sËriye | ne saññ |  

 

ku-verso 

tape | pË lat saññ rhi sau | mandåkiˆisare |  mandåkiˆi aui  n* | ki¬å | ka cå˙ kun saññ | 

bhavanti phrac kun e* | dibbatËriyehi1566 | nat e* caññ cho ˙ ññha  tui. phra ˙ laññ 

koˆ˙ | gitehi | nat e* s¥˙ khya  tui. phra . laññ ko ˙ | dinenine | ne tui ˙ ne tui ˙ | 

ki¬ayanti | ka cå˙ mrË˙ thË˙ kun e* |  {11} gimha utukhayepatthe | 

mahåmeghopavassati | mahåvåtasamu†hånå | saμkapp¥pavanitadå1567 | gimha utukhaye 

| gimha kå la utu e* kun khra  sui. | patte | rok lat saññ rhi sau | mahåmegho | muigh 

kr¥˙ saññ | pavassati | rvå lat e* | tadå | thui rvå so akhå n* | mahåvåtasamu†hånå | pra  

cvå so le e* tha khra  kro . | pavan¥ | to aup kr¥˙ saññ | asakammi | kyok khyå˙ tuμ 

lup kun e* | {12} tasmi ekisigandhabbi | ghoravåtåbhayårËci1568 | nånådisånigacchanti | 

ekavijjådharabhayå | gacchati issaya gËhaμ | pa gayhapaduma guli | 

rodantåmatagatåca | yåcateku†ånaμvasaμ1569 | tasmiμ kåle | thui ro akhå n* | ekisi 

gandhabbi | ta yok so gandhabbi nat sm¥ saññ | ghoravåtabhayå | le phra . bhe | kui 

krok r* laññ ko ˙ | ekavijjådharabhayå | ta yok so vijjådhui bhe kui krok r* lh e1570 | 

rËci | alui atui ˙ | nånådisåni | thui thui so arap myak nhå sui. | gacchanti | svå˙ rhå le 

saññ rhi sau | sågandhabbi | thui gandhabba nat sm¥˙ saññ | paduma guli | pudimmå 

krå nha , tË so lak aup1571 kui | paμggayha | khy¥ r* | issaragËhaμ | brahmadeva 

amaññ rhi so rha  rasse. e* gË va sui. | gaccanti | rok le e* | amatagatåva1572 | amruik 

                                                
1566 e. dibbadËriyehi 
1567 h. saμkammipavanitadå 
1568 h. khå˙-v 
1569 h. paggayhamaduma gylirodantimatagadåyåcaseka†hånavasa 
1570 h. vijjå dhuir ra bhe kui krok so kro . laññ ko  
1571 b. ku-r  
1572 h. amattagatå 
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nha . tË so asaμ e*  e ra . khya  kui | rodanti | ui saññ phrac r* | eka†hånaμ | ta ku so 

arap kui | vassaμ1573 vassåmi | ne på aμ. | iti |  

 

kË-recto 

¥ sui. | vatvå | chui Ë˙ r* yåcati | to  pan e* | {13} issaro | tassaraμsutvå | apehi1574 

tvaμ upåsikå | nanu måtukåmenåma1575 | akapp¥ya ti so vade1576 | so issayo | thui 

brahmadeva maññ so rha  rasse. saññ | tassaraμ | thui gandhabba nat sm¥˙ e* asaμ 

kui | sutvå | krå˙ r* | upåsikå | dåyakå ma | tvaμ | dåyakå ma saññ | apehi | phai le lo | 

måtukåmonåma | måtukåma maññ saññ kå˙ |  akapp¥yo nanu | a tui rasse. nha . ma 

ap saññ ma hut tuμ lo | itivacanaμ | i sui. so ca kå kui | vade | chui pe e* | {14} 

bhantelokanåtho so tvaμ | mayaμ vijjådharaμ bhitåkåruññañcaupådatha | 

ekarattipasåmahaμ | bhante | rha  rasse. mrat | lokanatho | lË tui. e* kui kvay rå saññ | 

asi | phrac saññ ma hut tuμ lo | mayaμ | akvyan nup saññ | vijjådharaμ bhitå | 

vijjådhuir bhe kui krok kun e* | kåruññaμ1577 | sa nå˙ khra  kui | upådatha | phrac på 

ce kun lo | ekaratti | ta ññaññ. mhya lhya  | ahaμ | kvyan nup saññ | vassåmi | ne på 

aμ. | {15} j¥vapanakkhayåbhito1578 | tuˆhimahesayotadå | nevadassati1579 gandhabbi | 

såcu hisuvasati | tadå | thui sui. to  pan so akhå n* | mahesayo | rasse. mrat sh | 

j¥vapanakkhayåbhito | asak chuμ˙ rhuμ˙ khra ˙ mha kro saññ phrac r* | tu hi | chit 

chit ne saññ | bhavati | phrac e* | saccagandhabbi | thui kinnarå ma saññ laññ | tu hi | 

chit chit | suvasati | kon  cvå ne e* | rËpaμ | gandhabba nat e* arup saˆ†hån kui | 

nevadassati | ma mra  | {16} puna aggihutesåyaμ aggobhåsena | uttamarËpadharan¥ | 

                                                
1573 h. vasaμ 
1574 b. apeti 
1575 h. nanumåtugåmonåma 
1576 h. akappiyotisovade 
1577 h. ga-r 
1578 h. hard to read, but perhaps j¥vitassakkhayåbhito 
1579 a. vadassuti 
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sudass¥gandhabb¥1580 | puna | ta phan | såyaμ | ña kyam˙ so akhå n* | aggihute | m¥˙ 

pujjo rå n* | aggobhåsesena | 

 

kË-verso 

m¥˙ lhyaμ e * aro  phra . uttamarËparËpadharaˆi | mrat so aro  acha  kui cho  tat 

tha so | sudass¥gandhabb¥1581 |  rhu khra  phvay so catu mahåråj nat ma  e* mayå 

nha . tË so kinnarå ma kui | dassati | mra  le e* | {17} hitvåna lokiyaμ | jhånaμ taˆha 

råga samuditaμ | gandhabb¥pËpaμ disvåna | cittanikantirañcati | lok¥yajhånaμ | lok¥ 

jhån kui | hitvå | pay r* | taˆhårågasamuditaμ | taˆhåråga e* phrac khra ˙ sh | asi | 

phrac e* | gandhabbirËpaμ | gandhabbi nat sm¥ e* | acha  kui | disvåna | mra  ma taññ 

ka lhya  | cittanikantiyå | cit e* tat khra  kro . phrac so lobhajo phra . | | rañcati | tap 

bhi le e* | {18} ta khaˆe rågacitte | muduhatthena issayo | netvå atthavasaμgËhaμ | 

jhånakilesaμ upådayi | ta khaˆe | thui khaˆa n* | issayo | brahmadeva rha  rasse. saññ 

| rågacittena | rågacit phra . | muduhatthena | nË ññaμ. cvå so lak phra . | 

attavasaμgËhaμ | mi mi e* ne rå phrac so gË sui. | netvå | cho  le r* | jhånakilesaμ1582 

| jhån e* ññac ññË khra  kui | upådayi | phrac ce e* | {19} bahurågo hi s¥lavå | 

aggobhåselabhåriva | pharaˆåp¥tuppajjanti | jhånabhiññåvinodati | hi | sa . cva | s¥la vå 

| s¥la rhi so sË saññ | bahurågo | myå˙ so råga rhi saññ | bhavati | e* | pharaˆåp¥ti | kui 

luμ˙ nhaμ so p¥ti saññ | uppajanti | phrac saññ phrac r* | jhånåbhiññå | jhån abhiññåˆ 

tui. kui | vinodati | phyok tat e* | kimiva | abay kai. sui. naññ˙ hË mË kå˙ | 

aggobhåsalabhåriva | m¥˙ lhyaμ e* aro  nha . tve. so pui˙ phalaμ kai. sui. taññ | {20} 

pamodabandhogandhabb¥ | kåmarågavasaμgatåneva | dassesakaμbandhu | 

gharåvåsamakårayi1583 | pamodabandhå | vam mrok khra  phra . nho  phvai. tat tha so 

                                                
1580 h. sudass¥varakinnarå 
1581 h. sudassivarakinnar¥  
1582 h. ga-v  
1583 h. kåmarågavasagatå | nevadassesakaμbandhagharåvåsamakårayi | 
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ke-recto 

sudass¥gandhabb¥ | kåmarågavasaμgatå | kåmaråga tarå˙ e* nui   sui. luik ta tha so | 

gandhabb¥ | kinnarå ma saññ | sakaμ bandhu | mi mi tui achvai amyui˙ tui kui | 

nevadassetvå | ma pra mhu r* | gharåvåsaμ | aim rå tho  khra  kui | akårayi | pru le e* 

| {21} ekasaμvacchare patte | pa†isandhi upadyati1584 | paripåkagabbhakåle 

puttaμvijåyisobhaˆi1585 | ekasaμvacchare | ta nhac sh | patte | rok lat sau | pa†isandhi | 

pa†isandhe sh | upadyati | phrac e* | paripåkagabbhakåle | pa†isandhe ra . pr¥ so akhå 

n* | sobhaˆaμ puttaμ | ta  tay khra ˙ nha . prañ cuμ so så˙ kui | vijåyi | phvå˙ e* | 

{22} pharaˆåpitubbajjitvå | disvå puttaμ susobhaˆaμ | subhadraμ nåma kumåraμ | 

vadantisamukhabhayå | pharaˆåpiti | kuiy luμ˙ nhaμ so piti saññ | uppajjitvå | phrac 

r* | susobhaˆaμ puttaμ | ko  mvan cvå so lakkhaˆå nha  praññ cuμ so så˙ kui disvå | 

mra  r* | kumåraμ | sa tui. så˙ | subhadraμ nåma | subhadra hË so amaññ kui | 

samukhubhayå | ami apha nhac på | chuμ tui. e* | myak mhok sa mhat khra  phra . | 

vadanti | khau vau samut pe kun e* | {23} tatiye saμvacchare1586 patte | 

gandhabbipunaputtakaμ | bhåtarihåsitavåkye måtåpitarasantake | 

manuññavåkyabhåsanto | manusåroti nåmako | tatiye saμvacchare | suμ nhac saññ | 

patte | rok pr¥˙ sau | bhåtari | subhadra maññ so ac kui saññ | måtåpitarasantike | ami 

apha tui. e* athaμ n* | hasivåkye | pruμ˙ ray so ca kå˙ kui | bhåsante | chui tat pr¥˙ so 

| gandhabbi | gandhabba nat sm¥˙ saññ | puna | ta phan | puttakaμ | så˙ yokyå˙ ta yok 

kui | vijåyi | myak nhå mra  pran e* | manuññåvå- 

 

ke-verso  

                                                
1584 h. uppajjati 
1585 h. -bhaˆaμ 
1586 h. gå-r  
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kyaμ bhåsanto | nhac lui phvay so ca kå˙ kui chui tat so kro . | manusåroti nåmako | 

manusåra amh rhi saññ | bhavati | phrac e* | {24} sattasaμvacchare patte1587 |  

†hapetvånabhayasantike1588 paridevamupådesuμ | puttebhåvetvåbhåvanaμ | 

brahmaloka<ga>1589to svåhaμ | råjavaμsagatå ubho tuμhaμ | måtågamissati | pËraμ 

gandhabbipibbataμ1590 | sattasaμvacchare | khu nhac saññ | patte | rok pr¥˙ sau | p¥tå | 

apha saññ | putte | så˙ tui. kui | avoca | chui e* | svåhaμ | thui å saññ | bhåvanaμ | 

bhåvanå kui | bhåvetvå | c¥˙ pran˙ r* | brahmalokato | brahma praññ sui. svå˙ saññ | 

bhavissåmi | phrac aμ. | ubho | nhac yok kun so | tumhe sa  tui. sh | råjavaμsagatå | 

mahåsamata ma ˙ e* | anhvay sui. svå˙ kun | saññ | bhavatha | phrac kun lo | tumhe | 

sa  tui. e* | måtå | ami saññ | gandhabbapabbataμ | gandhabba to  n* taññ so | pËraμ | 

nat praññ sui | gamissati | svå˙ lattan | iti | sui. | vutte | shui pe sau | puttå | så nhac yok 

tui. saññ | ubhayasantike | ami apha nhac på˙ cuμ tui. e* athaμ n* | †hatvåna | taññ Ë˙ 

r* | paridevaμ | ui˙ kyve˙ khra  kui | upådesuμ | phrac ce kun e* | {25} 

tadåpuccitta1591 te puttå | kulaμvaμsaμ sasambhavaμ | mahesayo | patipådi1592 | 

manussattaμ sasambhavaμ | tadå | thui sui. apha chui so1593 akhå n* | te puttå | thui 

så˙ nhac yoμ tui. sh | sambhavaμ | anhvay akro ˙ nha  ta kva so | kulavaμsaμ | 

amyui˙ anhvay kui | pucchittha1594 | me˙ kui e* | mahåsayo | brahmadeva rasse. mrat 

sh | sa sambhavaμ | anhvay akro ˙ nha . ta kva so | manussattaμ | lË e* 

 

kai-recto 
                                                
1587 Here, rather interestingly a. begins the nissaya gloss. This betrays the order of the 
text thus far, and seems to be striking evidence that this text was copied off another 
manuscript, perhaps by sight.  
1588 h. †hatvånubhayasantike |  
1589 h. 
1590 h. gandhabbipabbataμ 
1591 h. pucchanti 
1592 h. pa†ivådi 
1593 h. gå-v 
1594 h. pucchanti 
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aphrac kui | pa†ivådi | chui pran pe * | {26} sammatavaμsaμññatvåna | 

jambud¥patalavasaμ1595 | måtukËlañca gandhabbaμ | doha¬aμsamuppåditaμ | 

jambud¥patalaμvasaμ | jambud¥p apra  n* ne tha so | sammatavaμsaμ | 

mahåsammata ma ˙ e* anhvay kui | ñatvåna | si Ë r* | gandhabbaμ | gandhabbanat 

phrac so | måtukËlañca | ami myui˙ kui lh | ñatvå | si pr¥˙ r* | doha¬aμ | mi mi e* 

amyui˙ kui mra  lui so khya  khra ˙ kui | samuppåditaμ | ko  cvå phrac ce e* | {27| 

icchåyataμ iti bhåvaμ | attakËlaμ dassåmanå | yadisvå tvaμ isi katvå | jhånaμ 

bhåvetha bhåvanaμ | svåtaμ | sa  thui nhac yok sh | atthakËladassåmanå | mi mi 

amyui˙ kui mra  lui so nha luμ˙ rhi kuμn saññ | yadi siyuμ | phrac kun rå˙ aμ. | 

isibhåvaμ | rasse. rahan˙ aphrac kui | icchåyataμ | icchåyatu | alui rhi ce sa taññ | isi | 

rasse. rahan˙ aphrac kui | katvå | pru u r* | jhånabhåvaμ | jhån e* pvå˙ khra  kui | 

bhåvetha | pvå˙ ce kuμ lo | {28} ekasmiμ sundarasele1596 | måtåpitarasantike | ubho pi 

isitthaμ1597 katvå | <jhånabhåvaμ bhåvesuμ bhåvanaμ>1598 | labhitvå sakalaμ jhånaμ 

| abhiññåsamupåditå | ubho pi | ñ¥ no  nhac yok tui. sh lh | ekasmiμ sundarasele | ta 

khu so ko  mvan så yå so to  thip n* | måtåpitarasantike | mi bha tui. e* athaμ n* | 

issitthaμ | radde. rahan aphrac kui | katvå | pru r* | jhånabhåvaμ | jhån bhåvanå kui | 

bhåvesu | c¥ pran˙ kuˆ e* | sakalajhånaμ | aluμ˙ cuμ so jhån tarå˙ kui labhitvå | ra r* 

| abhiññå | abhiññåˆ tui. kui samupåditå1599 | phrac ce ap kun e* | {29} 

pacchåbrahmadevaμ cutaμ1600 | jhåpetvåcandane{te}va 1601 | yathåpitarasåsanå | 

gantvå <ca>1602 catucakkava¬aμ | subhadrå cakkavåselå 

 

                                                
1595 h. vaμsaμ here and in the nissaya 
1596 h. -kåle 
1597 h. here and below isitaμ 
1598 a. jhånaμ bhåvetha bhavanaμ 
1599 h. gi-r 
1600 h. pacchåcutaμ brahmadevaμ 
1601 h. jhåpetvåcandaka†hehi 
1602 not in h. 
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kai-verso  

likkhitvå lokiyaμ såraμ | dhammasatthaμ manusåro | likkhitvå camuggato1603 | paccå | 

thui pri no  mha | cutaμ brahmadevaμ | cuti cit <pa>1604 prat so brahmadeva kui | 

candanakatheheva1605 | candakË˙ tha ˙ tui. phra . så lhya  | jhåpetvå | phut kraññ 

khai. r* | yathåpitarasåsanaμ | apha rasse. mha khai. tui ˙ | catud¥pacakkavå¬aμ | le˙ 

kvyan˙ luμ kui raμ so cakkava¬å tan tui ˙ sui. | gaμtvåna1606 | svå˙ le r* | subhadro | 

subhadra rasse. sh | cakkavå¬apåkåråca | cakkava¬a tan tui ˙ mha | lokiyasåraμ | lok¥˙ 

så˙ tui. e* anhac phrac so | a ˙ mantarå˙ <beda >1607 kyam˙ kui | likkhitvå | re˙ khai. 

r* | våcuggato | ale. alyak cho  khai. e* | manusåro | manusåra rasse sh | 

dhammasatthaμ | dhammasat kyam˙ kui | likkhitvå | re˙ khai. r* | våcuggato | ale. 

akyak cho  khai. e* | {30} sabbalokahitåvahå | isikaˆi††habhåtaro | 

åkåsenevabbhaggantå1608 | nuppattaμ sammataμ1609 gharaμ | sabbalokaμ hitåvahå | 

khap sim˙ so sË tui. e* ac¥˙ apvå˙ kui cho  tat kun tha so | isikaˆi††habhåtaro | rasse. 

ñ¥ no  nhac yoμ tui. sh | åkåseneva | ko ˙ ka ˙ phra . lhya  | abbhaggantvå | pyaμ 

tat1610 le r* | sammatagharaμ | mahåsammata ma ˙ e* eim˙ sui. anuppattå | rok le kun 

e* | {31} sammataråjatodisvå1611 | datvånanissaråsanaμ | padumañjal¥karitvå | 

pucchatåkåkåraˆaμ1612 | sammataråjå | sammata ma ˙ saññ | ubho |  ñi no  nhac yok 

tui. kui | disvå | mra  r* | issaråsanaμ | mrat so ne rå kui | datvåna | pe˙ u r* | 

padumañjal¥ | padummå krå nha . tu so lak aup kui | karitvå | khy¥ r* | ågatakåraˆaμ | 

                                                
1603 h. cavåcuggato; e. likkhitvå våcamukkato 
1604 h. mha 
1605 h. candanaka†heheva; i.e. ka††hehi “firewood” 
1606 h. gantvå 
1607 h. 
1608 h. åkåsenevabbhuggantvå 
1609 h. nuppattåsammataμ 
1610 h. tak 
1611 h. sammataråjubho disvå 
1612 h. pucchatågatakåraˆaμ 
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rok lha so akro ˙ kui | pucchati | me˙ pe e* | {32} visajjesuμ ubho1613 rañño | 

attanoråjavaμsataμ | sabbalokesukåraˆaμ |  

 

ko-recto  

lokiyaμ dhammasatthakaμ | ubho | rasse. ñ¥ no  nhac yok tui sh | rañño | 

mahåsammata ma  å˙ | attano | mi mi e* | råjavaμsataμ | mahåsammata ma  myui˙ 

phrac so akro  kui laññ ho ˙ | sabbalokesu | khap sim˙ so loka tui. n* | kåraˆaμ | 

akro ˙ phrac so a  mantarå˙ beda  kyam kui laññ ko ˙ <lokiyaμ | lok¥ n* phrac so | 

dhammasatthakaμ>1614 | dhammasat kyam kui laññ ko ˙ | visajjesuμ | pra pe kun e* | 

{33} tadåmaccasutabhåvaμ | vanacårocårocareti1615 | brahmadevagharåvåsaμ | 

gandhabbiputtamubhayaμ | tadå | tui ro akhå n* | vanacåro ca | <to svå˙ mu chui>1616 

saññ lh |  brahmadevagharåvåsaμ | brahmadeva e* aim rå tho  khra ˙ kui lh ko ˙ | 

ubhayaμ | nhac på˙ chuμ so rasse.1617 tui. e* | amaccasutabhåvañ ca | brahmadeva 

amat e* så˙ aphrac kui lh ko ˙ | <gandhabb¥puttañ ca | gandhabbakinnarå ma e* så 

aphrac kui laññ ko ˙ |>1618 rañño | mahåsammata ma ˙ å˙ | årocati1619 | krå˙ lhå pe e* 

| {34} paˆitaμ bhojanaμ | datvå bhuñjåpetvåna te cuto | sabbagandhappakåraˆe | 

yathå vuttaμ tåvattate1620 | råjå | mahåsammata ma ˙ saññ | paˆitaμ bhojanaμ | mvan 

mrat so bhojaññ kui | datvå | pe˙ Ë r* | te ubho | thui rasse. ñ¥ no  nhac yok tui. kui | 

bhuñjåpetvåna1621 | <phuμ˙ pe˙>1622 ce pr¥˙ r* | sabbagandhappakaraˆe | aluμ˙ co so 

                                                
1613 h. gi-verso  
1614 from h. 
1615 h. vanacårocårocati 
1616 h. to så˙ mu chuiv 
1617 h. sË 
1618 left out of a. and corrected as an annotation in the margin. 
1619 h. aroceti 
1620 h. åvattate 
1621 h. bhuñjitvåna 
1622 h. parabhut 
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<a ˙ mantarå˙ kyam˙ dhammasat kyam˙>1623 tui. kui | yathå vuttaμ | rha  rasse. tui. 

saññ ho khai. so atui ˙ | åvattate | pran pran ce e* | {35} manusåra amh rhi so rha  

rasse. e* athuppatti nha . dhammasat kyam˙ e* ac¥ ara  kui chui so arå kå˙ i* vay rve. 

lhya  pr¥˙ praññ. chuμ e* {36} sammataråjå åditya | tadå paraμparåbhataμ | 

lokopakåraμ kathitaμ | dhammasatthapakaraˆaμ | sammataråjå1624 | mahåsammata 

ma ˙ saññ | aditya | nat rvå lå˙ khai. sh rhi sau | tadå | thui akhå mha ca r* | 

paraμparåbhataμ | achak chak sh cho  ap so | lo- 

 

ko-v  

kopakåraμ | lË tui. å˙ myå˙ so kye˙ jË˙ rhi so | dhammasatthapakaraˆaμ | chuμ˙ 

phrat rå chuμ˙ phrat kro ˙ phrac so manusåra amh rhi so dhammasat kyam˙ kui | 

kathitaˆ | ho ap e* |  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1623 h. a ˙ mantarå˙ beda  kyam˙ dhammasat kyam˙ 
1624 h. g¥-r  
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